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Preface
AGBA’s 2019 “Monograph Book´ HQWLWOHG ³$GYDQFHPHQWV LQ *OREDO %XVLQHVV 5HVHDUFK $FURVV (PHUJLQJ
&RXQWULHV´FRQVLVWVRI%(67VFKRODUO\SDSHUVVHOHFWHGRXWRIRYHUSDSHUVSUHVHQWHGDW$*%$¶VWK:RUOG
Congress held at AACSB accredited NIDA Business School, National Institute of Development Administration
(NIDA), Bangkok, Thailand.
After the fabulous success and overwhelming response from global scholars, we are delighted to bring out
AGBA’s 3rd monograph book. As AGBA is committed to nurture world-class academic research across emerging
countries, this monograph book is an attempt to showcase the kind of research papers that are presented at AGBA’s
global conferences. Through this monograph book, AGBA intends to inspire global scholars based across emerging
countries to foray into unchartered territories of academic research of global prominence and bring forth substantial
¿QGLQJVWKDWFRXOGEHEHQH¿FLDOIRUEXVLQHVV¿UPV SULYDWHDQGSXEOLF DQGSROLF\PDNHUVDFURVVHPHUJLQJFRXQWULHV
In this monograph book, an attempt has been made to highlight the advancements in global business research
across emerging countries. This monograph book opens up wide range of dimensions that are important for emerging
countries. The research streams covered in this monograph book encompass areas as diverse as Accounting,
(FRQRPLFV &RPPHUFH 2SHUDWLRQV )LQDQFH ,QIRUPDWLRQ 6\VWHP 0DQDJHPHQW 0DUNHWLQJ (QWUHSUHQHXUVKLS
International Business, Hospitality and Tourism Management, to name a few. This monograph book makes an
LQWHUHVWLQJUHDGVXSSRUWHGE\IDFWV¿JXUHVDQGDQDO\VHVRIVFKRODUO\UHVHDUFKRIZRUOGFODVVTXDOLW\GHSWKDQG
rigor.
%\VSRQVRULQJWKLVPRQRJUDSKERRN$*%$KDVWUXO\H[KLELWHGLWVDGKHUHQFHWRLWVPLVVLRQVWDWHPHQW±³%XLOGLQJ
on the dynamics of the ongoing globalization process, AGBA is committed to provide a global platform aimed at
DVVLVWLQJDFDGHPLFVVFKRODUVSURIHVVLRQDOVR൶FLDOVHQWUHSUHQHXUVDQGFRQVXOWDQWVRIHPHUJLQJFRXQWULHVWRDVVHUW
WKHPVHOYHVRQWKHJOREDOVWDJHIRUUHFRJQLWLRQQHWZRUNLQJDQGGLVVHPLQDWLRQRINQRZOHGJH´
We are also fortunate that so many peers across the world so generously gave their precious time and invested
WKHLULQWHOOHFWXDOFDSLWDOWRUH¿QHWKHLUSDSHUVRQWLPH:HPHWZLWKWKHVHSHHUVLQSHUVRQDW$*%$¶VWKJOREDO
FRQIHUHQFHKHOGLQ7KDLODQGDQGVXEVHTXHQWO\WHOHFRQIHUHQFHGZLWKWKHP7KHLQVLJKWVDQGUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRI
WKHVHSHHUVZHUHLQVWUXPHQWDOLQWKHGHVLJQDQGIRUPDWRIWKLVPRQRJUDSKERRN:HH[WHQGRXUKHDUWIHOWJUDWLWXGH
and thanks to all the authors, co-authors and reviewers for making this AGBA’s initiative (publication of a global
monograph every year) possible.
7KLVPRQRJUDSKERRNZRXOGQRWKDYHEHHQSRVVLEOHZLWKRXWWKHWLUHOHVVH൵RUWVRIPDQ\GHGLFDWHGSURIHVVLRQDOV
at our globally acclaimed publisher (McGraw Hill). We are especially grateful to Mr. Nikhil Wadhera for his
invaluable contribution facilitating the successful completion of this project on time.
We hope readers will discover/rediscover, how stimulating, challenging, fascinating, and sometimes frustrating
this world of global business research could be.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Prof. Dr. Zafar U. Ahmed (Editor)
Dr. Sahil Raj (Co-Editor)
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Operating in a Virtual Optimum Currency Area (VOCA) as a Hedging Strategy
Omer F. Genc
Assistant Professor of International Business
Department of Marketing
Youngstown State University
USA
Email: ogenc@ysu.edu
ABSTRACT
Foreign exchange risk is an important issue for multinational companies, which face enormous
losses when currencies fluctuate significantly. Increasing competition and the need for
internationalization have made this phenomenon more important than ever. This study examines the
concept of the optimum currency area (OCA), which is a group of countries whose currencies move
together. OCAs have been studied in the economics literature in terms of their implementation in
different regions. However, there are very few areas where countries have adopted a common currency.
Moreover, OCAs have not been addressed much in the business literature. I propose the establishment of
virtual optimum currency areas, where firms can minimize their exposure to foreign exchange risk. A
theoretical rationale for virtual optimum currency areas (VOCAs) and identification of regions where
the concept could be implemented are provided.
Keywords: exchange rate exposure, optimum currency area, exchange rate risk, hedging, common
currency
INTRODUCTION
Increasing globalization, with advancements in transportation and communication technologies,
combined with declining trade barriers have resulted in a higher level of international trade. Not only
large multinational companies, but also small and medium size-enterprises sell their products in
international markets, which present a lot of challenges. One of these challenges is foreign exchange
risk, which refers to the risk stemming from fluctuating exchange rates. The values of most of the
currencies in the world are determined by markets, and they move in unpredictable ways, which creates
uncertainties and risk for companies that do business internationally. The degree of the foreign exchange
risk depends on several firm-level factors such as export ratio, quick ratio, leverage, etc. (Lin & WenYuan, 2017).
Foreign exchange risk is one of the most important factors that affect the performance of
international companies Grogan (1997). There is ample empirical evidence of the foreign exchange risk
on the competitiveness and growth of companies (Apergis & Artikis, 2016). One of the main ways that
companies are affected is through transaction exposure. When companies sell products and services in a
different currency with a payment date later than the date of the sale, they face transaction exposure.
Depreciation of the foreign currency in such a transaction makes an otherwise profitable transaction
unprofitable. Fluctuations in the value of a currency also affect the costs of the firms, which hinders the
competitiveness (Grogan, 1997). Another way exchange rates can affect firms is via economic exposure,
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which is associated with higher prices due to the appreciation of a currency. Exporters in general are
affected negativeO\ E\ WKH DSSUHFLDWLRQ RI WKHLU KRPH FRXQWULHV¶ FXUUHQF\ Nabli & VéganzonèsVaroudakis, 2004). Foreign exchange risk plays a very critical role in the financial investments at the
international level. For instance, multinational companies and investors invest a lot of money especially
in emerging markets, which is influenced by the foreign exchange risk (Gadanecz, Blaise, and
Miyajima, 2018). Several studies in the literature provided empirical evidence of the significant effects
of exchange rates on the competitiveness and performance of firms (see, for example, Williamson,
2001).
Multinational companies use different tools to eliminate or reduce foreign exchange risk, such as
using foreign exchange forwards, currency futures, currency options, financing with debt in the currency
in which revenue will be generated,1 and so forth. All of these hedging strategies are effective in the
short term, which is usually no more than one year. Thus, a company can hedge risk for one year and
avoid the effects of fluctuations in exchange rates; however, after one year, a company needs to hedge
the risk at the new exchange rate. There are additional issues with these hedging strategies, such as
exchange rates moving in opposite directions, which can cause a company to lose even more money.
Moreover, all hedging strategies entail some costs, depending on the type of hedging and the amount of
the hedged value. These costs, whether small or large, increase the cost of doing business and reduce
profitability. Therefore, companies need other ways to deal with foreign exchange rate risk.
An optimum currency area (OCA), which is defined as a region of countries that use a single
currency, has been viewed as a long-term solution for companies trying to deal with exchange rate risk.
However, there are very few areas in the world that use a common single currency, the euro zone being
the most important one. Despite having potential to help companies in deal with this important problem,
OCAs, although they have been studied extensively in the economics literature (Barseghyan &
Baghdasaryan, 2019; Prokopenko, Jafarov, & Gulde, 2004; Krugman & Obstfeld, 2009), have not
received much attention in the business literature. Our goal in this study is to examine the OCA
phenomenon from the fLUPV¶SHUVSHFWLYHUDWKHUWKDQWKHPDFURHFRQRPLFSHUVSHFWLYHDQGWRSURSRVHD
model to help firms minimize foreign exchange risk. I propose that firms can define virtual optimum
currency areas (VORAs) and organize their operations based on these regions to minimize foreign
exchange risk. After a thorough review of the literature on OCAs, we explain the dynamics of these
areas and how firms can benefit from dispersing their operations based on these regions. I argue that
firms should arrange their international operations according to defined VOCAs and permanently
minimize their exposure to currency fluctuations. Possible areas where VOCAs could be implemented
are also identified in this study.
This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, it fills an important gap in the business
OLWHUDWXUHE\GLVFXVVLQJ2&$VWKDWFDQEHXVHGLQDILUP¶VRSHUDWLRQVWRUHGXFHIRUHLJQH[FKDQJHULVN
With a through and systematic literature review of the concept, the study provides a good understanding
of OCAs for a business audience. Second, I introduce the concept of the VOCA, by which firms can
define and organize operations to minimize their foreign exchange risk in the long-term. A model and
1
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propositions are developed to show how firms can improve their competitiveness by taking VOCAs into
consideration in their global operations. Third, based on the literature, potential regions where VOCAs
can be implemented by firms are pointed out, which has great practical implications for firms. I believe
that this study provides fresh insight into the business literature, as the concept of the OCA has been
rarely studied in that area, despite the huge number of studies in the economics literature. Introducing
this important phenomenon to the business literature should open new avenues of research on this topic.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. First, a review of the literature on foreign exchange
risk will be provided, with attention to hedging strategies and OCAs. Next, the conceptual model will be
presented and propositions will be developed to help firms understand how they can use VOCAs to deal
with foreign exchange risk. The last section, discussion, includes limitations, implications and future
research, and.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Foreign exchange risk
Companies that engage in international business face challenges that arise from differences
between markets. One such difference is related to the currencies in use in foreign markets. International
companies prefer to engage in business using theiUKRPHFRXQWU\¶VFXUUHQF\RUWKH86GROODUZKLFKLV
the most common currency circulated in the world, but that is not possible all the time. Companies
sometimes need to negotiate deals that involve different currencies. However, fluctuations in exchange
UDWHVFDQQHJDWLYHO\DIIHFWDFRPSDQ\¶VRSHUDWLRQVFRVWVDQGSURILWVWKHFKDQFHVRIWKLVKDSSHQLQJDUH
referred to as foreign exchange risk. This risk does not affect all firms in the same way and depends of
financial situation of the company in terms of cash position, percentage of sales coming from export,
leverage, etc. (Lin & Wen-Yuan, 2017).
Foreign exchange rates fluctuate for several reasons, such as demand shock (Clarida & Gali,
1994; Juvenal, 2011). A movement in exchange rates creates volatility and risk in international markets
(Farrant & Peersman, 2006). The Asian financial crisis, which occurred in 1997, was one of the most
devastating crises in recent history, and it demonstrated the importance of foreign exchange risk.
Starting with Thailand, many Asian countries and hundreds of firms involved in the crisis suffered due
to huge fluctuations in exchange rates. Asian currencies depreciated enormously with very high inflation
rates (Pratomo & Warokka, 2016). Those who suffered the most were foreign companies in Asia that
which used imported components and equipment, as the input prices of imports increased significantly
in local currencies.
Effects of foreign exchange risk
Exchange rate risk affects firms in different ways. First of all, it makes managing payables and
receivables a lot more complex if the currency used in a business transaction is different from the
FXUUHQF\RIDFRPSDQ\¶VKRPHFRXQWU\8QH[SHFWHGIOXFWXDWLRQVLQFXUUHQFLHVFDQDOVRPDNHSURILWDEOH
transactions unprofitable. Several studies in the literature have analyzed the impact of foreign exchange
risk on the performance of companies. The results of these studies vary across countries, industries, and
time. Nabli and Véganzonès-Varoudakis (2004) examined the effect of exchange rate policy on
manufactured exports in the MENA region and found that manufactured exports were influenced
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extensively by the appreciation of the MENA region currencies. In another study, Williamson (2001)
investigated issues at the industry level in the context of automotive firms in the United States and Japan
and found a significant exposure to exchange rate shocks. Companies whose sales are dispersed across
different regions are more prone foreign exchange risk (Kotabe, 2002). More important, the appreciation
RI D KRPH FRXQWU\CV FXUUHQF\ ZKLFK PDNHV LW VWURQJHU UDLVHV WKH FRVWV RI D ILUP¶V SURGXFWV RQ
LQWHUQDWLRQDOPDUNHWVDQGGHFUHDVHVWKHILUP¶VFRPSHWLWLYHQHVV
Hedging strategies
Firms use various strategies to deal with foreign exchange risk. Financial instruments such as
forward foreign exchange forwards and currency options are tools used by companies to eliminate risks
associated with currency fluctuations. However, these tools are costly, and small and medium-sized
enterprises, especially, face difficulties in using these tools, for lack of resources. Moreover, these tools
deal with foreign exchange risk in the short term, but do not help companies protect themselves in the
long term. Neither do they have any influence over the economic exposure and competitiveness of firms
in international operations.
Exchange rate risk has been studied, and some strategies have been proposed to deal with it.
Kotabe (2002) suggested operational hedging, which is the shifting of production and procurement
abroad in order to match revenues in foreign currency. Similarly, Bodnar and Marston (2002) argued
that by producing an entire product to be sold in foreign markets, a company can hedge its operations
and avoid the impacts of foreign exchange rate fluctuations. Kotabe and Murray (2004) also stated that
companies that localize production are less affected by exchange rate fluctuations, which is the reason
for the trend in localizing production facilities. However, companies cannot have a production facility in
every country with its own local currency. That sort of production strategy is not feasible and effective,
as it leads to a lot of duplication of functions. Another way that companies deal with foreign exchange
risk is to adjust prices based on the strength of local currencies, which is a strategy used by Japanese
companies (Marston, 1990); however, there is a limitation to this, in that companies can adjust their
prices only to a certain degree. In addition, growing competition and declining profit margins have made
the implementation of this strategy more difficult. Therefore, there is a need for a strategy that will help
companies deal with foreign exchange risk in an affordable way over the long term. This study aims to
fill this gap by developing a model for OCAs to help companies deal with foreign exchange rate risk.
Optimum Currency Areas (OCAs)
What is OCA?
The seminal theory behind optimum currency areas (OCAs) originated with Mundell (1961),
McKinnon (1963) and Kenen (1969). They defined an OCA in terms of the extent of trade and factor
mobility. An OCA, also known as an optimal currency region (OCR), is a geographical region that
shares a single currency to maximize economic efficiency. The main rationale for OCAs is that the
benefits of using a single currency outweigh the costs (Koziara, 2013). The use of single currency is best
accompanied by a common monetary policy, the benefits and costs of which have been studied
extensively in the literature (Alesina, Barro, & Tenreyro, 2003; Prokopenko, Jafarov, & Gulde, 2004).
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Determinants of OCA
In order to implement an OCA, a set of conditions should be met (Mundell, 1961), and the
question of which factors are most important has been studied extensively in the economics literature
(Barseghyan & Baghdasaryan, 2019). In general, to support homogeneous monetary and fiscal policies,
countries should have similar business environments (Svrtinov et al., 2015). The supply and demand
dynamics and shocks should be consistent among partners in an OCA (Bayoumi & Eichengreen, 1998).
This results in consistency among macroeconomic indicators such as inflation and economic growth,
ZKLFK ORZHUV WKH YDULDELOLW\ LQ FRXQWULHV¶ H[FKDQJH UDWHV %DUVHJK\DQ  %DJKGDVDU\DQ   DQG
LQFUHDVHVDQ2&$¶VOLNHOLKRRGRIVuccess (Krugman & Obstfeld (2009). This type of arrangement would
be very costly if any macroeconomic indicators, such as inflation, were to vary significantly across
countries (Corden, 1972; Fleming, 1971). However, Kamar and Naceur (2007) argued that policy
coordination among members is more important than just looking at the macroeconomic indicators.
Horvath (2005) applied these criteria to twenty countries from Europe and found that they explain the
variability in exchange rates, which provide support for the OCA theory.
In one of the original studies that introduced the concept of the OCA, McKinnon (1963) stressed
the role of factor mobility as a critical criterion. The mobility of factors of production, such as labor and
capital, is viewed as one of the most important factors for an OCA, as both of these factors help to
harmonize the economic and fiscal policies in a region (Svrtinov et al., 2015). With a free movement of
labor, people from depressed regions can move to more developed countries (Mundell, 1961). Capital
mobility among countries also increases the stability within the region (Eichengreen, 1997). Both of
these factor increases the prospects for an optimum currency area. Moreover, the free movement of
labor and capital eliminates asymmetric shocks, because markets are able to respond more easily with
the mobility of factors of production from one market to another (Mundell, 1961). The countries in an
OCA should also be open to other countries in the region, and they should engage in free trade with each
other in order to increase trade and sustain the single currency (McKinnon, 1963). The composition of
the economy has been proposed as another factor in sustaining an OCA. According to this view,
diversified economies are less vulnerable to all kinds of shocks and see less variation in the value of
their currencies, which make them more suitable for entering into an OCA (Kenen, 1969). Some studies
go one step further and view political integration as an additional requirement for the establishment of
an OCA (De Grauwe, 2014).
Disadvantages of OCA
An optimum currency provides several benefits to countries and to the companies operating in
the region, in terms of the harmonization of monetary policies (Wyplosz, 1997). These benefits include
price consistency across the OCA and declining costs as a result of the elimination foreign exchange risk
(Krugman & Obstfeld, 2009). These reduce uncertainty for firms and make it easier to do business in the
region. However, another camp of researchers emphasizes the negative aspects of OCAs (Krugman and
Obstfeld, 2009). One main drawback is the inability to respond to country-specific problems (Criste,
2018). Countries typically use monetary and fiscal policies when they are faced with economic
recession, but this is not possible for a country in an OCA. For instance, the Maastricht criteria, which
constitute the basis of the OCA in Europe, place restrictions on countries in regard to government
spending, budget deficits, debt, and so forth. These create huge risks for member countries, especially if
they have different economic environment (Baldwin & Wyplosz, 2006). The imbalances between
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member countries in the European Union in terms of macroeconomic indicators, and the gap between
developed and developing member countries in terms of competitiveness, have led to more problems
more problems (Criste & Lupu, 2012). The recent financial crises in the Euro Zone support these
negative arguments about OCAs. On the other hand, Wyplosz (2006) argues that giving up the control
for the exchange rate doesn`t create problems in terms of the sovereignty of a market with regard to the
policies as long as the country is open to international trade. There is a divergent set of arguments with
regard to how an OCA or any other kind of integration affect countries independence and economic
well-being.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The risks companies face due to currency fluctuations and the ways they deal with those risks
were discussed in the previous section. Most tools currently in use eliminate foreign exchange risk in the
short term, but cannot help companies in the long term. Some strategies, such as localization and
operational hedging, are hard to implement because they are very costly. According to the business
literature, companies are provided with a trade-off between a global strategy, which is very risky in
terms of foreign exchange, and localization, which is inefficient. In this study, we develop a model for
regional integration, based on the use of OCAs.
OCAs offer a perfect environment for firms in terms of eliminating foreign exchange risk.
However, there are very few formal OCAs in the world, and none of them, except for the Euro Zone, are
large areas. Therefore, we propose the concept of a virtual optimum currency area (VOCA), which is
not a formal single-currency area, but a region in which the currencies of countries fluctuate in tandem.
A firm could identify a VOCA, regardless of whether or not there is a formal agreement among the
member countries. Then it could organize its operations based on the VOCA. In an ideal case, the firm
would have a subsidiary in each VOCA and serve the region from that subsidiary. As can be seen in the
model presented in Figure 1, each subsidiary in a VOCA would be the base of operations for that region,
and there would be a regional supply chain. This would strike a balance between the two ends of a
spectrum with global strategy at one end and localization strategy at the other.
Benefits of operating in a VOCA
Implementing this model and operating regionally in VOCAs present several benefits for firms.
As the currencies are highly correlated with each other in a VOCA (De Grauwe, 2005), companies do
not require complex financial tools for dealing with foreign exchange risk and excessive transaction
costs (De Grauwe, 2014). Companies can allocate those resources to other activities, such as research
and development, which will enhance their competitiveness. As a result of the similarity in behavior
among the currencies in the VOCA, prices remain stable, which makes it less complex to manage
operations and produces consistent expectations in consumers (De Grauwe, 2014). Doing business in a
VOCA, where currencies move together, also provides a competitive advantage for a firm, as opposed to
firms that adopt a global strategy and have to deal with different currencies around the world (Bennett,
1996).
In a VOCA, the supply and demand dynamics and shocks are consistent with each other
(Bayoumi & Eichengreen, 1998). Therefore, companies can better manage their business operations and
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develop strategies for an entire region, rather than localizing all of their strategies. The members of a
VOCA usually share similar characteristics in terms of economic indicators and policies, as well as
being geographically close, which make mobility of factors of production easier. The ability to move
labor and capital, as well as goods and services, provides huge benefits to firms in terms of establishing
regional supply chains. In sum, firms that operate under a VOCA can eliminate several complexities and
uncertainties, including foreign exchange risk, and gain several advantages over firms that follow either
global or local strategies. In other words, companies manufacturing and marketing products in a VOCA
perform better compared to companies operating globally. All of these considerations lead us to the
following propositions based on the model:
Proposition 1: Firms manufacturing (with a regional supply chain) in a VOCA perform better than
those that practice globally scattered production strategies.
Proposition 2: Firms marketing products (have sales) regionally in a VOCA perform better than those
that practice globally scattered marketing strategies.
Proposition 3: Firms manufacturing and marketing products and offering services in a VOCA perform
better than those that practice globally scattered production and marketing strategies.
Separate propositions are developed for the manufacturing and marketing aspects of the firm.
Companies benefit from operating in a VOCA in terms of both, but in different ways. Marketing
products at the regional level helps a company maintain price stability and consistent expectations
among consumers. On the other hand, manufacturing at the regional level in a VOCA would enable
firms to eliminate several risks, including foreign exchange risk, which would enhance their
competitiveness.
Potential VOCAs for Firms
The model developed in previous section indicates that firms can identify and use VOCAs to
arrange their operations. These kinds of arrangements help firms to minimize foreign exchange risk in
the long term, which affords them a competitive advantage over rivals who disperse their activities
globally or regionally. One of the most critical steps in this process is to identify regions where this
model can be implemented. To begin, companies can assess the macroeconomic indicators and other
factors mentioned in previous sections to see what regions are eligible to be considered VOCAs. One of
the main drivers of an OCA is a high correlation of the currencies in the region. This should be
supported by similarities in macroeconomic indicators and in the interactions among countries,
especially in terms of bilateral trade (Barseghyan & Baghdasaryan, 2019). Some other studies
emphasize the role of similarity in economic structures (Baßeler, Heinrich, & Utech, 2006; Bayoumi &
Eichengreen, 1997, 1998). This view especially examines economic shocks in potential member
FRXQWULHV WR GHWHUPLQH D UHJLRQ¶V VXLWDELOLW\ $QRWKHU UHVRXUce that can be used to identify VOCAs is
previous research. In this section, potential regions that can be treated as VOCAs will be identified
based on studies reported in the literature. A number of studies have examined the applicability of OCAs
to different regions of the world, such as Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, Sothern Africa,
Asia and Latin America.
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Europe
Europe is one of the regions that has been studied the most in terms of being an appropriate place
for a single currency. In addition, as a single currency has been adopted in the region, several studies
have investigated the outcomes of this initiative. The adoption of the euro in the Euro Zone has created a
stable monetary environment and enhanced the financial integration of the member countries (Criste,
2018). The basis of the single currency harks back to the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, which created
standards for inflation, interest rates, public debt, and so forth. Countries who accepted the idea from a
political standpoint adopted the euro (Criste, 2018). As not all countries adopted the currency, several
studies assessed the readiness of countries to do so (e.g. Horvath, 2005, 2007; Baldwin & Wyplosz,
2012; Jager & Hafner, 2013). However, there is not a consensus among researchers on whether the
European Economic and Monetary Union meets the criteria for an OCA. The majority of studies of
Europe have concluded that the area is not an OCA (e.g., Svrtinov et. al., 2015). Labor mobility and
fiscal integration are viewed as the main reasons for why this is so (Svrtinov et. al., 2015). In addition,
countries in the region have divergent economic conditions, such as income inequality, which make it
harder to develop standards in terms of monetary and fiscal policies (Criste & Lupu, 2013). This strain
of thought in the literature suggests that the adoption of the euro was a political decision rather than an
economic one, which is why researchers have had difficulty locating evidence of an OCA. There are
also studies that found results in opposite direction. For instance, Horvath (2007) studied the new
members of the European Union and shoed that they meet the conditions of the optimum currency area
even better than the olds members. In a similar vein, Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1997) developed an
OCA index and applied it to European countries. The results supported the expectations of the OCA
theory except the case of France.
Other studies have focused on the challenges of adopting a single currency, namely, the euro.
After analyzing the problems associated with the euro crisis, Dullien and Fichtner (2013) outlined the
need to identify stabilizing instruments in the monetary policies of the region. In sum, from a theoretical
perspective, Europe does not meet the necessary conditions for an OCA. However, firms can treat part
of this region as a VOCA, as the euro has been formally adopted by several member countries.
The Soviet Union
The Soviet Union and the countries established after its collapse make up another region that has
been analyzed in terms of its suitability for an OCA. The countries in the region were under the same
regime in the past, which leads to the belief that the countries are similar enough to form an OCA.
Barseghyan and Baghdasaryan (2019) analyzed 18 countries in the region, including Russia,
Kazakhstan, Belarus, Armenia, and Kyrgyzstan, which established a formal entity called the Eurasian
Economic Union (EAEU). There have been rumors and expectations in the media regarding the
adoption of s single currency in the region (Falyahov, 2014). Barseghyan and Baghdasaryan (2019)
looked at several macro-economic indicators, but found no empirical evidence in favor of an OCA in the
region. Among all those countries, only Moldova and Kazakhstan showed prospects of forming a single
currency with Russia. In another study, Kan, Andreosso-2¶&DOODJKDQDQG/HQLKDQ  DQDO\]HGWKH
former Soviet states, but neither did their results support the possibility of establishing an OCA in the
region. Chaplygin, Hallett, and Richter (2006) conducted a similar study based on four former Soviet
countries²Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine²and they concluded that there is a lack of
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symmetry in the economies of these countries, which makes it hard to form a common currency area.
All these findings about the region indicate that it would be hard to conceive of it as a single VOCA, but
smaller groups of countries could be seen in terms of smaller VOCAs.
Latin America
Another region that has been studied with regard to the implementation of an OCA is Latin
America (e.g. Dorrucci, Firpo, Fratzscher, & Mongelli, 2005). There have even been efforts to officially
adopt a single currency on the part of countries like Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and
Costa Rica, who formed the Central American Common Market. However, the idea of single currency
has never been officially implemented in the region. In one of the most recent studies about Latin
America, Hafner and Kampe (2018) concluded that the region does not meet the necessary conditions of
an OCA, as the countries there face high levels of asymmetric shocks. Several other studies with similar
findings have concluded that the economic integration in the region is not sufficient to support an OCA
(Arroyo, 2002; Dorrucci, Firpo, Fratzscher, & Mongelli, 2005). In another study, Berg, Borensztein and
Mauro, (2002) analyzed other options as well, such as unilateral dollarization, but their results suggest
that the benefits are not strong enough to outweigh the costs associated with such integration policies.
There are also studies that have investigated subsets of countries. In one such study, Neves, Da
Silva and Stocco, (2007) analyzed the MERCOSUR region, but found no support for a monetary union.
However, other studies have come up with opposite findings and suggest that a common currency for
countries in Latin America would provide benefits in terms of exchange rate volatility (Bresser-Pereira
& Holland, 2010; Basnet & Pradhan, 2017). These group of studies demonstrated similar patterns in the
economic fluctuations and suggested integration for Latin American countries Basnet and Sharma
(2015). So, the evidence is mixed with regard to the applicability of the VOCA to Latin American
countries, which indicates that firms view this region or at least a sub-group of countries as virtual
optimum currency areas.
Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
One of the regions that can be considered as a potential VOCA is the Middle East and North
Africa region. This region contains several emerging markets and there are many multinational
companies that operate in this region. North African countries that have been considered as a potential
OCA are Egypt, Algeria, Morocco, Libya, and Tunisia. There are more countries in the Middle East that
has been studied in terms of the implementation of the OCA including Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. Sahin
(2006) examined the possibility of forming an optimal currency area for the region and the results of the
study suggest forming a union with a single currency, which will lower uncertainties and imbalances in
the region. In a similar study conducted by the Williamson David Institute about the Middle East and
North Africa region, exchange rates of 17 countries in the area are analyzed. According to this study,
exchange rate regimes of these countries are different from each other and there are influenced by the
level of economic development. This study, different from Sahin (2006) emphasizes the differences
between MENA countries.
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Asia
Asia has been home to most of the emerging markets and has attracted many multinational
enterprises from developed countries. The financial crises in 1990s and the deep devaluations of the
currencies in the region affected multinational companies significantly, which triggered more interest
into the region in terms of the studies about OCA. Since that financial crisis, Asian countries have
worked together to harmonize their policies and stabilize the economic shocks in the region (Wang, Liu,
Li, & Deng, 2017). In one of the studies conducted about the region, Swofford (2008) examined several
Asian countries including China, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand in
terms of whether an OCA can be formed among those countries. The analyses of the countries provided
support for the formation of a common currency area. Similarly, Bacha (2008) studied the feasibility of
an OCA for ASEAN and the broader ASEAN. The results of this study don`t suggest forming an OCA
for the entire region, but provided evidence to adopt single currency for sub-groups of countries in the
region. In another study, Basnet, Sharma, and Vatsa (2015) investigated the founding members of the
ASEAN in terms of exchange rate movements to see whether a monetary policy synchronization is
possible for those countries. Their results indicate that Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand show similar patterns in their currencies` movements whereas Indonesia had different
movements in its exchange rate. Taiwan Strait has also been studied in terms of whether a common
currency area is feasible in the four regions across the area. The OCA index has been applied the the
regions in the Taiwan Strait in comparison to the European Union and the area is found to have
necessary conditions for a monetary cooperation and integration (Wang et al., 2017). One of the region
that has received a lot of attention is the FRTS, which contains Mainland China, Taiwan, Macao and
Hong Kong. These four countries have different currencies and the question of whether a single
currency should be adopted has been studied a lot. However, there is a not a consensus in the findings of
these studies. Some studies view a common currency area feasible for the region (Li, Zheng, and Zhang,
2011), but some other studies have an opposite view (Wan and Dai 2005; Zhou 2007; Zhu and Chen
2004). The findings about Asia suggest that there is a potential to form an OCA or identify some groups
of countries with similar characteristics for a virtual optimum currency area in the region.
Africa
Africa has been growing very fast and become the new target of large multinationals with a lot of
opportunities. There has been integration efforts and initiatives in the region. One of these initiatives is
the Southern African Development Community (SADC), which started a free trade agreement and then
evolved to a customs union and common market (Kumo, 2011). This has attracted several scholars to
study the implementation of the OCA in the African continent (Tavlas, 2009). Zerihun, Breitenbach and
Kemegue (2016) investigated the region to see whether the conditions are met for a single currency.
Their analyses indicate that the countries in the region have similarities in monetary and fiscal policies.
Despite the overvaluation of currencies in general, they view an OCA viable for the region. In a more
recent study, Zerihun and Breitenbach (2018) examined the possibility of a monetary union in the SADC
based on purchasing power parity. They found that the purchasing power parity holds for most of the
countries included in the study, which suggest integration in the region. Their results provide support for
a monetary union in countries of SADC except Angola and Mauritius. However, a single currency has
not been adopted din the region until now. Fritz and Mühlich (2009) views the lack of coordination in
macroeconomic policies as the cause of not achieving the goal of monetary integration. Another stream
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of literature views the idea of an OCA less feasible for the region as there is huge variation if the
economies of the countries in the region (Khamfula and Huizinga, 2004). It has been argued that
economies in the region lacks the Maastricht-type convergence criteria (Agbeyegbe, 2008). This
argument is supported by the divergence in policies of African countries with regard to monetary and
ILVFDOLVVXHV .XPR $QRWKHUJURXSRIVWXGLHVKDYHORRNHGDWZKHWKHUVRPHFRXQWULHV¶FXUUHQFLHV
can be pegged to the dominant currencies in the world. Quah (2016) analyzed West African Monetary
Union in terms of the movements in the currencies. The findings of the study indicate that the currencies
of West African countries are heavily influenced by the dominant currencies in the world such as US
dollar, Euro and Chinese yuan, which was suggested as the anchor currency. Similar studies conducted
about West Africa but those studied do to provide evidence of significant associations between those
countries (e.g. Ostry & Bayoumi, 1997; and Fielding and Shields (2001). So, the findings are mixed about the
implementation of an OCA in Africa, but there is empirical evidence about the applicability of it to some
sub-groups of countries.
Other regions
Optimum currency areas have been studied extensively in the literature and several other studies are
conducted about the applicability of OCA to different regions. In one of those studies, Swafford (2005)
investigated the macroeconomic foundations of North American countries and found favorable results
for a common currency in the region. Arndt (2006) also examined a potential monetary union for the
members of the North America Free Trade Agreement. According to this study, despite not having a
formal arrangement of standardizing monetary and fiscal policies, three countries have interacted a lot
via international trade and shown similarities in terms of business cycles and shocks. Based on these,
Arndt (2006) proposes a monetary union for member countries. As one of the largest members of the
European Union, despite its recent exit from the union. Britain has been studied whether it should adopt
the single currency of European Union. Ball (1998) doesn`t view the euro zone as an optimum currency
area as one size doesn`t fit all member countries and propose not to enter the euro zone.

DISCUSSION
Over the last few decades, there has been a tremendous increase in both international trade and
investment. In addition to large multinational firms, small and medium-sized enterprises are engaging in
international business. Another trend that has been observed is the diversification of international
business markets. Most of the trade and investment flows in the past used to be between developed
markets. However, now firms trade with many more countries from developing parts of the world,
whose characteristics differ in terms of culture, institutions, regulations, and so forth. One of these
differences is the use of local currencies, which vary from country to country. These create a huge risk
for firms, because exchange rates are not fixed and predictable (Apergis & Artikis, 2016). Companies
lose millions of dollars to fluctuations in the value of foreign currencies, which means it is very
important to attend to these phenomena.
These risks have created an industry that provides firms with tools such as forward contracts and
currency options as a hedge against them. However, these tools mitigate foreign exchange risk only in
the short term. Moreover, they are very costly. The literature provides some strategies that firms can use
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to deal with foreign exchange risk, such as operational hedging (Kotabe, 2002), localizing production
(Kotabe & Murray, 2004), and adjusting prices (Marston, 1990). Gil-Pareja (2003) examined the auto
industry in Europe to understand how car manufacturers respond to the fluctuations in the currency and
found that they use pricing-to-market strategies to minimize the exposure from foreign exchange risk.
Some of these strategies have limited usefulness (e.g., adjusting prices), and others are too costly for
firms to implement (e.g., localizing production). In light of all this, there is a need to address these
problems by creating tools and strategies, which is the main motivation of this study. The goal is to
develop a model that can help firms deal with foreign exchange risk in the long term and in an effective
way.
The concept of the OCA is analyzed in this paper via a thorough literature review to understand
how it can be used to help firms mitigate foreign exchange risk. OCAs have been studied mainly by
economists (McKinnon, 1963; Alesina, Barro, & Tenreyro, 2003; Barseghyan & Baghdasaryan, 2019),
who have mostly investigated the conditions needed to establish an OCA (Svrtinov et al., 2015; Kamar
& Naceur, 2007; De Grauwe, 2014) and the applicability of OCAs to different regions of the world
(Kan, Andreosso-2¶&DOODJKDQ /HQLKDQ&KDSO\JLQ+DOOHWW 5LFKWHU+RUYDWK 
Baldwin & Wyplosz, 2012). However, very few regions have adopted OCAs, and the only sizeable on
OCA is the Euro Zone. Although the main driver of an OCA is to adopt a single currency and eliminate
the challenges associated with foreign exchange risk, the concept has not received any attention in the
business literature. The goal of this study is to fill this gap and study this phenomenon from a business
perspective for firms.
'HVSLWHWKHKXJHHPSKDVLVRQVWXG\LQJ2&$¶VWKHUHDUHYHU\IHZLPSOHPHQWDWLRQVRIWKHPLQ
real life. Hence, I introduce the concept of a virtual optimum currency area (VOCA) to develop a model
that will help firms deal with the uncertainties that arise from currency fluctuations. I define a VOCA as
a group of countries that have similar characteristics, that are geographically close, and that exhibit a
high correlation among the currency values in the currencies of member countries. This study develops a
model in which firms operate in VOCAs to eliminate foreign exchange risk. By establishing a subsidiary
in each VOCA and developing a supply chain in the region, firms can eliminate uncertainties associated
with the challenges of operating internationally. Such a strategy will not only enable firms to eliminate
foreign exchange risk, it will also help them manage the complexities of international business much
more effectively. Based on the model developed here, this study makes propositions about how firms
can gain competitive advantage by using VOCAs as a hedging strategy.
The study makes several contributions to the literature. To the best of our knowledge, it is the
first study to introduce the concept of the VOCA to the business literature. Despite the relevance of
OCAs to foreign exchange risk, which is an important phenomenon in international business research,
the concept has not received much attention by scholars in business. The majority of the studies about
OCAs are found in the economics literature; this study connects the foreign exchange rate risk literature
in the business to the very relevant stream of literature on OCA in the field of economics.
IMPLICATIONS
The model developed in this study and the propositions have several implications for companies.
The literature often mentions the trade-off between a global strategy and a localization strategy. At one
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end of the spectrum²global strategy²firms centralize their operations and strategies, which does not
mitigate the risk of currency fluctuations. Localization, at the other end of the spectrum, enables firms to
deal with foreign exchange risk, but it is too costly to implement. The model proposed in this study lies
between two extremes and proposes a regional approach. This provides an opportunity for firms to
hedge against foreign exchange risk in an effective way. Firms should organize their operations by
identifying VOCAs and developing regional supply chains in these regions. As the characteristics of the
countries within a VOCA are similar, firms should not have difficulty implementing this strategy.
Operating in a VOCA can be viewed from two perspectives, that is, in terms of supply and revenue.
Obtaining supplies from the countries in the VOCA can decrease/eliminate the foreign exchange risk
related to supplies. In this way, firms can control their production costs and avoid being affected by
fluctuations in the exchange rate. Mitigating the foreign exchange risk related to revenue can be
achieved by selling products to the countries in the VOCA. This may not make sense at first, but a
multinational company can define VOCAs and have production facilities in each one. Foreign exchange
risk can be decreased/eliminated for the subsidiaries in each VOCA, as the subsidiaries will get all of
their input from countries in the VOCA and sell within the VOCA countries. Thus, the performance of
the multinational company will not be affected by exchange rate fluctuations, because each subsidiary
will conduct operations in a region where exchange rates fluctuate together. As a result, the company
will not need to hedge both its revenues and costs.
FUTURE RESEARCH
This study links the economics literature to the business literature by combining two important
streams of research, those on optimum currency area and foreign exchange risk. This points to new
avenues of research. First, the model developed in this study should be tested empirically. There is a
neHGWRH[DPLQHZKHWKHUFRPSDQLHV¶PDQXIDFWXULQJDQGPDUNHWLQJSURGXFWVLQD92&$GREHWWHUWKDQ
those of companies that have globally distributed operations. Moreover, future studies should consider
what aspects of business are affected more positively by implementing the proposed strategy. Another
stream of research could focus on identifying VOCAs. There have been a lot of studies about potential
OCAs, but these are from macro perspective. There is need to examine this phenomenon from a business
perspective and establish criteria that are important for the identification of VOCAs by firms.
LIMITATIONS
There are some limitations of the model as well. It is important to mention that operating in a
VOCA cannot totally eliminate foreign exchange risk. Transferring revenues to a parent company is
another issue. There is a permanent risk in that regard, and it is not possible to eliminate it by
implementing our proposed strategy. Regardless of the strategy that is implemented at the local level,
there will be exposure to foreign exchange risk when profits are sent back to a home country.
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Table 1: Studies about the Applicability of the VOCA
Region
Main Results

Study
Agbeyegbe (2008)

Bacha (2008)

Barseghyan
(2019)

and

Southern
Africa
Development
Community (SADC)
Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN)

Baghdasaryan Post- Soviet
Countries

Criteria for a monetary union are
not met based on exchange rates
and inflation.
There are no broad commonalities
for an OCA. But, several paired
clusters have similar characteristics
for the adaptation of a single
currency.
Union There is not enough evidence for
an OCA of post-Soviet Union
countries.
Moldova
and
Kazakhstan share similarities with
Russia in terms of the conditions
for a common currency.
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Basnet and Pradhan (2017)

MERCOSUR

Basnet and Sharma (2015)

Latin
America
(Argentina,
Brazil,
Chile,
Colombia,
Mexico,
Peru,
and
Venezuela)

Basnet, Sharma, and Vatsa (2015)

Berg, Borensztein and Mauro (2002)

Founding members of
the ASEAN (Indonesia,
Malaysia,
the
Philippines, Singapore
and Thailand)
Latin America

Bresser-Pereira and Holland (2010)

Latin America

Chaplygin,
(2006)

Hallett,

and

Richter Belarus,
Kazakhstan,
Russia and Ukraine

Dorrucci, Firpo, Fratzscher, and Latin America
Mongelli (2005)

Hafner and Kampe (2018)

Latin America

Horvath (2007)

New members of the
European Union

Jager and Hafner (2013)

Europe

Kan, Andreosso-2¶&DOODJKDQ
Lenihan (2011)

DQG Former Soviet Union
States

Key macroeconomic variables
have similarities among member
countries,
which
provides
justification for further integration.
Despite having common trends,
these countries do not have same
characteristics. Two sub-groups
emerged as common area; Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru
being the first group and Argentine
and Venezuela being the second
group.
Common movements in exchange
rates for Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand, but
Indonesia showed a different
pattern.
The benefits of a common
currency area are not enough to
compensate
for
the
costs
associated with it.
The existing integration of
economic policies is not sufficient
to establish a common currency
area.
There is not strong evidence for a
common currency across all
countries. Instead, authors find
similarities at the unilateral level
between Russia and Kazakhstan.
Latin American countries are not
economically integrated enough
for a common currency area or any
other monetary union.
Optimum currency area criteria
applied to Latin American
countries, but findings do not
suggest an OCA.
New members of the EU fit the
euro area better than the original
members.
There are several shortcomings of
the European Monetary Union.
Differences in economic structures
of
member
countries
have
increased the vulnerability of the
region to asymmetric shocks.
There is not strong evidence for a
single currency among former
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Khamfula and Huizinga (2004)

Neves, Da Silva and Stocco (2007)

Sahin (2006)

Soviet Union countries, but the
study found evidence for country
pairs of Russia±Belarus
and
Russia±Kazakhstan
Africa (SADC)
Establishment of a monetary union
in the SADC is not recommended
as the costs outweigh the benefits
of it.
MERCOSUR
Purchasing power parity is applied
to MERCOSUR members, and the
findings don`t suggest an optimum
currency area.
Middle East and North Common currency areas with the
Africa (MENA)
region is recommended.

Svrtinov et. al., (2015)

Europe

Swofford (2005)

North America

Swofford (2008)

Asia

Zerihun and Breitenbach (2018)

Africa - SADC

Zerihun, Breitenbach and Kemegue Africa - SADC
(2016)

European Monetary Union does
not have the necessary conditions
for an optimum currency area
based on labor mobility and fiscal
integration.
The results provide evidence for a
common currency area in North
America.
The analyses suggest a favorable
environment for establishing a
common currency area in Asia
The results provide support for a
monetary union in countries of
SADC
except
Angola
and
Mauritius.
Countries have commonalities in
their fiscal and monetary policies.
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ABSTRACT
Inadequate use of international knowledge by small- and medium-size enterprise (SME) business
leaders is a prime, contributing factor to failed internationalization efforts that affect these ILUPV¶JURZWK
and survivability. This paper is a thematic analysis, through a literature review, to explore strategies that
SME business leaders could use to expand their businesses internationally for sustainable growth. Four
themes emerged through thematic data analysis: applying home and foreign market knowledge,
capitalizing firm characteristics, selecting physically close markets and conducting sequential
internationalizing activities for successful and sustainable SME internationalization efforts. The
theoretical conclusion is that to achieve sustainable growth, SME business leaders need to understand all
factors pertaining to their internationalization initiatives, inclusive of market research and data
collection, using experiential knowledge, assessing firm-specific advantages, capitalizing on limited
resources, and leveraging networks in international markets.
Keywords: Internationalization, SME, international business, growth strategies, international
knowledge, business leaders.
INTRODUCTION
SMEs drive global economic growth through job creation, wealth generation, and product or
service innovation (Sandberg, 2013). However, within 10 years of inception, only 20-30% of SMEs
survive (Anyadike-Danes, Hart, & Du, 2015). Furthermore, 75% of SMEs that start with less than five
employees maintain that level (Anyadike-Danes et al., 2015). Limited resources, lost competitiveness
and constricted managerial practices accentuate 60(V¶ vulnerability and long-term survivability
(Hilmersson, 2014). Local market-restricting trends, partnered with globalization impacts, create
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relentless forces that challenge SME leaders¶ DELOLW\ to maintain their business operations (Gardó,
García, & Descals, 2015).
Globalization has led to business leaders considering expansion into international markets that
are more attractive than horizontal or vertical extensions, such as increasing the range of products or
services in the current market or combining consequent production phases that separate firms normally
operate in the home country (Sleuwaegen, 2013). Companies not engaged with international business
during the first eight years of operations generally yielded worse performance measures than firms
conducting cross-border operations (Assaf, Josiassen, Ratchford, & Barros, 2012). However, to embark
on global trade, SME leaders must weigh their limited resources, competence levels, and influence in
their markets against those of traditional multinational companies (Baronchelli & Cassia, 2014; Chetty,
Johanson, & Martín, 2014).
The need for firms to internationalize business operations is a common focus in extant research
(Brouthers, Nakos, & Dimitratos, 2015). However, few researchers have explored internationalization
strategies that business leaders use to overcome challenges faced in foreign markets to achieve
sustainable growth. Within extant literature, researchers mainly have focused on multinational
corporations, with few studies addressing SMEs in an internationalization context (Hilmersson, 2014).
We have explored internationalization strategies that SME business leaders use to attain sustainable
growth.
LITERATURE REVIEW
We conducted a review of professional and academic extant literature covering
internationalization of SMEs and their strategies for sustainable growth. The literature review included
an overview of SMEs, current challenges they face, SME internationalization, and the evolution of such
internationalization models. The literature review comprised peer-reviewed journal articles and
government reports related to the research topic. SMEs are key drivers of economic growth and generate
significant employment opportunities within developed economies (Anyadike-Danes et al., 2015). The
resources and external and internal environmental factors within the markets in which SMEs operate
exert a significant impact on these EXVLQHVVHV¶ VXUYLYDO DQG JURZWK %DPLDW]L  .LUFKPDLHU  
During times of recession, the economic impact on SMEs generally has been relatively shorter in
duration, with SME leaders able to sustain growth patterns (Cowling et al., 2015). Endurance during
recessions is a documented characteristic of SMEs due to their flexibility in applying adaptation
strategies and creating new revenue sources (Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014). SMEs, especially those in
emerging economies, also benefit from strategic flexibility in managing uncertainties and building
network relationships in host markets (Zhang, Ma, Wang, & Wang, 2014).
Entrepreneurs usually turn to SMEs as opportunities to implement fundamental changes in a
SURGXFW RU VHUYLFH¶V FRQILJXUDWLRQ $OVWHWH  %DPLDW]L  .LUFKPDLHU   $OWHUQDWLYHO\
entrepreneurs build business plans through a focused differentiation strategy, seeking to offer products
with specialized features to niche markets, or a broad differentiation strategy, providing products or
services not available in the marketplace (Alstete, 2014). Researchers characterize successful SMEs as
firms that offer product or service differentiation and apply organizational learning (Bamiatzi &
Kirchmaier, 2014). SME leaders often launch innovative products and services to counteract a lack of
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resources and networking abilities, and to aIILUP WKH FRPSDQ\¶V FRPSHWLWLYH HGJH VXUYLYDO DQG
consequent growth (Cowling et al., 2015).
$Q 60(¶V UHVRXUFHV FRPSULVing tangible and intangible assets, provide it with competitive
advantages (Baum et al., 2015). Additionally, SMEs differ structurally from multinational enterprises,
offering flexibility, faster response rates to market changes, and managerial control through knowledge
internalization (Knight & Liesch, 2015). Furthermore, fewer management levels in 60(V¶
organizational hierarchies empower their leaders, who face less inertia and have more decision-making
abilities (Nordman & Tolstoy, 2014).SMEs¶ principal objective is survival and continuity (TaipaleErävala, Lampela, & Heilmann, 2015), and their success relies on developing a competitive advantage
and a market-driven approach that entails the capitalization of knowledge, internal attributes, and
resources (Ruzzier & Ruzzier, 2015; Al-kwifi, 2013). Freeman and Styles (2014) maintain that
partnerships, cooperation, and alliances on the industrial, governmental, and inter-SME levels, as well as
national and international levels, are the basis of SMEV¶ survival and their LQWHUQDWLRQDO RSHUDWLRQV¶
success. Taipale-Erävala et al. (2015) also related survival to competence levels evident in SMEV¶
management capabilities within both internal and external environments, namely entrepreneurial,
individual, network, customer, and marketing skills. Hohenthal, Johanson, and Johanson (2014) defined
the network as an extensive information-sharing system comprising interconnected and indirect
relationships. Accordingly, SMEV¶ VXUYLYDO has been known to rely on owner-managers¶ LQVWLQFWV LQ
linking their compaQLHV¶ prosperity with individual success (Price et al., 2013).
Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises¶,QWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ
Internationalization is a dynamic process that SME leaders develop to conduct business across
borders (Chetty, Johanson, & Martín, 2014; Hilmersson, 2014). International expansion provides SME
leaders with a platform to shift local market dynamics and diversify the markets in which they operate
(Sleuwaegen, 2013). Furthermore, internationalization efforts also simultaneously could add the threat
of unfamiliar territories, increased competition, and challenges to 60(V¶ business models (Sleuwaegen,
2013). Conversely, non-internationalized firms are exposed to the risk of losing competitiveness and
revenue due to uncertainties and an overdependence on domestic markets, causing susceptibility to sales
fluctuations based on market-stability patterns (Hilmersson, 2014). Furthermore, withdrawal from
initiated international operations resulted in 29% of SMEs ceasing operations altogether (Sleuwaegen &
Onkelinx, 2014).
SME business leaders decide to conduct business internationally based on organizational,
external environmental or managerial mindset factors (Picot-Coupey, Burt, & Cliquet, 2014). These
ILUPV¶ international exposure and attitude toward risk, constrained resources, and HDFK FRPSDQ\¶V
specific products or services are among the organizational factors that entice internationalization efforts
(Pellegrino &McNaughton, 2015). External environmental factors include agglomeration economies,
technological breakthroughs, local market saturation and size, public-support organizations, and
influence from political and economic conditions (Gardó et al., 2015).
$ ILUP¶V LQWHUQDO IDFWRUV ± especially ownership, values, and LWV OHDGHUV¶ demographics,
management skills,and support ± exert a significant impact on internationalization efforts and the choice
of foreignmarket entry mode (Laufs & Schwens, 2014). Identified by researchers as prospectors,
business leaders who constantly pursue new markets are more commonly present in SMEs with less than
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100 employees (Alstete, 2014). SME business leaders pursue internationalization based on (a) adesire
for market expansion and growth; (b) a desire to diversify income sources; (c) a desire to capitalize on
prospective markets; and (d) aspirations for international recognition (Benito, 2015). SMEs
LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]HEDVHGRQUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKLQWHUQDWLRQDOFOLHQWVRUEXVLQHVVOHDGHUV¶H[LVWLQJQHWZRUNV,
rather than specific market orientation (Nordman & Tolstoy, 2014). Conversely, loss of experiential
knowledge, possibly through business leaders or international-operations employees¶GHSDUWXUH from the
firm, negatively influences international activities and commonly results in reverse internationalization
from specific foreign markets (Gnizy & Shoham, 2014).
Leaders embark on internationalization-expansion decisions in relation to (a) the anticipated
degree of resource commitment in international markets; (b) existing company knowledge that enables
management of anticipated risks and uncertainties; and (c) expectations of revenues and potential
opportunities and threats (Hadjikhani, Hadjikhani, & Thilenius, 2014; Laufs & Schwens, 2014).
0RUHRYHUFRUSRUDWHVWUDWHJLVWVDVVHVVDFRXQWU\¶VDWWUDFWLYHQHVVDVVRFLDWHGULVNVDQGDQWLFLSDWHGSURILWV
during the international market-selection process (Sleuwaegen, 2013). Baena and Cerviño (2014) noted
WKDW LQWHUQDWLRQDO PDUNHW VHOHFWLRQ ZDV D FULWLFDO IDFWRU LQ WKH VXFFHVV RU IDLOXUH RI 60( OHDGHUV¶
internationalization efforts. Therefore, internationalization of SMEs allows business leaders to enforce
contractual agreements with local parties in countries characterized by uncertainties and risks, such as
political instability and changeable industrial and economic policies, to mitigate external environmental
risks (Baena & Cerviño, 2014).
%XVLQHVVOHDGHUV¶Lnternational knowledge
Business leaders consider knowledge to be a crucial resource within SMEs, influencing their
ability to internationalize (Nordman & Tolstoy, 2014). Fletcher, Harris, and Richey (2013) identified
internationalization knowledge as a necessity to attain sustainable competitiveness in international
markets. Younger firms are more inclined toward capitalizing on congenital knowledge and the
advantage of novice learning for faster-paced internationalization (Casillas, Barbero, & Sapienza, 2015).
Additionally, Hilmersson (2014) found that faster internationalization provides firms with first-mover
advantages, providing access and control of resources related to an international market segment and
leading to stronger performance measures.
Business leaders cited a lack of international market knowledge as one of the principal obstacles
to internationalization (Love, Roper, & Zhou, 2016). Moreover, international-knowledge deficiency
hinders SME OHDGHUV¶ ability to analyze information or formulate decisions about new markets
(Swoboda, Elsner, & Olejnik, 2015). Furthermore, Bose (2016) also identified a lack of managerial
vision, expertise, and competence as barriers to SME internationalization. Taipale-Erävala et al. (2014)
noted that inadequate education within the employee base indicated a lack of competence, negatively
LQIOXHQFLQJDILUP¶VLQWHUQDWLRQDODFWLYLWLHV$QRWKHULPSHGLPHQWWR60(LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQHIIRUWVLVa
lack of access to finance sources SRVVLEO\ MHRSDUGL]LQJ WKH ILUP¶V VXUYLYDELOLW\ HVSHFLDOO\ HYLGHQW
during times of local market turbulHQFH 3ULFH HW DO   &RPSURPLVLQJ WKH FRPSDQ\¶V growth
strategy is one of the errors that business leaders made when applying specific internationalization
strategies (Alstete, 2014). Furthermore, Sleuwaegen (2013) warned that SMEs that expand
internationally without strategic analysis of their decisions and without international knowledge could
affect their infrastructures negatively and weaken their competitive positioning.
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Business leDGHUV¶LQWHUQDWLRQDOH[SHULHQFH
Clarke, Tamaschke, and Liesch   KDYH GHFRQVWUXFWHG ILUPV¶ LQWHUQDWLRQDO H[SHULHQFH LQWR
four dimensions: length, scope, diversity, and intensity. Longer periods of international experience,
measured by a number of years of cross-ERUGHU DFWLYLWLHV UHVXOW LQ EXVLQHVV OHDGHUV¶ LQFUeased
knowledge and routine development (Clarke et al., 2013). Furthermore, the geographic expansion of a
ILUP¶V LQWHUQDWLRQDO H[SHULHQFH SRVLWLYHO\ LPSDFWV WKH DFFXPXODWLRQ DQG DSSOLFDWLRQ RI H[SHULHQWLDO
knowledge (Lin, 2014). Clarke et al. (2013) asserted that the intensity of international experience
comprises selected entry modes and volume of international activities.
Business leaders with increased international experience realized the importance of developing
relationships with customers in international markets to attain sustainable performance and gain
knowledge of FRPSHWLWRUV¶ DFWLYLWLHV +RKHQWKDO HW DO   6LPLODUO\ .KRMDVWHKSRXU DQG -RKQV
(2015) divided relationship marketing with customers into pre- and post-internationalization stages,
characterized by communication and trust in the initial phase and followed through with commitment
and satisfaction, resulting in an exploitable dynamic capability for the internationalizing firm. Sandberg
(2013) revealed that firms acquire maximum experiential international knowledge through higher
commitment-entry modes. Moreover, Chetty, Johanson, and Martín (2014) associated international
experience with conducting business across multiple international markets and the application of
accrued knowledge to repeat the experience in these new markets.
Internationalized Small- and Medium-Size Enterprises¶6XVWDLQDEOH*URZWK
Due to globalization, domestic markets have become insufficient for 60(V¶ sustainability and
growth (Bose, 2016). SME leaders constantly need to use knowledge to search through old and new
markets for business opportunities to sustain and grow their firms (Åkerman, 2015). Gardó et al. (2015)
argued that growth and performance were dependent on the industrial sector, geographic location,
owner-manager characteristics, and the business strategy that management followed. Additionally, Sui
and Baum (2014) associated SME growth with efficient management of WKHVH ILUPV¶ constrained
resources. Freeman and Styles (2014) noted that locating SMEs in their home marketV¶ cities, vs. remote
rural areas, positively influence theVHILUPV¶ sustainability and internationalization efforts. The economic
and institutional development of metropolitan areas ± reflected in the supply chain, governmental,
infrastructure, staffing, and network resources and services ± reduce financial and logistical constraints
on SMEs, leading to improved performance measures (Freeman & Styles, 2014; Dehigama et al., 2017).
+LOPHUVVRQ¶V  Uesearch highlighted that during market turbulence and recessions, business
leaders at SMEs with international operations across multiple countries were better-equipped to predict
market changes and balance sales fluctuations, producing better performance measures. Furthermore,
building international network relationships based on transparency and yielding operational learning
DLGHG FRPSDQLHV¶ VXUYLYDELOLW\ DQG SHUIRUPDQFH GXULQJ FULVHV 7DLSDOH-Erävala et al., 2014; Al-kwifi;
2012). Researchers view growing SMEs as constant innovators and learners, with flexible and adaptable
characteristics (Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014). Acknowledging the need to adapt to local business
practices vs. standardizing operations is an additional factor that SME leaders must embrace to sustain
international operations (Apetrei, Kureshi, & Horodnic, 2015). Castaño, Méndez, and Galindo (2016)
and Wright et al. (2015) associated innovation with successful export efforts, leading to higher growth
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and performance rates compared with non-innovative firms. SMEs achieve innovative means by
introducing new products or services, adapting to existing products, or extending existing product lines
(Freeman & Styles, 2014).
6XVWDLQDEOH JURZWK PDLQWDLQV RU LQWHQVLILHV D ILUP¶V FRPSHWLWLYH DGYDQtage on local and
LQWHUQDWLRQDO OHYHOV ZLWKRXW MHRSDUGL]LQJ WKH FRPSDQ\¶V RUJDQL]DWLRQDO LQIUDVWUXFWXUH 6OHXZDHJHQ
2013). Based on resource-based view (RBV)DFRPSDQ\¶VFRPSHWLWLYHDGYDQWDJHUHIOHFWVH[SORLWDEOH
rare, differentiated, and irreplaceable resources and capabilities (Freeman & Styles, 2014). Strategic
planning is a vital factor that aids the 60(V¶ survival and growth (Alstete, 2014; Picot-Coupey et al.,
2014). SME business leaders focus on creating value for their firms through incremental and diversified
internationalization efforts, potentially leading to long-term sustainable growth (Achtenhagen,
Brunninge, & Melin, 2017). Conversely, Mazzarol et al. (2014) noted that growing SMEs typically
follow emergent growth strategies that focus on exploiting discovered prospects vs. creating
opportunities. Researchers view growth as a dynamic multidimensional construct, measured through the
impact on employment, profitability, market value, and sales figures (Altinay et al., 2016; Bamiatzi &
Kirchmaier, 2014; Cowling et al., 2015). 60(V¶ leaders need to analyze the determinants of their
growth, including firm-related factors, entrepreneurial and human-capital factors, management strategy,
entrepreneurial orientation, and the institutional environment (Verbeke et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2015).
Cowling et al. (2015) also identified DQ 60(¶V industry sector, age, and size as additional business
characteristics associated with growth. Leveraging from experiential knowledge and developing new
resources and dynamic capabilities required for consequent growth phases positively affect SMEV¶
growth and survival rates (Riviere & Suder, 2016; Wright et al., 2015).
Small- and medium-sized HQWHUSULVHV¶EXVLQHVV-growth strategies
7R LGHQWLI\ H[SDQVLRQ RSSRUWXQLWLHV EXVLQHVV OHDGHUV FRXOG XWLOL]H ,JRU $QVRII¶V JURZWK
strategies: market development; market penetration; product development; and diversification (Alstete,
2014). Business leaders should ensure that internationalization efforts capitalize on DQ 60(¶V
knowledge, expertise, and systems design to improve overall profitability and positively influence the
SME¶V sustainable growth (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson, 2013; Sleuwaegen, 2013).Business leaders that
embedded methodological market research, selection, and pursuit yielded sustainable
internationalization results (Martín & Drogendijk, 2014). Childs & Jin (2015) noted that companies with
universally accepted products, such as functional products, experienced higher growth patterns through
internationalization efforts.
The lack of human and financial resources within SMEs could challenge these businessHV¶
leaders in achieving theVH FRPSDQLHV¶ growth potential (Achtenhagen, Ekberg, & Melander, 2017).
Therefore, SME business leaders must formulate internationalization strategies and consequent actions
by virtue of the necessity to overcome these resource and informational constraints (Love et al., 2016;
Sleuwaegen, 2013). Evaluating business-environment and industry conditions, market trends, company
performance, and apparent opportunities allow business leaders to formulate appropriate growth
strategies (Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014). Entry nodes, defined as host-market agents or networks, also
facilitate SMEV¶ expansion into international markets, supplying knowledge and possible resources
while cultivating legitimacy with local institutions and customers (Hohenthal et al., 2014; Nordman &
Tolstoy, 2014). As a result, business leaders could adapt SMEs¶ operations to international environments
to accommodate internationalization activities (Crick & Crick, 2014).
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The effectiveness of employing internationalization strategies for growth is dependent on the
internal and external constraints that SME business leaders face (Sui & Baum, 2014). Analysis of
business growth among internationalizing SMEs found dependence on entrepreneurial profile, company
resources, external market features, internal company features, and destined geographic location
(Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014; Cowling et al., 2015). Additionally, Mazzarol et al. (2014) identified
innovation and strategic networking as key factors in SME-growth pursuit.
Small- and Medium-6L]H(QWHUSULVHV¶Internationalization Strategies
International business researchers have viewed internationalization strategies, or foreign
operation mode, as the organizational framework that a company uses to conduct activities in
international markets (Picot-Coupey et al., 2014; Sandberg, 2013; Swoboda et al., 2015). Crick and
Crick (2014) asserted that an internationalization strategy is a manner in which business leaders identify
and exploit international opportunities to create value for their companies. The choice of entry mode
requires numerous considerations by the management team and a clear understanding of the various
factors that affect the targeted markets, including governance of available resources, interactions with
foreign customers, and control of the international venture (Amarasena, 2017; Sui & Baum, 2014).
Business leaders could analyze the strategic benefits of internationalization in terms of the extra
value added from (a) sales volume; (b) industry attractiveness; (c) accrued knowledge; (d) risk
reduction; (e) competitive advantage; and (f) decreasing costs (Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014). Business
leaders employ value-added analysis results to determine the specific international market¶s
attractiveness, selected entry mode, adaptation costs, and internationalization risks (Hitt et al., 2016).
Suh and Kim (2014) emphasized that SMEs could exploit international markets to attain increased sales
and profit margins and redeem marketing, with research-and-development expenditures used to increase
WKHILUP¶VFRPSHWLWLYHDGYDQWDJHV
Some researchers contended that internationalization positively affects 60(V¶performance and
survival while considering the efficiency of the process and targeted locations (Hilmersson, 2014; Puig
et al., 2014). Business leaders could view internationalization as a growth strategy undertaken to
accentuate 60(V¶ performance (Hilmersson, 2014). Moreover, Bamiatzi and Kirchmaier (2014) and
Laufs and Schwens (2014) identified diverse internationalization across multiple markets as a defense
strategy against single-market economic crises. Additionally, experiential knowledge gained through
internationalization efforts exerts a VLJQLILFDQW LPSDFW RQ D ILUP¶V VXFFHVV LQ IXUWKHU LQWHUQDWLRQDO
markets (Clarke et al., 2013).
1. Choice of international market entry mode
Firms could engage one or more modes of internationalization simultaneously based on existing
interdependencies between business-expansion strategies (Clarke et al., 2013). Selection of entry mode,
or change in foreign-operation mode, is dependent on the business strategy, international marketing
plan, and perceived appeal of the international market (Picot-Coupey et al., 2014). Chetty, Johanson, and
Martín (2014) cited the adoption of diverse internationalization strategies as the basis for developing an
60(¶VFRPSHWLWLYHDGYDQWDJHLQIRUHLJQPDUNHWV
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Internationalizing firms usually follow an efficiency-responsiveness approach to standardize and
manage operations across local and international business units (Bondy & Starkey, 2014). Blending
global standardization and allowing for local flexibility DUH ILUPV¶ second approach to managing
organizational efficiencies across business units (Bondy & Starkey, 2014). Conversely, Vissak and
Francioni (2013) reported that SMEs usually follow effectuation logic to seek international opportunities
± capitalizing on available resources and leading to unsystematic international operations ± vs. setting
specific internationalization goals and VWUDWHJLHV +DGMLNKDQL HW DO   DUJXHG WKDW D FRPSDQ\¶V
vision is a determinant of the type of international market-commitment strategy it chooses. Additionally,
PDQDJHPHQW¶V LQYROYHPHQW and relationship networks moderate the ILUP¶V internationalization-mode
choice (Ciravegna, Majano, & Zhan, 2014; Picot-Coupey et al., 2014).
The international marketing function focuses on enhancing the quality of customer-firm
relationships in foreign markets through an extensive product range characterized by superior quality,
value, and value-added services (Suh & Kim, 2014). Khojastehpour and Johns (2015) also emphasized
the significance of relationship marketing in overcoming physical distance in host countries, resulting in
sustainable internationalization efforts. Furthermore EXVLQHVV OHDGHUV GHWHUPLQH D IRUHLJQ FRXQWU\¶s
attractiveness as a priority factor to ensure that WKHHQWU\PRGHGRHVQRWFRQIOLFWZLWKWKHILUP¶VVWUDWHJLF
positioning and operational system (Sleuwaegen, 2013). Cross-UHIHUHQFLQJ D FRXQWU\¶V DWWUDFWLYHQHVV
DJDLQVW WKH ILUP¶V EXVLQHVV PRGHO DOORZV EXViness leaders to weigh overall benefits and entry-mode
decisions (Sleuwaegen, 2013).
In the past, strategy selection determined the subsequent entry modes that business leaders
employed in other international markets (Swoboda et al., 2015). Additionally, the continuation of
internationalization using the same strategy is related to the theory of organizational inertia, which
postulates that firms institutionalize successful patterns within their activities for future reference
(Swoboda et al., 2015). Conversely, Clarke et al. (2013) warned that firm-specific advantages (FSA)
gained through a single-entry mode could negatively influence the value of experience that a firm gains
from utilizing other subsequent strategies due to the inapplicability of the specific FSA in other markets.
The lost advantage of market-specific FSA relates to differences in institutional environments across
different countries (De Villa et al., 2015).
2. Equity vs. non-equity internationalization strategies
An appropriate strategy, synergized with SMEV¶ organizational structure, is a prerequisite to
effective handling of internationalized operations (Laufs & Schwens, 2014). Internationalization strategy
classifications are equity-based and non-equity-based entry modes (Clarke et al., 2013). Laufs and
Schwens (2014) and Picot-Coupey et al. (2014) also classified the degree of control that an
internationalizing company maintained, perceived risk in the foreign market, and degree of committed
resources. Based on knowledge and experience foundations, SMEV¶ business leaders internationalize
their operations through several avenues: exporting, contractual agreements, international joint ventures,
and wholly-owned subsidiaries (Laufs & Schwens, 2014; Picot-Coupey et al., 2014). Changes in
internationalization strategies from low- to high-FRPPLWPHQWHQWU\PRGHVIROORZHGILUPV¶GHYHORSPHQW
and enhancement of international networks and increased international knowledge (Sandberg, 2013).
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Based on limited financial and human resources, and the liability of size, SMEs employ lowcommitment entry modes, conducting business through third parties to overcome environmental and
institutional complexities in international markets (Puthusserry et al., 2014). SMEs typically engage in
non-HTXLW\ LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ VWUDWHJLHV VXFK DV H[SRUWLQJ WR FRXQWHUEDODQFH FRQVWUDLQHG UHVRXUFHV¶
OLPLWDWLRQV %DXPHWDO ,QWHUQDWLRQDOL]LQJILUPV¶OHDGHUVRSWHGIRUQRQ-equity entry modes into
physically distant countries to mitigate market risks and uncertainties in foreign markets (Casson, Porter,
& Wadeson, 2016). Additionally, Sandberg (2013) noted that SMEs that utilize non-equity modes
compromised gains from experiential knowledge and control of foreign markets¶ operations, possibly
hindering further internationalization efforts. Crick and Crick (2014) found that SMEs typically utilized
exporting as an initial internationalization strategy, followed by licensing, franchising, international joint
ventures, and, eventually, wholly-owned subsidiaries, demonstrating a further commitment to
international customers and markets. Internationalizing SMEV¶ business leaders are inclined to focus on
increasing trade volume vs. investing capital funds (Sandberg, 2013).

3. Exporting goods and services
Exporting is considered the first phase that internationalizing SMEs adopt (Love & Roper, 2015).
The benefits that exporting SMEs offer to national economies are reflected in balanced payments,
decreased trade deficits, increased employment rates, and an improved overall standard of living
(Freeman & Styles, 2014). Exporting is defined as outward trading in goods or services across
international borders conducted directly by a firm or through a third party, such as a sales agent (De
Villa et al., 2015; Love & Roper, 2015).
Exporting performance is measured by the speed of entry into an international market,
geographic scope, and intensity (Love et al., 2016). SMEs commonly utilize exporting in nonlinear
internationalization efforts due to low entry and exit costs (Vissak & Francioni, 2013). Improved export
performance relies on WKHILUP¶VHIILFLHQWSODQQLQJEDVHGRQWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQDONQRZOHGJHEDVHVNLOOV
procedures, and structure (Freeman & Styles, 2014). Exporting businesses that applied organizational
learning toward slack resource management and innovative production means resulted in improved
survivability rates in international markets and generated sustainable competitive advantages (Sui &
Baum, 2014). Furthermore, the suFFHVVRIH[SRUWLQJHIIRUWVLVGHSHQGHQWRQ60(OHDGHUV¶UHODWLRQVKLS
management with international channels for efficient information and resource sharing (Freeman &
Styles, 2014).
Internationalization efforts initiated early during an SME¶V life cycle positively influence
exporting intensity and geographic scope (Love et al., 2016). Early exporters were more proactive and
typically traded with a larger number of countries that are institutionally closer than late exporters
(Gallego & Casillas, 2014). Innovation, on the company or product level, combined with exporting
DFWLYLWLHV\LHOGHGSRVLWLYHUHVXOWVIRUWKHILUP¶VSHUIRUPDQFHPHDVXUHV /RYHHWDO )XUWKHUmore,
Bose (2016) identified firms that were providing technical and practical training to overseas agents as
SMEs with improved export performance. Conversely, companies could cease exporting activities in
specific countries due to inadequate financing, limited distribution, and struggles with delivery deadlines
(Gnizy & Shoham, 2014).
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4. Contractual agreements
Firms that employ a non-equity-based internationalization strategy forge contractual agreements
with agents, entailing the production or distribution of goods or services in foreign markets (De Villa et
al., 2015). SMEs utilize licensing as a non-equity internationalization strategy due to the low financial
commitment and fewer perceived risks when conducting business in a foreign market (Laufs &
Schwens, 2014). Licensing is SMEs¶ preferred entry mode in countries with higher physical distance
from the home country, minimizing resource losses in the event of failed internationalization (Laufs &
Schwens, 2014).
Franchising, another form of contractual agreements, generated faster growth rates for
internationalizing SMEs due to dependency on experiential knowledge (Picot-Coupey et al., 2014).
Franchising is a business relationship in which the franchisor, an operating business, provides
franchisees, the selected business partners, the rights to market and sell products or services in a
specified territory (Dant & Grünhagen, 2014). Under the franchise contract, the franchisor provides the
franchisewith a comprehensive guide on the FRPSDQ\¶V business operations, including quality-control
standards, training requirements, and communications guidelines (Dant & Grünhagen, 2014).
Franchising is SME leaders¶ SUHIHUUHG HQWU\ PRGH in countries that are not physically close or
have lower economic and/or political stability (Aliouche, 2015). Offering master international franchise
rights, most commonly used in countries that are physically distant, is becoming the fastest-growing
internationalization strategy (Dant & Grünhagen, 2014). Internationalizing SMEs reduce the cost of
monitoring activities in physically and psychically distant countries by engaging local franchisees
(Baena & Cerviño, 2014). Master franchise agreements, which offer franchisee rights over a specified
territory with a preset number of outlets over a specified duration, result in minimum risks and a quick
entry mode for SMEs (Dant & Grünhagen, 2014). Under the transaction-cost theory, subcontracting
activities to external agents, i.e., franchisees, who can provide activities at lower-than-in-house costs
gives the franchisor agility that entails less investment, leading to faster expansion (Baena & Cerviño,
2014).
5. International joint ventures
Establishing a joint venture requires that internationalizing SMEs share business expertise,
ownership, and control with one or more partners in an international market (De Villa et al., 2015).
Business leaders embark on international joint ventures (IJVs) as a strategy to accelerate international
knowledge acquisition, manage host-market uncertainties, and cultivate legitimacy with local
institutional entities (Bose, 2016; Owens, Palmer, & Zueva-Owens, 2013). By accelerating required
setup duration and reducing expenditures of financial resources, SMEs utilize IJVs¶ HQWU\ PRGH with
PXOWLQDWLRQDO HQWHUSULVHV IRU H[LVWLQJ SURGXFWV¶ LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ 3LVDQL &DOGDUW  Hopma, 2017).
The adoption of IJV partners assists business leaders in managing normative institutional forces in host
markets, such as real estate agents, employees, and customers (Owens et al., 2013).
Employing an IJV strategy, 60(V¶business leaders assume that their partners in host countries
possess FSAs that these internationalizing firms could draw upon (Clarke et al., 2013). Furthermore,
internationalizing SMEs and their venture partners in foreign markets share control of the IJVs,
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alleviating risk to home-market firms (Laufs & Schwens, 2014). Owens et al. (2013) highlighted in their
research findings that selecting prominent international partners and setting clear roles and
responsibilities for each party were crucial elements for ,-9V¶ survival and profitability.
6. Wholly-owned subsidiaries
Equity-based internationalization strategies require larger resource commitments that entail a
higher commitment by internationalizing SMEs to protect financial and human-resource investments
(Laufs & Schwens, 2014). Furthermore, internationalizing firms utilize equity-based entry modes to
retain control in the transfer of business expertise and avoid compromising products or services in
international markets (Hernández & Nieto, 2015). Accordingly, companies utilizing equity-based entry
modes accumulate more knowledge annually due to the immersive nature of operations and the broad
scope of market experience in foreign markets (Clarke et al., 2013).
Wholly-owned subsidiaries take the form of greenfield investments or acquisitions in an
international market (Benito, 2015; De Villa et al., 2015). Foreign direct investments (FDI) in greenfield
investments entail a high level of financial and human-resource commitment in an international market
and dictate greater risk factors for internationalizing SMEs (Laufs & Schwens, 2014). Greenfield
investments refer to startup investments in new facilities such as production plants or offices (De Villa et
al., 2015). SMEs must decide whether to select wholly-owned entry modes due to external pressures,
such as host-PDUNHWJRYHUQPHQWV¶desire to increase FDI in local markets (Swoboda et al., 2015).
Full acquisition of a firm in an international market is a common type of FDI that
internationalizing SMEs employ (Hillemann & Gestrin, 2016). SMEs could use the acquisition of
foreign-market firms to perform non-core functions as a form of outsourcing and cost reduction while
maintaining ownership and control of vital assets in home markets (Hillemann & Gestrin, 2016).
Moreover, acquisitions in international markets provide internationalizing SMEs with access to marketspecific knowledge, as well as a platform from which to accumulate accelerated experiential knowledge
(Sandberg, 2013). FDI is not a typical entry-mode choice for SMEs due to 60(V¶ limited resource
capabilities (Laufs & Schwens, 2014).
DISCUSSION
ThLVSDSHU¶VREMHFWLYHwas to explore the internationalization strategies that SME leaders utilize
for sustainable growth. Relating to the selection of internationalization strategies to achieve sustainable
growth, Paul et al. (2017) asserted that conducting international business with physically close countries
positively influenced SMEV¶ internationalization efforts due to lower risk projections and resource
commitment. Furthermore, capitalizing on networks in international markets helped to internationalize
firms secure successful business deals (Knight & Liesch, 2015). Business leaders with no or limited
international experience could utilize network relationships to conduct international business and
overcome foreign-market liabilities (Ciravegna, Lopez, & Kundu, 2014; Hillemann & Gestrin, 2016).
Freeman and Styles (2014) and Owens et al. (2013) noted that partner selection in foreign
markets is a determinant for successful SME-internationalization initiatives. Accordingly, SMEs require
international knowledge to assess potential partners in host markets and to formulate appropriate
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contractual agreements (Fletcher et al., 2013). Miller, Lavie, and Delios (2016) and Casillas and
Moreno-Menéndez (2014) recommended that firms distribute international activities across multiple
countries and diversify entry modes to yield improved performance measures and achieve sustainable
LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ $GGLWLRQDOO\ VHOHFWLQJ WKH DSW HQWU\ PRGH WR DFFRPPRGDWH WKH IRUHLJQ PDUNHW¶V
macro- and micro-SROLWLFDO HQYLURQPHQWV IDFLOLWDWHV DQ 60(¶V KRVW-market presence and may lead to
positive, sustainable internationalization performance (De Villa et al., 2015).
International orientation and international market orientation are vital FSAs for SMEV¶
internationalization success (Paul et al., 2017). However, Gabrielsson and Gabrielsson (2013) warned
that excessive entrepreneurial orientation that elicits exaggerated product development, innovation, and
risky investments aimed at aggressive internationalization objectives might jeopardize the long-term
survival of young internationalizing SMEs. Accordingly, and due to the intertwining relationship
between accrued learning and internationalization (Pellegrino & McNaughton, 2017), business leaders
need to consider existing international knowledge vs. knowledge required for successful entry into new
markets (Swoboda et al., 2015). SME leaders who fail to select the appropriate internationalization
strategy may yield failed international activities or de-internationalization that hinder their SMEV¶
growth prospects.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The most significant contribution from this literature review may be an identification of the
spectrum of internationalization strategies that SME leaders utilize to achieve sustainable growth.
Derived from learning theory, increased international knowledge and commitment resulted in business
OHDGHUV¶ VHOHFWLRQ RI DSSURSULDWH HQWU\ PRGHV IDVWHU LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ DQG SRVLWLYH LQWHUQDWLRQDO
performance (Casillas & Moreno-Menéndez, 2014; Chetty, Johanson, & Martín, 2014; Laufs &
6FKZHQV %XVLQHVVFKDUDFWHULVWLFVVXFKDVKRPHPDUNHWW\SHRILQGXVWU\DQGEXVLQHVVOHDGHUV¶
competence exert a determining influence on growth rates (Cowling et al., 2015). Capitalizing on firms
and their SURGXFWV¶FKDUDFWHULVWLFVFRXOGelicit successful internationalization.
Conducting business in a single market inhibits SMEV¶ business leaders from accruing
experiential knowledge that could be leveraged when developing innovative products for international
markets (Hånell, Nordman, & Tolstoy, 2017). SME leaders and international-operations employees who
possess experiential knowledge acquired from home and international markets and conduct sequentialinternationalization activities might achieve sustainable growth through internationalization. Accrued
international knowledge is a proactive factor that helps SME business leaders expand into physically
distant countries and contributes to successful internationalization efforts (Stouraitis et al., 2017).
Internationalization is a multi-faceted process that is influenced by experiential knowledge, sequential
commitment, and FSA and network capitalization. Accordingly, to be successful, SME leaders need to
enforce continuous strategic revisions to achieve sustainable growth through internationalization.
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ABSTRACT
Thailand is an agricultural country which relies heavily on the food cold chain, which refers to
the supply chain of refrigerated foods. This paper provides an overview of the current status of the food
cold chain in Thailand. First, the food industry of Thailand, focusing on products that are likely to be
refrigerated, was inspected in terms of production, import/export, and GRPHVWLFV¶ consumption.
Historical data shows that the country is one of the largest producers of marine products, fruits, and
vegetables, thus requiring the utilization of food cold chain extensively. The current status of six stages
of food cold chain is also reviewed, including precooling, freezing, storage, transportation, distribution,
and home storage. Thailand still lacks in the utilization of precooling resulted in lowered quality of the
product. Ground transportation via truck is a major transportation mode for domestic transport, while
rail is significantly lower to non-exist. As one of the largest food exporter, marine transportation is
heavily utilized for international trade. There are few laws and regulations for food cold chain, most of
existing laws are for the non-refrigerated supply chain. Despite extensive utilization of cold chain, there
isa small number of researches conducted in the country for this area. In addition, the conceptual model
for supply chain structure and product quality of food cold chain is also proposed.
Keywords: Food Cold Chain, Thailand, Refrigerated Transport, Perishable Products, Food
INTRODUCTION
Logistics management is a crucial part of all business models. Efficient logistics is one of the key
factors in the success of the business since it directly related to satisfying customer demand, maximizing
revenue, minimizing cost and waste. Logistics involves a wide set of activities dedicated to the
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transformation and distribution of goods, from raw material scouring to final market distribution as well
as the related information flows (Rodrigue, Comtois, & Slack, 2013). Even though typical logistics is
applicable in various business, however, there are some industries that required a special type of
logistics, the cold chain. Rodrigue et al. (2013)gave the definition of cold chain as ³WKHtransportation of
temperature-sensitive products along a supply chain through thermal and refrigerated packaging
methods and the logistical planning to protect the integrity of this shipment´In simple term, the cold
chain is the temperature-controlled logistics for perishable goods. The cold chain can functionally be
considered an interaction between three elements which are the product, origin/destination, and
distribution. These elements together indicate the transportation condition, difficulty, and required
distribution method/infrastructure. (Rodrigue et al., 2013)The overall process of cold chain includes
chilling and freezing goods and subsequent refrigeration, refrigeration of goods during post-harvest,
transportation, retail distribution, and home storage. (James & James, 2010)In general, there are two
industries that rely heavily on cold chain, pharmaceutical industry, and food industry. In this paper, we
will focus on the food cold chain (FCC) in Thailand. The food life cycle can be divided into three stages.
The first stage is the agricultural production stage. Secondly, the postharvest stage which ranges
between harvesting and human consumption. This stage includes the process of harvesting, storage,
processing, and distribution of the products. Finally, the consumer stage is the stage where the product
reaches consumers.(Liu, 2014) Nevertheless, the first stage can be considered to be somewhat irrelevant
to the cold chain, so this paper will focus on the latter two stages. The processes within both post-harvest
stage and consumer stage match with the stage of cold chain mentioned in previous literature including
precooling stage, freezing stage, storage stage, transportation stage, distribution stage, and home storage
stage. (Figure 1)(Zhao, Liu, Tian, Yan, & Wang, 2018)

Figure 1±Stages of Cold Chain
In the supply chain of perishable products, quality loss over time is one of the major concerns.
Member of the supply chain are doing their best in maintaining the quality of their product, yet a large
portion of these products was never consumed. There are two main reasons for these unconsumed
products which are food loss and food waste. Food loss refers to the decrease in edible food mass along
the chain due to processes such as weight loss, microbial rots, diseases, and insect damage. Food waste,
on the other hand, refers to the discard of products for not meeting quality standards, waste generated
during processing, surpluses during catering and consumption, and unsold volumes running out of shelf
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life. According to FAO, global food loss or waste is roughly 1.3 billion ton per year, which is about onethird of food produced. It was also reported that the majority of losses and waste occur during the postharvest stage.(FAO, 2011)As the majority of food is considered as a perishable product, efficient FCC is
required in minimizing loss and waste since the temperature is the main factor that affects the safety and
quality of perishable goods. (Hertog, Uysal, McCarthy, Verlinden, & Nicolaï, 2014) Moreover, the
growing population also increase demand for food, thus building massive pressure on the FCC which
plays important roles in food security. (Cerchione, Singh, Centobelli, Shabani, & Cerchione, 2018)
Thailand, as an agricultural country, has been one of the world largest food exporters. Even
though the majority of product exported do not require temperature-controlled logistics system, there are
those that still required temperature-controlled transportation and storage. In addition to export and
import, FCC is also crucial for the nation internal consumption. A largenumber of refrigerated products
are being transported across the country on a daily basis. Retail store all over Thailand relied on the FCC
to transport and store their fresh, chilled, refrigerated, and frozen products. Chain restaurant also relied
on this sub-branch of logistics for their ingredients. Moreover, Thailand still experiences a significant
amount of food loss. Even though the relevant data are scarce, the situation of food loss in Thailand can
be similar to what China is experiencing since both countries are similar in terms of inefficient postharvest handling of the product. Inefficient post-harvest handling, which resulted from inadequate
infrastructure and storage facilities, and a shortage of related knowledge and technology, can cause great
food loss.(Zhao et al., 2018)Parfitt, Barthel, and Macnaughton (2010) also suggest a similar idea that
Thailand is experiencing a significant amount of food loss. According to their research, even though the
current global food losses cannot be accurately quantified, the data suggested that food losses are much
higher during the post-harvest stages in a developing country, which also includes Thailand and its
neighboring countries. According to FAO, food waste in Thailand has been growing from 8.4 million
tons in 2000 to 11.5 million tons in 2013, approximately 3 percent annually on average. (FAO, 2017)At
this rate, food waste in Thailand will grow to 13.7 million tons by 2020. Therefore, FCC is considered to
be one of the key factors for the Thailand food industry.
In this article, Thailand food industry will be overviewed. Followed by the brief summary of the
status of each stage of FCC in Thailand (precooling, freezing, storage, transportation, distribution, and
home storage) and current status of Thailand FCC market. The regulations and standards related to the
FCC will be presented. Later, the discussion on current research activities regarding the FCC in
Thailand. Finally, the conceptual model of supply chain structure and product quality for FCC will be
proposed.
Cold Chain in Thailand
Thailand Food Industry
FCC is an essential aspect of Thailand food industry. Since Thailand is an agricultural country,
there is a large amount of perishable product circulating in the FRXQWU\¶V logistics system. Even though
there is no need of FCC for many country major agricultural products (for example rice, tapioca, rubber,
grain, or sugar), it is still required on other products including meat, marine products, dairy, and fruits &
vegetables. According to the Office of Industrial Economics, Thailand production of agricultural
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products that were likely to be refrigerated was 6.1 million tons in 2017. (Table 1) The produced
products were either exported or consumed domestically. In addition, Thailand also imported a large
number of perishable products.
Table 2 and Table 3 show Thailand import and export of product that was likely to be
refrigerated or frozen in 2017.
Fruits and vegetable production was 3.3 million tons, which is 55 percent of the total perishable
goods production. Thailand main exported fruit consists of pineapple, long an, and durian. They are
typically exported in the form of fresh products. In terms of export value, fruits and vegetable account
for more than 50 percent of total export. Due to high soil fertility inThailand, these products could be
cultivated all over the country. Even though some products could only be found in a specific region
because of climate requirement, others were able to grow in multiple regions. For example, the
pineapple was cultivated in the northern region, eastern region, and the southern region. Not only
exporting, but Thailand also imports a largenumber of fruits and vegetables, approximately 60 million
Baht annually. A large amount of production, import, and export resulted in the long and complex
supply chain for these products. Exporter has to procure them from different region and store them at the
warehouse before exporting them.
Dairy products were the second largest production at 1.3 million tons annually. These products
include pasteurized milk, ice cream, and yogurt where pasteurized milk account for more than 60
percent of this category. Pasteurized milk should be kept in steady temperature to reduce the rate of
which bacteria converting lactose into glucose and galactose, producing lactic acid which will cause
milk to spoil. As for yogurt and ice cream, they are stored chilled and frozen respectively. Despite a
large amount of production, Thailand still has a trade deficit for this category of the product since the
country import was more than double of export in 2017.
Meat, including chicken and pork, has a total production of 1.2 million tons. Thailand meat
production is dominated by frozen and chilled chicken, account for more than 80 percent of total meat
production. However, the export value of this was only 26 billion Baht in 2017, around 10 percent of
perishable goods export. Thailand main export market of meat was Japan which accounts for more than
50 percent of the export value annually. Even though Thailand also produces pork, beef, and other meat
products, the vast majority of them are for consumption within the country.
The last category is a marine product that was produced approximately 0.2 million tons, which
considered to be the lowest among perishable goods production. Despite its lowest production, marine
products were the second largest in term of export value, only second to fruits and vegetables. In 2017,
Thailand marine products export worth 71 billion Baht. Thailand marine products export was dominated
by shrimp. In fact, Thailand is the world largest shrimp producer and one of the largest exporters.
Shrimp export accounts for more than 60 percent of production, only less than 30 percent is consumed
locally. Nevertheless, Thailand still experiencing a trade deficit for a marine product which resulted
from the consumption of a product that cannot be locally produced. The country imported 110 billion
Baht worth of marine products, almost 55 percent larger than export, in 2017. In addition to export and
import, GRPHVWLFV¶ consumption relied heavily on FCC. Apart from export, locally produced products
were either sold at distribution outlet for household consumption or sold to restaurants across the
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country. Typically, supermarket and some chain restaurants relied on their own logistics system.
Example of such business is Charoen Pokphand Group (C.P. Group) or Minor International.
Table 1 ± Thailand production of product likely to be refrigerated (in metric tons)
Fruit &
Meat
Marine
Dairy
Vegetable
91,328
13,089
117,121
281,323
01-2017
91,113
14,234
107,204
281,323
02-2017
97,044
15,580
132,506
281,323
03-2017
84,722
13,184
116,257
281,323
04-2017
100,375
16,310
117,932
281,323
05-2017
97,184
16,556
112,759
281,323
06-2017
103,448
16,455
113,940
281,323
07-2017
100,237
15,458
118,322
281,323
08-2017
102,047
16,787
114,801
281,323
09-2017
97,512
15,311
111,546
281,323
10-2017
106,206
15,705
119,181
281,323
11-2017
106,000
13,166
114,580
281,323
12-2017
1,177,216
181,836
1,396,148
3,375,873
Total
Source: Office of Industrial Economics
Table 2 ± Thailand export of product likely to be refrigerated
Total Export
608,927
01-2017
644,817
02-2017
724,707
03-2017
580,633
04-2017
680,403
05-2017
687,298
06-2017
635,000
07-2017
711,514
08-2017
720,422
09-2017
656,699
10-2017
704,484
11-2017
641,255
12-2017
7,996,159
Total
Source: Ministry of Commerce

Meat

Marine

Dairy

1,902
1,892
2,046
1,599
2,630
2,088
2,125
2,373
2,365
2,485
2,782
2,582
26,869

4,588
4,568
6,018
5,154
6,743
7,054
6,094
6,698
6,513
6,058
6,410
5,619
71,517

667
659
822
805
901
773
792
866
817
1,037
782
717
9,640

Fruit &
Vegetable
9,461
8,988
9,396
9,418
14,532
8,871
13,304
13,994
8,834
8,757
10,477
10,478
126,510
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Table 3 - Thailand import of product likely to be refrigerated
Total Export
586,015
01-2017
594,547
02-2017
671,745
03-2017
582,426
04-2017
650,591
05-2017
630,864
06-2017
646,798
07-2017
642,226
08-2017
614,963
09-2017
658,785
10-2017
650,968
11-2017
657,190
12-2017
7,587,118
Total
Source: Ministry of Commerce

Meat

Marine

Dairy

732
352
393
309
379
335
298
285
306
307
319
276
4,291

7,485
8,567
9,722
8,946
9,490
8,957
8,738
8,628
9,646
10,775
10,323
9,256
110,534

1,680
1,738
2,252
2,350
2,227
1,843
1,780
2,333
1,306
1,615
2,148
1,902
23,174

Fruit &
Vegetable
7,300
5,866
6,395
4,223
4,600
3,619
4,165
5,043
4,097
4,693
5,121
5,522
60,643

Status of Food Cold Chain in Thailand
FCC can be divided into 6 stages, including pre-cooling, freezing, storage, transportation,
distribution, and home storage.(James & James, 2010; Zhao et al., 2018) Each stage is crucial for
maintaining the quality of the perishable product since minor flaws in FCC, especially in temperature
control, could lead to a significant decrease in quality or waste of product in some case.
Precooling
The first stage of FCC is precooling. In this stage, the products were cooled to their optimal
temperature using low-temperature media or device. It is considered to be a very crucial stage in
preserving the quality of fruits and vegetables, which are major perishable products of Thailand. It
should be done as soon as possible after harvesting since the field heat can cause the product to rapidly
deteriorate. Precooling can be achieved with various methods such as cold warehouse, cold water,
vacuum, and pressure. (Brosnan & Sun, 2001) Despite its significance in preserving the quality of the
produces, the precooling stage is not widely adopted in Thailand. In general, instead of precooling their
products after harvesting, Thai producer typically stores them in room temperature before shipping to a
processing facility.
Cold warehouse precooling is the simplest method of precooling. The freshly harvest products
are placed in a cold room and use the cold air to lower the temperature of the product. Despite its
simplicity, it is rather difficult to achieve efficient cooling rate. There is a number of factors that have to
take into account. For example, Wills (1998) suggested that the air velocities should be at least 60
m/min to provide enough turbulence to achieve heat removal and attain suitable cooling of the product.
Therefore, the inefficient cold warehouse could lead to longer cooling time and possible uneven cooling.
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Cold water precooling is another simple, yet effective, precooling method. It is the process of
utilizing chilled or cold water to lower the temperature of a product. It can be done by flooding,
spraying, or immersing the product in/with chilled water (Arthey & Dennis, 2007). This precooling
method is several times faster, approximately 15 times, comparing to cold warehouse precooling.
However, the limitation of this method is that it is not applicable to those products that are not tolerate
being wetted or easily be damaged by falling water or disinfectants that it may contain. The cold water
precooling is suggested for a product such as corn, carrots, asparagus, and those in which washing is part
of the preparation. Another concerning factor is the water itself since it is recirculated, it is easy to get
contaminated by decay-producing an organism.
Pressure precooling is another precooling method that utilizes cold air to lower the temperature
of the product, similar to cold warehouse precooling. However, the difference is that the products must
be in the package to use this method. During pressure precooling, the pressure difference will be created
on each side of the package and the cold air goes through it to remove the heat. Comparing to the cold
warehouse, pressure precooling is 2 ± 6 time more efficient and is 4 ± 10 times faster. (Lyu, Lyu,
Huazhong, & Fang, 2015) The cost of utilizing this method can be vary based on the cooling rate require
which can be more costly than another method. Apart from varying cost, pressure precooling require
trained personnel in stacking package to ensure cooling efficiency. (Brosnan & Sun, 2001)
Vacuum precooling is the precooling method that removes field heat from the product by
evaporating out moisture. By reducing the pressure, the boiling point of water is also lowered resulting
in evaporation at low temperature. The evaporated water removes heat from the product. In this process,
the vapor from the product has to be removed (Brosnan & Sun, 2001). Vacuum cooling allows faster,
more even cooling, and more hygienic. It is suitable for leafy vegetables, such as cabbage (Zhao et al.,
2018).
Freezing
Freezing is one of the most popular, yet effective, in preserving the perishable product. The
quality of the product is directly related to the size and location of the ice crystal, which is the main
factor that damage cell tissue of the produce. (Petzold & Aguilera, 2009)The size of the ice crystal is
affected by the freezing rate, faster freezing rate leads to smaller ice crystal. Therefore, rapid freezing is
crucial in the process of freezing. Freezing consists of three stages which are (1) chilling stage, (2) phase
transition stage, and (3) tempering stage. The chilling stage is the stage where the products are cooled to
its freezing. The second stage, phase transition, is the process of removing the latent heat of
crystallization. Finally, freezing is complete when the products are cooled down to its final storage
temperature during tempering stage. According to Kiani and Sun (2011), the phase transition stage is
considered to be the most crucial since the water in convert to ice crystal, which is the key factor in
determining the efficiency of the freezing process and the quality of the frozen product. Freezing can be
applied to many categories of product such as fruits, vegetables, dairy products, meat, or ready-to-eat
meal. There is much research on freezing technology in Thailand such as air-blast freezing of tiger
shrimp (Boonsumrej, Chaiwanichsiri, Tantratian, Suzuki, & Takai, 2007), cryogenic and air-blast
freezing on catfish fillet(Espinoza Rodezno et al., 2013). Globally, there are also several techniques
developed to improve the crystallization of water including ultrasound assisted freezing, high-pressure
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freezing, ice nucleating proteins, and supersession of nucleation.(Kiani & Sun, 2011)Thailand adopts
numbers of the freezing method since the choices depend on the character of the product itself, so as the
decision of the manufacturer. Even though there are many advantages of preserving food by freezing,
there are also drawbacks. One of the major concerns of the frozen product is the effect of multiple cycles
of freezing and thawing. Temperature fluctuation within the supply chain can lead to cycles of freezing
and thawing which have negative effects on the quality of the frozen product or even lead to products
waste in the worst-case scenario.(Ali et al., 2015; Boonsumrej et al., 2007; Leygonie, Britz, & Hoffman,
2012)Hence, it is crucial for FCC members to pay close attention to keeping frozen products froze until
they reach consumers.
Storage
Storage is one of the most crucial stages in the FCC. Once the temperature of the product is
reduced, it is important to store them in their optimal state, either chilled or frozen. Cold storage can be
classified by their temperature into three groups including high temperature (higher than -5 °C), medium
temperature (between -17 °C to -0 °C), and low temperature (lower than -18 °C). Zhao et al.,  In
addition to maintaining quality of the product, cold warehouses serve various purposes for the FCC
including storage of seasonally products to allow them to be available year-round, short-term storage of
product in strategic for distribution purpose, and import-export facilities along global transportation
routes.(Global Supply Chain Alliance, 2018)Cold storage demand is rising in Thailand since it is one of
the major exporters of agricultural product and marine product in ASEAN. Most of the cold storages in
Thailand located in Samut Prakhan and Bangkok. As shown in Figure 2, these areas are preferred
because of its close distance to the Klong Toey Port, the largest port for agricultural product and marine
products of Thailand, and Suvarnabhumi Airport.

Figure 2 ± Major ports and airport in Thailand (central region)
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Transport
Transportation is considered to be the most important stage in FCC management.(Zhao et al.,
2018)Without efficient transportation, the product can be damaged, or even wasted. Just like in other
stages, temperature control is an important aspect of transporting the product, either chilled or frozen.
Appropriate selection of transportation mode in this stage is a crucial decision since different mode has a
different effect on the performance of the supply chain, both in terms of product quality and economic
performance. (Norbis & Meixell, 2008; X. Zhang & Lam, 2018)Transportation can be categorized be
mode into ground, marine, and air.
Ground transportation in Thailand mainly relies on road transport, ranging from a pickup truck to
trailer. The benefit of ground transport is its flexibility and reliability. However, there is also a drawback
for road transportation which is its limited capacity. Though there is also rail transportation, this method
of transportation is not widely adopted in Thailand. According to Ministry of Transport, Thailand
transportation food and agricultural product via the road has been growing with the rate of 4 percent
annually, reaching 28 thousand tons in 2016, while rail transportation was significantly lower in
comparison.(Ministry of Transport, 2017)Transportation decision and planning in Thailand differ
between firms. Though there is various optimization model for vehicle routing, they are still
underutilized in this country since some firms VWLOO XVH µJXW IHHOLQJ¶ in planning their transportation,
especially those small firms. Some of the example for optimization model for FCC includes a model for
scheduling and routing at a cross-docking center by Agustina, Lee, and Piplani (2014) or model for
routing with node and arc time window by Y. Zhang, Hua, Cheng, and Zhang (2018).

Figure 3 ± World Reefer Trade[Source: (X. Zhang & Lam, 2018)]
Marine transportation is most popular for exporting and importing perishable product. The
products are placed in a refrigerated container, called a reefer container. Apart from the typical
temperature-controlled container, some product may require a controlled atmosphere container. The
benefit of marine transportation lies in its large capacity. Nevertheless, this transportation mode requires
the longest time comparing to other modes. Marine transportation was extensively used for transporting
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perishable product globally. As shown in Figure 3, the world reefer trade has grown rapidly since 1991,
reaching 190 million tons in 2013.
The last transportation mode is air transport. This is the fastest, yet most costly. It is suitable for
those high-value products. It is crucial for the transporter to be aware that each product requires its own
temperature in maintaining its quality and this temperature must be controlled all the time during the
process of transportation. In addition to temperature factor, Suvittawat (2016)indicated that the most
significant parameters for FCC transportations also includes packaging, processing, and storage of
products, distribution practices, and transportation factors. For example, Suitable packaging protects the
product from humidity changes and other damages. Also, it is crucial for both receiving and shipping
end to be aware of the optimal temperature in order for them to process and store the product efficiently.
Distribution
There are two main distribution channels of FCC product in Thailand; (1) fresh market and (2)
supermarket. In general, products sold at fresh market have lover price. However, the quality of the
product may be lacking compared to the supermarket. The reason is that those products are displayed
outdoors, at room temperature, for the whole day due to lack of refrigeration facilities. The
transportation for this channel also typically lacks special care which resulted in quality issue when they
reached final destinations. On the other hand, supermarkets with refrigeration facilities have better
control over the quality of the product. Even though the price is normally higher, more consumers are
willing to pay for a higher quality product. Supermarket either purchase and transport product directly
from the field to their facilities or use third-party logistics provider, which become more available
recently. Nevertheless, Thailand is experiencing the retail transition from fresh market to the
supermarket, called ³VXSHUPDUNHW UHYROXWLRQ´ Reardon, Berdegue, and Timmer (2005) categorized
Thailand as part of second-wave countries where the share of supermarket went from 5±10% in 1990 to
30±50% by the early 2000s. During the mid-1980s, Thailand food market was dominated by the fresh
market, approximately 95%, yet the supermarket began to grow rapidly and currently capture more than
half of the market share of food retailing. There have been various studies on Thailand retail transition,
mostly on its effects. Seubsman, Kelly, Sleigh, Banwell, and Dixon (2014)studied the effect of retail
transition on people diet and health. Kelly, Seubsman, Banwell, Dixon, and Sleigh (2015) studied the
impact of the transition on social, economic, and health perspectives.
Home storage
Home storage is the last stage of FCC. Inefficient home storage can lead to a decrease in product
quality or even a waste of product. In Thailand, the most commonly used method is preserving the
product in the refrigerator, in which typically has both chilling and freezing capability. Figure 4and
Figure 5illustrate the production and domestics sales of the refrigerator in Thailand from 2002 to
2017.From 2002 to 2013, Thailand refrigerator production has been growing annually with an average
growth rate of 14 percent YoY. However, production of the refrigerator started to decline ever since
with growth rate dramatically reduced to lower than 1 percent, or even lower. Similar to production,
domestic sales of refrigerator also have positive growth rate, 5 percent on average, until 2011. However,
there was a spike in sales in 2012 and then start to decrease gradually. This is a change in production
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and sales was likely to cause by 2011 flood in the country. During 2011, a large number of refrigerators
was destroyed resulting in a spike in production and sales in a later year. Some of the manufacturers also
relocate their manufacturing base abroad resulting in lowered production. Nevertheless, the overall
number of refrigerators in Thailand has been growing annually resulting in better preservation of the
perishable product. During the past few years, several manufacturershave been developing more
efficient home refrigerator. The major trend of development includes better energy efficiency and longer
food preservation.
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Thailand Food Cold Chain Market
As the demand for higher quality product risen, the demand for FCC is also constantly
increasing. Whether for export, import, or domestic consumption, there is a need for refrigerated storage
and transportation. According to Ken Research (2018), FCC market is highly fragmented and still in the
early stage. There is potential for growth due to rising demand. There are two major choices of logistics
for FCC in Thailand which are (1) company-own logistic and (2) third-party logistics provider (3PL).
Some companies proved to be very successful with their own logistics system in distributing perishable
product to their distribution outlet, either market or restaurant, such as C.P. Group or Minor
International. As for 3PL, there is a various company offering a number of services ranging from storage
services to full logistics solution. These companies compete on various aspects such as warehouse
capacity, fleet size, temperature range, or network coverage. The major players in Thailand FCC market
include JWD Logistics, Yokrei Cold Storage, Sinchai Cold Storage, Kainoke Cold Storage, Bangkok
Cold Storage, CTD Cold Storage, Thai Max Cold Storage, SCG Cold Logistics and others.(Ken
Research, 2018)
Regulation Regarding Food Cold Chain in Thailand
There are several laws and regulation related to logistics in Thailand. Existing laws and
regulations can be either directly or indirectly related to FCC since some of them were announced
decades ago. The government were later modified some existing laws or announced ministry regulation
or notification so that laws and regulations are up-to-date and cover FCC logistics as much as possible.
Laws and regulations related to FCC can be categorized into three categories which include (1) laws and
regulations on food safety, (2) laws and regulations on transportation, and (3) laws and regulation on
import and export.
Laws and Regulations on Food Safety
Food Act of B.E.2522 is the major law in controlling food safety. Its objective is to protect and
prevent the consumer from health hazards from food consumption. The act is overseen by the Thai FDA,
which is under the Ministry of Public Health. There is two major control according to the Food Act
which includes pre-marketing control and post-marketing control.(Bureau of Food, 2018b)Premarketing control includes issuing licenses for manufacturer and importer, registering controlled food
products, approving food additives, approving labeling and advertisement. In addition, the FDA has also
implemented the Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) program in order to improve the manufacturing
process. However, GMP program adoption is on a voluntary basis, resulting in variation of product
quality among manufacturer. Hence, there is a need for the FDA to inspect that manufacturer and
importer later which is post-marketing control. The goal of post-marketing control is to ensure that the
quality of products complies with the standard. There are two types of inspection including; (1) regular
inspection and (2) suspect/petition inspection. Regular inspection is a planned inspection to ensure that
the FDA annual plan on food is implemented successfully. It consists of three sub-types which are a
routine inspection that inspects licensed manufacturer periodically, follow-up inspection that is to
confirm the corrective actions have been taken as indicated after the previous inspection, and check
point inspection that performed by inspectors stationed at the Check Points on those products entering
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the country. Suspect/petitioned inspection is an inspection that aims to investigate and gather the
necessary evidence for legal action. Unfortunately, the Food Act doesQ¶W FRQWDLQ GHWDLOHG ODZV DQG
regulations regarding FCC since it was written since 1979. However, related laws and regulations were
later announced in subsequence ministerial regulations and ministry notifications. (Bureau of Food,
2018a)
Laws and Regulations on Transportation
In addition to regulations on food safety, FCC also involves regulations on transportation.
During the transportation stage, there is three basic transportation mode which are land transport, marine
transport, and air transport. There is also a multimodal model where transporter utilizes multiple modes
for one transportation such as land-marine transport or land-air transport, in which typically used for
import or export RIFRXQWU\¶VSURGXFWV
Laws and Regulations on Ground Transport
Since Thailand main transportation mode is truck, land transport can be considered to be the
most significant law. There are two major acts for land transport which are Land Transport Act
B.E.2522 and Road Traffic Act B.E.2522. (Department of Land Transport) The Land Transport Act is
for controlling transportation via truck by licensing transporter, regulating truck specification, and other
related issues. As for the Road Traffic Act, the act mainly focusses on the safety of transportation by
controlling laws relating to traffic. There are also other acts for land transportation such as International
Carriage of Goods by Road B.E.2556 or International Carriage of Goods by Road B.E.2556.(SubCommittee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN Member Countries)Nevertheless, there are not many
laws on rail transport of goods since it not major transportation mode in Thailand.
Laws and Regulations on Marine Transport
Marine transportation is also crucial for Thailand FCC. While land transport is mainly used for
domestic transportation of the perishable product, marine transport is the main transportation mode for
export and import of the country perishable product. There are several law and regulation that govern
marine transportation, but the major law is Navigation in the Thai Waters Act B.E.2456.(SubCommittee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN Member Countries)The act is, just as its name, regulate
the navigation of the marine vessel in Thai water. It contains a list of conduct ranging from practices for
vessel¶V captain to the description of miscellaneous issues such as regulation on rafts along the shore.
There is also Carriage of Goods by Sea Act B.E.2534(Sub-Committee on Legal Data Collection of
ASEAN Member Countries) which control the marine transporter. The act includes regulation on duties,
rights, limitations, along with punishment for those that transport products via water. There are also
Merchant Marine Promotion Act, B.E.2521(Sub-Committee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN
Member Countries) that govern marine transporter. In case of damages, General Average in Maritime
Adventure Act B.E.2547and Civil Liability and Damages Arising from Collision of Vessels Act
B.E.2548 can be enforced to settle the situation.(Sub-Committee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN
Member Countries). In addition to mentioned acts, there are also several laws and regulations were later
announced in subsequence ministerial regulations and ministry notifications. In addition to Thai law,
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there is also an international law that controls over security aspects for international transport which is
the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code).(International Maritime
Organization)ISPS Code was added into SOLAS chapter XI-2, on 1 July 2004.The content involves the
basis for a comprehensive mandatory security regime for international shipping. The Code is divided
into two sections. The first section is the detailed security-related requirements which SOLAS
contracting governments, port authorities and shipping companies must adhere to. The second part of the
Code is a series of recommendatory guidelines on how to meet the requirements and obligations set out
in the first part. As the refrigerated container is mainly used for marine transport, the regulation applied
is the same one that governed the specification of FRQWDLQHUV ZKLOH WKH\¶UH EHLQJ WUDQVSRUWHG RQ ODQG,
while there is no regulation that specifically controls another aspect of FCC container.
Laws and Regulations on Air Transport
The last transportation mode is air transport which regulated by two major acts including Air
Navigation Act B.E.2497 and International Air Carriage Act B.E.2558. (Sub-Committee on Legal Data
Collection of ASEAN Member Countries)The Air Navigation Act B.E.2497 is the law that regulates any
transportation via air. The act includes the establishment of a committee that governs civil air transport,
controlling aircraft from specification until usage, related personnel, aircraft passenger, and every other
aspect regarding air transport in general. In addition to the Air Navigation Act, International Air
Carriage Act was announced in B.E.2558 to regulate international transportation of people and goods.
Unlike the Air Navigation Act that focuses on the overall aspect of air transport, this act specifically
focuses on the process of transporting people and product. The act mainly focuses on the aspect of a
service provider, either transporting people or goods. There is also Act on Certain Offences against Air
Navigation, B.E.2558that was modified from the same act announced on B.E.2521. Department of
Airport)This act describes the list of wrongful action against air transportation along with duties and
authority of airport/aircraft officer in taking action against the violator. In addition, to acting law
enforced on the individual, there is also the law for aircraft that violate the regulation which is
Treatments Against Aircrafts Committing Wrongful Act, B.E.2553. (Sub-Committee on Legal Data
Collection of ASEAN Member Countries) This act includes the process of identifying aircraft, action
against wrongful aircraft (such as holding, arresting, or seizing), expense occur from legal action and
penalties.
Laws and Regulations on Multi-modal Transport
In addition to single-mode transportation, there is also multimodal transportation. Multimodal
transportation is the process of transporting product using more than one mode. This kind of
transportation is usually used for import and export. Since the process consists of more than one
transportation mode, transporters must be aware of laws and regulation for every single mode they used.
In addition to the law for each transportation mode, Thailand also enforced the Multimodal Transport
Act B.E.2005.(Sub-Committee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN Member Countries)The act
includes a detailed description of duties, responsibilities, and limitation for sender and transporter. It
also describes the licensing and activities of the transporter, dispute resolution, and penalties.
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Laws and Regulations on Warehouse, Silo, and Cold Storage
Warehouses and distribution centers are also considered to be part of FCC logistics. They must
be regulated so that the specification and storage process is up to standard, maintaining the quality of the
perishable product as much as possible. In 2558, Thailand announces an act to control warehousing
which is Warehouse, Silo and Cold Storage Act B.E.2558. (Sub-Committee on Legal Data Collection of
ASEAN Member Countries) According to the act, a committee has to be established to oversee the
activities of warehousing. It accounts for both rental warehouse and internal warehouse. Similar to other
transportation laws, this act includes a list of protocol and penalties for warehousing activities. In
addition to the Warehouse, Silo,and Cold Storage Act, there was also a Royal Decree in B.E.2498 to
establish the Public Warehouse Organization. (Public Warehouse Organization)The organization is the
state enterprise under the authority of Ministry of Commerce with the purpose of conduction business
related to an agriculturalproduct and ensure that the product quantity, quality, and price were sufficient
and reasonable for state and public demand.
Even though there exist various laws on transportation, Thailand still lacking in regulation
directly control the transportation of perishable products. Apart from the law on warehousing, most
existing lawswere established for transportation in general. Nevertheless, Thailand has started to give
more attention to regulating perishable product logistics since some ministerial regulations and ministry
notifications for FCC were later announced in recent year.
Laws and Regulations on Import and Export
Law on export and import also crucial for Thailand FCC since the country export and import a
large amount of perishable product. Export And Import of Goods Act B.E.2522 was the main act which
gives the Ministry of Commerce authorities to oversee export and import of the product from/to
Thailand. (Sub-Committee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN Member Countries) There is also an act
that controls the standard of export product which is Export Commodity Standards Act, B.E.2503. (SubCommittee on Legal Data Collection of ASEAN Member Countries) 8QIRUWXQDWHO\WKHVHWZRDFWVGRQ¶W
specifically control the trade of perishable product, they instead only written in general context. This is
due to the fact that foreign trade regulation can be easily affected by various factors, resulting in acts
that have a certain degree of difficulty. Therefore, ministry regulations and ministry notifications were
used to regulate the trade RISHULVKDEOHSURGXFWVLQFHWKH\¶UHPRUHIOH[LEOHLQDGDSWLQJWRFKDQJHV7KHUH
are several regulation and notification announced by Ministry of Commerce in the past decades, while
some still effective, some were revoked due to changing circumstance. (Department of Foreign Trade)
Current Research Activities
Even though Thailand has extensive utilization of FCC, there are only a fewtypes of research in
the field. Most of the existing researches are related to its effects on the product such as Effects of
freezing and thawing on the quality changes of tiger shrimp (Penaeus monodon) frozen by air-blast and
cryogenic freezing (Boonsumrej et al., 2007), Quality changes in oyster (Crassostrea belcheri) during
frozen storage as affected by freezing and antioxidant (Songsaeng, Sophanodora, Kaewsrithong, &
Ohshima, 2010). There are also studies that focus on improving, or measuring, the efficiency of
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operation of the supply chain. Nevertheless, a study on FCC is still considered to be scare in Thailand.
One of existing research is finding transportation variables that affect food quality and the holding
period for FCC logistics entrepreneurs in Eastern Thailand. (Suvittawat, 2016)There is also research on
the supply chain of some products such as performance measurement on shrimp chain, which is a major
marine product of Thailand. (Pungchompoo & Sopadang, 2015)According to Cerchione et al. (2018),
the FCC is becoming an active research area globally since 2010.For example, there are studies on
precooling, cold storage, and post-harvest engineering technology in China. (Zhao et al., 2018) In New
Zealand, there are also researches on shelf-life expansion and energy efficiency of the chain. (Carson &
East, 2018)Many FCC logistics providers DUH FXUUHQWO\ XWLOL]LQJ WKH µNQRZ KRZ¶ GHYHORSHG LQ RWKHU
countries in their operation. Though their result is efficient, it is only at their part of FCC while the upstream still require improvement. For example, Thailand producers still lacking in various stages of
FCC, especially precooling. There is room for Thailand to further research in this field so that the whole
supply chain, not only that logistics provider section, can be more efficient. In addition to controlling,
the FDA also implement
RESEARCH MODEL
Further research can be conduct for FCC in Thailand relationship of supply chain structure and
quality preservation. As Thailand export large amount of frozen product, the pre-cooling stage and
freezing stage are very crucial. Boonsumrej et al. (2007) studied the effect of the freezing method and
freezing-thawing cycle on quality of tiger shrimp, in which Thailand is the largest world exporter of this
product. The research shows that different freezing/thawing method results in different quality of shrimp
and multiple cycles of freezing-thawing have a negative effect on shrimp quality. Songsaeng et al.
(2010) also found that freezing method also has a different effect on the quality change of oyster during
frozen storage. ,WFDQEHVDLGWKDWHYHQWKRXJKWKH\¶UHIUR]HQtemperature fluctuation and in-transit time
can affect the quality of perishable food. Figure 6illustrates the conceptual model of how supply chain
structure affects product quality. The structure of the supply chain will have an impact on the quality of
the perishable product, which can be observed by the proportion of product that conforms to the
standard and its remaining shelf-life. Therefore, the first hypothesis is stated as follows:
Hypothesis 1: Supply chain structure can have an effect on product quality
Supply chain structure consists of multiple dimensions. However, this model will consider three
majors dimensions including facility, transportation, and degree of centralizing since this dimension can
have a significant impact on the quality of the product and performance of the FCC.(Chen, Zhang, &
Delaurentis, 2014; Norbis & Meixell, 2008; Suvittawat, 2016)Hence, these three dimensions are used to
further develop hypothesis 2 to hypothesis 4 in order to support the first hypothesis.
Facility
The facilityincludes the decision of location and specification of all facilities in the supply chain
such as processing facility, warehouse, or cross-docking facility. According to previous literature,
temperature fluctuation can affect the quality of the product. For example, Suvittawat (2016) found that
warehousing is one of the stages that most likely to have temperature fluctuation in the case of eastern
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Thailand. This implies that the complexity of the supply chain can lead to more exposure to the risk of
product experiencing a change in temperature. Thus, the second hypothesis is:
Hypothesis 2: Number of facilities along the supply chain can have an effect on product quality
Transportation
Similar to the facility, transportation can also be a cause for quality deterioration. From
transportation mode selection to vehicle routing, this operation decision along the chain will affect the
quality of the product. According to Suvittawat (2016), there is a high possibility that the products may
be exposed to temperature fluctuation during transportation, as much as during storage. For example, the
frozen product must be kept at freezing temperature, a slight change in temperature can result in a cycle
of thawing-freezing that will reduce the quality of the product. Moreover, transportation also related to
remaining shelf-life of the product since some product may have a short lifespan, thus requiring fast and
swift transportation. This dimension is used to develop the third hypothesis that is:
Hypothesis 3:Transportation decisions can have an effect on product quality
Degree of centralization
Degree of centralization also has an effect on the quality of the product. The highly centralized
supply chain may have more control over the quality of the product than that of decentralized on or vice
versa. Chen et al. (2014) proposed an analytical model that considers supply chain structure, centralized
VS decentralized, with additional components to capture the quality control issue. They found that,
depending on sampling technology, the decentralized model may result in a lower quality product. In
specific, poor vertical control strategy is the cause for a poor quality product. Based on their finding, the
last hypothesis is developed as follows:
Hypothesis 4: Degree of centralization can have an effect on product quality
In conclusion, we propose to build a model that analyze the effects of supply chain structure,
anaspect of number and time spend at each node and arcs from source to destination and degree of
centralization, on the quality of the product. The quality of the product could be measured by the
proportion of product that conforms to standard at plants and retailers and remaining shelf-life at
retailers. The model is expected to contribute to designing the supply chain structure that able to
maximize the quality of the product and reducing waste from the logistics system.
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Figure 6 - Model on structure and product of a cold chain
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper is conducted for the FCC in Thailand, thus it is lack of generalizability. However,
some findings in this paper may be applicable to developing countries with a similar background. There
is also limited data availability. Production and trade of perishable product in Thailand were stored in a
different unit, ton and Thai Baht respectively. This limits our analysis of the flow of these products since
high trade value may result from a small volume of product. Also, there are several data that unavailable
such as statistics on refrigerated vehicle or statistics on the cold warehouse. In terms of future research,
there are few potential research gap for FCC as mentioned by Cerchione et al. (2018). One possibility is
exploring the model introduced in the previous section, which would answer the question of factors that
responsible for the ability of FCC in delivering a high-quality product.
CONCLUSION
As a major agricultural country, Thailand relies heavily on FCC for import, export, and domestic
consumption of perishable food product, including meat, marine products, dairy product, and fruits &
vegetables. However, Thailand FCC can be considered to be inefficient in many aspects, especially in
the pre-cooling and storage stage. The first point is that the country is still lacking in the adoption of precooling method which is significant post-harvest stage. Fruits and vegetables are usually stored in room
WHPSHUDWXUH DIWHU WKH\¶UH KDUYHVWHG, so as other products, due to the lack of local cold storage. For
transportation, Thailand relies on the road in transporting its food product domestically, while marine
and air transport are used for import and export. Due to the rising demand for a food product,
transportation of food production is expected to keep growing. In terms of laws and regulations, even
though most laws in Thailand was written in general context, there are several regulations specifically
written for FCC in the form of ministry regulations or ministry notification. Most of currently enforced
laws and regulations are mainly focus on the quality of the product and storage, while there only a few
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directly control the transportation of the perishable product. Despite its significance on the economy,
there are currently few studies about FCC in Thailand. On the other hand, FCC management is attracting
more attention of researcher globally due to its significance to the economy and people well-being.
Finally, we propose a conceptual model that analyze the effects of three aspects of supply chain
structure on perishable product quality. The model is expected to be of use by the practitioner in
designing efficient FCC so that they could maximize their product quality and minimize the food loss
and waste.
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ABSTRACT
Most of the researches on luxury brands have been conducted across rich Western countries. The
resulting models may reflect attributes of these countries that do not exist elsewhere. This paper
proposes a model suitable for emerging countries that are asserting themselves on the global stage
thanks to globalization. This model will be used in a study in Sri Lanka. The main attributes of the study
LQOX[XU\FRQVXPSWLRQUHVHDUFKLQFOXGHFRQVXPHUV¶DWWLWXGHLGHQWLW\SHUVRQDOLW\PLQGVHWYDOXHVVRFLDO
influence, and financial power. This new model combines these attributes along with personal cultural
orientation. The exogenous factors of this model are Self-identity, Experiential Value, Consumption
Value, Individual Difference, Social Influence, and Consumption Type. The endogenous factors are:
Brand Consciousness, Brand Love, and Attitude towards Luxury
Keywords: brand love, brand consciousness, attitude, luxury, luxury brands, lifestyle,
psychographic, hedonism, conspicuous consumption.
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INTRODUCTION
Luxury brand consumption has been a major research topic among marketing scholars over the
years. However, most of the research has been conducted in wealthy Western countries, and the
resultant models may reflect unexamined characteristics of these markets that are totally different across
emerging countries Terblanche, 2015). Understanding cultural perceptions and attitudes towards brands
have been a major challenge for marketers (Wiedmann, Hennigs, & Siebels, 2007). Firms (especially
luxury firms) often seek to learn the characteristics of their existing and potential customers. This
includes an understanding of consumer attitudes towards their brands, and what feelings and emotions
luxury brands evoke in different types of consumers. Although luxury brands can satisfy utilitarian
necessities, consumers associate luxury with attributes such as: upscale, great taste, high quality, high
class, etc.
South Asia is home to several countries that are experiencing significant economic growth,
thanks to globalization, and Sri Lanka is among them. Through regional economic development efforts
and growing global trade, many consumers in these countries are enjoying new wealth and elite status.
Increased education and expanding consumerism have led to consumers becoming more conscious of
their living condition and standards. As they become more familiar with how other consumers live
across rich Western countries, they want many of the luxury brands enjoyed across developed countries.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, eighty-five percent of the world's global luxury brands were
being consumed across Asian markets, especially China (Koch & Mkhitaryan, 2015). This increase in
luxury imports has led to many multinational firms that produce luxury brands to consider active
marketing efforts in these countries.
Many luxury brands have sought new markets to grow their sales, and Towansend et al., (2009)
found that these promotional efforts by global luxury brands have led firms to enter developing markets
as part of their globalization strategy. As these developing markets grow, they are rapidly changing
along with the profiles of customers of luxury brands. This creates a need to investigate the perceptions
of consumer buying behavior of luxury brands in these emerging markets, as they are not identical to the
wealthier Western markets where many of these luxury firms originate and are based (Roy, Jain, &
Matta 2018). Although Dawar & Parker (1994) showed that many constructs for quality are similar
across countries, Shukla (2011) demonstrated that Asian consumers have shown greater favor towards
OX[XU\ WKDQ LQ :HVWHUQ FRXQWULHV DQG WKH\ DUH PRUH VXEMHFWLYH WR FRQVXPHU¶V LQWHUSHUVRQDO LQIOXHQFHs
compared with the Western world. Other research has shown strong cross-cultural differences in the
perception of brands and luxury (Donvito, et al., 2013; Gosh, et al. 2005)).
Automobiles are ideal objects for luxury branding; however, there is little research on
automobile consumers in developing countries (Sedzro, 2014). Many use them daily, and their ubiquity
makes for easy and frequent comparisons. The very nature of how automobiles are used (to drive on
public roads) makes them ideal for conspicuous consumption. Most luxury car brands have global
reputations that can easily extend into new markets, once there is sufficient demand.
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This paper will present a new model for understanding the factors that lead to purchase intention
for luxury goods. This model incorporates many of the factors that have been established by other
researchers, but it adds the factor of individual differences that spring from cultural influences and
varying life values. This model is then proposed to be used for assessing the Sri Lankan market for
luxury automobiles.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Luxury
The word 'luxury' originates from the Latin word 'luxus', which means, "delicate, indulgent or
RYHULQGXOJHQWOLYLQJ´DQGULFKQHVVVRODFHRUSOHQLWXGH &KULVWRGRXOLGHV0LFKDHOLGRXDQG/L  
Vigneron and Johnson (1999) indicated that this sense of luxury is found as major attributes in
prestigious brands as perceived by consumers. Godey et al., (2013) studied the perceptions of luxury
brands among young consumers across six different countries. They concluded that although there are
some commonalities among the consumers of these countries, there are enough differences to warrant
different marketing strategies for each country.
Hauck and Stanforth (2007) define luxury as non-necessities or something that is more than needed for
survival. This broad definition and context of luxury facilitated the introduction of luxury brands into the
middle classes, thereby leading to significant growth in the market for luxury brands. Savitha and
Sathyanarayan (2014) define luxury brands as those with the highest ratio of price to quantity, which
emphasizes scarcity. In their analysis, 95% of luxury brands are accessible to only 5% of the population.
In this view, luxury brands signal class distinctions. The traditional view of consumer behavior is that
consumers choose products that will give the greatest value to them at the lowest cost. However,
consumers do not always display such rational decision making when purchasing luxury brands and
instead follow cues from emotions such as satisfaction, joy, self-esteem, and self-actualization
(Altunisik, 2007). In general, consumers may use reason or emotion as they seek to acquire products.
This differentiation in motives has led to an increased interest among scholars to pursue research on
luxury brand purchase intention (Cheah et al., 2015; Rajagopal, 2017).
Consumers describe attributes of luxury with various expressions that show nuanced meanings
such as upscale, great in taste, quality, class, etc. These expressions show that consumers fulfill their
group psychological needs through luxury (Kapferer, 1998), but satisfying utilitarian needs is still an
important component of many luxury purchases (Dubois, Laurent, and Czellar, 2001). Vigneron and
Johnson (1999). Hanzee and Teimourpour (2012), found that luxury is viewed from the consumer
perspective in terms of their various feelings, emotions, and thoughts about the brand as well as the
SURGXFWV¶ SK\VLFDO TXDOLWLHV  $Q LPSRUWDQW feature of luxury brands is that as income levels rise,
consumers spend more of their money on luxury brands (Songer, 2014). However, high-value brands
tend to follow a standard brand positioning regardless of the market (Rajagopal, 2009). The growth of
income across many Asian countries, and with it the increase in purchases of luxury brands, highlights
the importance of research in this field so that companies fine-tune their product positioning across these
markets.
Yeoman (2011) has highlighted a broad change in the concept of luxury from materialism to
experiences, indulgences and aspirational socio-cultural values. This shift from trophies for status to
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enriching and indulgent experiences may be caused by an increase in the number of women making
luxury purchases (Shaikh et al., 2017). However, status consumption continues to be a significant factor
and is particularly influential in the bandwagon effect of luxury brand consumption. This desire to
follow others in the purchase of luxury brands is particularly strong in countries with a collectivist
culture, as found in much of Asia (Shaikh et al., 2017).
Models for Understanding Luxury
Luxury, as with beauty, is in the eyes of the beholder. A particular brand might be considered the
highest level of luxury by one consumer, a lower-level luxury by another, and necessity by a third. A
recent study of genetically modified foods indicates that it is a modest luxury in some countries, but a
necessity in others (Oz, et. al., 2018; Kapferer, 1997). To understand luxury, one must study the
economic and cultural background and perspectives of consumers (Vigneron and Johnson, 2004). There
are several models for understanding the dynamics of luxury. Each presents a different lens on luxury
and each is useful in marketing research.
However, the concept of luxury is often fluid, which makes an agreement on its dimensions
difficult. Zeithaml (1988) developed a model with the major factors being: perceived quality, perceived
price, and perceived value. Pan, et. al. (2018) studied several factors related to perceived quality and
price for theme parks using conjoint analysis. They found that perceived quality was ranked much
higher than price.
Weidman et al., (2009) proposed four main dimensions of luxury: financial, functional,
individual, and social. The financial dimension measures the monetary value of luxury, whereas the
functional dimension is identified as a basic EHQHILWDQGLWVXWLOLWLHV7KHFXVWRPHU¶VSHUVRQDORULHQWDWLRQ
towards luxury forms the individual dimension, and the social dimension is identified as the perceived
utility of luxury consumption as recognized by society.
Keller (1993) postulates that brand value is determined by attributes, benefits, and attitudes.
Attributes refer to the product/service itself, its price, and the process of buying and consuming the item.
Benefits denote what consumers think that the product/service can ultimately do for their favor.
Attitudes refer WRFRQVXPHUV¶RYHUDOOLPSUHVVLRQRIWKHEUDQGRI a product/service.
3HUF\ 5RVVLWHU  FUHDWHGDPRGHORIDEX\HU¶VDWWLWXGHhaving four main characteristics:
1) Attitude is based upon the current motivation, which can, of course, change. 2) There are both
cognitive (logical) and effective (emotional) elements. The cognitive component decides the direction
of the behavior and the effective component provides the impetus for the behavior. 3) The cognitive
portion consists of specific beliefs related to benefits. 4) The attitude construct is dependent upon the
choices available. Buyers select brands based on those that best meet their motivations from among the
options that they perceive.
'XERLVHWDO  IRXQGWKDWFRQVXPHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQWRZDUGVOX[XU\EUDQGYDULHVFRQVLGHUDEO\
with some having strong positive feelings and others having negative ones. Hennigs, et al. (2015)
described purchasing behavioral outcome as an intention to buy, willingness to pay a price premium and
willingness to recommend.
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The Brand Luxury Index (BLI)
According to different studies conducted by scholars, such as Vigneron and Johnson (1999), Eng
and & Bogaert (2010), and Ghanei (2013) the terms luxury and non-luxury could be differentiated by
five key factors: 1) conspicuousness, 2) uniqueness, 3) quality, 4) hedonism and 5) extended self. These
dimensions have been deployed as foundations for the development of the Brand Luxury Index (BLI)
(Vigneron and Johnson, 2004), which has been used extensively to quantify the perceived luxuriousness
of a luxury brand. Some years later, Kim and Johnson (2015) reviewed this model and proposed certain
modifications. This updated BLI model adjusted some of the elements and consist of the following
variables: 1) tradition, 2) accessibility, 3) quality, 4) hedonism, and 5) extended self.
The BLI dimension of conspicuousness consumption is dictated by the reference groupings of
the consumer. The objective of the consumer is to use the luxury brand to obtain distinction among other
members of higher groups. If successful, the luxury brand helps to maintain or improve the social status
of the consumer (Vigneron and Johnson, 1999). Brands can enhance social status and help to
differentiate from others in a given social group. (Prendergast & Wong, 2003).
Perceived quality relates to specific brand qualities, characteristics, or performance. Luxury
brands are expected to rank higher on these dimensions than non-luxury brands. Higher prices
associated with luxury brands could even enhance the desirability of these higher-ranking brands as
compared to lower-ranking brands (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004).
Some luxury brands have an emotional value (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; Sheth, Newman, &
Gross, 1991, Westbrook & Oliver, 1991). Perceived hedonism is an emotional fulfillment that
FRQVXPHUV JHW WKURXJK WKH FRQVXPSWLRQ RI OX[XU\ EUDQGV 7KLV UHODWHV WR FRQVXPHUV¶ KDSSLQHVV WKDW
comes with the consumption of luxury brands. This aspect can include the aesthetics, sensory
gratification, or other emotional pleasures derived from the consumption of luxury brands (BenarroshDahan, 1991; Fauchois & Krieg, 1991; Roux & Floch, 1996; Vigneron & Johnson, 2004).
The perceived extension of self relates to the use of luxury brands as a signal to others in a social
group of high valued individuals. Luxury brands are used as a symbol of membership to high-status
social groupings and to distance individuals from lower-status groups (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004).
Further, the perceived extended self is referred to as a process that consumers learn from each other via
social groups as they consume luxury brands signaling to others about the dynamics of the consumption
of luxury brands (Berger and Ward, 2010).
Christodoulides et al., (2009) were not able to establish discriminant validity for the dimensions
of conspicuousness and uniqueness. Their findings contradicted those of Vigneron & Johnson (2004),
and thus cast doubt on the value of these constructs as measures of luxuriousness. Kapferer &
Florence¶V (2016) contemporary research developed objective rarity, exclusivity, prestige, and creative
leadership as new dimensions of luxury branding.
Kim and Johnson (2012) examined the influence of quality, dominance, exclusiveness, and
tradition on luxury brands. They found that price, distribution intensity, store image, brand personality,
and innovativeness had a significant impact on these components of perceived luxury. However,
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advertising expenditures did not influence perceived luxuriousness, and price promotions negatively
impacted these dimensions.
Despite its limitations, the BLI has been a popular model for analyzing and understanding luxury
brands under different circumstances and situations. Although there are some variations in perspectives
on luxury by culture (Nwankwo et al, 2014), the fundamental nature of the BLI makes it a useful tool
across the world.
Brand Love and Related Constructs
Brand Love is the relationship between the brand and the consumer in which the consumer has a
positive attitude towards the brand (Batra et al., 2012). Brand love has been recognized as a new
marketing concept among scholars ZKR DWWHPSW WR VWXG\ WKH FRQVXPHU¶V UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK EUDQGV
(Kaufmann et al., 2016; Vernuccio et al., 2015). Attitude towards Luxury can be measured as the
perceived level of luxury of a brand by consumers (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). Nobre (2011) found
that a relationship with a brand was strongest for products that have high consumer involvement, such as
automobiles.
Brand equity is often related to brand love. Shuv-$PL HW DO   GHYHORSHG D ³EUDQG YDOXH
FKDLQ´ WKDW HOXFLGDWHV WKH VWHSV RI KRZ FRQVXPHUV GHYHORS EUDQG HTXLW\ .HOOHU¶V   PRGHO DOVR
proposes antecedents for understanding brand equity. Julian, et al. (2016) looked at loyalty programs in
the retail and found a weak influence in brand loyalty, suggesting that brand equity is a much more
complex construct. Giovanis, et al. (2017) recently developed a nine-factor model of customer loyalty
that looked specifically at the service industry.
Brand Consciousness
Brand cRQVFLRXVQHVVLVGHILQHGDVWKHFRQVXPHU¶VLQFOLQDWLRQWRSXUFKDVHH[SHQVLYHXSSHUVFDOH
valuable and popular brands as consumers believe that the high price reflects high quality (Kavkani et
DO ,WFDQEHLGHQWLILHGDVWKHFRQVXPHU¶VSUHGLVSRVLWLRQWRZDUGVWKHSXUFKDVHRIIDPRXVOX[XU\
brands (Sproles & Kendall, 1986; Zhang & Kim, 2013). According to Sirgy (1982), luxury brands are
generally priced high and owning such luxury brands makes a consumer stand out, attracting the
attention of others. Consequently, LW HQKDQFHV FRQVXPHUV¶ VHOI-actualization and self-esteem, the
mainstays of interpersonal relationships in a socio-cultural setting. Thus, brand consciousness creates a
favorable attitude towards luxury brands and special bonds between consumer and the luxury brand.
Purchase Intention
Purchase intention reflects the outcome of DFRQVXPHU¶VDWWLWXGHVand is important in the context
of brand consumption behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Berthon et al., 2009; Hung et al., 2011; Jin & Kang,
2011). Closely related to this is the re-purchase intention, which is influenced by the positive emotions
of the consumer pertaining to a luxury brand (Thomson et al., 2005; Carroll and Ahuvia, 2006; Batra et
al., 2012; Loureiro et al., 2012). Aldousari, et al. (2016) developed a model for purchase intention for
online purchases, and later (Aldousari, et al., 2017) developed a model for retail purchase decisions that
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looked at six factors: financial risks, product performance, psychological risk, social risk, store
atmosphere, and price.
Consumer Behavior Models
)LVKEHLQ DQG $M]HQ¶V   GHYHORSHG D EHKDYLRUDO PRGHO that considers attitude toward
behavior and subjective norms concerning the behavior as the antecedents to the intention to perform a
behavior. The model has been used to study consumer behavior related to the intention to make a
purchase (Ajzen, 1991; Beatty & Kahle, 1988). Bhuian, et al. (2018) developed a model for customer
loyalty that looked at antecedents for through alternative structural equations models. This model looks
specifically at the Arab world and how local variations impact customer loyalty.
Ajzen (1991) further developed the Fishbein model into the Theory of Planned Behavior. This
WKHRU\ XVHV )LVKEHLQ¶V DWWLWXGH DQG VXEMHFWLYH QRUPV DV DQWHFHGHQWV WR intention but adds perceived
behavioral control as an additional antecedent. This new element relates to how one perceives his/her
ability to successfully obtain a particular outcome if he/she engages in a particular behavior. Jin and
Kang (2011) found that price could be a significant barrier to perceived behavioral control if the price is
set so high that a consumer feels that he/she does not have enough funds to make the purchase.
However, once the price is affordable, it no longer impacts perceived behavioral control.
Sri Lanka and the South Asian Luxury Market
The economic growth of South Asia has led to a significant increase in its luxury market. For
example, with 30 percent annual growth, the Indian luxury goods market is expected to reach USD 40
billion by 2020 (ASSOCHAM, 2014). This growing market has captured the interest of many luxury
brands, many of which are now selling in these markets. Jain, Roy, and Ranchhod (2015) showed that
the changing profiles of the Asian consumers have significantly affected the inflow of luxury brands to
South Asian countries such as India. Therefore, it is important for the luxury brand marketers to
understand consumer attitudes and perceptions in this part of the world where values, beliefs, and
attitudes are often quite different from the developed world.
This economic growth has included the country of Sri Lanka, especially since 1977 when a free
market economy was introduced. Growing exports and growing service industry have led to a significant
increase in infrastructure and a booming stock market. As the economy grows, so do imports (Arif, et.
al., 2017). With its new hope and economic prosperity, and positive trajectory, many multinational
corporations are considering entering the Sri Lankan market. This economic growth in Sri Lanka comes
with an increased demand for luxury products, including luxury automobiles.
Sri Lankan consumers have a new optimism and they are becoming more conscious about their
living conditions. Increased education has also expanded consumerism in Sri Lanka, as its citizens have
EHFRPH PRUH IDPLOLDU ZLWK KRZ RWKHU FRQVXPHUV OLYH WKURXJKRXW WKH ZRUOG 6UL /DQND¶V XSSHU-class
consumers, who are highly concentrated in the capital, Colombo, are mainly focused on the fulfillment
of self-esteem and self-actualization. They seek to fulfill this need through the possession of luxury
brands as part of their daily life (Homer & Kahle, 1988). However, the demand for luxury is expanding
beyond the elite consumers of the rich class and is reaching more Sri Lankans than ever before. South
Asian markets (and the Sri Lankan market in particular) differ significantly from Western markets,
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where many luxury brands originate. Because of different cultures, religions, and world views, luxury
brand marketers need to study and understand consumer attitude and perceptions in South Asia in order
to be successful there.
Several studies have fathomed the LQIOXHQFHRIDFRXQWU\¶VFXOWXUHDQGGHPRJUDSKLFVRQOX[XU\
brand consumption (Hung et al., 2011; Godey et al., 2013). According to Oswald (2010), the perception
of luxury brands and the meaning tied to these brand images are quite different in emerging markets
than they are in the Western markets where many of these brands originate. However, Hennigs et al.,
(2012) showed that regardless of country, consumers of luxury brands had similar basic motivational
drivers. Although research has been conducted into luxury branding from the view of the retailer (Phau
& Prendergast, 2000; Fiondaan & Moore, 2009; Tynan, et al., 2010; Kapferer, 2012; Miller and Mills,
*KRVKDQG9DUVKQH\ RQO\OLPLWHGUHVHDUFKKDVEHHQFRQGXFWHGLQWRFRQVXPHU¶VDWWLWXGHV
towards luxury automobiles from the Asian perspectives. Camilo and Davit (2015) found that Chinese
consumers tend to expect specific benefits (safety, quality, design, and technology) from luxury car
brands. Prestige and social status were major factors in purchasing a luxury car whereas some variables,
such as the performance of the car, were found less important to Chinese consumers.
Cultural differences such as these create major variations in the perceptions and acceptance of
luxury brands from county to country. Using a successful promotional campaign from one region of the
world may fail in another because of these cultural differences. By identifying and understanding these
cultural differences companies can develop promotional campaigns that resonate with the key factors
that would influence Sri Lankan consumers, and thus be more successful than merely translating a
campaign used elsewhere.
Sri Lanka currently imports all of its luxury cars and the Sri Lankan government is planning to
expand economic GHYHORSPHQWWLHVZLWKWKHZRUOG¶VOHDGLQJDXWRPRELOHFDUPDQXIDFWXUHUVin the hopes
of establishing new factories. Although the Sri Lankan market for luxury cars is growing, it is not large
enough to support the variety of models found in many large developed countries. Therefore, a firm
must be selective when deciding which cars to introduce to the market. A thorough understanding of the
Sri Lankan market will enable a company to review its set of offerings and consider which market might
enjoy the best success. This research will better inform these efforts and lead to greater success for
luxury car brands and greater satisfaction among Sri Lankan consumers.
Proposed Model of Luxury Purchase Intention
Pulling together key elements from the literature on brand purchasing intention and different
dimensions related to luxury brands, the model in Figure #1 proposes to be more comprehensive than
others while incorporating variations of regional culture found in emerging countries. In this framework
Self-identity, Individual Differences, Experiential Value, Social Influence, Consumption Value, and
Consumption Type are independent variables. The moderating variables are Brand Consciousness,
Brand Love, and Attitude Towards Luxury. Purchase intention is the dependent variable. (Figure 1)
The Brand Luxury Index (BLI) as developed by Vigneron and Johnson (2004) includes a
measure of extended self as part of the index. Consumers use self-identity to assess their perceived level
of congruence between their self-image or their desired self-image and the luxury brands (Lawry et al.,
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  &RQVXPHUV¶ OX[XU\ EUDQG SUHIHUHQFH LV GLUHFWHG WR VDWLVI\LQJ WKH VHOI HQMR\ing the brand
experience, being different from the others, and gaining pleasure, rather than satisfying the expectations
of the others (Tsai, 2005; Wong and Ahuvia, 1998; Vigneron and Johnson, 2004; Wiedmann et al.,
2007; Shukla, 2012; Kazakeviciute and Banyte, 2012). Therefore, it is expected that self-identity plays a
key role in attitudes toward luxury in an emerging country setting.
Hence we hypothesize that:
H1- There is a positive relationship between Self Identity and the Attitude Towards Luxurious cars in
the Sri Lankan Setting.
Self-Identity

Experiential Value

Consumption Value

Actual

Visual appeal, Entertainment,
Escapism, Intrinsic
enjoyment, Efficiency,
Economic value, Personal
Gratification

Symbolic Value, Hedonistic Value

Projected

Brand
Consciousness
Brand Love

Individual Difference

Social Influence

General Life Values

Normative Influence,
Informational Influence, Social
Comparison Tendency

Personal Cultural
Orientation

Utilitarian Value, Materialism

Attitude Towards Luxury
(cognitive, affective and
behavioural)

Purchase Intention

Consumption Type
Status Consumption, Conspicuous
Consumption, Novelty Seeking

Figure 1. Proposed Model of Luxury Brand Purchase Intension for Emerging Country Setting
Brakus et al., (2014) and Schmit et al., (2015) argued that consumers are driven by values and
these values are derived by the consumer experiences which is described DV ³H[SHULHQWLDO YDOXH´
(Mathwick et al., 2001). With the broad ongoing shift from trophies for status to enriching experiences
(Yeoman, 2011) affluent consumers value the ownership of luxury brands. This construct of
Experiential Value includes a luxury dimension such as Visual appeal, entertainment, escapism, intrinsic
enjoyment, efficiency, economic value, or personal gratification.
Hence we hypothesize that:
H2- There is a positive relationship between Experiential Value and Brand Love for luxury cars across
Sri Lanka.
H3- There is a positive relationship between Experiential Value and Attitude Towards Luxury cars
across Sri Lanka.
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Miller and Mills (2012) examined the impact of cultural differences on how consumers define
luxury. These differences were confirmed by research carried out by Godey, et al. (2013) on perceptions
of luxury brands in six different countries.
Hence we hypothesize:
H4- There is a relationship between Individual Differences and Brand Consciousness about luxury cars
across Sri Lanka.
H5- There is a relationship between Individual Differences and Attitude Towards Luxury cars across Sri
Lanka.
Batra, et al. (2012) describe Brand Love as a positive attitude toward a brand and, as such,
should have a direct impact on FRQVXPHUV¶ attitude toward a luxury brand. Thus, brand love has an
LPSDFWRQWKHFRQVXPHU¶VDWWLWXGHWRZDUGVOX[XU\EUDQGV)XUWKHU%DWUDHWDO   postulated that
there is a ORJLFDOUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQWKHFRQVXPHU¶VVWUHQJWKRIDWWLWXGHDQGEUDQGORYH$FRQVXPHU
with brand-conscious behavior tends to perceive brands as symbols of status and prestige (Liao and
Wang, 2009; Giovannini et al., 2015). Since luxury brands are not normally purchased out of necessity,
the simple intention to purchase (i.e., Brand Consciousness) should influence an appreciation and
positive attitude for a luxury brand. Positive emotional feelings of consumers have shown a significant
impact on the repurchase intention (Thomson et al., 2005; Carrol and Ahuvia, 2006; Batra et al., 2012;
Loureiro et al., 2012).
Hence we hypothesize that:
H6- There is a positive relationship between Brand Consciousness and Brand love for luxury cars across
Sri Lanka.
H7- There is a positive relationship between Brand Love and Attitude Towards Luxury cars across Sri
Lanka.
The construct of Social Influence includes elements of normative influence (Vigneron and
Johnson, 1999) and social comparison (Weidman, et al., 2009) along with the necessary informational
forces that make these influences possible. Consumers tend to adopt the consumption behavioral
patterns that are specific to their reference groups in the society (Bandura, 2001; Childers & Rao, 1992)
as emphasized by the Social Comparison Theory where consumers evaluate themselves compared with
others (Festinger, 1954). The degree to which the consumers consider the views of others is influenced
by the cultural dynamics of each country (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998). Therefore, luxury brand consumption
is conspicuous (Chen at al., 2008; Vigneron and Johnson, 2004; and Bushman, 1993). It would have a
direct influence on endogenous variables.
Therefore, we hypothesize that:
H8- There is a positive relationship between Social Influence and Brand Consciousness of luxury cars
across Sri Lanka.
H9- There is a positive relationship between Social Influence and Brand Love for a luxury car across Sri
Lanka.
H10- There is a positive relationship between Social Influence and Attitude Towards Luxurious cars
across Sri Lanka.
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The consumer choices for consumption are also driven by impulsive forces and social
comparison (Patsiaouras, & Fitchett, 2012). Bearden and Etzel (1982) proposed that the luxury brands
consumed in public tend to be more conspicuous than luxury brands consumed in private. The status
seekers behavior in Western affluent societies has been explored by scholars (Packard, 1959; Mason,
1995; Holt, 2002; Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). The desire for popularity, experiential consumption,
brand symbolism and conspicuous consumption as criteria for measuring FRQVXPHUV¶VRFLDO status and
consumer positioning in the society or for gaining status directly affect the attitude toward luxury brands
(Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; Solomon 1983; Weidman, et al., 2009; Kim, & Johnson, (2015). The
FRQVXPHU¶V GHVLUH IRU OX[XU\ EUDQGV LV GULYHQ E\ VRFLDO VWDWXV Dnd symbolism (Sirgy, 1982; Midgley,
1983; Solomon, 1983; Mick, 1986; McCracken, 1986; Belk, 1988; Dittmar, 1994; Weidman, et al.,
2009). The Consumption Type construct includes these three aspects: 1) The amount of status gained
through consumption, 2) How conspicuous the consumption is (as opposed to private consumption), and
3) How novel the consumption is.
This leads us to the hypothesis that:
H11- There is a positive relationship between Consumption Type and Attitude Towards Luxurious cars
across Sri Lanka.
Eastman, et al., (1999) noted that luxury consumption involves purchasing highly-priced luxury
brands. Keller (2013) stated that brands which are priced higher imply that they are of high quality. The
works of Vicker & Renard (2003) and Vigneron & Johnson (1999) looked at the role of symbolic,
hedonistic, materialistic and utilitarian values on attitudes towards luxury brands, as well as their
impacts on feelings and emotions toward a particular luxury brand. These led to the development of the
Consumption Value construct comprise of 1) Symbolic value, 2) Hedonistic value, 3) Utilitarian value,
4) Materialism variables.
This leads us to hypothesize that:
H12- There is a positive relationship between Consumption Values and the Attitude Towards Luxurious
cars across Sri Lanka.
H13- There is a positive relationship between Consumption Value and the Brand Love for luxurious cars
across Sri Lanka.
Consistent with the Fishbein model (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), in which attitude toward a
behavior is an antecedent to a behavioral intention, hence we hypothesize that:
H14- There is a positive relationship between Attitude Towards Luxury and Purchase Intention for
luxury cars across Sri Lanka.
.DYNDQLH HW DO   GHILQHG EUDQG FRQVFLRXVQHVV DV WKH FRQVXPHU¶V LQFOLQDWLRQ WR SXUFKDVH
luxury brands. According to Solomon (1983) and Keller (1993), brand-conscious consumers develop
and express self-concept towards popular luxury brands, which, in turn, help them to develop their
attitudes toward luxury brands. Brand consciousness consumers perceive brands that exhibit status and
esteem (Liao & Wang, 2009; Giovannini et al., 2015). According to Beaudoin et al., (2003) reputed
brands help consumers in the process of socialization. The primary motivation for consumers to
purchase luxury brands has been symbolic values (Esmaeilpour, 2015). An individual possessed with a
high level of brand consciousness will seek out opportunities to purchase luxury brands and without this
inclination, a consumer is not likely to seek luxury brands. Within the contexts of culture and social
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environments, a consumer could seek or avoid opportunities to buy luxury brands depending on their
inclinations. The symbolic features could lead to the purchase of luxury brands even though the
consumers have less knowledge about the luxury brand. The ownership of luxury holds greater symbolic
value and the user exhibits status and prestige. Therefore, there is a positive relationship between Brand
Consciousness and the Purchase Intention.
This leads to hypothesize that:
H15- Brand Consciousness mediates the relationship between Individual Differences and Brand Love
for a luxury car across Sri Lanka.
RESEARCH METHODS
The population of the existing global luxury car owners in Sri Lanka is 8000 out of which 500
will be selected as the sample. The aspirants will be identified as the consumers who have a minimum
average income level of Rs 500,000.00 a month. According to the Census and Population department, in
2016 the mean urban household income per month is Rs. 88,692.00. A sample of 500 will be drawn
from this population. Data collection will consist of both primary and secondary data. The primary data
will be collected through a structured questionnaire which has been developed based on the existing
literature pertaining to consumer attitude towards luxury. The questionnaire is presented in the appendix.
Secondary data will also be used in the analysis.
The data will be collected by surveying both owners of luxury cars and those that aspire to
purchase luxury cars in Sri Lanka. A copy of the questionnaire is included in the appendix. These
questionnaires will be completed by interviews with each participant, but each questionnaire will be kept
anonymous so that no information will be collected that could later identify individual participants. A
judgment sampling method will be used, which is non-probabilistic. The study will be a cross-sectional
analysis and the data will be analyzed along with a number of dimensions, as represented in the model.
Factor analysis will be used along with structural equation modeling to develop constructs shown in the
model.
CONCLUSION
Major purveyors of luxury brands seek to expand in young emerging markets. Most of these
markets are unlike the Western home markets of these firms and many of the models they might use are
incompatible for understanding these young emerging markets. The model presented in this paper
provides a holistic view of the preconditions that lead to a purchase of a luxury brand, such as cars in an
emerging country setting (e.g. Sri Lanka).
The results of this study will likely elucidate the motivation behind the purchase of luxury
vehicles in Sri Lanka. Such greater clarity will inform the work of luxury brands as they enter the Sri
Lankan market. Although the research is specific to luxury automobiles, much good could be inferred to
other luxury industries as they prepare to expand to this and other regional markets.
This model sets up a structure that is ideal for testing in both established and emerging markets.
Future research could use our model to assess shifting attitudes toward luxury brands in both types of
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markets. For example, a firm might use this model to develop a survey instrument that could be given in
a particular emerging PDUNHW WR XQGHUVWDQG WKDW PDUNHW¶V SURSHQVLW\ WR SXUFKDVH OX[XU\ brands. The
same instrument could be given again every few years to assess the changes in this propensity as the
emerging market develops for luxury brands on the global stage.
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE (EXISTING LUXURY CAR USERS)
1.
Do you own a luxury car worth at least SLR 16,000,000 right now? Yes....... No......
2.
Brand of your most liked Luxury car (Please tick only one)
Mercedes Benz
Jaguar
BMW
Rolls-Royce
Lexus
Ferrari
Porsche
Cadillac
Bentley
Lamborghini
2WKHU 3OHDVH6SHFLI\ «««
3.
Value of your most liked luxury Car:
Less than SLR 16,000,000.00
SLR 16,000,000.00 -32,000,000.00
SLR 32,000,000<
4.
If you have any other luxury car other than this: Please specify
«««««««««««««««««««

1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4

My most liked luxury car brand says something deep
about who I am as a person.
I find myself desiring my most liked luxury car brand.
I feel emotionally connected with my most liked luxury
car brand.
I will be using my most liked luxury car brand for a
long time.

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

1
1

2
2

3 4
3 4

5
5

6 7
6 7

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Very
Much

To what extent each of the following statement
describes you?

Moderatel
y

Brand Love Source: Bagozzi, R. P., Batra, R., & Ahuvia, A. C. (2014)
Not at all

1.2

Moderat

Strongly
Disagre
Disagre

Section 01- Determinants of your attitude towards luxury car
Please express your disagreement or agreement with each of the following statement using: 1-Strongly
Disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neither Agree Nor Disagree, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly Agree
Brand consciousness
Yi-Cheon Yim, M., L. Sauer, P., Williams, J., Lee, S. J., & Macrury, I.
(2014).
1.1.1 I paid attention to the brand name of the car when I bought my most 1
2
3
4
5
liked luxury car.
1.1.2 I was willing to pay more money for my most liked luxury car because 1
2
3
4
5
of its brand name.
1.1.3 I believe that my most liked luxury car brand that I bought is a 1
2
3
4
5
reflection of who I am.
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If my most liked luxury car brand were to go out of 1
existence, I will feel very sad.

2

3 4

5

6 7

Negative

Self-Identity
Source: Bagozzi, R. P., Batra, R., & Ahuvia, A. C. (2014)
Actual Self-Identity

1.3.1.4

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Matches
Moderately
Well (4)

Does Not
Match Well
at All (1)

1.3.1.1 To what extent do you feel that use of your most 1
OLNHGOX[XU\FDUEUDQGVD\VVRPHWKLQJµdeep¶DERXW
who you are as a person?
1.3.1.2 When other people see you using your most liked 1
luxury car brand, they get a sense of the kind of
person you are?
1.3.1.3 Your most liked luxury car brand is an important 1
part of how you see yourself?

3

Very
Much

1.3

2

Moderatel
y

Please express your overall feelings and evaluations 1
towards your most liked luxury car brand.

Not at all

1.2.6

Positive

Matches
Nearly
Perfectly (7)

1.2.5

Please indicate the degree to which your
personal identity or self-image matches the 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
identity of your most liked luxury car
brand.
1.3.1.5 In the figures below, the circle on the left represents your personal identity and the figure on the
right represents the identity of your most liked luxury car brand. Please express your sense of the degree
of overlap between your personal identity and the identity of your most liked luxury car brand (Mark the
image that best captures your situation.)

Very
Much

Not at all

Moderatel
y
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1.3.1.6

Thinking about the degree of overlap in your
mind between your own sense of personal 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
identity, and the identity of your most liked
luxury car brand, how much affection do you
feel toward your most liked luxury car brand?
Imagine for a moment OTHER TYPICAL USERS of your most liked luxury car brand. Think
about the kinds of people they tend to be. Now, please answer these questions.

1.3.1.7

How important is it to you to be one of the 1
people who owns the same brand of luxury car
that you like most?
To what extent is being someone who uses the
same brand of luxury car that you like most an 1
important part of your self-identity?
To what extent is being someone who uses the
same brand of luxury that you like most 1
rewarding part of your self-identity?

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

To what extent is your most liked luxury car brand able to:
1.3.2.1 make you look like you want to look?
1
2
1.3.2.2 make you feel like you want to feel?
1
2
1.3.2.3 help you present yourself to others as the kind of 1
2
person you want to be?

3
3
3

Projected Self-Identify
Not at all

1.3.2

Agree

Strongly
Agree

7
7
7

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

6
6
6

Disagree

Symbolic Value
Source: Hung, K. P., Huiling Chen, A., Peng, N.,
Hackley, C., Amy Tiwsakul, R., & Chou, C. L. (2011).
1.4.1.1 My most liked luxury car brand is conspicuous. (attracts 1
notice or attention of others)
1.4.1.2 My most liked luxury car brand is expensive.
1
1.4.1.3. My most liked luxury car brand is for the wealthy.
1

5
5
5

2

3

4

5

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

Consumption Values
Strongly
Disagree

1.4

4
4
4

Very Much

1.3.1.9

Moderately

1.3.1.8
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1.4.3.5

1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5

1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.4.5.3

1.4.5.4
1.4.5.5
1.4.5.6

Experiential Value
Source: Mathwick, C., Malhotra, N., & Rigdon,
E. (2001)
Visual Appeal
The way my most liked luxury car brand is
displayed is attractive.
My most liked luxury car brand is aesthetically
appealing
I like the way my most liked luxury car brand
looks.
Entertainment Value
I think my most liked luxury car is very
entertaining
The enthusiasm of my most liked luxury car is
catching, it picks me up
0\PRVWOLNHGOX[XU\FDUEUDQGGRHVQ¶WVHOO± it
entertains me.

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

strongly
agree

1.4.3.3
1.4.3.4

2
2
2

Neither
disagree
nor agree

1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2

1
1
1

Strongly
disagree

1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3

Hedonism Value
Source: Kim, J., & Johnson, K. K. (2015).
My most liked luxury car brand is exquisite.
My most liked luxury car brand is extremely attractive.
My most liked luxury car brand is very stunning.
Utilitarian Value
Source: (Jung Choo, H., Moon, H., Kim, H., & Yoon, N.
(2012).
My most liked luxury car brand is sophisticatedly made.
My most liked luxury car brand has the superior
craftsmanship.
My most liked luxury car brand is excellent
My most liked luxury car brand is going to last a long
time.
My most liked luxury car brand has reputation for
making useful products.
Materialism
Source: Wiedmann, K. P., Hennigs, N., & Siebels, A.
(2009).
My life would be better LI,RZQHGFHUWDLQWKLQJV,GRQ¶W
have.
I would be happier if I could afford to buy more things.
,WVRPHWLPHVERWKHUVPHTXLWHDELWWKDW,FDQ¶WDIIRUGWR
buy all the things I would like.
I have all the things I really need to enjoy life.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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1.4.5.12

1.4.5.13
1.4.5.14

1.4.6

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Personal Gratification
Source: (De Barnier, V., & Valette-Florence, P. (2013).

1.4.6.1 My most liked luxury car brand makes my life more
interesting.
1.4.6.2 My most liked luxury car brand makes my life enjoyable.
1.4.6.3 My most liked luxury car brand brings me pleasure.
Individual Differences
General Life Values
Source: Schwartz, S. H. (2007).
1.5.1.1 Using my most liked luxury car brand shows that I am
powerful
1.5.1.2 Using my most liked luxury car brand shows that I have a
higher status in my society
1.5.1.3 Using my most liked luxury car brand shows that I have a
higher prestige in my society
1.5.1.4 Using my most liked luxury car brand demonstrates my
achievement of personal success according to the
standards of my society.
1.5.1.5 Using my most liked luxury car brand demonstrates my
competence according to the standards of my society.
1.5.1.6 Using my most liked luxury car brand is a stimulation for

Strongly
Agree

1.4.5.11

4

Agree

1.4.5.10

3

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

1.4.5.9

2

Disagree

1.4.5.8

1

Strongly
Disagree

1.4.5.7

Escapism
Buying my most liked luxury car brand will get
me away from other brands.
Buying my most liked luxury car brand will
make me feel like I am in another world.
I get so involved that when I think of my most
liked luxury car, I forget everything else.
Intrinsic Enjoyment
I bought my most liked luxury car brand for the
pure enjoyment of it
Efficiency
Buying my most liked luxury car brand was an
efficient way to manage my time
Buying my most liked luxury car brand made my
life easier.
Economic Value
My most liked luxury car brand is a good
economic value
Overall, I am happy with my most liked luxury
car brand price.

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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1.5.1.7
1.5.1.8

1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.2.4
1.5.2.5

1.5.2.6
1.5.2.7
1.5.2.8
1.5.2.9
1.5.2.10
1.5.2.11

1.5.2.12
1.5.2.13
1.5.2.14
1.5.2.15
1.5.2.16

1.5.2.17
1.5.2.18
1.5.2.19
1.5.2.20

me which creates excitement in my life.
Using my most liked luxury car brand is an inspiration
for me which creates novelty in my life.
Using my most liked luxury car brand is an excitement
for me which creates challenges in life.
Personal Cultural Orientations
Source: Sharma, P. (2010).
Independence (IND)
I would rather depend on myself than others
My personal identity, independent of others, is important
to me
I rely on myself most of the time, rarely on others
I enjoy being unique and different from others in many
respects.
I often do µP\RZQWKLQJV
Interdependence (INT)
The well-being of my group members is important for
me
I feel good when I cooperate with my group members
It is my duty to take care of my family members,
whatever it takes
Family members should stick together, even if they do
not agree
I enjoy spending time with my group members
Children must respect the decisions made by their
parents
Power (POW)
I easily conform to the wishes of someone in a higher
position than mine
It is difficult for me to refuse a request if someone senior
asks me
I tend to follow orders without asking any questions.
I find it hard to disagree with authority figures
People in higher positions have more power than those
in lower positions
Social Inequality (IEQ)
A person's social status reflects his or her place in the
society.
It is important for everyone to know their rightful place
in the society
It is difficult to interact with people from different social
status than mine
Unequal treatment for different people is an acceptable
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1.5.2.21

1.5.2.22
1.5.2.23
1.5.2.24
1.5.2.25
1.5.2.26
1.5.2.27
1.5.2.28
1.5.2.29
1.5.2.30
1.5.2.31
1.5.2.32
1.5.2.33
1.5.2.34
1.5.2.35
1.5.2.36
1.5.2.37
1.5.2.38
1.5.2.39

way of life for me
I believe some people have an advantage over others in
every society
Masculinity (MAS)
Women are generally more caring than men
Men are generally physically stronger than women
Men are generally more ambitious than women
Women are generally more modest than men
Men are generally more logical than women
Men are generally more aggressive than women
Tradition (TRD)
I am proud of my culture
Respect for tradition is important for me
I value a strong link to my past
Traditional values are important for me
I care a lot about my family history
I always protect my family heritage
Prudence (PRU)
I believe in planning for the long term
I work hard for success in the future
I am willing to give up today's fun for success in the
future
I do not give up easily even if I do not succeed on my
first attempt
I plan everything carefully
I consider many alternatives before making any decision

1.6
Social Influence
Normative Influence
Source: Bearden et al., 1989
1.6.1.1 It is important that others like the same luxury car brand
that I like most
1.6.1.2 I purchased my most liked luxury car brand because I
thought others will also approve this brand.
1.6.1.3 I purchased my most liked luxury car brand because I
thought others expect me to buy this brand.
Informational Influence
Source: Bearden et al., 1989
1.6.2.1 I often observed what others are buying or using before
purchasing my most liked luxury car brand.
1.6.2.2 I consulted other people to help me choose my most liked
luxury car brand
1.6.2.3 I gathered information from various sources before
purchasing my most liked luxury car brand.
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1.6.3
1.6.3.1

1.6.3.2
1.6.3.3
1.6.3.4
1.6.3.5
1.6.3.6
1.6.3.7
1.6.3.8
1.6.3.9

Social Comparison Tendency
Source: (Gibbons, F. X., & Buunk, B. P. (1999).
I often compare how my loved ones (spouse, boyfriend or
girlfriend, family members etc.) are doing with how
others are doing.
I always pay a lot of attention to how I do things
compared with how others do things.
If I want to find out how well I have done something, I
compare what I have done with how others have done.
I often compare how I am doing socially (social skills,
popularity) with other people.
I often compare myself with others with respect to what I
have accomplished in life.
I often like to talk with others about mutual opinions and
experiences.
I often try to find out what others think who face similar
problems as I face.
I always like to know what others in a similar situation
would do.
If I want to learn more about something, I try to find out
what others think about it.
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1.7

Consumption Type
Source: Eastman, J. K., Goldsmith, R. E., & Flynn, L. R.
(1999).
Status Consumption
1.7.1.1. I bought my most liked luxury car brand just because it has
status
1.7.1.2 I am always interested in new products with status.
1.7.1.3 I would have paid more for my most liked luxury car brand
just because it had status.
1.7.1.4 The status of my most liked luxury car brand is highly
relevant to me
1.7.1.5 My most liked luxury car brand is more valuable to me
because it has a snob appeal
1.7.2
Conspicuous Consumption
Source: Marcoux, J. S., Filiatrault, P., & Cheron, E. (1997)
1.7.2.1 Use of my most liked luxury car brand helps me gain
respect
1.7.2.2 Use of my most liked luxury car brand helps gain
popularity
1.7.2.3 Use of my most liked luxury car brand helps me get
noticed by others
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1.7.2.4
1.7.2.5
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.3.3

1.7.3.4

1.8.1.1
1.8.1.2
1.8.1.3
1.8.1.4
1.8.1.5
1.8.1.6

Use of my most liked luxury car brand helps me show who
I am
Use of my most liked luxury car brand helps me gain
importance in presence of others
Novelty Seeking
Source: Pérez, A., & Rodriguez del Bosque, I. (2015)
I purchased my most liked luxury car brand because I like
trying new things.
I purchased my most liked luxury car brand because I like
having an exciting life.
I purchased my most liked luxury car brand because I am
always searching for exciting and stimulating things in my
life
In my life, I am always searching for exciting and
stimulating things to do.
Consumer Attitude Towards Luxury
Source: Stegemann, N., Denize, S. M., & Miller, K. (2007).
Affective
All things considered, I rather like my most liked luxury
car brand.
I am always interested in luxury car brand.
Luxury car brand makes me dream.
Luxury car brand makes life more beautiful.
I feel at ease in a luxury shop.
When I use my most liked luxury car brand, I feel a bit like
I am disguising myself.

Cognitive
1.8.2.1 I know much about the luxury cars.
1.8.2.2 Few people own a truly luxury car
1.8.2.3 In general, luxury car brands are better quality products
1.8.2.4 A fine replica of a luxury brand is just as good.
1.8.2.5 Luxury cars inevitably are very expensive.
1.8.2.6 In my opinion, luxury is too expensive for what it is.
1.8.2.7 Truly luxury car brand cannot be mass produced.
1.8.2.8 A real luxury car brand does not advertise its cars.
1.8.2.9 In my opinion, luxury is pleasant.
1.8.2.10 Some education is needed for appreciating a luxury car
brand
1.8.2.11 In my opinion, luxury car brand is a good taste.
Behavioural
1.8.3.1 I could talk about luxury cars for hours.
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I almost always buy luxury cars.
2QHEX\VOX[XU\FDUVSULPDULO\IRURQH¶VSOHDVXUH
One needs to be a bit of a snob to buy luxury cars.
Today, everyone should have access to luxury cars.
People who buy luxury car brands seek to imitate the rich.
People who buy luxury car brand try to differentiate
themselves from others.
1.8.3.8 Those who buy luxury car brands are refined people.
1.8.4
Intention to Buy
Source: Bian, Q., & Forsythe, S. (2012).
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Strongly
Disagree
Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree
Agree

Strongly
Agree
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1.8.3.2
1.8.3.3
1.8.3.4
1.8.3.5
1.8.3.6
1.8.3.7

1.8.4.1 If I were going to purchase a car in near future, I would
consider buying my most liked luxury car brand.
1.8.4.2 If I were shopping for a car, the likelihood I would
purchase my most liked luxury car brand is high.
1.8.4.3 My willingness to buy my most liked luxury car brand
would be high if I were shopping for a luxury car.
1.8.4.4 The probability I would consider buying my most liked
luxury car brand is high.
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Section 02: Your profile
5.
Please specify your age in completed years as on 31 Aug 2018:
6.
7.

8.

9.

------------------- Years

Gender: Male / Female

Living Area
Rural
Occupation
Professional/Executive

Semi Urban

Consultant

Urban

Entrepreneur

Income Level (Monthly Income in SLR)
Less
than 800011,600,001- 3,200,00180000
1,600,000
3,200,000 4,000,000

10.

Education
Vocational Degree
Less than Bachelors
degree
Bachelors degree
End of the Questionnaire

Masters degree
Doctoral degree
Other (Specify)

4,000,0004,800,000

Government
Official

Over
4,800,000
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ABSTRACT
Services are experiences, moods, and emotions that are critical factors shaping the perceived
effectiveness of service encounters. The tremendous growth and competitive activity within the service
sector today has created the need for new approaches to marketing. It is fundamental for a marketer to
understand how consumers choose and evaluate service offerings. Servicescape plays a pivotal role in
FRPPXQLFDWLQJWKHILUP¶VLPDJHDQGSXUSRVH In the hotel industry, the application of servicescape has a
significant impact on its profit and customer loyalty. Long-lasting brand experiences stored in consumer
memory affect consumer satisfaction and loyalty. Brand experiences not only occur after consumption
but whenever there is a direct or indirect interaction with the brand. This study aimed to explore
servicescape dimensions in the Indian hotel industry and to develop a conceptual model concerning
FXVWRPHUV¶VHUYLFHVFDSHEUDQG experience, and brand love as per the stimulus-organism response theory
(SOR). Consumer motives have been categorized into two categories of consumption behaviour ± goal-
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directed and experiential consumption behaviour. Individuals with goal-oriented motives generally find
servicescape more distracting, increasingly intrusive, interrupting their searches, and causing
information overload, whereas an experientially-oriented consumer is exposed to a servicescape which
is unique in the hotel service context as per the elaboration likelihood model. Similarly, the concept of
self-construal highlights the importance of the relationship with others in defining the view of the self
and suggests a clear distinction between an independent and interdependent self-construal. How the
customer experience varies based on independent and interdependent visits needs to be investigated by
considering self-construal as a moderator. The study proposes WKHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQFXVWRPHUV¶brand
experience and brand love in a mediated model moderated by their hotel visit motives and self-construct.
Keywords: Services, servicescape, brand love, brand experience, customer motive

INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of service producers and marketers is identical to that of all marketers,
that is, to develop and provide offerings that satisfy consumer needs and expectations, thereby ensuring
their own economic survival (Singla, 2012). As services, by nature, are about the consumption
H[SHULHQFHVHUYLFHVFDSHSOD\VDSLYRWDOUROHLQFRPPXQLFDWLQJWKHVHUYLFHILUP¶VLPDJHas well as their
purpose to the customers (Lam et al., 2011; Ali and Amin, 2014). Servicescape refers to the physical
surroundings, i.e., the ³built environment´ that influence customers' and employees' behaviour in a
service setup. Servicescape, as a surrogate indicator of intangible service performance, can help
consumers to form cognitive, affective, and behavioural intentions toward the service and its provider
(Bitner, 1992; Kim and Moon, 2009).
Many studies have been conducted in the context of servicescape in the past few years. The
physical environment of a service sector business, such as hotels, restaurants, banks, retail stores, and
hospitals, influences the behaviour of individuals and their satisfaction (Kotler 1973; Zeithaml,
Parasuraman, and Berry 1985; Tamwatin, et al., 2015). However, hardly any study has examined the
role of servicescape on customer service brand experience and its impact on customer association with a
particular brand. Customers develop a positive experience if they are exposed to an attractive
servicescape, which drives them to visit the same brand repeatedly. The result is repeat purchase by the
customer of a brand which has not been studied previously.
Experiences arise in various settings. Most experiences occur directly when consumers shop, buy
and consume products. At the same time, they can also occur indirectly, for example, when consumers
are exposed to advertising and marketing communications, including websites (Brakus et al., 2009).
Marketing practitioners have realized that understanding how consumers experience brands is critical for
developing marketing strategies for goods and services. This experience creates some attachment and
love toward the brand as per the stimulus-organism-response (SOR) theory. Therefore, whether brand
experience leads to brand love directly or servicescape leads to brand love through brand experience
needs to be investigated.
Further, the influence of servicescape (stimulus) may induce different experiences (response) in
the customer¶V mind; however, does this experience vary as a result of customer motive has not been
investigated yet. This leads to the question of whether the experience will be better during goal or
experiential motive.
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Lastly, customers often consume the service either in a group (family, friends) or individually,
otherwise known as self-construct. So, whether the experience and attachment toward the brand depend
on self-construct has not been discussed in previous studies.
In India, the hotel Industry is inextricably linked to the tourism industry and the aviation
industry. The total contribution of the WUDYHODQGWRXULVPVHFWRUWR,QGLD¶Vgross domestic product (GDP)
is expected to increase from US$ 136.3 billion in 2015 to US$ 275.2 billion in 2025. Travel and tourism
is the third largest foreign exchange earner for India. From a brief review of the literature on
servicescape practices in the hotel industry (Suwanamas et al., 2015), it is clear that the influence of
servicescape on brand love is almost absent. Unfortunately, the hotel business has not been able to draw
the attention of researchers to any noticeable extent. Very few descriptive studies are available on Indian
hotel business, most of which are by hotel associations and institutions drumming up their problems
before the government.
All the above-mentioned gaps help to further explore the study on servicescape in the hotel
context and develop a servicescape model for the Indian hospitality industry. The purpose of this study
is manifold. First, to explore the dimensions of servicescape in the Indian hotel industry; second, to
GHYHORS D FRQFHSWXDO PRGHO WR XQGHUVWDQG WKH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ FXVWRPHUV¶ VHUYLFHVFDSH EUDQG
experience, and brand love in hotel context; and third, to propose that the relationship between
FXVWRPHUV¶EUDQGH[SHULHQFHand brand love in a fully-mediated model is moderated by their hotel visit
motives and dependence of visit.
This article is organized as follows. First, we discuss the extant literature on the theoretical
constructs of interest. Next, the theoretical framework is presented and the hypotheses are formulated.
Subsequently, based on the theory and hypotheses, the managerial and theoretical implications of the
study are presented. Finally, study limitations and future research directions are summarized.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Servicescape
Servicescape comprises the physical environments of the service platform where service
transactions occur (Mari and Poggosi, 2013). According to Bitner (1992), servicescape refers to the
physical surroundings (³built environment´) that attract the customers' and employees' behaviours in
service organizations. Bitner (1992) also stated that servicescape comprises three dimensions ± ambient
conditions; spatial layout/functionality; and signs, symbols, and artefacts. The ambient dimension
covers controllable observable stimuli, for instance, temperature, air quality, noise, music, and visual
factors such as colour, shape, and cleanliness. The second factor, space and functionality relate to how
layout, equipment, and furnishings contribute to the consumption experience (Harris and Ezeh, 2008).
Finally, the third dimension of signs, symbols, and artefacts refers to the physical signals, which are
communicated by way of general meanings, concerning the exchange to consumers (Bitner, 1992).
Favourable servicescape design would stimulate customer attention, appeal, trustworthiness,
persuasion, and emotional connection with the service provider, as well as influence FXVWRPHUV¶OR\DOW\
intentions (Harris and Ezeh,2008; Mari and Poggosi, 2013). Servicescape can also influence an
LQGLYLGXDO¶V FRJQLWLYH HPRWLRQDO DQG SK\VLRORJLFDl states, and therefore, behaviour (Bitner, 1992),
FRPPXQLFDWLQJWKHVHUYLFHILUP¶VLPDJHDQGWKHLUSXUSRVHWRWKHFXVWRPHUV /DP et al., 2011). In the
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hotel service context, application of servicescape has a significant impact on its profit as well as
customer loyalty.
Brand Experience
Brand experience has been conceptualized as sensations, feelings, cognitions, and behavioural
responses evoked by brand-related stimuli that are a SDUWRIWKHEUDQG¶VGHVLJQDQGLGHQWLW\SDFNDJLQJ
communications, and environment (Brakus et al., 2009). The authors distinguish several experiential
dimensions and construct a brand experience scale that includes four dimensions ± sensory, affective,
intellectual, and behavioural. Shopping and service experiences occur when a consumer interacts with a
store's physical environment, its personnel, and its policies and practices (Bangsawan et al., 2017).
Studies have DOVRLQYHVWLJDWHGFXVWRPHUV¶LQWHUDFWLRQZLWKVDOHVSHRSOHDQGKRZWKDWH[SHULHQFHDIIHFWV
their IHHOLQJVEUDQGDWWLWXGHVDQGVDWLVIDFWLRQ *UDFHDQG2¶&DVV  Over time, these long-lasting
brand experiences, stored in consumer memory, can affect consumer satisfaction and loyalty (Oliver
1997). In contrast to customer delight, brand experiences do not occur only after consumption they also
occur whenever there is a direct or indirect interaction with the brand (Brakus et al., 2009).
Brand Love
Love is explained as companionate and passionate (Hatfield and Walster, 1978); affection, lust,
and longing (Shaver et al., 1987); and a blend of three components, that are, intimacy, passion, and
commitment (Sternberg 1986). Intimacy refers to the bondedness and connectedness of a relationship,
wherein people experience warmth (Yim et al., 2008). Passion pertains to the romantic essence of a
relationship and reflects the intense feelings of attraction and desire (Sternberg 1986, ). Thus, intimacy
and passion are the two powerful components that represent the emotional and motivational drivers of
love. The more the consumer values a brand, the more he/she would accept a price increase (Aaker,
1996); love also influences attitudinal loyalty (Albert and Merunka, 2013). Consumption objects that
consumers love may include service firms such as banks, hotels, restaurants, and telecom. (McEwen
2005).
Guest Motives
Motives can be defined as "an inner desire to actively fulfil a need or want" (Rodgers and
Thorson, 2000, pg. 45). Consumer motives have been categorized into two distinct categories of
consumption behaviour ± goal-directed and experiential consumption behaviour (Novak et al., 2003;
Hoffman and Novak, 1996). A goal-oriented motive is also an extrinsic motive having instrumental
orientation, utilitarian benefits, and cognitive nature and planned purchase; whereas experiential motive
is intrinsic motivation, ritualized orientation, hedonic benefits/values having an affective and fun nature
and compulsive purchase (Noval et al.,2003).
Self-Construct
Self-construct refers to the relationship between the self and others and, especially, the degree to
which they see themselves as separate from others or as connected with others (Markus and Kitayama,
1991). Self-construals play a major role in regulating various psychological processes (Markus and
Kitayama, 1991), highlight the importance of the relationship with others and suggest a clear distinction
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between an independent and an interdependent self-construal (Fiske and Taylor, 1984). In particular,
Western cultures that endorse the values of independence tend to nurture chronic independent selfconstrual, whereas Eastern cultures that stress on WKH YDOXHV RI IXOILOOLQJ RQH¶V REOLJDWLRQV DQG
responsibilities tend to nurture chronic interdependent self-construal (Markus and Kitayama, 1991).
Independent self-construal emphasizes unique attributes that positively distinguish one from others and
underlies oQH¶V VXFFHVV UHODWLYH WR RWKHUV for discovering and expressing RQH¶V unique attributes
(Johnson, 1985; Marsella et al., 1985;). The essential aspect of this view involves a conception of the
self as an autonomous, independent person. In contrast, interdependent self-construal is characterized by
maintaining harmonious relationships with others rather than desiring to be distinguished from them
(Heine and Lehman, 1999). 7KH GHYHORSPHQW RI RQH¶V VHOI-construal is encouraged at a cultural level
(Markus and Kitayama, 1991; Markus, Kitayama and Heiman, 1996).
Gaps in Literature
Based on the above-mentioned studies, few gaps were found and are discussed below.
First, although many studies have been conducted in the context of servicescape in the last few
years, they have not looked at the physical environment of the service sector business such as hotels,
restaurants, banks, retail stores, and hospitals, which can also influence the behavior of the individual
and their satisfaction (Kotler 1973; Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry 1985). Hardly any study found
the role of servicescape on customer service brand experience and its impact on customer association
with a particular brand.
Second, Much of the interpretive research on consumption experiences has analyzed hedonic
goals that occur during and after consumption, for example, museums, river rafting, baseball, and
skydiving (Joy and Sherry, 2003). This experience creates some attachment and love for the brand.
Hence, whether brand experience leads to brand love directly or servicescape leads to brand love
through brand experience is something that needs to be investigated.
Third, although the influence of servicescape may induce different experiences in the FXVWRPHU¶V
mind, does this experience vary because of customer motive? Moreover, whether the experience will be
better during goal or experiential motive has not been investigated yet.
Fourth, often customers consume a service either in a group (family, friends) or sometimes individually,
alternatively known as self construct. So, whether the experience and attachment towards the brand
depend on self-construct has not been discussed in previous studies. All the above-mentioned gaps help
to frame the research objectives and hypotheses in the next section.

STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study is manifold. Based on the research gaps and the questions identified
in the previous section, the following research objectives were formulated for the present study.
Objective 1: To explore the major dimensions of a servicescape thDWLQIOXHQFHFXVWRPHU¶VEHKDYLRur in
the context of the Indian hospitality industry.
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Objective 2: To examine how servicescape, independently and moderated through guest motive
(goal/experiential), determines the customer brand experience toward a particular hotel brand.
Objective 3: To examine the proposition that servicescape determines guests¶ brand love mediating
through brand experience with the particular hotel brand.
Objective 4: To investigate whether KRWHOVFDSHJXHVW¶VPRWLYHV, and self-construct interact to determine
guest brand love through FRQVXPHUV¶ brand experience with the hotel¶V brand.
HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION
Stimulus Organism Response Theory
The current study uses the SOR framework (Mehrabian and Russell, 1974) to formulate the
conceptual model. The SOR IUDPHZRUN VWDWHV WKDW VWLPXOL 6  DUH DQWHFHGHQWV WKDW DIIHFW FRQVXPHUV¶
emotional and cognitive states of an organism (O), which in turn results in a response (R) such as
consumers' behaviour-related outcomes. Stimuli are represented by a set of attributes that affect
consumer perception (Mazursky and Jacoby, 1986). These attributes (signals) are considered to be the
basis for the advancement of consumer behaviour-related outcomes. In a hotel context, the front office
layout, lighting, ambience, furniture, and equipmentHPSOR\HHV¶GUHVVFRGH, etc. create stimuli among
customers that affect their emotion and belongingness with the hotel brand. The organism (i.e., the
cognitive state) works as a process of internal intervention between the stimuli and the cRQVXPHU¶V
response. In the SOR PRGHOFXVWRPHUV¶UHVSRQVHVDUHUHSUHVHQWHGLQWZRZD\VEDVHGRQWKHVWLPXOXV
and organism ± approach or avoidance behaviours. Approach behaviours are associated with consumers'
positive behaviours represented as intentions to stay, explore, and be affiliated with the hotel service
provider; on the other hand, avoidance behaviours represent reduced satisfaction, feelings of anxiety or
boredom, and a desire to leave an environment and not return (Mehrabian and Russell, 1974).
Based on the above theory, the following three hypotheses are framed.
H1: Servicescape of a hotel service KDVDGLUHFWDQGSRVLWLYHUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKFXVWRPHUV¶VHUYLFHEUDQG
experience toward a particular hotel service delivery.
H2: Customer service brand experience toward a hotel brand has a direct and positive relationship with
their love with the hotel brand.
H3 &XVWRPHUV¶ VHUYLFH EUDQG H[SHULHQFH ZLWK the hotel brand mediates the relationship between the
servicescape of hotel service and FXVWRPHU¶VOove toward the hotel brand.
Previous studies have used elaboration likelihood model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) and
heuristic-systematic model (HSM) (Chaiken et al., 1989) in the advertising context to explain how goaloriented/experientially-oriented consumers would become more persuaded by the advertisements.
Systematic processing or central route persuasion entails carefully thinking about persuasive arguments
and other issue-related information. Similarly, here the argument is that, when an experientially-oriented
consumer is exposed to a servicescape, which has a unique context, it will violate their expectations, feel
surprising, and augment their cognitive elaboration.
The proposed study uses ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) and HSM (Chaiken et al., 1989) to
explain how goal-oriented/experientially-oriented consumers would be more persuaded by the
servicescape provided by hoteliers. Therefore, people who seek pleasure, fantasy, sensuality, and
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enjoyment from their hotel visit would pay more attention to servicescape cues such as aesthetic appeal
and service quality to make their service experience more fruitful than goal-oriented visitors (Abooali,
and Mohamed, 2011). It influences to consider motive as a moderator between the servicescape and
brand experience.
Hence, the hypothesis can be framed as follows:
H4: Consumer motives moderate the effects of hotel servicescape on service brand experience such that
the effect will be higher for an experiential motive customer than that of a goal-oriented motive
customer.
Markus and Kitayama (1991) reviewed self-view research and showed that the members of
European or American and Asian cultures constructed different self-views. The authors focused on what
people believed about the relationship between the self and others, especially the degree to which people
view themselves as separate from others or as connected with others. The authors identified two selfconstruals, i.e., independent and interdependent. Past research has found that self-construal can be
activated through situational priming (Agrawal and Maheswaran 2005; Ng and Houston 2006).
Consumer behaviour research has shown that individuals' self-construal (independent or interdependent)
can influence brand meaning (Escalas and Bettman 2005), the persuasiveness of various advertising
appeals (Agrawal and Maheswaran 2005), and brand extension evaluations (Ng and Houston 2006).
Based on the above argument, the hypothesis can be framed as follows:
H5: Individual contractual of self affects the impact of service brand experience on brand love such that
the effect will be higher in case of a dependent visit to the hotel than in case of an independent visit to
the hotel.

Guest motive

Self-construct
H5

H4
Servicescape
H1

Service brand
experience

Brand Love
H2

H3: Mediation

Stimulus

Organism

Figure 1. Proposed Research Model
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Measurement
To measure the hypothesized constructs, an online version of the questionnaire was developed
based on past literature. The questionnaire consisted of six sections. First, the respondents were asked to
think about their last travel and all the services that the hotel provided (or failed to provide) during their
trip. Then they were instructed to rate the items related to servicescape. The dimensions of servicescape
scale consisting of 32 items were adapted from Bitner, 1992; Lee and Jeong, 2012; and were anchored
on a seven-SRLQW VHPDQWLF GLIIHUHQWLDO VFDOH   ³strongly disagree´ WR  ³strongly DJUHH´  The
second part of the survey employed 13 dependence (group) visit and 13 individual visit attributes of
hotel service from (Singelis et al.,1995). The third section measured the motives of a consumer's visit to
a particular hotel. only single items for goal and experiential motives was measured on a bipolar scale
(yes/no) adopted from Hoffman and Novak (1996).
The fourth section measure this, 12-item brand experience measures were adapted from Brakus
et al. (2009). The fifth part comprised Brand love measures adapted from Batra, Ahuvia, and Bagozzi
(2012). All items used in the brand love scale were measured using a 10-point Likert-W\SHVFDOH ³not at
DOO´ WR³very PXFK´  
)LQDOO\ WKH VXUYH\ FRQWDLQHG TXHVWLRQV UHODWHG WR FXVWRPHU¶V GHPRJUDSKLFV VXFK DV DJH JHQGHU, and
travel characteristics (e.g., number of previous visits, travel companions, and money spending, etc.). The
details of the measurement scale are presented in Appendix 1.
Data Collection and Sample Profile
As part of the data collection, the researcher collaborated with a large hotel chain and four
independent hotels in India with varied product portfolios such as business hotels, suite hotels, and
resorts. The selected independent hotels were spread across four different tourist spots in India and cater
mainly to the economy segments. The idea to include chain-affiliated hotels vis-a-vis independent hotels
was deliberate on the part of the researchers to generalize their findings across the hospitality industry.
The hotel guest books were used as the sampling frame. The researchers themselves randomly contacted
700 guests who were patronizing/had patronized any one of the aforementioned hotels asking for their
willingness to participate in the survey. Six hundred and one guests replied and agreed to participate for
an incentive of a lucky draw, providing free two nights/three GD\V¶VWD\ at any one of the hotels of our
choice. Once they agreed to participate in the survey, which included their preference of language as a
mode of communication, the online version of the questionnaire was forwarded to their mail. We found
that a majority of the respondents cited English as their preferred language of communication. Hence,
the questionnaire was prepared in the English language. We received around 424 timely responses out of
the 594 forwarded surveys. After deleting incomplete responses, 378 responses were used for the final
analysis.
As per the researcher comfort zone, the convenience sampling method was followed. After
deleting incomplete responses, 378 responses would be used for the final analysis. Respondents included
43.4% females and 56.6% males. The age of these respondents ranged 25±79 years, with a median age
of 34. The education level varied from undergraduate to doctorate. The average income levels of these
participants were INR 15.25 lakhs (approx. 25,000 USD) per annum. A large majority of the
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respondents (75.16%) visited a given hotel 1±5 times. Approximately 4.8% of the respondents spent less
than INR 10,000 (150 USD approx.) per person, 32.45% spent INR 10,000±20,000 (150±350 USD
approx.) per person, and the rest spent more than INR 20000 (350 USD approx.) per person in the
selected hotel during their second visits.
Out of the378 samples, large proportions of respondents were in the age group of 25 to 45 years,
amounting to almost 38% of the sample size. Most of the respondents were males (57%) and married
(80%). Forty per cent of the respondents were graduates followed by 37% with a postgraduate and
above qualification. Private employees (28.8%) were the major visitors at the hotel followed by
Government service holders (27.2%) and self-employed (22%). Approximately 33% of visitors' income
is less than INR 4,00,000 per annum. Thirty-five per cent of the respondents were under the income
group of INR 4±8 lakhs per annum. The respondents were from different parts of the country.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The current study has made several contributions to literature, especially in relation to the hotel
service context and service marketing in general. First, the study extends the past literature by proposing
the processes through which servicescape creates a memorable brand experience and brand love,
especially for consumers from emerging economies like India.
Second, the study distinguishes between two motive routes, i.e., customers generally use two
different and complementary mechanisms to visit hotel ± goal or experiential motives to form active
customer behaviour.
Third, although self-construct is a new and recent conceptualization, few studies have
emphasized its role in other shopping environments, e.g., retail. However, studies in the hotel service
context have not been done. This research integrates the self-construal theoretical frameworks and
generalizes the same in the hotel industry. The current study adds to the service marketing literature by
integrating, for the first time, two related, yet different, theoretical frameworks to show how selfconstruct (independent/dependent) visits lead to the development of active customer behaviour and
attachment of the individual toward the service brand.
Fourth, a customer brand experience with the service provider during the service delivery stage
is proposed to mediate the effects of servicescape and brand love. Service experiences happen when
consumers interact with a hotel¶s physical environments, its policies, and practices.
7KHFRQFHSWRIVHUYLFHVFDSHUHVRQDWHVZLWKPDQDJHUVLQWRGD\¶VFRPSHWLWLYHHFRQRP\
The current study has several implications for hotel service developers and hospitality
practitioners and managers. First, the study provides a new insight to managers that the efforts for
building innovativeness in service provisions through servicescape items lead to brand love by
understanding guest motives and types of visit.
Second, the study proposes that servicescape that promotes brand experience creates a virtuous
circle of satisfaction and behavioural outcomes that reflects their love towards the service provider.
Service managers should understand customer visit motives and accordingly improvise their
servicescape to increase customer footfall in their service platform.
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Third, this study emphasizes the importance of servicescape on hotel guests, making it critical
for the management to pay attention to the servicescape and make changes where necessary. It also
provides a valid implication of self-construct to service developers to design servicescape by
considering customer visit as independent or in a group.
Fourth, the study proposes that hotel managers must consider customers differently based on
their experience. For example, to satisfy experienced customers, service providers should focus more on
the type of customer visit (single/group) while they design their services.
Finally, this research provides meaningful insights of servicescape in the hotel industry by
suggesting dimensions that provide significant contributions in predicting brand love through
servicescape agreed with Mari and Poggesi,2013. It also proposes that the traditional servicescape
dimensions may need modifications to be applied to the hospitality service industry.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE FOR RESEARCH
This study has some limitations. First, it is limited to the single service context, i.e., travel and
tourism. The study results might vary if the model is tested in different cultural environments or in
different industrial contexts, which will be an interesting observation. To generalize the findings, this
study can be extended to cover different services.
Second, although servicescape is a multi-dimensional construct, in our study we use it as a single
factor construct. Therefore, we suggest that future researchers should examine the impact of each
dimension of servicescape on consumer attitude.
Third, an exploratory approach can be followed to examine how servicescape leads to customer
behaviour through qualitative exploration, as this provides managers with a more detailed and in-depth
understanding of the proposed study framework. Future researchers can look at this issue seriously to
provide more valid and robust practical implications.
Fourth, the present study explored the moderating role of FXVWRPHU¶VPRWLYHDQGself-construct in
servicescape brand love framework. We invite future researchers to investigate the role of other relevant
moderators (e.g., age, customer mood, prior experience, etc.) in this relationship.
Fifth, there are many atmospheric attributes within a servicescape. There are also different types
of hotels and bars. Future research can apply different atmospheric attributes and different servicescapes
other than hotel lobby bar or hotel guest room settings.
/DVWO\UHVHDUFKHUVDUHHQFRXUDJHGWRH[SORUHKRZFXVWRPHUV¶DQG emplo\HHV¶SHUVRQDOLW\WUDLWV
(e.g. arousal seeking) and situational factors (e.g. plan or purpose for being in the service setting)
moderate their internal responses to each of the four servicescape dimensions in the future.
CONCLUSION
This paper moves the servicescape paradigm forward and supports an expanded
FRQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH WHUP LQ OLQH ZLWK %LWQHU¶V   RULJLQDO speculation. Previously, a
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servicescape was conceptualized in the service domain as representing the physical elements in a
consumption setting. However, from the proposed framework, we posit that a servicescape represents a
consumption VHWWLQJ¶V EXLOW LH, lucrative ambience), social (i.e., staff professionalism behaviour),
environmental (i.e., appealing infrastructure) and natural (attractive surrounding) dimensions that affect
both consumers and employees in service organizations. Favourable servicescape perceptions play an
important role in building customer attitude in hospitality services through a brand experience for
inexperienced customers moderated by types of visit (dependence/Independence) and types of motives
goal/experiential. Hence, hospitality managers should make efforts to signal favourable servicescape
perceptions to retain existing customers and attract new ones.
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APPENDIX I
Measurement Scale for the Study
Hotel Servicescape Items (Bitner, 1992; Nguyen 2006; Zaim and Purwanegara, 2013)
Ambient condition (temperature, air quality, noise, Strongly
Strongly
music, and odour)
disagree
agree
(1)
2 3 4 5 6 (7)
1
Temperature is comfortable
2
Air quality is soothing
3
The noise levels are acceptable
4
The lighting is comfortable
5
Safety and security are good
6
Restaurant ambience is good
7
Odour is appealing
8
Food taste and Quality is good
Spatial Layout (layout, equipment, and furnishings)
1 Location is convenient
2
Room is quite spacious
3
The overall layout is attractive
4 Parking space is spacious
5 Surrounding greenery is good
6 Check in and check out system is smooth
7 Ambience layout is gorgeous
8 Décor at entrance is appealing
9
)XUQLWXUH¶V DQG HTXLSPHQW¶V are completely
updated
10 Physical facilities are visually appealing
11 Seating arrangement at the front office area is
adequate
12 Furnishings are appropriate
13 The colors of the exterior and interior are
pleasing
14 Chairs in the waiting area are comfortable
15 Bathroom facilities is clean
16 Décor at entrance is appealing
17 (PSOR\HHV¶DWWLWXGHDQGbehavior are pleasant
18 The staffs are quite homely and caring
19 The VWDII¶Vwelcoming is good
Sign, symbol, and artefact (signage and style of décor)
1 Signage (directions) are clear
2 Restaurant style of decoration is good
3 Housekeeping is good
4 The path direction to different department is
excellent
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5
6
7
8

Décor at entrance is appealing
Laundry service is good
Facilities are good (city tour/inquiry section)
Wi-Fi connection is good

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

The well-being of my group is important to me*
If a group gets a prize, I would feel proud
It is important to maintain harmony within my group*
I like sharing little things with my neighbors
I feel good when I cooperate with others
My happiness depends very much on the happiness of
those around me*
I would sacrifice an activity that I enjoy very much if
my family did not approve of it*
I would do what would please my family, even if I
detested that activity
I usually sacrifice my self-interest for the benefit of
my group
Even when I strongly disagree with the group
members, I avoid an argument*
,ZLOOVWD\LQDJURXSLIWKH\QHHGPHHYHQZKHQ,¶P
not happy with the group*
I often have the feeling that my relationships with
others are more important than my own
accomplishments
It is important to me to respect the decisions made by
the group*
Individual Visit
My personal identity, independent of others, is very
important to me.*
I enjoy being unique and different from others in many
respects*
I am a unique individual*
,¶G UDWKHU VD\ ³1R´ GLUHFWO\ WR RWKHUV WKDQ ULVN EHLQJ
misunderstood*
2QHVKRXOGOLYHRQH¶VOLIHLQGHSHQGHQWO\RIRWKHUV
I enjoy working in situations involving competition
with others.*
It is important that I do my jobs better than others

Strongly
agree (7)

Strongly
disagree
(1)

Based on your stay single or with a group with XYZ hotel, please indicate your experience how much
you agree or disagree to the following statements:
Dependence on Group Visit
(Zhenfeng et al., 2014; Singelis 1994; Singelis et al., 1995)
2 3 4 5 6
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56
57
58

Winning is everything
Competition is the law of nature
It annoys me when other people perform better than I
do
Without competition, it is not possible to have a good
society
I prefer to be direct and forthright when discussing
with people
Having a lively imagination is important to me

Motive Behind the Hotel Visit (Hoffman and Novar,1996)
59 I usually have a distinct or identifiable purpose for my Yes
hotel visit

No

60

No

Brand Experience (Brakus et al., 2009)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

This hotel brand makes a strong impression
on my visual sense or other senses
I find this hotel brand interesting in a
sensory way.
This hotel brand does not appeal to
my senses
This brand induces feelings and
sentiments
I do not have strong emotions for this
hotel brand
This brand is an emotional brand
I engage in physical actions and
behaviors when I use this hotel brand
This brand results in bodily
experiences
This brand is not action oriented
I engage in a lot of thinking when I
encounter this hotel brand
This brand does not make me think
This hotel brand stimulates my curiosity and
problem solving

Strongly
Disagree(
1)

I usually visit or have no preconceived purpose for my Yes
hotel experience

2

3

4 5 6

Strongly
Agree(7)

53
54
55

1
2

Overall, how much do you love [Brand]?
Describe the extent to which you feel love
toward [Brand]

3

4

5

6

7

8

Very Much
(10)

2

9

Brand love (Batra, Ahuvia, and Bagozzi, 2012)

Not At All
(1)
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ABSTRACT
As one of the smaller players in the OHDWKHUIRRWZHDULQGXVWU\%LWL¶V, a local manufacturer in Vietnam,
faces fierce competition from giant global brand names such as Nike, Adidas, and 3XPD %LWL¶V KDV
implemented a successful marketing strategy to build up its brand, differentiate its products, and attract
more customers. Specifically, the company has signed a celebrity, Son Tung MTP, to endorse its brand.
This paper exploits %LWL¶VVXFFHVVIXOEXVLQHVVFDVHto develop an endorsement model to test the causal
relationships among FRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGHV SHUFHLYHG TXDOLW\ EUDQG attitude, emotional value, and
purchase intention for %LWL¶VIRRWZHDUA structural equation modelling approach is employed to analyze
a questionnaire survey of 328 respondents. Based on the findings, the sub-factor of ³expertise´ was
dropped out of the second-RUGHU FRQVWUXFW RI FRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGH toward the endorser. The results
provide managerial implications for how local manufacturers can adopt a celebrity endorsement
VWUDWHJ\ QRXULVK FRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGHs, and create emotional value to attract and retain customers and
increase market share.
Key Words: celebrity endorsement, brand attitude, emotional value, purchase intention.
INTRODUCTION
A common advertising tactic to promote brand awareness and increase sales is celebrity
endorsement, which is acknowledged as a preeminent marketing tool (%LVZDV+XVVDLQ 2¶'RQQHOO
2009, McCracken, 1989). Scholars have shown that celebrity endorsements typically achieve more
optimal outcomes than those by non-celebrities (Kamins, 1989). Previous studies have examined this
useful and powerful means of communication (Wang, 2017; Ranjbarian, Shekarchizade, &Momeni,
2010). The trend of selecting a celebrity endorser has changed dramatically for all types of products
according to the ideal characteristics of a celebrity. A young, talented, or gorgeous person is preferred as
an endorser. In Vietnam, highly popular and charming figures, such as Ho Ngoc Ha, Toc Tien, Minh
Hang, and Dong Nhi, have notably endorsed a number of attractive product brand names. The common
attributes of these celebrities are that they are well-known and favoured by audiences. One singer who
has attracted huge attention in Vietnam is Son Tung MTP, whose idol image and music style and quality
have established his reputation as a top star. Despite some scandals of copyright infringement, his
popularity has increased dramatically, and he has signed many advertising contracts. Son Tung MTP is
representative of the dynamic, active and unique personality of the young generation of Vietnamese who
are a target segment for many companies. Recent endorsements by Son Tung MTP include the OPPO
FDPHUDSKRQH%LWL¶V+XQWHUDQG6KRSHHZLWKVLJQLILFDQWHIIHFWVIRUPDUNHWLQJREMHFWLYHV'HVSLWHWKHLU
high costs, similar marketing strategies have become commonplace in the Vietnamese market to
compete against giant companies and famous foreign products. However, it is important to assess the
outcomes of advertising because not all endorsements work well in all situations or fully reflect the
desired purposes.
7KHHQGRUVHPHQWRI%LWL¶V+XQWHUE\6RQ7XQJ073LQLVDSDUWLFXODUO\QRWDEOHFDVHRIWKH
adoption of celebrity endorsement. This local footwear company, which was established in 1982, had
IDGHG LQ FRQVXPHUV¶ PLQGs due to its outdated styles DQG FRQVXPHUV¶ WHQGHQF\ WR SXUFKDVH IRUHLJQ
products. Indeed, most Vietnamese consumers prefer to buy foreign rather than local brand names.
However, with Son Tung MTP acting as their spokesperson, Biti's has staged a remarkable comeback.
Son Tung MTP has revived %LWL¶V LPDJH DQG UHSXWDWLRQ shifting FRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGHV toward %LWL¶V
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products and stimulating purchases. %LWL¶V VKRHV are increasingly popular among Vietnamese youth
thanks to the release of Hunter shoes and its interesting marketing campaigns, which are helping restore
the company to its heyday. This successful business case indicates optimistic possibilities for local
brands that are gradually merged with or acquired by foreign firms.
With the expansion of celebrity endorsements as a marketing strategy, marketers are spending increasing
shares of their budgets on hiring celebrity endorsers. However, whether this advertisement approach
works well in all cases and its essential role in brand purchase improvement remains unclear. The
features of an endorsed product are VRPHWLPHVRYHUVKDGRZHGE\WKHFHOHEULW\¶Vfame and popularity, but
these features play an essential role in creating long-lasting consumer attitudes toward a brand. To
explore the business case, this study explores FRQVXPHUV¶ attitudes for celebrity endorsement and the
impact of celebrity endorsement on attitudes toward the brand, perceived quality, and purchase
intention. Few studies have analyzed this topic in the context of Vietnam. This paper considers celebrity
endorsement as a second-order construct measured by attractiveness, expertise, trustworthiness (Wang,
2017; Pornpitakpan, 2004; Hovland, 1951; Ohanian, 1990) and congruence (i.e., celebrity-product
match) (Choi and Rifon, 2012).
The effectiveness of celebrity endorsement as a means of communication depends on the
accurate selection of the celebrity, that is, a perfect match of the spokesperson's traits that allows the
product's message to be transmitted to potential customers. However, previous studies have mainly
focused on the causal relationship between celebrity endorsement and buying behavior by identifying
the mechanisms underlying its efficiency. Celebrity endorsement can be disadvantageous when the
activity and image of the endorser overshadow the brand name of the product, thus driving public
attention to the celebrity instead of the features of the specific product. Based on the recognition that
consumers' long-lasting attitudes toward a single brand are based on its core or basic value, this paper
explores consumer preferences for celebrity credibility and the impact of these preferences on attitude
toward the brand, perceived quality and purchase intention. Moreover, the cultural transfer of celebrity
endorsement varies, and few scholars have explored and justified these effects in the context of
Vietnam. In the era of globalization, marketers must identify and build up their competitive advantages
and develop a deep understanding of FRQVXPHUV¶LQVLJKWs on products offered by various manufacturers,
including both local and non-local suppliers. The findings of the present study for the specific case of
Biti's illustrate that celebrity endorsement is an additional action that complements the effective
achievement built in the minds of consumers and enhances the likelihood of favoring and purchasing a
brand (Kumar, Lee, & Kim, 2009). In addition, recommendations for how local enterprises can use this
advertising strategy to LPSDFW FRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGHs toward their brands are offered. In addition to
marketing campaigns, companies should nourish consumers¶ HPRWLRQDO YDOXHs in order to enhance
purchase intention. This research provides an overview of a successful business case with proper
marketing and core values that can serve as a reference for further research in relevant fields.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Consumer attitudes toward celebrity endorser credibility
Ohanian (1990) measured the effectiveness of celebrity endorsers by exploring the three most
influential source effects: the expertise, trustworthiness and attractiveness of the endorser. These effects
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have been widely applied in a number of studies (Tzoumaka et al., 2016; Wang, 2018).In a study by
McCormick (2016)of the match-up hypothesis for celebrity endorsers and products in advertising to
promote purchases among millennials, congruency was also mentioned as a determinant of success in
differentiating a firm from its rivals (Doss, 2011).
Source credibility is based on relevant characteristics of the celebrity endorser that increase the
effectiveness and believability of the message perceived by the receiver. Studies have examined how
VRXUFH FUHGLELOLW\ DIIHFWV EHKDYLRU WUXVW DQG SHUFHSWLRQ WKURXJK DQ ³LQWHUQDOL]DWLRQ SURFHVV´ LQ ZKLFK
receivers are influenced by a source and accept given information according to their individual values
and behavior structure (Erdogan, 1999). In the present study, consumer attitudes toward celebrity
credibility are represented as a higher-order construct consisting of four sub-dimensions proposed by the
source attractiveness model (McGuire, 1958), "match-up" hypothesis (Kamins, 1990), and source
credibility model (Ohanian, 1990):celebrity attractiveness, expertise, trustworthiness and congruence,
according to Goldsmith et al.,(2000), Wang (2017),and McCormick (2016).
Previous theory and construct models on the effectiveness of celebrity endorsement
Source Attractiveness Model
The source attractiveness model defines the celebrity features that enhance the effectiveness of
advertising according to three sub-constructs: familiarity, likability, and similarity (McGuire 1985). A
celebrity that is perceived as attractive has greater influential power to convince and change the beliefs
of consumers (Erdogan, 1999).
Product Match-up Hypothesis
The ³match-up hypothesis´ of Kahle and Homer (1985) proposes that the message dispensed by
WKHFHOHEULW\¶VLPDJHPXVWEHFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHSURGXFW¶VPHVVDJHLQWKHDGYHUWLVLQJ$FFRUGLQJWRWKLV
hypothesis, congruence of characteristics between the endorser and brand can improve positive
evaluations of the product and advertising. Erdogan (1999) suggested that the more links that audiences
SHUFHLYH EHWZHHQ WKH FHOHEULW\¶V WUDLWV DQG WKH SURGXFW¶V DWWULEXWHV WKH PRUH SHUVXDVLYH WKH FRQYH\ed
message.
Source Credibility Model
The source credibility model developed by Hovland (1953) analyzes the attributes of the
communicator that receivers choose to rely on. Consumers accept the message delivered by a credible
communicator based on the personal traits of the communicator. Thus, the effectiveness of celebrity
endorsement is measured by the level of ³attractiveness, trustworthiness and expertise´ that consumers
perceive in an endorser through advertising as suggested by Ohanian (1991) and McGuire (1969).
Expertise and trustworthiness are assumed to be the main components of source credibility (Hovland,
1953) that strengthen the validity of the information conveyed by the endorser. Hence, a credible source
can persuade and change the beliefs, perceptions, and behavior of audiences who are vulnerable to the
information adopted by the endorser.
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Constructs
Attractiveness is a crucial indicator of effective celebrity endorsement (Rifon et al., 2016;
Joseph, 1982; Patzer, 1983; Kahle and Homer, 1985; Ohanian, 1990) and is identified as a dimension of
credibility in the source attractiveness model (McGuire, 1958). As defined by Erdogan (1999), the scope
of attractiveness is not restricted to physical attractiveness but extends to other celebrity traits perceived
by consumers, such as personality or intellectual or physical ability. Consumers favor physically
attractive communicators over less attractive ones, thus affecting or modifying their attitudes and
beliefs. Accordingly, attractiveness is an important consideration when choosing a celebrity endorser to
promote purchase intention (Friedman et al. 1976). In this research, the attractiveness of a celebrity is
measured by a combination of both physical and personality properties.
Expertise refers to the skill, knowledge, and experience of the celebrity related to the endorsed
product (Magnini et al., 2010) and is considered a declaration of source validity (Erdogan, 1999). The
expertise of the endorser is responsible for information confirmation and positively affects the
perceptions of the receiver to convince other audiences that the message is reliable (Ohanian, 1990).
When a celebrity endorser is perceived as a valid source by audiences, their advice or recommendations
to consumers are considered useful (Wang, 2017; Han & Ki, 2010). This characteristic effectively
supports the attitude and intention of consumers toward the brand (Till and Busler, 2000).
Trustworthiness, as defined by Erdogan (1999), refers to the sincerity, honesty, and integrity of a
celebrity and is a key determinant of source credibility (Friedman, et al., 1978). Trustworthiness
UHSUHVHQWV WKH DXGLHQFH¶V confidence in the authenticity of the source and their belief that the
information provided is objective and honest (Wei & Lu, 2013). The influence of source trustworthiness
on persuasion was shown in Miller and Baseheart's research (1969), which demonstrated that a message
communicated by a highly trustworthy endorser has greater efficiency in improving brand attitude.
Consumers choose to rely on a reference group to inform their attitudes and celebrities are the most
trustworthy source. As a result, by selecting as an endorser a celebrity who is publicly recognized as
believable and sincere, the marketer can convince target audiences to believe in the message the
endorser delivers.
Congruence between a celebrity's image and the endorsed brand (Misra and Beatty 1990)
indicates that the endorser shares related attributes with the endorsed brand (Thwaites et al., 2012).
Celebrity-product fit is a useful measurement and crucial component of endorser effectiveness; the
greater the degree of brand-endorser match, the more credible the message conveyed by the endorser
(Kahle and Homer, 1985; Kamins, 1990; Till and Busler, 2000). Congruence between the brand and the
celebrity's image enhances the positive preference toward the advertisement (Choi and Rifon, 2012) and
has a pivotal impact on brand attitude and purchase intention (Pradhan et al., 2016).
Perceived quality refers to FRQVXPHUV¶ RYHUDOO MXGJPHQW RI WKH EUDQG ZKHQ FRPSDULQJ WKHLU
expectations to perceptions of product performance and can be created regardless of whether the
purchasing stage is reached or not (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001).
Brand attitude describes the internal assessment of a brand by individuals is described in terms
of brand attitude (Mitchell and Olson, 1981). Brand attitude is expressed as a lasting opinion or
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perception, whether positive or negative, that can be changed if new experiences occur (Whan Park et
al., 2010). This state of mind is formed through a responsive expression toward an object, i.e., the brand.
Brand attitude remains stable and therefore is considered a useful predictor of brand behaviors. Spears
and Singh (2004) assumed that brand attitude is a relatively sustainable, one-way summary of the brand
that likely promotes behavior.
The emotional value increases the likelihood that consumers will buy a product by satisfying
their emotional needs. Kumar et al. (2009) concluded that effective components are a significant aspect
of consumer perceptions of fun and enjoyment associated with local versus non-local brands. This
emotional response is most relevant to product experience and satisfaction; for this reason, product
consumption that provides a beneficial experience of something new or different creates a good
emotional value or impression related to the brand.
Purchase invention encompasses three aspects: the FRQVXPHU¶VZLOOLQJQHVVWREX\their purchase
intent in the future and their repurchase intention (Rahman, Haque, & Khan, 2012). Purchase intention is
the process of planning and deciding to buy certain products or services in the near term and is specified
as a FRQVXPHU¶V consistent purchase tendency toward a particular brand even when they are offered
other brands (Bagozzi et al., 1979).

HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
The aim of celebrity endorsement is to improve FRQVXPHUV¶ SURGXFW DZDUHQHVV RU TXDOLW\
perception based on the attractiveness of the celebrity. The celebrity endorser shapes a lasting
impression that encourages consumers to purchase the brand (Erdogan et al., 2001). Celebrity
attractiveness is assumed to be a reliable source by audiences according to the halo effect; that is, the
recommendation of a product by a credible celebrity endorser is perceived as an indication of high
quality. Vietnamese consumers have a high preference for foreign products based on their high quality
and prestige (Lee and Nguyen, 2017; Khattak and Shah, 2011). Besides, Kumar et al. (2009) defined this
functional quality as a perceptive response to a product that influences the purchase consideration in
terms of local versus non-local brands. Previous studies have also recognized consumer preference as an
antecedent of buying willingness (Asshidin et al., 2016; Das, 2014). Particularly, Spry, Pappu, &
Cornwell (2011) demonstrate endorser credibility has a positive impact on perceived quality via one
dimension of consumer-based brand equity.

Thus, the following hypotheses are proposed:
H1: Endorser credibility has a positive influence on perceived quality.
H2: Perceived quality will increase purchase intention.
Previous studies of the effect of celebrity endorsement on a product or brand have shown that the
celebrity endorser is partly responsible for transferring meaning from himself/herself to the product and
from the product to the users (McCracken, 1989). A credible celebrity can boost the favorability of a
product's image (Atkin and Block, 1983) and positive brand attitude (Petty, Cacioppo, & Schumann,
1983, Chang et al., 2005). An attractive endorser has stronger effects on consumers' perceptions of both
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the product and brand image compared with a non-attractive endorser (Wei & Lu, 2013; Till and Shimp,
1998). Moreover, Goldsmith et al. (2000) show endorser credibility have a positive effect on attitude
toward the advertisement.
Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: Endorser credibility has a positive influence on attitude toward the advertisement.
According to Daneshwary and Schwer (2000), purchase intention is encouraged by perceived
brand credibility and brand attitude toward an endorsed product. Moreover, Gobe (2001) indicated that
consumers who have positive feelings upon using a brand may keep purchasing the same brand and
avoid switching to others. Goldsmith et al. (2000) find that attitude toward the advertisement is
positively associated with purchase intentions.
Based on the above arguments, the following hypothesis was developed:
H4: Attitude toward the advertisement promotes purchase intention.
Consistent with the conclusions of Kumar et al. (2009) on the significance of effective
components in consumer perceptions of local versus non-local brands, many studies have shown that
emotions enhance consumers' purchase intention. These effects are particularly notable when consumers
achieve an emotional reward that includes a sense of pleasure and happiness (Asshidin et al., 2016),
which is as important as the product itself (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001). Specifically, Kim, Gupta, &
Koh (2011) conduct a study on the intention to purchase digital items and find that emotional value has a
significant effect on purchase intention. Thus, emotional value is considered a critical antecedent of
purchase intention according to the following hypothesis:
H5: Emotional value has a positive impact on the intention to purchase.
Figure 1 shows the conceptual model from which the hypotheses were developed.
Attractiveness

Perceived quality

Expertise

H1

H2

Endorser
credibility
Trustworthiness

Purchase
intention
H3

H4
H5

Congruence

Attitude toward the
advertisement

Figure 1. The conceptual model

Emotional value
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Measurement
Table 1 illustrates all items in the questionnaire, which were adapted from previous studies.
Table 1. Measurement scale
Construct
Variable Code Adapted Scale Items
Attractiveness
ATR1
He has an attractive appearance
ATR2
He has an impressive style
ATR3
He is famous in the young generation
ATR4
He has a great influence on the
community
Expertise
EXP1
+HLVNQRZOHGJHDEOHDERXW%LWL¶V
EXP2
He is qualified to be the spokesperson
IRU%LWL¶V
EXP3
He is experienced enough to have a correct
evaluation of the brand he endorses
Trustworthiness TRU1
He is a sincere person
TRU2
He is honest
TRU3
I believe in the product that he endorses
TRU4
I think the information given by him
about the endorsed product is credible
and reliable
Congruence
CON1
6RQ7XQJ073¶VLPDJHLVa match with
%LWL¶V+XQWHUSURGXFWV
CON2
Son Tung MTP clearly transfers the
PHVVDJHRI%LWL¶V+XQWHUWRFXVWRPHUV
CON3
Son Tung MTP fits the target customer
youth RI%LWL¶V+XQWHU
CON4
6RQ 7XQJ 073¶V VW\OH ILWV WKH FRQWHQW
RI%LWL¶V Hunter advertising
CON5
Son Tung MTP is suitable for endorsing
%LWL¶V+XQWHU
Emotional
EMO1
3XUFKDVLQJ%LWL¶V+XQWHUPDNHVPHIHHO
value
good
EMO2
3XUFKDVLQJ %LWL¶V +XQWHU JLYHV PH
pleasure
EMO3
,ZDQWWRZHDU%LWL¶V+XQWHU
EMO4
:HDULQJ %LWL¶V +XQWHU PDNHV PH IHHO
confident
EMO5
%LWL¶V JHQHUDWHV D KLJK-end sneaker
brand
EMO6
, HQMR\ %LWL¶VEHFDXVH LW LV D QDWLRQDO
brand and familiar from my childhood

Reference
Ohanian
(1990)

Ohanian
(1990)

Ohanian
(1990)

Ohanian
(1990)
Choi and
Rifon
(2012)

(Holbrook,
1986).
Sweeney
and Soutar
(2001)
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Attitude toward BA1
the
advertisement
BA2

Perceived
Quality

Purchase
Intention

BA3
BA4
PQ1
PQ2
PQ3
PQ4
PI1
PI2
PI3

PI4

I buy products under the influence of a
celebrity
I continue to buy just because of the
celebrity endorser
6RQ7XQJ073KHOSVPHWRUHFDOO%LWL¶V
,ORYHWKHEUDQG³%LWL¶V´
Biti's is high quality
Biti's is durable
Biti's has a good reputation
Biti's is prestigious
I will find out more about the product
, DP OLNHO\ WR SXUFKDVH %LWL¶V +XQWHU
products in the next period (intention)
I am willing to recommend this product
to
my
relatives
and
friends
(recommendation)
I am willing to buy this product despite
the availability of other brands
(willingness)

Brett et al.
(2008);
Mitchell
and Olson
(1981)
Yoo et al.,
(2000);
Keller
(2001)
Turhan, G.,
&Özbek,
A., (2013),
Shukla
(2010)

The set of questionnaires was applied with a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 ³strongly
GLVDJUHH´ WR  ³strongly agree´. A pilot test was conducted to examine the validity of the constructs
with 35 respondents of varying backgrounds. Based on their comments on the measurement scales and
responses to the test, the questionnaire was corrected, and some items were deleted due to duplicate
meaning. Since all measurement items were translated from English, ambiguous words in some
questions were modified and adjusted to be understandable and appropriate in the Vietnamese context.
Finally, the revised questionnaire was used WRWHVWFRQVXPHUV¶LGHQWLILFDWLRQRI%LWL¶VWKrough celebrity
endorsement; demographic questions were also included.
Data collection
Since the target respondents were local people who had watched music videos in which Son
7XQJ 073 HQGRUVHG %LWL¶VDQG who knew this brand name, convenience sampling was appropriate to
collect the data. This method is also called non-probability based on the convenient accessibility and
availability of respondents. Participants responded to the questionnaire wherever it was convenient and
were randomly selected without discrimination. The questionnaire was printed on paper and delivered to
respondents. In addition, an electronic version was developed via Google Forms to allow distribution via
the internet and to appeal for participation. A total of 350 questionnaires were distributed via both online
and offline surveys during three months from January to April2018and generated 328 valid responses,
yielding a 93.7% response rate.
Reliability and factor analysis
First, reliability tests were performed to check whether the measurement scale applied to collect
the set of data offered consistent results. Then, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to
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determine whether the variables followed the model or new factors were created by grouping these
related items. Second, tests of construct validity and item quality were performed by confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA). Finally, structural equation modelling (SEM) was conducted to verify the significance
of the relationships among the constructs simultaneously.
RESULTS
Demographic profile
Approximately one half (40.5%) of the respondents were male; most were younger than 25 years
(85.4% were 18 to 25 years of age). In addition, most (93.3%) were students, and a majority reported
low monthly income (75.9% less than 3 million VND).
Reliability and factor analysis
&URQEDFK V DOSKD ZDV XVHG WR DVVHVV WKH YDULDEOHV¶ FRQVLVWHQF\ DQG VWDELOLW\ %ROOHQ 1989).
Variables with alpha values greater than 0.7 are considered acceptable, and each factor loading should
EHJUHDWHUWKDQ +DLUHWDO $VVKRZQLQ7DEOHDOO&URQEDFK¶VĮYDOXHVUDQJHGIURP
to 0.879, exceeding the benchmark level, and all values in the Corrected Item-Total Correlation were
higher than 0.3. Thus, there were no apparent violations.
Table 2 also summarizes the descriptive statistics of the data, including the sample size and
minimum and maximum values of each variable. The mean indicates the distribution tendency, while the
standard deviation measures the dispersion level of the collected data. A larger standard deviation
indicates that the data are spread over a wider range, while a smaller dispersion indicates that the data
are close to the mean value.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics DQG&URQEDFK¶VDOSKD
Std.
N
Minimum Maximum Mean
Deviation
Attractiveness
ATR1
ATR2
ATR3
ATR4
Expertise
EXP1
EXP2
EXP3
Trustworthiness
TRU1

328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3.972
3.90
4.04
4.10
3.84
3.342
2.99
3.55
3.48
3.355
3.23

&URQEDFK¶V
alpha
0.869

.937
.939
1.044
.954
0.727
.902
.963
1.020
0.846
.880
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TRU2
TRU3
TRU4
Congruence
CON1
CON2
CON3
CON4
CON5
Emotional value
EMO1
EMO2
EMO3
EMO4
EMO5
EMO6
Perceived
Quality
PQ1
PQ2
PQ3
PQ4
Brand Attitude
BA1
BA2
BA3
BA4
Purchase
Intention
PI1
PI2
PI3
PI4

328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3.22
3.41
3.56
3.905
3.82
3.68
4.15
3.90
3.97
3.576
3.52
3.66
3.52
3.56
3.65
3.55

.868
.941
.962
0.811
.808
.887
.832
.877
.845
0.879
.881
.802
1.025
.910
.965
1.124
0.798

4.010
328
328
328
328
328
328
328
328

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3.84
3.98
4.03
4.19
3.228
3.09
2.80
3.36
3.66

.797
.816
.768
.747
0.762
1.175
1.259
1.117
.989

3.534
328
328
328
328

1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5

3.77
3.65
3.62
3.10

0.853
.928
.996
.914
1.124

EFA is applied to group a large number of items into factors representing a concept (Newsom,
2005). An item has significance if the absolute factor loading is equal to or greater than 0.5 (Hair et al.,
1995), and the difference between the absolute values of the factor loadings must be equal to or greater
than 0.3 (Jabnoun &Altamimi, 2003). Five items violated these criteria and were removed from the list
of variables: all items of Expertise (EXP1, EXP2, EXP3), EMO6, and BA4. CFA was employed to
evaluate the proposed measurement model using maximum likelihood estimation before testing the fit of
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the full model via SEM. The convergent validity of each construct was measured by the composite
reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE). AVE should be equal to or greater than 0.5 for
each latent construct (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), while CR values greater than 0.7 (Gefen, Straub and
Boudreau, 2000) are recommended to confirm the reliability and validity of the measurement scale. All
indicators except CON1, CON2 and PQ4 (AVE<0.5) met these thresholds completely, and thus the
measurement scale was reliable and valid. Table 3presents the results of CFA.

Table 3. Results of confirmatory factor analysis
Construct
Items
Estimate
CR
Attractiveness (ATR)
ATR1
0.800
0.872
ATR2
0.895
ATR3
0.820
ATR4
0.649
Trustworthiness (TRU)
TRU1
0.772
0.846
TRU2
0.729
TRU3
0.771
TRU4
0.770
Congruence (CON)
CON3
0.659
0.761
CON4
0.652
CON5
0.833
Perceived Quality (PQ)
PQ1
0.724
0.752
PQ2
0.757
PQ3
0.645
EMO1
0.743
0.891
EMO2
0.776
Emotional Value (EMO)
EMO3
0.858
EMO4
0.823
EMO5
0.738
BA1
0.953
0.770
Brand Attitude (BA)
BA2
0.721
BA3
0.461
PI1
0.744
0.859
PI2
0.842
Purchase Intention (PI)
PI3
0.781
PI4
0.737

AVE
0.634

0.579

0.518

0.504

0.622

0.547

0.604

Table 4 shows the results of the tests of model fit. The fit indices satisfied the recommended
ideal criteria except for GFI, which gave a value of 0.880, less than the recommended threshold of< 0.9
but within the acceptable range.
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Table 4. Model fit
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SEM was employed to test the relationships among 5 constructs: cRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGHs toward
celebrity endorsement, brand attitude, perceived quality, emotional value and purchase intention.
&RQVXPHUV¶DWWLWXGHs toward celebrity endorsement were considered a second-order construct measured
by attractiveness, trustworthiness, and congruence.
The results of the hypothesis testing are shown in Figure 2. The coefficient values illustrate the
direction between the two constructs in the research model. The overall model fitting index was
excellent. All hypotheses were strongly supported at a significance level of either 0.001 or 0.05. The
second-order construct of consuPHUV¶ attitudes toward celebrity endorsement and its dimensions,
attractiveness, trustworthiness, and congruence, were analytically supported.
Perceived
quality

Attractiveness

0.655
0.476***
Trustworthiness

0.672
0.838

Endorser
credibility

0.128**
Purchase
intention

0.482***

0.189***
0.555***

Congruence

Attitude toward
the advertisement

Figure 2. Hypothesis testing results
(***: p<0.001; **:p<0.05)

Emotional
value
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DISCUSSIONS
The structural model used in this study was adapted from previous models proposed by Amos,
(Holmes and Strutton, 2008; Kumar, Lee, & Kim, 2009); and Kim et al., 2018). Celebrity credibility was
treated as a second-order construct following Wang (2017). All hypotheses were strongly supported at a
level of significance of either 0.001 or 0.05. This section further discusses the specific relationships
among the dimensions according to the research objectives.
This research found that expertise is not a measurement of celebrity credibility, in contrast to
previous studies that have found that expertise is a pivotal determinant of source credibility (Hovland,
1951; Pornpitakpan, 2004) and that celebrity expertise has more persuasive power. However, this result
can be explained by Erdogan (1999), who noted that the expertise of the endorser relies on the
consumer's perception; in short, this feature depends on consumers. This is a reasonable explanation as
to the product endorsed by Son Tung MTP, Biti¶s Hunter, does not require considerable insights to use.
Attractiveness is a significant characteristic of celebrity endorsement of specific brands, as found
in prior studies (Wei & Lu, 2013), and attractive endorsers enjoy positive preference from the public. In
fact, the primary purpose of celebrity endorsement as a marketing strategy is to use the celebrity's
attractiveness to attract the audience's attention. Son Tung MTP is a famous singer followed by nearly
all millennials in Vietnam, and his actions affect consumers' attitudes as well. As expected, the
appearance of Biti's Hunter in his music videos achieved great outcomes.
The higher the level of trust in a celebrity endorser by consumers, the more persuasive their
endorsement in improving brand image and boosting buying behavior (Erdogan et al, 2001). This study
supports other findings that trustworthiness plays an important role in the endorsement process and is a
crucial factor in the perception of celebrity credibility by customers. Consumers choose to believe in the
message communicated by Son Tung MTP due to his integrity and honesty. Their brand evaluation may
be positively affected by their perception that he is motivated to communicate about the product not only
by money but also by brand quality. Once consumers perceive that a celebrity endorser is credible, their
attitude toward the endorsed brand and other perceptions may become more confident.
Moreover, among the three sub-dimensions of celebrity endorsement, congruence best explains
the preference of consumers toward a credible celebrity. Son Tung MTP is a perfect match with Biti's
Hunter as well as its target consumers. Wright (2016) suggests that brand-celebrity personality synergy
is a condition for effective advertising, and such synergy completely explains WKH VXFFHVV RI %LWL¶V
+XQWHU %LWL¶V KDV Oaunched a product line of sport and fashionable shoes targeted to youth who are
dynamic, concentrated, and accurate, as reflected by the name ³+XQWHU´ 6RQ 7XQJ 073 LV an
outstanding representative of this generation. This attribute enhances the credibility of the endorser and
thus generates positive attitudes from audiences.
The findings propose some characteristics of a credible endorser similar to those highlighted in
previous studies (Goldsmith et al., 2000; Ohanian, 1991; McCormick, 2016; Wang, 2017; Kim et al.,
2018). A celebrity endorser should hold the attention and interest of audiences (Kamins, 1990), persuade
them to try the product, and have a perfect match with the endorsed product (Choi and Rifon, 2012;
Kamins and Gupta, 1994)to ensure brand image recall LQFRQVXPHUV¶PLQGs as well as their preference
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toward celebrity credibility. Thus, the accuracy of the criteria for celebrity selection is critical for
achieving differentiation, creating awareness and pushing sales.
Celebrity endorsement is employed in order to enhance consumers¶ SHUFHSWLRQs of the high
quality of the endorsed products. This hypothesis is significantly proven at the level of 0.001, with a
strong effect of 0.476. The finding is similar to that of Sabir et al. (2014), who found that a product
recommended by a credible celebrity endorser is an indicator of high quality, and other research (Kim et
al, 2018).
%LWL¶VKDVproduced high-quality products for years but has communicated this quality implicitly
through their products rather than declaring it repeatedly to the public. However, giant global producers
such as Nike, Adidas, and Converse who specialize in the product category of advanced sport shoes are
gaining market share compared with %LWL¶V 7KH PDUNHWLQJ SUDFWLFH of using a credible celebrity is a
highly visible action to confirm the high quality of its products to consumers.
7KHFULWLFDOHIIHFWVRIFRQVXPHUV¶DWWLWXGHWRZDUGFHOHEULW\HQGRUVHPHQWRQEUDQG attitude (Spears and
Singh, 2004) and perceived quality (Spry et al., 2011) are statistically proven in this study. In other
words, once consumers rely on the influence of the celebrity endorser, their impression of the endorsed
brand will be dramatically enhanced simultaneously with an increase in perceived quality.
Consumers are willing to make a purchase when they are affected by emotional value, perceived
quality perceived, and brand attitude, consistent with previous research (Wang, 2017; Asshidin et al.,
2016; Kumar et. al, 2009; Till and Busler, 2000; Kim et al., 2011). The Vietnamese have associated
good feelings and pleasure with %LWL¶V SURGXFWV IRU \HDUV, and as a result, this brand is favoured by
consumers when a new product line is released. HRZHYHU WKH VXFFHVV RI %LWL¶Vis also attributable to
other influential factors, including an appropriate marketing strategy that makes use of celebrity
endorsement. Although vast numbers RIFRQVXPHUVDUHDZDUHRI%LWL¶VLQWHUPs of high-quality products,
Biti's is further emphasized in their minds by Son Tung MTP, a well-known celebrity. This marketing
practice has successfully improved FRQVXPHUV¶ DWWLWXGHs WRZDUG %LWL¶V DV D KLJK-end and fashionable
brand name.
Even though consumers perceive the high quDOLW\ RI %LWL¶V +XQWHU WKH\ GR QRW have a strong
intent to purchase. This hypothesis (H2) is supported at the 0.05 level, with a p-value of 0.031. The
impact of perceived quality on purchase intention is only estimated at 0.128, the weakest influence
among the relationships in this study. This impact is consistent with the results of studies conducted by
Kumar (2009), Asshidin et al., (2016), and Kim (2018). Although quality is an important factor when
considering a product, needs and behaviour can result in different buying intentions. That is, the
willingness to purchase a specific product may be influenced by product attributes as well as other
factors. Companies should improve their core values in order to persuade consumers to make a buying
decision.
Hypothesis H4 is statistically supported in this study at the 0.001 level. The standardized
estimate of this impact is quite low, 0.189. This result is consistent with research by Kim et al. (2010)
and Spears & Singh (2004). A positive attitude toward a specific brand is always a reliable indicator of
SXUFKDVLQJ LQWHQW /OR\G DQG /XN   7KXV FRPSDQLHV FDQ EHQHILW IURP QRXULVKLQJ FRQVXPHUV¶
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attitudes toward their brand name via marketing campaigns and, in turn, encouraging them to buy
products.
The ability of emotional rewards to improve purchase intention is proven at a significance level
of 0.001, and its impact of 0.555 is highest among the construct relations. This finding supports that of
Kim & Lennon (2013) that emotional value is a crucial antecedent of purchase intention. Moreover,
according to Kumar (2009), consumers' perceived emotional value rather than perceived quality is an
essential indicator of purchase intention for local products compared with foreign brands. The ability of
these effective components to drive consumers' willingness to purchasH %LWL¶V +XQWHU is reasonable
based on the long history RI WKH EUDQG %LWL¶V KDV EHHQ closely associated since childhood with
consumers who are now adults, and hence this brand is perceived as beloved and pleasurable.
Consequently%LWL¶VLVIDYRUHG, and its characteristics will influence consumer purchases. Other brands
should concentrate on marketing activities to achieve and build similar levels of strong interest among
audiences.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of celebrity endorsement is growing, and marketers must allocate a large portion of their
budgets to hiring celebrity endorsers. To assess the success of this marketing tool, this study examined
appropriate measures of a credible celebrity endorser and how FRQVXPHUV¶DWWLWXGHV for a spokesperson
influences brand attitude, perceived quality, emotional value and purchase intention. The recommended
characteristics of an effective endorser include attractiveness, trustworthiness, and congruence; however,
expertise was not found to contribute to the level of celebrity credibility perceived by consumers.
Once consumers form a preference for a credible endorser, their attitude will favor the brand and
its product quality as well. The results are consistent with previous studies and imply that marketers
should take accurate actions to enhance brand perception in consumers' minds and win in the
competitive market. Furthermore, purchase intention is impacted by these previous stages. A positive
attitude always encourages consumers' willingness to consume a product and further buying behaviour.
Attracting consumers' interest or emotional perceptions will strengthen brands in markets in which
consumers are offered a variety of product brand names.
This study implies that the selection of a celebrity endorser is significant for enhancing brand
purchasing and provides suggestions for actions local brands can take WRQRXULVKFRQVXPHUV¶DWWLWXGHs,
build up emotional value to attract and retain customers, and increase market share. Consumers are
LQIOXHQFHGE\DGYHUWLVLQJEXWWKHEUDQG¶VFRUHYDOXHVDUHDOVRLPSRUWDQWWREX\LQJLQWHQWLRQAlthough
the scope of this study and its focus on a specific brand represent limitations, future studies could
include other product types and explore variables contributing to the effectiveness of advertising and
sales achievement.
IMPLICATIONS
Based on the findings of this study, recommendations can be made to companies seeking to
reshape their brand image and enhance purchase intention among consumers. First, celebrity
endorsement depends on the accurate selection of the celebrity, which implies that the effectiveness of
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this means of communication relies on a perfect match that allows the spokesperson to transfer the
SURGXFW¶V PHVVDJH WR SRWHQWLDO FXVWRPHUV EDVHG RQ KLV/her various traits. As a first step, marketers
should identify their target consumers as well as the core values of the firm and their products to select
an appropriate endorsement marketing method. The attributes of a credible endorser may vary for
different product categories and types of endorsement. The selected celebrity should be assessed
comprehensively due to the high cost of endorsement and its crucial impact on the endorsed products
since celebrity endorsements are not always successful in the long term.
Second, in addition to marketing activities, the core values of a product play a significant role in
consumers' minds. Thus, companies should acknowledge their target consumers and build up their
products¶DWWULEXWHVDQGEUDQGLQJZLWKWKHSXUSRVHRIattracting consumers' interest.
Lastly, to attain business success, local brands who are faced with many giant competitors in the
era of globalization should make greater efforts to secure competitive advantage and convince
consumers of the quality of their products. The findings provide directions for local enterprises to
strengthen their core values and enhance consumers' purchase intention.
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ABSTRACT
It is essential for humanitarian organizations to develop fair allocation guidelines of scarce
life-saving resources that alleviates the suffering of beneficiaries. Concurrently, it is challenging to set
rationality behind the resources allocation and toward which beneficiaries to aid. This paper examines
resource allocation decision using social welfare based framework. It addresses the formulation of a
resource allocation problem based on reducing the number of fatalities and alleviating the suffering of
survivors instead of travel distance or cost. The objective function is set to minimize the maximum
deprivation of the deliveries so that supplies arrive in a cyclical manner while all demand sites are
treated equitably. In this context, valuing and incorporating deprivation cost in the objective function is
expected to provide an unbiased and equitable platform to make decisions about delivery strategies.
Results from this study suggested that setting equal deprivation time experienced by any beneficiary
before each delivery would widespread equity in the distribution system. Idle time can be used as a tool
to alter the number of trips or to balance the loads across trips or to identify the appropriate vehicle type
to be used while maintaining the same deprivation cost in this configuration. Furthermore, scheduling
cyclical deliveries to sites would be an appropriate strategy in a multi-period distribution plan. Hence,
understanding the behavior of the first and last delivery in a cyclical distribution schedule would
simplify the allocation problem while keeping total deprivation cost to a minimum across all sites
simultaneously over the time horizon.
Key Words: Disaster relief operations; humanitarian logistics; deprivation cost; social welfare;
humanitarian supply chain; resource allocation; humanitarian principles; equitable distribution;
emergency operations.
INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of natural disasters (e.g. earthquakes, tsunami, hurricanes, etc.) has increased by
more than three times in the last 35 years, according to a report released by the International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies in the year 2016. This report revealed that the earth is currently
experiencing approximately 370 natural disasters per year, compared with 120 per year in the early
1980s (Sanderson & Sharma, 2016). The crucial question regarding such rise in disasters is how the
world community must respond better to help more vulnerable people facing worsening disasters.
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Unfortunately, the United Nations, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and local governments
do not perform disaster relief operations in an efficient and effective standard way to overcome the
consequence of a disaster (Ertem, Buyurgan, & Rossetti, 2010).
In most real-life situations, first response relief items such as medicine, food, non-food relief
items, water, and shelter are demanded. Those demands are regarded as ³lumpy´, i.e. they occur in
irregular amounts and at irregular intervals, and occur suddenly because disaster time, location, and
intensity²and hence exact relief requirements²are not known until after a disaster occurs. There is a
huge amount of uncertainty about what and how much is needed, and who needs what. Demand
requirements can be estimated only on the basis of rapid damage assessments or needs analysis. There is
a possibility that outcomes of these rapid assessments would give highly inflated or deflated figures or
would altogether omit some important immediate demands of the affected community. As a result,
misleading demand pattern could lead to inappropriate intervention and increasing suffering level for
survivors in need relief. Furthermore, situated with limited supply (aid) in the initial stage of response
will place additional challenge for logistics planning authorities to prepare a distribution plan targeting
needed survivors, or execute it cost efficiently and time effectively while recognizing an equitable
impact reduction LQVXUYLYRUV¶VXIIHULQJVDFURVVDQGLQVLGHDIIHFWHGDUHDVThere may be some resources
available in other less- or non-affected locations which have easy access to the disaster location, but it is
a challenge to satisfy the immediate need with these limited resources.
In practice, humanitarian organizations can make decisions on the allocation of limited resources
to satisfy demands in a timely and effective manner, either by applying egalitarian policies that
maximize equality of a measure such as deliver quantity or speed to individual demand (Hodgson,
Laporte, & Semet, 1998); (Doerner, Focke, & Gtjahr, 2007); (Campbell, Vandenbussche, & Hermann,
2008); (Huang, Balcik, & Smilowitz, 2011); (Mete & Zabinsky, 2010) or utilitarian policies that
maximize the amount of demand satisfied without requiring equality in distribution (Özdamar, Ekinci, &
Küçüyazici, 2004); (Doerner, Focke, & Gtjahr, 2007); (Yi & Kumar, 2007); (Yi & Özdamar, 2007);
(Shen, Ordóñez, & Dessouky, 2009).
Regardless of the allocation mechanism adopted, diligence should be taken in configuring a welldefined distribution plan especially in circumstances where the delivery time and amount to distribute
are critical to one's survival. The concerns would be with providing an unbiased platform to make joint
decisions on how to allocate these limited supply to those who need resources the most, and at the same
time achieve a balance between priority and equity in distributing them. Inequity or partiality may cause
social unrest in an emergent situation, jeopardize the quality and effectiveness of relief services, and the
efficiency of the operations as a whole. For example, it was reported that in the first few days after the
Haiti and Chile earthquakes in 2010, many victims had stolen relief aids from distribution centres
because of unfair allocation policy (Honglei & Nan, 2011). Consequently, humanitarian organizations
have an ethical responsibility to distribute limited relief resources in an equitable manner.
A number of ethical questions arise when the basis of distribution takes the form of equitable and
is value-based. What do we mean by equity? What values should guide distribution choices if it will
benefit some beneficiaries and not others? Is the current distribution of resources fair and equitable?
How to know if the equitable state is reached? Is the current distribution of resources an efficient and
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wise use of funding? How has equity been handled in similar allocation situations not related to relief
operations?
Although some studies provide insight into various efforts in allocating equitable relief aid,
where some specific conditions have to be taken into account, proper development of a relief
distribution plan that tries to treat survivors as equitable as possible has not been properly addressed
until recently (Gu, 2011); (Kondavetti & Ganz, 2009). For such purpose, this paper investigated how
equity should be included in modelling relief resource allocation problem in the initial response phase
where the key focus is to maximize life-saving and alleviate suffering simultaneously. An illustrative
example has been demonstrated reflecting such allocation of food packages among survivors.
LITERATURE REVIEW
A critical and challenging component of relief distribution is the rationality behind the allocation
of these lifesaving resources to affected areas and consequently which beneficiaries to serve or aid.
Activities of all humanitarian organizations are guided by the four humanitarian principles: humanity,
neutrality, impartiality and independence (Sphere Project, 2011). Nonetheless, these guiding principles
do not provide standard procedures for the allocation of resources. For example, the emergency
management plans of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), South Carolina State
(2007), and Florida State (2006) describe quantities of goods to be distributed. However, they do not
address how to allocate goods when these quantities cannot be met. The Sphere Handbook (2011)
provides detailed minimum humanitarian standards to be met in relief, such as ensuring each person has
2,100 daily calories of food. The Sphere Handbook also states that humanitarian organizations should
provide aid impartially and according to need, but makes no mention of specific procedures when
sufficient calories cannot be provided to all people in need. When these principles are applied
ineffectively or not at all, confidence in humanitarian organizations may be undermined. Individuals or
victims may feel alienated and withdraw their commitment to those organizations.
Economics and mathematics literature contain well-studied philosophies that serve as guidelines
to achieve an equitable allocation. Some of the well-known philosophies are bankruptcy, utility,
utilitarian, and egalitarian theory. Bankruptcy philosophy focuses on carrying out set rules in a fair
manner so that a just outcome might be reached. Choosing which rule is most appropriate is challenging
as this depends on how the decision makers understand the particular circumstances of each allocation
situation (Itani & Shakya, 2017). Utility-based framework attempted to divide available supplies
mathematically by showing how a utility function influences the solution while modelling resource
allocation problems (Yang, Allen, Fry, & Kelton, 2013).
Utilitarian moral philosophy holds that the proper course of action is the one that produces the
greatest balance of benefits over harms for everyone affected. Researchers have challenged the
utilitarian approach as it fails in certain instances to take into account considerations of justice even
though it produces great welfare benefit for society. If critical supplies are provided only to people with
the highest probability of surviving and denied to those with a somewhat less, but still significant chance
of survival, then we may save more lives but we do so by asking some individuals to give up all chance
of survival. Some argue that this approach is not fair to those who give up their chance of survival, even
though more total lives are saved.
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Egalitarian is a philosophical thought that emphasizes equality and equal treatment across all
people. Researchers have criticized the egalitarian approach as it proposed that individuals had natural
rights to be met. In such an instance, a vast amount of critical supplies will be expended on many
victims who will not survive.
Such controversies between utilitarian and egalitarian theory in how to value a human life had
led researchers to propose that these two approaches can be combined into a composite priority score
(White, Katz, Luce, & Lo, 2009). Such hybrid allocation can be applied whereby resources will be
directed to satisfy the greatest number of people in greatest need. Although such an allocation principle
may be more complex to implement in a timely and practical manner than a single principle allocation
system, it may better reflect the diverse moral considerations relevant to these difficult decisions. It is
appealing because it balances utilitarian claims for efficiency with egalitarian claims that because all
lives have equal value the goal should be to save the most lives. In addition, this multi-approach takes
into account the degree of scarcity²victims with lower priorities can receive relief items until no more
remain. However, a multi-principle allocation approach that relies on a composite priority score raises
legitimate disagreement about the weights applied in an emergency setting.
Previous research papers in humanitarian logistics cover a range of relief resource allocation
models. These models incorporate utilitarian, egalitarian components or a combination of both. In
utilitarianism modelling, resources are distributed so as to maximize the total efficiency, independent of
the welfare of individuals, and the utilitarian would award rations to those humanitarian aid distribution
centres that could most improve their overall operations efficiency, even if it means imposing massive
delays on general humanitarian efforts. Models that are utilitarian in delivery quantity are found in a
number of papers. Ozdamar et al. (2004), Doerner et al. (2007), Yi and Kumar (2007), Yi and Ozdamar
(2007), Shen et al. (2009) minimize total unsatisfied demand without considering equality of delivery.
Similarly, Honglei and Nan (2011), Clark and Culkin (2007) and De Angelis et al. (2007) minimize total
unsatisfied demand but include equity constraints that all beneficiaries receive a minimum amount of
goods. This may not lead to equitable solutions but can be used to enforce minimum standards such as
those in the Sphere Handbook (2011). Sheu et al. (2005) try to optimize the large scale relief distribution
problem with the goal to minimize the number of fatalities. Using fuzzy-optimization techniques their
model classifies the damaged areas based on relief demand and priority and then it optimizes the
situation where the demand for victims is greater than the available resources.
In egalitarian modelling, speediness is the goal and resources are distributed so as to maximize
the welfare of the worst-off, and the egalitarian would favour giving aids first to those beneficiaries that
are the farthest behind distribution schedule. Models that are egalitarian in delivery quantity are found in
a number of papers. Hodgson et al. (1998), Doerner et al. (2007), Campbell et al. (2008), Huang et al.
(2011), Mete and Zabinsky (2010) measure equity and efficacy of aid distribution by minimizing the
time to satisfy all demands for beneficiaries. Campbell et al. (2008) study the properties of vehicle
routing problems that minimize the average or, alternatively, the latest arrival time of goods to
beneficiaries. The authors find that these objectives result in faster delivery at a higher total
transportation cost than with traditional cost minimizing objectives. Huang et al. (2011) extend these
ideas by weighting arrival times by the number of goods delivered. Mete and Zabinsky (2010) minimize
the total costs of operating delivery warehouses along with minimizing total travel time of delivery.
Balcik et al. (2008) minimize the maximum unsatisfied demand over all beneficiaries.
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Other research papers integrate an egalitarian measure for delivery quantity with a utilitarian
measure for delivery speed. In Nolz et al. (2010), Van Hentenryck et al. (2010), latest arrival times are
minimized along with minimizing the total amount of unsatisfied demand. Jozefowiez et al. (2007),
Tzeng et al. (2007), Lin et al. (2011) take the opposite approach to Nolz et al. and Van Hentenryck et al.,
minimizing the maximum unsatisfied demand over all beneficiaries while minimizing total travel time.
Honglei and Nan (2011), combine the inequity measures in a multi-objective optimization model with
efficiency objectives to allow a tradeoff between efficiency and equity in relief resource allocation
problem.
Holguín-Veras, et al. (2010) introduce the concept of deprivation costs to capture the loss in
social welfare experienced by the victims of extreme events. Affected individuals experience a
deprivation period as long as they do not have access to the required supplies. Making a delivery resets
the deprivation experienced at the demand node. The cost associated with this lack of access to supplies
is defined by Holguìn-Versa, et al. (2010) as deprivation costs. The deprivation cost is expected to have
some rather unique characteristics, as it is likely to be monotonic, non-linear, and convex with respect to
deprivation time. Deprivation costs are expected to grow non-linearly faster as the deprivation time
increases (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Convex Deprivation Cost Function
It is well known that, at first, most healthy individuals are able to deal with short term shortages
in life-sustaining items without much problem as they may use their human body reserves to operate in a
normal fashion. As human body reserves are being depleted, human body functions start to slow down
and ultimately shut down, and a point may be reached where physical/psychological damage is
irreversible, and death could occur.
Holguin-Veras et al. (2010), (2016) considered a deprivation cost function in which the
deprivation time G produced by the lack of water since the prior water consumption could be
represented by the time function īሺߜሻ ൌ ݁ଵǤହଷଵାǤଵଵଶכఋ െ ݁ଵǤହଷଵ . Then, they explicitly incorporate
deprivation costs in humanitarian models and approached resource allocation problem by assuming that
individual welfare could be aggregated and that it is appropriate for response agencies to allocate
resources in the way they consider it would lead to the greatest good, for the largest number of people
(i.e. utilitarian). They investigate the important role that deprivation time play in humanitarian logistics
when linked to satisfying the physiological needs of individuals. In general, the total deprivation costs
were minimized by preventing deprivation costs from reaching the steeper sections of the cost function
as deprivation costs are, by definition, a non-linear function of deprivation time. This, in turn, requires
relatively low variability in the duration of the deprivation periods among all individuals, but the
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frequencies of visits to each affected area and volumes delivered there could vary significantly among
individuals due to the impact of travel time between the depot and the affected areas.
The following review about the impact of deprivation cost on the resource allocation problem is
cited from research work originated by Pèrze (2011). These concepts will be subject to further
development afterwards to reach formulating an equitable allocation model.
Deprivation Cost at One Demand Point
Consider a network consisting of a depot with known initial inventory and a single demand point
i=1 with no initial inventory. It will provide aids to Pi beneficiaries with consumption rate u per
beneficiary per unit time. If no deliveries are made to the demand node, the deprivation cost J is equal to
*(T). (Figure 2)

Figure 2. Impact of no deliveries on deprivation costs at one demand node (Pérez, 2011).
Making one delivery of size q units would satisfy the needs of the beneficiaries at the demand
node for a period of q/u. Pi units of time and the total deprivation time experienced at this node would
be (T- q/u.Pi). The timing of this delivery would determine its impact on deprivation cost. If supplies
arrive early in the planning horizon, deprivation cost G1 would be small but G2 would be large.
Conversely, a delivery close to the planning period would lead to a small G2 and a large G1. Since it is
assumed that the deprivation cost function is convex and non-linear, deprivation costs are minimized
when supplies of q units arrive at a time that deprivation periods are exactly equal to each other (Figure
3). Deprivation costs are thus minimized when this time is distributed evenly between G1 and G2, that is,
G* =½.(T- q/u.Pi).

Figure 3. Impact of one delivery on deprivation costs at one demand node (Pérez, 2011).
This relationship can be extended to two, three and in general to his deliveries of size q each.
Allocating his deliveries to a demand point would create hi+1 deprivation periods. Then, the optimal
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allocation strategy would be to set the delivery of each q in such a way that all intra-nodal deprivation
ଵ
 Ǥ
times are equal, that is; ߜ כൌ
ቀܶ െ  ቁ.
 ାଵ

௨Ǥ

Define Wi as the travel time between demand point i and the distribution center. Holding no initial
inventory, beneficiaries at demand node i will always experience unavoidable suffering accounted by a
deprivation time ߜଵ of at least Wi units of time prior to the first delivery, that is, ߜଵ  ߬ . In such a case, a
solution with no deprivation cost will not be fully implementable even under the assumption of
unlimited transport capacity or with enough resources to meet all demands. However, by defining ߜଵ as
a variable that could be higher than the optimal ߜ כat subsequent deliveries, the cumulative deprivation
ଵ
 Ǥ
cost would decrease. This requires ߜଵ to be at least equal to ߜ *, that is; ߜଵ 
ቀܶ െ  ቁ. The
 ାଵ

௨Ǥ

system would realize a cost at least equal to *(Wi), the minimum deprivation cost possible given the
starting conditions at i. The deprivation costs for the subsequent deliveries would be minimized by
ଵ
 Ǥ
splitting any remaining deprivation time in hi equal deprivation periods, that is; ߜ כൌ ቀܶ െ ߜଵ െ  ቁ.


௨Ǥ

(Figure 4)

Figure 4. Impact of multiple deliveries on deprivation costs at one demand node (Pérez, 2011).
Deprivation Cost at Two Demand Points
Consider a cluster consists of two nodes 1 and 2 with the same number of beneficiaries P for
simplicity and located at a travel time W12 from each other. If each of these nodes were to receive a single
delivery of equal size q directly from the depot, then this requires optimal arrival times ݐଵ כൌ
ߜଵݐ݀݊ܽ כଶ כൌ ߜଶ כto be equal. Furthermore, if the two nodes were aggregated in a "supernode" with
population Pc =2.P and their deliveries consolidated in a single shipment of size qc=2.q, the optimal
ଵ

ଵ
ଶǤ
arrival time ߜ כwould be ߜ כൌ ቀܶ െ  ቁ ൌ ቀܶ െ
ቁ ൌ ߜଵ כൌ ߜଶ *. Thus, spatially separated
ଶ

௨Ǥ

ଶ

௨ǤଶǤ

demand nodes do not change the optimal deprivation time and have no impact on the optimal allocation
strategies, that is; the size and timing of any deliveries, once the number of trips to each demand node is
fixed. This result can be generalized to clusters containing nodes with different populations by assuming
that any shipment to the cluster is distributed proportionally among its constituent nodes according to

the number of beneficiaries at each of them ݍ ൌ  Ǥ ݍ ǡܥ א ݅ .


However, spatial characteristics introduce some distortion in the feasibility of the optimal
solution since a vehicle cannot deliver simultaneously to all nodes in the cluster at exactly the same time
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ߜ כ. For instance, beneficiaries at node 2 will always receive supplies W12 units of time later than those at
node 1. This would increase deprivation time at node 2 during the first deprivation period ߜଶଵ , although
it would also reduce deprivation time by the same amount during the second period ߜଶଶ prior to the end
of the planning horizon. The net effect is an increase in the total deprivation costs for the cluster since
the deprivation cost function is nonlinear. (Figure 5)

Figure 5. Impact of a sequential delivery on deprivation costs at two demand nodes (Pérez, 2011).
Reaching an optimal solution requires to split equally between the two nodes the loss in
efficiency introduced by the travel times, that is; rearranging shipments in such a way that the actual
ఛ
arrival times deviate from the optimal ߜ כby the same factor భమ from both nodes. It follows that:
ߜכ

ఛభమ

ߜכ

ଶ

ఛభమ

ߜଵଵ ൌ െ Ǣߜଶଵ ൌ 
ଶ
ଶ
൝
ఛభమ
ఛభమ
כ
כ
ߜଵଶ ൌ ߜ  Ǣߜଶଶ ൌ ߜ െ
ଶ

ଶ

This strategy minimizes total deprivation costs for the cluster by equating deprivation costs at the
demand nodes. Beneficiaries at node 1 would experience a relatively short deprivation period prior to
the arrival of supplies and experience longer deprivation at the end of the planning horizon. The reverse
is true for node 2.
If nodes 1 and 2 had different populations, the optimal deprivation time for the cluster could be
the average deprivation time experienced by all beneficiaries in the cluster before the arrival of the first
 Ǥఋ ା Ǥሺఋ ାఛ ሻ
delivery, that is; ߜ  כൌ భ భభ భ భభ భమ .
The optimal arrival time to node 1 could be found by


solving for ߜଵଵ in the above equation:ߜଵଵ ൌ

 Ǥఋ כାమ Ǥఛభమ


.
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Deprivation Cost at Cluster of more than Two Demand Points
The above discussion can be extended to two, three and in general to hc deliveries of size qc each
where the total supplies available to the cluster are distributed in proportion to the number of
beneficiaries in each node. Allocating hc deliveries to a cluster would create hc+1 deprivation periods of
equal duration ߜ כ. Consequently, once the timing of the first delivery is set, any additional deliveries to

the cluster should be scheduled to arrive at the first node in that tour every   ߜ כunits of time, which
௨Ǥ

would guarantee that all beneficiaries in the cluster experience the same deprivation period ߜ כbetween
consecutive deliveries. It follows that for each node the duration of all intermediate deprivation periods
«hc is ߜ כ, and with deviations from this optimal timing occur only during the first and last deprivation
periods. Nevertheless, the average deprivation time between the first and last deliveries to each node
must still be equal to ߜ( כFigure 6). As a reasonable approximation, the total deprivation cost
experienced by beneficiaries during these periods can be assumed to be double the deprivation cost for
the optimal ߜ ; כthat is, īሺߜଵ ሻ  īሺߜାଵ ሻ ൌ ʹǤ īሺߜ כሻ.

Figure 6. Impact of sequential deliveries on deprivation costs at a 3-node cluster (Pérez, 2011).
The deprivation costs are minimized by arranging deliveries in such a way that the average
deprivation time experienced by all beneficiaries in the cluster before the arrival of the first delivery is
equal the optimal deprivation time for the cluster. Consequently, once the timing for the first delivery is
set, certainly larger than the weighted travel time in the cluster, any additional deliveries to the cluster
should be scheduled uniformly to arrive at the first node in that tour. All beneficiaries in the cluster
would then experience the same optimal deprivation period between consecutive deliveries. Moreover,
the optimal deprivation time is fairly stable for all demand nodes in a cluster when supplies are
distributed in proportion to the number of beneficiaries in each node, with deviations from the optimal
deprivation time occurring only during the first and last deprivation periods.
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THEORY
Social costs are not naturally internalized by the organizations delivering supplies to the
population in need as their inclination is to maximize profits. Holguín-Veras, et al. (2010) argue that
when humanitarian logistic strategies do not consider deprivation costs, human suffering is not
minimized. Furthermore, traditional methods based on pre-defined levels of service in the form of equity
constraints, and penalties for unmet demands are arbitrary in nature, lead to high deprivation costs and
are likely to lead to either infeasible or suboptimal solutions. As a result, it is natural to think that
humanitarian logistics should specifically consider the costs associated with human suffering in the
objective function and focus on the minimization of social costs consisting of operational and
deprivation cost.
The preceding theory suggests that it is important to reformulate humanitarian logistic modelling
so that it explicitly takes into account the deprivation costs resulting from delivery actions (HolguínVeras, Jaller, & Perez, 2010); (Pradhananga, Mutlu, Pokharel, Holguin-Veras, & Seth, 2016); (Gutjahr
& Fischer, 2018). Doing so would provide decision makers with a solid foundation to design and plan an
equitable, effective and efficient use of resources. In this context, valuing and incorporating deprivation
costs in the objective functions is expected to provide an unbiased and equitable platform to make
decisions about delivery strategies.
The social welfare based formulation logistical model proposed by Holguín-Veras, et al. (2010)
determines the optimal quantity of supplies, the number and timing of deliveries to each demand node
that minimizes total deprivation costs over a planning horizon. Making a delivery resets the deprivation
costs at the demand node, which will not start increasing again until the supplies delivered are consumed
by the beneficiaries at the node. Moreover, incorporating deprivation costs in the objective function
allows for the evaluation of opportunity costs, i.e., the costs incurred by all other nodes in which no
deliveries took place. The aim is to decide which node to delivery to with the highest marginal benefit to
marginal cost ratio. The marginal benefit is the reduction in the deprivation cost associated with
delivering to the node; while the marginal cost is the opportunity costs, i.e., the increase in deprivation
costs at all other nodes.
FRAMEWORK
The framework for the objective and decision criteria in this study are associated to end results
such as life-saving and alleviation of suffering rather than the traditional objective of minimization of
costs or maximization of profit. It will be based on models introduced by Holguin-Veras et al., (2010)
and Pèrez(2011) where a specific deprivation cost associated with human suffering is explicitly
incorporated in humanitarian models and approached resource allocation problem by assuming that
individual welfare could be aggregated and that it is appropriate for response agencies to allocate
resources in the way they consider it would lead to a utilitarian outcome.
Two modifications are postulated on the allocation model proposed by Pèrez(2011). First, the
beneficiaries at demand node i will always experience unavoidable suffering accounted by a deprivation
time ߜଵ equals to Wi units of time prior to the first delivery. Pèrze (2011) defines ߜଵ as a variable
ሺߜଵ  ߬ ሻthat could be equal to the optimal ߜ כat subsequent deliveries in order to decrease the
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cumulative deprivation cost. This proposed set-up in giving ߜଵ the variability nature is not advocated in
this study as the first delivery is the most critical shipment that would reach beneficiaries after the
occurrence of the disaster occurred. It is irrational to delay sending a loaded vehicle and not sending it
right away to sites especially that beneficiaries' physiological condition would be regarded at its worst
state. Moreover, making beneficiaries getting some kind of supplies even so little initially would release
their concerns about doubts of being forgotten in subsequent deliveries.
This requires ߜଵ to be equal to Wi in all cases and the system would realize a cost equal to *(Wi),
the initial deprivation cost possible given the starting conditions at i. The deprivation costs for the
subsequent deliveries would be minimized by splitting any remaining deprivation time in hi equal
ଵ
 Ǥ
deprivation periods, that is; ߜ כൌ ቀܶ െ ߬ െ  ቁ.


௨Ǥ

Secondly, Pèrze(2011) assumed that after the site consumed its last delivery, the deprivation cost
will continue to rise at each node till the vehicle reached the depot at time period T. The number of trips
performed by a vehicle would be a multiple of the planning horizon T. Furthermore, the average
deprivation time between the first and last deliveries to each node must still be equal to ߜ כ. As a
reasonable approximation, the total deprivation cost experienced by beneficiaries during these periods
can be assumed to be double the deprivation cost for the optimal ߜ ; כthat is, īሺߜଵ ሻ  īሺߜାଵ ሻ ൌ
ʹǤ īሺߜ כሻ.
Again, the proposed delivery set up is not promoted in this study as deprivation time needs to be
spread out equally among sites that belong to the same cluster. This would be possible mathematically if
the unavoidable initial deprivation times prior to the first delivery are excluded from satisfying this
equality and considered separately. Hence, the optimal ߜ כis required to be fixed and constant to all
nodes after each delivery including the last one. The advantage of taking this approach is that no
approximation would be needed while calculating the deprivation cost in a tour allocation problem. In
addition, this will create a delivery schedule with steady-state deprivation time. That what is strived to
be achieved in this study; treating beneficiaries equitably when alleviating suffering is involved.
However, these two advantages come at the expense of some distortion while distributing
supplies to sites. That will impose variations in the last trip delivery to each node as neither the amount
of supplies is identical to what it received before, nor is its amount proportional to other nodes. The first
underperformance will be rectified when the concept of idle time introduced later and after discussing
the effect of deprivation cost on deliveries scheduled. However, the second issue won't be possible to be
resolved unless additional resources are received during the relief efforts; something expected to happen
in any relief operations.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this study, we will consider allocating limited supplies (E) among various demand sites (i)
based upon the travel time the truck (v) requires to reach the sites from the depot via the assigned route
(h) and the capacity of the truck (C). Each site serves a number of beneficiaries (Pi) by distributing
lifesaving resources that require recurrent delivery to the beneficiaries. This resource is assumed to be a
consumable product (food package). The theoretical total packages required by a site can be calculated
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based on the time horizon of the relief operations (T), and on the number of beneficiaries (Pi) by using
their unit time consumption rate (u) (equivalently equal to the service capacity per unit time). The truck
will depart the depot and deliver on its trip an allocated quantity (qi) to site i which enable the site to
start distributing supplies to beneficiaries at a constant rate as long as supplies are available. It is
assumed that each site will obtain quantities equal to at least one time period consumption by its
beneficiaries. At the instance the site runs out of supplies, the unsatisfied dePDQGLV³lost´DQGWKHVLWH¶V
beneficiaries will experience a deprivation time (G) stretched until the truck revisits the site in its
subsequent trip. Such deprivation time will yield a deprivation cost *(G) accumulated at every site
throughout the relief operation. The main goal is to keep total deprivation cost to a minimum across all
sites simultaneously over the time horizon. A secondary goal is to lower transportation costs by reducing
the number of trucks used. Solving the problem answers three questions: how frequent and when to
serve a demand site, how much to deliver, and which route direction to follow?

Enough Resources at Depot
At first, if there are enough resources at the depot to satisfy all demand sites then dispatching the
supplies will be prompt without any delay and with quantities compatible with vehicle capacity. The
number of trips performed by a vehicle will depend solely on the capacity of the vehicle. The
deprivation cost incurred will be associated with the initial deprivation time only.
Assume that capacity of a vehicle is limited and that requires scheduling multiple deliveries to
each demand site. To start with the structure where a truck continuously travelling without stop. The
truck will finish its last trip earlier than T as long as no additional trip is possible. The allocated
quantities in this last trip are regarded as upper bounds to sites in case no idle time is applied at the depot
and trucks are making continuous trips.
When idle time, denoted by ઢ, is imposed at the depot, supplies are shifted from the last trip and
equally distributed among previous trips. Regardless of the magnitude of the idle time would be, the
proportional allocation to sites is intact for all trips except the last one. For the last trip, extending the
idle time will increase the disproportionality of quantities delivered to sites on that trip. The deprivation
cost value is based on the initial deprivation time occurred by a truck travelling from depot to each site
during its first trip. Moreover, the total deprivation cost is unaffected by the size of the idle time
imposed on the network.
Define T the consumption planning horizon, h the number of deliveries, W the tour length, and ߬Ƹ 
the travel time from the depot to site i visited in the trip sequence. Let these respective quantities
(recurrent and final quantity delivered to site i) denoted by:
ݍ כൌ ሺ߬  ߂ሻǤ ݑǤ 
ቊ 
ݍ ൌ ሺܶ െ ߬Ƹ  ሻǤ ݑǤ  െ ሺ݄ െ ͳሻǤ ݍכ
There are well-defined idle time values that will provide some distinct allocation pattern while
setting a distribution strategy. Four values of idle time are considered:
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x

Case I - Truck delivering equal load in each trip when:
ଵ
 ሺఛିఛොబభ ሻାమ ሺఛିఛොబమ ሻାڮ ሺఛିఛොబ ሻ
 ߂݁݉݅ݐ݈݁݀ܫൌ ቄܶ െ ݄Ǥ ߬ െ ߬  భ
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Case II ± Truck delivering constant quantity to site i when:
ଵ
 ߂݁݉݅ݐ݈݁݀ܫൌ ሺܶ െ ݄Ǥ ߬ െ ߬Ƹ  ሻ


x

Case III - Truck reaching the depot at T when:
ଵ
ሺܶ െ ݄Ǥ ߬ሻ
 ߂݁݉݅ݐ݈݁݀ܫൌ
ିଵ

x

Case IV ± Latest time permitted for a truck to reach depot when:
ଵ
ሺܶ െ ݄Ǥ ߬  ߬ െ ߬Ƹ  ሻ
 ߂݁݉݅ݐ݈݁݀ܫൌ
ିଵ
where site i is the last site visited in the trip sequence.
As long as the idle time is spread over the entire planning horizon, there are many combinations
to allocate supplies among sites while preserving the minimum deprivation cost. Among these
combinations, three broad allocation schemes identified; (1) when the truck will be in continuous
operation, (2) when the truck makes a stopover at the depot and deliver a non-zero load to any site in the
last trip, and (3) when the truck makes less or more trips. Hence, idle time can be used as a tool to alter
the number of trips or to balance the loads across trips or to identify the appropriate vehicle type to be
used while maintaining the same deprivation cost in this configuration.
Not Enough Resources at Depot
If supply shortages are experienced at the depot, then the strategic goal is to determine how
much to deliver to each site per trip so that the total deprivation cost is minimized. Formulating a
mathematical model holding such objective would allow reaching an initial allocation solution while
relaxing the problem using a single vehicle continuously roving with unlimited capacity and a fixed
sequence in visiting all sites. This model is built upon the key insight of the previous work done Pèrez
(2011) with two modifications. First, the first trip will start immediately at t=0 without any delay
imposed; a justifiable action as an initial response call for relief efforts. Second, the model is considering
allocation quantities to vary by demand site per trip.
Some assumptions and simplifications are made in order to make the resulting model useful for
the characteristics of the operation and users. The theoretical total quantity demanded at various sites
can be correctly estimated before the beginning of the planning horizon. It is based on the number of
beneficiaries in a site and the consumption rate u. The consumption rate u is constant and deterministic
rate over a period of the planning horizon. It is equal to one, i.e., one package is required to sustain a
beneficiary for one unit of time. Vehicles are assumed to operate continuously, with no limits on trip
length or duration. The time spent at the depot, or at a site to load or unload a vehicle is ignored. The
delivered quantity should be large enough to serve all beneficiaries in a site for at least one period of
time. Deprivation cost assumed uniform for beneficiaries across all sites and has been previously
quantified and properly calibrated.
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Based on the aforementioned modifications and simplifications, a single route resource
allocation problem will be formulated as a mixed integer non-linear programming model and preceded
by defining its notation (parameters and decisional variables).
Parameters
ܶ=Planning Horizon
=ܧInitial inventory available at the depot
ܲ =Population at demand site i
=ݑConsumption rate
̼=Number of time periods satisfied by a full serving of supplies
ܳ=Vehicle capacity
߬=Tour travel time
ߜ =initial deprivation time experienced by the beneficiaries at demand site i.
Decision Variables
݄=Number of trips to be performed
ݍ= כAmount of supplies per shipment to demand site i except for the last trip

ݍ =Amount of supplies to demand site i in the final trip
ߜ= כAverage deprivation time experienced by the beneficiaries at demand node i during periods 1«h
ߛ =Deprivation cost for demand point i
Mathematical Model
ܸܲܦሺܧሻ: Minimizeσఢே ߛ

(1)

Subject to
ଵ

ߜ כ Ǥ ൬ܶ െ ߜ െ
౹



ሺ౹ିଵሻǤ כା

ߛ  ܲ Ǥ ቀ߁ሺߜ ሻ 
ݍ כ ǨǤ ݑǤ ܲ ܰ א ݅
σఢே ቀሺ݄ െ ͳሻǤ ݍ כ ݍ ቁ  ܧ
σఢே ݍ כ ܳܰ א ݅
σఢே ݍ  ܳܰ א ݅
ߜ



ߜ כ

݄Ǥ ߜכ
כ
௨Ǥ

൰ܰ א ݅

௨Ǥ
݄Ǥ ߁ሺߜ כሻቁ݅

ܰא

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)





ሺିଵሻǤ כା
௨Ǥ

ൌ ܶܰ א ݅

ൌ ߬ܰ א ݅

݄  ͳǡ ݅݊ܰ א ݅ݎ݁݃݁ݐ
ߛ  Ͳܰ א ݅

ݍ כ ͲǢݍ  Ͳܰ א ݅

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

In this model, the objective function (1) is to minimize total deprivation costs experienced at
each demand site over T. Constraint set (2) minimized the deprivation cost by splitting the deprivation
time into h equal deprivation periods. Constraint set (3) defines the total deprivation costs experienced at
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each site. Constraint set (4) guarantees that any delivery to a site should be large enough to meet the
needs of all its beneficiaries for at least ̼ periods of time. This will prevent partial deliveries from
creating a time-expanded network. Constraint sets (5)±(7) define upper bounds for deliveries per trip and
for the last trip based on the supply inventory available at the depot and the maximum vehicle capacity.
Constraint set (8) defines a time frame for total deprivation and consumption periods on the time horizon
T. Constraint set (9) defines a time frame for deprivation and consumption period over a single trip.
Constraint set (10) restricts a number of trips to be an integer and requires at least a single delivery to
each site. Constraint sets (11)±(12) ensure all deprivation costs and delivered quantities to sites are nonnegative.
Solving this mixed integer formulation model will determine the optimal number of trips, the
number of supplies, and the timing of deliveries to each demand site that minimizes total deprivation
costs over a planning horizon T. However, the several non-linear constraints are generally making this
problem MINLP more difficult to solve.
RESULTS
Consider a simplified network consists of two demand sites A and B both one-hour travel
distance from the depot and with a tour length W of 2.5 hours (Figure 7). Sites A and B needs 3 and 2
units per hour respectively. Assume that the consumption period T=12. For illustrative purposes, we will
consider two idle times '=0 and '=0.2 with five service levels O(available supplies at depot):100% (60
units), 70% (42 units), 50% (30 units), 30% (18 units), and 20% (12 units). Other idle times and service
levels values will follow the same logic of analysis.

Figure 7. Two nodes transportation network for allocating resources on various O
Consider a deprivation cost function introduced by Holguin-Veras et al. (2011). The deprivation
time G produced by the lack of water since the prior water consumption could be formulated by the time
functionīሺߜሻ ൌ ݁ଵǤହଷଵାǤଵଵଶכఋ െ ݁ଵǤହଷଵ . This simplified MINLP model is solved using Frontline
Solver add-in with Microsoft Excel for non-linear mathematical optimization.
Effects of Service Level on Allocation Structure
When O=100%, even though the theoretical demand is 60 units, still site A is expected to receive
36 units reduced by 3 units lost in the first hour. Similarly, site B is expected to receive 24 units reduced
by 3 units lost in the first 1.5 hours. The truck travel end time is at 10 hours after performing four trips.
The repeated consumption/deprivation cycle for both sites is 2.5 hours while the final cycle duration
varies; 3.5 hours to site A and 3 hours to site B. The output from solving this model is visually presented
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in Figure 8 by way of taking each service level and showing the movement of the vehicle and its
consecutive stopover at sites along the x-axis while tracing the exponential trend of deprivation cost for
each site on the y-axis.
Figure 8. Effect of service level on resource allocation and deprivation cost
O =100% , ' =0, Four deliveries, Truck arrives to depot at 10 Hrs., Repeated cycle duration 2.5 Hrs.
Total
Final Cycle
Depriv. Cost duration
(Hrs.)

q*

qf

Total
Delivered

G

G

(Hrs.)

(Hrs.)

Total
Depriv.
(person-hr)

* G

A
B

7.50
5.00

10.50
6.00

33.00
21.00

1.00
1.50

0.00
0.00

1.00
1.50

0.56
0.86

0.00
0.00

1.68
1.73

3.50
3.00

Total
Ratio

12.50
1.50

16.50
1.75

54.00
1.57

-

-

0.67

-

-

3.41
-

-

Site

*G

J

O =70% , ' =0, Four deliveries, Truck arrives to depot at 10 Hrs., Repeated cycle duration 2.5 Hrs.
Total
Final Cycle
Depriv. Cost duration
(Hrs.)

q*

qf

Total
Delivered

G

G

(Hrs.)

(Hrs.)

Total
Depriv.
(person-hr)

* G

A
B

5.70
3.80

8.70
4.80

25.80
16.20

1.00
1.50

0.60
0.60

3.40
3.90

0.56
0.86

0.33
0.33

5.61
4.35

3.50
3.00

Total
Ratio

9.50
1.50

13.50
1.81

42.00
1.59

-

-

0.87

-

-

9.96
-

-

Site

*G

J

O =50% , ' =0, Four deliveries, Truck arrives to depot at 10 Hrs., Repeated cycle duration 2.5 Hrs.
Total
Final Cycle
Depriv. Cost duration
(Hrs.)

q*

qf

Total
Delivered

G

G

(Hrs.)

(Hrs.)

Total
Depriv.
(person-hr)

* G

A
B

3.90
2.60

6.90
3.60

18.60
11.40

1.00
1.50

1.20
1.20

5.80
6.30

0.56
0.86

0.68
0.68

9.83
7.17

3.50
3.00

Total
Ratio

6.50
1.50

10.50
1.92

30.00
1.63

-

-

0.92

-

-

17.00
-

-

Site

*G

J

O =30% , ' =0, Four deliveries, Truck arrives to depot at 10 Hrs., Repeated cycle duration 2.5 Hrs.
Total
Final Cycle
Depriv. Cost duration
(Hrs.)

q*

qf

Total
Delivered

G

G

(Hrs.)

(Hrs.)

Total
Depriv.
(person-hr)

* G

A
B

2.10
1.40

5.10
2.40

11.41
6.59

1.00
1.50

1.80
1.80

8.20
8.70

0.56
0.86

1.06
1.06

14.36
10.19

3.50
3.00

Total
Ratio

3.50
1.50

7.50
2.13

18.00
1.73

-

-

0.94

3.41
-

5.28
-

24.55
-

-

Site

*G

J

O =20% , ' =0, Four deliveries, Truck arrives to depot at 10 Hrs., Repeated cycle duration 2.5 Hrs.
Total
Final Cycle
Depriv. Cost duration
(Hrs.)

q*

qf

Total
Delivered

G

G

(Hrs.)

(Hrs.)

Total
Depriv.
(person-hr)

* G

A
B

1.20
0.80

4.20
1.80

7.80
4.20

1.00
1.50

2.10
2.10

9.40
9.90

0.56
0.86

1.26
1.26

16.75
11.78

3.50
3.00

Total
Ratio

2.00
1.50

6.00
2.33

12.00
1.86

-

-

0.95

-

-

28.52
-

-

Site

*G

J

The following findings are identified when shortages of supplies exist at the depot. Figure 8
visualizes how the decrease in service level will reduce the allocation per site in each trip and how the
deprivation time split equally among them during the whole T. As expected, the deprivation cost is
rising as the shortage increases. Similar to the case of the abundant resource, all trips except the last one
preserve the proportionality property as quantity distributed between site A and B is proportional to their
ratio of consumption. This ratio seamlessly holds for O>20%. The delivery to sitH%ZDVQ¶WODUJHHQRXJK
as it has been allocated 1.4 units or lower for O30%. To overcome this shortfall, either the number of
trips is to be reduced by one or the constraint ݍ כ ǨǤ ݑǤ ܲ  ܰ א ݅is relaxed so that a solution is
reached.
Table 1 reveals that the deprivation time experienced by a beneficiary at either node is equally
spaced between consecutive deliveries and sustained under various service levels. The lower the service
level, the higher the deprivation time would be until reaching the trip length value of 2.5 hours. This can
be generalized if the number of trips reduced to three, two or one. Moreover, the total deprivation per
person-hr.± the accumulated deprivation time experienced by an individual during the whole T± is
unchanged regardless of the number of trips performed or which site the beneficiary being served from.
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However, as the service level declines, the deprivation differences among beneficiaries would decrease
creating a propensity of equal treatment in deprivation durations.
Table 1. Effect of service level and the number of trips on G*, J and deprivation time per
person-hrs.
O
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Four Trips
Total Depriv. (person-hr)
G
J
A
B
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.30 6.63 2.20 2.70
0.60 9.96 3.40 3.90
0.90 13.42 4.60 5.10
1.20 17.00 5.80 6.30
1.50 20.71 7.00 7.50
1.80 24.55 8.20 8.70
2.10 28.52 9.40 9.90
2.40 32.64 10.60 11.10
69.33 12.00 12.00

Three Trips
Total Depriv. (person-hr)
G
J
A
B
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.40 6.65 2.20 2.70
0.80 10.04 3.40 3.90
1.20 13.60 4.60 5.10
1.60 17.33 5.80 6.30
2.00 21.24 7.00 7.50
2.40 25.33 8.20 8.70
-

Two Trips
Total Depriv. (person-hr)
G
J
A
B
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.60 6.69 2.20 2.70
1.20 10.20 3.40 3.90
1.80 13.98 4.60 5.10
2.40 18.03 5.80 6.30
-

One Trip
Total Depriv. (person-hr)
G
J
A
B
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
0.00 3.41 1.00 1.50
1.20 6.81 2.20 2.70
2.40 10.72 3.40 3.90
-

Effects of Idle Time on Allocation Structure
Idle time can be a tool to scale the loads across trips to meet truck capacity, truck reaching T in
its final trip, or deliver same quantity to a specific site in all trips performed. Such a scale is unaffected
by varying the service level. Various values of idle time are considered in Table 2.
Table 2. The variation in idle time and its impact on site deliveries and trip loads
Delivery Pattern of Truck

Idle time
(hrs.)

Trip 1 load (units)
A

B

Subtotal

Trip 2 load (units)
A

B

Subtotal

Trip 3 load (units)
A

Trip 4 load (units)

B

Subtotal

A

B

Subtotal

Total Qty. Truck End
(units) Time (hrs.)

Continuous operation

0

7.5

5

12.50

7.5

5

12.50

7.5

5

12.50

10.5

6

16.50

54

10

Same quantity to site B

0.125

7.88

5.25

13.13

7.88

5.25

13.13

7.88

5.25

13.13

9.38

5.25

14.63

54

10.38

Equal load in each trip

0.2

8.1

5.4

13.50

8.1

5.4

13.50

8.1

5.4

13.50

8.7

4.8

13.50

54

10.6

Same quantity to site A

0.25

8.25

5.5

13.75

8.25

5.5

13.75

8.25

5.5

13.75

8.25

4.5

12.75

54

10.75

Reaching the depot at T

0.67

9.50

6.33

15.83

9.5

6.33

15.83

9.5

6.33

15.83

4.50

2

6.50

54

12

1

10.5

7

17.50

10.5

7

17.50

10.5

7

17.50

1.5

0

1.50

54

13

Latest time permitted

Incorporating an idle time 'of 0.2 hours prior to each vehicle departure would create a balanced


truckload; that is, ሺݍ כ ݍ כሻ ൌ ൫ݍ  ݍ ൯. This equality is preserved for any service level used. For
example, referring to Figure 9, an idle time of 0.2 creates equal truckloads of 13.5 units, 10.5 units, and
4.5 units for service levels 100%, 70% and 30% respectively.
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Figure 9. Effect of service level and idle time on truckload
Even though the initial deprivation period may seem to distort the distribution system, setting
equal deprivation time with or without placing idle time in subsequent deliveries will restore the system
back to balance. It is just that the load being shifted among the trips. For example, an increase in idle
time will shift more loads from the last trip and split them equally among the previous trips.
Table 3 showed that for the same service level considered, whether it was for 70% or 30% in this
example or any other percentages, the idle time has no impact on deprivation time per person-hour;
recurrent deprivation time G*; total deprivation cost J; individual site deprivation cost; total quantities
delivered to each site; or proportionality ratio. Exceptionally, the deprivation time and cost properties
hold in the range of the same number of trips performed.
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Table 3. Variation in idle time within the same service level and its impact on network metrics
O =70% equivalent to E=42 units
'
0.00
0.125
0.20
0.25
0.67
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.5

Number of Quantity Quantity
Total
Proportion- G
possible delivered delivered Quantity
ality A to B (Hrs.)
trips
to site A to site B Delivered
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2

Total Depriv. Total Depriv. Total Depriv. Total Depriv.
Total
Cost for B
Depriv. Cost Cost for A
(person-hr) (person-hr)
for site A
for site B
A
B

J

9.97
9.97
9.97
9.97
10.04
10.04
10.04
10.2
10.2
10.2

J

J

5.61
5.61
5.61
5.61
5.66
5.66
5.66
5.76
5.76
5.76

4.35
4.35
4.36
4.36
4.39
4.39
4.39
4.45
4.45
4.45

3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4

3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9

O =30% equivalent to E=18 units
'
0.00
0.125
0.20
0.25
0.67
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.5

ProportionNumber of Quantity Quantity
Total
ality A to B
G
possible delivered delivered Quantity
except last (Hrs.)
trips
to site A to site B Delivered
trip
4
11
7
18
1.5
1.8
4
11
7
18
1.5
1.8
4
11
7
18
1.5
1.8
4
11
7
18
1.5
1.8
3
11
7
18
1.5
2.4
3
11
7
18
1.5
2.4
3
11
7
18
1.5
2.4
2
11
7
18
1.5
3.6
2
11
7
18
1.5
3.6
2
11
7
18
1.5
3.6

Total Depriv. Total Depriv. Total Depriv. Total Depriv.
Total
Cost for B
Depriv. Cost Cost for A
(person-hr) (person-hr)
for site A
for site B
A
B

J

J

J

24.55
24.55
24.55
24.55
25.33
25.33
25.33
27.03
27.03
27.03

14.36
14.36
14.36
14.36
14.83
14.83
14.83
15.84
15.85
15.85

10.19
10.19
10.19
10.19
10.5
10.5
10.5
11.18
11.18
11.18

8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2

8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study provided an unbiased platform to make decisions about equitable allocation schedules
during the immediate response of a disaster where the key focus is to alleviate human suffering by
directing the available critical resources to the most deprived beneficiaries. The developed model
identified the sequence of the sites visited inside a cluster, the start time at which a vehicle departs the
depot, and the quantity delivered to each site in each trip.
As a generalized result reached in this study, scheduling cyclical deliveries would be an
appropriate strategy in a multi-period distribution plan. Setting equal deprivation time experienced by
any beneficiary before each visit would be a valid approach to widespread equity in the distribution
system. Quantity distributed between sites is proportional to their ratio of consumption with the
exception of the last delivery. For any given service level, the total deprivation time experienced by each
beneficiary is unchanged regardless of the number of trips performed. As the service level declines,
deprivation time would stretch out to account for such shortages until reaching a tour length where the
VDPH QXPEHU RI GHOLYHULHV ZRXOGQ¶W EH IHDVLEOH DQ\PRUH DQG WKH QXPEHU RI WULSV LV UHTXLUHG WR EH
reduced incrementally. Moreover, the deprivation time differences among beneficiaries would decrease
creating a propensity of equal treatment in severe shortages.
Incorporating an idle time on vehicle departures exhibits similar results whether there is enough
or shortage in supplies at the depot. Idle time has no impact on either total quantities delivered to each
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site; individual site deprivation cost; total deprivation cost J; recurrent deprivation time G*; or
deprivation time per person-hour. Consequently, idle time can be used as a tool to alter the number of
trips, balance the loads across trips, or identify the appropriate vehicle type to be used while sustaining
the same deprivation cost in this configuration. Therefore, understanding the behavior of the first
delivery and last delivery in a cyclical distribution schedule would simplify the allocation problem.
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ABSTRACT
The green movement encompasses ecological thinking and sustainability (Dangelico and
Pontrandolfo (2010), and these principles also form the basis of the organic food movement. Organic
food is considered good for health (Naranjilla and Kaur, 2015), and many parties support the
consumption of organic food. The purpose of this study is to investigate hoZFRQVXPHUV¶SV\FKRORJLFDO
interpretations of organic food attributes stimulate their intentions to directly purchase the food; this
study also aims to investigate the moderating and mediating influence of consumer communication. The
study conducted a literature review to gather relevant theories and concepts and to identify attributes of
consumer psychology related to organic food. Based on the literature review, the researcher developed a
conceptual model for the study. The model describes how the attributes of organic food and consumer
SV\FKRORJ\ WRJHWKHU DIIHFW FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH WKH IRRG 7KH PRGHO DOVR H[SODLQV KRZ
organic food attributes and consumer psychology drive convenience shopping and how verbal
recommendations strengthen consumeUV¶ RUJDQLF SXUFKDVLQJ LQWHQWLRQV E\ XVLQJ WKH WKHRULHV RI
cognitive dissonance and planned behavior. The study has the potential to contribute significantly to the
emergent field of organic food research, specifically in South Asia.
Keywords: Organic food; cognition and affirmation; consumer psychology; theory of cognitive
dissonance; theory of reasoned action of planned behavior; multilevel model; Bangladesh.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, the demand for organic foods has increased dramatically worldwide.
However, South Asia, especially Bangladesh, still suffers from food adulteration.
Consumers have the right to expect safe and suitable food for consumption. Competent
authorities are supposed to carefully regulate food production activities, and the World Health
Organization (WHO), the International Organization for Standardization, and the World Trade
Organization are expected to ensure food items are safe and accurately labeled. Despite various laws and
controls, food adulteration has become a serious problem in Bangladesh (Hossain et al., 2008). Everyday
food items are adulterated in many ways in the country. For example, unscrupulous traders use
preservatives in processed milk; formalin to conserve fish, meat, fruits and vegetables; saw and brick
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dust in spices; and textile dyes to make food bright and colorful. Farmers use calcium carbide and other
insecticides in their orchards to keep vegetables and fruits free from diseases and insects. These toxic
chemicals and food preservatives can have short-term and long-term effects on human health, causing
everything from diarrhea to cancer. These adulterants may also prove destructive to skin, nervous and
respiratory systems, lungs, liver, pancreas, menstrual regularity, female fertility and to unborn babies
(Biswas, 2012). Ensuring chemical-free food has, therefore, become crucial to saving people from
deadly diseases in Bangladesh (Ahmed, 2014).
The purpose of organic food is to enhance food productivity by observing health and safety
guidelines for people, plants, animals and soil, and by adopting strict rules and practices. Although
organic and natural products are regularly sold together, organic food is a segment of the natural food
industry. Consumers of natural products are often identified as vegan or vegetarian (Essoussi et al.,
2008).
Considering how important the organic food market is for Bangladesh, this study investigates
how the attributes of organic food and consumer psychology togethHU DIIHFW FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR
purchase the food in the country. It also explains how organic food attributes and consumer psychology
drive convenience shopping, and how verbal recommendations strengthen consumer organic purchasing
intentions by using the theories of cognitive dissonance and planned behavior.
Previous studies have investigated which attributes of organic food affect green or organic
purchasing intentions (Prince and Krairit 2017; Lee and Goudeau 2014; Chekima et al., 2016; Hoefkens
et al. 2009; Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008; Mondelaers et al., 2009; Kapuge, 2016; Sampaio and
Gosling, 2014). Several studies have explored how consumer psychology affects organic food
purchasing intentions (Prince and Krairit 2017; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2014; Lee and Goudeau 2014).
However, few studies have examined how these two factors, organic food attributes, and consumer
psychology, directly and through other moderating and mediating pathways WRJHWKHUDIIHFWFRQVXPHUV¶
intentions to purchase organic food.
This study adds new dimensions to the current literature on organic food consumption. The study
can guide organic food marketers in determining what attributes and practices influence consumer
psychology and purchasing intentions related to organic food.
/,7(5$785(5(9,(:
The study investigates how the attributes of organic food and consumer psychology together
DIIHFW FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH WKH IRRG ,W DOVR H[DPLQHV KRZ RUJDQLF IRRG DWWULEXWHV DQG
consumer psychology drive convenience shopping, and how verbal recommendations strengthen
coQVXPHUV¶ RUJDQLF SXUFKDVLQJ LQWHQWLRQV E\ XVLQJ WKH WKHRULHV RI FRJQLWLYH GLVVRQDQFH DQG SODQQHG
behavior.
It was imperative to identify and examine the research literature pertinent to the aims of this
studyThe author collected and examined the literature during 2013-2017 and for the month of January
2019 in Bangladesh. All the literature was selected from Tier 1 (A and A*) journals such as Academy of
Management Journal, British Food Journal, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Ecological
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Economics, Journal of Cleaner Production, Journal of Consumer Marketing, Food Policy, Journal of
Business Research, Journal of Environmental Psychology, Journal of Experimental Social Psychology,
Journal for Global Business Advancement, Conservation and Recycling, Ecological Economics, Journal
of Fashion Marketing and Management, Sustainable Development, Journal of Retailing and Consumer
Services, and Food Quality and Preference.
This section reviews the relevant existing literature and presents the findings based on the
following themes.
1 Definition of terms and theories
2 Overview of literature in the context of America, Asia, and Europe
3 Attributes related to organic food
4 Attributes related to consumer psychology on organic food
Definition of terms and theories
Organic food
The green movement encompasses ecological thinking and sustainability (Dangelico and
Pontrandolfo (2010), and these principles also form the basis of the organic food movement.
7KHFRQFHSWRI³RUJDQLFIRRG´ has been well defined in the study by Hamzaoui and Zahaf (2008), which
was conducted qualitatively in Canada. According to the respondents in their study, organic foods are
products that: contain no chemicals, fertilizers, genetically modified organisms, pesticides, hormones or
antibiotics; are neither packaged nor processed; cause no harm to animals; require no injections for
animals; are nutritious, tasty and colorful; stay fresh longer; and that were produced in labor-oriented
production companies (Hamzaoui and Zahaf, 2008).
The purpose of organic food is to enhance the productivity of food by observing the safety and
health issues of people, plant, animal, and soil by adopting some tight rules and practices. Although
organic and natural products are regularly sold together, however, the organic is viewed as a segment of
the industry of natural food. The consumers of natural products are often seen as vegan or vegetarians
(Essoussi and Zahaf 2008). From the above definitions, it can be concluded that organic food comes
from organic farms that rely on ecological processes and no undue chemical or drugs are applied to the
food. This is the definition that is used in this study.
Consumer psychology
Consumer psychology is concerned with the purchasing, disposal and use of services and
SURGXFWV LQFOXGLQJ FRQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH EHKDYLRUDO DQG HPRWLRQDO UHVSRQVHV WKDW UHJXODWH WKHVH
activities (Hamilton, 2013). Put simply, consumer psychology explains how and why consumers decide
to purchase certain services or products while avoiding others.
Overview of the literature in the context of Europe, America, and Asia
0RVWVWXGLHVRIFRQVXPHUV¶RUJDQLFRUJUHHQIRRGSXUFKDVLQJLQWHQWLRQVKDYHEHHQFRQGXFWHd in
the contexts of America, Asia, and Europe. The study found that research on consumer organic food
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purchasing intentions first evolved in Europe, and then expanded to America, and from there to Asia.
The following is an overview of the relevant literature on consumer organic food purchasing intentions
in the context of these three continents.
Europe
Among the three continents (America, Asia, and Europe), European authors conducted most of the
studies (50%) that examine consumer organic food purchasing intentions.
Table 2.1: Attributes and key findings related to consumer organic or green purchasing in
European studies.
References

Magnusson et al., 2001;
Makatouni, 2002;
Verdurme et al., 2002;
Aarset et al., 2004; Padel
and Foster 2005;
Magistris and Gracia
2008; Hoefkens et al.,
2009; Mondelaers, et al.,
2009; Tranter et al.,
2009; Brécard et al.,
2009; Schumacher, 2010;
Mann et al., 2012; Young
et al., 2010; Grunert et
al., 2014; Hartmann and
Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2012;
Diaz et al., 2012; Morel
and Kwakye 2012;
Koenig-Lewis et al.,
2014; Kanchanapibul et
al., 2014; Buder et al.,
2014

Attribute
Psychological

Physical

Consumer
attitudes,
purchasing
criteria and
frequency, beliefs,
understanding and
perception,
values, decisionmaking processes,
purchasing
intentions,
knowledge level,
word of mouth,
information,
intrinsic
motivation,
socioeconomic
factors,
knowledge levels
and willingness to
pay satisfaction,
rational
evaluation,
emotion

Quality, health and
safety, perceived
availability,
organic/eco/
sustainability
labeling, marketing
mix elements,
organic attributes

Moderating
factors

Major findings

Human values
and
demographic
characteristics

Favorable factors
Good taste, organic
attributes, healthy diet,
safe and nutritious, life
values (human,
environment andanimal
centered), emotions,
word of mouth, health
and environment,
satisfaction, experience
of nature, brand
attitude, advertisement
campaign, information
and targeted
communication,
proponent consumers,
young generation, older
people and people
having children, welleducated young
women, ecological
knowledge, consumers
preferring to pay high
prices.

Obstacles
High prices,
lack of quality
and availability,
rejection by
opponent
consumers

Table 2.1 summarizes the attributes and key findings of the studies on consumer organic or green
food purchasing in the European context.
Table 2.1 shows that most of the attributes included by the European authors are: consumer
attitude, purchasing criteria and frequency, beliefs, understanding and perception, values, decisionmaking processes, purchasing intentions, knowledge levels, word of mouth, information, intrinsic
motivation, socioeconomic factors, knowledge level and willingness to pay satisfaction, rational
evaluation and emotion.
Physical attributes considered by the European authors were quality, health and safety, perceived
availability, organic/eco/sustainability labeling, marketing mix elements, and organic attributes.
European authors have also considered human values and demographic characteristics as moderating
factors.
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Table 2.1 shows that the favorable factors that most influenced European consumers in purchasing
organic or green food included good taste, organic attributes, healthy diet, safe and nutritious content, life
values (human, environment, and animal-centered), emotion, word of mouth, health and environment,
satisfaction, experience of nature, brand attitude, advertisement campaign, information and targeted
communication, proponent consumers, young generation, older people and people with children, welleducated young women, ecological knowledge and consumers preference to pay high prices.
According to Table 2.1, most of the unfavorable factors that prevent European consumers from
purchasing organic or green food are high prices, lack of quality and availability, and rejection by
opponent consumers.
Europe has been the pioneer in conducting research related to consumer organic or green food
purchasing intentions. The countries most focused on by European authors are the United Kingdom
(Makatouni A., 2002; Padel and Foster 2005; Young et al., 2010; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2014), Belgium
(Verdurme et al., 2002; Hoefkens et al., 2009; Mondelaers, et al., 2009), Spain (Hartmann and
Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2012; Diaz et al., 2012), Sweden (Magnusson et al., 2001; Morel et al., 2012),
Switzerland (Mann et al., 2012), Italy (Magistris and Gracia 2008), Norway (Koenig-Lewis et al., 2014),
Germany (Buder et al., 2014) and other member countries of the European Union (Aarset et al., 2004;
Tranter et al., 2009; Brécard et al., 2009; Schumacher, 2010; Grunert et al., 2014).
Some European studies have developed conceptual frameworks to guide their research (Grunert
et al., 2014; Morel and Kwakye 2012). Most of the studies conducted by the European authors are
quantitative and thus included chi-square, t-WHVW $129$ &URQEDFK¶V $lpha and regression tools to
analyze the data (Verdurme et al., 2002; Hoefkens et al., 2009; Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2012).
The minimum number of respondents in European quantitative studies was 181 (Padel and Foster 2005),
and the maximum was 5000 (Brécard et al., 2009). Some studies used questionnaires that included 5 to
7-point scales (Magnusson et al., 2001; Morel and Kwakye, 2012). A few European studies conducted
qualitative research (Makatouni A., 2002; Padel et al., 2005). In those studies, the minimum number of
respondents was 40 (Makatouni A., 2002), and the maximum was 181 (Padel et al., 2005). Several
articles have been published between 2009 and 2012 (Mondelaers et al., 2009; Brécard et al., 2009;
Hoefkens et al., 2009; Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2012; Diaz et al., 2012; Grunert et al., 2014;
Morel et al., 2012).
America
American researchers entered the consumer organic food purchasing field in 2010.
Consequently, the number of studies conducted by American authors is still quite low. Table 2.2 lists
VWXGLHVUHODWHGWRFRQVXPHUV¶RUJDQLFRUJUHHQIRRGSXUFKDVLQJLQWHQWLRQV in the American context.
Table 2.2 summarizes the attributes and key findings of the studies on consumer organic or green
food purchasing in the context of America. It shows that attributes considered by American authors are
beliefs, utilitarian and hedonic attitudes, product attributes and demographic attributes such as
education, ethnic and racial composition and age.
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Table 2.2: Attributes and key findings related to consumer organic or green purchasing in
American studies.
References
Dimitri and
Dettmann
2010;
Lee and
Goudeau
2014;
Sampaio and
Gosling 2014

Attributes
Psychological
Beliefs,
utilitarian and
hedonic
attitudes

Major Findings
Physical
Product
attributes

Demographic
Education,
ethical and
racial
composition
and age

Favorable factors
&RQVXPHUV¶SRVWJUDGXDWH
qualification/education, attitude,
health benefits, environmental
receptiveness, healthy eating
habits, perception of prices paid,
brand, product quality, and
availability.

Obstacles
/DFNRIFRQVXPHUV¶
ecological welfare,
and verbal
recommendations.

Table 2.2 shows that the favorable factors that most influenced American consumers in
SXUFKDVLQJRUJDQLFRUJUHHQIRRGLQFOXGHGFRQVXPHUV¶SRVWJUDGXDWHTXDOLILFDWion or education, attitude,
health benefits, environmental receptiveness, healthy eating habits, perceptions of the price paid, brand,
product quality, and availability.
Countries that American authors have focused on are the United States (Dimitri and Dettmann
2010; Lee and Goudeau 2014) and Brazil (Sampaio and Gosling 2014). American studies mainly used
the theory of reasoned action of planned behavior (Lee and Goudeau 2014). The minimum number of
respondents found in American studies was 560 (Sampaio et al., 2014) and the maximum was 44,000
(Dimitri and Dettmann 2010). Most American studies used quantitative techniques to analyze the data
(Sampaio and Gosling 2014; Lee and Goudeau 2014; Dimitri and Dettmann 2010)
Asia
Although Asian researchers began examining consumer organic or green food purchasing
intentions only in the last decade, they have contributed significantly in this field (25% of the literature,
which is second to Europe). Table 2.3 summarizes the relevant literature on consumer organic or green
food purchasing in the Asian context.
Table 2.3 summarizes the attributes and key findings related to consumer organic or green food
purchasing in the context of Asia. The table shows that psychological attributes included by Asian
authors are perception, attitude and values, environmental awareness, buying and using, and recycling
behaviors. Physical attributes included green labels, prices and promotional activities.
According to Table 2.3, the favorable factors that most influenced Asian consumer in purchasing
organic or green food purchasing included higher education and family income for older people, health
and safety issues, health consciousness, female consumers, young consumers in large cities,
environmental conscience of consumers, purchasing convenience, higher education, income growth,
self-transcendence values and positive environmental attitudes.
Table 2.3 shows that unfavorable factors that prevent Asian consumer organic or green food
purchasing are low incomes, premium prices, reference groups and being the least aware of organic
products.
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Table 2.3: Attributes and key findings related to consumer organic or green purchasing in Asian
studies.
References

Prince and Krairit 2017;
Zhou et al., 2013;
Roitner-Schobesberger
et al., 2008; Truong et
al., 2012; Xu et al.,
2012; Boztepe, 2012;
Zhu et al., 2013; Zhao
et al., 2014; Yu et al.,
2014; Kapuge 2016;
Chekima et al., 2016.

Attributes
Psychological

Physical

Perception,
attitude and
values,
environmental
awareness,
buying, using
and recycling
behaviors

Green
labels,
prices,
promotiona
l activities

Moderating
factors

Major findings

Personal
values

Favorable factors
Older people with higher
education and family
income, health and safety
issues, health consciousness,
female consumers, purchase
convenience, young
consumers situated in large
cities, environmental
conscience consumers,
purchasing convenience,
availability, higher
education, income growth,
self-transcendence values,
positive environmental
attitudes

Obstacles
Low incomes,
premium prices,
lack of consumer
verbal
recommendations
, least aware of
organic products.

Countries that the Asian authors have focused on are Bangladesh (Prince and Krairit 2017),
China (Xu et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014), Thailand
(Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008), Taiwan (Truong et al., 2012); Turkey (Boztepe (2012), Vietnam
(Truong et al., 2012); Sri Lanka (Kapuge, 2016), Malaysia (Chekima et al., 2016), and India and other
developing countries (Ramayah et al., 2010).
These studies mainly used quantitative tools such as chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, t-test,
SPSS, AMOS, multiple regression, correlation and reliability analyses and one-way variance to analyze
the data (Zhao et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2013; Truonge et al., 2012; Ramayah et al., 2010). The minimum
number of respondents in Asian studies was 252 (Ramayah et al., 2010) and the maximum was 848
(Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008). Some studies developed conceptual models (Prince and Krairit
2017; Ramayah et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2014) to guide their research.
Attributes related to organic food
Based on this discussion, it is evident that the field of organic or green food research is very
comprehensive. Many researchers have focused on organic vegetables (Hoefkens et al., 2009; RoitnerSchobesberger et al., 2008; Mondelaers et al., 2009), a few studies have focused on organic food
(Kapuge (2016; Sampaio and Gosling 2014), and other studies have focused on green food (Chekima et
al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2013). These studies may not be directly applicable to the purchasing intentions of
organic food, but they were useful for understanding consumer purchasing intentions of organic food
and for how to formulate the model. Furthermore, the green movement encompasses ecological thinking
and sustainability (Dangelico and Pontrandolfo 2010), which also form the basis for organic food(see
the definitions of organic food). This study, therefore, incorporates the attributes of organic food,
organic vegetables, and green food as well.
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This study reviewed articles that are the most relevant to the key variables in the research
questions and developed a conceptual model. The literature review also provided a justification for the
selection of the core variables and their components in the study model, established coherent
relationships between variables, and related the hypotheses to the research questions (Sparrowe and
Mayer 2011).
This study selected the attributes of organic food by first identifying the most common attributes
used by other researchers. Table 2.4 summarizes the attributes of organic or green foods that are most
commonly used and found to be significant by other researchers.
Table 2.4: Attributes of organic or green food suggested by relevant studies.
Attributes

Authors Suggested

Health benefits

Prince and Krairit 2017;
Kapuge, 2016;
Sampaio and Gosling, 2014;
Lee and Goudeau 2014;
Hoefkens et al. 2009;
Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008;
Magistris and Gracia 2008;
Mondelaers et al., 2009;
Padel and Foster 2005
Prince and Krairit 2017;
Zhu et al., 2013;
Ramayah et al., 2010

Purchasing convenience

Table 2.4 indicates that health benefits are the most common attribute of organic or green food
purchasing intentions, as highlighted by studies such as Prince and Krairit 2017; Kapuge, 2016; Sampaio
and Gosling, 2014; Lee and Goudeau 2014; Hoefkens et al., 2009; Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008;
Magistris and Gracia 2008; Mondelaers et al., 2009; and Padel and Foster 2005.
This study, therefore, considers health benefits as one of the key attributes of organic food that
influences consumer intentions to purchase it.
Apart from health benefits, purchasing convenience has also been found to significantly
influence consumer intentions to purchase green or organic food. Table 2.4 shows that several studies
(Prince and Krairit 2017; Zhu et al., 2013; Ramayah et al., 2010) have shown that purchasing
convenience positively influences consumer purchasing intentions toward organic or green food. This
study, therefore, considers purchasing convenience to be another key attribute of organic food that
influences consumer purchasing intentions.
Although health benefits and purchasing convenience have been found to positively influence
consumer intentions to purchase organic without much disagreement in the relevant studies, two streams
of research show different findings. In other words, some attributes of organic food have yielded two
different types of results (significant and not significant) by different authors. Table 2.5 summarizes the
attributes of organic or green food that contradict each other.
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Table 2.5: Attributes of organic or green food with different findings.
Attributes
Price

Author(s) Suggest
Sampaio et al., 2014;
Yu et al., 2014;
Burder et al., 2014;
Tranter et al., 2009;
Diaz et al., 2012

Availability

Sampaio and Gosling, 2014

Author(s) do not suggest
Prince and Krairit 2017;
Chekima et al., 2016;
Boztepe, 2012;
Troung et al., 2012;
Mondelaers et al., 2009;
Magnusson et al., 2001;
Padel and Foster 2005
Prince and Krairit 2017;
Burder et al., 2014

Table 2.5 shows that price is one key attribute of organic or green food that authors found both
significant and not significant for consumer purchasing intentions. Briefly, most authors found that
prices both support and do not support consumer intentions to purchase organic or green food in
different contexts. This attribute has shown the most contradictory results.
Prices have been found to significantly influence consumer intentions to purchase organic or
green by several studies (Prince and Krairit 2017; Sampaio et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014; Burder et al.,
2014; Tranter et al., 2009; and Diaz et al., 2012.) In contrast, other studies have found that prices do not
significantly influence consumer intentions to purchase organic or green (Chekima et al., 2016; Boztepe,
2012; Troung et al., 2010; Mondelaers et al., 2009; Magnusson et al., 2001; Padel and Foster 2005.)
Although prices have yielded contradictory findings, this study has incorporated the variable of price
into the model to investigate whether it is significant for the intention to purchase.
Apart from prices, the availability of organic or green food has been found both significant and
not significant by different authors in different country contexts.
Availability of organic food has been found to positively influence Bangladeshi (Prince and
Krairit 2017) and Brazilian consumer (Sampaio and Gosling, 2014) intentions to purchase organic food.
It has also been identified as a major obstacle that prevents German consumers (Burder et al., 2014)
from intending to purchase organic.
Since availability has been found to be both significant and not significant by two different
studies, this study incorporates this attribute into the model to investigate whether it is significant for the
intention to purchase.
Some attributes that influence consumer organic or green food purchasing intentions have yet to
be suggested. For example, Sampaio and Gosling (2014) further confirmed that there was a significant
relationship between the construct of the reference group and its observed variables, such as media and
health professionals, family unit and acquaintances (Sampaio and Gosling, 2014). However, the authors
could not confirm one of the hypotheses, which conjectured that the reference groups statistically and
positively influence intentions to purchase organic foods.
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One study found that the reference group of green food did not positively influence intentions to
purchase green food in Sri Lanka (Kapuge, 2016). In contrast, Prince and Krairit (2017) found that the
UHIHUHQFHJURXSSRVLWLYHO\LQIOXHQFHV%DQJODGHVKLFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVWRSXUFKDVHRUJDQLFIRRGLQWKH
country.
7KH FXUUHQW VWXG\ LQFOXGHV D UHIHUHQFH JURXS DQG UHIHUV WR LW DV µYHUEDO UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV¶
Although verbal recommendations yielded both significant and nonsignificant results in two different
studies, this study intended to investigate whether it is significant for purchasing intentions.
This study has therefore integrated health benefits, purchasing convenience, availability, prices
and verbal recommendations as key attributes of organic food that might influence consumers to
purchase it.
$WWULEXWHVRIFRQVXPHUV¶RUJDQLFIRRGSV\FKRORJ\
&RQVXPHUV¶FKRLFHVWRFRQVXPHRUJanic food have been examined by many scholars all over the
world. This study investigates how consumer cognition and affirmation, and organic food attributes,
WRJHWKHUDIIHFWFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVWRSXUFKDVHRUJDQLF
In the existing literature, a few studies have examined the influence of consumer psychology on
the purchasing of organic foods.
Table 2.6 shows the attributes of consumer psychology that are the most common and found
significant by other researchers.
Table 2.6: Attributes of consumer organic food psychology suggested by relevant studies.
Attributes
Cognition

Location
USA

Rational evaluation

Norway

Emotion

Norway

Positive feedback

USA

Author(s) Suggest
Prince and Krairit (2017)
Lee and Goudeau (2014)
Prince and Krairit (2017)
Koenig-Lewis et al., (2014)
Prince and Krairit (2017)
Koenig-Lewis et al., (2014)
Prince and Krairit (2017)
Longoni et al., (2014)

Table 2.6 suggests that a key attribute of consumer organic food psychology is cognition. This
attribute is suggested by Lee and Goudeau (2014) in the context of the US, and by Prince and Krairit
(2017) in the context of Bangladesh. This study, therefore, incorporates cognition as an important
attribute of consumer organic food psychology to test the model.
The second key attribute of consumer organic food psychology is rational evaluation, which has
been found to positively influence Bangladeshi (Prince and Krairit (2017) and 1RUZHJLDQ FRQVXPHUV¶
green purchasing intentions (Koenig-Lewis et al. (2014). This study, therefore, includes rational
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HYDOXDWLRQ DV D NH\ FRPSRQHQW RI FRQVXPHU RUJDQLF IRRG SV\FKRORJ\ WKDW LQIOXHQFHV FRQVXPHUV¶
intentions to purchase organic food.
Apart from cognition and rational evaluation, the third most important attribute of consumer
organic food psychology suggested by relevant authors is emotion. Koenig-Lewis et al. (2014) found
that both positive and negative emotions significantly affect NoUZHJLDQ FRQVXPHUV¶ JUHHQ SXUFKDVLQJ
intentions. On the other hand, Longoni et al. (2014) suggested that receiving positive feedback on
purchasing green products creates a state of consumer goal completeness, more than negative feedback
or no feedback (Longoni et al., 2014). Prince and Krairit (2017) also confirmed that affirmation
SRVLWLYHO\LQIOXHQFHV%DQJODGHVKLFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVWRSXUFKDVHRUJDQLFIRRGLQWKHFRXQWU\
This study, therefore, considers only positive emotions, as suggested by Koening-Lewis et al.
(2014), and positive feedback, as suggested by Prince and Krairit (2017) and Longoni et al. (2014), as
key aspects of affirmation.
Main theories used
Using the theory of cognitive dissonance, Prince and Krairit (2017) confirm that organic food
DWWULEXWHV DQG FRQVXPHU SV\FKRORJ\ WRJHWKHU DIIHFW %DQJODGHVKL FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH
organic food (Prince and Krairit, 2017).
Sreen et al. (2018) used the theory of planned behavior in order to examine the impact of
individual behavioral dimensions on green purchasing interest and found significant paths between them
(Sreen et al., 2018).
In the light of the above two studies, the author argues that the theories of cognitive dissonance
and planned behavior are also applicable to studying purchasing intentions of organic food and they
were thus incorporated into this study.
Research gap
The study investigates how the attributes of food and consumer psychology together directly, and
by means of moderating and mediating pathways, affect consumer intentions to purchase organic food.
Based on the literature review, the study identifies the attributes used and major findings generated by
American, Asian and European studies. Based on the findings of previous studies, this study selected the
most important attributes of organic food and consumer organic food psychology that influence
FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH RUJDQLF IRRG :KLOH VHOHFWLQJ WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW DWWULEXWHV WKH
author identified the justificatory reasons for incorporating them into this study. For example, the study
found that health benefits and purchasing convenience are the attributes that most studies found
statistically significant without any contradictions. Although the prices and availability of organic food
showed contradictory findings by two streams of studies, the current study included these attributes to
see if they are significant in the context of Bangladesh. On the basis of these considerations, this study
has selected health benefits, prices, purchasing convenience and availability as the most important
attributes of the study.
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Previous studies have investigated which attributes of organic food (Prince and Krairit 2017; Lee
and Goudeau 2014; Chekima et al., 2016; Hoefkens et al. 2009; Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008;
0RQGHODHUVHWDO.DSXJH6DPSDLRDQG*RVOLQJ DIIHFWFRQVXPHUV¶JUHHQRURUJDQLF
purchasing intentions. Several studies explored how consumer psychology affects organic food
purchasing intentions (Prince and Krairit 2017; Koenig-Lewis et al., 2014; Lee and Goudeau 2014).
However, only a few studies have examined how the attributes of food and consumer psychology
together directly, and by means of moderating and mediating pathways, DIIHFWFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVWR
purchase organic food. Moreover, few studies have investigated this topic using the theories of cognitive
dissonance and planned behavior.
Research questions
Given the above gaps in research, the present study investigates the following research questions:
x
+RZGRRUJDQLFIRRGDWWULEXWHVVWLPXODWHFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVWRSXUFKDVHLW"
x
+RZ GR YHUEDO UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV DIIHFW RUJDQLF IRRG DWWULEXWHV DQG FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR
purchase the food?
x
How do organic food attributes drive convenience shopping, which in turn affects purchasing
intentions?
The Conceptual Model and Hypothesis
The study developed the conceptual model and hypotheses to address the above research gap
(i.e., KRZWKHDWWULEXWHVRIRUJDQLFIRRGDQGFRQVXPHUSV\FKRORJ\WRJHWKHUDIIHFWFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQV
to purchase the food.) It also examines how organic food attributes and consumer psychology drive
FRQYHQLHQFH VKRSSLQJ DQG KRZ YHUEDO UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV VWUHQJWKHQ FRQVXPHUV¶ RUJDQLF SXUFKDVLQJ
intentions by using the theories of cognitive dissonance and planned behavior. The study, therefore,
proposes the following conceptual model (Figure 3.1) and posts the associated hypotheses.

Figure 3.1: The conceptual model
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Independent variables
7KH LQGHSHQGHQW YDULDEOHV DUH WKH FRQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI
organic food attributes: health benefits, prices, and availability. The conceptual model indicates how
FRQVXPHUV¶FRJQLWLYHDQGDIILUPDWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVRIRUJDQLFIRRGDWWULEXWHVDIIHFWWKHLULQWHQWLRQVWR
purchase the food. In other words, the model demonstrates how consumers use their cognition and
affirmation to interpret the attributes of organic food when forming purchasing intentions.

Mediating variable
The mediating variable explains why and how a certain effect occurs (Baron and Kenny 1986).
As the model indicates, organic food attributes affect convenience purchasing, which in turn affects
FRQVXPHUV¶ SXUFKDVLQJ LQWHQWLRQV &RQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI SXUFKDVLQJ
convenience aretherefore the mediating variable in the model.
Moderating variable
A moderating variable explains when a certain effect occurs (Baron and Kenny 1986). It affects
the direction or strengthens the relationship between a dependent and an independent variable. In the
PRGHOFRQVXPHUV¶FRJQLWLYHDQGDIILUPDWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQV of verbal recommendations strengthen the
relationship between organic food attributes and convenience purchasing. The FRQVXPHUV¶FRJQLWLYHDQG
affirmative interpretations of verbal recommendations aretherefore the moderating variable in the model.
Dependent variable
7KHGHSHQGHQWYDULDEOHLVWKHFRQVXPHUV¶LQWHQWLRQWRSXUFKDVHRUJDQLFIRRG$FFRUGLQJWRWKH
conceptual model, whether consumers buy organic food is dependent on three independent variables:
FRQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWions of organic food health benefits, prices, and
DYDLODELOLW\ $JDLQ FRQVXPHUV¶ SXUFKDVLQJ LQWHQWLRQV DUH GHSHQGHQW RQ FRQYHQLHQFH SXUFKDVLQJ
Therefore, the intention to purchase organic food is the dependent variable.
Hypotheses
Based on the theory of cognitive dissonance developed by Leon Festinger, when consumers feel
dissonance, they may change their behavior or attitude. Cognitive interpretation is concerned with
understanding mental processes such as memory, perception, thinking, and problem-solving, and how
they may be related to behavior (Yan et al., 2008). They can be operationalized by measuring the level
RIFRQVXPHUV¶EHOLHIVNQRZLQJDZDUHQHVVXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQGEHKDYLRUV
In contrast, affirmative interpretation is the hope that conditions will be favorable for all planned
DFWLYLWLHV 7KH\ FDQ EH RSHUDWLRQDOL]HG E\ PHDVXULQJ WKH OHYHO RI FRQVXPHUV¶ KDSSLQHVV VDWLVIDFWLRQ
interest, enthusiasm, etc.
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The study applied the theory of reasoned action of planned behavior developed by Ajzen (1991),
which states that individual EHKDYLRULVJXLGHGE\WKUHHNLQGVRIDSSOLFDWLRQLQGLYLGXDODWWLWXGHRWKHUV¶
normative expectations and perceived control over the action. The theory explains that together, a more
positive attitude toward behavior, higher subjective norms and greater control over the action strengthen
the intention to perform the action (Ajzen, 1991).
7KLV VWXG\ DVVXPHV WKDW FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH RUJDQLF IRRG DUH JXLGHG E\ WKH
organic food attribute (LQGLYLGXDO DWWLWXGH  YHUEDO UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV DWWULEXWH RWKHUV¶ QRUPDWLYH
expectations) and convenience purchasing (perceived control over the action). The higher the organic
food attributes, verbal recommendations, and convenience purchasing, the higher the intention to
purchase the food.
Incorporating the above considerations, this study developed the following hypotheses for
testing:
The study conjectures that when consumers think about organic food attributes such as health
benefits, prices, and availability, they would still prefer and feel happy about purchasing organic food.
Hence, the study hypothesizes the following:
H1 &RQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI organic food attributes positively affects
their purchasing intentions toward the food.
7KH VWXG\ VSHFXODWHV WKDW FRQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI RUJDQLF IRRG
attributes directly affect convenience purchasing, such as the distance to the shop and the readiness of
the organic food for sale. The study, therefore, hypothesizes as follows:
H2&RQVXPHUV¶FRJQLWLYHDQGDIILUPDWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVRIorganic food attributes of positively affect
the convenience purchasing of the food.
The study also assumes that when consumers cognitively and affirmatively interpret previous
conversations, recommendations and preferences for organic food by their family, friends, and relatives,
it strengthens the relationship between the food attributes and its purchasing convenience. Thus, the
study expects the following:
H3 &RQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI verbal recommendations of organic food
moderate the relationship between food attributes and its purchasing convenience.
The study expects that organic food attributes affect purchasing convenience, which in turn
affects the intention to purchase organic food. Thus, the study makes the following proposal:
H4: The relationship between organic food attribute and purchase intentions is mediated by convenience
purchasing of the food.
7KH VWXG\ DVVXPHV WKDW FRQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI FRQYHQLHQFH
purchasing of organic food positively affect the intention to purchase the food. The study, therefore,
proposes the following:
H5 &RQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI FRQYHQLHQFH SXUFKDVLQJ RI RUJDQLF IRRG
positively affect purchasing intentions toward the food.
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IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to investigate how the attributes of organic food and consumer
SV\FKRORJ\ WRJHWKHU DIIHFW FRQVXPHUV¶ LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH WKH IRRG ,W DOVR H[DPLQHV KRZ RUJDQLF
food attributes and consumer psychology drives convenience shopping, and how verbal
recommendations strengWKHQ FRQVXPHUV¶ RUJDQLF SXUFKDVLQJ LQWHQWLRQV E\ XVLQJ WKH WKHRULHV RI
cognitive dissonance and planned behavior.
Based on a literature review, the study identified the most important attributes used in European,
American and Asian studies, recognized a knowledge gap and based on that developed a conceptual
model. The world is undergoing climate change and food consumption is on the rise. Therefore, research
on organic food topics is current and important.
7KH PRGHO GHYHORSHG E\ WKH VWXG\ LQGLFDWHV WKDW FRQVXPHUV¶ FRJQLWLYH DQG DIILUPDWLYH
interpretations of organic food attribute such as health benefits, prices, and availability positively affect
the intention to purchase the food and convenience purchasing. The model further shows how organic
food attributes and consumer psychology drive convenience shopping, and how verbal recommendations
VWUHQJWKHQ FRQVXPHUV¶ RUJDnic purchasing intentions. The study investigated all of the above issues
based on the theories of cognitive dissonance and planned behavior.
From a methodological viewpoint, the study has added new dimensions to the current literature
on organic food consumption. Including two classic and well-established theories like cognitive
dissonance and the theory of planned behavior in a modern context is highly desirable and shows that
these theories are still highly applicable and relevant.
The above conceptual model of the study can guide other academics in selecting significant
variables when they conduct further research in other related areas. The model can be tested by other
scholars in any other part of the world who are working on similar topics to determine more about
FRQVXPHUV¶RUJDQLFIRRGSXUFKDVLQJLQWHQWLRQV
Apart from its academic contribution, such evidence can also benefit managerial personnel. The
study can guide organic food marketers to determine what attributes and practices (such as selecting
appropriate target markets and applying necessary marketing strategies) influence consumer psychology
LQUHJDUGWRFRQVXPHUV¶RUJDQLFIRRGSXUFKDVLQJLQWHQWLRQV,WFDQDOVRKHOSJRYHUQPHQWVRUJDQL]DWLRQV,
and decision-makers to improve policies and programs for the development of organic food markets.
LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The limitation of the study is that it focuses only on five attributes, namely, health benefits,
prices, availability, purchasing convenience and verbal recommendations. There are many
other variables studies by different authors (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) that could be included in future
studies. Moreover, future studies can further investigate whether those variables have any special effects
in the South Asian context, as this region still lacks studies on organic food purchasing behavior.
Finally, the study model can be extended into other similar areas concerned with sustainability: solar
energy, renewable energy, recycling, etc.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research paper is to examine the relevance of Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) as a part of economic development strategies and the potential of Sri Lanka to attract FDI. The
study uses Global Foreign Direct Investment Attractiveness Index (GFICA) as a framework to assess the
potential of Sri Lanka. An interpretative approach is used to assess the significance of FDI. Secondary
data from government agencies and scholarly articles are used for the purpose of analysis. FDI is a
generally accepted mode of investment to leverage economic development. However, a critical
assessment of the impact of FDI on the Sri Lankan economy is yet to be carried out as there are
arguments both for and against its suitability as the risk of FDI is relatively high.
Findings reveal that FDI is leverage of economic growth and employment generation in Sri
Lanka if it is promoted within a coherent national agenda on economic development. Quantity of FDI
inflow is less than 2% of Gross Domestic Production (GDP) at present and it is insignificant to boost the
economy. Financial distress has been increasing over time mainly due to excessive foreign borrowings
and it accounts for about 80% of GDP of the country at the end of 2017. FDI is sceptical of being used
as a transfer pricing technique by multinational companies. Aggressive dividend policies and possible
extensive local borrowings are required to be assessed as foreign investors are trying to transfer wealth
back to their own countries.
The attractiveness of Sri Lanka for FDI is weak mainly due to poor quality of prerequisites for
FDI such as Uncertainty and Macroeconomic Stability, Financial Structure and Development, Public
Governance and Business Environment. It further finds that Sri Lanka is highly potential to develop
underlying economic conditions such as human resources development, telecommunication, IT
capabilities, and logistics arrangements to attract FDI. Agglomeration economies and differentiation
factors are not seen to be critical factors to attract investment but help to position production in the
global supply chain if appropriate strategies are adopted. All in all, policy direction, strategic visioning,
political stability, corruption control, improvement in institutional quality and public governance are
seen to be the key pillars of attractiveness for FDI in Sri Lanka in future.
Keywords: DFI, Economic Growth, Governance, Institutional Quality, Attractiveness Factors,
Strategies
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INTRODUCTION
FDI is recognized as a major driver of economic growth especially in developing counties
(Mehic, Silajdzic, and Babic-Hodovic, 2013) as developing counties are lack of domestic savings and
investment (World Bankb, 2018). Domestic savings in Sri Lanka have slightly increased to 29.3% of
GDP by 2017 from 26% in the year 2013 (SBSL Annual Report, 2017). Even though this is fairly a high
rate compared to other countries in the region (WB Report, 2014), Sri Lanka is facing a problem of
generating adequate investment to push the economy forward. Meantime, Sri Lanka has been borrowing
heavily over the last decade but the outcome of which is not reflected in the economic development. The
overall public debt of the government accounted for 77% of GDP of the country as at the end of 2017
(CBSL Annual Report, 2017).
There is a Board of Investment in Sri Lanka (BOI) for the purpose of promoting investment
including FDI. However, FDI has been less than 2% of GDP of the country (CBSL Annual Report,
2017) all the time and that is insignificant to push the economy forward. Among other factors, Sri
Lankan rupee has depreciated by more than 90% against the US dollar from the year 2000 to 2017
which in turn has discouraged FDIs.
FDI has become one of the main strategies of many governments in developing countries.
Accordingly, general measures such as removing barriers for FDIs to enter into the country by
liberalizing the policies, establishing required government agencies to deal with investment, offering tax
concessions, creating special industrial zones, developing required infrastructure, have been identified as
major steps (Schwartz, 2006) and Sri Lanka too have taken such steps of making the environment
conducive for FDI but there is adequate inflow of FDI to the country.
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On the other hand, there are arguments against FDI as it could bring outcomes to the economy
such as political interference, wealth transfer backs, destruction of local industries, creating dumping
yards etc., still there are lots of opportunities to make use of the FDI to develop the economies.
However, Sri Lanka has not been able to attract a significant amount of FDI and it is debatable whether
a satisfactory outcome has been obtained even from the available FDIs at present. Hence, this study was
carried out with an objective of critically evaluating the status of Sri Lanka in terms of FDI
attractiveness. For the purpose of the study, Global Foreign Direct Investment Attractiveness Index
(GFICA) and the policies adopted by Sri Lanka were used as frameworks of analysis. The conceptual
framework of the study is given in figure 1.
DEFINITION, MERITS AND DEMERITS OF FDI
FDI has been defined in different ways ranging from a simple version of defining it as the net
inflow of foreign investment in any form for the purpose of carrying out an economic activity in the
country to a broader one which says that FDI is the equity investment in a firm in another country to
carry its operations for a foreseeable future time (Rudy, Miller, and Wang, 2016). International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and OECD have defined FDI as an investment made to acquire lasting (Long
Term) interest in enterprises operating outside of the economy of the investor. The minimum threshold
of FDI is considered to be 10% (IMF, 1993), of the total equity of the firm in which the foreign investor
invests. That means that any foreign investment less than 10% of the equity of a firm is unlikely to be
regarded as FDI.
For the purpose of this paper, FDI is defined as an investment made by a public or private
institution or an individual in one country to establish a business concern, operates or acquires business
assets, or gains the controlling interest of a firm in another country (Investopedia, 2018). Hence, the
presence of FDI is mainly identified when a firm is incorporated or acquired as a subsidiary, an associate
company, a merger, a joint venture or holds equity for the long term. Sometimes, FDI can establish the
control of a firm without having 50% equity and therefore, OECD has set a threshold of 10% of equity
to be treated as FDI. However, FDI excludes foreign investments in securities of companies listed on
stock exchanges for maintaining investments portfolios or trading purposes.
Economic Growth and Capital Formation
Economic growth is vital for the development of a country (Masron, 2017). Particularly,
developing countries lack adequate capital infuse for investment and therefore, FDI-based capital
inflows have the capacity to enhance capital accumulation in the host country and in turn it would
increase the productivity and help transfer technology even (Okada and Samreth, 2014). Capital
formation through FDI helps to fill the gap between domestic savings and investment. Further, economic
growth resulted from FDI would attract FDI thus showing causal relations between each other. On the
other hand, FDI does not create financial distress that would have developed otherwise, if debt financing
opted. Borrowing increases the pressure on the government to meet debt servicing.
Hence, economic growth can be expected from FDI as the capital formation in the production
function in the host country could have a direct positive impact on the economic performance (Mehic, et
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al., 2013). Literature finds that there is a significant positive impact of FDI on economic growth (Chang
2010). Almfraji andAlmsafir, (2014) found that there was a significant positive relation between FDI
and the power of economic growth (EG). On the other hand, it is argued that economic growth does not
simply flow from FDI alone and it is rather influenced by the effects of initial GDP, domestic
investments, use of technology, institutional setting, governance structure and quality of human capital
as well.
On the contrary, instances have been found that FDI negatively affects the economic growth and
it has destructed the wealth of the host country (Carkovic and Levine 2002; Mencinger 2003). Further,
significant differences in the impact of FDI have been noted between developed and developing
countries (Almfraji and Almsafir, 2014). Positive impact FDI was seen to have had a causal effect in
both ways between FDI and economic growth in Malaysia and Thailand (Chowdhury and Mavrotas,
2006). Weak impact (De Mello, 1999), no impact (Chowdhury and Mavrotas, 2006) and the negative
impact of FDI on economic growth have been found in some host countries (Shaikh, 2010). FDI can
indirectly promote the competition among firms so that the efficiency of production and service delivery
can be increased to create value to the economy irrespective of the argument that there is a great chance
that local companies are likely to lose to powerful foreign companies in the competition.
FDI tends to explore export platforms for goods manufactured and required arrangements could
be made to facilitate exportation. When goods manufactured with export orientation, there would not be
issues in the demand in the local market. Further, FDI would help improve the trade balance and
external accounts as well. Singapore uses this strategy to encourage FDI plants established with an
export-orientation (Ruane and Ali, 2006).
Employment Generation
Unemployed and underemployment in developing counties continue to be high mainly due to
lack of investments. FDI is capable of creating new job opportunities while positively contributing to
economic growth and poverty reduction (Jenkins, 2006).FDI would also generate indirect jobs through
forward and backward linkages and multiplier effects. Hence, the developments in the labour market can
be expected and best practices of foreign companies would pass to local firms in the long run as a
spillover effect (Jenkins, 2006).
However, it would expect some imbalances in employment across the country as labour from
rural areas are likely to migrate to urban areas with the emergence of multinational companies
(MNCs)as such companies are likely to be located in urban areas. Further, it could be argued that local
firms would find difficult in hiring required employees when MNCs can attract employees.
Technology Transfer
Technology diffusion plays an important role in economic development and the impact of FDI
would be a strong source of accessing advanced technologies for developing countries (Ruane and Ali,
2006). Growth theories suggest that factors, including technological accumulation and technological
advancement through research and development (R&D) activities, play a key role as a result of FDI.
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Magnus Blomstrom and Ari Kokko (1998) argue that the main reason for countries to look for FDI is a
desire to acquire modern technology which developing countries are lacking (Ruane and Ali, 2006).
Utilization of Resources
Some natural resources such as minerals, oil, gas, graphite, and phosphate of some countries
cannot be explored without having big capital investments and required technology. Hence, FDI can
help those countries which have natural resources but lack of capital to explore such resources to
increase the national production which while giving satisfactory returns on investment.
Negative Connotations of FDI
The threat of losing the core competencies of host countries has been identified as a major risk
when FDI is allowed. Developing countries are likely to embrace a high risk when FDI is invited to
acquire companies in strategically important industries and subsequently would lose comparative
advantages that the countries had (Prakash and Assaf, 2001). Hence, FDI could create opportunities for
MNCs to exploit poor countries instead of supporting them to grow the economy. There is evidence that
FDI has not been able to transfer significant benefits to the poor in many countries, instead such
countries are being exploited through FDI (Chowdhury and Mavrotas, 2006). Further, FDI flowing
across countries has created more disparities and inequalities among countries instead of narrowing the
gaps in income distribution (Cabrala, RocíoGarcía-Díazb, and Varella, 2016). MNCs generate more
profits for themselves through tax benefits and externalities than the benefits transferred to the host
country (Stiglitz, 2002). It is more likely that FDI engages in striping off the assets of companies in the
host country or uses transfer pricing techniques to accumulate wealth in a destination favourable to the
investor. Transfer pricing is likely to be used either to accumulate profits in parent companies or to gain
tax advantages through tax holidays and exemptions.
On the hand, asset bases of local companies acquired or incorporated through FDI, are used as
collaterals to borrow from local banks with a view to increase the return on equity from financial
leverage. Borrowed funds then can be used to buy underperforming companies or to lend the parent
company in a foreign country. Some MNCs adopt aggressive dividend policies to pay the investment
back while consolidating the economic power in the host country. There is another possibility that
MNCs can interfere with domestic social, environmental and political issues by deviating from their
economic roles. The risk of influx of opportunistic investments in the guise of FDI is high when the
institutional quality and governance mechanism of developing countries are impaired.
GLOBAL FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT ATTRACTIVENESS INDEX (GFICA)
There is a downturn in Global FDI and it has fallen to US dollars 1.43 trillion in 2017 from $1.87
trillion in 2016 thus showing a 23% decline (UNCTAD, 2018). Consequently, the inflow of global FDI
received by, developing countries have also dropped.
GFICA index rankings have been set for 109 countries, representing 97% of the world inward
FDI stocks according to their attractiveness for receiving inward FDI. United States of America tops the
ranking with a total score of 73.5 while the Central African Republic stood at last (109th Position). Table
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1 provides the names top 50 countries with the corresponding ranking score. Table 2 summaries the
ranking of countries in East Asian, Pacific and South Asian regions.
Table 1: Top 50 countries in terms of FDI attractiveness based on GFICA Index
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

County
United States
Hong Kong
United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
Netherlands

Score
73.5
70.5
70.3
69
69
68

Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31

County
Estonia
Italy
Malta
Portugal
Poland
Malaysia

Score
56.6
56.3
55.2
55.2
54.5
54.5

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Singapore
Denmark
Sweden
Korea
Canada
Finland
France
Japan

66.9
66.8
66.7
65
64.9
64
63.2
62.6

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Lithuania
Chile
Slovenia
Cyprus
Hungary
Latvia
Qatar
Slovakia

53.8
53.8
53.8
53.3
52.9
52.8
52.7
51.4

15
16
17
18
19
20

Australia
New Zealand
Ireland
Norway
Austria
Belgium

62.6
61.9
61.8
61.7
61.4
61

40
41
42
43
44
45

South Africa
Mauritius
Bahrain
Bulgaria
Kuwait
Greece

50.9
50.5
50.4
50.1
49.5
49.5

21
22
23
24
25

Spain
Israel
U.A.Emirates
Czech Republic
China

58.5
57.8
57.7
56.9
56.7

46
47
48
49
50

Thailand
Turkey
Saudi Arabia
Romania
Russia

49.5
48.9
48.7
48.5
47.6
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Table 2: FDI attractiveness of countries in East Asian, Pacific and South Asian regions
Rank

Country

Score Rank

Country

Score

2

Hong Kong

70.5

65

Indonesia

43.1

7

Singapore

66.9

67

Philippines

42.5

25

China

56.7

76

Iran

40.4

31

Malaysia

54.5

82

Cambodia

38

46

Thailand

49.5

88

Nepal

35.1

58

Vietnam

44.6

90

Pakistan

34.6

63

India

43.2

Ranking of Sri Lanka is not available in the GFICA index as it has not been assessed may be due
to non-availability of information or less importance given for the country. However, World
%DQN¶V  UHSRUW RQ ³'RLQJ %XVLQHVV´ VKRZHG WKDW 6UL /DQND KDV EHHn ranked at the 111thposition,
out of 190 countries around the world in term of ease of doing business. This ranking is done by
referring to the distance to frontier (DTF) scores of each economy for the 10 aspects namely Starting a
business, Dealing with construction permits, Getting electricity, Registering property, Getting credit,
Protecting minority investors, Paying taxes, Trading across borders, Enforcing contracts, and Resolving
insolvency. Positive DTF shows an improvement compared to the previous year and it is +0.13 for Sri
Lanka in the year 2017 (World Bank, 2018a).
GFICA index considers 11 key drivers under three categories namely prerequisites, underlying
factors and externalities for assessing the attractiveness for FDI (Jelili, 2018). This framework is used in
this paper to mainly discuss the current context of Sri Lanka within the themes of FDI and economic
impact. The validity and the relevance of these key drivers of FDI attractiveness have been tested with
Cronbach's Alpha, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure (MSA) and Bartlett's Tests (Jelili, 2018). Table 3
below gives the key drivers with corresponding statistical test values. These tests values show that the
reliability of the model is very high and significant.
Table 3: Key Drivers of FDI Attractiveness
Key Driver
Uncertainty and Macroeconomic
Stability
Financial Structure and Development
Public Governance

&URQEDFK¶V Kaiser-MeyerAlpha
Olkin Measure
0.617
0.613

%DUWOHWW¶V
Tests
0.000

0.345

0.668

0.000

0.832

0.909

0.000
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Business Environment

0.970

0.619

0.000

Market Access, Size and Potential

0.661

0.724

0.000

Human and Natural Resources

0.692

0.679

0.000

Cost Components

0.609

0.548

0.000

Logistics Performance

0.933

0.922

0.000

Telecommunication and ICT

0.896

0.760

0.000

Presence of Multinationals and BITs

0.653

0.407

0.000

Innovation and Differentiation

0.861

0.777

0.000

Prerequisite Indicators
Prerequisites are the basic characteristics of required conditions that enable investors to identify
and assess underlying factors and externalities of the host country in search FDI decision. Two
indicators of GFICA index are tested under prerequisites namely uncertainty and macroeconomic
stability, and financial structure and development. Assessment of these two indicators in relation to Sri
Lanka are discussed below.
Uncertainty and Macroeconomic Stability
Uncertainty is a situation with the unpredictability of nature, conditions, consequences, extent, or
magnitude of circumstances with reference to the knowledge prevailed at the time thus leaving it to be
doubt about the reality of the incidence (Chabe-Ferret and Melindi, 2013). This doubt matters to
stabilization of policies and mechanisms to achieve economic targets, which are driven by
macroeconomic uncertainties. Hence, macroeconomic uncertainty would further increase the doubt of
the expectations of the investor. Real GDP growth volatility, Inflation Rate, Real effective exchange rate
volatility and Number of exchange rate crisis are taken as variables for assessing the uncertainty and
macroeconomic stability (Ivan and Hiroya, 2016) as per the GFICA index.
GDP growth in Sri Lanka was well below the expectation from the year 2013 onwards despite
the fact that average annual GDP growth over the last eight years was 5.8%. The real GDP growth,
Inflation Rate (based on CRORPER &RQVXPHUV¶ 3ULFH ,QGH[ &CPI) and 1DWLRQDO  &RQVXPHUV¶ 3ULFH
Index (NCPI)) and annual exchange rate depreciation of Srilankan rupee against US dollar for the last 5
years are given in table 4 and accordingly, the inflation does not show significant volatility. However,
volatility in the foreign exchange rate against US dollar is seen with a rate as high as 11.64% in the year
2012 and as low as minus 3% in the year 2010 (Lee and Min, 2011). Sri Lankan rupee (LKR)
depreciated against the US dollar in the year 2017 compared to the year 2016 by 2.04%. The overall
depreciation of Sri Lankan rupee from the year 2000 to 2017 was 91%. This is a significant
depreciation and was the highest after the economy was liberalized in 1977 then the exchange was LKR
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15.56 per US$. The exchange rate at the end of the year 2017 was LKR 152.85 which shows an
aggregate devaluation by 882% within 40 years. This trend has created high speculation that LKR will
further depreciate in the future and it would be negatively influenced by increasing foreign debt
servicing ratio, widening foreign trade gap and high dependency on foreign debt. Continuous
depreciation of a local currency is referred as leading an exchange crisis situation if the average nominal
exchange rate exceeds by 25% per cent, and the preceding year's rate of nominal depreciation is by 10%
(Frankel and Rose, 1996). Statistics show that LKR has depreciated by 37.76% from the year 2010 to
2017 thus showing an annual depreciation of less than 10%.
Table 4: Macro Economic Uncertainty Indicators for GFICA index-Sri Lanka

Real GDP growth %
Inflation Rate %
Real Effective Exchange Rate LKR
Number of exchange Crisis %

2013
3.4
6.9
129.11
2.82

2014
5.0
3.3
130.56
0.23

2015
5.0
3.8
135.94
9.93

2016
4.5
4.0
145.60
3.98

2017
3.1
7.7
152.45
2.04

Macroeconomic stability refers to external and internal balances with regard to national
production, fiscal balance and debt structure. GFICA index uses Current account deficit to GDP ratio,
fiscal balance to GDP ratio and general government gross debt to GDP ratio as major indicators.
Statistics for Sri Lanka for the last five years with regard to these ratios are given in table 5 below.
Table 5: Macro-Economic Stability Ratios for Sri Lanka

Current account deficit to GDP ratio %
Fiscal balance to GDP ratio %
Government gross debt to GDP ratio %

2013
10.24
5.38
70.82

2014
10.44
5.71
71.33

2015
10.41
7.57
77.65

2016
10.85
5.38
78.84

2017
11.04
5.52
77.60

Both current account deficit and fiscal balance to GDP are more or less constant over the period
whereas the debt to GDP has increased by 10% from the year 2013 to 2017. It is likely that the debt ratio
will further increase in the future as the debt servicing factor will significantly increase from the year
2019 onwards.
Financial Structure and Development
The ratio of broad money to GDP (M2 to GDP), domestic credit to the private sector (% to GDP)
and market capitalization of listed companies to GDP are the key variables to measure the financial
structure and development. These ratios for Sri Lanka for the last five years are given in table 6 below.
M2 to GDP shows a significant increase thus implying a possible increase in inflation in the future
unless the production base would increase to absorb the expansion of the money supply. In the same
way, domestic credit has been increasing over the same period. Market capitalization has been gradually
declining despite the fact that the number of companies listed on Colombo stock exchange (CSE) has
increased.
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Table 6: Financial Structure Ratios
2013
Ratio of broad money to GDP (M2
to GDP),
31.89%
Domestic credit to the private sector
(% to GDP)
26.42%
Market capitalization of listed
companies to GDP
25.64%

2014

2015

2016

2017

33.40%

37.05%

40.51%

42.63%

26.62%

31.50%

35.31%

36.28%

29.97%

26.83%

23.06%

21.82%

Public Governance
Quality of public governance and the strength of institutional setting to assure smooth governing
and fair play are assessed under this category. These indicators are developed by taking into account the
views of business organizations, general public and responses from expert surveys conducted by survey
institutions, think tanks, non-governmental organizations, international organizations, and private sector
firms. Voice and Accountability, Political Stability and Absence of Violence, Government
Effectiveness, the quality of Regulatory framework, justice and rule of law and control of corruption are
the indicators to measure the quality of public governance.
Majority of indicators for Sri Lanka have serious concern about quality of governance and as a
result, the general assessment and perception about public governance is seen to be negative despite the
fact that efforts are made to improve the quality of public governance by enhancing the independence of
public institutions and the efficiency by developing capacities of people and integration with IT.
Business Environment
Indicators comprise of the ease of commencing a business by referring to number of
procedures and time taken to materialize, level of dealing with construction permits (Number of
procedures and Time required), number of Start-up procedures and time required to start a business
(Reregistering a property), easy of accessing to electricity (Number of Start-up procedures and Time),
ability to obtain credit (Strength of legal rights and Depth of credit information), protection to investors
(Extent of disclosure index, Extent of director liability index, ease of shareholder suits index and
strength of investor protection index) and enforcing contracts. There are serious bottlenecks prevail in
Sri Lanka mainly due to corruption and inefficiencies governance despite that fact that efforts have been
taken to improve the quality.
Underlying Factors
The second theme of GFICA index is underlying factors that drive investment decisions after
satisfying the prerequisites discussed under the previous theme. Market access, size and potential,
human and natural resources, costs components and physical infrastructures are the major aspects
covered under this category.
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Market Access, Size and Potential
One of the objectives of FDI is to move around the world to gain access to new markets through
which volumes of business operations are expected to increase revenue (Kuntluru, Muppani, and Khan,
2012). Factors such as real per capita domestic demand, domestic demand volatility, trade performance
index, trade to GDP ratio, applied tariff, trading across borders index (Documents to export/import,
Time to export/import) are used to assess market access, Size and potential.
Human and Natural Resources
Total natural resources rents (% of GDP), labour productivity average growth, mean years of
schooling (Adults), expected years of schooling (of children), human development index (HDI) value
are the major indicators for this category. Sri Lanka has achieved satisfactory levels of these indicators
thus showing a high-quality of human resources available in the country and it has been ranked at 76th
position in human development index issued by United Nations (UNDP, 2018).

Cost Components
Cost of production and operations is another important aspect to be considered and it directs
affect the bottom line of firms. Indicators include labour tax and contributions (% of commercial
profits), total tax rate (% of commercial profits), time to prepare and pay taxes (hours), the average cost
to export and import (US$ per container). At present, cost components are not attractive in Sri Lanka
relative to other countries in the region as the inflation and general salary levels are increasing.
Logistics Performance
Eight aspects are assessed to determine the attractiveness under this category. They comprise of
Customs efficiency and border clearance performance, trade and transport infrastructure performance,
international shipments performance, logistics quality and competence, tracking and tracing
performance, timeliness, road density (km of road per 100 sq. km of land area) and air transport index.
Improvements in this category are seen in Sri Lanka mainly due to the use of technology and highquality labour.
Telecommunication and ICT
Interface with IT and telecommunication are imperative to FDI as the success of most of the
business now depends on the beauty of embedding technology and communication into the business.
Fixed (wired)-broadband subscriptions, Fixed-telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, Percentage of
Individuals using the Internet, Mobile-cellular telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants are
considered to assess the level of telecommunication and IT that are essential for the business
development. A significant development in telecommunication and IT infrastructure is seen in Sri Lanka
even though the efficiency and effectiveness of its use yet to be researched.
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Agglomeration Economies and differentiation factors
The third theme for measuring the attractiveness is the Agglomeration economies and
Differentiation. 7KHWHUP³DJJORPHUDWLRQHFRQRPLHV´LVXVHGWRGHVFULEHWKHEHQHILWVWKDWFDI investors
can obtain by locating their businesses close by each other. Hence it is believed that agglomerating
helps improve economies of scale and networking effects.
On the other hand, differentiation refers to the factors that provide FDI investors to access to
scarce resources thus enabling them to differentiate their products, strategies or process from the
competition and, as a result, to develop or sustain a competitive advantage in the markets in which they
operate.
Presence of Multinational Companies (MNCs) in terms of number of MNCs from 24 OECD
countries, the share of inward FDI stock compared to global inward FDI stock and a total number of
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) contribute for a high score of attractiveness. Further, market
Sophistication Index, Business Sophistication Index, Knowledge index, Share in total design
applications (direct and via the Hague system, Share in total trademark applications (direct and via the
Hague system), Share of total patent applications in world total (direct and PCT national phase entries)
and E-Government Index constitute the level of innovation and differentiation of the host country with
regard to attractiveness.
It is important to measure the level of each factor to provide a rough idea to ascertain the level of
attractiveness for FDI as this index is used as a benchmark (Jelili, 2018). However, it would not be
possible and worthy for a country to take measures to improve all the factors given in GFICA index.
FDI IN SRI LANKA
A summary of annual FDI inflow to Sri Lanka under subcategories of manufacturing,
agriculture, services and infrastructure from the year 2013 to 2017 is given in table 7 below. The stock
of FDI in Sri Lanka is trivial despite the fact that the numbers relating FDI are interpreted with political
biases and subjective interpretations as numbers have political power (Nikolas, 1991).
Table 7: Foreign Direct Investment at BOI Enterprises US$ million
2013
2014
2015
2016

2017

Manufacturing

359.8

333.9

257

247.7

347.6

Food Beverages and Tobacco Products

49.7

44.7

42.7

49.4

62.6

Textiles, Wearing Apparel and Leather Products

102.6

83.1

45.4

21.3

78.2

Wood and Wood Products

1.7

2.5

2.8

3.1

2.3

Paper, Paper products, printing and publishing

2.1

36.3

2.2

3.1

7.9
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Chemicals, Petroleum, Coal and Rubber Products

114.4

91.9

75.4

99.5

105.0

Non-Mineral Products

45.2

29.7

13.7

31.2

28.1

Fabricated Metal, Machinery and Transport Equipment 17

7

46.1

11.9

9

Manufactured Products

27.1

38.7

28.7

28.2

54.5

Agriculture

8.5

5.7

3.9

1.9

1.4

Services

236.3

506.3

255.4

211.9

317.8

Hotels and Restaurants

67.9

68.3

181.9

141.3

252.7

IT and BPO

19.3

24.7

13.6

23

25

Other services

149.1

413.3

59.9

47.6

40.1

Infrastructure

786.8

682.5

453.4

339.5

1,043.5

Housing Property Development and Shop office

217.6

339.2

212.1

79.5

540.6

Telephone and Telecommunication Network

359.8

152.5

138.8

243.6

209

Power Generation Fuel Gas Petroleum and Other

44.9

12.5

51.3

14.8

1.1

Port container Terminal

164.5

178.3

51.2

1.6

292.8

Total

1,391.4

1,528.4

969.7

801

1,710.3

FDI as a % of GDP

1.9%

1.9%

1.2%

1.0%

2.0%

Values in table 7 include foreign loans but exclude FDI inflows to BOI companies of Sri Lanka,
companies and equity investment in listed companies which have not been registered with BOI.
Aggregate FDI inflow to the country is less than 2% of GDP and the infrastructure sector accounts for
more than 60% of FDI inflow. Compared to the previous year, FDI inflow in the year 2017 has
increased by more than 100% thought that it is trivial when compared to GDP. Directions of FDI in Sri
Lanka is changing over time across different sectors. Investment in the manufacturing sector is relatively
constant and that is mainly on export-oriented products. Food Beverages and Tobacco Products,
apparels, Chemicals, Petroleum, construction, tourism and properties are the other major areas of FDI
investment compared to other sectors.
Prominence is seen to have been given for the amount of FDI inflow but not for the strategic
priorities and long term sustainability objectives. The physical inflow of FDI is important but mere
numbers do not reveal the depth of economic analysis and their impact unless the physical inflow is
channeled through strategically and the realities behind numbers are discussed. Sri Lanka lack studies as
to how FDI has contributed to the economy in terms of value creation and sustainable development.
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SRI LANKAN ECONOMY AND EXPECTATION
Whether Sri Lankan context is conducive to attract new FDI has to be addressed with a critical
analysis of present and future social economic, political and technological environments. GDP growth in
the year 2017 was 3.1% while the average annual economic growth over the last seven years stood at
5.8%. Structural and strategic analysis is needed to assess the adequacy of FDI to achieve economic and
sustainable goals. The present level of economic growth can be explained by the influence of
continuously increasing public debt and project-specific loans. Even though public debt in Sri Lanka
accounts for 77% of GDP at the end of the year 2017 no evidence is available to conclude that the
government has been able to obtain the benefits of leverage. Average public debt has increased by
12.3% over the last seven years. Table 8 gives the structural breakdown and contribution to GDP in Sri
Lanka over the last five years.
Table 8: Structural Contribution to GDP in Sri Lanka (LKR million)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 735,382

829,577

896,229

890,602

1,024,117

%

8.23%

8.59%

8.83%

8.16%

8.50%

Industries

2,797,328

2,931,998

2,975,232

3,248,987

3,614,916

%

31.29%

30.36%

29.30%

29.78%

30.00%

Services

5,406,544

5,895,618

6,283,379

6,770,667

7,412,033

%

60.48%

61.05%

61.88%

62.06%

61.51%

As shown in Table, the relative contribution to GDP by each sector has not changed over the last
five years and the service sector accounts for more than 60%. The place of agriculture prior to three
decades have been replaced by the service sector now. Whether the service sector has been aligned and
incorporated with other sectors in a complementary manner is unanswered.
Foreign exchange remittances by workers abroad contribute to ease the burden on foreign
exchange and it would have been an exchange crisis if such a contribution were not there. A summary
of foreign exchange remittances by workers is given in table 9 below. It shows that workers remittances
account for an average of 9% of GDP over the last five years and more than 70% of remittances come
from the Middle East and European Union regions.
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Table 9: Foreign Exchange Remittances by workers (US$ Million)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total workers remittance

6,407

7,018

6,980

7,242

7,164

Middle East

3,562

3,902

3,769

3,889

3,711

European Union

1,160

1,270

1,222

1,282

1,311

4,722

5,172

4,991

5,171

5,022

74%

74%

72%

71%

70%

% from Middle East and EU

It is imperative to have to persist with sound macroeconomic policies to build the strategy on
FDI for economic growth and efficient financial centre. This should be supported by structural reforms
with strategic priorities to create a new investment climate which could boost investment promotion,
introduce trade facilitation measures, trade negotiations. Political stability is also essential for sustained
growth and development.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Need for a Critical Assessment
It is the right time to deviate from traditional benchmarks and indicators to achieve a significant
economic development through FDI with the potential that Sri Lanka has. Traditional determinants of
FDI comprises of market-seeking, resource-seeking, and efficiency-seeking through strategic assetseeking (Dunning, 1993) and the relevance of these incentives are gradually declining. Accordingly,
growth theories are challenged from a traditional perspective and new development is seen through
knowledge economies.
With reference to the key drivers of FDI attractiveness used in GFICA index, Sri Lanka needs to
pay urgent attention to uncertainty and Macroeconomic Stability indicators immediately as they provide
the basic premise to build the confidence for FDI inflows irrespective of country-specific strategies for
development. Similarly, public governance needs drastically structural changes to assure independence
and efficiency to improve the institutional quality of the country.
Good Governance/Institutional Quality
Good governance or institutional quality has been identified as a critical factor for attracting FDI
over other factors (Masron, 2017). Scholarly works have found that countries do not take serious
measures to assure the institutional quality (Huang and Yeung, 2004; Morrissey and Udomkerdmongkol,
2012; Masron and Nor, 2013) and as a result, they happened to struggle to secure their position in a
global market. Effectiveness of the government agencies is yet to be improved across the country
through some improvements can be seen in some agencies. All the government agencies need to work
within a coherent network to achieve common objectives rather than trying to achieve own objectives
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thus leaving rooms for sub-optimization. It is evident that the political stability without violence,
establishment of rule of law, assuring the regulatory quality and non-interference, and holding
accountabilities could play a key role to improve the public governance.
Corruption Control
Control of corruption (CC) is considered to be another significant aspect and many countries in
the ASEAN region are now trying to improve their quality in CC. China has been showing continuous
improvement in controlling corruption and has been able to increase its index compared to other
ASEAN countries (Masron, 2017).
It is hard to find evidence that Sri Lanka has taken adequate measures to curb corruption and
bribes instead allegations for corruption or briberies, especially against politicians are increasing. Abuse
of political power, inefficiencies, influence on the rule of law of the country, political patronage for
corruption and frauds have created a significant threat to the inflow of FDI.
Business Inputs and Human Capital
Major incentives, such as tax incentives, financial incentives, and regulatory incentives have
been identified as key variables in preferential investment policies (Thomsen, 2004) as it would not be
attractive for FDI as they may not assure comparative advantages over time. Relative labour cost is also
not attractive as Sri Lanka is reaching the middle-income group. However, Sri Lanka has the potential of
improving the quality of human capital with proper strategies for education and health. High-quality
human capital can create value as it is going to be a major driver for economic development in future.
Accordingly, policy recommendations on FDI are required to pay attention to high-quality human
capital, relevant and modern infrastructure, and effective institutional quality as a premise to attract FDI.
Agglomeration
Agglomeration of FDI wants source country firms engaged in the same industry and domestic
enterprises of the same industry operated in the same region. When agglomeration economies are
present, new investors mimic past investment decisions by other investors in terms of location for their
investment. They are expecting to benefit from positive spillovers from investors already in place.
Common sources for these positive spillovers are knowledge, specialized labour, and intermediate inputs
(Kinoshita and Campos, 2003). Further, Tuan and Ng (2004) found that FDI absorption had increased
the market power of agglomeration economies. Agglomeration has a tendency to suggest positive and
significant roles in attracting FDI inflows (Masron, 2017).
Concluding Remarks
This study shows that prerequisites have a big bearing on the attractiveness compared to
Underlying Factors and Agglomeration-Differentiation Factors and therefore, Sri Lanka should have a
priority for this theme and make all the possible efforts to show that the basic atmosphere characterized
by prerequisites has been created to attract FDI. Prevailing conditions in Sri Lanka to urges to take
corrective measures to make the prerequisites available as a primary condition. It would not be possible
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to visualize all the criteria in Underlying Factors and Agglomeration-Differentiation Factors as it would
not be practical. Instead, Sri Lanka can focus on core competencies, appropriate technology, location of
industries, and development of human resources capabilities in deciding on new strategies.
How should the expansion of the service sector which is mainly characterized by banking and
finance need to be strategically addressed? Considerable developments in financial markets and
operations mainly in terms of internal efficiency is seen but the external efficiency pulls attractiveness
back. Risk of allowing transfer pricing and the ability to continue with arbitrage in financial markets
needs mitigation strategies. Code of conduct and best practices on corporate governance deal with mere
compliance requirement and it is becoming an institutionalized practice. Business ethics and
sustainability aspects are also needed to be addressed. Hence, good governance practices have to be
internalized within the public and private sector. Stakeholders of the economy should feel that the
contribution of everyone is important for economic development in a realistic manner. It should explain
how everyone is benefited fairly.
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ABSTRACT
Papers published recently on the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) of Public Private Partnership
(PPP) are a-plenty. This paper attempts to register all these CSFs from available journal articles
published since 2012. Sixteen articles were identified and all the CSFs in them were registered in one
list. A two-stage exploratory sequential mixed method design was adopted. The first stage was to list all
the 146 CSFs found and qualitatively analyzed them, (using thematic analysis) and this resulted in
reducing the number to 55. This consolidated list then went through the second stage of analysis for
validation. A questionnaire to validate the 55 CSFs was prepared and sent to thirty personnel (all had
experiences with PPP activities). By using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) software
19.00, the descriptive statistic was applied to differentiate the 55 CSFs through their mean score.
Finally, thirteen (13) of the factors were selected as the critical success factors as their mean score was
higher than the group mean score of 3.82. They are; trust, government support open communication,
commitment and responsibilities of public and private sectors, clear definition of responsibility, the
strength of consortium, well-organized public agency, adequate legal structure, stable macroeconomic
condition, financial availability, the general attitude to risk, project feasibility study and finally
appropriate risk allocation and sharing. This list is recommended to be considered in future studies of
the effects of CSFs on PPP, especially on Highway Projects.
Keywords: public-private partnership, government support, financial availability, critical success
factors, the strength of consortium, expressways, the definition of responsibility, project
feasibility, risk, trust.
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INTRODUCTION
Public Private Partnership (PPP) are collaborations in which the public and private sector both
contribute their respective complementary skills to a project, with different involvement and
responsibility levels, for the sake of providing the public the facilities, services, and goods that they
want more efficiently. The definition of PPP is very diverse and situational but almost all have certain
common qualities, such as (a) the partnership always connote cooperation of two or more subjects (b)
each subject is principal, (c) the relationship is long-term, stable, and subject to mutual and
complementary benefits, (d) subjects transfer the material or immaterial resources to the partnership, and
(e) the risk and responsibility are delegated to all participants in the partnership (Akintoye et.al., 2003).
Historically, the earliest record of some kind of PPP project could be that of a postal station
network during the Roman Empire almost 2000 years ago (Xavier Bezancon, 2004). This was when a
massive highway system was developed under the Roman regime. More specific, Kumaraswamy and
Morris, (2002) noted that 580 years ago (1438) a French man named Luis de Bernam was granted a
French government river concession to impose the fees for goods transported on the Rhine. Grimsey and
Lewis,(2007) and Claudia, (2010) claimed that the second PPP concession was practiced around 1664,
where Britain jointly constructed the turnpike, an avenue to toll road employed by the private sector. In
1792, a third PPP was recorded where France provided the water distribution system to Perrier brothers
in Paris (Kumaraswamy and Morris, 2002). The fourth history of PPP was in the eighteenth century in
the USA. These PPPs encompassed the Lancaster Turnpike, the pioneering long-distance stone and
gravel road in the country, which was constructed by the Philadelphia and Lancaster Turnpike Company
from 1792-1795; the Erie Canal, which was founded in 1823; and the Transcontinental Railroad which
finished in 1869 (Smith, 2009).
On contrary, Ikon, et al. (2015), Chan, Yeung, Yu, Wang and Ke (2011), Alitheia (2010), Li, et
al. (2005) and Tieman (2003) all asserted that PPP originated from United Kingdom (UK), contrary to
that made by Kumaraswamy and Morris (2002) and Smith (2009). In the view of the later scholars, PPP
in the United Kingdom (UK) only began in 1992, when the Government and Merchant Bank
collaborated to form a partnership called, Public Finance Initiative (PFI), for a mine development
project. In contrast, Grimsey and Lewis (2007b) and Claudia (2010) were on the same page believing
that PPP in the UK did not start in 1992, as asserted by Kumaraswamy and Morris (2002), Smith (2009),
Chan, et al, (2011), Li, et al, (2005) and Tieman, (2003) but rather in 1664 as the second PPP agreement.
Thus, it can be concluded that the operation of the PPP mechanism does not originate from the United
Kingdom, but rather from France and later, the U.K and U.S.A respectively.
The term public-private partnership was employed for the very first time in the second half of the
20th century (Zheng et al., 2008), but it was only in the mid-1980s that PPP was researched rigorously
and implemented (Bernardino et al., 2010; OECD, 2010; The World Bank Report of 2006, mentioned
that in its preliminary phase, PPP policy came into enforcement mainly in the UK and the USA. Hence
Thatcher and Reagan's governments positioned it as the main vehicle for the development of economic
and urbanization (Mitchell Weaver and Manning, 1991). This policy was in tandem with their neoOLEHUDOLVWLFLGHRORJ\RI³WKHVXSUHPDF\RIWKHSULYDWHVHFWRUDQGPDUNHWIRUFHVLQIRVWHULQJGHYHORSPHQW´
(Squires, 1991). Along with the industrialized and developing world, there have been the mushrooming
moves to the liberalization and privatization of infrastructural activities from the 1980s onwards. The
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first decade of the year 2000 had shown some consolidation of specific PPP programs. While RWKHUV¶
went into stagnation, PPP expanded in the new markets, especially in Asia.
Let the historical records get these dates validated. But of interest, recently China reported that
her total length of expressway network reached 131,000 kilometers, perhaps indicating that she has the
ZRUOG¶V ODUJHVW H[SUHVVZD\ V\VWHP E\ OHQJWK KDYLQJ VXUSDVVHG WKH RYHUDOO OHQJWK RI WKH $PHULFDQ
Interstate Highway System in 2011 (Government of Malaysia Annual Report, 1989). Although public
sector expressway authorities were the main actors in the early stages of toll road development, the last
ten years saw the private sector got increasingly involved in many of these countries. At present, the
majority of ongoing and planned toll roads in all of the countries involve the private sector.
Problem statement
In Malaysia, the first PPP recorded wa00s in 1966 but it was only after 1980 that it became
formalized when the government launched the privatization program. By 2000, the Public-Private
Partnership Unit (3PU) was established and placed under the Prime Minister Department to play a
centralized coordinating unit as the projects became bigger and increased in number as well as the
financing involved. In fact, the 3PU reported that from 1983 until June 2016, eight hundred and twentyfour (824) projects had been successfully implemented. Overall the Government had saved a total of RM
207.15 and 9.25 billion in the capital and operational expenditure. The total proceeds from sales of
Government equity and assets stand at RM6.48billion. This is shown in table 1.
During the 2015 budget presentation in Parliament, the Malaysian Government allocated
RM50.5 (RM 4.2=1 USD) billion for Development Expenditure (DE) where the economic sector
received the highest share at RM29.3 billion. From these, 54.9% were allocated for implementation of
seven (7), infrastructure projects and the construction of four (4) expressway/highways.
Table 1: Public private partnership (PPP) records in Malaysia
[6RXUFH8.$630¶V'HSW  @
PPP Achievement
1983 ± June 2016
Total Project Signed:
824
Jobs eliminated from the government payroll
113, 487
Saving:
Capital Expenditure (RM billion)
Operating Expenditure (RM billion)
Proceeds from Sale of Government Equity and Assets (RM billion)
Market Capitalization as at 31 December 2015 (RM billion)

207.15
9.25
6.48
293

With the new management team (after the recent FRXQWU\¶VJHQHUDOHOHction and change of ruling
party) and because of the realization of certain financial constraints that the country is facing, they no
longer are in the mood of the previous government in providing generous financial support and
incentives for the PPPs in ensuring their smooth operation. 7KH 333V¶ request now needed to be
scrutinized much more thorough and the continuous assistance and incentive that they were enjoying
were stopped. This led to the need for this study.
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The records on the revenues generated from the PPP reports are simply astounding that it would
be hard to believe that not all are profitable. The total sectors where PPPs are involved are also too
diverse to be researched into and especially not within the short time duration given. This research needs
to be focused to within a smaller sector and this paper is the result of the study on the PPPs that are
involved and linked to the operation of expressways only.
As of 2018, Malaysia Highway Authority (MHA) recorded a total of thirty-six (36) toll
concessionaries with six (6) still under construction. As a whole, they reported a mixed outcome in
terms of profitability. They have cast doubts not only as to the ability to reduce the toll if not 100% (as
envisaged after a certain period of operations and stated in the agreement). They agreed that although
traffic volume kept increasing in tandem with population growth the maintenance cost is growing at a
faster rate. Yet with such steady traffic volume growth as well as the favorable concessionaries terms
agreed upon, in fact, some were requesting for not only continued toll charges but to increase them if
permitted. Expressway concessions in Malaysia have a chequered history. But despite all these, there
seems to be no shortage of bidders for new concessions. Why any corporation would want to bag a
highway concession costing billions of ringgit, knowing very well that the break-even period would be
after 10 or more years is mystifying? Thus, it should pave the way for enhanced decision making in the
choice of suitable toll expressway projects.
The leaders in the newly elected government are in no mood to provide additional assistance for
the PPP that are facing financial difficulties. Additionally, many of these PPPs had declared that the toll
rates will ultimately be reduced once the payback period envisaged in the early phase has been achieved.
But this seems unlikely as the costs of maintenance keep increasing and the public expectation of a free
Highway could just be a dream.
But some PPP toll highway owners who are doing fairly well are quietly sitting at the sideline
hoping that the troubled PPPs can get additional compensation or favors from the new government
where they can join and benefit from. Thus these are areas that need to be investigated. It is surprising
that the issues that need to be handled are quite broad and diverse. The next six paragraphs attempt to
lay down the issues that need to be handled and they are by no means exhaustive:
a. Issues on why and when to invest in toll expressway projects, and how investors and lenders
evaluate projects are issues to be addressed before toll expressway projects can be financed.
Investors would mainly focus on project economies based on the internal rate of return (IRR) and
net present value (NPV) and the payback analysis usually through toll charges.
b. Challenges of startup to toll expressway projects highlight the necessity to rate toll highway
projects as a measure of relative risk profile, in timeless of debt service payment, and to assess
capital markets. It will provide the ability for project sponsors and financial advisors to consider
various financing options.
c. It is vital to put forward the differences in the opinion of the two parties because each party plays
a different role in a PPP contract. Involving in PPP toll expressway projects expose the private
sector participated in several risks such as the appropriate risk allocation, the feasibility of the
project and the revenue stream of the project.
d. The change in the contract strategy especially on PPP framework for expressway projects in
Malaysia would have a great tendency to dictate a significant risk exposure towards the key
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parties involved, particularly the Malaysian Government as project principal unless operational
risks are clearly identified and managed via appropriate mitigation measures prior to a contract
signing.
e. This study could assist to portray the perspectives of experts on their evaluation of the PPP
expressway projects in Malaysia. Several significant risks that may affect the implementation of
PPP expressway projects in Malaysia could be identified and appropriate mitigation measures
that can be carried out by policy makers and implementers to minimize them from occurring
during the actual implementation.
f. Moreover, the unique characteristics of PPP both at the national level and down to the specific
infrastructure segments or sectors require a detailed study. Why do the PPPs in the
Expressway/toll concessions performing so differently and need to be given compensations
every now and then claiming that they are not earning enough to be able to reduce the toll rates
as promised? Even with these difficulties experienced and reported by many, they still want to
continue bidding for new projects. To ensure a smoother pathway for the future of PPPs then a
study on their performance evaluation need to be done first so that other researchers can follow.
What are the fundamental performance measures that can and need to be done?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Based on the above description of the problems encountered and its diversity, the issues need to
be handled in stages and the starting point is to look at all the various PPP literature and to scan for their
success factors. There is going to be a long list of such factors for each PPP even amongst their own
sector. Thus to narrow the scope an attempt will be made to focus on the highway/expressway literature
only and specifically on their success factors hoping that there is enough research being done on them.
Documents and research papers on PPP, in general, are quite rich in terms of numbers but rarely are they
critically dissected and within this limited space, the analysis has to be selective and so are the literature.
As mentioned it will be confined to the PPPs that are linked to Expressways concessionaries and the
like.
Definition of public-private partnership (PPP)
Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) are defined in many ways. According to Hodge and Greve
(2007), 333VDUHGHILQHGDV³FRRSHUDWLYHLQVWLWXWLRQDODUUDQJHPHQWVEHWZHHQSXEOLFDQGSULYDWHVHFWRUV´
Some raise that PPPs establish a new method to manage infrastructure projects such as highways
(Savas,2000). Others opined that PPPs set out a new paradigm for private involvement in public projects
in the traditional way (Linder, 1999).
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) has been connoted in many ways by researchers and
practitioners with each definition varying slightly from each other (Abadie and Howcroft, 2004;
Cuttaree and Mandri-Perrott, 2011). Through PPP, the private sector's skills and management expertise
are utilized in handling public infrastructure projects (Skietrys et al., 2008). In fact, this method of
SURFXUHPHQWVHWVRXWDQHIIHFWLYHZD\RIGHOLYHULQJ³YDOXHIRUPRQH\´ 9I0 SXEOLFLQIUDVWUXFWXUHDV
well as collaborating the advantages of competitive tendering, flexible negotiations and risk allocation
between parties (Akintoye et.al., 2003). With PPP schemes, governments can now give integral focus on
other sectors of the economy to elevate infrastructural growth and development (Cumming, 2007).
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7KHWHUPµ3XEOLF-3ULYDWH3DUWQHUVKLS¶ 333RU3 KDVEHHQLQJHQHUDOuse since the 1990s, yet
there is no universal agreement on one single definition or model of a PPP (Bernardino et al., 2010;
OECD 2010; The World Bank, 2006). Generally, it is a long-term partnership between the public and
private sector for enshrining the public assets/services with substantive risk shared by the private.
Public-Private 3DUWQHUVKLS 333  KDV EHHQ FRQFHSWXDOL]HG DV µFRRSHUDWLRQ EHWZHHQ SXEOLF-private
entities in which they jointly develop products and services and share risks, costs and resources which
DUH DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKHVH SURGXFWV DQG VHUYLFHV¶ 9DQ +DP  .RSSHQMDQ  TXRWHG LQ +RGJH 
Greve, eds. 2005).
Eddy Declercq (1999) put forth the definition of Public-Private Partnership as a means of
collaboration between a public and a private partner for an agreed period of time and related to one or
more specific phases of a planned project. The responsibilities of both the private and public partners are
clearly defined in the Partnership Agreement encompassing the punitive damages for both partners in
case of non-compliance issue with the terms prescribed in the contract.
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) are collaborations in which the public and private sector both
contribute their respective complementary skills to a project, with different involvement and
responsibility levels, for the sake of serving the public goods and services more efficiently. The PPP
procurement form is seen as an effective way of serving value-for-money public infrastructure or
services. Notwithstanding the different evidence, all definitions of the public-private partnership are
having certain common qualities, such as: (1) the public-private partnership always connote cooperation
of two or more subjects (whereby at least one of the subjects is of public character), (2) each subject is
principal, (3) the relationship is long-term, stable, and subject to mutual and complementary benefits, (4)
subjects transfer the material or immaterial resources to the partnership, and (5) the risk and
responsibility are delegated to all participants in the partnership (Akintoye et.al., 2003).
The concept of PPP
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) is alike to many other public policy concepts, which are in a
muddle of ambiguities concept (Mitchell Weaver and Manning, 1991). A wide definition that
encompasses the wide diversity in partnerships is that PPPs are collaborative ventures that seek for the
participation of at least one public and one private institution in which they jointly develop products and
services, share risks, costs, and UHVRXUFHV´ Carroll and Steane, 2000; Linder, 1999).
More specifically, partnerships are a promise of a possible compromise in terms RI³constructive
collaboration´ 5RVHQDX 1999). The emphasis on collaboration can be seen in various studies (Mitchell
Weaver and Manning, 1991; Pessoa, 2008), and it is the main attribute that delineates PPP privatization
and contract. ,QOD\PDQ¶VWHUPPDQ\DVVHUWWKDWthe public-private partnership serves as an exceptional
collaboration between them. Thus it offers a unique opportunity for public agencies to work with private
organizations on governments initiated projects. The key factor is that the project risks must be
GHOHJDWHG WR WKH SXEOLF DQG SULYDWH VHFWRUV UHVSHFWLYHO\ EDVHG RQ SDUW\¶V DELOLWy to manage such
uncertainties without destroying the economic balance of the project (Eddy Declercq; (1999). There are
five basic essential elements of PPP models as depicted in diagram 1.
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Diagram 1: Basic Feature of PPP Models
Source: ESCAP; (2008)

A categorization of possible PPP models is shown in table 2, either as an individual entity or a
combination options.
Table 2: Classification of PPP Models and Typical Characteristics
Source: Quium; (2011)
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Basically, from the earlier definition, PPP is a means of collaboration and cooperation between
public and private, and the responsibility between partners are clearly distinguishable according to the
type of public-private collaboration. Based on both factors, two main groups of public-private
collaboration can be recognized, namely the co-operation and the partnership.
Diagram 2: Types of Collaboration: Cooperation and Partnership
Source: Eddy Declercq;( 1999)
Diagram 2: Structures of Public-Private Collaboration
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Each of these variants originates from the principle that the public sector transfers to the private
sector a number of responsibilities related to public activity in the traditional way. Three (3) different
types of PPP can also be differentiated according to thHVWDNHKROGHUV¶SDUWLFLSDWLRQOHYHO7KHILUVWW\SH
LV FDOOHG DVµEDVLF333¶ZKHUH WKHSXEOLFDQGSULYDWHSDUWQHUVDUHFROODERUDWLQJWR RSHUDWe a particular
project and outsource all non-FRUHDFWLYLWLHVWRRWKHURUJDQL]DWLRQV7KHVHFRQGLVNQRZQDVµFRQWUolled
333¶ ZKHUH WKH ILQDQFLDO UHVRXUFHV SURYLGHU LV IRUPDOO\ LQVHUWHG LQ WKH SURMHFW DQG EH DEOH WR JHW
involved in the process of decision-making and therewith in the controlling of the risks of projects.
Finally, the third type of PPP involves all stakeholders during the cycle of life and can be conceptualized
as an integrated PPP (Eddy Declercq; 1999).
Khanoom, (2010) opined that the concept of PPP is defined by different scholars in a myriad of
ways. These include Panletto (2000), Campbell (2001), Hodge and Greve (2007) and Patil (2016). Some
developing countries have contributed to this redefinition movement, initiating the new improvised
forms of PPP. Leading countries in the market notably are from the emerging economies (EM) such as
Chile, Brazil, China, Hungary and, recently, India had started empowering the private sector to get
involved in infrastructure development and maintenance than many industrial countries. Simultaneously,
initiatives aiming at outsourcing maintenance activities to private firms are being promoted in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America as well.
In the last several years, countries have recognized that significant economic development must
be complemented by financial support from the government. And specifically for toll highway projects,
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Lockwood et al. (2000) provided a good overview of PPP in toll road expressway development and two
broad categories can be identified. They are:
a.
The designs, build, finance, and operate (DBFO) model was adopted in the UK. It is basically
more a service procurement policy where the service outcomes and performance standards are clearly
specified. In a DBFO project, the concessionaires do not have the right to collect user charges, and
payment is made by a combination of shadow tolls, availability, and performance indicators.
b.
The build-own-operate (BOO) /build-operate-transfer (BOT) /build-transfer-operate (BTO)
models as adopted in the USA (Lockwood, 1995) and here the private consortium would finance, build,
own, and operate and collect toll revenues for access to the facility during the concession period. The
differences between the various arrangements (BOO/BOT/BTO) are largely in the timing of the
JRYHUQPHQW¶VILQDQFLDOUHVSRQVLELOLWy (Grimsey and Lewis, 2004).
Based on international practices, Vikram Cuttaree (2008) laid down a list of the key success factors in
operating PPP. He identified two types of literature deliberating on the CSFs of PPP, first on the general
PPP projects and another set that was very specific on certain projects.
This paper is to research on CSFs of PPP expressway toll projects specifically. The list is quite
long and there is a need to prioritise them (Ampa and Quraisy, 2018) through some form of need
analysis and differentiating between the desired and existing condition. Therefore, this preliminary
analysis was conducted to identify the most recognized CSFs in the highway projects and to validate
them before going into the actual future research.
Practices of PPP
With the global challenges and swift progress of the economy, the increasing demand for all
types of development could create tension or anxiety to the country as an investment could not be
funded entirely by the government. Thus, PPP is a favorable option and governments across the world
are increasingly depending on it to finance government programs and projects, thereby releasing public
funds for core economic and social programs.
PPPs throughout the world: PPP projects are almost everywhere, especially from the early
1990s. The government shares in these projects vary amongst countries, with smaller percent in
European countries and the majority focused on infrastructure projects especially roads. The degree of
involvement does not differentiate between developed and developing countries as there are various
factors that will determine these such as the political situation, the economic condition and the welfare
RI WKH FRXQWULHV¶ SRSXODWLRQ WKXV WKHLU UHVSHFWLYH QHHGV %XW ZKDW LV FRPPRQ LV WKDW WKH QXPEHU DQG
degree of involvement can be seen to be increasing in both parties involved.
%XUFX .DK\DR÷XOODUL   LQGLFDWH  WKDW  WKH 333  SROLF\  RI  GHYHORSLQJ  DQG  GHYHORSHG
countries differs within five (5) aspects: (a) how the policy penetrates into the political agenda,
(b) the JRYHUQPHQW¶VDLPLQDGRSWLQJ333SROLF\ c) sectoral distribution, (d WKHIRUPRI333¶Vand
(e) the regulatory framework.
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PPPs in Malaysia: Malaysia started with the first toll highways in the region way back in 1966.
But it became impactful only in the 1980s through her privatization policy and since then had played a
significant role in the development of the highways. But other sectors were also involved such as
the various economic sectors related to hospitals, electricity, gas and water, telecommunication,
construction on highway, postal, airlines and airports, reflecting that the mechanisms of
privatization conjointly take varied forms.
Apart from the sale of government assets mode, privatization in Malaysia also include other
approaches such as leasing, management buyout, build-operate-transfer (BOT) and build-operate (BO)
(Malaysia, 1991). In March 2006, under the Ninth Malaysia Plan, the government officially announced
the implementation of projects using Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) scheme in order to promote
greater involvement of the private sector in delivering public services. With the increasing need for
closer collaboration amongst the PPPs in developing the FRXQWU\¶V economy, a special Unit was
established on 22 April 2009 in the Prime Ministers Department (Malay acronym as UKAS). It acts as a
central agency for planning, facilitating and coordinating all PPP programs in Malaysia. However, after
the recent 14th General Election, and under the new government, UKAS has been relocated under the
purview of Ministry of Finance (MoF).
In Malaysia, the implementation of PPP means the transfer to the private sector the responsibility
to finance and manage a package of capital investment and services including the construction,
management, maintenance, refurbishment and replacement of public sector assets such as buildings,
infrastructure, equipment, and other facilities, which creates a standalone business. In these PPP
projects, there is a contract for the private party to deliver public infrastructure-based services over a
long period.
The private sector will raise its own fund to finance the whole or part of the assets that will
deliver the services based on agreed performance measurement. The public sector, in turn, will
compensate the private party for these services. In some PPP projects, part of the payments may flow
from the public users directly. Though ownership of assets plays a less important role in PPPs,
nevertheless many of the modalities see a transfer of the assets to the public sector (reversible) as a
matter of course. There are some PPP projects where the assets are not transferred to the public sector at
the end of the concession period. These usually relate to facilities or projects that have little value at the
end of the period due to their technological obsolescence.
PPP on toll expressway/ highway: Developed and developing countries throughout the world
have accumulated a wide variety of institutional, regulatory, and financial experience building and
operating toll road systems. Each country has its own unique institutional and regulatory frameworks
reflecting the social, economic, and political environment, which in turn influences the form of toll
road/expressway/highway investment decisions by the public and private sectors. Thus, it would be
valuable for the policy-makers to learn the lessons derived from the successes and failures of toll road
development in other countries in order to formulate appropriate institutional and regulatory frameworks
suited to their needs.
Lockwood et al. (2000) identified two broad categories of toll road highway development. First
is the Design, Build, Finance, and Operate (DBFO) model, adopted in the UK. Second is the build-own-
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operate (BOO) /build-operate-transfer (BOT) /build-transfer-operate (BTO) formats adopted in the USA
(Lockwood, 1995). Both have their own uniqueness and covered well in the literature (Klijn and
Teisman, 2005, Eaton and Akbiyikli; 2005, Grimsey and Lewis, 2004).
Thus, PPP projects are seen as an attractive policy option for infrastructure in developing
countries (United Nations, 2002; ADB, 1998; Irwin et al., 1997). However, there are several challenges
seen in implementing PPPs in developing countries as infrastructure investment in these countries take
place in a very different environment as compared to developed countries (Miller and Lessard, 2001a, b;
Pessoa, 2006).
Grimsey and Lewis (2004) indicate that some of the major obstacles to PPPs in a developing
country are the absence of a legislative framework, risks seen in financing these projects, accounting for
the assets created, public acceptance for PPP projects, and the shortage of capacity and skills in public
administration to manage and negotiate successful projects.
PPP on toll expressway/highway in Malaysia: The expressway has been defined in Malaysia
as ³high-speed routes with four lanes minimum, made up of two lanes in each direction with either
OLPLWHGRUSDUWLDODFFHVVLELOLW\´ %KDWWDFKDU\DN.D.: p.2). The 1983 privatization policy and the Federal
Roads (Private Management) Act enacted by the Parliament in 1984 provided the impetus for the
Expressways to continue to grow, especially during the last 10 years. The PPP that was involved either
adopted the Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) or Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) model
arrangement. In addition, there are two (2) types of toll systems, namely the closed and open that can
pay either cash or electronic deduction.
The Malaysian Highway Authority (MHA), reported that there are a total of 30 expressways/
highways in Malaysia of which 22 are intra-urban (within the cities) and the rest being either Inter-state
or Urban Highways (between growth centers). The irony is that there is no uniformity in their annual
reports other than reporting a long list of difficulties that they faced and the inclination towards
requesting that the government continue to give the support they need so that the expressways can
continue to run and benefit the public users (Ward J, 2006, Khairuddin 2016, Metier J. 2017).
The new management team of the government (the result of the general election in 2018),
however, is not going to buy these reports wholesale but instead intend to scrutinize them individually
and to validate each claim objectively. This study intends to look into these issues hoping to shed light
on the difficulties that they are supposed to be experiencing but perhaps on a much smaller scope, and
look for a very specific focus but related closely to their performance. A scan of the literature reveals
that there are numerous reports on the performance of the PPPs and scanning them revealed that a fair
amount of work has been done on their critical success factors (CSF). This research will focus on this
aspect of performance to try and make sense of the long list of CSFs generated validate, condense them
and derive at a more workable number for further research to be initiated.
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CSFs and Performance of PPP in public-private partnership on toll expressway/highway
As mentioned, there are many articles that relate CSFs and the performance of PPPs. However,
the number is quite large and thus it is felt that a thorough look into the articles that link CSFs only to
PPPs in Expressways is believed to be more meaningful. Thus this perspective will be pursued.
Critical Success Factors (CSFs) on PPP
Researchers worldwide have done numerous studies on CSFs for implementing PPP projects as
one of the focus area of research (PPP research trend from 1998 to 2008 by Ke et al., 2009; Tang et al.;
(2010). A list of several other researchers that focussed on CSFs in PPP projects can be listed such as
Grant (1996), Jones et al. (1996), Stonehouse et al. (1996), Tiong (1996), Qiao et al. (2001), Jefferies et
al. (2002), Abdul Aziz (2010), Zhang (2005) and perhaps others. But one that needs to be highlighted is
that of Robert Osei Kyei and Albert P.C. Chan. They wrote in the ³5HYLHZRI6WXGLHVRQWKH&ULWLFDO
Success Factors (CSFs) for Public-Private 3DUWQHUVKLS 333 SURMHFWVIURPWR´WKDWWKHUHDUH
72 publications on the CSFs for PPP projects and published in 52 different journals from 1990 to 2013
(years inclusive). The journal also presented the active country of researchers for PPP CSFs studies as in
Table 3.
Table 3: Number of Research on CSFs Studies on PPPs in various countries
Source: Robert Osei Kyei and Albert P.C Chan (2015)
Country
No. of Research
No. of Research
Papers
Centers
Hong Kong
2
11
9
United Kingdom
8
10
6
Australia
5
10
6
Singapore
3
6
4
China
3
3
4
USA
2
2
4
Lebanon
1
1
1
Nigeria
2
3
1
Egypt
1
2
1
Turkey
1
2
1
Malaysia
1
2
1
New Zealand
1
2
1
UAE
1
2
1
Serbia
1
2
1
Germany
1
1
1
Slovenia
1
1
1
According to Vickram Cuttaree (2008), as derived from The World Bank, Europe, and Central
Asia Region, it has been stated that based on international experience, successful PPP projects are
attributed to the comprehensive planning, clear contractual regulation and contingencies, competitive
procurement and excellent contractual enforcement. He also said that most of PPP failures can be
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associated with the insufficient or non-existent feasibility studies, including an ambiguous public
contribution of funds. The common reasons for failure being:
Poor legal framework and enforcement;
Unrealistic revenue and cost estimations;
Weak institutional capacity and PPP strategy;
Lack of thorough financial and economic analysis;
Inappropriate sharing of risks;
Lack of competitive procurement; and
Public resistance (willingness to pay not assessed)
In summary, and based on international practices, Vikram Cuttaree (2008) laid down the key
success factors in operating PPP such as:
Careful planning of the PPP project;
Solid revenue and cost estimations;
User willingness to pay and communication plan;
Extensive feasibility study with the use of PPP experts;
Compliance with the contractual agreement;
Strong Legal and Regulatory Framework;
Strong Institutions with appropriate resources;
Competitive and transparent procurement; and
Mitigation and flexibility in managing macro-risks
Furthermore, the various literature on CSFs and their influence on PPPs could be separated into
two distinct categories; those that are general in nature and those that are focussed on specific sector or
industry.
CSFs and PPPs on Expressways.
Articles related to CSFs and PPPs could be traced as far back as the 1990s and the number is
quite large. But for this research, only those between 2012 -2017 are selected for screening. Sixteen
(16) journal articles were identified and they came from both developing and developed countries.
Almost 80% of the studies were related to critical success factors on PPP in general and a few specific to
the infrastructure projects such as housing, healthcare, and port projects. The CSFs mentioned in these
16 articles are summarized and shown in Table 4.
Table 4: CSFs in the 16 selected articles. (Detail of article title is as in the reference).
Article no. & author
1.
Sinisamal et al
2016 on PPP in
Healthcare and
Social Service
2.
Fahim et al
2017, on concession
period

The Critical Success Factors
They had three categories of CSFs and their components are:
a. Nature of partnership (with dialogic cooperation, control, and exercise
of power); b. business environment (business objectives, outcome, and
incongruity), and c. tension builders (bureaucracy and uncertainty)
The 18 critical ones (out of 63 factors) are:
a.
The severity of risk involved. b. Tool price, c. Government
effectiveness, d. Service price, e. Sale price, f. Strategic quality
management, g. Operation revenue in a year, h. No of vehicles, i. Net
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3.
Hariati et al,
2016, on Healthcare
Services

4.
Osei-Kyei et
al 2016 on
Infrastructure

5.
Surangkana et
al 2014, on Lowcost Housing

6.
Xiao-Hua et
DO3DUWQHU¶V
Commitment.
7.
Babatunde,
2012, on
Infrastructure
Delivery

8. Suhaiza I 2013,
on PPP
Implementation
9. Bon Gan Huang
et al, 202013, on
&RQWUDFWRUV¶
perspective
10. Aerts et al,
2014, on Port
Infrastructure

present value, j. Investment attraction, k. Political stability, l. Income in
the year, m. Strength consortium, n. Revenue stream, o. Adequacy funding,
p. securitization of an asset, q. equity allocation, r. Return on investment.
Listed fourteen challenges:
a.
Inadequate specific PPP risk management model; b. High-cost
projects; c. Frequent additional cost; d. The enormous size of projects; e.
Complex project development; f. Difficulty in reaching agreement; g. Weak
in relational contracting and management; h. Fulfillment of diversified
design specification; i. Change in demand for design; k. Limitation in
design innovation; l. Difficulty in incorporating flexibility; m. Detailed
and time-consuming contract preparation; n. Inflexible contract; and o.
Unclear accountability.
Five groupings were done:
a. Proficient service delivery and adequate legal structures; b. Simplified
payment mechanism and consistent project monitoring, c. Effective
contract variations management; d. Suitable stakeholder management
mechanism; and e. Environmental health and safety control.
10 Critical failure factors:
a. Policy SUHVVXUH  E 3XEOLF FOLHQWV¶ LQHIIHFWLYH FKDQJH PDQDJHPHQW F
,QDSSURSULDWH FRQWUDFWRUV G 3RRU ELGGLQJ GRFXPHQWV H 3XEOLF FOLHQW¶V
XQGHUPLQHG RUJDQL]DWLRQDO FXOWXUH DQG VWDII¶V behavior; f. Financial
difficulty; g. Political risks; h. Economic crisis; i. Relative law and policy
risks; j. Limitation of housing finance
Partner organizational component:
a.
The general DWWLWXGH WR ULVN E  3HUFHLYHG RQH¶V RZQ DELOLW\ WR
manage risk; c. The perceived reward for bearing a risk
CSFs identified were:
a.
Competitive procurement process; b. A thorough and realistic
assessment of the cost and benefits; c. Favorable framework; d. Appropriate
risk allocation and risk sharing; e. Government involvement by providing a
guarantee; f. Political support; g. Stable macroeconomic condition; h.
Sound economic policy; and
h.
Availability of suitable financial market.
The CSF clusters were:
a.
Good governance; b. Commitment and responsibility of public and
private sector; c. Favorable legal framework; d. Sound economic policy;
and e. Available financial market
He listed the CSFs as:
a. Well-organized public agency; b. Appropriate risk allocation and
sharing; c. Strong private consortium; d. Transparency in the procurement
process; e. Clarification of contract documents; f. Favorable legal
framework; g. Shared authority between the public and private sector
Multi-perspective list of CSFs:
a.
Concrete and precise concession agreement; b. Clear definition of
responsibilities; c. Project technical feasibility; d. The commitment of
partners; e. Appropriate risk allocation and risk sharing; f. Strong private
consortium; g. Realistic cost/benefit assessment; h. Attractive financial
package and acceptable tariff level; i. Open communication; j. Proper
stakeholder management; k. Stable economic situation; l. Sound economic
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11. Panayides et
al, 2015, PPP on
Ports.

12. Mota and
Moreira, 2015 0n
non-financial
Determinants.

13. Tingting Liu
et al, 2016, on
Tendering process
in China and
Australia

14. Ameyaw and
Chan, 2016, on
Water Supply.
15. Babatunda et
al, 2016, on
Stakeholder
perception.

16. Osei-Kyei and
Chan, 2015, on
reviews of related
studies.

policy; m. Political support; n. Special guarantee by the government; o.
Shared authority between the public and private sector; p. Competitive
tendering system; q. Stable political situation; r. Available financial market;
s. Reasonable debt/equity ratio; t. Community support; u. Knowledge
transfer
'HWHUPLQDQWVRI3RUW¶VVXFFHVV
a.
µUHJXODWRU\TXDOLW\¶EPDUNHWRSHQQHVVFHDVHWRVWDUWDEXVLQHVV¶
DQGGµHQIRUFLQJFRQWUDFWV¶DUHLPSRUWDQWLQVWLWXWLRQDOGHWHUPLQDQts of port
PPP success and may ultimately contribute to port development and
economic growth.
Gave a different set under:
a.
a. the macroeconomic environment ± represented by economic
freedom, competitiveness, and the unemployment rate; b. the legal system,
where regulatory quality and effective rule of law is associated with the
effective execution of a PPP; c. the political environment and d. PPPs
previous experience.
CSFs gathered from 2 countries namely China and Australia:
a. Availability of sufficient project pipelines; b. Robustness of procurement
options analysis; c. Quality of project brief focusing on output
specification; d. Availability of PPP guidelines and standardized
documentation; e. Public sector experience and knowledge; f. Public
VHFWRU¶V FRPPLWPHQW WR 333 WHQGHULQJ J ,QYROYHPHQW RI SXEOLF RIILFLDOV
and leadership; h. Clarity and responsiveness of governance structures; i.
Depth of market sounding; j. Interactive tendering procedures; k. Constant
dialogue with key market players; l. The balance between streamlining
tender processes and maintaining competition; m. Availability of ex-post
evaluation and auditing; n. Adequacy and efficiency of probity processes.
Five most CSFs were:
a.
The commitment of partners; b. Strength of consortium; c. Asset
quality/social support; d. Political environment; e. National PPP unit
Six CSFs identified were:
a.
Reliable concession arrangement with due diligence; b. Serious
commitment with adequate technical strength; c. Favorable economic
environment; d. Government support with enabling legislation; e. A
bankable project with adequate stakeholder involvement; and f. Strong
political will with committed private partners.
The CSFs list was:
a.
Appropriate risk allocation and sharing; b. Strong private
consortium; c. Political support; d. Public/ community support; e.
Transparent procurement; f. Favorable legal framework; g. Stable
macroeconomic condition; h. Competitive procurement; i. Strong
commitment by both partiers; j. Clarity of roles and responsibility among
parties; k. Financial capability of the private sector; l. Technology
innovation; m. Good feasibility studies; n. Open and constant
communication; o. Detailed project planning; p. Government providing
guarantees; r. Trust.

These 16 articles and their respective contents will be further analyzed and discussed in the
findings section.
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METHODOLOGY
Research Design
According to Helen (1993), the research design is a methodological blueprint or specific plans
created to answer the research questions and obtain the desired data as well as to control variance. This
has supported by Burn and Grove (2003) as they define research design as a complete blueprint for
research to be conducted in which the factors of interference that may affect the validity of the research
findings are well governed with maximum control. In fact, the research design is connoted by Akhtar
  DV D UHVHDUFK VWUXFWXUH WKDW SOD\V D UROH DV WKH µJOXH¶ WR DOO WKH UHODWHG HOHPHQWV LQ D UHVHDUFK
project altogether.
Therefore, in this particular analysis, a mix-method technique was employed as the research
design to find the most frequent and authoritative CSFs of PPP in toll expressway projects in Malaysia.
This involves both a qualitative and quantitative data collection methods which are document analysis
and survey questionnaire respectively. The result from the qualitative (descriptive) method will be
followed by a thorough quantitative method. This type of mix-method design so-FDOOHG ³exploratory
sequential mixed method dHVLJQ´ has been conceptualized by Creswell (2012) as follows:
Qualitative Data
Collection and
Analysis

Builds to

Quantitative Data
Collection and
Analysis

Interpretation

Diagram 3. Exploratory Sequential Design (Creswell, 2012)
Creswell explained that the purpose of exploratory sequential mixed method design is to explore
phenomenon derived from the selected qualitative data than collecting the quantitative data to further
explain the relationships found in the qualitative data. This application of research design is applicable
to explore the phenomenon, identify themes, design instrument and subsequently test it.
Data Collection Method:
Employing the exploratory sequential mixed method design, this preliminary analysis used two
stages of data collection methods which are stage 1) documents analysis (qualitative) and stage 2)
survey questionnaire (quantitative). The refinement of the data collection methods used in this research
is as explained below:
Stage 1) Analysis of secondary data
Secondary data can be collected and analyzed in qualitative research as stated by Sullivan and
Sargeant (2011). The qualitative data source is always in textual or illustrative nature. In this research,
journal articles were chosen as the document for data finding and it can be categorized as a secondary
data source. Secondary data have received the analysis treatment connoting the past such as government
publications, websites, books, journal article and internal records (Ajayi, 2017).
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In this preliminary analysis, 16 journal articles published from 2012 to 2017 were identified and
will form part of Stage I of the analysis. This list is as shown in Table 5 in the literature section.
Stage 2) analysis of data from a Survey
A questionnaire was used to solicit feedback from selected respondents who were heavily
involved in PPP projects. The content of the questionnaire was derived from the CSFs gathered from the
16 selected articles. From the survey, the CSFs was factored in order to derive at the most critical and
frequent factors that influence the implementation of PPP in toll expressway projects in Malaysia.
(Thematic analysis was used and as described by Creswell. 2012 and Karim Abawi, 2013).
QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN, DATA GATHERING, AND ANALYSIS
Stage I: From scrutinizing the 16 articles as shown in table 5, a total of 146 CSFs could be
identified and thematic analyses were then done on them. These 16 articles with their respective 146
CSFs, when tabulated and thematic analysis done on them, could be consolidated into 55 themes. This is
shown in Tables 5 and 6. It is these 55 CSFs factors were further analyzed to derive at a smaller number
that can be processed further to a higher degree of significance. This is to be done in Stage II.
Table 5: Records of the 55 CSFs against the 16 articles.
The sixteen journal articles
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Critical Success Factors

1

Bureaucracy
Uncertainty
Appropriate risk allocation and sharing
Government support
Strategic quality management
Investment attraction
Political stability
Strength consortium
Facilities management
Difficulties in reaching agreement
Complexity
Proficient service delivery
Adequate legal structures
Simplified payment mechanism,
consistent project monitoring,
Environmental health & safety control
Policy pressure
Public-FOLHQWV¶LQHIIHFWLYHFKDQJH
management.
Financial availability
General attitude to a risk,
Perceived own ability to manage a risk
The perceived reward for bearing a
risk
Competitive procurement process,
Thorough and realistic assessment of
the cost and benefits,
Favorable framework,
Stable macroeconomic condition.
Sound economic policy
Good governance
Commitment and responsibility of the
public and private sector

X
X

2

3

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

4

5

6

7

8

X
X

X

9

10

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

11

12

13

X

14

15

16

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

1
1
1

X
X
X

Freque
ncy
1
1
6
5
1
1
7
5
1
1
1
1
5
1

X

X

X

X

X

X

7
1
1
1

X

6
2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

1
3
5
1
6
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The sixteen journal articles
No.
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Critical Success Factors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Well-organized public agency
Clarification of contract documents
Shared authority between the public
and private sector
Concrete and precise concession
agreement
Clear definition of responsibilities
Project feasibility study
Open communication
Proper stakeholder management
Reasonable debt/equity ration
Community support
Knowledge transfer
Regulatory quality
Enforcing contracts
Quality of project brief focusing on
output specification
Availability of PPP guidelines and
standardized documentation
Public officials & leaders involvement
Clarity and responsiveness of
governance structures
Depth of market sounding
Interactive tendering procedures
Constant dialogue with market players
Balance between streamlining tender
processes and maintaining competition
Availability post evaluation & auditing
Adequacy, efficiency of probity
process
Arrangement with due diligence
Technology innovation
Detailed project planning
Trust

9

10

X
X
X

X

Freque
ncy
1
1
2

X

1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

11

12

13

14

15

X
X

16

X

2
3
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

X

1

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

1
2

X
X
X
X

1
1
1
1

X
X

1
1
X
X
X
X

1
1
1
1

Stage II: The outcomes of Stage 1 analysis are the consolidation of the 146 CSFs to 55 themes
as shown in Table 6. Table 6 is similar to Table 5 except that the CSFs are rearranged to prepare them
for incorporation into a questionnaire. The items are as follow:
Table 6: The 55 CSFs rearranged for the questionnaire
1.

Bureaucracy

2.

Uncertainty

3.
Political
stability
7.
Complexity

4.
Strength
consortium
8.
Policy pressure

5.
Community
support
9.
Financial
availability

6.

Trust

10.
Investment
attraction

11.
Proficient
service delivery

12.
Adequate legal
structures

13.
Favorable
framework,

14.
Knowledge
transfer

15.
Sound
economic policy

16.

Good governance

17.
Project
feasibility study

18.
Open
communication

19.
Regulatory
quality

20.

Enforcing contracts
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21.
Appropriate
allocation and sharing
of risks

22.
Stable
macroeconomic
condition.

23.
Environmental
health & safety control

24.
3XEOLFFOLHQWV¶
ineffective change
management

25.
Technology
innovation
29.
Facilities
management

26.
Detailed
project planning
30.
Strategic
quality management

27.
Government
support
31.
Difficulties in
reaching agreement

28.
General attitude to
risk,
32.
Well-organized
public agency

33.
Perceived
RQH¶VRZQDELOLW\WR
manage a risk

34.
The
perceived reward for
bearing a risk

35.
The
competitive
procurement process,

36.
A thorough and
realistic assessment of the
cost and benefits,

37.
Clear
definition of
responsibilities

38.
Proper
stakeholder
management

39.
Clarification
of contract documents

40.
Reasonable
debt/equity ratio

41.
Availability of
ex-post evaluation and
auditing

42.
Adequacy
and efficiency of
probity process

44.
Shared authority
between the public and
private sector

45.
Depth of
market sounding
competition

46.
Interactive
tendering procedures

43.
Reliable
concession
arrangement with due
diligence
47.
Constant
dialogue with key
market players

49.
Quality of
project brief focusing
on output specification

50.
The concrete
and precise
concession agreement

51.
Involvement
of public officials and
leadership

52.
Clarity and
responsiveness of
governance structures

53.
Availability of
PPP guidelines and
standardized
documentation

54.
Commitment
and responsibility of
the public and private
sector

55.
Simplified
payment mechanism
and consistent project
monitoring

48.
The balance
between streamlining
tender processes and
maintaining

The consolidated 55 CSFs were used as the items in the survey questionnaire. The data or factors
that were selected were based on an achieved mean score value of more than 3.82. A Likert Scale was
used to rate the degree of criticality for each factor. The Likert Scale indicates 1 = extremely not
important, to 5 = extremely important. The questionnaire was administered to 30 selected respondents
which consisted of 12 academicians; 12 practitioners /professionals from the private sector and the
remaining six (6) were practitioners/professionals from the public sectors. All respondents selected had
been actively involved in PPP projects. Technically the questionnaire was reliable because it scored
0.707 for alpha Cronbach value.
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Stage I
The Critical Success Factors (CSF) as in all the 16 articles were scrutinized to derive at a form
where they can be grouped into themes and are as shown in tables 6. The deliverables after stage I are
the 146 CSFs:
Stage II:
At this stage, the 146 CSFs need to be further reduced as many were quite similar (in term of
meaning and function) or synergistic and thus were combined and consolidated to 55 as shown in Table
7. The list of 55 factors is as shown in Table 6 and 7, where their frequencies of usage are also indicated.
But this list of 55 CSFs was still too many and need to be validated further.

Finalized CSFs
Validation was done by doing a questionnaire survey on experts knowledgeable and
experience
in
dealing
with
PPP
Expressways.
The
respondents
chosen
were
professionals/practitioner and academicians who are experts on this field for both private and
public sectors. They were invited to validate the degree of importance of all these factors by
giving scores on the rating of their degree of agreement against each of the 55 factors. A
Likert scale of 5 were allotted for each of the CSFs with a score of 1 = extremely not
important, 2 = not important, 3 = important, 4 = very important and 5 = extremely important.
A tRWDO RI  H[SHUW¶V UHVSRQGHQt participated in the exercise which consists of 12
academicians; another 12 practitioners/professionals from private and remaining six (6) are
practitioners/professionals from public sectors.
The completed questionnaires were analyzed
and their total and mean score of the Likert Scale measurement were computed. The
reliability of the instrument was acceptable as shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Reliability measures of the CSF score.
&URQEDFK¶V$OSKD Į
Median Score
N of Items
.707
3.82
55
Based on the results in Table 8, WKH &URQEDFK DOSKD¶V YDOXH LV  ZKLFK LV KLJKO\ UHOLDEOH
Salkind (2007) said that reliability is a test to measure the consistency of the result. This occurs when a
test is conducted repeatedly and produces the same result for each test. The reliability test result of
&URQEDFK¶V$OSKD Į YDOXHOHVVWKDQLVZHDNWRLVZLWKLQWKHDFFHSWDEOHUDQJHDQGWKH
value of 0.8 is high and accepted (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). Reliability measures whether the scale used
would generate the same reading each time the scale is used on the same type of subject in the same
condition. Piaw (2006) also opined that correlation values ranging from 0.75 to 0.95 refer to satisfactory
reliability. Based on the result, the questionnaire was recorded as to have a high and accepted value of
alpha Cronbach. Therefore, it is reliable and applicable to be used in other research with the same
concern.
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Based on the input by the experts, the mean score value of all the factors was computed and
shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Total and Mean Score of the 55 CSFs
Num.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40



Items

Bureaucracy
Uncertainty
Appropriate allocation risk and share
Government support
Strategic quality management
Investment attraction
Political stability
Strength of Consortium
Facilities management
Difficulties in reaching agreement
Complexity
Proficient service delivery
Adequate legal structures
Environmental health and safety control
Simplified payment mechanism and consistent project
monitoring
Policy pressure
3XEOLFFOLHQWV¶LQHIIHFWLYHFKDQJHPDQDJHPHQW
Financial availability
General attitude to a risk
Perceived ability to manage a risk
Perceived reward for bearing a risk
Competitive procurement process
Thorough and realistic assessment of the cost and benefits
Favourable framework
Stable macroeconomic condition
Sound economic policy
Good governance
Commitment & responsibility of public & private sector
Well-organized public agency
Clarification of contract documents
Shared authority between public and private sector
Concrete and precise concession agreement
Clear definition of responsibilities
Project feasibility study
Open communication
Proper stakeholder management
Reasonable debt/equity ration
Community support
Knowledge transfer
Regulatory quality

Total
Score
98
85
143
125
92
90
91
127
94
92
90
92
138
91
95

Total
Mean
Score
3.27
2.83
4.77
4.17
3.07
3.00
3.03
4.23
3.13
3.07
3.00
3.07
4.60
3.03
3.20

84
89
135
141
98
110
77
89
92
137
94
104
140
127
98
89
89
126
124
136
84
97
95
103
87

2.80
2.97
4.50
4.70
3.27
3.67
2.57
2.97
3.07
4.57
3.13
3.47
4.67
4.23
3.27
2.97
2.97
4.20
4.13
4.53
2.80
3.23
3.17
3.43
2.90
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Enforcing contracts
Quality of project briefing focusing on output specification
Availability of PPP guidelines & standardized documentation
Involvement of public officials and leadership
Clarity and responsiveness of governance structures
Depth of market sounding
Interactive tendering procedures
Constant dialogue with key market players
Balance between streamlining tender processes and
maintaining competition
Availability of ex-post evaluation and auditing
Adequacy and efficiency of probity processes
Reliable concession arrangement with due diligence
Technology innovation
Detailed project planning
Trust

104
97
99
96
93
91
86
99
84

3.47
3.23
3.30
3.20
3.10
3.03
2.87
3.30
2.80

81
83
90
104
90
139

2.70
2.77
3.00
3.47
3.00
4.63

From Table 8, all CSFs with a mean score of more than the median score of 3.82 were
identified as above average and selected to be further researched into, to prove its positive
contribution on the success of the PPPs (In fact the CSF chosen, all had a mean score of above
4.0). The thirteen are listed in Table 10 and out of these, three clusters can be derived namely
a) PPP Framework factors; b) Economic factors; and c) Risk factors; whereas factors on
Government support and Trust in PPP can be treated as moderators in the next stage of the
research.
Validated Critical Success Factors (CSFs) on PPP in Toll Expressway Projects
The validation process of identification CSFs on PPP in toll expressway projects were derived
from the mean score value that achieved above 3.82 score based on median score. Thus, as a result, the
13 CSFs have been identified as the selected factors on PPP in toll expressway projects in Malaysia:
Table 9: Top 13 CSFs that scored more than the median.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Appropriate Allocation and Share of risks;
General Attitude to a Risk
Commitment and Responsibilities of Public and Private Sectors
Trust
Strength of Consortium
Adequate Legal Structures
Stable Macroeconomic Condition
Open Communication
Financial Availability
Well-Organized Public Agency:
Clear Definition of Responsibility
Government Support
Project Feasibility Study

4.77
4.70
4.60
4.63
4.60
4.60
4.57
4.53
4.50
4.23
4.20
4.17
4.13
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CONCLUSION
This research through basic is fundamental and crucial as it filters a large number of critical
success factors (CSFs) that have been reported to play critical roles in the success of PPP projects. This
particular paper, however, focused on the tolled Expressway/Highway projects, especially in Malaysia.
Thirteen (from the original list of 146) CSFs were separated out as of higher significance. They are;±
trust, government support, open communication, commitment and responsibilities of public and private
sectors, clear definition of responsibility, strength of consortium, well-organized public agency,
adequate legal structures, stable macroeconomic condition, financial availability, general attitude to a
risk, project feasibility study as well as appropriate allocation and sharing of risks, they had achieved the
highest mean and reliability scores after undergoing two stages of analysis. This reduction in numbers
would cut down the time spent needed to identify crucial CSFs for future research related to PPP
projects on toll Expressways and in a developing country environment. Of course, different projects and
countries will have their own respective unique characteristics and it is for the researchers to adapt
where appropriate. But this particular research project has started on its second phase to make use of the
13 CSFs for further extension work using a bigger sample and Smart PLS application. A more
meaningful and concrete finding are envisaged. Interested parties in vying for PPP projects will have
DQRWKHUVHWRIGLPHQVLRQWRFRQVLGHUEHIRUHSOXQJLQJLQWRWKH³ORRNVOLNHDOXFUDWLYH´333([SUHVVZD\
projects but with numerous uncertainties. Narrowing down the CSFs might be able to reduce some of
these uncertainties.
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ABSTRACT
Providing quality service has become a very important factor in the library and information
science. Customer-oriented service has become an enormous challenge to both librarians and
information professionals. Therefore, it is essential to offer the best possible service in an effective and
efficient manner that gives a memorable experience to readers and develops their loyalty towards the
service. The purpose of this study is to focus on library service quality and its dimensions that support
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user experience that leads to their patronage over time. This study will potentially help service suppliers
understand their standard of service quality and how to improvise further. It will also assist them to draw
SUHFLVH VWUDWHJLHV WR PHHW UHDGHUV¶ SDWURQDJH LQ library service as per the Expectancy Disconfirmation
Theory (EDT). This study endeavors to build a theoretical model to examine and survey consumer
patronage within a library setting from the perspective of a small island nation and an emerging country
(Sri Lanka).
Keywords: Physical dimension, Interactive dimension, Technological dimensions, Sociopsychological dimensions, Customer service experience, Customer patronage, Service quality,
Customer expectation, SERVQUAL
INTRODUCTION
Quality is considered as an overall evaluation of a product or service (Baker et al., 2014) that
shapes customer attitude. Attitude, in turn, frames consumer affirmation toward a product or service.
Service quality is an antecedent to customer satisfaction (de Ruyter et al., 1997; Sohail, 2009). It is the
cognitive knowledge accumulated as a result of direct experience with the service provider as well as
from external sources such as word of mouth, publicity, and marketing activities (He and Li, 2011).
Service quality should be conceptualized through both the service delivery process (Parasuramanet al.,
1985) and the service outcomes (Lehtinen and Lehtinen, 1991). Previous research suggested different
dimensions of service quality such as technical quality, functional quality, and corporate image
(Gronroos, 1984; Lehtinen and Lehtinen, 1991). In addition, previous literature also indicated that
service quality can be treated as a second-order construct (Ganguly and Roy, 2011).
Even though service quality and its dimensions have been studied from different service contexts
such as banking (Ganguli and Roy, 2011, Karim and Chowdhury, 2014), hotels (Amin et al., 2013; Ye
et al., 2014;Tamwatinet al., 2015), and education (Baker et al., 2014) in different developed and
developing economies, studies in the library context have been rare and scanty (Pedramniaet al., 2012;
Nagata and Klopfer, 2011; Gede and Sumaedi, 2013) from a slow-growing economy like Sri Lanka. The
new arrangement of information, books, and electronic access to learning through media and
digitalization makes library service unique and influenced user perceptions (Nzivo, 2012; Pedramniaet
al., 2012; Chen, 2016; Khan and Kamal, 2016). Identifying the distribution of library service is vital to
DVVHVV XVHUV¶ VDWLVIDFWLRQ DQG SDWURQDJH UHJDUGLQJ VHUYLFH TXDOLW\ 0RKLQGUD DQG .XPDU ;
Oluwunmi, et al., 2016).
Marketing is required for increasing the association between users and library staff (Edeworet
al., 2016) to promote the image of the libraries and improve customer satisfaction (Gupta, 2016; Jessy
and Rao 2016). It has been previously reported that service quality and customer satisfaction are a form
of customer attitude (Parasuramanet al., 1988). However, how service quality develops experiences and
LQIOXHQFHV UHDGHUV¶ SDWURQDJH KDV EHHQ UDUHO\ VWXGLHG $FFRUGLQJ WR WKH ([SHFWDQF\ 'LVFRQILUPDWLRQ
Theory (EDT) employed by Parasuraman et al. (1988), customer expectation and performance should be
matched; otherwise, disconfirmation will lead to dissatisfaction and bad word of mouth. Loyal customer
behaviour is affected by the behavioural LQWHQWLRQYDULDEOHNQRZQDV³FXVWRPHUOR\DOW\´ =HLWKDPOet al.,
1996; Bhuianet al., 2018). Unexpectedly, customer loyalty has been rarely applied in library service
literature (Kiran and Diljit, 2011). Whether service quality dimensions remain the same in this digital
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era in the library context was the first research question of the present study followed by how service
quality influences customer experience and later influences customer patronage toward the library.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the literature review, and section 3
explains the conceptual model with the formulation of the hypothesis. The research methodology is
elaborated in section 4. The expected empirical results are presented in section 5 along with a
conclusion.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Service Quality Dimensions
Service quality has been defined as ³WKHVXEMHFWLYH comparison that customers make between the
TXDOLW\ RI WKH VHUYLFH WKDW WKH\ ZDQW WR UHFHLYH DQG ZKDW WKH\ DFWXDOO\ JHW´ (Parasuramanet al., 1985;
1988). The dimensions of service quality, as revealed by Parasuramanet al. (1985) include tangibles,
reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy, etc. (SERVQUAL Model). Basically, most services are
intangible. Hence, customers frequently associate the following with quality: reputation, informal
communication (word of mouth), correspondence, availability, physical effects, etc. Services are
consumable and cannot be stored for utilization at a later date owing to their perishable nature.
Distribution of service frequently covers some interaction between the service provider and consumer as
per inseparability nature. Guaranteeing uniformity and consistency of behaviour leads to service
inconsistencies. Finally, consumer expectations may differ each time he/she uses the service
(Parasuramanet al., 1988). Considerable attention has been paid to the measurement of service quality in
the library setting (Jayasundara, 2011) that leads to customer satisfaction (Singla, 2012; Azamet al.,
2014; Thamet al.,2017).
Customer Experience
The term brand experience was first coined by Brakus et al., (2009) who conceptualized it as
³subjective, internal consumer responses (sensations, feelings, and cognition) and behavioural
responses evoked by brand--Ǧrelated stimuli that are a part of a brand's design and identity, packaging,
environments and communications´ %UDQGH[SHULHQFHFRPSULVHV IRXU GLPHQVLRQV 6HQVRU\
(multisensory), affective (emotional, passionate), intellectual (cognitive), and behavioural (action)
(Brakus et al., 2009). The sensory dimension focuses on brands promoting awareness of one or more of
the five senses (hearing, sight, smell, touch, and taste); the affective dimension involves brands evoking
feelings or sentiments (Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982); the intellectual dimension relates to the brands
ability of making consumers think or feel curious; and the behavioural dimension is a result of brand
consumption making the consumer act or feel a certain way. Marketing professionals should understand
customers' brand experience mechanism that can affect marketing strategies for both services and
products (Lee and Kang, 2012) developed through direct and indirect experiences (Kempf and Smith,
1998, Brakus et al., 2009). Long-lasting brand experiences affect customer loyalty and satisfaction
(Oliver, 1997; Reicheld, 1996). Brand experiences deal with actual sensations, cognitions, and
behavioural responses.
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Customer Loyalty
Businesses must consider ways of satisfying their consumers. To achieve customer satisfaction,
delivering quality service is the most important objective. Satisfied customers over time transform into
loyal customers (Klankaew and Panjakajornsak, 2017). Zeithamlet al. (1996) reported that an abnormal
VWDWH RI FRQVXPHU OR\DOW\ PD\ DIIHFW FOLHQWV¶ UHOLDELOLW\ /DX DQG &KHXQJ   VKRZHG customer
loyalty as a behavioural outcome. In general, quality is viewed as a vital factor for an organization to
maintain consumer loyalty (Felix, 2017). Finally, different studies have recognized quality as a
precursor of customer loyalty (Lau et al., 2013; El Saghier and Nathan; 2013). The faithfulness between
client and organizations impact satisfaction and consumer loyalty (Awan et al., 2011).
Statement of the Problem
The components or dimensions of library service quality are not entirely understood from the
XVHU¶V YLHZSRLQW Basically, libraries are responsible for satisfying the requirements of their users
seeking information. However, with information technology and its continuous advancements, users can
now disseminate and access information from the comfort of their homes. Therefore, this study aims to
examine a OLEUDULDQ¶V perception and service quality of a library in Sri Lanka from a marketing
perspective.
Further, the exponential increase in data and advancements in mechanical devices for accessing
and utilizing data pose numerous challenges to a conventional library setup. Hence, the question of how
to improvise library service into a wonderful experience that drives reader loyalty should be investigated
and answered.
Therefore, with the goal of evaluating the fulfilment level with library administration and future
improvement, this study was conducted to cover all aspects of library operations. Only a few studies
have investigated user satisfaction through service quality in Sri Lanka. Therefore, this study aimed to
address service quality and the customer experience in Sri Lankan libraries. For understanding the
service quality from the perspective of libraries, it is necessary to recognize the fundamentals of service
quality and their interaction in the library setting from the viewpoints of user satisfaction and loyalty.
Research Objectives
1.
To investigate the services quality of libraries from the viewpoint of the reader in this
technological era by improvising the established SERVQUAL model.
2.
To improve the dimensions of service quality for libraries to provide a better customer
experience for Sri Lankan readers.
3.
To identify the impact of SERVQUAL dimensions on customer loyalty, mediating through
customer experience, to identify whether good customer experience leads to better customer loyalty.
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HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION
Expectancy Disconfirmation Theory (EDT)
EDT originated from consumer behaviour studies explaining the different consumer expectations
of service quality from sources such as personal experience, word of mouth, advertising, etc., as well as
their standard subjective ratings or satisfaction toward the service provider (Cardozo, 1965; Oliver,
1997). The difference between customer expectations and actual performance is referred to as
disconfirmation, which can be either positive (with performance exceeding expectations) or negative
(with performance below expectations) based on customer experience. EDT is relevant for research
concerning public services as well as public management strategy and practice explained how these
subjective evaluations, derived from citizen survey. EDT can help the decision-making process of
ordinary citizens regarding the judgment and evaluation of various types of government services (Hero
& Durand, 1985; Kelly &Swindell, 2002b; Van Ryzinet al., 2004).
EDT can be described as a five-step process. In the first step, consumers form specific beliefs or
expectations from products or services before purchasing (Venkatesh and Goyal, 2010). This process is
influenced by product information, organizational promotion, media reports, and feedback from prior
users (Premkumar and Bhattacherjee, 2008). Second, consumers use, consume, or experience the
purchased product or service and develop their own perception oI WKH SURGXFW¶V RU VHUYLFH¶V DFWXDO
performance (Premkumar and Bhattacherjee, 2008). Third, they assess the performance of the product or
service by using their expectations as a reference (Oliver, 1980). In the subsequent stages, the actual
performance is mapped with the expectation to develop positive or negative experiences. Parasuraman,
Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) developed the gap model of service quality based on the disconfirmation
paradigm. In the present study, EDT was employed to measure customer satisfaction from the perceived
TXDOLW\ RI SURGXFWV RU VHUYLFHV WR GHWHUPLQH FXVWRPHU¶V VDWLVIDFWLRQ ZLWK OLEUDU\ VHUYLFH TXDOLW\
According to Yi (1990), SRVLWLYH GLVFRQILUPDWLRQ LPSOLHV FXVWRPHU¶V VDWLVIDFWLRQ ZKHUHDV QHJDWLYH
disconfirmation implies less customer satisfaction.
Library Services Quality Dimensions on Customer Experience
After purchasing and consuming the service, customers match its expected quality with what
they really received (Lovelock and Wright, 1999). Library services are services and facilities offered by
libraries that include elementary services and facilities like a reference, reading space, borrowing,
interlibrary loan, photocopying, and computer facilities such as online database searching, scanning,
multimedia, etc. (Collier, 1990). A library aims not to increase income but to increase user satisfaction
and experience (Gupta, 2016). The service quality model developed by Parasuramanet al. (1988)
recommended five dimensions of perceived service quality ± tangibles, reliability, responsiveness,
empathy, and security ± (Parasuramanetel al., 1988; Zeithamlet al., 1990) that results in better customer
experience. Based on the above logic, the following hypothesis was framed.
H1. The physical dimension of a library has a positive impact on customer experience.
Parasuramanet al. (1985) characterized empathy as a mindset and individual consideration
offered by a firm to its customers. It includes giving individual consideration regarding the library staffs
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who comprehend the requirements of their readers and visitors amid business hours. The study will
explore the following hypotheses.
H2: An interactive dimension in a library has a positive influence on customer experience.
The interface with technology-based service delivery creates a different evaluation pattern for
services among consumers (Mick and Fournier, 1995). Previous studies focused on services delivered
through technology and their impact on consumer reaction with respect to their beliefs and positive
acceptance (Cowles and Crosby, 1990; Dabholkar, 1996). The perceived usefulness and ease of use
creates self-confidence and experience among readers (Davis, 1989; Szajna, 1996) in a library service
context. Therefore the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: A technological dimension of a library has a positive influence on customer experience.
The strength of motivation and involvement both represent attitudinal constructs and directing
behaviour. Motivational strength represents a person's attitude toward engaging in a specific activity
(Iwasaki and Havitz, 2004). Both constructs were employed in the present study to measure motives
toward a particular involvement and behavioural intention such as loyalty towards the library service.
H4: Socio-psychological Dimensions has a positive influence on customer experience.
Experiences occur during a product search, product shopping, and consumption (Arnould et al.,
2002; Brakus et al., 2009). Product experiences occur when consumers interact with products directly or
virtually (Kempf and Smith, 1998). Library experiences happen when consumers interact with the
physical environments, as well as its policies and practices (Hui and Bateson, 1991; Kerin et al., 1992).
Thus, the positive experience about the library environment creates a positive attitude in terms of
patronage in FXVWRPHU¶V behaviour. Therefore the following hypothesis is proposed:
H5: customer experience has positive influence on library patronage.
Library users need individual attention and help in addition to their information needs. To satisfy
these requirements, librarians must assess services on a systematic basis so that they can provide the best
possible products and services (Yeanakis, 2017). Patil and Pradhan (2014) defined the needs of
implementing marketing of library resources and services as promotion of resources, user awareness,
improving WKH OLEUDU\¶V UHSXWDWLRQ, and marketing to generate a corpus. It is necessary for libraries to
regulate and extend their service quality through proper service quality dimensions to enhance the
reader's experience that will ultimately transform into customer loyalty. To regulate service quality in
the library, it is necessary to understand the essence and different physiognomies of library services.
H6: Customer experience mediates the relationship between the physical dimension and library
patronage.
H7: Customer experience mediates the relationship between the interactive dimension and library
patronage.
H8: Customer experience mediates the relationship between the technological dimension and library
patronage.
H9: Customer experience mediates the relationship between brand image and library patronage.
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Physical Dimensions
Tangibility

Reliability
Interactive Dimensions

Responsiveness
Assurance
Empathy

Customer Experience

Library Patronage

Technological Dimensions

Efficiency
System
Fulfilment
Privacy
Socio-Psychological Dimensions

Attitude
Involvement
Motivation

To measure the hypothesized constructs, an online version of the questionnaire was developed
based on past literature. The questionnaire consists of six sections. First, the respondents were asked to
think about their library visit experience and all the services that the library provides.
The first section included questions on service quality and its four sub-dimensions ± physical
dimensions, interactive dimensions, technological dimensions, and socio-psychological dimensions. The
physical dimensions cover questions on tangibility (four items) and reliability (five items) adopted from
Parasuramanet al. (1988) having nine items. The interactive dimensions consist of responsiveness (four
items), assurance (four items), and empathy (five items) adopted from Parasuramanet al. (1988) with a
total of 13 items. Technological dimensions include efficiency (eight items), system availability (four
items), fulfilment (seven items), and privacy (three items) adopted from Parasuramanet al. (2005)
having a total of 22 items. The socio-physiological dimension included three sub-dimensions including
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attitude (four items), involvement (five items), and motivation (four items) adopted from Funk and
Bruun (2007) with a total of 13 items.
All the items were measured using a seven-point Likert-type scale ("strongly disagree" = 1 to
"strongly agree" = 7). The fifth section included customer experience with a total of five items adapted
from Lee and Kang (2012) using a seven-point Likert-type scale ("strongly disagree" = 1 to "strongly
agree" = 7). The sixth section, adopted from Wallin and Lindestad (1998), measured library use
patronage on a four-item scale following the same pattern of measurement. The last section included
questions related to personal demographic information of the readers such as age, gender, income, the
frequency of visit to the library, and time spent at the library.
DATA COLLECTION AND SAMPLE PROFILE
This research included quantitative data collected using a questionnaire survey. The present
study used a survey method of data collection. Respondents were given a questionnaire both at the
central and state libraries of universities and other government and private educational institutes. In
total, 750 questionnaires were distributed using a simple random sampling method. Structural equation
method was used for testing hypotheses. The sample was mostly students and educational professionals
within the age group of 18±65 years who regularly visit libraries for their academic and information
needs.
DISCUSSION AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The primary objective of library and information professionals is to fulfil customer requirements
who are mostly students and educators. Apart from that, library supporting staff, librarians, and learning
resources managers face many challenges in promoting library services in this digital era. Library
support service staffs are responsible for service quality implementation and improving performance.
Libraries play an important role in supporting research, coursework, and study materials preparation to
help students, researchers, and the general public. Both the users and libraries welcomed change towards
improved service quality achieved through a physical setup, an interactive environment, a technological
interface, and the socio-psychological aspect. This effort to adapt and pursue quality to develop a better
experience drives a long-term behavioural relationship with the library. With the new developments and
technologies, libraries may fulfil the expectations and overcome the challenges of the users. The best
services and greater satisfaction of library users can be obtained by word of mouth and customer
attachment. According to the results of this study, university libraries in Sri Lanka can increase their
performance and meet the expectation of their users.
This study adds to the literature by addressing the design of library service quality, the issues that
need to be considered to improve the applicable policies and strategies, as well as planning for funds and
resource allocation in the library system in Sri Lanka. The research outcomes discussed here will be
beneficial to other institutions as well as researchers working on library and information fields. The
study findings will enable libraries in Sri Lanka to make regular assessments towards improving the
library service. It also serves as a guide for cultivating policies to develop a common service delivery
library system in Sri Lanka.
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Therefore, it is essential for libraries to maintain high quality and effective service standards for
both students and academic staff. This study lays the foundation for further research in this field,
especially in determining which service quality dimension has the most impact on customer experience
and loyalty. This study finding provides novel information regarding the marketing of library resources
and helps librarians to focus only those service quality dimensions which contribute the most to
experience. Accordingly, this study attempts to develop a theoretical model to examine and assess
consumer satisfaction and loyalty within a library setting from a small island and emerging country Sri
Lanka.
CONCLUSION
Library readers, by and large, utilize convinced principles to assess library service quality by
inspecting responsiveness, reliability, empathy, assurance and physical viewpoints. Findings of this
study will bring several benefits to decision makers, library users and moreover to the employees in the
field of the library in Sri Lanka or organizations of similar nature. Future studies in this field can use the
model and its findings. This information is significant for librarians who are responsible for supervising
the activities of their workers. They can use the findings of the study in managing the performance of
their staff, for program planning relating to service improvement and total service quality in the library,
from the FXVWRPHU¶V viewpoint. The study also helped identify the determinants of satisfaction among
library users. As mentioned, decision-makers can use this information and analysis to assess the
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIH[LVWLQJVHUYLFHVIURPWKHXVHU¶VYLHZSRLQW
The main task of a library is to incorporate information resources in ways that improve the
experience and loyalty of readers. Mainly, this study contributes to the library science literature by
providing an investigation of numerous service marketing constructs. This study is significant as it
provides an improved understanding of user perceptions of service quality, satisfaction, influential
factors, and favourable future social intents. Second, this study will benefit library professionals and
practitioners in Sri Lanka. Future studies should aim to understand the servicescape in a library context
or service delivery mechanism by employing customer satisfaction and co-creation as a mediator.
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APPENDIX
Role of Service Quality in Patronage Behavior of Readers in Sri Lanka: A Conceptual Analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SECTION A: SERVICE QUALITY IN LIBRARIES OF SRI LANKA
Please show the extent to which the following statements reflect your perceptions of service quality in
your preferred library. Please mark (3) for the number that most accurately reflects how much you agree
or disagree with the statement based on your experience as per the following scale: (Choose one option
only)
(1) Strongly Disagree (2) Disagree (3) Somewhat Disagree (4) Undecided (5)
Somewhat agree (6) Agree (7) strongly agree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(A) Tangibles(Parasuramanet al., 1988)
1. This library has up-to-date equipment
2. 7KLVOLEUDU\¶VSK\VLFDOIDFLOLWLHVDUHYLVXDOO\DSSHDOLQJ
3. 7KLVOLEUDU\¶VHPSOR\HHVDUHZHOO-dressed/neat
 7KH OLEUDU\¶V DSSHDUDQFH RI LWV SK\VLFDO IDFLOLWLHV DUH FRQVLVWHQW ZLWK WKH
services offered
(B) Reliability (Parasuramanet al., 1988)

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

2 3

4

5

6

7

5. This library meets its promised time-frames for a response
6. This library is sympathetic and reassuring when the patron has
problems
7. This library is dependable in the delivery of its products and services
8. This library provides its services at the times promised
9. This library keeps accurate records
1
(C) Responsiveness( Parasuramanet al., 1988)
10. This library tells its patrons exactly when the service will be
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performed
11. This library promises to offer prompt service through its employees
12. This OLEUDU\¶VHPSOR\HHVDUHDOZD\VZLOOLQJWRKHOSSDWURQV
13. 7KLVOLEUDU\¶VVWDIILVDOZD\VUHDG\WRUHVSRQGWRSDWURQV
queries
(D) Assurance (Parasuramanet al., 1988)
7KLVOLEUDU\¶VHPSOR\HHVDUHWUXVWZRUWK\
15. Customers feel safe when transacting with employees at this library
16. Employees at this library are polite
17. Employees at this library get adequate support from the
management to do their job well
(E) Empathy (Parasuramanet al., 1988)
18. This library offers individualized attention to all patrons

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

2 3

4

5

6

7

19. Employees of the library understand the SDWURQ¶V needs
20. The employees of the library give equal importance to all its patrons
21. Employees of the library KDYHWKHSDWURQ¶VEHVWLQWHUHVWVDWKHDUW
(E) Efficiency (Parasuramanet al., 2005)
23. The library site makes it easy to find what I need
24. It makes it easy to get anywhere on the site
25. It enables me to complete a transaction quickly
26. Information at this site is well organized
27. It loads its pages fast
28. This site is simple to use
29. This site enables me to get on to it quickly
30. This site is well organized
(E) System Availability (Parasuramanet al., 2005)
31. 7KLVOLEUDU\¶VZHEVLWHLVDOZD\VDYDLODEOHto readers
7KLVOLEUDU\¶VZHEVLWHODXQFKHVDQGUXQVULJKWDZD\
7KLVOLEUDU\¶VZHEVLWHGRHVQRWFUDVK
 3DJHV DW WKLV OLEUDU\¶V ZHEVLWH do not freeze after I enter my order
information.
1
(G) Fulfilment (Parasuramanet al., 2005)
35. This library delivers orders when promised
36. This library site makes items available for delivery within a suitable
timeframe
37. It quickly delivers what I order
38. It sends out the items ordered
39. It has in stock the books the library claims to have
40. It is truthful about its offerings
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41. It makes accurate promises about the delivery of products
(J) Privacy (Parasuramanet al., 2005)
42. This library protects information about my online reading behaviour
43. This library does not share my personal information with other sites

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

2 3

4

5

6

7

2 3

4

5

6

7

44. This library protects information about my credit card
(K) Attitude (Funk and Bruun, 2007)
Good±Bad
Awful±Nice
Like±Dislike
Pleasant±Unpleasant
(L) Involvement(Funk and Bruun, 2007)
Mundane±Fascinating
Valuable±Worthless
Not needed±Needed
Involving±Not involving
Important±Not important
(M) Motivation (Funk and Bruun, 2007)
45. I regret when I am unable to participate in running events
46. I feel that participating in running events is vitally important to me
47. I am really interested in participating in running events
48. I feel that spending time participating in running events is more
worthwhile than spending time participating in other leisure activities
1
(H) Customer Experience (Lee and Kang, 2012)
49. This library induces feelings and sentiments
50. I do not have strong emotions for this library
51. This library is an emotional feeling
52. I engage in physical actions and behaviours when I use this
library
53. This library results in bodily experiences
(I)
(I) Library Patronage (Wallin and Lindestad, 1998)
54. I will say positive things about this library to others

1
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55. This library utilizes patron interactions to optimize value and
patronage
56. It is the correct decision to stay with my current library
57. I will encourage others to get service from my library
Please indicate your library usage patterns putting tick marks:
Ques. Use pattern
Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Never
No.
58
How often do you use resources on library
premises?
59
How often do you access library resources
through a library webpage?
60
How often do you use Yahoo (TM), Google
(TM), or non-library gateways for
information?
61. Please write down your comments and suggestions about library services experiences in the space
below:

SECTION B: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Please, put (3) in the box provided.
62. Gender: Male
Female
63. Marital status: Married
64. Age:
Below 20 years
31 to 40 years,

Unmarried

21 to 30 years
40 years and above

65. Type of the library patronage by you:
National library
Academic library
Public library
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School library
Diplomatic library
Village library
Special library
NGO library
International school library
Company library
Chamber of commerce
Corporate library
<RXUSURIHVVLRQLV«««««««««««««««««««««
67. What is the purpose of your library visits?
To find information
To ask for advice
To read lecture notes
To use computers
To find quiet/convenient place to
study
To meet friends
2WKHU««««««««
68. Income level (Monthly income in SLR)
Less
80000

than 80001±
1,600,000

69. Education
Vocational degree
Less than a bachelors
degree
Bachelors degree

End of the Questionnaire
Thank You.

1,600,001±
3,200,000

3,200,001±
4,000,000

4,000,000±
4,800,000

Masters degree
Doctoral degree
Others (specify)

Over
4,800,000
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to GUDZ IURP VRFLDO H[FKDQJH WKHRU\¶V UHFLSURFLW\ LQ H[FKDQJH
relationships to ascertain the effect of service quality as a mechanism linking perceived accessibility to
training and perceived support for training on organizational performance. The investigation was
conducted using responses from the branch managers in the Nigerian banking industry in order to
ascertain whether or not these interrelationships exist. Using a cross-sectional survey to describe the
direct effect of perceived accessibility to training, perceived support from training and service quality on
organizational performance. The mediating effect of service quality as a linking mechanism between
(perceived accessibility to training and perceived support from training) on organizational performance
was also investigated. Data was collected from 375 branch managers from commercial banks; analysis
was conducted using PLS-SEM structural equation modelling. Findings of the study are based on three
hypotheses formulated to investigate these relationships. Proposition on perceived support from training,
perceived accessibility to training and service quality on organizational performance were all supported.
This implies that there is a significant positive effect between perceived support from training, perceived
accessibility to training, service quality and organizational performance. Service quality was also found
to fully mediate the effect of perceived support for training and partially mediate the effect of perceived
accessibility to training on organizational performance. Discussion of the findings, study limitations and
recommendations for future studies were also provided.
Key Words: perceived support from training, perceived accessibility to training, service quality,
organizational performance, banking sector
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INTRODUCTION
The conception that service quality as one of the basic features that impact customer satisfaction
and organizational competitiveness has been prevalent in the literature (Subramanian et al., 2014;
Campos-Soria, Gonzlez Garc and Ropero Garc, 2005). Hence service providers need to focus on
providing quality and exceptional services to their customers as a means to gain competitive advantage
(Siddiqi, 2011). The notion of service quality has been mostly determined as the consumer's view of
RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V XQLTXH GHOLYHU\ RI TXDOLW\ VHUYLFH ZKLFK LV FRPPRQO\ PHDVXUHG LQ UHODWLRQ WR WKH
producer's assessment (Angelova and Zekiri, 2011). However, in WRGD\¶VG\QDPLFFRPSHWLWLYHEXVLQHVV
environment evaluating the quality of service involves two different points of view i.e. actual or
objective quality and perceived or subjective quality (Eboli and Mazzulla, 2011). The perceived quality
is more firmly connected to sales performance, it is a measure of how well the service level conveyed
matches the expectations of customers, while a firm conveying quality service implies conformity with
customer desires on a predictable premise (Joewono and Kubota, 2007).
More, recently organizational studies consider service quality as a significant determinant of
customer satisfaction, reduction in complaints, loyalty, improved customer retention rates, and greater
willingness to recommend to someone else (Levesque and McDougall, 1996). It is also predicted that
service quality facilitates PDQDJHPHQW¶V capacity to identify problems associated with quality service
delivery. This enables the organization to plan the implementation of quality improvement programs, the
impact of which may eventually improve profitability, efficiency and overall organizational performance
(Sangeetha and Mahalingam, 2011). Specifically, the assessment of service quality concept has been
used to clearly demonstrate the discrepancy between service delivery goals and the actual service
delivery performance (Anantharanthan, Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1985).
Sangeetha and Mahalingam (2011) have proposed that organizational researchers on service
quality focus on 5 basic premises. For instance, they made their first proposition on the need to ascertain
the difference between what the consumers expect and organizations awareness of such expectations.
Secondly, they also stress the importance of determining the discrepancy between management
perception of consumer quality expectations and the organizations set standards for service delivery. The
third aspect is to put in place a feedback mechanism to find out whether there is a balance between the
actual service performance and the service quality specifications. The fourth proposition is to focus on
the need to adopt a strategy necessary to identify the effectiveness of communicating the service quality
specifications. At this point, the interest of the organization is on striking a balance between the service
quality delivery goals and management commitment to meeting such goals i.e. to ensure there is a match
between quality specification communicated to the customer and actual service delivery. Finally, they
propose service quality as the identification of quality in terms of the variation between customer
expectation and his perception of service quality delivery. Based on the role of service quality as a
function of expectation and perception a model was developed as follows;
k

SQ

¦ (P  E )
ij

ij

j 1

Where
SQ = Overall service quality
k = Number of attributes
Pij = performance perception of stimulus i with respect to attribute j
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Eij = service quality expectation for attribute j that is the relevant norm for stimulus i
The model depicted above demonstrates the equation on which this study is based. First, this
study dwell on investigating the effect of service quality on the performance of Nigerian banks with
specific reference to how the perception of stimulus. i.e. perceived access to training and perceived
support from training can have a direct effect on the banks' performance and indirect effect through
quality service delivery in the banking sector. Secondly, this an extension of Dhar (2015) where he
recommended a study on service quality in the banking industry because of most of the previous studies
on service quality focus hotel and tourism industry. Thirdly, Aryee, Seidu and Otaye (2016) have
proposed the aggregation of service quality to organizational unit level and examine its influence on
overall organizational performance outcome.
Fourth, Blau (1994) in social exchange theory postulates the social reciprocal relationship
between employees and organization. This is because in 2005 the Nigerian banking industry underwent
remarkable changes through the implementation of a recapitalization and consolidation strategy in order
to improve the performance of the industry (Ajayi, 2005). The policy reform was designed to lead to
effective financial intermediation (Lemo, 2005), allowing Nigerian banks to become the leading
participants in the sub-regional and regional financial markets and one of the leading participants in the
global financial markets (Adeyemi, 2006). Conversely, adoption of recapitalization and consolidation
strategy has not significantly improved the performance of banks in the industry (Bernard & Michael,
2014).
This study tests the effect of organizations provision for training and employee reciprocation
with quality service delivery, which will ultimately result in improvement in the overall performance of
the banks. Finally, previous studies have provided empirical evidence linking training and organizational
performance in the service industry. But the mechanism through which human resource practice
particularly how training facilitates organizational performance remains one of the objectives of this
study (Gomes, Angwin, & Peter, 2012). Furthermore, the increased need for service quality delivery in
the banking industry makes this investigation important. This is due to the high contact nature of service
encounter between employees and customers. Specifically, the Nigerian banking sector has been
undergoing a strategic change since the year 2005 in the quest to improve the quality of services and
overall performance. However, recently a call was made by civil society organizations for customers to
boycott their respective banks on 1st March 2016 due to poor service delivery.
Again, the need for training and supportive atmosphere for training has long been identified by
the then governor of the central bank. He stated that "The real strategic change in the Nigerian banking
industry can only take place with the improvement in the quality of manpower: a competent and
committed workforce that is constantly exposed to training and development´. He further added that
"The competitive financial sector environment requires a highly skilled workforce that would effectively
contribute to value creation within the banking financial institutions´. He ended the statement by saying,
³Hitherto, employee recruitment was merely to comply with regulatory requirements, while training was
viewed as a non-revenue funcWLRQWKDWZDVFRVWO\DQGXQQHFHVVDU\´ 6DQXVL 
In essence, this study tests the service quality as the perception of managers towards bringing
about service quality by adopting a strategy capitalize on the creation of an atmosphere that emphasizes
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on training and support for training throughout the organization. The study is based on the presumption
that investment in employee training will lead to reciprocation exchange through quality services
delivery which will lead to an improvement in overall organizational performance, resulting in a positive
social exchange relationship.
BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Organizational Level Training and Service Quality
The literature on human resource has long viewed employee training and employee development
as one of the significant determinants of organizational performance (Niazi, 2011; Khan, Khan, and
Khan, 2011). For instance, DeNisi and Griffin, (2001), view training as a procedure and methods
employed by the organization to develop, modify and enhance the skills, knowledge, abilities and
behaviour necessary to enable them to perform their work effectively. Considering, the importance of
training in the development of employee competencies scholars advocates for frequent modification of
employee attitude and skills which is an essential requirement for achieving the desired objective
(Herold et al. 2007). Training is an indispensable component of high-performance work practices and
the practices are found to positively influence service quality in organizations (Liao et al. 2009).
Utilization of the training makes employees more competent in contributing to the realization of
organizational objective (Posthuma, Campion, Masimova and Campion, 2013).
For instance, Bowen and Ostroff (2004) assert that the emphasis of the human resource
management must be designed around a particular strategic focus, such as service or innovation". This
implies that the efficiency of organizations is a reflection of the extent to which internal resources i.e.
employees add value to the processes by strategically configuring the practices with strategic direction
(Liao et al. 2009). In addition, value addition in organizations adopting high-performance work practices
is contingent upon horizontal fit i.e. the extent to which the practices aligned and complements each
other and vertical fit which demonstrates alignment between the practices and organizational strategy
(Huselid 1995; Becker and Gerhart 1996).
Management scientists have suggested two ways for service organizations to improve their
efficiencies and effectiveness. First is adopting a low-cost strategy where organizations make reduce
production cost which will facilitate the production of a high volume of products in congruence with
scientific management (Porter 1980). The second strategy involves the use of employees to provide
exceptional and high-quality services in order to enhance satisfied clientele which will eventually lead to
the establishment of a long time business relationship (Gutek 1995). However, in the competitive market
today, organizations pursuing low-cost strategy heavily rely on the use of technology to improve the
efficiency of service delivery as well as reduce the cost of production (Levitt 1972).
But this strategy will not guaranty sustainable competitive advantage because competitors can
easily acquire the newly sophisticated technology thereby imitating the advantage; this strategy violates
one of the resource-based view principles of inimitability, therefore, cannot provide a sustainable
advantage (Barney 1991). Furthermore, the low-cost strategy may lead to the emergence of a vicious
circle which will make both customers and employees less satisfied (Schelesinger and Heskett 1991).
On the other hand, provision of high-quality service through resources that are internal to the
organization will lead to the development of loyal customers that are less costly to maintain, less
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sensitive to price changes, bring in new customers and consume very little of organizations time
compared to other new customers (Reichheld 1996).
The kind of services, provided by organizations involve simultaneity of its production and
consumption, due to the intangible nature of outcomes, services delivery and processes including
customer involvement in service production (Bowen and Schneider 1988). This process reduces the
possibility of checking quality control after production unlike in the manufacturing setting where quality
can be checked even after the production of tangible products (Schneider et al. 1998). Therefore, the
extent to which employees discharge their responsibility through appropriate service delivery and their
attitude towards assisting as well as solving the problems of customers (Liao and Chuang 2004), has a
direct positive influence on the level of customer satisfaction with the service quality delivery (Liao et
al. 2009). Hence for an organization to equip their employees to provide high-quality service, they need
to devise a strategy that facilitates the application of requisite abilities knowledge and skills by its
employees as well as the enthusiasm, to meet the needs of the customer.
Few studies have explicitly examined the linkage between training, service quality on
organizational performance, Particularly, it was proposed an investigation into the individual level
service quality, measure it at the work-unit level, and aggregate their effects to ultimate organizational
performance outcomes, such as financial efficiency, return on assets, reduction in service costs and
customer perspective of overall performance (Aryee, Walumbwa, Seidu and Otaye, 2013).
Concept of Training in an Organization
Training and development is an important element of human resource management (Vlachos,
2009). Specifically, training is defined as the organized activity aimed at imparting information or
instructions to get better the staff performance or attain a required level of skill or knowledge to help
him or her (Saeed & Asghar, 2012). While development is viewed as those activities that lead to the
attainment of fresh skills or knowledge for the sole aim of personal growth (Peteraf, 1993).
Furthermore, a study conducted by Apospori, Nikandrou, Brewster and Papalexandris, (2008)
suggested that there is a significant impact of training and development on organizational performance.
Subramaniam et al., (2013) mentioned that training and development could influence organizational
performance because employees' skills, knowledge and abilities can be enhanced and up to date. In
addition findings of a study conducted by Rugimbana and Akong'o Dimba, (2010) also revealed that
training and development significantly influence organizational performance.
Training and Organizational Performance
Training is seen as procedure and methods employed by an organization to develop, modify and
enhance the skills, knowledge, abilities and behavior necessary to enable employees to perform their
work effectively (DeNisi & Griffin, 2001). Organizations comprise bundles of resources but the role of
human resource is very important in implementing the organizational plans and strategy which translates
into overall performance (Elnaga & Imran, 2013). This implies that there is a need for organizations to
develop and frequently modify the attitude and skills of employees as an important tool for achieving the
desired objective (Herold, Fedor, & Caldwell, 2007).
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Training is seen as the method through which employee attitude can be positively influenced to
achieve organizational performance (Bartel, Freeman, Ichniowski, & Kleiner, 2011). Given the
importance of employee training in organization and complexity in the required skill and task needed by
modern organizations, it is concluded that training is a vital element which improves employee
performance which in turn influences service performance (Mackelprang, Jayaram, & Xu, 2012) as well
as organizational performance (Millar & Stevens, 2012).
In addition, scholars have recognized the importance of training in enhancing employee and
organizational performance, which led to a more focused empirical investigation to validate the
proposition. For instance, recent studies have established a significant positive relationship between
training and organizational performance (Millar & Stevens, 2012; Khan, 2010; Katou & Budhwar,
2006). Training has been widely reported to relate to employee attitude especially organizational
commitment (Newman, Thanacoody, & Hui, 2011; Mcenrue & Groves, 2006). In essence, the effect of
high-performance work practices on organizational performance including training has been well
established in the literature (Shin & Konrad, 2014).
Organizational Performance
Organizational performance has been described as the degree to which the organization has the
capacity to address the needs of its stakeholders and its own requirements for survival. Organizational
performance is not suitably linked with certain overall revenue or a high market share, despite the fact
that they may come about because of completely accomplishing the description of performance (Griffin,
2003). Venkatraman and Ramanujan (1986), advocates for three parts of the performance, among them
are the financial performance, business performance, and organization effectiveness, which is widely
considered as organizational performance (Chu-Hua et al., 2001; Terziovski and Samson, 1999).
Furthermore, he added that having the best product in the market, achieving overall revenue and
market share may not be solely tied to achieving optimal organizational performance. Although many
people may consider having the best product in the market, achieving overall revenue and market share
as organizational performance, they are simply the outcome of collective realization of performance
indicators. To him, organizational performance is influenced by a huge number of factors that are
combined in a unique method which may affect performance positively or negatively. Moreover, there
are various approaches to measuring organizational performance. Many studies strictly apply financial
measures such as return on investment (ROI) or return on asset (ROA) or return on equity. This study
considers organizational performance from the subjective perspective due to a high correlation between
the subjective and objective measure of performance (Venkatraman and Ramanujam 1986), hence
branch managers perception of performance will be utilized to achieve the objective of this
investigation.
Theoretical underpinning and hypothesis development
Emblematic of earlier efforts made by organizational and industrial scientist searching for means
to gain competitive advantage through people dates back to Hawthorne studies and Scientific
management (Boxall 2012). Particularly, social exchange as considered is constrained to activities that
are dependent upon rewarding reactions from others. It is a two ways mutually rewarding and mutually
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contingent procedure involving social exchange (Blau, 1964). Social exchange theory has been
recognized as one of the most relevant conceptual models for explaining workplace conduct. Social
exchange theory also highlights that these interdependent exchanges can possibly produce high-quality
relationships. This theory is the foundation upon which this model is based.
Service quality
The concept of providing service quality is generally considered as the degree to which the service
delivery conforms to expectations of the target market (Angelova and Zekiri 2011). This notion of
service quality is getting to be more critical for organizations that provide services to their customers
especially the banking industry (Saghier and Nathan 2013). Specifically, business organizations that aim
at fulfilling the requirement of service quality could prompt better organizational performance (Zeithaml
et al. 2002). The organization that delivers a high level of quality services to its customers act in
accordance with customer desires and will lead to the development of loyal customers. Quality
enhancement and quality management are essential for obtaining satisfaction and loyalty which
eventually lead to performance (Yee et al. 2010). Delivering exceptional quality service is associated
with cost implication but increased revenue may outweigh the cost (Wygonik and Goodchild 2011).
Furthermore, strategy centred on intellectual and service capabilities and competence deliver a
viable strategic direction, flexibility and adaptability (Zhang, Ye, Chen, & Wang, 2011). The realization
of the importance of service quality and quality management lead to the increased need for service
organizations to come up with the framework for evaluating and enhancing better quality service and
customer satisfaction (Abukhalifeh and Mat Som 2012). Furthermore, quality issues are getting to be a
basic perspective for organizations strategic management activities. Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml,
(1991) assert that service quality concentrate on three central issues, firstly, the quality of service
delivered cannot be easily evaluated unlike the quality of a tangible product.
Secondly, service quality is evaluated in terms of assessment of the real value of the service
received or delivered in comparison with an expected level of service performance. And finally, the
perception of service quality is determined by the service delivery procedure as well as the outcome of
the service performance. Their model of service quality is represented by performance less expectation
symbolically as follows, where service quality = f (Performance-Expectation). Based on the propositions
linking service quality with bank performance, this study will investigate the connection between service
quality and performance of the banking industry. Hence in line with the call for More studies to assess
service quality from the management perspective which will help management understand and enhance
the concept and implementation of service quality (Sangeetha and Mahalingam 2011).
Service quality and organizational performance
Extant literature has proposed service quality as one of the strong determinants of performance
(Bonner and Richard Nelson 1985). Hence, management focus on an internal strategy that enhances
service quality delivery in order to meets or exceeds the expectation of customers is vital to its overall
performance. this is because organizations that deliver quality service is likely going to win customer
loyalty (Joewono and Kubota 2007), and improve organizational performance (Nusrah et al. 2011).
Service quality is one of the fundamental elements that affect the intensity of an organization means for
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sustainable advantage, thus a bank can achieve high performance by providing exceptional quality
services more than competitors (Siddiqi 2011).
Additionally, the degree to which service quality meet the desire and customer expectation is the
central determinant of developing customer satisfaction and loyalty (Gorondutse and Hilman 2014).
Particularly in service organizations employees are at the center of service delivery to customers, hence
business organizations need to focus on developing the right attitude in their employees because of its
eventual impact on employee commitment to the organization (Dhar 2015). This implies that when
employee developed a higher level of commitment to the organization they tend to exert more efforts
towards performing their duties, which will lead to the development of more loyal and satisfied
customers, and eventually lead to overall performance. In addition, assessing and determining service
quality goal is important for sustaining competitive advantage (Kohlborn 2014).
Furthermore, internal communication and teamwork were revealed to directly relate with service
quality, therefore management should focus on providing the system and procedures that can induce
employees to deliver a good quality of service (Chen 2013). Organizations that focus on quality service
delivery will benefit from customer specific satisfaction and loyalty (Zhao, Lu, Zhang, and Chau, 2012),
thus management that focuses on allocating its scarce resources to effectively build quality and
scalability stand a better chances of survival in a highly competitive market (Zhao and Di Benedetto,
2013). Furthermore, if organizations empower employees to perform the task to the extent that they
develop a sense of accomplishment, job security and self-fulfilment it will influence their quality service
delivery (Ladhari et al. 2011). Nevertheless, the delivery of service quality impacts customer satisfaction
and stickiness (Elliot et al. 2013), inadequate service delivery influences customer switching behavior
(Liang et al. 2013). Moreover, employee service quality orientation influences high-quality service
delivery and improved effort from the employees (Chiang and Birtch, 2011). Specifically, extra effort
behavior demonstrated by employees is reliably connected with high-quality service delivery (Tsaur et
al. 2014). The implication of the improved service delivery is that when an organization provides
exceptional service it will make customers delighted, satisfied and they will stick to the organization
which may eventually have a great influence on performance.
Based on the above literature the following is hypothesized;
H1 service quality has a significant effect on managerial perspective of organizational performance.
Perceived accessibility to training and service quality
Accessibility to training connotes management's commitment to providing a training opportunity
for its teeming employees irrespective of their age, gender and racial inclination. These include putting
in place, a IUHHIDLUDQGIOH[LEOHFULWHULD¶VWKDWZLOOSURYLGHHTXDORSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUDOOHPSOR\HHVWREH
selected for the training program and such process should involve a formalized process for selection.
When employees gain access to training it leads them to become highly committed to their organization
thereby inducing more efforts towards delivering high-quality service (Dhar 2015). Previous studies
have revealed that rather than monetary benefits, job satisfaction and job security, employees access to
learning through training and retraining will make him develop a high level of expertise and
commitment (McNeese-Smith and Nazarey 2001) and such training will lead to high-quality service
delivery by the employee (Beigi & Shirmohammadi 2011).
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The market place of this generation is becoming highly competitive in nature with every
organization trying to capture the larger market share. The common strategy used by service
organizations is to win the loyalty of their customers by offering the value that will eventually lead to
the overall performance and competitive advantage (Zhou et al. 2009). Thus, to accomplish this goal
they need to pay special attention to the training of those internal resources who actively partake in the
service delivery chain and are most visible within the organization (Kathman and Kathman 2000).
Further, it has been reported that the major aim of training in the service industry is to enhance the level
of employee quality service delivery (Gould et al. 2004). In addition, a study conducted in the public
sector Malaysian training and service quality has been found to be highly correlated (Zumrah 2014).
However, extant literature has a long established relationship between training and organizational
performance (Khan, Khan, and Khan, 2011; Niazi, 2011). The above literature suggests that service
organizations wanting to improve their performance need to capitalize on improvement in service
quality.
Hence based on the above literature, this study hypothesizes as follows;
H2a: Perceived access to training has a significant effect on organizational performance.
H2b: Service quality can mediate the effect of access to training on organizational performance.
Perceived support for training and service quality
The benefit and support provided to employees through training are necessary ingredients for
optimum performance and competitive advantage in the market place (Jehanzeb and Ahmed Bashir
2013). Specifically, in a contemporary service organization, a belief by employees about their
organizations' commitment to training programs that are designed to develop, support and upgrade their
skills makes them demonstrate more commitment toward discharging their responsibility which
eventually translates into high-quality service delivery (Teck-Hong and Yong-Kean 2012). Conversely,
in situations where employees perceive that their organization does little for them in terms of the
support, they are liable for going to be less committed to the organization (Robinson and Morrison
1995).
Thus, extant literature revealed that organizational support relates negatively with various
adverse work outcomes (Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison and Sowa, 1986; Susskind, Borchgrevink,
Kacmar, and Brymer, 2000). Further, organizational support arises when employees recognize that
organization or its representative is taking actions that are beneficial to them (Battistelli et al. 2015). For
instance provision of training in service, the organization is viewed by employees as one of the
supportive strategies adopted to equip them with skills necessary to improve quality service delivery and
performance (Sichtmann and Diamantopoulos 2011). In essence, social exchange theory Blau, (1964)
postulates that employee and organizations relationship is reciprocal, where employee perceives his
organization policies as supportive, valuable and sufficient to optimize his contribution he will
reciprocate by demonstrating a positive attitude. This study is grounded on the premise that such a
positive attitude in the banking industry is demonstrated through quality service delivery to customers.
Hence, when there is a higher level perception of support through training employees will reciprocate
with higher quality service delivery which will lead to overall organizational performance.
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Figure 2. The theoretical framework of the effect of perceived access to training perceived support
from training, and service quality on organizational performance. The model also depicts the
mediating role of service quality on the effect perceived access to training, perceived support from
training on organizational performance.
Based on the above the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3a: Perceived support for training has a significant effect on organizational performance.
H3b: Service quality mediates the effect of support for training on organizational performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample and data collection
The quantitative research design was used in this investigation. This study was designed in line
with Taneja, Taneja and Gupta, (2011) where they recommended the application of the quantitative
method in social sciences research. Specifically, an investigation involving individual or group
behaviour and attitude are better captured through sample survey by utilizing structured questionnaire
(Osuala, 2005). Studies largely conducted on organizational enquiry usually consider survey method as
the most appropriate tool for collecting data for generalization purposes (Creswell 2003). The crosssectional nature of the study makes it possible for the investigation to be conducted over a period of
time.
The data was collected in the service industry. Specifically, it covers the banking industry in the
northern region of Nigeria. The investigation was conducted at a time when customers are increasingly
demanding for better services from their respective commercial banks in the industry. In this period 1st
March 2016 was declared by civil society organizations &62¶V as bank free day in order to enable the
bank FXVWRPHUV¶ air their grievances on excessive bank charges and poor delivery of banking services by
the banks. The 375 sample size was determined using a formula adopted from Yamane, (1967), as
follows;

Where
n= sample size,
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N= Population (5,058)
e= Precision level (0.05)

n=374.66
Therefore, 375 branch managers were selected out of the 5,058 branches nationwide. The
selection of the managers was narrowed down to the banks which could not pass the recently concluded
asset strain test conducted by the central bank of Nigeria. However, out of the 375 questionnaires
distributed only 245 were returned out of which 232 were found valid and was used for further
analysis.
Variables and measurements
Organizational performance has been termed as the degree to which the organization has the
capacity to address the needs of its stakeholders and its own requirements for existence (Griffin &
Mahon, 1997). The construct is not suitably linked with certain overall revenue or a high market share,
despite the fact that they may come about because of completely accomplishing the description of
performance (Griffin, 2000). Therefore, organizational performance studied in this investigation is the
organizational efficiency/operational performance (Hauff, Alewell, and Hansen, 2014). Thus,
organizational effectiveness encompasses organizational performance and other performance concepts
such as; (corporate environmental or social functioning). These are relevant for practice and research
(Hamann et al. 2013). Based on the belief that most of the strategy scholars measure organizational
performance by utilizing subjective performance assessment given by managers (García-Morales et al.
2012). This is because of high correlation and concurrent validity between the subjective and objective
performance measure (Venkatraman and Ramanujam 1986). Precisely, To accomplish the objective of
this investigation organizational performance was measured using Kotabe and Murray (1996). The 5
item measure was developed on 7 format, Likert scale ranging from "1= much worse than my
competitors and 7= much better than my competitors.
Service quality was measured using a measure 4 item developed by Chen and Klimoski (2003).
Senior employees particularly the branch managers used the measure to rate the service quality delivered
by frontline employees or those subordinates that report directly to them in their respective branches.
The instrument was administered on 7 scale response format. The responses range from 1- require much
improvement and 7- excellent. This measure was used by previous studies and was found reliable for
service quality enquiry for instance study conducted by Samuel Aryee, Walumbwa, Seidu and Otaye
(2016) and was suitable for managerial level service quality investigations. Some of the items used are
"My subordinates establish excellent rapport with their customers" "My subordinates anticipate
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customer needs accurately" and "My subordinate interacts professionally with customers". The measure
has achieved a composite reliability of 0.80.
Access to training was measured using the 3- item scale developed by Bartlett (2001). The
instrument was presented to the branch managers to rate their organization's provision and arrangements
that facilitate employee access to training. The sample items are ³This organization provides access to
WUDLQLQJ´ ³0\ RUJDQL]DWLRQ KDV VWDWHG SROLFLHV RQ WKH DPRXQW DQG W\SH RI WUDLQLQJ WKH HPSOR\HHV FDQ
H[SHFWWRUHFHLYH´DQG³,DPDZDUHRIWKHDPRXQWDQGW\SHRIWUDLQLQJWKDWP\RUJDQL]DWLRQLVSODQning
IRUWKHVWDIILQWKHFRPLQJ\HDU´ The composite reliability for the measure is 0.78.
Support for training the study measure support for training using a 6-item scale developed by
from Bartlett (2001) and Noe and Wilk (1993) and modified by Bulut and Culha (2010). This scale was
used by previous studies, for instance, Dhar (2015) and was found appropriate for measuring support for
training construct. The sample items are ³My organization can be counted on to help employees develop
the skills emphasized in training programmes´ ³My organization enthusiastically supports employees
partiFLSDWLRQLQWUDLQLQJSURJUDPPHV´DQG³My organization believes advising or training are one of the
major job responsibilities´ The composite reliability for the measurement instrument is 0.85.
Analytic approach
The analysis of the data was carried out using two data analysis techniques. Specifically, the
techniques used to analyze the data in this study are the SPSS V21 and PLS ± SEM V.2. SPSS was used to
compute and describe the demographic information of the respondent. PLS-SEM was utilized to assess the
goodness of fit for all the items and the construct. The measurement model was used to verify the validity
and consistency of the items while the measurement model was employed to assess the significance of the
path i.e. the correlation between the exogenous latent constructs and exogenous construct.
RESULTS
Measurement model: For a measure to be considered suitable and fit for a particular scientific
investigation it has to be valid and reliable (Sekaran and Bougie 2010). Measurement model involves a
series of analysis that is designed to confirm the reliability and validity of the measurement instrument
(Hair et al. 2011). This study confirms the reliability and validity of the constructs by performing
measurement analysis as can be seen in Table 1. First, the assessment of the factor loadings in Table 1
revealed that all the range of the constructs loadings is between 0.706 to 0.846, this indicates that the
loadings are above the minimum prescribed threshold.
Secondly, the composite reliability critical value of 0.70 was also recommended as the minimum
threshold and the composite reliability (CR) as depicted in Table 1 range between the values 0.782 to
0.855. Hence CR value also satisfies the minimum threshold. The column next to CR presents the
Average Variance Extracted (AVE). The range of the values obtained is between 0.542 to 0.588 which
also satisfied the minimum threshold of 0.50. This clearly demonstrates that all the constructs explained
a substantial part of its factor variance, thus convergent validity can be said to have been achieved (Hair
Jr et al. 2014). In essence, the results clearly demonstrate that indicator and factor reliability of the
constructs, as well as that of the convergent validity, have been achieved (Hair et al. 2011).
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Table 1. Measurement model information Convergent Validity
Construct
Perceived support
training

Organizational
performance

Service quality

Perceived
Training

access

Item

Loadings

CR

AVE

PST 3
PST 4
PST 5
PST 6
PST 1

0.745
0.760
0.799
0.763
0.804

0.855

0.542

OP3
OP4
OP5
SQ1
SQ3
SQ4

0.758
0.753
0.811
0.826
0.735
0.735

0.786

0.553

0.810

0.588

for

to

PAT 1
0.846
0.782
0.549
PAT 2
0.750
PAT 3
0.707
Notes: five items were deleted from the table in order to satisfy the model fit and the items are PST2, OP1, OP2 and SQ2.

Similarly, Table 2 demonstrates the discriminant validity of each of the constructs in the model.
The values in the tables are the squared root of the AVE corresponding to each of the constructs in the
model. The threshold for discriminant validity requires that the value must be above all its correlation
with other constructs horizontally and vertically in the model. Table 2 depicts that square root of AVE in
the model for each of the constructs has exceeded its correlation with other constructs in the model.
Therefore, each of the constructs stands distinct in the model (Fornell and Larcker 1981).
Table 2 below demonstrates the discriminant validity of the exogenous latent constructs and
endogenous latent constructs. The bold values are higher than all other values in that particular matrix
both horizontally and vertically indicating that each of the constructs is distinct from the other
constructs. The discriminant validity in this study indicates that each of the constructs is distinct and has
captured phenomena that have not been captured by other constructs in the model. The discriminant
validity is shown in the table below.
Table 2. Inter-construct correlation
1
2
3
Construct
PST
0.735867
OP
0.2359
0.743303
SQ
0.3876
0.3816
0.766485
PAT
0.1537
0.247
0.3104
Notes: The values in bold represent the squared root of the AVE of all the constructs.

4

0.740608

Structural model: The structural model depicts the path effects of the hypothesis in the study as
demonstrated in Table 3. Presented in Table 3 is a result showing the interrelationship between the
exogenous and endogenous constructs in the model. The table shows the hypothesized results of both
direct and indirect relationship between the independent and dependent latent construct. First, the direct
relationship was analyzed with the aim of satisfying the mediation requirement. This rule states that for
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mediation to take place the mediator must have a positive relationship with both independent and
dependent latent construct (Baron and Kenny, 1986). This analysis was conducted before all the
variables were later collectively incorporated in the model to test the hypothesized relationships.
Evidenced in Table 3 the hypothesized direct effect between service quality and organizational
performance was confirmed ( E = 0.303, p<0.01), hence the hypothesis 1 is supported. The second
hypothesis H2a which states the positive effect of perceived support for training on organizational
performance ( E = 0.102, p<0.01), in this regard this hypothesis is also supported. The third direct
hypothesized relationship of perceived access to training on organizational performance H3a with beta
value ( E = 0.142, p<0.01) is also supported.
Table 3. Structural model
Hypothesis
SQ -> OP
PST -> OP
PAT -> OP
PST ->SQ->OP
PAT ->SQ->OP
***p<0.01

Beta
0.303
0.102
0.142
0.138
0.125

Standard Error
0.024
0.021
0.022
0.045
0.045

T Statistics
4.31
15.27
6.62
5.504
5.024

P-value
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Decision
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

The results of the analysis as depicted in Table 3 indicate that all the hypothesized relationships
are supported. The coefficient of determination or the predictive power of the model revealed R2 value
of 0.251 when all the variables are included in the model. This signifies that when all the variables are
included in the model the 25.1% of the variation in the dependent variable can be significantly explained
by the exogenous constructs. However, when the mediator is removed from the model size of the R2
drops to 0.101. This signifies a medium effect size of 0.185 of the mediator in the model. The R2 of 0.25
signifies that the model has a medium predictive ability of organizational performance (Cohen, 1988).
Table 4. Effect size
Relationship
Direct effect
Indirect effect
Total effect
PST ->SQ->OP
0.098
0.384
0.482
PAT ->SQ->OP
0.139
0.384
0.522
Notes: > 20= No mediation, 20-80= Partial mediation, < 80 Full Mediation

VAF
0.800
0.735

Decision
Full mediation
Partial mediation

Similarly, on the mediation analysis Table 4 revealed that service quality fully mediates the
effect of perceived support for training accounting for variance of (VAF = 0.800). On the other hand, the
hypothesized mediating role of service quality on the effect of perceived access to training on
organizational performance has been partially supported. This implies that service quality fully mediates
the effect of perceived support for training on organizational performance and partially mediate the
effect of perceived access to training on organizational performance. the predictive relevance of
organizational performance in the model is (OP = 0.0765), while that of service quality is (SQ =
0.1504). This indicates that the entire model is relevant as revealed by the values of above the minimum
threshold of zero 0.
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The study model has significantly explained a substantial part of the variance in organizational
performance which is 24.1%. The hypothesis stating the direct relationship between service quality and
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organizational performance (H1) was confirmed by the structural analysis. The findings of the analysis
also revealed that there is a significant relationship between perceived support for training and
organizational performance (H2a). Further, the hypothesized relationship between perceived
accessibility to training (H3a) was also supported. This demonstrates that the entire direct hypotheses in
the model were supported. By implication, all the path coefficients in the model are significant and
positive based on the branch managers responses. Similarly, the indirect hypothesized mediating effect
between perceived support for training, service quality and organizational performance (H2b) and the
effect of perceived accessibility to training on organizational performance through service quality were
all supported. That is to say, the analysis has confirmed service quality as a significant mediator of the
effect of support for training and accessibility to training on organizational performance. The effect was
found to be a full mediation on the support for training and partial mediation on accessibility to training.
Moreover, organizations had to create an atmosphere where employees can have confidence in
the systems readiness to support them through necessary developmental programs. This is evidenced by
the managerial reports which statistically support the earlier stated propositions in the study.
Particularly, people (employees) represent the first point of contact in every service organization
whether big or small and the quality of service delivered by these employees is the foundation upon
which customer satisfaction is based. The extent of customer satisfaction with the service encounter
determines whether or not the business will repeat. The perception of employees on the availability of
training, easy accessibility to training and the perceived support that this training activity will bring to
their career can make them become more resilient and empathetic in dealing with customer request.
Additionally, in order to favorably compete in the marketplace, there is a need for banks to
devise a service and customer centred strategy (Kumar et al. 2011). Because in today highly competitive
market success of a service organization largely depends on their commitment to actions that enhance
quality service orientation within the organization (Aryee et al. 2016) and the way to ensure that service
delivery conform to the established service delivery goals is by focusing on training employees that are
vested the responsibility of delivering such service goals. Findings of this study revealed that delivering
quality service which will lead to achieving improved organizational performance require that
management invest in training of its employees.
Another implication for findings of this study is that providing employees access to training
through the implementation of organized service orientation strategies should be backed by an emphasis
on creating an atmosphere that is supportive of that the training. That is to say even at the time when the
training session is over, management should always be committed to and give the employee the
impression that the training will be an ongoing exercise should any need arise. This will help to
motivate, extract and leverage value the best from their investment in employees. Hence, management
should always make an internal arrangement that will promote and enhance sharing of knowledge within
the organization (Collins and Smith 2006) which will lead to satisfying quality delivery expectation
(Aryee et al. 2016) and eventually enhance organizational performance.
Additionally, the result of all the analysis as revealed by PLS-SEM was supported and objectives
are therefore attained. These findings are in line with those of Úbeda-García, Claver Cortés, MarcoLajara, and Zaragoza-Sáez (2014), where training was found to positively influence the performance of
EXVLQHVV RUJDQL]DWLRQV 7KH 1LJHULDQ EDQNLQJ LQGXVWU\¶V YLHZ WKDW LQYHVWPHQW LQ H[WHQVLYH WUDLQLQJ DV
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involves unnecessary expenditure not linked with revenue inflow was reported by one author (Sanusi,
2012). Despite the importance of training, the practice has been the subject of intense criticism by many
organizations, as being expensive and failing to facilitate the transfer of knowledge (Caudron, 2002;
Kraiger, McLinden, & Casper, 2004; Wright & Geroy, 2001).
Based on this negative notion, some organizations facing performance difficulties often employ
measures to remove or cut the cost incurred in conducting training programmes (Kraiger, 2003).
Specifically, this negative attitude to training has been fuelled by the relatively low acceptance of the
fact that training improves organizational performance (Kraiger, 2003). Hence, the findings of this study
are consistent with previous findings that prioritize employee development as a significant element in
performance improvement (Georgiadis & Pitelis, 2012).
Moreover, the importance of training in organizations has been limited to the perception and
reaction of trainers paying less attention to the fact that training improves performance (Alliger,
Tannenbaum, Bennett, Traver, & Shotland, 1997; Kraiger, 2003). This assertion has drawn the attention
of researchers to the effect of training on organizational performance, documented in the literature
(Abeguki, Paul, Akinrole, Ugochukwu, & State, 2014; Agwu & Ogiriki, 2014; Barba Aragón, Jiménez
Jiménez, & Sanz Valle, 2014). Therefore, the findings of this study confirm previous research on the
positive effect of training on organizational performance. In essence, the findings of this study imply
that extensive training is a significant tool that can positively influence organizational performance
(Agwu & Ogiriki, 2014).
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
The effect of extensive training and development was positively related with the performance of
Nigerian banks, implying that the more management focuses on providing continuous training and
retraining of their employees, the greater will be the positive effect on the performance of the banks.
This finding is based on the empirical investigation and stresses the need for management to devise
more effective training programmes that will ensure teams have up-to-date knowledge of the necessary
skills required to move the banks to reach their objectives. Consequently, the effectiveness of all the
other practices may depend to a large extent on the level of training and skill development of employees.
Therefore, the need for banks to accord more priority to these cannot be overemphasized.
In line with Chahal, Jyoti and Rani (2016) there is a need for effective implementation of
training and development programs to enable employees to perform better through reduced customer
complaints, which in turn will improve the business performance. The significant effect of training and
development directly on organizational performance and through organizational commitment implies
that provision of effective training and development help the employees to update and increase their
knowledge about latest advancements and enhance their technical competence to cope up with the extant
challenges and get them prepared. It also enhances competences, increases the thinking horizon and
vision of the employees and hence enables them to think out of the box to generate and disseminate
more new ideas, which consequently improve the business performance (Chahal, Jyoti & Rani, 2016).
Training and development programmes in a bank should be arranged so that employees can take
advantage of technological innovation, which will facilitate effective communication of employees with
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all the stakeholders (Mufti, Parvaiz, Wahab, & Durrani, 2016). In particular, Nigerian banks need to
devise ways to improve performance through their employee and management skills, because the results
imply that for a current competitive edge they must leverage and utilize a costly-to-copy strategy which
lies in their human resources. They need to focus on human resources as a key determinant of
performance since all other strategies can easily be copied, duplicated and imitated by competitors.
Unlike technology and other resources, human resource can be utilized to meet firm-specific needs and
peculiarities unique particular firm.
However, if the organizational strategy is not known to competitors it will be difficult for them
to copy it. Only when attempts by competitors to duplicate a strategy have failed, will there be a
sustainable competitive advantage. In addition, Nigerian banks need to recognize the strategic
importance of training practices and integrate them at the organizational level in order to utilize
employees as a source of sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991).
The findings also imply the need for continual training and development of all employees. The
implementation of such a blueprint requires alignment with the overall organizational strategy. Although
organizations often avoid training in order to reduce cost there is no alternative. The findings of this
study demonstrate that Nigerian banks need to consider investment in employees as a key factor in
sustaining competitive advantage. They must utilize and integrate training into their systems so that it is
not considered a one-time event (Salas, Tannenbaum, Kraiger, & Smith-Jentsch, 2012).
Nigerian banks are in great need to integrate more employee and management skills
development programmes, to ensure that the banks fully actualize their recapitalization and
consolidation potential. In essence, training and retraining of staff and management should be
continuous in order to effectively support the recapitalized banks and improve their performance. Since
the banking sector occupies a critical spot in the economy, finding of this study contribute to the policy
by ensuring that government through the CBN conduct regular and prudent reforms in the banking
system and set regulation specifying the standard process for human resource recruitment, training and
retraining which ensure commitment to objective for achieving the banks optimal economic goal. In
addition, the CBN needs to build and maintain a sound and vibrant supervisory mechanism that ensure
the policies are sustained.
The implementation of macroprudential policy which was a strategy designed to reduce the
build-up of systemic risk in order to attain the financial stability of the banking sector has been a great
problem due to human and corporate governance issues. Specifically, the policy was introduced when
2007/2009 crises made it obvious that the safety and stability of individual financial institutions were no
longer guaranteed and to date the implementation of which suffer huge setbacks. Hence, this study
contributes by highlighting the strategic role of human resource which can be used to complement the
implementation of macro-prudential guidelines to make the banking industry resilient and betterperforming sector. Therefore, findings can be integrated by the CBN to guide and mitigate the adverse
effect of the human side of the macroprudential policy implementation challenges encountered.
Specifically, the organization provides training, to their employees and they are expected to
respond by a positive attitude. This will have a positive impact on their efficiency and lead to excellent
service delivery in the organization promoting enhanced performance. In any case, (Moideenkutty 2009)
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revealed that the motive behind any working relationship is to add value to the organization by
influencing employee productivity and organizational performance, through effective utilization of
resources, enhancing coordination, enhancing organizations capacity to entice and retain better
employees, lessening variability of performance, improving flexibility to environmental changes, and
augmenting customer and social capital.
CONCLUSION AND DIRECTION FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The banking industry is fast becoming competitive, this requires that such organizations
operating in the industry to capitalize on the service providers (employees) in order to gain an edge over
competitors. This is because capitalizing on the employee is becoming more critical for high-quality
service delivery and organizational performance. Therefore, this study was informed by the need for
service organizations to utilize employee as an internal resource that will guaranty quality service
delivery through the creation and implementation of a strategy that emphasizes on training.
Based on this a model was proposed and tested a model linking the effect of training on and
organizational performance through service quality. Findings of the study confirmed the hypothesized
direct effect of perceived support for training, perceived accessibility to training and service quality on
organizational performance. Furthermore, the indirect mediating role of service quality on the effect of
perceived support for training and perceived access to training was also supported. Therefore the future
study is needed to replicate our model in hospital, airline industry, and telecommunication industry in
order to enhance the prospect of generalization.
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ABSTRACT
Today, small and medium firms are the most active businesses in Kenya and they are under a lot
of pressure to be competitive. The purpose of this study explores how eco-labelling influences the
competitive advantage of small and medium enterprises mediated by customer awareness. The study
utilized the explanatory research design. A target population of 1000 managers was used to draw a
sample size of 286 managers using Yamane's formula. Questionnaires were standardized by reliability
test and factor analysis. The findings indicated that the three hypotheses were basically confirmed
significant. The total indirect effect of eco-labelling on the competitive advantage of small and medium
enterprises was 0.123, while direct sum effect was 0.679. The total resultant effect of direct and indirect
effects was 0.802. The Eco-labelling had a positive relationship with the competitive advantage of
firms. Customer awareness partially mediates the relationship between eco-labelling and competitive
advantage of firms. Results would provide enterprises with a suitable way to handle customers to their
own advantage. This study recommends that for enterprises in Kenya to remain competitive in the
business environment they have to create customer awareness through eco-labelling of products.
Keywords: Customer awareness, Eco-labelling, Competitive advantage, Small and medium
enterprises
INTRODUCTION
Recently, eco-labels have been embraced in Kenya by small and medium-sized enterprises to
inform customers regarding their environmentally friendly items as a means of gaining a competitive
advantage. Competitive advantage is defined as doing better than your rivals in terms of differentiation,
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focus and lower product costs that are easily delivered in a highly competitive market with ease in a very
competitive market (Lin et al., 2013). Furthermore, Sarkar (2013) noted that competitive advantage has
direct and indirect connotations to small and medium-sized firms. The direct connotations consist of
reduced operational costs, asset efficiency and better coordination. Indirect connotations are a positive
corporate image, better relations with stakeholders and, most importantly, customer satisfaction. In
addition, superior product quality, expanded proficiency and profitability also constitute a competitive
advantage (Chiou et al., 2011).
Indeed, small and medium enterprises globally adopted eco-labels compliance and subsequently
have modified their business processes to emphasize their eco-efficiency and gain a viable advantage
over their opponents (Mourad & Ahmed, 2012). Competitive advantage gained by diơerentiation of
VHFXUH SURGXFWV /LQ HW DO   IURP RSSRQHQWV¶ SURGXFWV FDQ DGYDQFH JUHDWHU margins of return
(Ramanathan et al., 2010). Subsequently, it pays to enhance the attractiveness of an eco-firm; thus, price
and focus of competitive rewards clearly aơects monetary performance.
Eco-labels are defined as a form of communication intended to change customers¶ thinking to
incline them towards purchasing biodegradable products that are good for the environment (Gössling &
Buckley, 2014). Eco-labels on products can be a differentiating factor against unlabeled products
(Burgin & Hardiman, 2010). It is thought that customers are receptive to eco-labels. This claim is based
on being able to offer a higher price for eco-labelled goods (Esparon, Stoeckl & Gyuris, 2013). The
intent of eco-labels is to inform customers regarding the SURGXFWV¶ HQYLURQPHQWDO VDIHW\ $WNLQVRQ 
Rosenthal, 2014).
Investment on eco-labels by small and medium enterprises firms remains unclear whether their
returns have the capability to cause competitive advantage (Bramwell& Lane, 2010). Hofer et al. (2012)
contend that enterprises¶ competitive advantage from eco-labelling exercises is probably going to be
short-lived due to imitation by other competitors. There are firms in Kenya that are hesitant to
participate in eco-efficiency because they correlate being green with higher costs. This hesitancy is
observed due to the uncertainty that the price of obtaining eco-labels certificates will be reimbursed by
increased sales (El Dief & Font, 2010), having no distinct return on savings (Rowe & Higham, 2007) or
knowing if eco-labels always generate a worthwhile advantage (Bramwell& Lane, 2010).
The presumed advantages of eco-labels, such as obtaining a shareholder endorsement or
exchangeable charges, have not been observed (Zorpas, 2010). Small and medium-sized enterprises
believe that eco-label goods are less beneficial to customers and do not procure them (Testa et al.,
2015). Eco-labels are showcase-based savvy, adaptable and customer-driven instruments that
incorporate consumer-based designs to support environmental issues (Jordan et al., 2014). Moreover,
eco-labels of type I, II and III according to the International Standards Organization have key
dimensions that can be utilized to fortify the improvement of natural item showcases (Atanasoaie, 2013).
Traditionally eco-labels are not especially reasonable for small enterprises (Zorpas, 2010). Numerous
research studies show that small enterprises are more hesitant to adopt eco-labels than are their larger
partners. Eventually, this hesitancy impacts customer¶s awareness amid the real process of acquiring
competitive advantage (Atanasoaie, 2013). Bona fide information on eco-labels is a signal directed to
customers that incites them to choose environmentally patented items (Docekalova & Strakova, 2011).
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However, numerous research studies have demonstrated that consumers are less aware of ecolabel categories (Panzone et al. 2016). What unfavorably influences individuals' states of mind to ecolabelling is information awareness. Customer consciousness is effective once clients have trust in ecocertified and eco-branded products that directs their buying behaviour of green products. A normal
customer makes a judgement only by glancing at the labels of items unfriendly to the environment.
Customer awareness is necessary to support the notion of eco-labelling according to (Docekalova &
Strakova, 2011).
Wheeler et al. (2013) assert that eco-label brands are not purchased because of lack of
awareness. The eco-label message may not be adequate to change the customers' decision-making.
Recent research shows that eco-labels have different effects on the customer¶V purchase decisions.
Currently, eco-labels are confusing customers, rather than aiding their positive purchasing decisions for
eco-friendly products (Yau, 2012).
However, in a similar vein, it has been demonstrated that eco-labels have encouraging awareness
effects on the understanding of eco-label products and FXVWRPHU¶VSXUFKDVHH[SHFWDWLRQV Other findings
have shown that attaching eco-labels on eco-products to attract customers does not automatically result
in positive purchasing decisions (Sonnenberg et al., 2014). This study tends to identify the mediating
effects of customer awareness on eco-labelling and competitive advantage relationships among
enterprises in the Kenyan context.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Competitive advantage expands the productivity of firms in terms of focus, low cost and
differentiation of items (Lin et al., 2013). From products competition point of view, it can increase more
prominent benefits edges to the firm (Ramanathan et al., 2010). Competitive advantage can be followed
by various advantages, such as creating new markets in the industry (Mondé-jolt Jiménez et al., 2014),
changing the firm¶V reputation (Bocken et al., 2014), achieving incremental improvement in product
quality, effecting enhanced profitability and increased potential income (Bocken et al., 2014) and
realizing competitive gains.
The primary aim of competitive advantage in any business has always been targeted returns with
the end results of better profitability according to Akenji, (2014) and Maniatis (2015), as well as (Yang
et al., 2015). It is claimed that competitive advantage creates superior financial returns referred to as
differential advantages, that is, cost-savings linked to increased resource-productivity. Most small and
medium enterprises underscore cost savings attained through eco-certification to be the key genesis of
their competitive advantage (Crittenden, 2011).
Small and medium enterprises strive to attain competitive advantage and anticipation to accept
eco-labels. Golden¶V (2010) description of eco-labelling says that it is comprised of merchandise that
realizes a wide range of conditions or ideals associated with ecological efficacy. Competitive advantage
is attained through eco-labelling that is a voluntary, all-inclusive practice. An eco-label grants the
customer the occasion to contemplate the associated rights and eco-friendly problems after the
achievement of profits (Grunert et al., 2014). Additionally, eco-labels are strategic tools used to promote
the growth of biological pURGXFWVDYDLODEOHLQWKHPDUNHW $WăQăVRDLH 
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Eco-labels are an endorsement and have a little influence on a product within the market
environment and offers tangible market advantages (Chekima et al., 2016). It should be understood that
eco-labelling is a significant device for a socially accountable venture. Therefore, eco-labels carry an
extra price for the clients and are advantageous for marketers according to Chiou et al., (2011),
operating in a local or global market as stated by Hofer et al., (2012).
However, products that have eco-labels always have a likelihood of generating niche markets,
superior GLIIHUHQWLDWLRQIURPFRPSHWLWRUV¶JRRGV, and better revenue margins (Ramanathan et al. 2010).
Marin (2014) argued that eco-labels¶ guarantee of profit, associated with the return of nonenvironmental inventions is considerably lower; though numerous features affect their calculated
intention to be competitive, and not all associations create a competitive advantage.
An eco-label¶V role is of an accreditation mark that caters to the growth of customer cognizance
regarding the ecological impact of commodities (Schumacher, 2010). Labels and certifications
effectively inform the customers about the techniques being used to mediate an educated purchasing
decision (Atkinson & Rosenthal, 2014). Therefore, conducting expensive and partially repetitive
investigations is necessary when diverse eco-labels are the focus.
This study posits that eco-labelling¶V strength signifies a cultural platform for improved
customer acquaintance in regards to actual, well-organized and accountable administration of modern
establishments
that
convert
eco-friendly
performances
into
long
term
economic
performances (Horváthová, 2010). In due course, the company captures a relative benefit associated
with its exceptional abilities formed from endless enhancements and novel procedures, exceptionally
intertwined to explicitly enhance the FRPSDQ\¶VFDSDELOLW\WRDWWUDFWFXVWRPHUV
However, for the last three decades, when eco-labels were introduced, little was understood
about their influence on real purchase intentions of customers (Burgin & Hardiman, 2010). Even the
recent research undertaken by Esparon, Gyuris and Stoeckl (2014), noted knowledge of eco-labels on
acquisition intention is still scanty as the crucial focus is on intent, as well as the willingness to purchase
but not the actual purchase. Subsequently, at present, it is not easy to apportion small and medium
enterprises any tangible viable advantages as a result of being eco-certified, as well as any expected
notable returns from their investment in eco-certification.
Indeed, Thøgersen et al. (2012) lament that customer choosing biological goods did not devote
extra hours on their choice of merchandise over those individuals who picked brown products. These
individuals are obliged to engage in reputable practices in purchasing these goods (Thøgersen et al.,
2012) and acculturated to openly acknowledge justifiable substitutes; for instance, they placate
individuals in relation to eco-labels (Koivula, 2017) and by the use of goal-directed, humble and
effective optimal heuristics (Thøgersen et al., 2012).
If small and medium enterprises have a propensity toward the eco-labels' base and collective
connecting strategy, they are accountable for their choices for the shareholders and society. Reducing
the gap between companies¶ anticipated and real behaviours of customers, their eco-label¶s
communication and administrative determination boost their reputation. Furthermore, this boost is likely
only after the FRPSDQ\¶V real performance aligns with its eco-label announcements (Philippe & Durand,
2011).
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Gallastegui (2012) emphasized that eco-labels are deliberate labelling plans which incorporate
three fundamental dimensions: type I, II, III. Type I alludes to the utilization of a logo and by partners
who guarantee items by an outsider. Type II is a self-concept of partners, who directly took an interest in
an item¶V life cycle (incorporates fabricates, merchants, wholesalers, and retailers). Type III is not
always utilized for contrasting types II, and I, which gives a quantifiable life cycle to environmental
information in a broad arrangement (Horne, 2009).
Eco-labeling of type I is grounded in the evaluation of several criteria of the product life cycle by
a third party, which grants a license justifying the use of eco-labels with products of a particular product
group. The first category of eco-labels denotes precisely the ecological excellence of a product; it
attempts to convince individuals to purchase environmentally responsive items (Engels et al., 2010).
This kind of eco-label is frequently identified by the clients and is normally denoted as an eco-label
(Schumacher, 2010). These labels are always produced by a third party that is supervised through an
accreditation or auditing procedure.
Eco-labeling of type II is based on a self-declaration of an environmental predication by the
producer, importer, distributor, retailer or anyone who benefits from the predication, while the
declaration is not certified by a fair third party. Self-declarations are offered without the accreditation of
a third party. Self-pronouncements have to be exact, particular, verifiable and specific for the given
environmental aspect and must consider important aspects of a product assessment. Labels produced by
producer, merchandise, traders or suppliers are concerned with the precise potential of the produce.
Type III labels stretch measured environmental information of a product that is grounded upon
sovereign proof using stipulated parameters. These restrictions are set by competent sovereign bodies
and are grounded in life cycle valuations. This type of evidence provided label is linked to diet labels on
foodstuffs that point to the contents in each of the food items. This label is always a rare one (Grunert et
al., 2010).
Eco-labels serve the purpose of an accreditation check, which has the motivation of expanding
consumer consciousness regarding the environmental effects of items (Schumacher, 2010) to flag
customers about an item's or an administration's eco-friendly qualities (Atkinson & Rosenthal, 2014)
while confirming the dependability of these. In this way, giving information and bringing issues to light
(Schumacher 2010), an eco-label gives the customer a chance to contemplate the related moral and
conservational issues when making a pro-ecological decision (Grunert et al., 2014).
Eco-labels have varied influences on procurement decision across produce types (Golden 2010).
Grunert et al. (2014) recognized sociodemographic variances for responses to eco-labels. Females and
males have an identical thought of the markers, but females display more conservational apprehension
and usage of eco-labels more regularly. Older individuals don't have a tall notch of thought or usage but
are extra worried. However, Testa et al., (2015) indicate eco-labels per se have no equal influence on
customers. For example, environmentally concerned customers do not truly hold up the price as the
main factor in purchasing eco-labelled organic products.
On the other hand, with price-sensitive customers, the price of eco-labelled products is equally
high compared with brown products; the initial one is sacrificed in place for the latter one. Although it is
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assumed that eco-label concerned customers do not hold up the price as being a major factor when
considering the purchase of eco-products. The findings of Whitson et al. (2014) assert that there is no
rational customer that will forego the quality of any product in regard to environmental preservation.
In addition, Haws et al., (2010) emphasized five key issues that contribute to eco-environmental
awareness, as well as the purchasing of eco-products. The research focus is the influence of products on
nature with the view of effects of individual activities towards the environment, connecting buying
behaviour with conservational preservation, a concern for waste, obligations to ecological safety, and
willingness to be disruptive by taking eco-friendly actions.
Consumers always blend their green information and states of mind with green promotional
activities while picking green items (Zhao et al., 2014). This blending provides an expansive base of
customers' awareness towards stronger competitive advantage (Crittenden, 2011) with the view that ecolabels may be advantageous for a company's reputation. Subsequently, it is conceivable to contend that
eco-labelling may cultivate an ideal relation between the enterprise and its customer awareness (Ben
Brik et al., 2011).
If purchasers are given the essential and consistent facts concerning eco-labelling, they are
capable of procuring eco-friendly produce (Bostrom & Klintman, 2011), furthermore, they are eager to
give devotion to a label and the product it emanates from. Customer cognizance with the presence of
eco-label is an essential requirement on the label's efficiency with the acquisition of the choice making
procedure. This mindfulness signifies that customers appreciate where a label appears, pardons it
appearances and notes how it is relevant to the environment.
However, reviewing green responsiveness will help in developing appropriate approaches for
green goods. The growth of eco-occupational trusts, consumption tendencies and purchasing tendencies
that are related to customer consciousness towards eco-labelling is surpassing the advantage measures of
eco-productivity (Sheth et al., 2011). The main effect of shoppers' choice of green merchandise is green
topographies of the produce and the eco-friendly cognizance associated with eco-friendly produce
(Boztepe, 2012; Thogersen et al., 2012) that provides information and raises awareness (Schumacher
2010).
Customer positioning that incorporates a wide-UDQJLQJEDVHRIVKRSSHUV¶FRJQL]DQFHSURYLGHVD
path to robust and worthwhile benefits (Crittenden, 2011), with the eco-label stamp being helpful for
reinforcing a ILUP¶VVWDWXV7KHPHVVDJHIHDWXUHVJLYHQRQWKHODEHOVFRPSOHWHWKHHFR-friendly growth of
a firm by highlighting the standing of the purchaser awareness relationship. Consequently, it is credible
to state that eco-labelling might substitute an additional fortunate association between the company and
its shopper awareness. This favourable connection might eventually reinforce the marketplace routine
linkage, creating a bigger economic outcome (Ben Brik et al., 2011).
Some eco-friendly difficulties always linked to ingesting by humans, which has taken the
conservational cognizance to be amplified globally and has additionally interpreted their perception of
procuring green goods. Customers¶ requests for green decisions are always prepared to be fulfilled at a
top price (Pino et al., 2012). Customers are inclined to blend their green acquaintances, as well as
perceptions with green product consciousness when selecting green produce (Zhao et al., 2014).
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According to Sengstschmid et al. (2011), issues concerning the admiration, as well as
understanding, of an eco-label create the question of trust and genuineness of a label specifically when
the eco-friendly washing is gaining dominance in every marketplace. Sonnenberg et al. (2014) noted
that the eco-labels have insignificant effects on customers for obtaining eco-certified products in
developing countries, as customers ranked the value of quality of the product over its green designation.
These conclusions show that unaided eco-labels might be insufficient to affect the purchasing behaviour
of customers. There might be a requirement for extra consciousness formation and public clarification of
the status of eco-labels in recognizing sustainable goods.
Eco-friendliness is not the only motive that customers consider when buying a product but is
only considered during selection of competitive products (Ward et al., 2010). This finding always
increases the queries of a sensitive shopper¶Vin retail outlets when there are price discrepancies among
their products, whether labelled or not, to their own-price variations and reinforces the likelihood that
customers are able to substitute traditional products for eco-friendly products.
Although research on green customer awareness is generally scarce, particularly in developing
nations, such as Kenya, there undoubtedly are constraints on organizations in terms of eco-business.
There are complications required with a customer outlook that is crosswise over changed societies and
consumer awareness (Pastrana et al., 2014). Green environmental issues and green awareness as far as
sustenance decision on green administration, green labelling, and green buyer decisions as a concern has
had contemporary global intrigues for a number of years (Lin & Huang, 2012). Otherwise, disbelief on
the moral issues on eco-labels could thwart the purchasing power of the eco-ODEHOV¶ items by customers
(Grunert et al., 2014).
The reputed advantages of eco-labels, for example, meeting partner endorsements or sparing
expenses, have not been produced (Zorpas, 2010). Previous scholars investigating the market effect of
presenting eco-labels have noted inconsistent outcomes (First & Khetriwal, 2010), which may
demonstrate a discrepancy among consumers' intentions and actual behaviour. Medium-sized
organizations have more interior and exterior eco-friendly labels than smaller organizations but are a
less thoroughly researched component of the environmental movement (Brammer et al., 2012).
Due to the rising buyer doubts for green advertisements, firms with genuine endeavours to be
biologically accountable will miss a real advantage (Furlow, 2010). Otherwise, cynicism to the proper
entitlements of labels can hamper the purchasing of eco-labelled goods (Grunert et al., 2014); regardless
of whether the customer believes in the eco-label, the query for understanding it still exists. How an ecolabel relays its sense of the impact of a EX\HUV¶ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ LV Lmportant (Grunert et al., 2014),
considering WKHODEHODIIHFWHGE\FXVWRPHUV¶FRQVFLRXVQHVVRIWKHWDJV *UXQHUWHWDO., 2014).
Green ecological problems and green cognizance in relations to food selections vary. Green
administration, green labelling, and green customer selections have gotten attention globally for a long
time (Lin & Huang, 2012), through investigation into green cognizance and green positioning is highly
inadequate, particularly in emerging nations, such as Kenya. In respect to the development of companies
with an absolute vigor for eco-business, the difficulties involved with the customer outlooks across
diverse beliefs and buyer consciousness are evident. There is little information on the distinctiveness of
the green customer (Aya Pastrana et al., 2014).
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Manzano et al. (2012) stated that customer purchasing intentions are continuously fluctuating as
customer favorites and sense of taste differs, powered by growth in familiarity, and accessibility of
additional evidence. Although the adverse effects of green product tags on customer purchase behaviour
have been hardly studied, insufficient indicators on the abundance of eco-labels within the marketplace
are currently elevated by the need for trust, and legitimacy of these labels that restrict the actual usage of
enabled green products.
Lessons regarding the marketplace effect of presenting eco-labelled goods have given
inconsistent findings (First & Khetriwal, 2010), and specified discrepancies EHWZHHQVKRSSHUV¶DLPVDQG
real behaviour. Indeed, what unfavorably exposes individual arrogance for eco-labelling was cognizance
to the evidence the eco-labels carry (Anderson et al., 2013). A regular customer may find it hard to
criticize only by observing the label since goods are less detrimental to the atmosphere. Subsequently,
this study addresses the mediating role of buyer awareness on relations of eco-labelling with viable
advantages among small and medium enterprises in the Kenyan Context.
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework showed the relation between variables as mediated by customer
awareness. Independent variables included Type I, II and III labelling, which influenced the dependent
variable which, in this case, was a competitive advantage among enterprises in Kenya. This influence
can be both direct and indirect, as shown in figure 1.
Exogenous Variable and Endogenous variables (Latent Variable)
The three exogenous variables were defined as the eco-labelling dimensions, which included
type I, II and III. The study had two predicted variables, customer awareness and competitive advantage,
as shown in figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework of eco-labelling, customer awareness with a competitive
advantage
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Theoretical Framework
The study was guided by the following theories: Prospect theory, Self-awareness theory and
Resource-advantage theory. Prospect theory embraces common behaviours and close-fitting nonrational
mental factors, as foreseeable (Bromiley, 2010). Prospect theory can practically elucidate the everyday
phenomenon of eco-labelling (Hjorth & Fosgerau, 2012). Theory of Prospect presently is considered
useful within economic arenas; eco-labels, as well as marketplace choice, conduct studies of customers
(Li et al., 2012). The research borrows from the self-awareness theory according to (Duval & Wicklund,
1972), who presumed that people are always concerned with the environment or themselves at the same
time.
Self-awareness theory was linked with the self-reflexive value of the awareness. From this
theory, any incentive that prompts one of the selves as an object will make self-focused devotion, which
in turn stimulates self-evaluation. Customers' awareness may be internal and varies with the surrounding
environment, and it may also be public or private (Fejfar & Hoyle, 2000). Resource-advantage theory
(Hunt, 2001) argues that an enterprise has an advantage over its competitors when they utilize the tenets
of suitable concrete and insubstantial resources. The tenets include resource heterogeneity, superior
financial performance and preventing costs with innovation endogenous.
Eco-labelling is a communication tool intended to change consumers¶ thinking to incline towards
the purchase of products that are biodegradable in the environment (Gössling & Buckley, 2014). These
tools can be used by small and medium enterprises to lure customers to buy their product. In addition,
Gallastegui (2012) emphasized that eco-labels are deliberate labelling plans which incorporate three
fundamental dimensions: type I, II and III, which are advanced decisions to ensure customers are won
over. Winning customers involves providing the correct information about your products. Eco-labels are
showcase-based savvy, adaptable and customer-driven instruments that incorporate the consumption
designs and factor results in environmental issues (Jordan et al., 2014).
However, Gutierrez and Thornton (2014) findings emphasized the notion that too much ecolabels information can confuse eco-customers. Subsequently, Sehgal et al. (2010) asserted that ecolabels information has enhanced the awareness of customers across several industries. The final results
have indicated there was no success in motivating customers to purchase eco-labelled products.
Furthermore, a review by (Golden, 2010) reported very little tangible evidence to link eco-labelled
products with increased purchases of environmentally friendly products. Moreover, Salladarr´e (2016)
found that the readiness of customers to acquire more eco-friendly goods is dictated by socioeconomic
factors such as income, commodity price, products quality but not eco-labelled products. Considering
the arguments presented above, the following hypothesis was proposed.
Hypothesis 1: Eco-labeling has no significant effect on competitive advantage.
By extension, eco-product quality in terms of informative merchandise components, eco-labels,
product appeal, and all-purpose durability of eco-products influence on customer decision to buy ecolabelled products (Maniatis, 2015). Small and medium enterprises present ecological importance of ecoproducts to convince customers to purchase (Zhao et al., 2014). Furthermore, Customers are rational
beings who combine green knowledge and their attitudes and awareness of green brands while making
their decision to choose green products.
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However, recent discoveries showed that eco-labels have diverse effects on consumer purchase
behaviour (Connell, 2010). Such problems as the issue of trust and authenticity of labels and excess
basic sustainability evidence on the label tend to confuse customers, rather than aiding their eco-friendly
consumption. Thus, the need to critically ascertain the true impacts of eco-friendly standards on
consumer conduct, which becomes a vital research issue for sustainability enthusiasts and business
development experts. Guided by the arguments advanced above, the following hypothesis was proposed.
Hypothesis 2: Customer awareness has no significant effect on competitive advantage.
Recently, there have been many studies on customer awareness, intents and actions on the
purchase of a variety of green goods produced in an unindustrialized nation setting (Ha & Janda, 2012);
some of these scholars (Biswas & Roy, 2015) have examined the customers' purchases with mindfulness
to green/eco-friendly goods within developing countries, such as Kenya. However, the researchers are
largely intrigued by recognizing the predecessors or components of green procurement (Chan, 2014).
These researchers consider that green awareness will help in making appropriate decisions to purchase
green items. Therefore, labellLQJLVDOVRLQFOLQHGE\SXUFKDVHUV¶FRQVFLRXVQHVVRIWKHODEHOV *UXQHUWHW
al. 2014). Issues related to acquaintance, such as information of eco-labels, are likewise imperative
according to (Thøgersen et al. 2010). Considering the arguments presented above, the following
hypothesis was proposed.
Hypothesis 3: Customer awareness has no significant mediating role in the relation between ecolabelling and competitive advantage.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
An explanatory research design was adopted (Neuman 2011). The use of terms such as influence,
impact and effect are common in quantitative research, and such terms imply causal relationships. The
research design was suitable because the study was mainly concerned with quantifying a relationship or
comparing groups purposely to identify a cause-effect relationship. This design also allowed the
research to be carried out in natural settings and enabled the researcher to employ random probability
sampling (Saunders et al., 2011). The design aims to establish an underlying relationship that is a
consequence of using eco-labels and to clarify what part they play in green consumerism (Hart, 2011)
which is carefully linked to customer purchases. Philosophical paradigm is positivist, which believes
that realism is steady and can be pragmatic and designated from an impartial vantage point (Hart, 2011).
The target population was 1000 managers of Small and Medium Enterprises. Random sampling was
adopted in selecting a VDPSOHVL]HRIPDQDJHUV<DPDQH¶V  formula was used to determine
the sample size:
n = 1000/1+1000(.05)2 = 286
Primary data was collected using questionnaires. Expert opinion was used in determining
YDOLGLW\7KH TXHVWLRQQDLUHVZHUHDVVHVVHGIRUWKHLU UHOLDELOLW\ WKURXJKDSLORW VWXG\&URQEDFK¶V alpha
coefficient was utilized to establish reliability with 0.7 coefficient value accepted (Fraenkel & Wallen,
2000). After data collection, coding and processing for analysis were done using AMOS (Version 22.0).
In a simple assembly, with the outdated necessities of normality and independence of errors, only
asymptotic decisions may be grasped. In other words, authentic parameter standards are effective for
only large illustrations. In this research, no implications are envisioned for restriction standards. Instead,
of foremost reputation are the significance levels of pathway constants; consequently, negligible
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nonconformities of these assumptions are not anticipated to yield erroneous inferences. 7KH $026¶V
has integral assumptions and the outdated conventions of causal modelling are probable. That is, the
latent exogenous variables are presumed not to be correlated with each other and the zeros are also
uncorrelated with each other. These assumptions are enforced in the path analysis by compelling the
covariance among these objects with a constraint value of zero, demonstrating no correlation among
these variables. Structural Equation Model was used to determine the mediation effect. A path diagram
using regression-style was used to establish the relationship that exists between observed and
unobserved variables (Kowalski & Tu, 2007).
Measurements
The construct¶s dimensions from earlier studies with relevant modification ensemble the
uniqueness of the research. Six items are adopted and modified from (Wiedmann et al., 2011) to
measure eco-labelling. Seven items were adopted and slightly modified from (Rousseau & Venter,
1992) to measure customer awareness. Eight items were adopted and slightly modified from (Newbert,
2008) to measure competitive advantage.
ANALYSIS
This study utilized inferential statistics to infer the parameters of the sample to the statistics of
the entire population of managers working in Kenyan enterprises.
Response Rate
Data were collected from managers drawn from enterprises in Kenya. Of the 286 questionnaires
given to the respondents, only 228 were duly filled and used in the analysis representing 79.72%
response rate. Additionally, the response rate was deemed satisfactory following Field, (2013) as well as
Hair, et al., (2010), one rule of thumb was to have at least 10-15 participants per variable which means
that the sample size would be 21*10=210 or 21*15=315.
Correlation Analysis
There was a positive significant relation between Type I labeling (r = 0.709); Type II labeling (r
= 0.753) and Type III labeling (r = 0.589) and competitive advantage (p < 0.01). A positive significant
relation exists between customer awareness and competitive advantage (r = 0.673). The most influential
factor in relation to the competitive advantage of small and medium enterprises was Type II followed by
Type I, since it had the highest correlation coefficients, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Correlation Results
Competitive
advantage
Competitive advantage
1
Type I
.709**
Type II
.753**
Type III
.589**
Customer awareness
.673**
**. Significant at the 0.01 level , N=228

Type I

Type II

Type III

1
.656**
.563**
.608**

1
.616**
.684**

1
.654**

Customer
awareness

1
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Path Analysis
The mediating effect of customer awareness on eco-labelling and competitive advantage was
established using the Structural Equation Model. The recursive model was obtained. The significant chisquare test indicated that actual and predicted inputs were significantly different and null hypotheses
were rejected. The study adopted Bentler and Wu¶V (2002) goodness fit measures. During the study, the
Chi-VTXDUH Ȥ    p < 0.05), with the Normed Fit Index being 0.90. The chi-square tested
was the absolute test of model fit and when p< 0.05, the model was rejected. Root mean square error of
approximation of 0.04 was very informative measure in gauging the model fit where Hu and Bentler
(1999) endorsed a coefficient value of below .06. All the indices were significant.
Table 2 shows standardized estimates of indirect effect reported by the strength. The full effect
of eco-labeling on competitiveness was significant, c = .679, p < .001. Eco-labeling was significantly
predictive of the hypothesized mediating variable, customer awareness; a =.750, p = .000. When
controlling for eco-labelling, customer awareness was significantly predictive of competitive advantage,
b = .164, p = .000. The estimated direct effect of eco-labelling on competitive advantage, controlling for
FXVWRPHUDZDUHQHVVRIWKHILUPZDVFƍ S

Customer Awareness
Competitive Advantage
Competitive Advantage

Table 2. Estimates of Constructs
Estimate
<- Eco-labelling
.750
<- Eco-labelling
.679
<- Customer Awareness
.164

S.E.
.044
.059
.059

C.R.
17.073
11.510
2.787

P
***
***
.005

SEM Total Effects
Considering the effect of eco-labelling on competitive advantage, the direct effect was .802. The
indirect effect, through customer awareness, is computed as the product of the path coefficient from ecolabelling to competitive advantage (.750*.164=.123). Total mediation effect is sum of both direct, as
well as indirect effects (.679 + .123 = .802). The direct effect was only .679. Therefore, the total effect
of eco-labeling and competitive advantage was (.123 + .679) = .802 as shown in Table 3. The findings
were consistent with Crittenden, (2011) who demonstrated that expansive eco-labels and customer
awareness strongly affect competitive advantage., Eco-labeling may cultivate an ideal customer
awareness of a firm¶V products (Ben Brik et al., 2011).
Table 3. Mediation Coefficients
Total Effects
Customer Awareness
Competitive Advantage
Direct Effects
Customer Awareness
Competitive Advantage
Indirect Effects
Customer Awareness
Competitive Advantage

Eco-labelling
.750
.802
Eco-labelling
.750
.679
Eco-labelling
.000
.123

Customer Awareness
.000
.164
Customer Awareness
.000
.164
Customer Awareness
.000
.000
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The results indicated that the customer awareness variable partially mediates the relationship
between eco-labelling on competitive advantage. This was in line with the findings of First and
Khetriwal (2010) that the lessons regarding the marketplace effect of presenting eco-labelled goods have
FRQYH\HGLQFRQVLVWHQWILQGLQJVDQGVSHFLILHGDGLVFUHSDQF\EHWZHHQVKRSSHUV¶DLPVDQGUHDObehaviour
as illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2: Path Diagram
CONCLUSION
The eco-labels had a strong positive influence on the competitive advantage of Kenyan
enterprises. The results further indicated that customer awareness has a positive relationship with a
competitive advantage in enterprises. It supports the idea that Kenyan customers are keen on
environmental matters, which is a plus to enterprises as they achieve a competitive advantage. There
was partial mediation of customer awareness on the relation between eco-labelling and competitive
advantage of firms in Kenya. This finding shows that customer knowledge, information search and price
consciousness show weak customer awareness. Therefore, this finding conveys shortfalls in
communication. Small and medium-sized enterprises should move faster to create proper
communication through eco-labelling to further attract customers.
The findings showed that customers¶awareness levels might be different, and it may vary from
one individual to the other. The study justifies that literate customers are aware of eco-labelled products,
and they can purchase these products and the results show a positive competitive advantage for firms in
Kenya. However, the findings point to potential fallacies related to eco-labels and customer awareness
concerns. Eco-label products to some customers may be luxury products that can be purchased by higher
income earners. Customers carry the burden of eco-labelled product¶V premium price. These products
attract high taxes and may only attract higher income earners and few low-income earners. This finding
makes eco-labelled products less attractive than conventional goods.
Overall, the results support the idea that the eco-environmental concerns of small and medium
enterprises should be upheld and given the necessary attention. This is not only because of the benefits
for small as well as Medium Enterprises in the eco-systems but because of its possibility to achieve
superior competitive advantage. The returns can be appropriate when eco-label undertakings result in
customer awareness and competitive advantage.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND THEORY
ThLVVWXG\¶V results provide valuable evidence and strategies that are significant to the owners of
firms in Kenya by developing suitable measures that ensure that competitive advantage is achieved.
Managers should understand the eco-labelling of products and customer awareness during the buying
and use of the produce. Availing eco-labels on the product alone does not mean achieving the
competitive advantage of enterprises but has more to do with customer awareness of product
availability. This can be done by encouraging managers to frequently carry out market surveys to collect
and collate views on the awareness of eco-labelled products that will ensure the competitiveness of
small and medium-sized enterprises.
Furthermore, findings may also assist policymakers, and stakeholders within the Small and
Medium Enterprises stimulate the demand on specific geographical regions. Furthermore, there should
be a review of acquaintances and the level of clients who utilize green products compared to non-ecofriendly products among future scholars. Consequently, this study advances the theories like Prospect
Theory, Self-Awareness Theory and Resource-Advantage Theory. Prospect Theory presently is useful in
the arenas of eco-labelling. Self-Awareness theory emphasizes customer awareness. The Resourceadvantage theory is important because of a configuration of the tenets of appropriate tangible and
intangible resources. It considers sources of competitive advantages of firms. Specifically, the study
emphasizes the combination of these theories and in so doing, the study offers a better understanding of
theories for probing customer awareness, eco-labelling as well as competitiveness of enterprises in
Kenya that may advance future development and growth of these enterprises.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Future researchers should repeat this study in different contexts/sectors in Kenya with different
modes of handling eco-labelling. Future studies should look into multinationals within developing
countries, such as Kenya. These studies should further extend the scope of the analysis to other
countries/nations for a more comprehensive generalization. Researchers should also employ experiments
to examine the effectiveness of eco-labels on customers, as well as their impact on the surrounding
environment.
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APPENDIX I
Questionnaires
Please indicate the level to which you agree with the following statements on the questions
1-Strongly Disagree (SD), 2- Disagree (D), 3- Undecided (U), 4- Agree (A), and 5- Strongly Agree
(SA)
Part 1 Eco-labelling
Serial Statement
1
The enterprise uses clear eco-labels on products
2
Enterprise eco-label logos are easily understood
3
The enterprise eco-label claims are reliable
4
Our eco-labels are essential products purchase criteria
5
Our eco-label and eco-brand products are trusted
6
Our Eco-labels catch attention of customers.
Part 2 Customer Awareness
Serial Statement
1
Eco-label acts as an informative policy instrument
2
Our customers are aware of eco-label products
3
Regulations concerning eco-label products are available to
customers
4
Information on eco-label products provide knowledge to
customers
5
Product knowledge on eco-label is one of the best guardians
against exploitation of customers
6
We encourages customers to share eco-label product
information
7
We avail eco-label brochures and pamphlets information
Part 3 Competitive Advantage
Serial
Statement
1
We exploit all market opportunities of eco-labels
2
We neutralize all competitive threats
3
We experience growth in sales of eco-label products
4
We get increased profits from eco-labeled products
5
Our market share of eco-labelled products has increased
6
There is reduction of total expenses of eco-labelled products
7
8

SD
1
1
1
1
1
1

D
2
2
2
2
2
2

U
3
3
3
3
3
3

A
4
4
4
4
4
4

SA
5
5
5
5
5
5

SD
1
1
1

D
2
2
2

U
3
3
3

A
4
4
4

SA
5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

SD
1
1
1
1
1
1

The enterprise came up with unique eco-labelled products
1
The enterprise emphasized on technological quality of eco- 1
labelled products

D
2
2
2
2
2
2

U
3
3
3
3
3
3

A
4
4
4
4
4
4

SA
5
5
5
5
5
5

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research paper is to analyze whether different macroeconomic variables
such as oil prices, interest rates, inflation rates, money supply, and UAE/ EURO exchange rates have
any impact on the return of stock market indexes. The focus of the study is the Dubai Financial Market
(DFM) within the period of 2009 to 2017 on a monthly basis. E-VIEW software has been used to show
the relationship between the market and variables; the main statistical model used has been, multiple
regression analysis, along with unit root test, Augmented Dicky fuller test, Johannes co-integration test,
Granger causality, and finally the correlation test. The study indicates that the variables are co-integrated
with the DFM return index, in the long run. The variables were non-stationary at a level and became
stationary at first difference. The correlation test concluded that DFM indices had a negative correlation
only with the interest rates, and positive relations with CPI inflation, money supply, exchange rate, and
oil prices. With the regression test, it has been concluded that the variables in amalgamation affect the
indices for about 17%; the other 83% is affected by other factors, not covered within this study.
Keywords: Macroeconomic Indicators, Dubai Financial Market (DFM), Stock Market Index,
Augmented Dickey Fuller Test, Johannes Co-integration Test, Granger Causality Test, the
Correlation Test, the Stock Market Efficiency (SME) Hypothesis, Interest Rate, Inflation Rate,
Money Supply, Exchange Rate, and Oil Prices
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INTRODUCTION
A stock is defined as ownership in a company, in other words, whenever anyone purchases a
stock, they purchase a piece of that company. Whereas stock market is an organized center where shares
of publicly held companies are issued and traded; the main purpose of the stock market is not just to
facilitate a transaction between buyers and sellers but also reduce investment risks associated with it.
The stock market plays a major role in every economy, acting as a benchmark for measuring the
stability of a country and functioning of its financial system. Although economists use multiple tools for
assessing and analyzing the stock market, stock market indices remain as the main parameter to
ascertain its growth and fall; it is computed on a weighted average of selected stocks. Stock prices
fluctuations reflect the well-being of the economy; whenever the prices of any stock go up it indicates
positive growth and depicts the presence of economic activity, while on the other hand, if stock prices
fall, it represents a decline in the economic activity.
Stock market indices are affected by some fundamental factors in an economy, which serve
either as microeconomic or macroeconomic indicators. Macroeconomic indicators are statistics, which
are released periodically by governments and a few specialized agencies around the world. These
indicators are very important as it helps in measuring the economic performances of a country or region
vis a vis impact on the stock market. In this research, the indicators that have been used are the interest
rate, inflation rates, money supply, exchange rates, and oil prices. Since macroeconomic indicators are
correlated, using all the independent variables, which impact financial markets, would result in
multicollinearity, and it in the process would become difficult to show the exact impact of the variables.
Why macroeconomic indicators important for investors?
Investors around the world are always keen on knowing about changes in the macroeconomic
indicators; they always keep an eye on surveys, journals and economic reports of the government. In
order to be profitable, LW¶V important to keep oneself always on the pulse of the economy and the best
way to do so is through the use of macroeconomic indicators. +HUH¶VDbrief explanation of some of the
key indicators, which have been covered in this research. The following indicators are key indicators
along with some other indicators not included in this project.
Interest rate
Interest rate is issued by the central bank of every country, inter-bank leading happens within a
country, EDVHG RQ WKDW UDWH $V D ERUURZHU RI PRQH\ LW¶V WKH FRVW RI ERUURZLQJ WKDW PRQH\ ZKHUHDV
IURPSRLQWRIYLHZRIOHQGHULW¶VWKHJDLQ\RXZLOOJHWRQWKDWPRQH\&HQWUDOEDQNVDURXQGWKHZRUOG
use interest rates to manage the economy, by sometime increasing it or decreasing it.
CPI inflation rate
Inflation is presented in terms of percentage; terms it usually indicates as the general rise in the
product prices. In other words, whenever inflation rises, there is a decline in international dollar
valuation and the FRQVXPHU¶Vpurchasing power. Inflation is calculated monthly based on the consumer
price index (CPI). CPI is an index which serves as a basket comprising specific goods and services
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published by a specialized body within government (e.g. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in the USA).
The simplest way of calculating the inflation rate is by subtracting the present value of CPI from the
previous period over the previous period.
Exchange rate
The Exchange rate is at which the currency of one country can be exchanged for another. The
Exchange rate has some implications on price stability and growth. An exchange in the current country
exchange rate compared to others will cause a decline in stock prices due to fear of inflation.
Economically, therefore, it is good for domestic exporters, since the products become cheaper to them.
Money supply
Money supply (M2) is a measure of a monetary asset of an economy. Usually, M2 is used in
calculating time series data. M2 is a money supply that includes M1 plus savings and small deposits
overnight repo at commercial banks, and non-institutional money market accounts. An increase in the
money supply is frequently assumed to positively affect stock prices.
Oil prices
Oil price is defined as the spot price of 1 barrel of crude oil. The price of oil is determined by
striking a balance between demand and supply. Along with factors such as the location and content of
sulfur.
RESEARCH ANALYSIS
This research tries to focus on the impact of indicators that are affecting stock market indices in
the Dubai Financial Market (DFM). Since there are a lot of other variables affecting stock markets and
are not covered in this research, it would be interesting to know how far these variables effectively
impacting the DFM.
Research questions
x
What is the impact of macroeconomic indicators on the Dubai Financial Market?
x
Are variables co-integrated in the long run?
x
Is there any correlation between the variables?
x
How many variables are statistically significant?
x
Is there causality between variables and stock prices?
Research problems
x
To find the impact of macroeconomic indicators on the Dubai financial market.
x
To determine if variables are co-integrated in the long run.
x
To test the correlation among variables.
x
To find out which all variables are significant
x
To find the causality between variables and stock prices.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous Studies
The literature is filled with examples that test the phenomena of macroeconomic indicators on
stock market indices. Market analysts and researchers alike have come up with different models that
include inflation rate, interest rates, and oil prices along with many others. For example (Norden,
Nordin, & Ismail, 2014) found that the variability of interest rates, exchange rates and oil price to be
particularly Co-integrated, whereby there could be a remote possibility that an investor might have
abnormal profit. The results could be still the same with irrespective to both short term and long-term,
where in the interest rate and exchange rates were significant in both scenarios. The relation between
macroeconomic indicators and the market return is a raging debatable topicsince ages, therefore the
nexus is of interest to the investors. According to (Ouma, 2014) and (Talla, 2013), the variables of
money supply, exchange rate, and inflation affect stock market indices, whereas money supply and
inflation have the most significant effect, while exchange rate alone has a negative impact. This negative
relation between inflation and stock prices has several reasons; one that stands out is the increase of
supply in the market while demand remains constant. It is thereby important for investors to consider
money supply since high inflation makes market conditions more difficult and vulnerable.
Fluctuations in international oil prices have become a major point of concern for investors,
especially over the past decades post the oil shocks. (Nasal) as per the research positive increase in oil
prices usually affects foreign reserves and interest rates, while negative price shocks affect the gross
domestic product (GDP) rate of interest and export. (Trung&Vinh, 2011) the authors in their study
employed VAR autoregressive method to show co-integration between economic activities and its effect
due to changes in international oil prices. They further, investigated the rate of inflation and real interest
rate fluctuation on economic activities; the results affirm that economic activities, oil prices, inflation,
and real effective rates are indeed co-integrated and that oil price devaluation and CPI have a significant
positive impact on the economy. The inflation rate could be expected inflation which the economist is
expecting it in the future and another kind is unexpected inflation which is either more or less than
expected.
Co-integration of stock markets has emerged as a recent topic of debate since the world came to
be known as a global village. Usually, Co-integration is seen where non-stationary variables that are
effectively stationary. (Erdinc&Milla, 2009), the authors tested the Co -integration factor on the
European market and the preliminary results indicated there should be a long-term association in
European countries. Correlation test revealed high positive correlation has been associated with
successful returns. The authors went on to suggest that a market is a weak form of efficiency since
information in one industry may be used to predict another stock market.
The relationship of stock market volatility and the impact on indices has been used extensively
researcheUV 5L]ZDQ .KDQ¶V, (2007) report state that domestic macroeconomic indicators have great
importance in explaining the relationship between stock return and volatility. In theory, inflation reflects
the general price rise; however, through research, it is believed that inflation rates effectively will affect
stock market volatility. (Geetha, Mohidin, Chandran, & Chong, 2011) The research looked for a
relationship between the stock market, expected inflation rate, unexpected inflation rate, exchange rate,
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interest rate, and GDP. They also tested the variables for unit root and found three counties to be
stationary, and Johansen Co-integration test revealed a long-term association between the variables. The
study also recommended that Malaysia, US, China should be utilizing the information on expected
inflation, unexpected inflation, exchange rate, interest rate and GDP to forecast the movement of the
stock market.
Over the past decades, literature has put forth multiple theories on linkage link between oil prices
and economic output. In this paper, the researchers have used a novel method of classifying fluctuation
in oil prices, driven either by demand or by supply. The simple formula behind using identification
strategy was that oil producing firms will likely benefit from an increase in global oil demand.
(Dhaoui&Khraief, 2014) further, the study estimated the effect of oil and oil price shocks on the stock
market indices and argued that LW¶V YHU\ LPSRUWDQW WR FRQVLGHU WKH HIIHFW RI RLO DQG PDFURHFRQRPLF
aggregates, as well as consider the direct and indirect effect of the oil. The study thereby gives a view
that stock market returns and oil prices are negatively correlated, and changes in oil price actually
increase the volatility of return.
(Bhuna&Ganguly, 2015) The effect of macroeconomic indicators on stock market indices are a
topic of debate among practitioners, academicians, and researchers. The authors are of the opinion that
for making any policy in the economy the effect of these indicators on stock prices are crucial. They
analyzed the Indian stock markets and found the variables to be stationary, but the findings of the
research particularly contradicted with the policy of economy as well as the result of empirical studies
done by RBI. Another study from the emerging market by (Barakat, Elgazzar, &Hanafy, 2016) proposed
that variables such as exchange rate, money supply, interest rate, CPI in Egypt and Tunisia have some
kind of relationship with each other, either in the long run or short run. Further according to authors,
there is an association between these variables and stock market fluctuations. It is to be noted in here
that government policies also play a major role in these variations of these variables so that cannot be
ignored, especially given the fact that they will lead to more stable stock markets. The final analysis of
the study concluded that changes in the CPI, exchange rate, and money supply can explain stock market
index fluctuation while interest rate could explain fluctuations in Tunisia.
(Gay & Jr., 2016)The Indian economy is a vast economy with multiple factors impacting its
stock markets, the authors have studied many factors impacting its indices. (Kumar, 2013) in this
particular study to show the effect of macroeconomic variables, the author followed different strategies.
The model was tested in the Indian stock market and using Nifty indices. As per the study, Indian stock
markets favorable environment is good for the market since stocks can be traded with high PE. (Das,
2017) also tested the same phenomena with different variables such as exchange rate, foreign
institutional investment, CPI and call money, they concluded that there is a correlation between
macroeconomic variables and indices of markets. We can conclude that there is an impact of variables
on the market in Indian stock market.
(Arnos, 2014) the author focused on Turkey stocks exchange to find the relationship between
stock indices and macroeconomic indicators. In this research, the authors found that usually, the
relationship between indicators and indices have the capacity to change as time passes. The significant
thing they found was that none of the variables had an absolute impact on the indices. The interbank rate
within Turkey was strong and had a negative coefficient; therefore, and they advise the policymakers to
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avoid an increase in the macroeconomic indicators which may lead to a weaker stock exchange. (Arnos
2014) believes that including other factors, there is one of the important factors that must be considered
is macroeconomic variables. The analysis showed that if we want to show the relationship between
variables and indices the key factor is that the relationship should continue in the future as well. (Alam
& Rashid, 2014)Analyzed the time series analyzes of stock prices and macroeconomic variables. The
result indicated a co-integration between CPI inflation, money supply, exchange rates, and interest rates.
The variables had negative relations with the stock price however industrial production index was found
to be positively related to stock returns.
The arbitrage theory is an expansion of the CAPM model, LW¶V assumed to be an equilibrium
pricing model. (Akwasi, 2012) the author employed regression and co-integration test to show the
relationship. Their results on OLS showed that out of seven variables used by the author at least four
variables were significant. Johansen co-integration test proved the existence of at least two variables
that were in fact Co integrated. (Paavola, 2006) in this study, the authors found that macroeconomic
variables employed out of 20 equities only one of the variables were significant.
Equity market and currency market traditionally had strong relations. For example, if a stock
market registers strong and impressive gains, there would be an influx of is a strong possibility that
foreign money will influx inside the country. The researchers used FX as a tool to explain a lot of
theories such as Garch model was used by the author in the research to show a correlation between FX
rates and volatility of stock returns. According to the authors, the FX volatility has a great influence on
the volatility of stock return. (Karoui, (2006))(Zia, 2011)
(Khositkulporn, 2013) the author's aim of this research was to identify a dominant factor
affecting stock market volatility in Thailand. The study included factors like equity price, company
performance, economic variables, financial liberalization, market integration, and incidents. The study
through contagion test concluded that the movement of the S&P 500 and oil prices could bring the effect
in South-Asia stock markets. The study also pointed out that South East Asian stock markets have a
strong interrelationship in regard to market integration.
Exchange rates play a major role in the economy and its fluctuation could be judged with stock
market fluctuations. Such example was the study conducted by (Jamil&Ullah, 2013) on the stock
exchange of Karachi Pakistan. The main aim of this research was to measure short-term sensitivity in
the market, wherein the authors concluded that, markets correct itself to the changes in the exchange rate
to be back to equilibrium. The study projected that if there is a fluctuation in Rupee the exchange rate
will adversely affect the changes in stock market return. One of the recent studies on macroeconomic
variable impact was done by (Rathnayaka & Seneviratna, 2018) the study focused on Colombo stock
exchange; the result indicated that stock markets in Colombo directly impact stock market volatility in
Colombo. Two variables, i.e. GDP and broad money supply directly impact macroeconomic variables.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The stock market efficiency (SME) Hypothesis
There is a contradiction in the literature with respect to the impact of macroeconomic variables
on stock markets. The topic is of discussion in the sectors of government, financial analyst and
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policymakers. While some authors agree that government policies and action on economic indicators do
impact the economy and market returns, some do not agree to the same. (Fama, 1970, 1991) agreed that
the prices of the stocks fully imitate all the available information in the market.
The theory and hypothesis in any research will build the base of any research. There has been a
debate between various researchers on the impact of inflation on stock price returns however there is an
agreement to some extent to which is the effect. The Fisher hypothesis, for instance, has put forth the
proposition that the returns on stock prices is a function of present and expected inflation.
Theoretical framework
The graph is a presentation of the theoretical framework of this research the stock prices is the
center since this acts as dependent variable the rest of macroeconomic variables are independent. The
research will check the impact of these variables on prices.

Research hypothesis
Hypothesis 1
x
H1: There is a significant impact of inflation rate and stock market indices of the UAE financial
market.
Hypothesis 2
x
H1: There is a significant impact of interest rates and stock market indices of the UAE financial
market.
Hypothesis 3
x
H1: There is a significant impact of M2 and stock market indices of the UAE financial market.
Hypothesis 4
x
H1: There is a significant impact of Euro/UAE exchange rates and stock market indices of the
UAE financial market.
Hypothesis 5
x
H1: There is a significant impact on oil prices and stock market indices of the UAE financial
market.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Data & sample
The data for this research were selected from reliable sources such as a central bank of each
country, investing.com and economic research, etc. The period of this research was between 2009 to
2017 monthly data. All the data were at natural logarithm had a unit root at level and stationary at first
difference.
Methods of Estimation
The model in the study is a regression analysis technique in e view software, along with the
augmented Dickey Fuller test, stationary test, co-integration test, Granger causality, and Durbin test. The
tested model had a log return since it helps in avoiding autocorrelation, and it brings all variables in one
unit which helps in an easy comparison between variables.
a.

Multiple regression

Multiple regression analysis is the model that is used in econometrics to show the relation
between a dependent variable and an independent variable or several independent variables.
ܻ ൌ ߚ  ߚଵ ݔଵ  ߚଶ ݔଶ  ߚଷ ݔଷ  ߚସ ݔସ  ߚହ ݔହ  জ
ݔଵ =Interest rates.
ݔଶ =Inflation rate.
ݔଷ = Exchange rate
ݔସ =Money supply
ݔହ =Oil prices.
b.
Johansen cointegration test: The test was named after Soren Johansen for co-integration of
several time series. The test is usually done to see if the variables have long term associations.
c.
Durbin-Watson test: Durbin-Watson test is a measure used by economist to test the presence of
autocorrelation in the model. The values of DW always fall between 0 and 4. A value close to 2 means
there is no autocorrelation, and 4 indicates a negative correlation. However, it also depends on DW
which shows the correct value based on a number of independent variables and a total number of
observations.
d.
Augmented Dickey Fuller test is usually employed in estimation to test for stationarity of the
series. The series is stationary if the null hypothesis is rejected otherwise no. Stationarity means a
stochastic process where the joint distribution of any value or consecutive observation does not change
with time shifts.
x
No constant, no trend:
x

Constant, no trend:
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x

Constant and trend:

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

t is the time index
Į is an intercept constant called a drift.
ǺWKHFRHIILFLHQWRQDWLPHWUHQG
īLVWKHFRHIILFLHQWSUHVHQWLQJSURFHVVURRWLHWKHIRFXVRIWHVWLQJ
P is the lag order of the first-difference autoregressive process.
itis an independent identically distributed residual term.

e.
Granger causality test: Granger causality is a test of the hypothesis that determines whether one
time series is useful in forecasting another. Since time GRHV QRW JR EDFN LW¶V D ELW HDVLHU WR PDNH DQ
HVWLPDWLRQLQVXFKPRGHOV)RUH[DPSOHLQDQHYHQWLIDQLQFLGHQW$KDSSHQVEHIRUHHYHQW%WKHQLW¶V
YHU\PXFKWUXHWKDW$LVFDXVLQJ%+RZHYHULW¶VQRWORJLFDOWRVD\WKDW%LVFDXVLQJ$
RESEARCH ANALYSIS
Augmented Dickey Fuller test
Table 1 Unit root test (Augmented Dickey Fuller test)
Augmented Dicky fuller test (UAE)
Variables
Indices
M2
INFLATI
ON
.6934
.3139
Initial P value (at level) .6933
-1.1510
-1.1504
-1.9381
T-Statistic
Test critical values:
-3.493
-3.494
-3.493
1%
-2.889
-2.889
-2.889
5%
-2.581
-2.582
-2.581
10%
First difference
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
P-value
-10.126
-11.577
-10.024
T-Statistic
Test critical values:
-3.493
-3.494
-3.492
1%
-2.889
-2.889
-2.889
5%
-2.581
-2.582
-2.581
10%

INTE
REST
.9995
1.597

OIL
PRICES
.4902
-1.578

Exchange
rate
.5493
-1.4614

-3.493
-2.889
-2.581

-3.493
-2.889
-2.581

-3.493
-2.889
-2.581

0.0069
-3.618

.0000
-8.627

0.0000
-11.017

-3.493
-2.889
-2.581

-3.493
-2.889
-2.581

-3.493
-2.889
-2.581

In Table 1, projects the ADF test for the UAE stock market along with critical values at
1%,5%,10%, all the variables are firstly tested at level with natural logarithm was the all the variables
were non-stationary but became stationary at first difference and all the variables were below the critical
level. The following figure shows the graphs for data ate level and at first difference
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Figure 1: At level

Figure 2: At first difference
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Co-integration test
Co-integration test is in econometric is done to see the relationship between different time series
data. The main requirement for doing co-integration is the existence of unit root that is series must be
non-stationary at level but becomes stationary at first difference.
Table 2: Unrestricted cointegration Rank Test_(Trace)
Hypothesized Eigenvalue
 No. of CE(S)
UAE

 None*
 At most 1
At most 2
At most 3
At most 4

 0.3055
 0.2183
 0.1624
 0.1184
 0.0680

 Unrestricted cointegration Rank Test_(Trace)
Trace
.05 Prob.** Trace
test
 statistic Critical
 indications
 value
102.7301  95.7536  0.0152 Trace
test
indicates
1
64.80991  69.8189  0.1176
cointegration
 39.1949 47.8561
0.2526
equation(s)
at
 20.7622 29.79707
0.3726
 the 0.05 level.
 7.65210 15.49471
0.5033

In table 2 the co-integration between DFM indices and macroeconomic variables is shown. The
lag selection for the model AIC test showed 3 and we choose model 3 for co-integration analysis. All the
variables were non-stationary at the level and stationary at first difference. The variables were nonstationary at the level and stationary at first difference, it's one of the most important considerations for
doing integration test. Trace static shows 1 co-integration that's the variables have long term association
with each other, and they will influence each other.
Granger causality test
Granger causality test is a statistical measure used to determine whether a one-time series could
be used to forecast other series. The tables below will show the relationship between different time
series and indices. Granger causality can only be done for stationary variables if not the data must be
converted to stationary.
Table 3. Granger Causality UAE
F-stats Prob.
Granger causality
Decision
Indices causality with variables
DFM does not Granger Cause CPI 1.1390 0.3242
No causality
CPI does not Granger Cause DFM 0.2888 0.7498
Er does not Granger Cause DFM
0.1638 0.8492
No causality
DFM does not Granger Cause Er
0.0151 0.9850
It does not Granger Cause DFM
0.4972 0.6098
No causality
DFM does not Granger Cause Int
0.2501 0.7792
M2 does not Granger Cause DFM 2.2088 0.1152
No causality
DFM does not Granger Cause M2 4.1744 0.0181
Unidirectional causality
OIL does not Granger Cause DFM 0.1666 0.8468
No causality
DFM does not Granger Cause oil
0.6706 0.5137
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The table above shows the result of Granger causality which is the null hypothesis along with pvalues f-stats is shown for all the variables. We reject the null hypothesis on the basis that the
probability is below 0.05. From our analysis, we observed that all the variables had a P-value above
0.05, therefore, we accept the null and reject alternative hypothesis. We can conclude that the variables
have an insignificant impact on stock market prices. However, there is an exception with causality
between DFM prices and money supply. There is a one direction causality from DFM prices to money
supply that means we will accept the null hypothesis and reject the alternative. We can conclude that
there a significant impact on prices on the money supply.
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Regression analysis of the UAE
In this section, linear regressions are explained. The aim of this test is to determine how far the
dependent variable is being influenced by independent variables. The following table illustrates the
results of the observations done.
Figure 3. Summary of regression equation UAE

The above table summarizes the analysis for regression the adjusted R-squared has been
adjusted for the number of interpreters in the model, in other words, it's a modified version of r squared.
The value close to 100% indicates a strong correlation and close to 0% indicates no correlation. In the
table adjusted r square is .17 that is about 17% variation in DFM indices can be explained by (exchange
rate, m2, inflation, interest, oil price) jointly. So, the other 83% can be explained by other variables
which we did not list here. The f-statistic p-value is about .0002% so the null hypothesis is accepted.
We can say that our independent variable jointly can affect our dependent variable. Durbin Watson test
- There are 5 independent variables and DW of 2.1 predicts that independent variables are not serially
correlated.
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Correlation between variables in UAE
 Table 4. correlation of variables in UAE

 DFM Exchange
 CPI
Interest
 M2
OIL
 rate
rate
 1.000

DFM
1.00000
Exchange .410942
rate
 -0.02977
 1.0000

CPI  0.06274
 0.09542
 -0.001874  1.00000

Interest rate  -0.0487
0.070135

0.45302

-0.016894

-0.048545

1.0000

M2
 0.058598  .124008  .137607  1.00000
OIL  .332632  0.462246
Table 4. Shows correlation between independent values which is between -1 and +1. DFM has
negative relations with interest rates and positive relation with M2, oil prices CPI and exchange rates.
The exchange rate has positive relations with all variables except with CPI which is a negative relation.
CPI indicatinginflation has a negative relationship with the exchange rate and money supply, the rest are
positive. The interest rate has a negative relation with M2 the rest are positive. M2 has positive relations
with all variables. None of the variables is too high to generate multicollinearity in the results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
x

The results of this research are elaborated one, we conducted various test were firstly the data
series were tested for stationarity at the level and first difference. Later we examine the cointegration relationship between market and variables, and finally regression test and Granger
causality.

x

The test for unit root is a primary process after which the other test will be performed. The test
revealed that at 1%, 5%, 10% of the series is non-stationary at the level and becomes stationary
at the 1stdifference. In other words, the integration occurs at order one or I (1).

x

Once the unit root has been tested and discovered in the series the following phase is to test for
co-integration. The results indicated in the long run one association between variables exist.

x

After testing the integration, we performed the Granger causality test to find the impacts of stock
prices on stock prices or vice versa. With an exception to the money supply, there is no
significant impact of variables on prices.

x

Regression analysis helped us to find the overall impact of variables on DFM. Overall the
variables impact around 17% on the prices.
Finally, the correlation test revealed that all the variables have positive relations with DFM
indices and only negative with interest rates.

x
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CONCLUSION
The role of the stock market generally is to raise capital in the economy and to utilize the money
in a profitable way. It is essential to have an efficient stock that can affect economic growth in the long
run. Changes and fluctuation in the stock markets are due to various factors, which could be
macroeconomic political and social. The study, which we conducted focused on DFM stock index along
with employing macroeconomic variables to see their impact on stock index returns. The literature has
comprehensively summarized various articles but in summary most countries stock markets have a longrun relationship with variables such as oil prices, inflation, interest, and GDP. The study results also
brought a view that the, if the country was developed and open the better, was r-square which means the
variables better integrated with stock market indexes.
IMPLICATIONS AND POLICY MANAGEMENT
There are many implications of the findings. If there are negative relations between indices and
inflation it makes market conditions difficult; therefore, it is crucial for investors to follow the CPI
inflation. The interest rate had a negative relation with indices; so controlled interest rates bring more
investors i n s h a r e m a r k e t a n d extensional investment of companies through demand pull and
supply push strategies. The positive relation between exchange rate and indices gives the foreign
investors an incentive to invest in the local market.
LIMITATIONS
No study is complete and perfect; there is always a possibility of improvements and elaboration.
This study has some limitations, firstly, only 5 variables were used due to lack of time and resources,
while in reality in working economies, there are other variables as well that impact indices not only
limited to those that are listed here. The data used in this study was on a monthly basis although there is
a further possibility of using weekly data.
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ABSTRACT
In the dynamic business arena of today, companies are majorly customer-driven. To gain a
competitive edge over the other competitors, a company has to provide its customers with a value added
service and products. This study has been conducted with the objective of identifying the need to
implement a customer friendly and satisfactory ordering system at Coffee Joints in South India. The
study has highlighted the emerging epitomes in the ordering system, which would help the customer by
reducing waiting time, and thereby increases customer satisfaction and retention. The study has shown
that respondents have shown a favorable attitude towards the use of the mobile phone / Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA), prepaid card and would like to have the additional facility of having a touch screen in
order to reduce time and effort in placing their order.
Keywords: Customer Retention, Operations Management, Growth Strategy
INTRODUCTION
The fact that our world is rapidly changing and the competition for each customer is intense is
one thing that is for certain. Companies are becoming frustrated by competing with only minor
advantages that are easily copied by competitors.
In the competitive business world of today, a company must use every resource available to its
advantage. All businesses rely on existing customers for the base of their revenues. Globalization
FUHDWHVIRUFRPSDQLHV¶QHZRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUEXVLQHVVGHYHORSPHQWDVZHOODVQHZFKDOOHQJHV2QHRI
the most prevailing challenges is the ability to create new products and services in accordance with
diverse customer needs and requirements, as well as the implementation of new technologies in future
lines of products/ services. The interface between the marketing and information technology
departments plays a decisive role in the realization of customer needs and requirements, and application
of the right technologies in the offering of the services. The speed and accuracy with which the
information between these departments is exchanged directly influences the success RIRQH¶VSURGXFWV
services on the market.
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In order to discuss different kinds of service ordering systems, first, LW¶V EHWWHU WR PHQWLRQ DQG
talk about service encounter. It is the duration of the service encounter that the customer directly
interacts with the firm and its service (Arnould et al., 2008).
The image of a company is created in the FXVWRPHU¶V mind during the service encounter (Baron
and Harris, 2002).
Service encounter can occur with or without the presence of the employee. In traditional service
encounter which is called person-to-SHUVRQ VHUYLFH HQFRXQWHU WKH ILUP¶V HPSOR\HHV LQYROYHV LQ
interaction with the customer; some companies trained their employees some techniques to keep and
VDWLVI\WKHLUFXVWRPHUVVXFKDVVD\³KDYHQLFHGD\´WRFXVWRPHUVDQGDQVZHULQJWKHSKRQHRQRUEHIRUH
the third ring (Arnould et al., 2008; Baron and Harris, 2002). But sometimes the human interaction
element is not necessary for DVHUYLFHHQFRXQWHU6RFXVWRPHUVFDQVHUYHWKHPVHOYHVZLWKRXWHPSOR\HHV¶
help; they could serve themselves in traditional ways like self-services in restaurants which they choose
their foods and take them or they can use new technologies to perform the services which are known as
person-to-technology service delivery (Arnould et al., 2008). In person-to-technology service encounter,
people can use different kind of technology like mobile phones, personal digital assistants or touch
screen systems to order for services by themselves. The growth of technology in service encounters has
good potential to benefit customers and service firms (Arnould et al., 2008; Baron and Harris, 2002;
Lovelock and Wirtz, 2004).
The introduction of the technology in the ordering system will help the organization to satisfy the
existing customers and attract new customers to use the service.
Even a quarter century ago, coffee joints were not a part of Indian culture in the sense it was part
of Italian culture. Today coffee shops are the number one social hangout in the southern part of the
country and coffee has become an integral part of the XUEDQ6RXWK,QGLDQFXOWXUH7RGD\¶VFRIIHHVKRSV
offer its customers an altogether different service and atmosphere than their predecessors in the 1960s or
¶s. One of the interesting features of the coffee shops in the late ¶s and ¶s was: only retirees and
the jobless hang out at the coffee shops to engage in idle chat or a game of mahjong. You could order a
cup of coffee for much less and would not look out of place if you stayed till sundown.
The trend, however, did not sustain for long. Today, the younger crowd has taken over the seats
at modern coffee shops. Many coffee shops are more in the nature of social hangouts for young people.
Coffee houses or bars have sprung up across the country, making coffee an important part of social
gathering places. In many communities, coffee bars have become innovative: some provide personal
computers so that customers can surf the Net, while others provide matchmaking services.
The growth of new innovative technologies in service delivery and increasing labor costs make service
providers think about new service delivery options which allow customers to serve themselves as an
alternative way. These new services potentially offer consumers more satisfaction and delight.
In South India, many service industries use services ordering options based on technology for
their customers such as hotels, airlines, museums, theme parks and etc.
During weekends, holidays and occasions, there are always common problems faced by
customers in the coffee joints. Some of the major problems faced are overcrowding in front of taking ±
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away counters, ordering counters, delays in taking up orders, lack of tables and seats, standing in long
queues and long waiting time.
The existing ordering system followed by the majority of the Coffee Joints is personal order
taking through salesmen. This system is not very effective to address the above problems faced by the
customers. Hence there is a need to bring about a change to overcome these problems.
Lack of implementation of an appropriate ordering system in the coffee joints is one of the major
reasons for long waiting lines, wasting time and crowding in front of order desks in the majority of the
coffee joints.
The implementation of the new modes of ordering system through Mobile Phone or Personal
Digital Assistant, Coffee Joint Prepaid Card or Touch Screen System will to a large extent address and
reduce these issues and also enhance customer service.
Also, this service would help to reduce labor costs for the coffee joints. Lack of research in this
area in South India and the reasons which were discussed above are the main justifications and
motivations for this study.
Finally in order to have an un-crowded environment, decrease in the waiting time to place
orders, to retain customers and to make the existing customers loyal, the new ordering system should be
highly considered in the service design.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Consumers are responsible factor for the sales of any product or services. So, when a new
SURGXFWLVODXQFKHGLQWKHPDUNHWXQGHUVWDQGLQJFRQVXPHU¶VEX\LQJEHKDYLRUEHFRPHVYHU\HVVHQWLDO
For this marketer has to study and understand the various factors which influences the customer's
thoughts while buying any product or services. In simple words, the various reasons which govern and
finally force the customer to go for that particular product and services.
Consumer behavior is an attempt to understand & predict human actions in the buying role. It
has assumed growing importance under market-oriented or customer oriented marketing planning &
management. Consumer behavior can be explained as an all psychological, social and physical behavior
of potential customers as they become aware of, evaluate, purchase, consume, and tell others about
product and services. (Hoyer and MacInnis, 2005)
In consumer behavior, we consider not only why, how, & what people buy but other factors such
as where, how often, and under what conditions the purchase is made. An understanding of
buyerbehavior is essential in marketing planning &programs. In the final analysis buyer behavior is one
of the most important keys to successful marketing.
The importance of customer satisfaction diminishes when a firm has increased bargaining
power.Increasing competition is forcing businesses to pay much more attention to satisfying customers.
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*OREDOL]DWLRQFUHDWHVIRUFRPSDQLHV¶QHZRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUEXVLQHVVGHYHORSPHQWDVZHOODVQHZ
challenges. One of the most prevailing challenges is the ability to create new products and services in
accordance with diverse customer needs and requirements, as well as the implementation of new
technologies in future lines of products.
Therefore, companies realize the importance of the Marketing and Sales (M&S) and Information
Technology (IT) departments. The interface between those two departments plays a decisive role in the
realization of customer needs and requirements, and the application of the right technologies in new
products.
INVESTIGATION APPROACH
The research problem intends to study the need for implementation of a new ordering system
using Mobile Phone or Personal Digital Assistant, Coffee Joint Prepaid Card, and Touch Screen System
in Coffee Joints in the southern part of India.
The study covered 3000 individuals from the various coffee joints operating in South India
(Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad & Cochin). The study was confined to different coffee joints customers
of6WDUEXFNV&RVWD&RIIHH'D\4ZLN\¶V&RIIHH3XE%DULVWD, and Nescafe.
The descriptive study conducted is concerned with determining the implementation of a new
ordering system at the Coffee Joints in South India. It is hoped that this analysis would help the
company to encash on its customers thereby leading to customer retention (Nath and Zheng, 2008).
The primary data collected with the help of the questionnaire pertains to the demographic and
socio-economic characteristics of the respondents, attitudes, and opinions of the respondents with
respect to the service rendered by the Coffee Joints and the future intentions of the respondents. (Levin
and Rubin, 2003). Secondary data has been collected from sources like brochures, books, magazines,
journals, newspapers, and webpages.
The target population for this study is coffee joints customers of Starbucks, Costa, Coffee Day,
4ZLN\¶V&RIIHH3XE%DULVWDDQG1HVFDIH in Chennai, Hyderabad, Bangalore, and Cochin. These coffee
MRLQWVZHUHFKRVHQVLQFHWKHDFWLYLWLHVLQSURGXFWLRQDQGVHUYLFHZHUHTXLWHGLIIHUHQWDQGLW¶VLQWHUHVWLQJ
to investigate if this has any influence on introducing a new ordering system. The limitation, to only
look at four coffee joints, was made due to the time constraints for this study.
The sample size has been restricted to 3000 respondents from the various coffee joints operating
in South India (Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, and Cochin). The research was conducted and
LQIRUPDWLRQ¶V ZHUH from 15 Coffee Joints in each city namely Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, and
Cochin. In this research, the data analysis was carried out manually by the researcher herself. The
different analysis includes percentage analysis, weighted mean ranking analysis, chi-square test, analysis
RIYDULDQFHDQG.HQGDOO¶VFRHIILFLHQWRIFRQFRUGDQFH0LFURVRIW([FHO package was used to create bar
diagrams and pie charts to diagrammatically represent the data are collected.
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Table 1: Demographic description
Frequency

Percentage

Below 20
20 ± 25
25 ± 30
30 ± 35
35 ± 40
Above 40

660
1080
660
420
120
60
3000

22 %
36 %
22 %
14 %
4%
2%
100 %

Male
Female

1740
1260
3000

58 %
42 %
100 %

No. of respondents
250
720
1080
650
300
3000
No. of respondents
720
250
1080
650
300
3000

Percentage
8%
24 %
36 %
22 %
10 %
100 %
Percentage
24 %
8%
36 %
22 %
10 %
100 %

Variable
Age

Total
Gender

Total
Annual Income
Less than Rs. 2,00,000
Rs. 2,00,000 ± 3,00,000
Rs. 3,00,000 ± 4,00,000
Rs. 4,00,000 ± 5,00,000
Above Rs. 5,00,000
Total
Occupation
Students
Employed
Business
Professional
Housewives
Total

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive relationship between the age of the respondents and the waiting
time at the coffee joint.
Calculated F2 value
:
78.38
Degree of Freedom
:
(4 ± 1) ( 5 ± 1 ) = 12
Tabulated value
:
D.F (12) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
21.03
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value
(78.38 > 21.03)
Therefore, the Null Hypothesis H10 is rejected. Age of the respondents is dependent on the
waiting time during the visit to the coffee joint. Majority of the respondents visiting the coffee joints
were teenagers and youngsters. Majority of the respondents (87%) faced the problem of waiting in
coffee joints for about 15 to 30 minutes due to various reasons like non-availability of seats, waiting to
place an order, waiting to get the order served, waiting in a queue, waiting for payment of the bill, etc.
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The coffee joints need to handle this in a very effective manner, otherwise, it may lead to
customers switching to other coffee joints or to the nearest restaurants. A new ordering system or service
delivery system would minimize the waiting problem and satisfy the customers. The coffee joints need
to frame specific techniques and enhance the current services to satisfy and retain this group of the
population.
Hypothesis 2: There is an association between the income level of the respondents and the
frequency of visit to the coffee joint.
:
84.19
Calculated F2 value
Tabulated value
:
D.F (16) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
26.30
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value (84.19 > 26.30)
Therefore, the Null Hypothesis H20 is rejected. Income level of the respondents is dependent on
the frequency of visits to the coffee joint. The identification of the population at different income level
helps to identify the spending capacity of the respondents. Also, the information collected would be of
immense help for the company to decide on its pricing strategies and the introduction of new services in
the coffee joints.
The frequency of visits information helps to identify the repeat customers to the coffee joints.
The company can start some customer loyalty programs for its repeat customers, which may also attract
other customers to become frequent customers.
Hypothesis 3: There is an association between the respondent's satisfaction with the current
ordering system and their preference to use a mobile phone or a personal digital assistant to place an
order with the coffee joint.
:
21.92
Calculated F2 value
Tabulated value
:
D.F (12) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
21.03
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value
(21.92 > 21.03)
Therefore, the Null Hypothesis H40 is rejected. 7KH UHVSRQGHQW¶V VDWLVIDFWLRQ OHYHO ZLWK the
current ordering system is dependent on the preference to use a mobile phone or a personal digital
assistant to place an order with the coffee joint.78% of the respondents were frequently visiting the
coffee joints with the current ordering system. Hence, it is expected that there would be surely an
increase in the frequency of visits of the customers once the coffee joints introduce the new ordering
system using a mobile phone or a personal digital assistant. As the new ordering system minimizes time
and energy, the customers evolving in the busy world would be highly satisfied with the new service
innovation.
Hypothesis 4: There is an association between the satisfaction level of the respondents and the
level of importance attached to the touch screen system of ordering at the coffee joints.
Calculated F2 value
:
81.72
Tabulated value
:
D.F (12) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
21.03
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Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value

(81.72 > 21.03)

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis H50 is rejected. Satisfaction level of the respondents is dependent
on the level of importance attached to the touch screen system of ordering at the coffee joints. 61% of
the respondents feel that they would naturally attach importance to the type of touch screen. The
preference to have a simple system would prove to be user friendliness.
A user-friendly touch screen system would increase the attraction amidst the respondents who were
currently not attaching importance towards the usage of the touch screen system for ordering.
Hypothesis 5: There is an association between the satisfaction level of the respondents and the
preference to use a coffee joint prepaid card to place an order.
Calculated Chi-square value :
21.92
Degree of Freedom
:
(4 ± 1) (5 ± 1) = 12
Tabulated value
:
D.F (12) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
21.03
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value
(21.92 > 21.03)
Therefore, Null Hypothesis H60 is rejected. Satisfaction level of the respondents is dependent on
the preference to use a coffee joint prepaid card to place an order. Majority of the respondents were
frequently visiting the coffee joints with the current ordering system. Hence, it is expected that there
would be surely an increase in the frequency of visits of the customers once the coffee joints introduce
the new ordering system using a coffee joint prepaid card. As it is a prepaid card, they would be a
tendency with the customer to visit the coffee joint frequently as the investment is already made.
Hypothesis 6: There is an association between the willingness of the respondents to visit the
coffee joint in case a touch screen system is introduced and the frequency of visits in case of
willingness.
Calculated Chi-square value :
90.08
Tabulated value
:
D.F (8) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
15.51
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value
(90.08 > 15.51)
Therefore, Null Hypothesis H70 is rejected. The willingness of the respondents to visit the coffee
joint in case a touch screen system is introduced is dependent on the frequency of visits to the coffee
joint. A user-friendly touch screen system would also attract the respondents who have the preference to
have a simple system. The user-friendliness of the touch screen system would attract new customers and
delight the existing customers.
A user-friendly touch screen system would increase the attraction amidst the respondents who
were currently not attaching importance towards the usage of the touch screen system for ordering. The
respondent who recognizes the importance of touch screen system would be naturally willing to visit the
coffee joint once the touch screen system for ordering is introduced.
Hypothesis 7: There is a significant concordance between the rankings of the various factors
affecting the preference of a particular type of coffee by different respondents.
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k by N Matrix:
FACTORS
Quality Quantity

k = 3000

Taste

Price

Sum of
Ranks (Rj)
(Rj - CRj)
(Rj - CRj)2

8610

9840

9450

11580

12220

-2046.7
4188981

-816.7
666999

-1206.7
1456125

923.3
852483

1563.3
2443907

Trend

Latest
Flavour
12240

N=6
¦Rj = 63940

1583.3
2506839 s = 12115334

Calculated F2 value
=
3000(6 ± 1) x 0.08
Degree of Freedom

:
k (N ± 1) x W
=
1200
:
(N ± 1)
=
(6 ± 1) = 5
Tabulated value
:
D.F (5) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
11.07
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value
(1200 > 11.07)
W = 0.08is significant.

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis H80 is rejected. There is a significant concordance between the
rankings done by the different respondents for the various factors affecting the preference for a
particular type of coffee. Taste of the coffee is the most important factor that influences the choice of a
particular type of coffee followed by price, quality, quantity, latest flavor and trends. The analysis
information implies that the coffee joints are maintaining their distinctive good taste of the coffees
offered by them. The coffees are being offered at competitive prices by the coffee joints. The coffee
joints need to pay close attention to maintaining the quality and the quantity being served to the
customers. The coffee joints can maintain its customers only if it maintains its quality and offers the
right amount of quantity for the price paid by them.
The coffee joints also need to concentrate on maintaining the latest trends and flavors in their
offerings. The coffee joints can satisfy its existing customers and also get more new customers by
updating itself with the latest trends of the dynamic environment and by introducing new flavors in their
offerings.
Hypothesis 8: There is a significant concordance between the rankings of the various service
factors affecting the preference towards a coffee joint by different respondents.
k by N Matrix:
k = 3000

Price

Customer
Care

Varieties
of Offer

Sum of
Ranks (Rj)
(Rj - CRj)
(Rj - CRj)2

11150

11650

12480

FACTORS
Strategic Car Parking
Location
Facility
s
12620
13460

-807.1
651410

-307.1
94310

522.9
273424

662.9
439436

1502.9
2258708

Ambiance

Quantity

N=7

11740

10600

¦Rj =
83700

-217.1
47132

-1357.1
1841720

s=
5606140
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Calculated F2 value
:
k (N ± 1) x W
=
3000 (7 ± 1) x 0.02225 = 400.5
Degree of Freedom
:
(N ± 1)
=
(7 ± 1) = 6
Tabulated value
:
D.F (6) At 5% (i.e.) 0.05
Tabulated value
:
12.592
Calculated value is greater than Tabulated value (400.5 > 12.592)
W = 0.02225is significant.
Therefore, the Null Hypothesis H100 is rejected. There is a significant concordance between the
rankings done by the different respondents for the various service factors affecting the preference for a
particular coffee joint. The quantity is the most important service factor which influences the favorite
coffee joint followed by price, ambiance, customer care, varieties of offer, strategic locations and car
parking facilities respectively.
The coffee joints need to pay close attention in offering the right level of quantity of the product
being served to the customers which provide value for the money being paid by them. The coffees need
to be offered at competitive prices by the coffee joints to maintain their market share.
The companies need to concentrate on constantly changing the looks and enhancing the ambiance of the
coffee joints to attract new customers and retain the existing customers. Coffee joints need to constantly
develop new customer care programs. It should also concentrate on training their employees to be more
customer - friendly and equip them with all adequate etiquettes for offering customer care professionals.
The coffee joints need to constantly introduce varieties of offers to attract new customers and retain
existing customers. Also, the coffee joints need to be located strategically with adequate car parking
facilities.

Figure 1± PERT/ CPM Chart showing the minimum time taken to process orders in Coffee Joints
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Figure 2 ± Flowchart showing the reduction in service activities in a coffee house after the
introduction of the new ordering system
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Figure 3 ± Flowchart showing the service activities in a coffee house before the introduction of the
new ordering system.
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SUGGESTIONS/ RECOMMENDATIONS
The following suggestions would help Coffee Joints not only to retain their existing customer
(which is considered to be more difficult than attracting new customers) but also increase their customer
list. Coffee Joints should provide more seating space. More tables and chairs need to be provided.
Perhaps the table and chairs that occupy less space could be replaced in place of the existing ones so that
seating capacity remains the same. This suggestion is put forth assuming that space is a constraint for the
Coffee Joints.
Since Coffee Joints have to be strategically located, invariably parking becomes a problem. This
is another aspect, which the Coffee Joints have to bear in mind. Perhaps nearby vacant plots could be
hired so as to encourage customers to come in big lots. If parking is not a constraint, then customers
might come as a family in cars. There are huge delays in the ordering system both with respect to taking
of order and serving of order in Coffee Joints, the new ordering system could be introduced keeping in
mind the preference of the respondents as indicated by the study.
Coffee Joints need to initially to encourage people to use the new system, some gifts and prizes
could be introduced. This would act as a big motivating factor in bringing in crowds of customers. This
would also provide help to customers to acquaint themselves to the new system and thus overcome the
resistance to change. Perhaps just before the introduction of the new ordering system, the details could
be sent to all mobile owners. The list could be obtained from a service provider of airtime. This would
help educate a large group of prospective customers. Attractive introductory offers would not only help
to bring in new customers but would also help in capturing lost customers.
Coffee joints can start developing some customer loyalty program to its existing customers. This
with retain the current customers and also help in converting the other infrequent customers into
frequent customers.
Coffee joints can enter into the supermarket arena and start diversifying the business. They can
extend their service to ice cream, wholesale food service, music compilations, and office coffee
program.
Also, coffee joints can design its web site to sell supplies and educate consumers about coffee
quality. It can continue forming alliances with allied companies, provide environmental leadership.
The local players can start more joints internationally than in India. They can explore joint venture
options. They can explore establishing themselves in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia
CONCLUSION
The success or failure of a business such as Coffee Joint simply depends on the behavior of
customer-companyovertime. Customers begin a relationship with businesses and overtime, either decide
to continue this relationship or end it. At any point in this Life Cycle, the customer is either becoming
more or less likely to continue doing business with you and demonstrates this likelihood through their
interactions with the service provider or seller. Hence it is imperative that every type of business pays
more attention to UHWDLQLQJ FXVWRPHUV WKDQ LQ JRLQJ LQ VHDUFK RI QHZ RQHV &XVWRPHUV¶ VDWLVIDFWLRQ
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would lead to retention, which automatically would bring in new customers. It would be worthwhile to
conclude with words of marketing expert ±.RWOHU3  ³,WLVQRORQJHUHQRXJKWRVDWLVI\FXVWRPHUV
<RXPXVWGHOLJKWWKHP´
Coffee Joints have been increasing its debt every year, and at a pace that is faster than their
assets are growing (which is clearly unhealthy). This is why I feel the firms should slow down their
expansion and to focus more on marketing their products. In such a saturated market like the one that
they are in Coffee Joints in India needs to focus on increasing consumer awareness and to decrease debt
as much as possible. In closing, I believe that Coffee Joints in India can become even more profitable if
they slow down their expansion and concentrate on the stores that they already have open.
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ABSTRACT
Many countries have taken great interest in creating and building World-Class Universities
(WCUs). Naturally, developing countries such as Yemen should also focus on establishing their own
WCUs. This chapter aims to discuss two elements. First, to identify and examine past and current
strategies, as well as framework reforms, that relate to building WCUs in Malaysia, and second, to
propose policy recommendations to higher educational institutions, governments, policymakers and all
other stakeholders for Yemen with the aim of building WCUs and enhancing the higher education
system as a whole. The data gathering process performed for this chapter included reviewing official
publications of studies conducted at national and international scales, as well as the existing strategies
used by other countries with a similar environment to Yemen. This chapter also surveys research papers,
books, and strategic planning documents for Malaysian higher education.
Although there are several strategies and frameworks that can be learned from Malaysia in its
path towards building WCUs, it should be noted that there are also key barriers and challenges unique to
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Yemen that are not faced in Malaysia. In this chapter, these issues are explained in more detail and their
impact on overall strategic planning is emphasized and clarified. At the end of this chapter, a modified
and adapted strategic goal, as well as possible changes to the Malaysia system, is suggested for Yemen,
in order to elevate the Yemeni higher education system and build a WCU.
Keywords: World-Class Universities, Policies, Higher Education Institutions, Malaysia, Yemen.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge is a quintessential tool for economic growth and development. This observation is
particularly prevalent in the current century as many countries have opted to strengthen their education
system in order to cope with the ever-changing environment of the world and the challenges that follow.
Consequently, policy-makers have come to the realization that universities, specifically research
incentive universities or World-Class universities (WCUs) (Brown, 2013), are a key movement towards
a knowledge-centric economy and an essential part of the national innovation system that will produce a
higher quality of human resources, ideas and innovation, which are imperative for this move (Philip G
Altbach & Balán, 2007; Hsiou-Hsia, 2007).
Globalization has enabled universities and research facilities to compete with one another on a
global scale via international rankings that allow for the phenomenon such as World-Class Universities
to exist (Brown, 2013)7KH³:RUOG-ClaVV´QRWLRQhas become ubiquitous and the common parlance in
many universities (Shattock, 2017). Thus, as globalization spreads, so does the importance of these
universities to their respective governments. WCUs have incentivized the use of research as a tool for
economic growth, as the emphasis on education and research development has led governments to
include these developments as key aspects of their national economic strategies.
World-FODVV XQLYHUVLWLHV DUH LPSRUWDQW LQ GHYHORSLQJ D QDWLRQ¶V FRPSHWLWLYHQHVV LQ WKH JOREDO
knowledge economy. There is evidence of economic growth that occurs in countries that opt-in for
developing WCUs in their respective countries. This event largely occurs in developed or developing
countries. China, for instance, used research-oriented universities as a tool for shaping the country's need
for economic readjustment (Ma, 2007). Recent research has shown that in Malaysia, the local
universities play an essential role in promoting the agenda of the Malaysian aspiration of being a
developed country (Ismail, 2018). In addition, there is evidence of a significant contribution to the
FRXQWU\¶VHFRQRPLFJURZWKYLDWKHVH5HVHDUFK8QLYHUVLWLHV 58V (Yasin & Osman, 2015). The figure
presented states that the profits generated via research developed (R&D) from four RUs reached RM 3.6
billion between the years 2007 and 2013. In addition to Malaysia, counties in Europe and America have
also shown substantial economic contribution via RUs. Thus, as a consequence of their impact, many
East Asian countries such as Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Japan, Singapore and Malaysia have
undertaken initiatives and projects to create WCUs as part of their national aims and transformation
agendas(Wang, Cheng, & Liu, 2013).
The importance and effect of WCUs in growing the economy and building the nation makes
WCUs an imperative necessity for countries such as Yemen that depend more on human capital than
natural resources. However, building a WCU is a long and expensive process; thus, there needs to be a
proper strategy in place before initiating such a project. One of the main points that can aid in setting
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such a strategy would be to identify the Malaysian practices that made such developments possible and
apply them to Yemen. In this chapter, such phenomena are investigated.
Malaysia is an interesting case study for two reasons. First, while Malaysia has been strongly
influenced by the British colonial era, it is also a Muslim country that is undergoing Islamic resurgence,
and can thus be viewed as having hybrid universities (Lee, Sirat, & Wan, 2017). Second, historically, the
education system designed in Malaysia has been oriented towards Asian learners. This orientation means
that the priority of study has been shifted to focus on socio-economic subjects, rather than the scienceoriented western style of education (Luke, Freebody, Shun, & Gopinathan, 2005), as demonstrated in an
existing research study(Mohsin & Kamal, 2012).
The aim of this study is to propose policies for building WCUs in Yemen based on existing
Malaysian policies and practices. To achieve this aim, this study begins with some literature on the
world-class university concept, followed by a description of the current status of Yemen higher
education institutions. Then, the lessons of Malaysia in striving for achieving WCU status are examined
and finally, we end with proposed policies.
The Concept of World-Class University
)ROORZLQJWKHGLFWLRQDU\GHILQLWLRQRIWKHWHUP³world-FODVV´WKHPHDQLQJLVGHILQHGDV³*RRGV
services, and processes that are ranked by customers and industry experts to be among the best of the
best. This designation denotes standard-setting excellence in terms of design, performance, quality, and
customHU VDWLVIDFWLRQ DQG YDOXH ZKHQ FRPSDUHG ZLWK VLPLODU LWHPV IURP DQ\ZKHUH LQ WKH ZRUOG´
(BusinessDictionary.com, 2018). Another similar definition attributed to this term is the concept of
excellence as a success characteristic in both industry and business (Kanter, 1997). However, this term
has been since adopted by academics and higher education as a common linguistic term.
The term and rank of the WCU have become synonymous with indisputable academic
excellence. However, there is still no clear definition for the term, and it has been interpreted differently
by different researchers and scholars (Harry de Boer 2018). As is the case for all terms relating to the
concept of excellence, WCUs has become an entity that everyone seeks to obtain, while in reality, no
one truly knows how to achieve this goal. In recent years, most universities that have been awarded the
WCU title mostly consisting of research-oriented institutes that are at the top of the higher education
hierarchy. Thus, with such a vague concept as the definition, it is no surprise that there are several
interpretations of what a WCU is by many researchers. Some of these interpretations are elaborated as
follows, in chronological order.
In 2001, the WCU definition was tied to its degree of internationality, meaning that if a
university is not international in its ranking, then it cannot be eligible for the title of WCU. However,
this definition excludes higher education institutes in many countries that have high-ranking universities
that are using their native language as their main teaching medium. The term internationality is also
ambiguous, as it requires a clear definition of whether it refers to language or knowledge barriers.
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Later, the definition of a WCU was tied to its degree of national value, which focused on
national growth and the development of knowledge, as well as increasing the degree of competitiveness
in the environment.
In 2012, the term WCU was reserved for institutes and universities that contribute heavily to the
growth of a nation and are considered to be a competitive entity at the global scale. However, the term is
still considered to be too vague and is open to different interpretations. Although the categories are
relatively open to discussion, there are several indications that are considered and agreed upon to have
an impact on the ranking of the university and naming it as a WCU. Some of these criteria are listed in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Some of the criteria and features of a WCU
There is also other supportive research that indicates that the focus on excellence is not only in
research but in teaching as well. This focus is provided in tandem with the appropriate resources for the
scholars to be able to complete their research and train upcoming potential researchers. Generally,
having the two qualities of excellence and extraordinary performance contributes to reaching a high
ranking title of WCU (M. Sirat, 2013).
Later, in 2015, the definition shifted focus from the contribution to a nation to more academic
excellence on a global scale. This shift in focus incentivizes the creation of knowledge, as well as
creating methods for spreading research and knowledge effectively. However, this is only possible by
being able to train a skilled workforce and produce intellectual experts and researchers that can provide
such level of excellence.
Recently, the concept of WCU has been tied to the global ranking of the university (Shields,
2016). There are several ranking institutes across the world, which focus on ranking universities based
on several factors ranging from their research potential, their impact on an international scale, their
enrolment and degree of contribution, and even the environment in which the university is located,
which all have an impact on the ranking of the university. Each of these institutes uses a different set of
297
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criteria, and, even if they share some criteria, each institute might give each criterion different weight.
There are several organizations that practise this form of ranking. Some of these institutes are the
Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU), the Times Higher Education World University
Ranking, and the QS World University Rankings. Thus, following this type of global ranking, the focus
of universities and nations has shifted towards increasing their position within the list and use it as a
measuring stone in order for the institutes to reach WCU status (Hazelkorn, 2017).
Although there is controversy regarding many of the criteria and indications that are used for such
ranking, most countries still use them as a way to measure their value and degree of growth and focus on
increasing their global ranking (Tilak, 2016). This controversy been a cycle that has fed into itself; as
countries increase their interest in the ranking systems, more legitimacy has been given to the ranking
systems and the desire to create more WCUs in order to grow their economies and increase their level of
success on an international scale (Deem, Lucas, & MOK, 2009), (Philip G. Altbach & Salmi, 2011).
Following such incentives and definitions, many countries have opted to turn their universities
into WCUs and have given it a high priority nation-wide. This goal is mainly because the ranking of
such universities can incentivize economic growth, as well as demonstrate that the country that has such
WCUs is of high economic and social power, giving more credence and legitimacy to the nation and the
governing policies. A recently published survey discovered that almost all top ranking cities had a
WCUs in their domain(M. Sirat, 2013).
As mentioned earlier, the WCU can be defined by testing the characteristics and critical success
factors that world-class universities must have. The following section will thoroughly discuss the
features and characteristics of world-class universities elaborated by many prominent experts,
researchers and scholars.
The Characteristics and criteria of WCUs
7KH WHUP ³:RUOG-&ODVV´ LV KHDUG LQ PDQ\ contexts, such as world-class seating, hotels, cities,
leadership, universities, and companies. However, what separates normal establishments from their
world-class counterparts is the additional features of the latter.
This observation is also the case for universities and institutes. According to some scholars, ³$Q
emergent university model is based on the main features of world-UHSXWHG XQLYHUVLWLHV´ (RodriguezPomeda & Casani, 2016). Some of these characteristics are summarized in Table 1, which lists them
based on what researchers have identified to be the prominent features of a WCU (Alden & Lin, 2004).
A few other scholars and experts have developed different sets of features and characteristics
described as determinates for achieving world-class university status. Table 2 shows a summary of the
set of determinants and who have initiated them.
As displayed in Table 2, it is clearly observed that talent, financial and physical resources,
effective and efficient governance, and research in priority knowledge are among the most common
features shared by many experts and scholars.
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Jamil Salmi, the higher education expert at the World Bank, has developed a framework of the
most prominent and well-known characteristics for achieving world-class university status. Figure 1
illustrates the summarized characteristics of world-class universities created by Salmi.

Table 1: World Class Features
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Table 2: Determinants for achieving world-university status.

Figure 2 shows a complementary set of factors as a requirement for achieving world-class
university status. The three main components are concentrations of talent, favourable governance and
abundant resources. These three major requirements are discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of WCU& Key Factors
A high Concentration of Talent
Currently, globalization has taken the world to a phase in which talent, as well as brainpower,
has become a predominant currency (Cheese, Thomas, & Craig, 2007). Therefore, having a good
intellectual and hardworking talent is considered to be essential, and it plays a critical role in sustainable
development, performance and growth of the organization. Researchers have stated, "Superior talent
will be tomorrow's prime source of competitive advantage. Any company seeking to exploit it must instil
a talent mind set WKURXJKRXWWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQVWDUWLQJDWWKHWRS´(Chambers, Foulon, Handfield-Jones,
Hankin, & Michaels, 1998).
Similarly, within universities, attracting talent is a key factor in reflecting a successful university.
According to the World Bank tertiary education coordinator Jamil Salmi (Salmi, 2009), the most
important and first determinant of excellence is the presence of the best students and outstanding faculty,
where WCUs can hires the most qualified professors and researchers as well as selecting the best
students. In addition, a global talent search seems to be one of the most powerful accelerating factors
towards WCUs, whether they are in a poor or rich country, and whether they are large or small (Sharma,
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2011). Hence, governments globally are introducing policies to attract the most talented people who
have the most to contribute to economic development (Hazelkorn, 2015).
Abundant Resources
In response to the high costs involved in running a complex research-intensive university,
abundant resources are the second element that characterizes most WCUs. According to (Salmi, 2016),
there are four main financing resources that WCUs depend on. Those resources are public budget
funding for operational expenditure and research, contracts with public and private firms, endowments
and gifts and tuition fees. However, these four main resources are not fixed and stable to be followed in
each country.
In terms of funding WCUs, one study stated that governments are facing a choice of whether to
aim for access or excellence, to focus the spending of resources to make a few selected institutions
world class or to spend widely to build capacity and increase access (USHER, 2016). This choice leads
WR WKH TXHVWLRQ ³ZKDW FKRLFHV DUH EHLQJ practised in different countries?´ The data for institutional
expenditures per student in higher education have been collected from 10 countries, including Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The results showed that among the top 100 universities in the Academic Ranking of
World Universities (ARWU), these 10 countries host a total of 91 of these universities, but the
universities in those countries differ from one another in terms of financing resources. For instance, in
the UK, institutional expenditures have increased while student numbers have risen, and this has led to
the influx of money generated from new tuition fees introduced in 2012. In the context of ARWU
ranking, one researcher concluded that money does not appear to have any material short-term effects,
but if it were VR$XVWUDOLD¶VXQLYHUVLWLHVZRXOGEHGRLQJPXFKZRUVHWKDQWKH\DUH
On the other hand, in Western Europe, government funding is the main source of finance for
teaching and research, and in Asia, the National University of Singapore has been the most successful in
terms of endowment funding. Moreover, when comparing the top US universities to universities in
Europe in terms of financial base, the US depends on two factors, which are having a huge endowment
and the ability to focus on institutional priorities over the medium- and long-term, while only a few
European universities do not rely on government funding sources in the short term.
It is noticeable that WCUs are costly to run and manage because of their nature; they have to
develop and maintain a research environment and necessary infrastructure to allow them to attract top
talent, which produces results that allow them to accrue more resources. The rapid changes in
technologies and the continual improvements in the existing infrastructure lead to the increasing costs of
these universities. Hence, collaboration and research networking are considered to be one of the best
strategies for those universities in developing countries who lack sufficient financial resources.
Favourable Governance
The third dimension that characterizes most WCUs is appropriate governance. The term
³JRYHUQDQFH´ LV XVHG WR GHVFULEH DOO WKRVH VWUXFWXUHV SURFHVVHV DQG DFWLYLWLHV WKDW DUH LQYROYHG LQ WKH
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planning and direction of the institutions and people working in tertiary education (Fielden, 2008). In
this context, appropriate governance concerns to what extent the universities are free to manage their
own affairs in terms of regularity framework, leadership, strategic vision, autonomy and academic
freedom.
The number of students in public and private institutions has expanded significantly, and this
expansion has led to a complexity of higher education systems; thus, the task of managing and
monitoring those sectors is becoming more specialized and demanding. As a result, many countries are
moving away from using the control model from a central Ministry of Education, which has proved
unsustainable in the long term, to the supervising model (Fielden, 2008).
Current Situation of Yemeni Higher Education
Compared to other advanced and developed countries, Yemen is relatively new in regard to
higher education, which began with the establishment of Sana'a University in 1970 and Aden University
in 1975. In 1990, the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research (MoHESR) was created, and
the universities were under its responsibilities until it was eliminated in 1994 and then re-established in
2001 (Yemen, 2005 ).
Currently, there are 12 public universities, 34 private universities, 9 government community
colleges and 31 private community colleges (Oasyemen, 2018). In light of this, there was an increase in
the number of students enrolled in universities both public and private. Based on the statistics recorded,
in 1990 only 35,000 students were enrolled, but this number increased drastically in 2010, to a grand
total of 266,096. From these statistics, the number of female students was as low as 16% in 1990, but by
2010 the percentage nearly doubled to 30%. Concurrent with this growth in higher education, the
number of students in public universities reached 203,497, while for private universities this number was
approximately 62,599 students in 2008. Private universities grew from 0% at 1993 to 23.5% in 2010.
To summarize the current state Yemeni higher education institutions, Basheer Al-Haimi (AlHaimi, Ab Hamid, & Hujainah, 2017), in his paper titled ³Higher Education of Yemen: History,
'HYHORSPHQWDQG&XUUHQW6WDWXV´, highlighted several points of the current image of YHEIs:
x
x
x

x
x
x

The increase in the enrolment of students did not align with teaching staff development, where
the ratio of staff: the student was 1:20 in 1990 and has since increased to 1:50.
This figure is based on the total number of students enrolled in both private and public
universities and institutes.
There is no correlation between the increased number of students enrolled and quality
development, which were limited and slow in expansion in areas such as faculty buildings, study
halls, laboratories, libraries, requirements of Information Technology and electronic libraries.
The statistics on student enrolment indicate that most of the students (86%) were enrolled in
humanities and social sciences rather than science and technology, which were in the minority
(14%).
The issue of equity is raised, as only 25% of the enrolments are female.
The percentage of postgraduate students does not exceed 2% of the total number of students in
higher education institutions.
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x
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Due to weak governance in the higher education institutions and a lack of leadership, there is
limited vision and aim in how HEIs should be in the future.
Shortages in financial resources and mishandling of the available resources have led the funds to
be wasted under operating expenses.

Additionally, Yemen higher education faces many challenges and obstacles. In a study titled
³)DFWRUV$IIHFWLQJ<HPHQ+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ,QVWLWXWLRQV3HUIRUPDQFH&KDOOHQJHV 2EVWDFOHV´, it was
found that a lack of national vision of government, leadership, financial support, research and
development funding, autonomy, governance, academic staff development, ratio of student enrolments
in humanity studies and quality of academic programmes are some of the major issues that the Yemen
higher education institutions currently experience (Al-haimi, Ab Hamid, & Hujainah, 2018). Thus,
strengthening higher education can aid in addressing and overcoming these challenges. For instance,
creating various categories of universities such as Comprehensive Universities, Focus Universities and
Research Universities, has been effective in Malaysia.
0DOD\VLD¶VCase in Striving to Achieve WCU status
It is clear that the education or higher education system in Malaysia has witnessed rapid
development in the past few decades. Since achieving independence in 1957, Malaysia has undergone
many developmental stages where the government initiated various policies and strategies that were
designed to transform Malaysia into a developed country. According to Zailan Moris(Moris, 2010), after
50 years of independence, there are 20 public, 20 polytechnic and 500 private institutions in Malaysia.
This rapid development in the Malaysian higher education arena has gone through many careful and
steady steps and reforms that are in line with Vision 2020.
To strengthen Vision 2020 and to be in line with the interest displayed by many developed
countries, the WCU concept has been adopted by the Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia in all its
strategic planning (M. Sirat, 2013). These developed strategies and plans are aimed to ensure that Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) are encouraged to undertake change and achieve excellence to face the
competition posed by the global education market and to ensure that Malaysian universities achieve
world-class status and operate as a hub for higher education in the Southeast Asia region (Education,
2007).
Strategic planning for Malaysian higher education is composed of two main strategic plans
produced as blueprints. The two blueprints are the National Higher Education Strategic Plan (NHESP)
beyond 2020 and the National Higher Education Action Plan (NHEAP) 2007±2010 (Grapragasem,
Krishnan, & Mansor, 2014); (Muda, 2008). The strategic plan has been divided into 4 distinct stages,
namely: 1) Laying the foundation (2007±2010), 2) Strengthening and enhancement (2011±2015), 3)
Excellence (2016±2020) and 4) Glory and sustainability (beyond 2020). The following Figure 3 shows
the summary of the journey in transforming Malaysian higher education to make it globally competitive.
As can be noticed in Figure 3, Malaysia strove to establish WCUs in a very short time. The first
phase, strategic planning, began in 2007-2010, laying the foundation by creating the critical agenda
programmes and the institutional pillars.
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The institutional pillars were focused on governance, leadership, academia, teaching and learning
and research and development. The second part in the transformation plan, from 2007-2010, was the
critical agenda, which required more scrutiny, especially the establishment of Apex universities. The
establishment of Apex universities was seen as an imperative approach to achieve world-class status and
giving them a full autonomy status to be the best and the nation's centres of academic distinction (Muda,
2008). The key elements for successful Apex universities from the Malaysian perspective were as
follows: the best leader, the best faculty, the best students and the best facilities (Education, 2007).
However, these elements are inconsistent with the requirements of Jamil Salmi(Salmi, 2009) for
achieving WCU status.

Figure 3: Transformation Roadmap of Higher Education Malaysia
The second strategic plan, from 2010-2015, aimed to strengthen and enhance the higher
education institutions. The targeted outcomes and achievements are shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Outcomes Targeted and Achieved in Malaysian Education Strategic Planning Phase 2
(2010-2015)
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In light of these results, the Minister of Higher Education Malaysia, Idris Jusoh, clearly stated,
"Malaysian universities are world class because they are a popular destination for international students
and Universiti Malaya has a decent spot on the QS university rankings". However, the findings of this
study clearly show how a group of supportive strategies lies behind the success and achievements.
Therefore, the excellent achievements in this sector have made it a successful model for many
developing countries aiming to enhance their higher education system and to become globally
competitive with the advanced countries of the world.
Resource-based View Theory (RBV)
Resources are a key factor that defined the competitive advantage of a firm, it is also a major
factor in enabling and encouraging superior long-term performance (Barney, 1991). Thus, the ResourceBased View (RBV) of the firm, dictates that knowledge is in of itself an important resource that can lead
to a sharp competitive advantage.
In order to achieve superior corporate performance, knowledge is used as a resource that has a
strategic value to the firm. However, since knowledge, in of itself is a complex process, it cannot simply
be compiled and imitated. Thus, a firm having access to "heterogeneous knowledge bases", allows the
entity to be more capable, and thus have higher performance, all the while keep it sustainable and
competitive. Knowledge can be used in a multitude of ways, and it can be combined into various
processes and entities. Some of these can be abstract concepts such as the cultural identity of the firm, to
more rigid and tangible entities such as employees and documents(Teoh, 2009).
The resource-based view of the firm proposes that competitive advantage derives primarily from
D ILUP¶V idiosyncratic resources which are valuable, rare and hard to imitate (Barney, 1991). Because
firm-specific capabilities enable firms to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external
competencies, they represent the most fundamental sources of competitive advantage (Richard, 2000)
As research was oriented to find out what different characteristics and factors may influence the
world-class status outcome, all possible factors were under focus and aggregated measures were used.
Proposed Policy Parameters for Yemen based on Malaysian Experience
Although the timeline of the establishment of higher education in Yemen and Malaysia is closely
related, the findings in this research revealed that Yemen still lags far behind Malaysia in almost every
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field relating to educational status. To make the picture clearer about the gap between Malaysia and
Yemen, it is important to mention that Yemen is ranked 128th in the world Global Innovation Index,
whereas Malaysia is ranked 31st. Other rankings are research and development, where Yemen and
Malaysia scored 0 and 32.4, respectively. In addition, in all of the global rankings of HEIs such as QS
ranking, THE world-class university ranking and ARWU ranking, no Yemeni institutions are listed,
while many Malaysian HEIs are. Hence, this research article has identified some strategic measures that
Yemen can apply to strengthen its HEIs and to develop its intended WCUs. The following are some
policy suggestions for Yemen based on the Malaysian experience:
1. Adopting the Malaysian strategic plan 2007-2010, 2011-2015 and 2015-2025 is a step in the
right direction. This plan will save time and cost and shorten the long processes that might be
taken to develop such WCUs.
2. The institutional pillars initiated by Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia are among the
transformation agendas that Yemen must adopt and apply. The following are the 5 pillars and
how Yemen HE should react to them.
Governance
The importance of this term in higher education has become one of the essential factors for any
successful university. Hence, one of Jamil 6DOPL¶V requirements for achieving WCU status is
appropriate governance. In Malaysian higher education, governance systems underwent many
developments to achieve the pace of globalization and technology (Azman, 2012).
In terms of structure, universities in Malaysia have been categorized into three main types:
comprehensive universities, focused universities and research universities. Therefore, Yemen higher
education institutions should restructure based on this experience. Restructuring the Yemeni HEIs will
strengthen the higher education system by adding diversity of universities and offering options to local
and foreign students.
$QRWKHUHOHPHQWRIJRYHUQDQFHLVWKHXQLYHUVLW\¶VDXWRQRP\0DOD\VLDQSULYDWHXQLYHUVLWLHVDUH
considered fully autonomous (Jasmon, 2016), while public universities are granted autonomous status in
many areas except for financial matters, which are still controlled by the Ministry of Higher Education
(M. B. Sirat, 2010). In this direction, the objectives and goals of the university transformation
programme(UniTP) were clear, and this programme aids universities to drive the transformation of the
HE sector instead of government ministries (Malaysia, 2015).
In Yemen, the autonomous status of the universities is absent. A study showed that Yemeni
universities do not have the freedom to make their own decisions in terms of self-governance, finance,
administration or appointments. Therefore, Yemeni universities should be more autonomous so that they
can be more flexible, easier to manage and better able to respond quickly to the rapidly changing market.
Leadership
The current practice in Malaysia in terms of the selection of leadership is that vice-chancellors
must be drawn from the top ranks of professionals where they have to be competitive and must have a
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proven leadership track record (Education, 2007). On the other hand, the current practices in Yemen in
terms of leadership selection is more focused on political grounds than professional or scientific grounds
(Al-haimi et al., 2018). Hence, Yemen should have a proper mechanism to choose the correct person in
the correct place based on professionals and determined criteria.
Academia
The best academic or teaching staff is one of the features of world-class universities. The
Malaysian strategies in ensuring the best academic staff are obvious. Staff recruitment and retainment
are based on excellence qualifications and achievements. In addition, professional development
programmes and training opportunities are offered to enhance the skills of the teaching staff.
,QYLHZRI<HPHQ¶Vuniversities, the lack of a mechanism for quality development of academic
programmes, development of the teaching staff abilities in their particular fields and professional issues
are among the major obstacles facing YHEIs. Hence, it is recommended that these issues should be
addressed to attract the best teaching staff, which can contribute significantly to the university's vision
and mission.
Teaching and Learning
This pillar is also an important factor in ensuring the strength of any higher education institution.
This pillar concerns the curriculum and pedagogy that are relevant and dynamic to the new changes in
all related fields of knowledge. In Malaysia, in addition to these concerns, the higher education system
shares a vision on what graduate outcomes will be, and what these outcomes mean to each student.
Consequently, the ministry balanced knowledge and skills as well as ethics and morality.
In Yemen, with the effects of the current complicated situation, universities must apply this
strategy to ensure that curriculum and pedagogy are relevant and able to cope with the needs of society.
Research and Development
Research and Development is a core factor in the success of higher education institutions and the
country itself. Research and Development is an important indicator in any global ranking, such as QS,
ARWU or THE. Therefore, Malaysia has heavily invested in higher education and in R&D in particular.
The 2014 Universities 21 Report ranked Malaysia 12th out of 50 countries in terms of resource
investment in higher education, where R&D is the indicator of this assessment (Blueprint, 2015).
+RZHYHU LQ YLHZ RI <HPHQ¶V XQLYHUVLWLHV 5 ' is still limited, and the percentage of postgraduate
students is very low. Therefore, R&D must be at the heart of any coping strategies for building WCUs in
Yemen.
1. It can be suggested that Yemen adopt the Malaysian policies of establishing Apex Universities
and research centres.
2. The Yemeni government should increase the budget allocation to run such efforts for WCU
development.
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3. It can be recommended that Yemen and Malaysia organize seminars and conferences to
exchange ideas and thoughts among higher education experts, scholars and leaders in how
Yemen can apply the experience of Malaysia.
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Although the definition of a world-class university is ambiguous and a long process is required
in achieving such status, it is without a doubt necessary for any country to have at least one WCU.
Yemen is one of the developing countries that need to build WCUs but achieving WCU status is a
difficult challenge. To ease and shorten the process and to reduce the impact of challenges in building
WCUs, this study outlined and presented some important lessons for Yemen from Malaysian
experiences The authors believe that it will be valuable for Yemen to implement and follow those
suggested policies that are a strategic fit according to the ability of Yemen. Moreover, the idea of
developing world-class universities in Yemen will require great and harmonious effort by the
government, HEIs, local industries, partners and the community as a whole.
In addition, this study has great practical and theoretical implications. Accordingly, the first
major practical contribution of the current study is that it will offer much-needed information to the
intended policy makers, institutions and universities' leadership. By investigating and understanding the
real situation of Yemen HEIs and by considering the lessons of the Malaysian experience, this study
states with suitable policies and recommendations for building WCUs in Yemen. The proposed policies
or strategies offer to the Yemen HE decision makers a number of practical recommendations based on
the Malaysian experience.
Furthermore, this study is expected to indicate factors that hinder Yemeni HEIs competitiveness
and their ability to be listed among WCUs. This study is also expected to benchmark the factors that
lead Malaysian institutes to be competitive and listed among the top WCUs in such a short time. Having
all these factors in hand, this study is expected to shorten the learning process curve, by applying the
appropriate strategy and performing the necessary work in enhancing Yemen HEIs towards achieving
WCU status.
However, our study findings allow the policy makers, institutional leaders and managers to
understand that building a world-class university in Yemen is possible if they strategically, wisely, and
enthusiastically follow and adopt the Malaysian experience in achieving such national goals. For
instance, based on the current political and economic situation in Yemen, higher education in Yemen
has to be categorized into research, comprehensive and focused universities. Two large universities in
Yemen, VXFK DV 6DQD¶D LQ WKH QRUWK DQG $GHQ RU +DGUDP out in the south, should be classified as
research universities. For this strategy to be successful, these universities have to focus on certain
programmes only, allowing more resources to be funnelled towards a certain field and allow it to grow it
more substantially.
Those universities located in the south of Yemen should contain fields that are compatible with
the natural resources available in such areas. For instance, all engineering related to petroleum and
environmental sciences should only be at the focus of universities in the south and not in the other areas.
In our opinion, this strategy will save cost and allow universities to excel in a few particular fields,
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rather than in all fields. Such strategies and practices are found in many countries and universities
around the world. Some universities in the US, UK, China or Malaysia are world-class universities in
particular fields and departments or even subjects, and it is rare to find a world-class university that
affords all the fields and programmes. Therefore, it is highly recommended to categorize Yemeni higher
education into categories that are currently practised in Malaysia. Furthermore, full governance and
support should be given to the intended world-class universities in order for these universities to move
away from political disruptions and involvements.
The second major contribution of this study is theoretical and has implications for future
research. This study contributes to the growing body of knowledge presented in the following points:
1. There is a lack at Yemeni Higher Education Institutes in the perspective of vision, strategies and
future plans. Therefore, this study will add a significant contribution to the body of knowledge.
2. Malaysia is one of the few Muslim countries that were able to tailor WCUs standards and
restructure it into its own Muslim culture. Therefore, the study attempts to benchmark the
tailoring steps for other Muslim countries to follow.
3. The study will also be a starting point for further studies on the enhancement of Yemeni higher
education institutions as it will be a source of literature for other scholars who are willing to
carry out studies on this field.
Finally, considering the building a WCU is a step in the right direction as it will be a path to solve
many economic, cultural and social problems in Yemen. The WCU will strengthen the higher education
system as a whole. The strengthening of the higher education system will lead to opening the door for
postgraduate studies, research and development, as well as the quality of teaching that are aligned with
new and current curricula around the world. Taking all of the above into consideration will redirect the
Yemeni people into a new form of thinking, all the while instilling a new culture of conducting research
and development, as well as the quality of learning, resulting in the best graduates who are capable of
working in any location and under any circumstances.
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ABSTRACT
Recently the event management especially Meeting Incentive Conference and Exhibition
(MICE) plays a very important role. In Indonesia, the competition of the MICE industry is getting
tighter especially in the exhibition industry. The aim of this research is developing supply chain
performance measurement of exhibition event process using the Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) model and Analytical Hierarchy Process. This is a qualitative case study research. The object of
the research in Indonesia national automotive exhibition event, organized by the biggest and most
popular event organizer in Indonesia, namely PT Dyandra Promosindo. The finding of this study
identified 17 activities as performance indicators of SCOR. Analytical hierarchy process (AHP) was
used to measure the weight for each activity using Expert Choice 11.0 software. There is still very little
research in supply chain management of exhibitions. In the future research should examine supply chain
performance measurement in a more complex event such an international exhibition which involve
global supply chain networks.
Keywords: Event management, exhibition, supply chain management, Performance measurement,
SCOR, key performance indicator (KPI), Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
INTRODUCTION
In Indonesia, the growth of the Meeting Incentive Convention and Exhibition (MICE) industry
has been very rapid. This industry is showing an upward trend. A variety of national and international
meetings, incentives, conferences, and exhibitions events have been held in Indonesia. National and
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international MICE industries in major cities of Indonesia are excellent support systems for promoting
and highlighting the Indonesian products (Ministry of Trade of the Republic of Indonesia, 2011). The
exhibition industry today is at a new economic growth point and is one of the important pillars of the
Indonesian economy. Furthermore, MICE is also a business that contributes significantly to the
economies of developing countries. The development of the MICE industry as a new industry can
provide benefits to many parties because the MICE industry is a complex industry involving many
parties. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the quality of good coordination and collaboration between
various parties involved in MICE implementation. It is, therefore, necessary to improve the quality of
good coordination and collaboration between the various parties involved in the MICE business process.
The concept that can accommodate this collaboration and coordination is supply chain management.
However, research on supply chain management for MICE remain limited. The study of event
management is a relatively recent phenomenon, and the field has experienced a rapid change in research
focus. A growing number of tourism organizations have planned and held events like local product
festivals, community fairs, or sporting events to attract residents and travellers and bring economic and
social benefits to communities. The growth of events and festivals in recent decades has led researchers
to investigate the phenomenon and outcomes of these events (MacCarthy, Blome, Olhager, Srai, &
Zhao, 2016). Through the application of supply chain concepts, a company and especially event
organizers can understand and manage the flow of integrated activities and services from upstream to
downstream. Moreover, good integration within all parties can produce optimal performance. This
requires the coordination of all members in the supply chain, both internally and externally. The SCOR
model enables enterprises in enhancing their supply chain performance in a systematic way, to enhance
communication among member in the supply chain, and to design a better supply chain network. The
SCOR model is a supply chain performance evaluation model. It provides a consistent supply chain
management framework, including business process, performance evaluation and the best practice
(Hwang, Lin, & Lyu, 2008).
This study uses a case study approach. The object of this research is a case occurring at the
national automotive exhibition in Indonesia. The event is held in the city of Surabaya, the second biggest
city of Indonesia after Jakarta. The organizer of the exhibition is PT Dyandra Promosindo, a subsidiary
of PT Kompas Gramedia group. PT. Dyandra Promosindo Surabaya has several annual events that vary
from automotive events, clothing, concerts, exhibitions, and corporate events in various cities, especially
Surabaya and Eastern Indonesia. The focus of this research is Surabaya Automotive Exhibition event,
which is one of the big annual events in Indonesia. The main topic of discussion is the measurement of
supply chain performance, in order to be a benchmark and improvement strategy for PT. Dyandra
Promosindo Surabaya through the concept of Supply chain Operations Reference (SCOR). The purpose
of this study is to evaluate the evaluation criteria, (ie., performance indicators for SCOR and determine
the weight with Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The practical contribution of this research is to
give an alternative for companies to perform systematic performance measurement in order to measure
the performance of an event and to know the performance from the upstream to the downstream chain.
The theoretical contribution is to provide an application development concept of supply chain
performance measurement, especially in event management and especially in the exhibition.
The implementation of supply chain performance measurement is very important, especially to
improve the integration performance among supply chain members involved in the exhibition, which is
crucial for the success of the event. Therefore, we need an appropriate performance measurement model
to measure event success. One of the most popular tools for measuring supply chain performance is the
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SCOR Model. A model introduced by the Supply Chain Council (SCC) a nonprofit organization that
develops frameworks, methodologies, and benchmarking to develop processes and measure supply
chain performance. This research is intended to identify performance indicators for each SCOR
component, namely Plan, Source, Make, Deliver and Return. Furthermore, it will measure the weight for
each indicator item that has been formulated to find out the most important indicators to be considered
and influence the success of the event. The supply chain performance measurement model is useful for
event organizers, especially the exhibition as a more systematic future evaluation and planning tool
LITERATURE REVIEW
Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management (SCM) has been a major component of competitive strategy to
enhance organizational productivity and profitability ((A. Gunasekaran, Patel, & McGaughey, 2004).
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the integration of key business processes from end user through
original suppliers that provides products, services, and information that add the value for customers and
other stakeholders ((Sillanpää, 2015). SCM is not only required in the manufacturing industry, but also
in a non-manufacture industry, which require the design and management in an integrated manner, as
stated by Giannakis (2011) where the development of a robust reference framework for SCM in service
industries may be of paramount importance. This emanates from the promised benefits that effective
SCM can create for all the collaborating parties: reduced costs and increased revenues, improvements in
delivery, dependability and service quality. Supply chain management has the ability to promote the
integration of organizations which was previously independent, for improvement in organizational
collaboration (Kaliani Sundram, Chandran, & Awais Bhatti, 2016); (Du, Ma, Fu, Zhu, & Zhang, 2015).
The field of supply chain management (SCM) has emerged over the past decade from a functional
perspective whose central focus was the management of the physical distribution of goods to a
multidisciplinary concept where supply chains compete as a whole utilizing global networks (Bernon &
Mena, 2013). Supply chains evolve and change in size, shape and configuration, and in how they are
coordinated, controlled and managed. Some supply chains are mature and relatively unchanging. Some
are subject to significant change (MacCarthy et al., 2016). In manufacturing supply chains, suppliers are
upstream, and customers are downstream. Supply chains are not static, they evolve and change in size,
shape and configuration, and in how they are coordinated, controlled and managed. Some supply chains
are mature and relatively unchanging, some are subject to a significant change. New supply chains may
emerge and evolve for a variety of reasons. Groups of customers may contribute ideas or their feedback
information to the design of the product, but that feedback is not an essential input to the production
process for a specific customer. Both manufacturers and service providers conduct this type of market
research, and general customer feedback is not exclusive to either domain (Zhong, Ma, Tu, & Li, 2016).
Chopra and Meindl (2009) state that the main purpose of the supply chain is to meet customer needs.
The term supply chain is to create a product or service offering with a network of suppliers or vendors,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and consumers or clients along the chain. Thus, most supply chains
are actually networks that are not always just one player, each part has a different function.
Event Management And Exhibition
Event and Exhibition Management is defined as an organized, professional, systematic, efficient
and effective activity. Activities include planning the concept, implementation, and control
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(supervision). In event management, all functions or related divisions must be at the same vision and
mindset in order to create activities that meet VWDNHKROGHUV¶expectations. Event has an important role for
the company, such as building community, cultural development to stay updated, and also to carry the
identity of every event. Most of the attraction of the event is a characteristic or concept that is always
different and must be in accordance with the event target. Therefore, the attraction in an event is very
important to be created, in order to build a positive image of the company both internal stakeholders and
external stakeholders. In addition, these activities are related to economic impact, sponsorship,
publication, and marketing communication. (Getz, 2008).
Organizing event exhibition cannot be separated from the role and the existence of production
suppliers/vendors (sound system, stage, barricade, partition, tent, electricity), talent and manpower,
media campaigns (online and offline), visitor, exhibitor, and sponsor. Supply chain management has the
ability to integrating all parties including organizations that involve in the exhibition and improving
organizational collaboration. Organizing an event for a business is an activity that aims to support Public
Relations activities to create a positive image of the company in the eyes of internal stakeholders and
external stakeholders.
Supply Chain Performance Measurement
An organisation's performance measurement system (PMS) has a significant role in managing
businesses and SCs. (Balfaqih, Nopiah, Saibani, & Al-Nory, 2016). There are different purposes for
developing a PMS in SCs, such as to identify success, identify whether customer needs are met,
understand business processes, provide factual decisions, enable progress, track progress and identify
bottlenecks, waste, problems and improvement opportunities (Angappa Gunasekaran & Kobu, 2007). In
supply chain management, performance measurement needed for several reasons, they are:
1.
Monitoring and controlling
2.
Communicating objectives to all parties of supply chain functions
3.
Knowing the achievement of supply chain objectives
4.
Identifying the supply chain improvement
Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR)
The Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR) method is introduced by the Supply Chain
Council (SCC), a global nonprofit organization that develops frameworks, methodologies, and
benchmarking to develop processes and measure supply chain performance. SCC was founded in 1996
and was pioneered by several organizations or companies such as Bayer, Compaq, Procter and Gamble,
and more. At the beginning of its establishment, SCC has a membership of 69 companies, it has reached
more than 1000 companies worldwide. Hwang (2008) states Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) is a standard evaluation of supply chain performance measurements that have been widely
implemented in modern companies. The SCOR method provides a unique performance overview that
links business processes, metrics, best practices and technologies to a single structure to support
communication throughout the supply chain and develop the effectiveness of supply chain management
and link to supply chain development activity (Rotaru, Wilkin, & Ceglowski, 2014).
According to Pujawan (2010), SCOR method is a reference model of supply chain operations
that are implemented based on the process by integrating the three main elements in management that
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are business process reengineering, benchmarking, and process measurement into the cross-functional
framework in the supply chain. Basically, SCOR is a model based on a process defined as a planning
process, procurement (source), making, delivery, return, and enable.
SCOR Metric
SCOR metrics consist of five attributes related to the company's supply chain process to detail
the strategic direction of a company with a structured hierarchy of performance processes. The SCOR
method connects the five attributes associated with the supply chain process. The five attributes are as
follows: (1) Reliability, ability to perform performance in accordance with expectations that focus on the
results of the process undertaken. The attributes included are timing, quantity and quality. (2)
Responsiveness, explains the speed in performing in the supply chain to provide products to consumers
related to customer-focused cycle times. The attributes included are the order fulfilment according to the
time cycle. (3) Flexibility, the ability to respond from external influences such as changes in planning
and natural disasters that result in changes in business processes.
The attributes included are flexibility and adaptability. (4) Costs, costs arising from the operation
of supply chain processes (internal company). The attributes included are labour costs, materials,
management, and transportation. (5) Asset Management Efficiency (Assets), the ability to utilize assets
efficiently including cost reductions from the measurement of cash-to-cash cycle time and return on
fixed asset attributes. In SC performance measurement, the main purpose is not only to obtain
information for top management's needs but also several kinds of SC measures are required at every
management and operational level. SC should be measured because of management interest in
measuring how efficient SC is (Sillanpää, 2015).
Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
The Key Performance Indicator (KPI) supply chain is determined based on the company's
internal policies. KPI expected to reflect the company's goals, strategies, or work programs of the
company. In determining KPIs, companies must be on target so they can determine their future
performance because KPI is a key indicator that is able to represent overall organizational performance.
KPIs also have criteria that must be met in achieving them which are synchronized as "SMART"
(Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and Time Sensitive). After selecting the KPI, then scoring is
given on the selected KPI, weighting and scoring using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method.
Weighting and scoring will use the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. Three main principles
when using AHP (Saaty, 2008), (1) Principle of Hierarchy Preparation, (2) Priority Determination
Principle and (3) The principle of logical consistency. In implementing this principle, AHP includes
both quantitative and qualitative aspects of the human mind. Quantitative aspects are used to express
judgment and preferences in a concise, and solid manner. While the qualitative aspect is used to define
the problem and its hierarchy.
Previous Research
Research on Supply Chain Performance Measurement Methods using the Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) has been widely developed with various objects. Some of these studies
include:
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1. Research conducted by Mihalis Giannakis in 2011 with the title "Management of Service Supply
Chains with a Service-Oriented Reference Model: The Case of Management Consulting". This
study aims to explore something biased with the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) in
its services and development. In the development of the SCOR model researchers can explore
the capacity of service companies as a resource inventory to build offerings in a service. The six
main processes of supply chain design and management in the service industry are plan, source,
develop , adapt, operate, and recover. So that the management proposition in the service supply
chain can be standardized. SCOR, in this case, can improve overall performance and can be
integrated, synchronous, and well coordinated in the supply chain. This research equation with
the research contained in this thesis is a supply chain performance measurement model that uses
the SCOR model and analyzes the same activities and is applied to the same company in the
service industry. Another equation is to have the same goal in improving the performance of a
company and its resources so that it can be integrated, synchronized, and well-coordinated in the
supply chain.
2. Research conducted by Lee, Tzong-Ru (Jiun-Shen), Shiu, Yi-Siang, P.Sivakumar in 2012 with
the title "The Application of SCOR in Manufacturing: Two Cases in Taiwan". The purpose of
this study is to measure two cases of different companies in Taiwan and determine a decision for
policy in purchasing Information, Communication, and Technology (ICT). The researchers used
the SCOR method as a framework for thinking with KPIs at every level that was included. KPI
also adopted ICT to help conduct this research. The application of SCOR and KPI by executives
from both companies in Taiwan (Company A and Company B), found conformity if ICT was
important in helping the development of a company or organization. The similarity of this study
is the use of supply chain performance measurement models that use the SCOR and KPI models
and analyze the same activities of the SCOR. Other similarities are having the same goal in
determining a decision or policy and improving the performance of a company.
RESEARCH METHOD
This research is a qualitative case study research, the objective of the research is to develop a
framework to measure the performance of supply chain management practice in a case of the national
automotive exhibition in Surabaya. The advantage of the case study approach is the high level of
interaction to the research object, which allows an in-depth investigation by a semi-structured interview
(Usman.I, 2017). Data were collected by observation and interviewing Senior Project Manager, Project
Manager, Junior Project Manager Human Resource Development & General Affair, Graphic Designer,
Finance & Accounting of the event. The interview transcripts and observation notes were analysed
through intensive reading and rereading in order to allow prevalent themes, issues and phraseology to
crystallise. (Moore, 2016). The Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model is used to identify
KPIs through SCOR components according to the Supply Chain Council. The research informant is the
key parties involved in the implementation such as branch manager, senior project manager, project
officer. The study was conducted in three stages.
Step-1, identifying KPI based on the SCOR and metric model based on interview result.
Step-2, compiling performance measurement by performing KPI weighting with AHP through expert
choice software.
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Step-3, the phase of drawing conclusions based on KPI analysis and interpretation according to the
SCOR model.
The object in this study is supply chain performance of the supply chain at the Surabaya
Automotive Exhibition. The Surabaya Automotive Exhibition is one of the annual events held by PT.
Dyandra Promosindo Surabaya. Data collection methods are carried out through, (1) observation, (2)
semi-structured interviews. Identification of KPIs by conducting interviews with internal parties related
to supply chain activities that occur at the Surabaya Automotive Exhibition event including planning,
sourcing, making, delivering, returning and enabling and performance attributes of each activity, namely
reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, cost, and assets.
1. Validating KPIs conducted by internal parties of PT. Dyandra Promosindo Surabaya.
2. Define KPIs specifications to avoid confusion and clarify information contained in each KPIs.
3. Weighting KPIs to determine the level of importance of each performance indicator using AHP
Expert Choice 11.0 software.
4. Assessment of actual performance against targets set by the company on each KPIs
5. Calculating system scoring on each KPIs to determine the value of achieving the target that has
been set and to equalize different units of each indicator, which is larger is better. With the
following calculations:
Target
= Target expected by the company
Achievement = The value of achieving current company performance
6. Calculate the value of performance aggregation from the results of the scoring system to
determine the value of performance every month. Multiply the performance value of each
indicator and the weight.
IKPIi = Wi * Si
IKPIi = Performance Value of the i KPI Index
Wi
= i weight of KPI
Si
= i scoring KPI score
7. Color giving to the achievement of scoring results using a traffic light system. Giving this type of
color is:
a. Green, Determine the performance of KPIs that have been achieved and have met the targets
set by PT. Dyandra Promosindo at the 2016 Surabaya Automotive Exhibition in the range of
80-100.
b. Yellow. Determine the performance of KPIs that have been achieved but the value is close to
the target set by PT. Dyandra Promosindo Surabaya Automotive Exhibition in the range 5679.
c. Red, Determine the performance of KPIs far below the target set by PT. Dyandra
Promosindo at Surabaya Automotive Exhibition event so that it needs repairs as soon as
possible. The target is set in the range 0-55.
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8. Draw conclusions and suggestions on research conducted for the company on indicators that
need to be prioritized for further improvement and development.
This research was conducted at all the exhibition process: 1. During the pre-event preparation
process which included planning and licensing activities, 2. During the event takes place, starting from
the setup activities, show days, daily evaluations and breakdowns. 3. During the post-event, the
implementation of the evaluation report and press release publications.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT
Event Supply Chain of Automotive Exhibition
Based on field observations and interviews with the event organizers obtained a general
description of the event implementation process, complete with details of its activities. Automotive
Exhibition consists of three processes. Pre- Event, Event process and Post- Event. Figure -1 shows the
business process of an event of Surabaya automotive exhibition.

Figure 1. Surabaya Automotive exhibition business process
Identification of preparation of supply chain activities for exhibitions based on interviews
conducted with the branch manager, project manager, project officer and human resource development
manager and general affair.
Next step, figuring the mapping the activity with the toolkit corresponds to the SCOR model.
The representation of the toolkit makes it easy for companies to integrate separate activities into an
integrated entity. The toolkit is arguably an architecture in the supply chain.
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Figure 2: Toolkit Mapping of Supply Chain Activities Surabaya Automotive Exhibition
Note: P1. Plan Supply Chain; P2. Plan Source; P3. Plan Make; P4. Plan Deliver; P5 . Plan Return; S2. Source Make to Order;
M2. Make to Order; D2. Deliver Make to Order; DE. Deliver Return; SR. Source Return.

Description of the process:
Plan process
P1. Supply Chain (Plan), The supply chain planning process is the first step of every activity. Planning
includes supplier planning, pre-event planning, event planning, and post-event planning.
P2. Source (Plan), The Surabaya automotive exhibition Team's source planning process prepares
involved vendors such as central contactors (sarnafil tents, barricades, stages, sound systems, partitions,
electricity), management talent and manpower, and outdoor promotion contractors.
P3. Make (Plan), Make planning process in the "event" stage of the process of setting up, show days
(rundown), and breakdown in detail in the entire series of indoor and outdoor venue events.
P4. Deliver (Plan), The process of delivering deliveries in the Event / Exhibition Organizer is more
about how to present concepts and themes that have been planned to be received and felt by visitors,
sponsors, and participants.
P5. Return (Plan).The return planning process is a plan if there is feedback from the level of satisfaction
and complaints by visitors, sponsors, and participants to immediately do an alternative plan and find the
best solution.
Source Process
S2. Source Make-to-Order, The Surabaya Automotive Exhibition Team is an annual event which is part
of the continuation of the Indonesia International Motor Show event. Where this event is held regularly
with the same average visitor segment, suppliers (vendors), exhibitors, sponsors, and media that are
more or less the same.
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Make Process
M2. Make-to-Order, The make process is at the stage of the event starting from the process of setups,
show days (rundowns), and breakdowns and in the whole series of indoor and outdoor venue events,
which are all adjusted to the concepts and themes and will be floored to sponsors and participants.
Deliver Process
D2. Deliver Make-to-Order, In the Exhibition Organizer process is a way of presenting concepts and
themes tailored to the survey results obtained from visitors, sponsors, and participants.
Return Process
DR. Deliver Return, Feedback process from the level of satisfaction and complaints by visitors,
sponsors, and participants (in each show days the surveyor team always gives a questionnaire for the
evaluation process)
SR. Source Return, The process of returning to the supplier (vendor) such as errors or nonconformities,
talent and manpower, and outdoor promotion.
Enabler Process
In the enable process, attributes for Plan, Source, Make, and Deliver are used in the supply chain event,
which is adjusting to the company rules and Agreements on several related parties. Figure-2 illustrates
the construction toolkit mapping of automotive exhibition supply chain activities in Surabaya.
Supply Chain Process KPIs Identification
In this study developed performance measurement that focuses on the process of supply chain
activity that occurred in PT. Dyandra Promosindo Surabaya at the Automotive Exhibition event.
Performance measurement indicators are determined based on six performance activities according to
the SCOR model, ie plan, source, make, deliver, return, and enable. Moreover, this research also applies
supply chain metrics, as a performance attribute, i.e. reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, cost, and
assets. KPIs identification is obtained through interviews and discussions with the internal member of
the company, such as branch manager, project manager and HRD & General Affair.
Performance indicators prepared are adjusted to the target, objectives and evaluation of the
exhibition in the previous year. After identifying KPIs on each supply chain activity, check the validity
of the performance indicators that have been identified. Identify the validity of performance indicators
performed by Project Manager and Project Officer.
The first phase of the research is the design of performance indicators. The results of the research
have identified 17 KPIs representing supply chain activities.
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1.
Plan Activity consists of four
Performance Indicators;
a. Accuracy of Forecast Technique
b. Planning Flexibility
c. Re-planning Flexibility
d. Planning Cost
2.
Source Activity consists of five
Performance Indicator
a. Perfect Order Fulfillments (POF)
b. Supplier Deliver Lead Time
c. Supplier Volume Flexibility
d. Acquisition Cost
e. Asset Utilization
3.
Make Activity consist of three
Performance Indicator
a. Make Employee Reliability

b. Reliability Implementation Supplier
Performance
c.
Volume Flexibility
4.
Deliver Activity consist of two
Performance Indicator
a.
Concept Deliver Reliability
b.
Concept Flexibility
5.
Return Activity consists of two
Performance Indicator
a.
Return Employee Reliability
b.
Satisfaction
6.
Enable Activity consist of one
Performance indicator
Enable Reliability

The second phase is the determination of weight for each attribute of KPIs by using AHP
model. Table-1 below shows the result of weight calculation for each attribute indicator of supply chain
management event performance for automotive exhibition in Surabaya Indonesia. Each KPIs has a
different level of importance and each indicator has a weighting value. The greater the value of an
indicator the greater the level of importance than other indicators. The definition for each performance
indicator is explained in Appendix-1.

Activity

Code
A.1
A.1.1

A. Plan
0,096

A.2
A.2.1
A.2.2
A.3
A.3.1
B.1
B.1.1

B. Source
0,062

B.2
B.2.1
B.3
B.3.1
B.4
B.4.1

Table 1.H\3HUIRUPDQFH,QGLFDWRU¶VZHLJKW
Performance Indicator of
Type KPI
Supply Chain
Performance Attribute: Reliability
Accuracy
of
Forecast
Larger is better
Technique
Performance Attribute: Flexibility
Planning Flexibility
Larger is better
Re-planning Flexibility
Larger is better
Performance Attribute: Cost
Planning Cost
Larger is better
Performance Attribute: Reliability
Perfect Order Fulfillments
Larger is better
(POF)
Performance Attribute :Responsiveness
Supplier Deliver Lead Time
Larger is better
Performance Attribute: Flexibility
Supplier Volume Flexibility
Larger is better
Performance Attribute: Cost
Acquisition Cost
Larger is better

Weig
ht
0.311

Global
Weight
0.0299

1.000

0,0299

0.196
0.667
0.333
0.493
1.000
0.124

0.0188
0.0125
0.0063
0.0473
0.0473
0.0077

1.000

0.0077

0.287
1.000
0.158
1.000
0.294
1.000

0.0178
0.0178
0.0098
0.0098
0.0182
0.0182
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C. Make
0,102

D. Deliver
0,254

E. Return
0,402
F. Enable
0,083

B.5
B.5.1

Performance Attribute: Asset
Asset Utilization

C.1
C.1.1

Performance Attribute: Reliability
Larger is better
Make Employee Reliability
Reliability
Implementation
Larger is better
Supplier Performance
Performance Attribute: Flexibility
Volume Flexibility
Larger is better
Performance Attribute: Reliability
Concept Deliver Reliability
Larger is better
Performance Attribute: Flexibility
Concept Flexibility
Larger is better
Performance Attribute Reliability
Larger is better
Return Employee Reliability
Performance Attribute Responsiveness
Larger is better
Satisfaction
Performance Attribute: Reliability
Larger is better
Enable Reliability

C.1.2
C.2
C.2.1
D.1
D.1.1
D.2
D.2.1
E.1
E.1.1
E.2
E.2.1
F.1
F.1.1

Larger is better

0.137
1.000

0.0085
0.0085

0.667
0.333

0.0680
0.0226

0.667

0.0454

0.333
1.000
0.667
1.000
0.333
1.000

0.0340
0.0340
0.1694
0.1694
0.0846
0.0846

0.333
1.000
0.667
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.1339
0.1339
0.2681
0.2681
0.0830
0.0830

Table 2. Actual Performance of Key Indicators
Code
A.1.1

Performance
Scale
Indicator
Accuracy of Forecast
1-5
Technique

A.2.1

Planning Flexibility

A.2.2

Re-planning
Flexibility

1-5

A.3.1

Planning Cost

1-5

B.1.1
B.2.1
B.3.1

1-5

Perfect
Order
1-5
Fulfillment (POF)
Supplier Deliver Lead
1-5
Time
Supplier
Volume
1-5
Flexibility

B.4.1

Acquisition Cost

1-5

B.5.1

Utilization Asset

1-5

Type KPI
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

Perfor
mance

Target

3

4

75%

4

4

100%

3

3

100%

4

5

80%

3

5

60%

2

4

50%

2

5

40%

5

5

100%

4

5

80%

Scoring
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C.1.1
C.1.2

Make
Employee
Reliability
Reliability
Implementation
Supplier Performance

1-5
1-5

C.2.1

Volume Flexibility

1-5

D.1.1

Concept
Reliability

1-5

D.2.1

Concept Flexibility

1-5

E.1.1

Return
Reliability

1-5

E.1.2

Satisfaction

1-5

F.1.1

Enable Reliability

1-5

Deliver

Employee

Larger
better

is

Larger
better

is

Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better
Larger
better

is
is
is
is
is
is

4

5

80%

2

5

40%

5

5

100%

3

5

60%

4

4

100%

3

5

60%

4

5

80%

4

4

100%

The calculation of the target achievement of each indicator multiplied by the weight of each
indicator in order to calculate the overall performance index (aggregation) of each indicator, according
to the following formula:
IKPIi = Wi * Si
Note: IKPIi = Value of Index performance KPI-i
Wi = Weight of KPI-i
Si = Scoring value KPI-i
Example calculation index work value: Accuracy of Forecast Technique:
IKPIi = 0.0299 * 75 = 2%.
Aggregate performance index calculation results can be seen in the table-3 as follow:
Table 3. Aggregate Value of Supply Chain Performance
Code
Performance Indicator
Performance Index %
Aggregate
A.1.1
A.2.1
A.2.2
A.3.1
B.1.1
B.2.1
B.3.1
B.4.1
B.5.1
C.1.1
C.1.2
C.2.1

Accuracy of Forecast Technique
Planning Flexibility
Re-planning Flexibility
Planning Cost
Perfect Order Fulfillment (POF)
Supplier Deliver Lead Time
Supplier Volume Flexibility
Acquisition Cost
Utilization Asset
Make Employee Reliability
Reliability Implementation Supplier Performance
Volume Flexibility

0.0224
0.0125
0.0063
0.0378
0.0046
0.0089
0.0039
0.0182
0.0068
0.0181
0.0182
0.034

2%
1%
1%
4%
0%
1%
0%
2%
1%
2%
2%
3%

76%
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D.1.1
D.2.1
E.1.1
E.1.2
F.1.1

Concept Deliver Reliability
Concept Flexibility
Return Employee Reliability
Satisfaction
Enable Reliability

0.1016
0.0846
0.0803
0.2145
0.083

10%
8%
8%
21%
8%

Activity "return" has the highest value of weight that is 0.402, then the second highest value of
weight on the deliver activity is 0.254, the third highest weight value in the make activity is 0.102.
Furthermore, the activity plan has a weight value of 0.096, enable activity has a weight value of 0.083
and the lowest activity is on the activity source that has a weight value of 0.062. Return activity at
Surabaya Automotive event becomes the main priority because it involves the three most important
parties i.e, visitors, sponsors, and participants where three parties give feedback on satisfaction level and
complain from visitors, sponsors and participants (exhibitors).
The performance attribute that has the most important weighting value in the return activity is
the responsiveness attribute of 0.667 compared with the reliability performance attribute of 0.333.
Therefore, attributes responsiveness need to be considered because responsiveness is more helpful in
following up feedback of the 3 most important parties namely visitors, sponsors, and participants.
CONCLUSION
The design of performance indicators or KPI at Surabaya Automotive Exhibition, identified six
activities based on SCOR i.e. plan, source, make, deliver, return, and enable and metrics namely
reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, cost, and assets. Performance indicators were found to be 17
performance indicators, consisting of 4 indicators of activity plan performance, 5 performance indicators
of source activity, 3 performance indicators, 2 deliverables performance indicators, 2 performance
indicators of return activity, and 1 performance indicator. Activity "return" has the highest value of
weight that is 0.402, then the second highest value of weight on the deliver activity is 0.254, the third
highest weight value in the make activity is 0.102. Furthermore, the activity "plan" has a weight value of
0.096, enable activity has a value of the weight of 0.083 and the lowest activity is on the activity source
that has a weight value of 0.062.
Based on the calculation of the aggregate value is 76%, which is classified in the range 56%79%, is in the position of color traffic light system "yellow". With SCOR implementation at every
exhibition event of PT. Dyandra Promosindo will add options as a thorough evaluation material from
pre-event, event and post-event. In addition to maximizing performance measurement as an evaluation
material and automotive exhibition competition, the company should also pay attention to similar events
as an international standard benchmark.
Limitation of this study is to only use one particular case, namely the national automotive
exhibition so that it cannot be generalized. Future research can be done on an international scale event,
using quantitative explanatory research in the international exhibition event to generalize the concept.
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APPENDIX
1a. Performance Indicator definition - Key Performance Indicator Plan Process
Activity

Code

Supply Chain Performance Definition
Indicator
Performance Attribute Reliability
Accuracy of Forecast Technique This performance indicator is used to see the
suitability of actual planning forecasting
Performance Attribute Flexibility
This performance indicator is used to measure
Planning Flexibility
the flexibility of the company and the team in
planning
This performance indicator is used to
Re-planning Flexibility
determine the level of flexibility in re-planning
when changes occur.
Performance Attribute Cost
This performance indicator is used to
Planning Cost
determine how important planning costs will
be spent in the supply chain (RAB) cycle.

A.1
A.1.1
A.2
A.2.1
A. PLAN

A.2.2

A.3
A.3.1

Note:
A.
A.1, A.2, A.3
A.1.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.3.1
Definition

: Level 1 (SCOR Activity )
: Level 2 (SCOR Attribute)
: Level 3 (Indicator SCOR)
: Level 4

1b. Performance Indicator definition - Key Performance Indicator Process Source
Activity

Code

B.1
B.1.1

B.2
B.2.1

B. SOURCE

B.3
B.3.1
B.4
B.4.1
B.5
B.5.1

Supply
Chain
Performance
Indicator
Performance Attribute
Perfect
Order
Fulfilment (POF)

Definition

Reliability
Assessment of the performance of the vendor in accordance
with the quality or quantity and on time in accordance with
the predetermined.
Performance Attribute Responsiveness
Supplier Deliver Lead Supplier (vendor) speed or response is in accordance with
the provisions that have been determined.
Time
Flexibility
The ability of suppliers (vendors) in fulfilling additional
demand for equipment/equipment at any time
Cost
This indicator is used to measure the ratio of costs incurred
for additional costs.
Performance Attribute Asset
This indicator is used to measure how much assets are used
Utilization Asset
Performance Attribute
Supplier
Volume
Flexibility
Performance Attribute
Acquisition Cost
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Note:
B.
: Level 1 ( SCOR Activity)
B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5: Level 2 (SCOR Attribute)
B.1.1, B.2.1, B.3.1, B.4.1, B.5.1: Level 3 (SCOR Indicator)
Definition: Level 4
1c. Performance Indicator definition - Key Performance Indicator Make Process
Activity

Code

Supply Chain
Indicator

C.1
C.1.1

Performance Attribute Reliability
This performance indicator is used to
Make Employee Reliability
determine the level of employee reliability in
monitoring and implementing setups, show
days, and breakdowns.
Reliability
Implementation This performance indicator is used to
determine the level of reliability of supplier
Supplier Performance
(vendor) performance when setting up, show
days, and breakdown.
Performance Attribute Flexibility
This performance indicator is used to measure
Volume Flexibility
the flexibility of a company/team in organizing
POS 2016.

C.1.2
C. MAKE

C.2
C.2.1

Note:
a.
C.1, C.2
C.1.1, C.2.1, C.2.1
Definition

Performance Definition

: Level 1 (SCOR Activity)
: Level 2 (SCOR Attribute)
: Level 3 (SCOR Indicator)
: Level 4

1d. Performance Indicator definition - Key Performance Indicator Process Deliver
Activity

Code
D.1
D.1.1

D. DELIVER

D.2
D.2.1

Supply
Chain Definition
Performance Indicator
Performance Attribute Reliability
This performance indicator is used to
Concept Deliver Reliability
determine the reliability level of the 2016
POS Team in delivering the planned concept.
Performance Attribute Flexibility
This performance indicator is used to
Concept Flexibility
measure the flexibility of the Team in
delivering the planned concept.

Note:
C.
: Level 1 (SCOR Activity)
D1, D.2: Level 2 (SCOR Attribute
D.1.1, D.2.1: Level 3 (SCOR Indicator)
Definition: Level 4
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1e. Performance Indicator definition - Key Performance Indicator Return Process
Activity

E. RETURN

Note :
D.
E.1, E.2
E.1.1, E.2.1
Definition

Code
E.1

Supply Chain Performance Definition
Indicator
Performance Attribute Reliability

E.1.1

Return Employee Reliability

E.2
E.2.1

This performance indicator is used to determine
the employee's ability in response to POS 2016
shortages.
Performance Attribute Responsiveness
This performance indicator is used to determine
Satisfaction
the actions of suggestions for the satisfaction of
visitors, participants, and sponsors.

: Level 1 (SCOR Activity)
: Level 2 (SCOR Attribute )
: Level 3 (SCOR Indicator)
: Level 4

1f. Performance Indicator definition - Key Performance Indicator Enable Process
Activity

F. ENABLE

Code
F.1
F.1.1

Supply Chain Performance Definition
Indicator
Performance Attribute Reliability
This performance indicator is used to
Enable Reliability
measure the reliability of MOUs and
Management Rules.

Note:
E.
: Level 1 (SCOR Activity)
F.1: Level 2 (SCOR Attribute)
F.1.1: Level 3 (SCOR Indicator)
Definition: Level 4
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research paper is to analyze the public policy on education in Thailand and to
identify policy issues with reference to the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF).
Expenditure on education in Thailand is significant and was around 20% of the total government
expenditure and 5% of gross domestic product over the last 10 years. However, it is questionable as to
whether expected results are delivered from education reforms and policy changes.
The study is carried out by analyzing the influences of actors who are likely to have lobbied and
influenced National Social and Economic Development Policies to integrate with education objectives
of lifelong learning and knowledge-based economy. The study focuses on policy issues in relation to
curriculum development, development of teachers and school leaders and ICT Education.
It finds that there are persistent difficulties and complexities in translating reforms into actions at
the school level. Core beliefs and interest of powerful actors are dominating policy-making processes
where the ministry of education plays a key role and ambitious. The strong hierarchical structure of
power delegation causes imbalances in achieving policy objectives.
Top priorities are given for ICT education and acquisition of technological devices but least
attention is given to assure whether students improved their knowledge and competencies through new
technological devices. Performance of ICT education has not reached desired levels mainly due to lack
of continuous teacher development, poor quality of teacher training and ineffective student learning
processes. Poor coalition and weak coordination among actors have lead efforts of curriculum
development and revisions in vain. Institutions, networks, socioeconomic processes, choices, and ideas
are identified as major actors who engage in an advocacy coalition in the education policy-making
process.
Key Words: Public Policy, Policy Issues, Actors, coalition, Framework, Education, Processes
INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to discuss the public policy on education in Thailand and to identify policy
issues arisen therefrom. Relatively, a significant amount of public funds is allocated for education in
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Thailand compared to other countries in the region (OECD-UNESCO, 2016). Expenditure on education
was around 20% of total government expenditure and 5% of the gross domestic product of Thailand
over the last 10 years. Budget allocation for education is the third largest public expenditure as a single
item and it accounted for Baht 536,732 million and 526,449 million for the years 2017 and 2018
respectively (Budget Bureau, 2017). OECD-UNESCO, (2016) recognized these figures as significant in
terms of public expenditure. Whether this expenditure has delivered expected outcomes from education
reforms and policy changes, is yet to be assessed.
Thailand is strategizing WRPRYHEH\RQGWKH³PLGGOH-LQFRPHWUDS´ 2(&' to reach new
heights of development in human capital through investment in education. How these policy changes
could support achieving inclusive sustainable growth is yet to be examined and explained. The impact of
new education reforms through policy changes are easily referred to and studied in relation to
effectiveness, efficiency and achieving equity of education. Hence, this study is carried out to assess
policy issues through Advocacy Coalition Framework as it is regarded as one of the most influential
approaches in public policy studies around the world (Paul Carney, 2014).
Objective of the Study
The objective of this study is to analyze selected education policy issues in Thailand through the
Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) to examine how various actors influenced and maintained a
coalition among them to achieve their objectives through policy implementation. This study examines as
to how advocacy Coalition Framework explains policy implementation and maintains coalition among
actors. Further, the roles of actors and their influences on education policy implementation and issues
arising are explained through the above framework.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Review of recent education policy in Thailand, its outcome and related literature was carried out
based on advocacy Coalition Framework (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1993). Interviews were with
selected education officials were carried out. ACF assumes that different actors in a system interact with
each other through an advocacy coalition in relation to the policy which is a subsystem of a wider
political system and external environment. Accordingly, actors can be seen at various levels of policymaking processes namely content policy process, analysis of policy determination, monitoring and
evaluation process, information for policy making, policy process of advocacy and policy advocacy.
Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier (1993) highlighted that actors such as journalists, researchers and
policy analysts in a policy play significant roles in the generation, dissemination, and evaluation of
policies.
In relation to education in Thailand, there are many institutions and individuals engage in policy
formulation and implementation. Responsibilities of education have been assigned to many
implementing agencies in the Thai education system, where11 agencies as given in table 1 below were
identified for the purpose of analysis.
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Table 1: Agencies within policy implementation in Education
Name of the Agency
Major Responsibility
Overall Responsibility
Educational Service Areas (ESAs)
Ministry of Education
Formulation of policies, plans and standards:
support of resources; monitoring and
evaluation
Ministry of Interior
Local Administration Organisations (LAOs)
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
specialised or local education
National Buddhism Bureau
specialised or local education
Royal Thai Police
specialised or local education
Ministry of Public Health
specialised or local education
Ministry of Tourism and Sports
specialised or local education
Ministry of Defence
specialised or local education
Ministry of Culture
specialised or local education
Ministry of Social Development and Human specialised or local education
Security
Ministry of Transport
specialised or local education
Ministry of Education
specialised or local education
LITERATURE REVIEW
Public policies focus on the public and its problems and therefore they are designed based on
principles and frameworks to assure public interest and to achieve various objectives and solutions to the
problems that people face (Dewey, 1927). Responsibility for implanting such policies are generally
assigned to government agencies which possess relevant power, authority and resources.
Public policies deal with matters pertaining to on how certain public problems and issues are
defined and interpreted, how they are included in political agenda to implement, how policy alternatives
emerge are brought up for discussion, how and why governments should take actions or leave them
alone and what outcomes are expected from public policies. Bührs, Ton and Robert V Brtlett (1993),
introduced three approaches namely analysis centric, policy process and meta-policy approach for policy
analysis. Accordingly, analysis Centric deals with analysis of how micro level individual problems are
dealt with an effective and efficient manner. For example, how subsidies are distributed among flood
affected people would come under analysis centric. Hence, the analysis requires to identify the recipients
of subsidies and the amounts of subsidies to be distributed subject to budgetary allocations.
The second aspect is the policy Process which deals with stakeholder engagement to find
politically agreed solutions for problems affected on identified section or group of people. Policy
process comprises of rules and regulations and policy instruments to implement the policy. For example,
in a case of garbage disposal policy, policy process discusses on how garbage is collected, how it is
segregated, how it is recycled or disposed of, what environmental consequences would arise and how
they are going to be minimized. Duties of each stakeholder group, such as government officials,
residents, community groups, political representatives and experts and how they are carried out are
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discussed (Hult, 2015). This process should continue as a cycle once the policy is agreed upon and
implanted.
Meta-policy approach deals with macro-level issues associated with systems and contexts in
which the respective policy matter applies. For example, policy analysis on national education comes
under Meta-policy approach. Hence, various aspects of education such as overall vision, objectives,
primary education, secondary education, tertiary education, missions of different stakeholders, teachinglearning environment, career guidance, curriculum development, student assessment, resources needed,
teacher requirement, training and development, education standards to be maintained, learning outcomes
to achieved, use of technology, administration are discussed from structural and contextual perspectives
by considering socio-economic, political cultural, environmental and technological factors as well.
Policy Analysis
Government agencies play a key role in policy analysis. Accordingly, how and why those
agencies engage in policies and what consequences of those actions and inactions of such agencies
(Heidenheimer, 1990) would determine the scope of policy analysis (Dye, 1976). Hence, policy analysis
deals with the nature, process, reasons, and outcomes of public policies(Nagel, 1990) and it has to do
with due care by people who have required competencies and understating of the social political and
economic environment to do so ( Wildavsky, 1979).
Policy analysis initiates with problem identification and designing of alternative ways to address
the problem (Amanatidou, Cunningham, Abdullah and Garef, 2014). Accordingly, the definition of the
policy issue would help to identify the expected outcomes, policy objectives, and evaluation methods
and target groups. For example, in education policy, to assure accessibility to fair education for all can
be defined as the ability of schools to bring and retain all the students in the school. Accordingly,
indicators such as dropout rate, school attendance rate and transfer rate can be used to measure
accessibility.
Further, policy analysis should take into account the gravity of the problem by classifying it as
serious, important, urgent etc. Interactions and understanding among various stakeholders are important
to make the policy analysis process a success and Sabatier (1998), says that it normally happens through
advocacy coalitions where subsystems of wider political systems and external environments interact
each other. Hence, Actors behave actively by focusing on their policy advocacy (Sabatier, 1998) at
different stages such as generation, analysis, formulation dissemination, and evaluation of policies
(Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1993).
Tools of policy analysis comprise of quantitative, qualitative, mixed, multi-disciplinary
approaches, mapping techniques and cause and effect approach (Jans, 2007) and policy execution and
follow up actions are identified as key areas which need a lot of attention (Kingdon, 1984). Among
different ways of policy analysis three models namely, the Rational Model, the Incremental Model and
the Irrational Model are widely used (Jans, 2007).
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Rational Model
This model follows logical reasoning to identify problems and alternatives solutions and to set
goals, and objectives. The policy alternative which is likely to provide the best solutions with a greater
positive impact on stakeholders is selected for implementation. At the same time, cost consideration is
also analyzed as resource allocation is a practical barrier. The rationale is whether the aggregate
benefits are greater than the overall costs. However, bounded rationality which is influenced by lack of
availability of policymakers, lack of information availability, inability to identify all the consequences of
each course of actions, biases of policy analysts and involvement of value judgements is likely to
happen in this approach (Simon, 1957).
The Incremental Model
Lindblom (1979) argued that it is unlikely that rationally planned objectives can be achieved as
policies are being implemented in a subjective context where the influence of stakeholders on policy
analysis matters at the end. Hence, it is not possible to realize ideal objectives and therefore, decision
making requires negotiations and compromises. Advocacy Coalitions Framework justifies these
influences of actors in policy analysis, implementation and evaluation with efforts of lobbying and
interactions to include their ideologies in the policy. Hence, the Incremental model suggests that policy
analysis follows a step-by-step process through trial and errors. Policy measures can be tested and
adjusted as they are implemented and possible negative consequences can be also minimized due to its
flexibilities and therefore, no need arises to analyze alternatives at the beginning as the policy can
incorporate changes and improvements depending on the requirements.
Irrational Model
This model refers to the famous Garbage Can Model of Organizational Choice (Cohen, March,
and Olsen, 1972). Accordingly, interactions among problems, solutions, participants, and choice
opportunities occur as a function of time in the policy analysis process. It assumes that a certain number
of possible fixed solutions are flowing into the policy analysis process. The irrational model argues that
goal congruence is formed within a given context of policy analysis to identify intended outcomes and
opportunities available through institutionalized practices as they are dumped in garbage cans.
The irrational model further argues that unclear preferences and goals are seen in organizations
with a collection of loose ideas and vague multiple goals. For example, in a local authority, there may an
ambiguity with respect to prioritization of problems such as garbage collection, provision of street lights,
providing child care services, issuance of documents, road clearing, and maintenance of drainage
systems. There would be a conflict of interest in choosing one over another. Actions stakeholders are not
guided by preferences or strategies but rather they occur as a result of engagement and interactions
among themselves. Each stakeholder may know only its own role and there would be a situation of
incomplete knowledge of technology and relevance of roles of other sections in the organization. Hence,
knowledge is acquired through the trial-and-error method, from experiences and responses in crisis
situations
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Policy on Education Reforms
Thailand carried out recent education reforms aiming modernization of curriculum from contentbased rote learning that focused highly on cognitive skills, to standards-based learning with a view to
making students competent enough. These reforms intended to transform the Thai education by adopting
domestic and global changes to sustain economic growth with a human-centered development, a
knowledge-based economy, continuous learning and greater participation of stakeholders (UNESCO,
2011).
Focused areas of the policy reforms are a quality improvement, increasing learning opportunities
for all, strengthening stakeholder participation, evaluation and assessment, governance of small schools
and decentralization, disadvantaged students, qualifications frameworks and curricula, and budget
allocation. In line with these education reforms, a National Social and Economic Development Plan
(NSEDP) was introduced to integrate education objectives with lifelong learning and the knowledgebased economy.
Despite the fact that Thailand has been able to achieve certain goals in education such as wider
access to schools, improvements in learning environments and some performance indicators, reforms
have not produced satisfactory performances and outcomes as expected. Persistent difficulties of
translating reforms into actions have been identified mainly at the school level (Hallinger and Bryant,
2013) and as a result, followings are the major areas of policy issues (OECD, 2016).
1. Despite the fact that a two-tier education system was created, children living in poor and
unprivileged conditions are especially left behind schools and they do not reach minimum
competency levels of education standards.
2. Inconsistency of policy implementation is seen at the school level, provincial level, regional
level and ministry of education level and the responsibility of education policy implementation
have been delegated among many agencies across the country.
3. Standardized national assessment system does not assure and reinforce the aims of the
curriculum and reforms
4. Quality of teaching-learning process and professional development of teachers and principals did
not reach the expected level to support students to achieve required competency levels even
though the reforms have increased the level of qualifications of teachers.
5. A mismatch is seen between relatively high investment in digital devices provided to schools and
improvement in computer literacy.
Reviews carried out by OECDǦUNESCO on National Policies for Education in Thailand
identified 17 major policy issues within four perspectives namely curriculum development, student
assessment, Development teachers and School Leaders and ICT education as given in Table 2 below.
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Table 2: Policy Issues of Thai Education Reforms
Perspective
Curriculum Development

Student Assessment

Policy Issue
1: Intended curriculum lacks clarity, consistency and relevance
2: Education staff need more training and support to implement the standardsbased curriculum
3: Limited capacity to assess how well the curriculum has delivered its
intended outcomes
4: Curriculum review processes need to be put into practice
1: It requires to build assessment capacity right across its education system
2: National assessments need to offer greater validity and comparability of
results
3: Not having the right mix of assessment instruments to measure the full
range of skills that students need

Development of Teachers and
School Leaders

1: Teacher preparation is inadequDWH WR VXSSRUW WKH FRXQWU\¶V HGXFDWLRQ
reforms
2: lack of a holistic strategy for professional development
3: Administrative burdens, particularly in rural schools, keep teachers away
from the classroom
1RWPDNLQJHIIHFWLYHXVHRIWKHVFKRROOHDGHUV¶URle to improve teaching and
learning in an increasingly decentralized system
5: Procedures for teacher deployment fail to meet local and national school
workforce needs

ICT Education

1: Lack of infrastructure to support effective ICT use in schools
2: Digital learning materials are not yet fully incorporated into the basic
education system
3: Teachers need more confidence and capacity to use ICT effectively in the
classroom
4: Lack of adequate capacity to monitor and assess ICT use in schools
5: Lacks of a coherent framework for its significant investments in ICT

ANALYSIS OF POLICY THROUGH ADVOCACY COALITION FRAMEWORK (ACF)
Actors in Education Policy in Thailand
Many involved in policy-making in the formal education system in Thailand. Names of policy
implementing agencies, the number of institutions operating under each agency and the total number of
students expected to benefit are given in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Implementation Agency, Number of Institution and number of Students
Institution
Students
Name of the Implementing Agency

Number %

Number

%

Ministry of Education
Ministry of Interior
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
National Buddhism Bureau
Royal Thai Police

35,595
1,292
438
405
178

12,482,248
677,472
307,323
51,173
24,012

91.74
4.98
2.26
0.38
0.18

93.65
3.40
1.15
1.07
0.47
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Ministry of Public Health
Ministry of Tourism and Sports
Ministry of Defense
Ministry of Culture

37
28
16
16

0.10
0.07
0.04
0.04

18,453
22,677
7,999
12,411

Ministry of Social Development and Human Security

3

0.01

394

Ministry of Transport
Total

2
38,010

0.01
100

0.14
0.17
0.06
0.09

0.00
2,581
0.02
13,606,743 100

More than 90% of both institutions and students comes under the ministry of education and the
rest is distributed among other 10 implementing agencies. Specific aspects of education such as health,
sports, transportation, culture, social development, and defence have been assigned to respective
agencies. It is a fact that various officials of each agency tend to influence education policies based on
their core beliefs and interest which are not physically seen in the process of education. In the policy
implementation process and conduct, a non-trivial degree of coordination and coalition among those
officials are seen despite the fact that they are promoting particularly their belief systems in line with a
set of basic values, causal assumptions, and in the way how problems are perceived.
Advocacy Coalition takes place when the primary objectives and duties of different agencies
involved in education are reviewed. As the ministry of Education holds the overall responsibility, and
power, its beliefs are obviously different from that of other agencies. For examples, beliefs and
influences of the National Buddhism Bureau are more likely to be aligned with religious principles
whereas the ministry of defence, would be biased on military aspects of education for reasons. Hence,
different agencies tend to promote their own interests thus leaving some room for optimization instead
of working towards national education policy objectives.
Power and responsibilities within the ministry of education have been divided among five main
offices with different responsibilities. Accordingly, the Office of the Permanent Secretary (OPS)
provides executive guidance of education, the Office of the Education Council (OEC), carries out
overall planning, the Office of the Basic Education Commission (OBEC), has been assigned with the
responsibility for entire general basic education, the Office of the Vocational Education Commission
(OVEC) provides training for vocational education, and the Office of the Higher Education Commission
(OHEC) establishes funds and monitor higher education institutions.
Even though these five agencies operate within the same ministry, the influence of each is
aligned with their beliefs and the significance of the power that each holds. Hence, it can be argued that
officials who represent these agencies would engage in advocacy coalition among them to promote their
own agendas within the overall education policy of the country. According to the Advocacy Coalition
Framework, officials of those agencies are politicized and how their beliefs influence the policy-making
process is explained below.
1. Deep Core Beliefs of officials attached to the ministry education, interior ministry, and other
institutions which share the responsibility of education are mainly influenced by their
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³underlying personal philosophy´which is more likely to be different from one another. The
objective of general education is being differently perceived by those officials as their core
beliefs are different. These epistemological thinking about the policy are unlikely to change in
the short run as they are rooted in their mind and supported by their ideologies and information.
2. Policy Core Beliefs of ACF refers to fundamental policy positions on how a proper balance
between government and distribution of power across levels of government is struck in order to
implement the policy. Hierarchical structure in the delegation of power and authority was
identified in the education sector in Thailand, where individual power centres are seen to be
dominant in policy decision and implementation. 0DLQWHQDQFHRIRQH¶Vown stances by deviating
from the overall educational objectives created imbalances and caused for policy issues
identified.
3. Secondary Aspects are connected to funding, delivery, and implementation of policy goals.
Conflicting opinions and actions of actors, are like to have undermined the successes of policy
implementation. Heads of each agency tended to compromise of getting more funds to their
agencies simply disregarding the importance of resource allocation on a scientific basis to
optimize the outcome of education reforms. On the other hand, government budget department is
seen to have acted based on previous experience and core beliefs in allocating funds for
education. Finance ministry holds a high power on releasing allocated funds to each agency and
their beliefs influenced on it.
There had not been a proper mechanism to bridge those gaps of secondary aspects of ACF in line
with overall objectives of education reforms, instead, those who hold power and authority are
accustomed to institutionalized practices when they discharge their responsibilities. Ineffective and
redundancy practices of capturing and sharing information among actors were seen. As a result, serious
efforts were not taken to change secondary aspects as per ACF with a view to enhance the quality of
education.
Differences in beliefs are prevailing among actors in the education system have caused the
deviation from the objectives despite the fact that each actor and agency claims that satisfactory
performances were achieved. The framework that explains how interrelationships among these beliefs
work and how they influence policy changes are shown in figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Interrelationship among Beliefs of Actors
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Policy implementation process pertaining to education in Thailand is politicized and therefore, it
is difficult to reveal the realities to the general public instead popular outcomes are communicated to the
general public. Symbolically and generally known output indicators of education such as changes in
physical appearances of schools, technological devices distributed and student performance in terms of
examination results are taken as measures. Improvements in those indicators are perceived by the
general public as the development of education. However, real issues of education and problems of
education reforms are not exposed to the general public. On the contrary, most of the education outcome
cannot be specifically identified and measured reliably and objectively as they are highly qualitative in
nature and therefore, attempt to quantify it may kill reduce the quality.
Distinctive Features of ACF and Education Policy in Thailand
Following aspects were identified in Thai education policy implementation with reference to
major features of ACF in policy implementation.
x

x

x

x

x

x

Implementing agencies were relatively ambitious about the Thai education system as it has been
showing signs of progress in terms of physical indicators over time. Those agencies have been
vested with certain powers and authorities to implement policies.
ACF explains that there will be a high number of revisions in the policymaking as it is likely to
be influenced by new information and experience. In line with this argument, lots of revisions
were made especially on outcome indicators, modes of deliveries and curriculum development
during the policy implementation.
Involvement of the general public as stakeholder engagement in policymaking was not
satisfactory. However, the interaction of coalitions of other institutional actors who have
different beliefs was seen while showing a completion among themselves to articulate their own
agendas in the policy subsystems.
ACF says that description of subsystems appears to be different from the overall policy matters
when it comes to conceptualization of policy within the network of actors. This was seen in Thai
education policy making the process and as a result, it creased some policy issues as well.
ACF explains that contemporary public policy is highly influenced by a new set of ideas on
scientific inquiry as to how it should be dealt with new conditions and information through
interactions. Recent education policy changes paid more attention to IT education and use of
technological devices on the ground that new technology can enhance the quality of education
without having a proper investigation and justification as to how it would bring results.
Education Policy reforms incorporated IT as it is perceived with positive connotation from a
general perspective. However, those actors were less aware of and concerned as to how new
knowledge and competencies can be improved with IT and the use of technological devices in
teaching and learning. Ability to operate new IT equipment and hands-on experience gained on
IT applications were perceived as learning outcomes. Thailand reported a significant
improvement in IT competencies compared to the countries in the region (OECD, 2016). More
than 60% of students use computers to prepare reports at least once a month and presentations
are given with computers (Fraillon et al., 2014).
The proportion of computers available per student has significantly increased despite the fact that
whether adequate IT competency has been improved by students. Figure 2 shows that more than
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30% of computers in Thailand are connected to the internet and computers per student is around
0.5.

Figure 2: Use of Computers
Policy Change through ACF Model
Two major components namely relatively stable parameters and External Events were
identified. How these components influence policy subsystems subject to constraints and resources
available for actors and in turn how it works as a system loop greatly contribute to the policy change.
Figure 3 depicts how these components are connected to each other and influence policy subsystems in
shaping the policy change.

Figure 3: ACF Model
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Relatively Stable Parameters
These include basic attributes of the problem area, basic distribution of natural resources,
fundamental sociocultural values and social structure and basic constitutional structure. With reference
to education policy in Thailand, competencies and knowledge components were achieved through basic
attributes of education. Difficulties or convenience of attending schools in terms of the geographical
location of schools and the availability of natural resources within school premises influence the
quality of the learning process. As a result, school attendance rate is relatively low and the dropout rate
is high in schools located in disadvantaged rural areas and it explains how the natural resource
component of the ACF works.
Fundamental sociocultural values and social structure determine the importance of education
from the public perspective. In general, an ordinary person may perceive the education is fundamental
and a key to build a good citizen but, in rural areas and within certain communities, people may not
recognize the importance of education, instead, only primary or basic education that provides the basic
skills of reading, writing and to deal with the community would be considered as adequate. Therefore,
the tendency for higher education in rural and underprivileged areas is weak thus leading to imbalance
outcome of education in the country.
The basic constitutional structure explains how the legal framework is to perceive and protect
the right to education. For example, the education policy in Thailand states that primary education (P1 to
P6 ± Prathom) and lower secondary education ( M1 to M3- Mathyom) are compulsory. Further,
education from primary to upper secondary level is free. These legal provisions have a direct impact on
the education policy subsystems and improved the accessibility to schools.
External Events
External events identified in ACF comprise of Changes in socioeconomic conditions, Changes
in the systemic governing coalition, and Policy decisions and impacts from other subsystems. Thai
society is well exposed to the external environment within and beyond the country. Therefore, new
developments in technology, views and new thoughts about education, changes in lifestyle, changes in
economic conditions and need for knowledge can be considered as some elements of external events.
As highlighted in education policies and reforms, it states that the Thai economy has now
gradually moved from traditional agriculture base to middle-income level. Increase in the average
income of people and the changes in income sources require education levels to be par with the
economic condition to first maintain the achieved economic level and then to develop strategies to reach
the next level of economic development. For this purpose, improvement in the quality of human
resources holds a key and it can be greatly achieved through education. Then the need arises to change
the education system to achieve economic goals under the new economic conditions. Hence, Thai
education policies and reform subsystems were highly influenced by external events stated in the ACF
model.
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Explanation of Influence on Policy Subsystem with Examples
These influences are subject to the constraints of actors such as their beliefs, knowledge,
capabilities and availability of resources. There are lots of constraints in this regard as many different
actors are seen in the Thai education system. How these elements influenced the education policy
subsystems is explained below.
Coalition A (An actor) in education ministry believes that new technological devices are needed
for quality improvement of education and subsequently the actor submits various proposals to the
ministry of education justify his argument. Accordingly, appropriate technological devices may be
proposed, how they should be procured and distributed among schools, how teachers and school leaders
are trained for this purposes, how the learning outcomes of ICT education are included in the curriculum
development were separately discussed as strategies of those coalition partners.
On the other hand, coalition B should have some beliefs that are on par with this idea to make it
happen. Actors in the civil society, in the finance ministry, budget bureau and politicians believe that a
significant amount of money should be spent for education by the government. In line with those beliefs,
arguments and influences required budget allocation was provided. It was seen that, beliefs of both types
of actors A and B pertaining to ICT education from two different perspectives matched in this case to
implement the new education policy. Key actors in the ministry of education and ministry of planning
must have done the brokering part by using the powers vested with them. As a result, the policy decision
was designed and responsibilities were assigned to implement the education policy as explained in
figure 3. At this stage, all the physical requirements to implement ICT policy were fulfilled and they
were distributed to schools.
The next stage is the policy output level. Actors (Coalitions), mainly the education authorities in
the implementing agencies including the ministry of education, developed indicators to measure the
output of the education policy. For example, the number of schools having ICT facilities, number of
computers given to a school. The average number of computers per student, the number of students
learning ICT, number of teachers and school leaders trained for ICT are identified as policy outputs.
Those policy outputs can be now compared with the expected levels to determine whether the policy
outputs have reached targets. The policy impact is the measures such as what students do after gaining
required computer literacy and how it is reflected in various economic activities. This aspect of
policymaking is not easy to be measured as most of the impact cannot be measured reliably or it would
take a longer time to see the impact.
Desired outcomes of ICT education identified were not satisfactory mainly due to lack of trained
teachers, poor training and poor learning process. Further, significant variances of outcomes were also
seen among schools where many schools in rural areas could not provide adequate hands-on experience
of computer literacy to students. Learning from the impact of policy subsystems will in turn act as an
external force to create pressure for policy changes at the next level and therefore the policy-making
process in education continues over time. However, actors with new knowledge and information would
react differently from the previous decisions to help them influence policy subsystems during the next
cycle of policymaking. These learnings and new information helped actors to engage in advocacy for
their beliefs to be incorporated in the education policy. However, the power vested with each actor
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finally matters in the policymaking process and therefore, coalitions exercised their powers effectively
to maintain or improve their positions within subsystems as suggested by the ACF model.
Policy issues pertaining to teacher development were also identified with reference ACF model.
Accordingly, implementing agencies have not paid much attention to how best they can make use of the
capacities of teachers for the purpose of education development and policy changes. Teacher
development and continuous improvement play a key role in this regard. Quality of teachers and
principals has been simply identified by linking them levels of qualification that they acquired.
Accordingly, those who possess higher qualifications are regarded as quality teachers and vice versa
without introducing practical ways to measure the competencies of teachers. Adequate influences from
agencies as states in the ACF model were not seen to have been exercised in this regard. Hence, the
Strengths and real capacities of teachers were not considered and therefore not incorporated in the
education system in an appropriate manner to obtain the necessary support for education reforms.
Further, the professional development strategy had not been linked to the outcomes of education from a
holistic perspective. As a result, teachers were motivated to gain a higher qualification only. Even
though the student centred learning was symbolically promoted in the classroom and mentioned in
policy documents, student centred learning was not properly linked to learning processes and education
systems. Further, the significance of the role of school leaders was not seen to have been recognized.
Teachers were not adequately empowered and provided with required training and development to
assure smooth teaching-learning practices at the school level. This happens when provincial authorities
tried to maintain their power centres without delegating the power to school levels. Teacher deployment
programs are conducted without having proper need analysis. Evidence finds that opportunities for
professional development are not given in an equitable manner. Since the development process is not
well aligned with the overall objective of education, inefficiencies can take place easily.
Major problems with the policy issues of curriculum development were seen as the clarity issues,
inconsistency. The incoherence of policies and relevance issues. Dominance by the implementing
agency to develop curriculum over other agencies, lack of coordination with curriculum development
with other agencies, non-consultation of teachers and school leaders, inconsistency in revising
curriculum have contributed for policy issue in curriculum development.
Weaknesses in coalition and coordination among actors, in relation to curriculum developments
and revisions identified were also identified in the study. The timeline of curriculum revision reveals
that the current curriculum was developed in 2008 and some improvements were made in 2010 but no
evidence was found as to what extent the overall objectives of education and quality improvements were
referred when doing so. Subsequent to this improvement, another review attempt was made in 2011 but
it ended without a success due to problematic political situation prevailed. In response to significant
external factors and pressures, authorities revised the curriculum in 2015 on the theme of ³school-towork transitions´, but again considerable results were delivered as expected mainly due to the poor
coalition and coordination issues. Lack of involvement of professionals those who have adequate
training and competencies to develop curriculum in line with international education standards and
practical needs was another drawback. Further, it was noted that core beliefs of key actors were routed
with tradition and were not significantly changing in response to new knowledge and information, as
they tend to hold conservative ideologies and not updated with changes and professional knowledge.
Revisions did not happen in a timely manner and substantial changes instead the same base of bases of
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themes were included with new names and labels. Hence, curriculum development within the education
reforms referred did not deliver its intended outcomes as pursued at the planning level.
Policy issues on student assessment reveal gaps in education policy design and implementation.
It is imperative for implementing agencies to have proper capacities to assess students by using relevant
assessment tools and to carry out assessments on time. Poor arrangements in disseminating the
performance of National assessments carried out across the school system have compromised the
validity and comparability of student performance which is critically important for education planning.
It was further noted that a right mixture of assessment tools was not in use to measure a spectrum of
student competencies instead summative assessment tools which highly focus on testing cognitive skills
were dominating. In response to this issue, Thai education reforms introduced school-based assessment
system against the summative assessments but it created lots of practical issues mainly due to the
subjectivity of assessments and judgements involved thus recognizing it as an unfair assessment mode.
As referred in the Advocacy Coalition Framework, it was noted that education policy-making
process in Thailand involved with institutions (ministries and other implementing agencies of education
policy in Thailand), networks (Interactions with those institutions and individuals), socioeconomic
process (How education policy revision took place by taking into account the needs and beliefs of
various actors) , choices (Bargaining power of each actor to give more prominence to his or her
proposals) , and ideas ( beliefs and improvement to beliefs and thoughts due to generation of new
information).
Hence, the Thai education system can be viewed through the Advocacy Coalition Framework
and it reveals that advocacy coalition took place in the policy-making process where varying degrees of
influences which were mainly associated with hierarchical power delegation rather than the
professionalism were made by each actor. However, it was not possible to measure the extent to which,
the beliefs of each actor was incorporated in the policymaking process as it is a complex model and a
structure. Further, the roles of each implanting agency involved in education policymaking had
significant bearings on the policy implementation. Specific organizational culture, well-institutionalized
practices, powers and authorities attached and social presence were also seen in the implementation
process.
IMPLICATION OF THE STUDY
The outcome of the study reveals that the Advocacy Coalition Framework suits to analyze the
education system and policy making and implementation in Thailand as pieces of evidence were found
in relation to all the elements of the model. However, there is a need of introducing new elements to the
model as Advocacy Coalition Framework is relatively old and greatly used in the United States and due
to the fact that lots of socio, economic, political, environmental and technological factors have
significantly changed as of now. Further, the model can be tested in other public policy making and
implementation cases as well since it fitted to the education sector.
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CONCLUSION
Advocacy Coalition Framework was first tested in the United States and is accepted as a good
model to explain public policy making and implementation. Evidence is found that ACF is being used in
other countries as well even though some limitations might arise mainly due to contextual differences.
Government expenditure for education in Thailand has been standing as the third largest budget
allocation and accounts for more than 5% GDP over the last 10 years. Responsibilities of education have
been divided among various agencies who engage in the policy-making and implementation process in
coalition with other agencies in order to get the policy implemented.
All three beliefs namely deep beliefs, policy core belief and secondary beliefs were identified
and have influenced education policy making and implementation process in Thailand. Policy core
beliefs played a dominant role even over deep beliefs. This may be due to the fact that Thailand is
relatively open and ready to accept reforms from time to time and willing to be in par with generally
accepted institutionalized global practices. There were strong public discourses on utopian education
model surrounded by deep ideologies and different schools of thoughts. Further, it was found that
external events were highly incorporated with politics and power centres and influencing policy-making
and implementation to a great extent.
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ABSTRACT
Organizational behavior has always been an important issue for decision-makers to achieve
desirable individual and group objectives. A formidable body of knowledge related to organizational
behavior developed by scholars in various parts of the world has guided managers for decades in
planning and implementing their organizational strategies (e.g., Argyris, 2010; Oliver, et. al., 2017).
However, the link between religion and organizational behavior has not been adequately explored,
discussed and analyzed in the management literature (Al-Buraey, 1990; Taran and Salih, 2018). This
neglect may be attributed partly to the difficulty in explaining religious precepts in the context of
organizational behavior and partly to the lack of empirical evidence. This study makes an attempt to
discuss Islamic tenets in interaction with some key aspects of organizational behavior. A modest survey
exercise in the UAE suggests that Islamic business ethics has a universal appeal. The findings lend
support to religion being a significant factor that conditions organizational behavior. This research
helps to bridge the knowledge gap in the literature.
Keywords: Islamic tenets; organizational behavior; culture; Islamic banking and finance; UAE.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent decades have witnessed great efforts to construct conceptual, theoretical and empirical
foundations of organizational behavior. Scholars and practitioners have made incessant efforts to study
and analyze various influences on organizational behavior with a view to improving performance. Quite
remarkably indeed, the influence of national culture on organizational behavior has been analyzed with
great emphasis and passion (Therese; 2001; Pothukuchi, et. al., 2012; Groysberg, et. al. 2018), However,
a significant neglect in contemporary discussions relating to culture is religion (Taran and Salih, 2018),
This may perhaps be attributed to the perceived decline of religious values in work organizations (e.g.,
Argyle and Beit-Hallahim, 1975).
Interestingly, a large number of research studies on culture in the West have focused on
measurable scientific dimensions that can be used as benchmarks within and across national cultures.
Hofstede (1980) has been a pioneer to identify various dimensions of national culture. He has attempted
to measure the culture¶VSUHIHUHQFHV related to authority, uncertainty, gender roles, group behavior, and
µConfucian G\QDPLVP¶ (Hofstede and Bond, 1988). Based on the conceptual and empirical studies that
have been done using such dimensions (House et. al., 2004), scholars and practitioners of our time have
come to know that nations differ with reference to these dimensions. Indeed, this kind of knowledge is
context-specific and invaluable in understanding the behavioral dynamics of organizations (e.g.,
Hickson & Pugh, 1995).
There is no denying the fact that religion does not occupy pride of place in a large number of
industrial economies. These economies have developed mainly due to scientific know-how. Gurus of
management (e.g., Drucker, 1954; Schein, 2015; Sophie, et.al. 2018) have propounded promising
theories for organizations to develop and compete in the international arena. However, in a large number
of countries, religion continues to guide human behavior. Islamic societies, in particular, have been
using WKH 6KDULD¶h law to guide business activities. 6KDULD¶ h law is comprehensive and allencompassing. It provides guidance for all the affairs of Muslims and their socio-economic
organizations.
Culture is part of Islam. The religion of Islam totally covers the behavior of individuals and
certainly conditions culture. In other words, if one were to understand the culture in Muslim countries, it
would be necessary to understand the influence of Islam on culture. The link between religion and
culture has been neatly articulated by Gilkey (1981) as follows.
«HYHU\ VRFLHW\ KDV D UHOLJLRXV VXEVWDQFH ZKLFK LW VKDUHV DQG H[SUHVVHV LQ DOO DVSHFWV RI LWV
cultural life and in which we participate insofar as we are a member. Culture and religion have always
been closely interrelated. Every religion expresses itself in the form of its cultural settings, and culture
reflects a "religious substance," that is, exists out of an ultimate point of view or sets of beliefs".
Religion affects all walks of life (Cambridge History of Islam, 1979). Its principles provide
guidance for the regulatory systems as well as for the moral codes that guide individual behavior and
group dynamics. In other words, Western discussions of national governance systems are incomplete for
such reasons (e.g., Blunt, 1995; UNDP, 1995, 1996; World Bank, 1993, 1994).
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It can be argued that Western discussions related to culture and religion are rather myopic. They
lack the intellectual rigor and depth necessary for arriving at a complete understanding of UHOLJLRQ¶V
influence on culture. This study, therefore, makes an attempt to discuss a number of Islamic religious
tenets which have an explicit bearing on organizational behavior.
Business Ethics in Islam
All the great religions of the world call for high moral and ethical standards. Islam has the
distinction to address directly and in detail the questions related to business and economy. It provides
specific guidance for tackling questions relating to interest (riba), property rights, profit, and
speculation.
Islam is explicit also in its directives concerning the desirability of community-oriented, as
opposed to individualistic behavior. It is quite clear in terms of its advocacy for the wellbeing of the
society over the individual and the preference for sustainable investments in social capital over shortterm returns meant for the individual. Table 1 presents a list of Quranic verses related to ethical
behavior.
7DEOH4XU¶DQLF verses related to ethical behavior
Dimensions of Ethics
4XU¶DQLF9HUVHV
Agreements and promises to be kept
Ar-Rad 13:25, Al-Qasas 28:28, Yunus 10:71
Consideration for others
An-1LVDD¶$O-Mumtahina 60: 9.
Consultation
Ash-Shura 42:38, Taha 20:103, Al-Kahf 18:22
Continuous improvement
Al-Araf 7:42.
Cooperation
Al-Hujraat 49:9, Maryam 19:96.
Equality and unity
Al-,VUD¶
Fairness in dealings
Al-Anaam 6:152, Al-Mumtahina 60:8,
An-Najm 53:32, Al-Maida 5:8.
Fairness in wage and salary administration
Al-,PUDQ6DED¶
Hard work
Al-Baqara 2:62; 82, Al-Anaam 6:135
Helping others
As-Saff 61:14, An-Nahl 16:97, Yunus 10:41
Honesty and justice
Al-Baqara 2:177, Az-Zumar 39:2; 3
Humble behavior
Hud 11:23
Patience
Hud 11:11
Al-Baqara 2:25; 225, Al-Baqara 2:62, At-Taubah
Righteous (Intention)
9:105, As-Saff 61:8, Al-Qasas 28:19
Social order
Al-Imran 3:110, Al-Baqara 2:273
Truth
Al-Anfal 8:27, Yunus 10:61, An-Nur 24:8
Source: Ali (1988); Al-Buraey (1990).
Islamic ethics based on equity, fairness, egalitarianism and sound moral values certainly have the
potential to lead to the emergence of a stream of thinking which is increasingly critical of an economic
management model which emphasizes economic growth rather than the social justice-driven quality of
life.
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In the West, this line of thinking may be triggered by the weight of evidence which demonstrates
that, despite continued economic growth, real incomes for the vast majority of workers have actually
fallen over the past decades and income gaps between rich and poor have widened. Evidence from the
1980s indicates that out of the earnings growth accrued to the highest paid 20% of the workforce in the
US, a remarkable 64% of this went to just 1% of the wealthiest population. At the same time, the
income of the average Fortune 500 CEOs jumped from 35 to 157 times that of the average worker
(Thurow, 1996). This is a global phenomenon (UNDP, 1996). In 2018, the politicians in the West,
particularly in France, came under sharp criticism from the public for failing to bridge the gulf between
the haves and have-nots.
The concept of social responsibility in Islam motivates business people to act ethically in their
day-to-day activities. The business actions of followers of Islam should be based on true, just and fair
principles. For example, information about firms¶DFWLYLWLHVDQGWKHLULPSDFWRQVRFLHW\DWODUJHPXVWEH
accurate, complete, reliable and free of bias. It must reflect the fair treatment of the parties involved
(see, for instance, Mawdudi, 1986). The practice and conduct of the followers of Islam ought to be based
on the Islamic Sharia¶h and its ethical norms. Ahmad (2006) argues that Muslims who wish to be
granted the pleasure of Allah (SWT) would apply the core values of ethics in work organizations.
The tenets of Islam are likely to shape the behavioral patterns of organizations operating in an
Islamic society. For instance, organizations must be established with the mission of serving both the
owners and the society at large. This is not in line with Nobel Laureate Milton FriedPDQ¶VRIW-quoted
argument that organizations exist solely to serve the interests of their owners (Friedman, 1970). The
concept of corporate social responsibility articulated by Friedman influenced the policies of British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and US President Ronald Reagan. In Islamic societies, however, all
the operations of the business must be in accordance with the Islamic 6KDULD¶h. It must not deal with
anything that comes under the purview of unfair trading (see also Baydoun et al. 1999). It must be
transparent to all the parties involved. Business accountability goes beyond the owner(s). All people
engaged in economic activities are accountable to Allah (SWT) for what they do.
For Islamic
organizations, the Islamic 6KDULD¶h must be the reference point from which all past, present, and future
practices are designed and tested.
Islam has brought in its wake a certain world-view and a set of moral values and ethics (Gilkey,
1981). This creates a distinctive behavior which the followers attempt to adopt during their lifetime. It
is worth mentioning here that while other cultural factors may undergo changes as a result of economic
and political influences, the fundamentals of Islam do not change and cover all aspects of life (Abdullah
and Siddique, 1986). Therefore, high ethical and moral values are absolutely essential in the context of
Islamic business conduct (Gambling and Karim, 1991).
Trade and Commerce in Islam
Trade and commerce occupy a prominent place in Islam to the extent that there are clear
guidelines about how business should be conducted; what is lawful and what is prohibited (Hamid et al.,
1993). The sharp focus on business and its legitimacy are due to the fact that the Prophet Mohammed
(PBUH) was himself a successful businessman (Luqmani, 4XUDHVKLDQG'HOHQ 0RUHRYHUµ(He)
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was reported to have advised his followers to take up a variety of economic activities, including trade,
farming, horWLFXOWXUHDQGDQLPDOKXVEDQGU\¶ (Ariff, 1988).
The principles of trade and commerce in Islam are derived from three major sources. Of supreme
LPSRUWDQFH LV WKH 4XU¶DQ which, inter alia, requires followers to keep proper records of their
LQGHEWHGQHVVµBelievers, when you contract a debt for a fixed period, put it in writing. Let a scribe write
it down fairly....and let the debtor dictate, not dimiQLVKLQJ WKH VXP KH RZHV¶ 4XU¶DQ    7KH
4XU¶DQSURKLEits interest (riba), waste and extreme greed for wealth or material gain, and all activities
WKDW PLJKW EH LQFOXGHG XQGHU WKH KHDGLQJ µXQIDLU WUDGLQJ¶ HJ 4XU¶DQ         
Islam also requires the payment of charity (zakah) which is based partly on wealth and partly on profits
derived from trading (4XU¶DQ).
The second source of guidance is the Al-Hadith, which contains the teachings of the Prophet
Mohammed (PBUH). The third is the judgments of Muslim jurists on issues not specifically mentioned
in the 4XU¶DQ or Al-Hadith.
Interest (Riba)
In Islam, interest (riba) is strictly forbidden. 7KH4XU¶DQ (2: 275) strongly prohibits ribaµThose
that live in riba shall rise up before God like men whom Satan has demented by his touch; for they claim
that riba is like trading. But God has permitted trading and forbidden riba¶The prohibition of interest
(riba) is partly due to the fact that it contradicts the principle of social justice in Islam.
It is
unacceptable because it entails a transfer of wealth from the economically weak to the economically
strong leading to a concentration of wealth in the hands of rich and economically powerful people
(Baydoun and Willett, 2000). The prohibition of interest has become the key factor, distinguishing
Islamic banking from conventional banking. The operation of Islamic banks relies on the profit and loss
sharing concept which effectively transforms these banks into equity-based firms
(Gambling and Karim, 1986).
Profit and Wealth
Wealth creation per se is acceptable in Islam. In fact, it is encouraged so long as it is put to uses
which result in legal and ethical forms of socio-economic development. Islam considers the quest for
lawful HDUQLQJVWREHDµERXQGHQGXW\¶ 4XU¶DQ3: 174).
Economic development in the Islamic sense is growth characterized by equity and justice. It is
actually an inclusive growth. The Western sense of economic growth, however, looks at improving the
wellbeing of the society at large as a secondary objective (Baydoun and Willett, 1995). In Islam,
economic development must lead to equal distribution of wealth as well as efficiency in the production
process leading to robust national income. El-Ashker (1987) refers to the DUJXPHQWµWKDW the optimally
just distribution of income in the process of economic development is the one in which the increase in
DQLQGLYLGXDO¶VZHDOWKLVQRWDFFRPSDQLHGE\DGHFUHDVHLQWKHZHDOWKRIDQRWKHU¶. That is the hallmark
of a truly Islamic economy.
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Monopoly is not acceptable in Islam becDXVHLWUHVXOWVLQVRFLDOLPEDODQFH 4XU¶DQ 7KH
:HVW¶V FRQFHUQ ZLWK JURZWK per se as opposed to growth with social equity is not in line with the
Islamic perspective of growth. In Islam, economic growth and social development and wellbeing must
go hand in hand.
The Islamic view of speculation and hoarding is that they may harm economic development
(Tomkins and Karim, 1987). Islam calls for moderation and the sharing of wealth with weaker sections
of society. Individuals are responsible for the wellbeing of the community (Luqmani, et.al., 1980).
Therefore, money must be used to provide benefits that should result in wellbeing and happiness of the
FRPPXQLW\DWODUJH,WLVVWDWHGLQWKH4XU¶DQ , 35) µProclaim a woeful punishment to those that
KRDUGXSJROGDQGVLOYHUDQGGRQRWVSHQGLWLQ*RG¶VFDXVH¶ The zakat (charity) and the Islamic law of
inheritance are designed to ensure equal distribution of wealth (Baydoun and Willett, 1997).
Social Responsibility
µ7DZKLG¶LQGLFDWLQJRQHQHVVRIGod is central to the Islamic belief. It has been interpreted as the
8QLW\RI*RGDQG*RG¶VFUHDWLRQ,WLVWKHPDQLIHVWDWLRQRI*RG¶VSRZHULQWKHXQLYHUVH6FKRODUVKDYH
H[SRXQGHGRQWKLVFRQFHSWWRPHDQµHTXDOLW\¶RIDOOSHRSOHLQVRFLHW\ 9DOLEHLJL 1993). The belief in
one God and feaU RI *RG¶V SXQLVKPHQW HQFRXUDJH WKH EHOLHYHUV WR DGRSW ethical and moral behavior.
Indeed, the Islamic code of behavior like that of other great religions such as Christianity and Judaism is
based on the all-seeing eye and all-recording hand of God, the Divine authority of the moral code, and
the ultimate equalization of virtue with happiness (Baydoun and Willett, 1997; Durant, 1959). Islam
upholds justice (adl) and goodness (ihsan). Its followers undertake to establish justice, egalitarianism,
rule of law and goodness in society.
In Islam, the rights of private ownership are ultimately subordinated to God (Qur'an 6:165; 57:7).
All possessions of mankind are in a stewardship capacity. As with other religions, the success of
individuals in the life hereafter would depend on their deeds in this world (Baydoun and Willett, 1997;
2000).
Muslims are duty-bound to engage in participative management (Shura). According to Gambling
and Karim (1991), the interests of those affected by the activities of the organization and the decisions
of managers are safeguarded by the Islamic principles of Adalah (justice) and shura (consultation). In
pursuing their business mission, individuals are encouraged, through the principle of Tazkiyah, to work
for achieving the welfare of the ummah (the community at large).
Having gained insights into the key tenets of Islam in the context of business decision making,
we now move on to design a conceptual framework and pose overarching research questions as follows.
Conceptual Framework and Research Questions
A review of extant literature (Abdullah and Siddique, 1986; Al-Buraey, 1990; Taran and Salih,
2018) and interactions with ten members of a virtual focus group formed by the authors for this study
help us propose a framework (Figure 1) that establishes a logical relationship between Islamic religious
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tenets, research questions and organizational behavior in both Islamic and conventional organizations
operating in the banking, finance and insurance sectors of the UAE economy.
Figure 1. Conceptual framework

Islamic Tenets
Continuous improvement
Participative decision-making
Equality and unity
Fairness in dealings
Fairness in wage and salary
administration
Management by trust

RQ1&2

Organizational Behavior
(1) Islamic organizations
(2) Conventional
organizations

Helping others
Honesty and justice
Humble behavior
Patience and tolerance
Truth
Social justice

Based on retrospection of literature, we pose 2 research questions as follows.
RQ1. Do Islamic religious tenets influence the organizational behavior in both Islamic and conventional
organizations?
RQ2. Does Islamic ethics have a universal appeal for the organizations operating in an open economy?
These questions are tackled in this study with the aid of an empirical exercise focusing on the banking,
finance and insurance sectors of the UAE. These sectors are linked globally and include both Islamic
and conventional organizations (BMI Research, 2018).
METHODOLOGY
The methodology for this study includes within its orbit: (a) focus group discussions and (b) a
survey exercise. This approach was adopted to tackle both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the
issues involved in the survey exercise.
Survey Instrument
The items in the survey instrument for this study were adapted from previously tested and
validated questions in the literature (Ali, 1988; Yousef, 2001; Ali and Al-Kazemi, 2007; Kumar and
Rose, 2010; P. Arun Prasad and Kamalanabhan, 2008). Moreover, a virtual focus group including five
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senior managers from the banking and finance sector of the UAE and 5 scholars of Islamic banking and
finance was formed to finalize the constructs and the items in the questionnaire. The survey instrument
had 3 constructs including individual behavior (6 items), group dynamics (9 items) and Islamic
knowledge transfer (7 items) in line with conventional wisdom related to organizational behavior
(Robbins and Judge, 2017). For each of the items, respondents were asked to mark their level of
agreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale, where 1 indicated strongly disagree and 5 meant strongly
agree.
Sample and data collection
Samples of human resource professionals placed in the insurance, banking and finance sectors of
the UAE economy were surveyed with the help of a questionnaire to tackle the research questions. The
target population for the purpose of this study comprised human resource officers in the insurance,
banking and finance organizations in the UAE. A convenience sampling procedure was used for
collecting data. We followed the procedure laid out by Salganik and Heckathorn (2004). 300
questionnaires were distributed to respondents by students of a university in Dubai. 212 questionnaires
were returned. These completed questionnaires were then checked for missing data. We also conducted
a data cleaning exercise for a more careful and thorough treatment of responses. After this kind of
exercise, 204 responses were used for tackling the research questions. Table 2 presents background
information about the respondents.
Table 2. Background information about the respondents
Percentage
Age Group
d 30 years
31 ± 35 years
36 ± 40 years
More than 40 years
Gender
Male
Female
Experience
d 5 years
6 ± 10 years
11 ± 15 years
More than 15 years
Sector
Banking
Financial Institutions
Insurance
Type of Organization
Conventional
Islamic
Total number of respondents

13.2
27.0
42.6
17.2
68.6
31.4
10.8
34.8
27.5
27.0
58.3
18.6
23.1
53.4
46.6
204
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Reliability Test
We also conducted the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test to determine the suitability of data for
factor analysis. The output is presented in Table 3. The value of 0.811 suggests that the data are suitable
for factor analysis
Table 3. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
0.811
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square
1.469E3
df
210
Sig.
.000
RESULTS
This main objective of conducting factor analysis is to meet some assumptions before any further
data analysis can be undertaken. The assumptions are (a) samples are from the population with the same
variance and (b) samples are equally distributed. For testing the dimensionality of the instrument in this
study, all items were factor analyzed using principal component extraction with an orthogonal (varimax)
rotation. The number of factors was unconstrained. For the sake of convergent validity, 0.5 was used as
a factor loading cut-off point. The correlations indicate that collinearity does not pose any problem.
Table 4. Principal Component Factor Analysis (Varimax Rotation), Factor Loadings, and
Communalities
Factor

1
q1_1
q1_2
q1_3
q1_4
q1_5
q1_6
q2_1
q2_2
q2_3
q2_4
q2_6
q2_7
q2_8
q2_9
q3_1
q3_2
q3_3
q3_4
q3_5
q3_6
q3_7

2

3

4

5
.759
.813
.658
.576

.773
.728
.805
.606
.640
.563
.713
.707
.756
.763
.723
.693
.599
.831

Communalities
.607
.691
.455
.449
.665
.571
.690
.610
.615
.608
.683
.568
.703
.456
.702
.628
.619
.556
.617
.615
.579
.565
.476
.760
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Table 5. Total variance explained
Component
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total
% of Variance
Cumulative %
1
3.346
15.933
15.933
2
3.130
14.907
30.839
3
2.168
10.324
41.163
4
2.051
9.769
50.932
5
1.823
8.682
59.614
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Table 4 shows the results of the factor analysis in terms of factor loadings and communality.
Table 5 reports variance. The items in the factorial groups were then tested for reliability. Reliability test
was undertaken to ensure that the research findings have the ability to provide consistent results in
repeated incidences. After removing one item, the remaining 21 items were grouped into their respective
factorial groups DQG FRHIILFLHQW DOSKD &URQEDFK¶V  ZDV FRPSXWHG The overall &URQEDFK¶V DOSKD ZDV
0.816, thus suggesting that all items and factorial groups in this study are sufficiently reliable measures
(Nunally, 1967).
Table 6. Cronbach's Alpha
#

1

2

3

4

Items
Employees in my organization are motivated to perform their day-to-day routine
work
Employees are appraised based only on their individual achievements
Employees are appraised based on their leadership initiatives
Personality traits and Islamic values (e.g. trust) as contributors to performance
outcomes are recognized in my organization
Communication flows only from the top to lower levels in the hierarchy of the
organization
Lower-level employees are not allowed to participate in group decision making
(Shura)
My organization facilitates the availability of religious information to all
employees
The teams/groups develop a way of learning from each other through faith-based
oral communication
My organization recognizes the importance of relationships based on Islamic
knowledge exchange and feelings
My organization encourages employees to learn from success/failure and
formulate further actions based on Islamic principles.
My organization allows employees to think beyond their regular work
engagements
0\RUJDQL]DWLRQGRHVQRWSUDFWLFHSHUIRUPDQFHUHYLHZVWKDWIRFXVRQHPSOR\HHV¶
faith-based work behavior
0\RUJDQL]DWLRQHQFRXUDJHVHPSOR\HHVWRFRQVLGHUWHDPV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVLQ
accomplishing their tasks

Cronbach's Alpha

.650

.656

0.816

.789

.776
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5

My organization encourages employees to 5repair damaged relationships by
following Islamic guidance
My organization is committed to diversifying in recruiting, selecting, developing
and promoting employees
My organization has adopted a well-structured hierarchy of roles and
responsibilities
My organization encourages employees to foster inter-personal understanding of
issues
My organization encourages employees to reformulate ideas in line with Islamic
perspectives
My organization encourages employees to discuss their job-related issues
My organization engages employees in developing new strategies to
operationalize their Islamic knowledge
Individual or group decision making leads to Islamic knowledge transfer in my
organization

.823

Descriptive Statistics
In order to find out the influence of Islamic religious tenets on individual behavior, group
behavior and Islamic knowledge transfer (for change management) in both Islamic and conventional
organizations in the insurance, banking and finance sectors of the UAE, we used a paired sample t-test.
This test is based on a statistical technique that is commonly used to compare two population means in
the case of two samples that are correlated. The results of this test are reported in Table 10.
Tables 7, 8 and 9 present descriptive statistics related to items in the 3 constructs of the survey
questionnaire.
Table 7. Descriptive statistics by type of institutions (construct 1)
Conventional
Islamic
organizations organizations
Employees in my organization are motivated to
4.17
4.20
perform their day-to-day routine work
Employees are appraised based only on their
3.97
4.14
individual achievements
Employees are appraised based on their leadership
3.85
4.01
initiatives
Personality traits and Islamic values (e.g. trust) as
3.78
4.09
contributors to performance outcomes are
recognized in my organization
Communication flows only from the top to lower
4.17
3.68
levels in the hierarchy of the organization
Lower-level employees are not allowed to
4.26
3.67
participate in group decision making (Shura)
Items
q1_1
q1_2
q1_3
q1_4

q1_5
q1_6

Total
4.18
4.05
3.93
3.93

3.94
3.99
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Table 8. Descriptive statistics by type of institutions (construct 2)
Conventional
Islamic
organizations organizations
My organization facilitates the availability of
4.20
3.26
religious information to all employees
The teams/groups develop a way of learning from
4.13
3.96
each other through faith-based oral communication
My organization recognizes the importance of
4.16
4.01
relationships based on Islamic knowledge exchange
and feelings
My organization encourages employees to learn
3.90
4.11
from success/failure and formulate further actions
based on Islamic principles.
My organization does not believe in long-term
4.17
3.66
reward policies for employees practicing Islamic
work ethics
My organization allows employees to think beyond
4.16
3.98
their regular work engagements
My organization does not practice performance
4.28
4.32
UHYLHZVWKDWIRFXVRQHPSOR\HHV¶IDLWK-based work
behavior
My organization encourages employees to consider
4.25
4.31
WHDPV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVLQDFFRPSOLVKLQJWKHLUWDVNV
My organization encourages employees to repair
3.91
4.13
damaged relationships by following Islamic guidance
Items

q2_1
q2_2
q2_3

q2_4

q2_5

q2_6
q2_7

q2_8
q2_9

Table 9. Descriptive statistics by type of institutions (construct 3)
Conventional
Islamic
organizations
organizations
My organization has adopted a well-structured
4.23
4.40
hierarchy of roles and responsibilities
My organization encourages employees to foster
4.06
4.19
inter-personal understanding of issues
My organization encourages employees to
4.16
4.06
reformulate ideas in line with Islamic perspectives
My organization encourages employees to discuss
4.06
3.99
their job-related issues
My organization engages employees in developing
4.13
4.00
new strategies to operationalize their Islamic
knowledge
Individual or group decision making leads to Islamic
4.10
4.14
knowledge transfer in my organization
My organization is committed to diversifying in
4.20
4.17
recruiting, selecting, developing and promoting
employees
Items

q3_1
q3_2
q3_3
q3_4
q3_5

q3_6
q3_7

Total
3.76
4.05
4.09

4.00

3.94

4.07
4.29

4.27
4.01

Total
4.31
4.12
4.11
4.02
4.07

4.12
4.19
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Since we are interested in finding out how does a variable behave for conventional and Islamic
organizations, we used Levene's test. It is an inferential statistical test that determines whether there is a
statistically significant difference between the means in two unrelated groups. Interestingly, the results
presented in tables 10 through 12 confirm that Islamic tenets influence individual and group behaviors
in both Islamic and conventional organizations in the banking, finance and insurance sectors of the UAE
economy. These sectors have launched both Islamic and other products/services to meet the needs of a
wide array of customers.
The strategic importance of employees being co-operative and flexible in terms of their
individual behavior to achieve the avowed objectives of their organizations has been highlighted in the
literature (Hickson and Pugh, 1995). Personnel needs to be able to recognize society's needs and
inadequate or inappropriate responses can, of course, affect the performance and goodwill of any kind of
organization. The routine behavior of employees must be sincere, unimpeachable and dynamic in
response to the needs of stakeholders in the performance of the organization (Petit, 2017).
Table 10 confirms that individual behavior based on Islamic tenets is visible in both Islamic and
conventional organizations. Personality traits and Islamic values (e.g. honesty and trust) manifested in
individual work behavior are recognized in both Islamic and conventional organizations. The outcome
of the focus group discussion lent support to the literature arguing that trustworthy employees help
establish a positive image for the organization in the market (Sørensena, et. al. 2011)
Table 10. Independent samples test (construct 1)
Levene's test for t-test for equality of means
equality of
variances
F
Sig.
T
df
Sig. (2- Mean
Std. Error
tailed)
Difference Difference

q1_1

.443

.506

q1_2

.070

.792

q1_3

.473

.492

q1_4

15.719

.000

q1_5

6.178

.014

q1_6

10.026

.002

-.292
-.291
-1.349
-1.351
-1.166
-1.173
-1.910
-1.956
3.594
3.554
4.002
3.934

202
195.575
202
199.252
202
201.438
202
192.583
202
185.358
202
176.078

.771
.771
.179
.178
.245
.242
.058
.052
.000
.000
.000
.000

-.035
-.035
-.164
-.164
-.157
-.157
-.315
-.315
.481
.481
.583
.583

.119
.120
.122
.122
.135
.134
.165
.161
.134
.135
.146
.148

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper
-.270
.201
-.271
.201
-.405
.076
-.404
.075
-.423
.109
-.422
.107
-.640
.010
-.632
.003
.217
.745
.214
.748
.296
.871
.291
.876
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The academic work linking Islamic group behavior to organizational performance is robust (Ali
and Al-Owaihan, 2008). In an organizational context, group behavior is an important concept as it
determines the integration of elements of the organizational culture. Transforming group behavior in
line with the teachings of Islam is important for organizations. However, this is not to suggest that
everyone in an organization must think and act in the same manner. While organizations must strive for
coherent group behavior to avoid chaos, they must promote healthy debates and discussions to harness
individual creativity and talent that are critical for achieving organizational objectives.
Table 11 shows general uniformity and consistency in the way group behavior is conditioned in
both Islamic and conventional organizations. Interestingly, Islamic percepts are used for conflict
resolution in both Islamic and conventional organizations. Mean scores in Table 11 indicate that
groupthink and teamwork (hallmarks of Islamic management) are pervasive in both Islamic and
conventional organizations.
Table 11. Independent samples test (construct 2)
Levene's test for t-test for equality of means
equality of
variances
F
Sig.
T
df
Sig. (2- Mean
Std. Error
tailed)
Difference Difference

q2_1

19.945

.000

q2_2

2.653

.105

q2_3

.587

.445

q2_4

5.937

.016

q2_5

17.623

.000

q2_6

.040

.841

q2_7

.049

.824

q2_8

.471

.493

q2_9

.286

.593

6.085
5.949
1.317
1.328
1.174
1.172
-1.536
-1.568
3.349
3.263
1.358
1.352
-.340
-.341
-.503
-.506
-1.621
-1.638

202
166.805
202
201.941
202
196.909
202
196.471
202
160.940
202
194.704
202
201.238
202
201.658
202
201.956

.000
.000
.189
.186
.242
.243
.126
.119
.001
.001
.176
.178
.735
.733
.616
.613
.107
.103

.939
.939
.171
.171
.145
.145
-.206
-.206
.511
.511
.177
.177
-.041
-.041
-.058
-.058
-.218
-.218

.154
.158
.130
.128
.124
.124
.134
.132
.153
.157
.130
.131
.119
.119
.115
.114
.135
.133

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper
.635
1.243
.627
1.250
-.085
.426
-.083
.424
-.099
.390
-.099
.390
-.471
.059
-.466
.053
.210
.812
.202
.821
-.080
.434
-.081
.435
-.276
.195
-.275
.194
-.283
.168
-.282
.167
-.483
.047
-.481
.044

Our interactions with members of the focus group suggest that in a Shur' a (participative decision
making) context, employees may disagree with top management and float new ideas in the interest of
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the organization. Managers are obliged to consider these ideas seriously. Hence, group behavior
conditioned by the Islamic tenets can be a powerful motivator for creativity and innovation in any type
of organization.
In the present ±day business world characterized inter alia by the proliferation of innovative
ideas, knowledge transfer is essential in the context of organizational behavior. Therefore, the construct,
µIslamic NQRZOHGJHWUDQVIHU¶ZDVLQFOXGHGLQWKHUHVHDUFKLQVWUXPHQWWRFDSWXUHIOH[LELOLW\LQWKHFRQWH[W
of knowledge- oriented organizational behavior. The results presented in Table 12 show that within
well-structured roles and responsibilities, Islamic and conventional organizations were able to create
behavioral opportunities for generating and sharing new knowledge. A comparison of mean values
across items in this construct did not reveal wide variation.
Table 12. Independent samples test (construct 3)
Levene's test for t-test for equality of means
equality of
variances
F
Sig.
T
df
Sig. (2- Mean
Std. Error
tailed)
Difference Difference

q3_1

2.987

.085

q3_2

1.595

.208

q3_3

.476

.491

q3_4

.784

.377

q3_5

3.072

.081

q3_6

3.156

.077

q3_7

.094

.760

-1.662
-1.661
-1.082
-1.085
.818
.811
.521
.517
1.047
1.032
-.306
-.305
.265
.267

202
197.684
202
200.026
202
189.128
202
192.093
202
180.684
202
195.073
202
201.333

.098
.098
.281
.279
.414
.418
.603
.605
.296
.303
.760
.761
.791
.790

-.171
-.171
-.134
-.134
.093
.093
.066
.066
.128
.128
-.036
-.036
.033
.033

.103
.103
.124
.124
.113
.114
.126
.127
.123
.124
.117
.118
.126
.125

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper
-.373
.032
-.373
.032
-.379
.111
-.379
.110
-.131
.317
-.133
.319
-.183
.314
-.184
.316
-.113
.370
-.117
.374
-.267
.195
-.268
.196
-.215
.282
-.214
.281

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Islam is a complete and comprehensive religion for all human beings. This is stated in Al-4XU¶DQ
(Al-$Q¶DP) Islam provides guidance for all business practices. Muslims must follow this guidance
as part of worshiping one Creator --Allah (SWT). In Islam, all the economic activities and
organizational behavior are anchored in Sharia'h law (Islamic jurisprudence) based on Islamic revealed
knowledge (Al-Qur' an) and the traditions of Prophet Mohammad (PBUH). Muslims are obliged to
acquire knowledge in all fields.
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While conceptual, theoretical and empirical studies related to Islamic economics, banking,
finance, and management have enriched our understanding (Baydoun and Anwar, 2018), less is known
about the implications of the tenets of Islam for the behavioral science foundations of organizational
behavior in the contemporary socio-economic environment. Can modern organizational behavior be
made more effective by adopting Islamic religious tenets? This is certainly an interesting question,
particularly in the light of the ethical challenges facing a cross-section of organizations in all parts of the
world.
This study offers academic significance in that it explains the universal and promising nature of
the tenets of Islam in interaction with organizational behavior. Modest empirical results presented in this
study (against the backdrop of the research questions) suggest that the Islamic tenets can, of course,
condition organizational behavior and help improve individual and group performance.
A common thread stemming from the findings of this study indicates that Islam provides a
behavioral approach to design organizational structures and processes, resolve conflicts, integrate
individual objectives into organizational goals, recognize professional merit and reward outstanding
performance.
The concept of Islamic values includes within its orbit fair values emerging from the sources of
Islamic Sharia¶h that must prevail in the society to achieve security and welfare. Islamic values include
faith, good manners, ethical behavior, and fair play in human transactions. These values certainly
exemplify the ideal behavior of Muslim employees. They condition the desires and interactions between
Islamic organizations and members of the community in which they operate. They also act as the guide
IRUWKH0XVOLPV¶EHKDYLRULQHFRQRPLFWUDQVDFWLRQV
Muslims derive them value system from their faith in the constitution governing their
relationship with Allah (SWT), and their commitment to the principles of faith in Allah (SWT), His
angels, His books, His messengers and the Day of Judgment. The values are long-lasting and do not
change with the change of time and space.
If organizations keep their personnel in a situation crafted for them, they may remain immature
and prevented from achieving their potential. Incongruences between religious faith and organizational
goals may hinder organizational development, result in failure, and foster frustration. The theoretical
soundness of the Islamic model of organizational behavior may be tested in any type of organization
operating anywhere in the world. The results of our modest empirical exercise certainly pave the way
for further research.
Managerial implications
Overall, Islamic tenets have a positive influence on organizational behavior. Interestingly, both
Islamic and conventional organizations appear to be following universally applicable ethical principles
of Islam. This has several implications for managers. First, in case modern management practices fail to
tackle problems related to individual and group behaviors, managers must design and implement Islamic
management strategies to achieve organizational goals. Second, managers must also emphasize the
choice of Islamic ethics, particularly in Muslim countries. Third, knowledge creation and dissemination
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emerged as an important dimension of organizational behavior. This underscores the need to redesign
organizational structures and communication strategies in all types of organizations. It may also be
worthwhile to link performance appraisal with knowledge creation, particularly in a knowledge-driven
economy. Fourth, this study not only reinforces recent research on organizational behavior in interaction
with Islamic tenets but also extends it by operationalizing it in the banking, insurance and finance
sectors of the UAE.
Moral values create good habits that accompany individuals and their behavior with people.
Islamic values can, of course, lead to good moral values in any organization. In view of the rising tide of
interest in Islamic banking, insurance, and finance in the UAE and indeed elsewhere in the world, we
see a promising opportunity for scholars and practitioners to explore religious frameworks that go
beyond the conventional wisdom relating to organizational behavior.
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to find out what strategies could be developed to deal with green tourism
development in an Indonesian Ecotourism Destination. The strategies are based on a SWOT analysis by
40 relevant stakeholders using focus group discussion, followed by in-depth interviews of 30 other local
tourists and societies, as well as observation in the surrounding environment of the Ecotourism
Destination. The SWOT analysis performed resulted in the implementation of an integrated greentourism strategy aligning with the development of green-tourism policy by the government. The effort to
integrate the mixed elements of green-tourism dimensions must be interactive in order to attract green
tourists taking responsibility to commit and be empathetic in creating and maintaining green-tourism
development. The growth strategy is a priority, by achieving the growth in the number of tourist visits
(the frequency of visits and the origin of tourist areas) and by increasing assets that include objects and
tourist attractions, infrastructure, and other supporting facilities to induce green-tourism development.
Other kinds of strategies are also developed and discussed. The research findings do not yet measure
what the integrated strategy of Green-Tourism development is, so future research should be conducted
by implementing mixed methods, through the use of qualitative design with an In-depth Interview
method and an Analytical Hierarchical Analysis model, followed by a quantitative research design to
explore and obtain valid and reliable measurement of the integrated green-strategy tourism concept.
Keywords: Green Tourism Strategy, Green Tourism Development, Ecotourism Destination
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INTRODUCTION
Various international organizations, including the UN, the World Bank, and the World Tourism
Organization (WTO), have recognized that tourism is an integral part of human life, especially regarding
social and economic activities. Beginning with activities originally enjoyed by only a few wealthy
people in the early 20th century, it has now become part of human rights. This is happening not only in
developed countries but also in developing countries, including Indonesia, which is also experiencing
changes in consumer behavior patterns or consumption patterns of tourism. They are no longer focused
on just wanting to relax and enjoy the sun, sea, and sand. The consumption patterns are beginning to
change to higher types of tourism now, remaining relaxed but with a growing appetite for enjoying the
products or creations of culture, historical relics (heritage), and nature.
Changes in the tourism consumption pattern must be addressed with various tourism
development strategies and promotions, either for the government or from a private perspective. From
the government side, it is necessary to change the policy based on a scale of priority, to optimize the role
of tourism facilitator to anticipate this. On the other hand, some activities must be prepared and
implemented by a private party who has more sense of business, because it is in the nature of businessoriented activities with the enactment of Law No. 22 of 1999 of the Indonesian Regional Government. It
is also necessary for the portion of local government activities, due to the regional autonomy, with more
authority to develop regional tourism. Meanwhile, the central government will be taken into account to
promote this national image.
Bhatiah (2006) said that tourism often is described as the movement of people away from home
to other places of interest. It is known as one of the largest industries in the world, creating jobs, driving
exports, and generating prosperity across the world (World Travel and Tourism Council, 2017). Sinclair
(1998) stated that the emergence of tourism is one of the most remarkable changes, with a vital role in
global economic activities. Tourism¶V role in developing countries accelerates income and increases the
employment rate. However, more importantly, the tourism industry, producing huge amounts of waste
and pollution that could become hazardous to the environment, has often been highlighted
(Bohdanowicz, 2005). Pigram (1999) believes that tourism can certainly contribute to environmental
degradation and be self-destructive. On the other hand, tourism also has the potential to bring about
significant enhancement of the environment.
As one of the sectors that certainly encourages economic growth of a country, the tourism sector
has a strategic role related to the availability of commodities supporting tourism, such as transportation,
accommodation, entertainment, and services. The availability of supporting factors for the tourism
sector may affect both GDP and employment. Indonesia's economic growth target²in 2015 of 4.73%,
even in 2017 of 5.07%²set by the government is not achieved, so the Indonesian Government must
reverse course WR UHDUUDQJH ,QGRQHVLD¶V HFRQRPLF-growth strategy, through developing tourismdestination zones, one of which is Lampung Province.
Moreover, tourists tend to travel no longer in mass tourism, but as a small group with a motive of
adventure, visiting tourist destinations that are relatively undisturbed by physical and technological
changes in their arrangements, including societies relatively traditional in behavior. This activity is
much in demand, especially on ecotourism in marine destinations. Awareness of these phenomena
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encourages the government to seek new forms of tourism-development strategy that can address the
existing challenges, namely, that the development of tourism strategy for the future must be oriented
toward environmental conservation values, community culture diversity, local economic vitality
development, and enrichment of the tourist experience, to be sustainable tourism within the WTO
definition (Gibson, et al., 2003), known as the green-tourism concept (Dodds and Joppe, 2001),
Utilization of the potential environment as a green-based tourism study with community
empowerment is developed on a green-tourism model. Green Tourism¶V spirit is built from a consistent
attitude toward the values of natural resources, society, and community, where visitors or tourists can
interact directly to enjoy the beauty of the environment, studying the types of plants within its ecosystem
so that tourists can expect a memorable experience. Tourists today are getting smarter and want to take
advantage of the funds they spend being balanced with the comfort, beauty, security, and cleanliness of
the attractions they visit. ³)reedom of choice´ means that tourists have the right to have their wishes
fulfilled. Amid the tight competition in the tourism industry, with the increasingly limited naturalresources potential, the local government and other stakeholders must be able to create or develop an
alternative tourist attraction, in an effort to meet the needs of tourists or to enrich the tourist experience,
based on the Green-Tourism Concept.
Green-tourism activities closely related to ecotourism packages will explore the surrounding
potential environment, local economic development, and sociocultural diversity. Meanwhile, Gibson, et
al. (2003) suggest conducting future research on green-tourism effects in the city, as ecotourism in the
city could enhance the quality of life and local economies of urban regions. On the other hand, Sudiarta's
research results (2006) show that ecotourism based on a mangrove forest requires the development of
local human resources to increase public awareness about the importance of environmental
conservation, as part of green-tourism strategy development for sustainable tourism, as a development
concept that applies to Green Tourism. Moreover, Thompson, et al. (2018) suggest that implementing
the normative dogma guiding how ecotourism as sustainable tourism must be balanced against the
diverse understandings, motivations, and capacities of ecotourism entrepreneurs on the ground and the
effectiveness of governance systems. The ability of ecotourism governance to achieve sustainable
tourism still requires further exploration.
Those research findings motivate researchers to develop green-based models of tourism and
formulation of government policy for the development of green tourism models, especially in Lampung
Province.
Lampung Province has the potential for ecotourism in the coastal area, located on the south
coast, with great potential to serve as a leading tourist destination in Lampung. This is supported by the
conditions, including the geographical form of the headland and bay, with moderate wave conditions
that tend to be friendly or quiet, so marine tourism activities are very safe, coupled with the white sand.
Meanwhile, the potential tourist attraction also features the sloping beach conditions, attractions of
dolphins and coral reefs, and others both natural and artificial as additional supports. Today, this region
is still a major destination for local and domestic tourists who want to enjoy the beach atmosphere. In
addition, this location is the crossing point and resting place for people who want to visit various areas
in Sumatra by the land route from the south (Port of Bakauheni Ship, South Lampung).
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Lampung Province is very close to Java Island, especially Jakarta and surrounding cities, causing
the tourist attractions in Lampung Province to be included in those tourism destinations. Visitors to
Lampung Province in the last five years reached 3.3 million for domestic tourists and 75,000 for foreign
tourists, with an increase of 10%±15% per year (figures shared at a closed meeting of Assistant II fields
economy with Kadis Tourism, February 11, 2015, twojurai.com). In the meeting, participants stated that
Lampung Province must support the development of tourism in Lampung, first by the increasing the
ability of tourism to locate it and achieving its accessibility to tourists. In order to make arrangements,
guidance, and supervision, as well as control the implementation of tourism development strategy in all
regions of Lampung Province, the Lampung Provincial Regulation Government has made a local
regulation concerning tourism development (No. 6/2011). In point (a), it states "that the natural state and
ancient fauna and heritage, the legacy of the history, art, and culture of Lampung is a tourist attraction
and a prosperity contribution in tourism development to improve people's welfare".
Furthermore, in the effort to develop local tourism, the local government of Lampung Province
has made the Master Plan of Regional Tourism Development of Lampung Province, as stipulated in
Regional Regulation of Lampung Province No. 6 of 2012. Chapter 2 Article 2 states that the preparation
of RIPPDA is intended as the direction for development of tourism in the Lampung region, with the
prosperity of society based on the preservation of the natural and cultural environment, increasing love
of the homeland, the development of the populist economy, the improvement of tourism development
performance, and increase in local revenue. The Lampung Bay area is located closest to the provincial
capital. Its proximity to the central government led to the Lampung Bay area becoming a strategic
tourist destination for the development of Lampung. This requires various efforts ranging from
measuring or assessing each tourist destination to determining the strategic priority of development. A
good development strategy must be developed to deal with tourism quality services, in order to attract
the domestic and overseas tourism market share.
Therefore, this research aims to reveal and explore empowerment of natural resources and
human resources as a means of supporting the development of a green tourism model, based on
ecotourism; and to analyze factors in determining a green tourism strategic model, using SWOT analysis
as a tool for developing the green tourism strategy. This is in line with the strategic provisions launched
by Kemenparekraf (Indonesian Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, 2014), that Indonesia
should develop the concept of green tourism. If green tourism can run well, it can create various
advantages of this activity, among others, bringing in foreign exchange of the state; providing direct
economic benefits to local communities; building constituencies for conservation locally, nationally, and
internationally; contributing to the preservation of environmental biodiversity that serves as a natural
tourist attraction in a sustainable manner; rewarding of the local culture by tourists; reducing the threat
of extinction facing the biodiversity; and raising the name of Indonesia in the eyes of the world as a
green country, rich in biodiversity. Another virtue of green tourism is that, if it is well developed, it will
change the SHRSOH¶V attitudes and habits by reducing illegal logging, rare animal hunting, and illegal
mining. Then, it also will promote social and political stability, which will invite investments in the field
of promising green tourism.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Ecotourism
The perspective theory used in this research is the ecotourism theory. Wearing and Neil (1999)
say that ecotourism related to tourism activities is expected to support environmental conservation,
because the goal of ecotourism is to create a tourism industry whose activity can play a role in
environmental conservation, exerting low impact on the environment. Consequently, ecotourism has
certain significant characteristics: (1) the presence of local tourism management; (2) the existence of a
quality travel service; (3) appreciation of local culture; (4) the importance of training; (5) relating to
natural resources and culture. By definition, ecotourism is considered as assuming the responsibility for
having natural areas that conserve the tourism environment and improve the life and welfare of the local
people (Chin, et al., 2000).
Green Tourism
³Green tourism´ is a label mostly used in environmental concerns as a natural holiday label for
exotic destinations (Wight, 1994). In addition, green tourism can send a sign that tourism activities take
place in areas that do not harm the environment (Font and Tribe, 2001). Green tourism is an important
component of sustainable tourism, defined as a journey to a destination where the main attractions are
flora, fauna, and cultural heritage (NCC, 1996a, and b; Graci and Dodds, 2008, Furqan, et al., 2010). In
other words, the practice of green tourism means the sustainability of the environment, the culture, and
the community in the tourist sites visited. As stated in Azam and Sarker (2011), green tourism in the
form of ecotourism development concept, used in the practice of sustainable tourism that secures the
future needs of sufficient environmental, economic, social and cultural resources.
Green tourism encourages tourism sustainability through a selective process in the continuous
development of new marketing programs to attract environmentally conscious tourists. It shows respect
for the natural component and cares for environmental sustainability and local cultural sensitivity that is
considered the best model for saving resources to meet a variety of needs both now and for future
generations.
Green tourism consists of tourist villages, agro-tourism, guest house green practices, and green
hotels. Nature tourism is the ideal model for sustainable tourism in creating a new economic order
(Fennell and Dowling, 2003). As a form of alternative tourism, green tourism focuses on capacity
considerations, education, conservation of environmental resources and regional development, and
typical local activities. A destination is worth mentioning as green tourism if it has four main
dimensions, namely, the nature base, conservation support, sustainability, and environmental education
(Weaver, 2012). Therefore, green tourism is a form of tourism that has the best view of fostering the
learning experience and appreciation on an ongoing basis for managing and improving the sustainability
of the natural environment, culture, social, and resource destinations, and promoting better life quality
for survival in the future.
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Moreover, the Tourism and Environment Task Force (TETF) proposed five principles for
dealing with the natural and cultural environments to fulfill green tourism expectations (McBoyle,
1996):
1. No commercial tourism operation can diminish the environment or cause it to become a bad
environment because of waste delivery by tourists or businesses related to the areas of tourism.
2. The tourism operation reflects the traditional, vernacular style of the country and its cultural
traditions, incorporating high design standards;
3. Local staff, produce, skills, and crafts are used;
4. Tourism business should run in a way that sustains the inherent resource;
5. The environmental impact of the tourism activity is monitored by management and corrective
action taken if necessary.
Based on the five principles above, McBoyle¶V (1996) findings adopt a ³green image´ strategy
for tourism purposes to improve recently initiated voluntary environmental-accreditation schemes, so
that the tourists have a role as an agent of change for environmental betterment.
Gibson et al. (2003) state that when green tourism is considered sustainable or healthy tourism,
then green tourism in the city explores ecological, cultural, and economic sustainability for improving
good health of the people and environment.

1.
2.
3.
4.

According to Dodds and Joppe (2001), green tourism has four identifiable components, namely:
Environmental responsibility: Preserve and enhance the physical environment to ensure the longterm health of life-supporting ecosystems.
Local economic vitality: Supporting local economies, businesses, and communities to ensure
economic and sustainable vitality.
Cultural diversity: Respect culture and cultural diversity to ensure the well-being of local culture.
Experiential richness: Provide enriching experiences that can satisfy through active participation,
both personal and meaningful, through involvement with nature, society, places, and culture.
As stated in figure 1 below, as a Green Tourism Model"
Environmental
responsibility

Local economic
vitality
Green Tourism

Cultural
diversity

Experiential
richness

Figure 1. A Green Tourism Model, adopted from Dodds and Joppe (2001)
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It appears that ecotourism and green tourism are almost the same concepts. Both maintain natural
conservation and local cultural diversity in order to create sustainable tourism performance. The green
tourism concept seems to be more developed compared to ecotourism. Green tourism¶VIRXUattributes,
as stated by Dodds and Joppe (2001), seem to be implemented separately, not in unity. Each attribute
does not integrate with the others. Therefore, this research tries to find out what green-tourism strategy
should be implemented in the ecotourism destination of Marin Tourism in Lampung, Indonesia.
Tourism Development
Tourism development is a series of efforts to realize the integrated use of tourism resources and
integrate all forms of tourism, including outside aspects related directly or indirectly to the sustainability
of tourism development (Swarbrooke, 1999). There are several types of development: 1) Overall with
new goals, building attractions on sites that were not used as attractions. 2) New destinations, building
attractions on sites that have previously been used as attractions. 3) The overall new development in the
presence of attractions built to attract more visitors and to make these attractions reach a wider market
by grabbing new market share. New development in the presence of attractions aimed at improving
tourism facilities. On the other hand, according to Clarke and Godfrey (2000), tourism development is
seen from the perspective of "Goals and Objectives," consisting of three steps: 1) identifying
opportunities and constraints, 2) setting development goals and objectives, 3) defining series of action
steps. To improve tourism potential, planning tourism development must occur in order to be better than
before. The components of tourism development according to Inskeep (1991) should be considered, as
stated in figure 2 below.

Source: Inskeep (1991)
Figure 2. Tourism Development
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Sustainable Tourism Strategy
As stated by Hawkes and Williams (1993); Bramwell and Lane (1993); and adopted by Lane
(1994), the aim of sustainable tourism is to minimize environmental and cultural damage, enhance
tourist satisfaction, and develop long-term economic growth. This also can function as a Sustainable
Tourism Strategy to achieve a balance between the potential tourism growth and the conservation needs
of the environment. In addition, Lane (1994) said that sustainable tourism strategy can be successfully
implemented if tourism management applies the four key factors, as follows. First, when developing the
tourism strategy, it is important that tourism management use skilled team strategy development and the
team should consider economic, ecological, and social analysis. Second, various kinds of consultations
among all interest groups are essential, including trade and business, transport, farmers, administrators,
and the custodians of the natural and historic assets of the area. Third, tourism management must play a
role of openness because tourists need local goodwill²that is, the ability to make holiday-makers feel
welcome and like their convenient home and the local population feels very happy with the visitors.
Fourth, the strategy-making process must be evolving long-term management, able to cope with change
and to admit mistakes and shortcomings, so that this effort could develop a partnership between
business, government, and cultural and conservation interests.
RESEARCH METHODS
This research used a qualitative-explorative design centering on Focus Group Discussion (FGD),
followed by in-depth interview sand observations to explore the factors determining green-tourism
strategy development. Data obtained from 40 relevant stakeholders (i.e., 20 domestic tourists coming to
Marine Tourism Destination: Pahawang and Teluk Kiluan Island, Lampung Province; 5 members of
Indonesian Travel and Tourism Association, Chapter Lampung; 3 from the Tourism Lampung
Government Institution; 5 Local Community representatives of the Lampung Tourism Destination; 3
from the practical business of tourism; 4 academic experts in management and marketing of Tourism)
using FGD were analyzed by using the SWOT analysis. That was followed by in-depth interviews with
40 more local tourists and societies and observation in the surrounding environment of the Tourism
Destination.
This study will examine the readiness and reveal the problems faced by government and business
actors, seek compatibility between the theoretical reference with every step of implementation, and
examine the "factor finding" with more complete theoretical reference so that the factor can be studied
more comprehensively. The objectives of this study were to: (1) propose future green-tourism
development strategy models; and (2) identify and analyze the factors determining the green-tourism
strategic model.
Table 1. The Variable measurement, adopting the Green Tourism Concept of Dodds and Joppe
(2001)
Dimension
1. Environmental
responsibility

Measurement
A.
Infrastructure:
- Environmental cleanliness
- Security
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2. Experiential
Richness

3. Cultural Diversity
4.Economic Vitality

- Lodging
- Toilet
- Worship place
- Parking area
- Conservation Support Sustainability
B.
Accessibility
Transportation
Road
C.
Enrichments
- Authenticity
- Natural panorama
- Flora and fauna
- Natural Base
- Historical Value
- Local Culture Wisdom, Modified with Global Issues
- Community Reception
- Market Place to support local economic vitality
(Restaurant and street hawkers availability)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General Profile of ³7HOXNKiluan´ Tourism Area
Teluk Kiluan is a small bay that is part of Semangka Bay in Lampung Province.
Administratively included in the area of Pekon (Village) Kiluan Affairs, District Kelumbayan,
Tanggamus District. Pekon Kiluan Negeri has an area of 276.1 km2 (including the waters of the bay of
Kiluan). The topography of Pekon Kiluan Negeri is very diverse. The area consists of land and rice
fields to hills with varying heights, ranging from 5 to 400 meters. Based on observation research, Teluk
Kiluan is a bay surrounded by hills with a narrow land area. The hilly area is a clan forest used by the
community as a mixed garden. The soil type is rensina and red-yellowish Mediterranean. Pekon Region
Teluk Kiluan is a tropical country, humid with a moist sea breeze blowing and strongly influenced by
the waters of the Indian Ocean (Statistics, Tanggamus District, 2015).
Based on the profile of Pekon Teluk Kiluan Negeri in 2015, the population reached 1,188 people,
consisting of 638 men and 550 women, in 414 families. Kiluan Bay has a diversity of people from
several tribes such as Lampung, Sunda, Java, Bali, and Bugis, so it is not surprising that the inhabitants
have different customs, religions, and languages. Most of the people's livelihoods are in farming. The
main plantation communities grow coconut, cocoa, coffee, and cloves and additional products, such as
bananas and chilis.
Job status of a household head in Pekon Teluk Kiluan Negeri in 2015 was farmers (50%), farm
laborers (10.9%), traders (3.1%), civil servants (1.9%), and unemployed (3.6%). These kinds of job
status imply that human resources of the society in Kiluan Bay is low. More than half (63.3%) of the
population have elementary school as their educational background. This has become one of the
weaknesses in regional development. There are only one elementary school and one roof, with the same
teaching staff. The education profile of Pekon Teluk Kiluan consists of elementary school (63.3%),
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secondary school (1.4%), no school (13.9%), S1 (0.2%), Diploma-2 year (0.7%), and senior high school
(5.4%).
Pekon Kiluan is a remote area. The mileage is as follows:
1. The distance from Bandar Lampung (Lampung Province Capital) to Pekon Teluk Kiluan Negeri
is approximately 78 km, which can be reached by four-wheel vehicles in 3±3.5 hours. Road
conditions are mostly good, but heavily damaged in some locations.
2. Distance from Kota Agung (Tanggamus Regency Capital) to Pekon Kiluan Negeri is
approximately 148 km.
3. Distance from Pekon Napal (Capital District Kelumbayan) to Pekon Kiluan Negeri is
approximately 18 km.
There is no official public transport to the Pekon Teluk Kiluan. To go to Pekon Kiluan requires nonroute public transport, departing from Pekon Teluk Kiluan Negeri to Bandar Lampung, with two trips
each once a day.
Teluk Kiluan Tour
1. Interviews Regarding Access to Teluk Kiluan Tourist Site
There are similar answers from each resource on access to the tourist sites of Teluk Kiluan. Here
are the results of interviews with Head of Kiluan Country Village, Employees, and the community and
tourists who visit the tourist attractions to know about access to the location of Teluk Kiluan Tourism
Destination.
Head of Kiluan Country Village:
"One of the Known Tourism Destination in Lampung is Teluk Kiluan. But the area is very
difficult to reach by vehicles from the city center (Bandar Lampung). Access to get there is very less
support, the road is much damaged. Despite the government's discourse to repair the road, it has not
been done yet. In addition, there is no mass transportation into the area, making it difficult for tourists
to visit Teluk Kiluan.´
Employees of Teluk Kiluan Tour:
"He, the way is ugly, not on the asphalt, so that people who will visit the area of Teluk Kiluan
Tourism think twice."
Similarly, tourists and visitors who have visited the tourist area of Teluk Kiluan reveal that:
"The road is ugly. Later, no transport enters the area. The streets are very damaged, there is no
mass transportation, so people who will visit the tourist area cannot easily get to the location."
Based on the above interview results, it seems that access to the tourism location of Teluk Kiluan is not
easy.
2. Interview Result on Infrastructure at Teluk Kiluan Tourism Site
There are similar answers from each of the sources of tourism infrastructure of Teluk Kiluan.
Here are the results of interviews with the Head of Kiluan State Village, employees, and the community
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and tourists who visit the tourism attractions to learn about the infrastructure at the Teluk Kiluan
Tourism Site.
Village Head of Teluk Kiluan, similarly, expressed by employees of Teluk Kiluan tourism:
"In the tourism area of Teluk Kiluan, security is guaranteed and environmental hygiene is also
guaranteed. There are many inns available, although the inn is a resident's house, there are also food
stalls/diners and street vendors, also with the bathroom provided, so visitors do not have to worry when
going to urinate or large space. But, the inns are not a cozy standard, like a hotel".
Based on the interviews above, it appears that the infrastructure or other supporting facilities in
the tourism area of Teluk Kiluan is in WKH³good´ category. The following presents the infrastructure of
the tourism area of Teluk Kiluan.

Figure 37HOXN.LOXDQ&RPPXQLW\¶V+RXVH
Teluk Kiluan Tourism Area Map
Here are the results of interviews with Village Head of Teluk Kiluan, and the community and
tourists who visit the tourism attractions to learn about the map of the Teluk Kiluan tourism area.

Figure 4. Map of Teluk Kiluan Area

Village Head of Kiluan Bay:
Map of Teluk Kiluan area already exists. But rarely anyone uses it. Brochures and other direction
kits are also very minimal in Teluk Kiluan, which makes tourists sometimes confused.
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Here are the results of observation and document review on the map of Teluk Kiluan tourism
destination
Similarly, expressed by one of the employees at this Teluk Kiluan tourism site.
"Map of Teluk Kiluan tourism area has been made, but people rarely use the map, then the
brochure is also very minimal here. Signposts are also rarely found, so travelers are confused. "
A similar comment is also made by all 40 visitors to the Teluk Kiluan tourism area:
"Maps of Teluk Kiluan tourism area are available everywhere, but rarely users use maps as a
road guide. Plus, here the brochures and directions are very minimal, so that makes us sometimes
confused in determining and going to Teluk Kiluan tourism area".
Interviews on Flora and Fauna Diversity
Here are the results of interviews with Village Heads, three employees, and 40 tourists and
others who visit the resort to learn about the diversity of flora and fauna in the area of the Teluk Kiluan
tourism destination.
The interview result is: ³Dolphins become the attraction of Kiluan Bay. Visiting here, it's
incomplete if you do not rent a boat and see the wild action of the dolphins in the middle of the sea´.
However, again the threat to marine animals is also high. According to Head of Teluk Kiluan Village,
Kadek Sukrasena:
"Illegal fishing threatens the survival of dolphins. I am afraid this will reduce the attractiveness
of Teluk Kiluan. Because of the most interesting yah dolphins. I hope tourism in Teluk Kiluan can be
developed with the concept of community-based tourism. Thus, the beauty of the environment in the bay
is maintained."
Similarly, expressed by three of the employees at Teluk Kiluan tourism site:
"The diversity of flora and fauna is a special attraction for tourists who come so that the tourism
area of Kiluan Bay utilizes as much as possible of biodiversity (flora and fauna). Especially the
dolphins."
A similar thing is also said by 30 visitors to the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination:
"We are interested in coming here because we want to see dolphins, which we will not find
anywhere else. What a beautiful place. The flora and fauna should be further improved and protected to
maintain the environmentally friendly surrounding ecosystem".

Figure 5. Dolphins at Kiluan Bay
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Figure 6. The Diveristy of the Kiluan Bay Flora

Interview result on the participation of Teluk Kiluan Industry Players
Five members of Teluk Kiluan Tourism Industry Players said:
"We as the tourism industry players in Kiluan Bay are very participating in promoting the
existence of Teluk Kiluan Tourism destination. We conduct promotions through print and electronic
media so that Teluk Kiluan Tourism destination becomes famous".
Based on observations in the field, industry players play a very big role in improving the tourism
promotion of Teluk Kiluan. Many industrial actors do promotions; one of the promotion methods is
providing cheap travel packages.
Tourism Development Analysis
The development of the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination cannot stand alone, because it is very
influenced by and affects the surrounding area. In the short- and medium-term, the development of
Teluk Kiluan will be saturated, due to limited availability of land. The current tendency will continue,
where the development of the region is quite rapid. Various regulations regarding land use should still
guard the development of this area. In the long run, Teluk Kiluan will serve as a center for nature
tourism facilities. Some policy directives should be the basis for the government of Lampung Province
to take strategic steps forward.
In addition to government involvement, communities should also increase their involvement in
ecological tourism development or community-based ecology tourism development at Teluk Kiluan.
The development of community economic centers should be prioritized in the development of the Teluk
Kiluan tourism destination, such as fruit and vegetable markets, handicraft centers (souvenirs), as well
as preparing cozy homestays. Then, various economic activities of today's society for the purpose of
tourism development also have been improved, focusing on local economic vitality for maintaining the
local culture.
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Tourism awareness campaigns should continue to provide awareness and engage as many people
as possible in the tourism activities of Teluk Kiluan. However, development responsibilities, such as
environmental conservation and tourism development, also exist in the community. In addition, it is
necessary to diversify tourist objects, especially those based on Lampung culture and other attractions,
concentrating various cultural arts activities at locations located in the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination,
such as dance clubs where dance lessons or cultural performances are routine. Although the people of
Teluk Kiluan are generally migrant communities, they create locally various cultural-arts activities that
will be able to increase the choice of tourists in enjoying tourism in this region. In addition to the
involvement of the surrounding community, it is also necessary to increase the involvement of
stakeholders, especially the community, businessmen, and NGOs that have been involved in the Teluk
Kiluan tourism destination, in order to develop the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination together. Each of
the existing "strengths" can synergize to develop tourism at the Teluk Kiluan destination. It is necessary
to institute an organizational form that accommodates the various stakeholders¶ involvement above, to
jointly develop tourism in accordance with their respective interests. It is not easy, but not impossible;
what is needed is a commitment to a higher purpose. Development planning of the Teluk Kiluan tourism
destination can bring together various interests, hence government, as policymakers should be able to
lead and facilitate various requirements of stakeholders for optimal development of Teluk Kiluan
Tourism services.
Broadly speaking, the structure of natural attractions at the Teluk Kiluan destination is developed
because of the interconnections among the existing attractions that can create the Teluk Kiluan tourism
destination¶V positioning uniqueness as Teluk Kiluan¶V positive image develops and increases. With the
physical condition and the potential of the area owned, theoretically the pattern of the spatial structure of
the area's activities has led to forming a pattern spread with the bonds of interrelationship.
The spatial structure of the activity will be strengthened by a road network that will link the
centers and subactivities, as well as connecting each element of the region and activities. Therefore, the
spatial structure plan will be developed by establishing the infrastructure of the tourism destination that
improves the accessibility of the area.
In general, the determination of the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination will be influenced by some
activities or potential activities that will be developed in accordance with the existing potential, taking
into account the function and role of the region in the wider scope and some tourism activities that will
be developed around the area. From these criteria, the appropriate tourism activity to be developed in the
region appears to be a city-based ecological tourism capture area.
At a glance, it seems that ecological tourism is a limited visit to the natural tourist areas by welltrained and sophisticated tourists looking for a new learning experience. In other words, the
development of ecological tourism is intended for a certain number of tourists (not large groups), who
have a high awareness of ecosystems and environmental sustainability and the motivation to gain new
experiences on the way. The need for an excellent natural environment is the main instrument for
attracting tourists.
City-based ecology tourism is an option for regional development since the Kiluan Coast is very
vulnerable to development that can change the function of the whole region. In other words, the
pressures of urban activity in the Province of Lampung as a fast-growing province can change the
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function of protected areas. In addition, internally the area is very vulnerable to encroachment due to
economic activities of society and entrepreneurs. Therefore, ecological tourism is a bridge between
conservation activities and urban economic activities. In addition, urban-based ecological tourism
activities are expected to be an anticipator so that the area does not change into an urban area (i.e., areas
that have urban traits).
Teluk Kiluan Natural Tourism Area, in general, should be divided into three functional tourism
zones. The determination of the zones is also based on the distribution and growing tendency of tourism
objects that appear in the region. The three functional zones are:
1. Education Zone of Conservation Area
Some tourism activities that can be developed in the region include wildlife observation tours
and various types of flora. This zone as a whole does not require technical engineering in its
development; it relies heavily and naturally on natural conditions.
2. Intensive Natural Tourism Zone
An Intensive Natural Tourism Zone is a conception of degradation zone or barrier between
artificial tourism objects and attractions in the conservation area. As a gradation zone, this area is very
suitably developed for some natural attractions. Not impossible, natural attractions contained in this
zone can be developed with a touch of engineering, as long as the engineering does not change the
landscape and social conditions of the community. This zone is reserved for visitors with small groups.
3. Intensive Recreational Zone
An Intensive Recreation Zone is a zone of natural artificial tourism groupings. In this zone,
visitor activity on a larger scale is very possible. Some objects that can be developed include a wildlife
park, outbound, and several other activities. There is no special requirement to enter this area, other than
to keep the environment clean.
Accessibility development is a fundamental prerequisite for successful efforts to attract the flow
of tourist visits to the tourism destination, as well as to the Teluk Kiluan region. Some of the
development efforts are focused on:
1. Improving inter-zone to develop tourism achievement performance;
2. Increasing the quality of service and comfort of travel modes;
3. Increasing the comfort of travel through the development of transit support and resting facilities.
Based on the function of the region, the development of tourist tracks in the developed region
requires attention to several things, including physical landscape; conservation area; and serving
comfortable features for the visitors.
Development of movement in the region aims to improve land capacity through improved access
to the region and within the region; create an integration in connecting systems that can stimulate human
movement and create more pedestrian-oriented connecting systems. Meanwhile, development goals are
to strive for the interconnection between the circulation system of the development area and the
surrounding area; create clear interconnections and separations between different modes of
transportation (vehicles, pedestrians, public transport); develop a system that prioritizes and provides
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comfort for pedestrians; and provide links between tourist objects so as to form the theme of tourist
travel.
The spatial development plan should be created by looking at the various potential objects that exist in
the region. The biggest and dominant tourist attraction potential at the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination
is the nature-based tourism potential, including Animal Park, Forest Ecology, Forest Park, and
plantation. On the other hand, there is potential support of the cultural tourism attraction based on the
legend and the life of rural communities.
Tourism development planning must pay more attention and apply the world tourism trend
appropriately and looking forward. This can be achieved through strengthening partnerships, with
mutual awareness of cross-border meanings to create new tourism spaces. A thorough experience for
travelers from tourism products (including objects or services) can be created through the establishment
of thematic zones, which are objects with unique characteristics and attractions of interest, efficiently
integrated, thus distinctively differentiating products in the region from other tours. The development of
objects with some of these special themes, in addition to creating new alternative choices for tourists, is
also expected to encourage the growth of business opportunities for people in the region.
Roads that can access the area directly are collector roads, which are currently divided into two
lanes. In the future, for visitors¶FRPIRUW, this road plan will remain divided into two lanes. Access of the
vehicle to each of the plots requires separate lanes so that the movement of vehicles in and out of the
plot does not interfere with the movement of vehicles that pass through the area. In addition, the
circulation pattern within the area is also supported by the special public transport planned for the road,
by establishing appropriate stops with a tentative distance to serve the sights.
In addition to motorized vehicles, the achievement of attractions is also supported by riding and
cycling paths and specific paths for pedestrians in the form of paths with a layer of soil and a smooth
surface. The line is specially developed separately from motorized roads, with the intention of providing
a private space for each of the lane users (i.e., motorized, horse, and on foot). With the pedestrian path,
in addition to the development of the path with a smooth surface, pedestrians can also perform activities
on the boardwalk.
Developing the natural tourist area of Kiluan Beach, of course, requires the involvement of
various parties, because, in fact, the development of this area requires a comprehensive and integral
effort, making the development of the tourist area a cross-sectoral program. Management of a partial
tourist area will have implications for the lack of demand factors for the region, as well as the products it
contains.
Teluk Kiluan Coast Natural Tourism Area, which is administratively included in Lampung Province, is
an area that has the potential to boost the economic value of Lampung Province. Therefore, a necessity
for its management is that the area must involve various elements, ranging from government, business,
community, and nongovernmental organizations. The participation of each element will also determine
the selling point of the natural tourism area of Teluk Kiluan. With various participation elements
managing this tourism destination area, institutional guidance will also be required to regulate the
position and authority of each management element, in order to avoid overlap in its management.
Therefore, the institutional development strategy in the region will include the following strategic
elements:
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1) Increasing the role of the private sector and the community in tourism management;
2) Improving the coordination function of tourism management;
3) Ensuring institutional management with a high level of efficiency and effectiveness

Institutional development strategy for the natural tourist area of Kiluan Beach can be formulated
by improving the role of society in tourism management; that is, by encouraging people to be willing to
manage tourist attractions that require high investment. then to develop a scheme or a support system for
local community groups to be able to improve the management capacity of the tourist attractions to
improve the living standard of the community. The tourism area is not dominated by private parties. The
next step is to improve the coordination function of tourism management by forming a bond or
institution for managing tourism objects in the natural attractions of Kiluan Beach.
The management of the Teluk Kiluan Coast natural tourist area will involve internal and
institutional components. The management of this area is directed at the establishment of a Management
Board, a collaboration among the government, stakeholders, community, and NGOs. This management
body will have the authority to manage the tourism destination directly, to attract investors.
Green-tourism development strategy is a paradigm of development of environmental naturebased tourism that is not only based on the principles of ecosystem sustainability and community
empowerment but also on business principles (e.g., profit for in-balance benefits between stakeholders
and shareholders). Thus automatically, this strategy is built by considering the dynamics of improving
green tourism competitiveness of Lampung Province, either for local, regional, and national tourism
markets or even for global markets. The first effort is to develop a green-tourism strategy in both
domestic and global markets, made by improving the ability of stakeholders, as well as related parties
who manage environmental nature tourism, to identify market opportunities and analyze the dynamics of
market demand. Also, it takes an effort to integrate the mixed elements of green-tourism dimensions to
become interactive efforts, in order to attract green tourists. Such tourists must take responsibility to
commit to and empathize with creating and maintaining green tourism development.
In this era of increasingly complex global competition, the efficiency factor is a key factor in the
development of nature-based tourism, known as green-tourism development. This movement toward
efficiency requires managerial capability, professionalism in business management, and the use of
advanced technology. Thus, the role of information technology and business promotion and the ability to
deal with markets with various characteristics will be a very important component to always be
observed. Other parts of green tourism tend to make dominant selling services of environmental natural
resources, for that aspect of nature conservation must get primary attention, so that society no longer
pursues logging and catching dolphins or taking other fauna for sale.
To protect the existing environmental natural wealth in the Teluk Kiluan destination, the
foundation of Love of 1DWXUH ³Cinta Kepada Alam / Cikal´) is one of its missions²to establish
partnerships with local government, agencies, or related institutions (NGOs) in developing the Teluk
Kiluan tourism destination, at Kelumbayan District Tanggamus Regency, Lampung Province. One of
the objectives of this foundation is to preserve other animals around the Teluk Kiluan tourism
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environment, such as Eretmochelys Imbricate, Siamang (Symphalangus Syndactylus), Simpby
(Presbythis Melalops), Sun Bear (HelarctosMalayanus) and Kukang (Nycticebus Coucang).
Market segmentation for the tourism destination of Teluk Kiluan will be divided in (two), known
as Nusantara Tourist (domestic) and Travelers Abroad. Nusantara Tourists have an interest in naturemade artificial tourism as well as outdoor recreation forms and Foreign Tourists have a special interest
in ecotourism and cultural tourism. The Nusantara Tourist Market visiting Lampung Province shows a
very large proportion of the family segment (61.60%), in addition to the student segments, which, as
bigger spending power, will be the second target market of the natural tourism area Teluk Kiluan.
To maintain the sustainability of the tourist market for the natural attractions of the Teluk Kiluan
tourism destination is to create new innovative product development periodically. If that happens, it will
encourage the increase of revisiting visitors to be loyal. Quality of service will also be a determinant for
travelers to revisit, including recommending it to others. So, the image of tourist services in the area
should always be monitored and addressed if necessary. The implications of these directives are
monitoring of tourist markets (domestic and overseas) and penetrating the new potential tourism
markets. Market penetration is intended to increase existing tourist market-share visits, as well as to
explore potential market-share opportunities for the development of the tourism destination in Teluk
Kiluan.
Promotional activities are key in driving tourism activities in the Teluk Kiluan tourism
destination. Promotional information and messages can be produced by various methods, such as
through e-tourism.com, leaflets, booklets, exhibitions, souvenirs, mass media (in the form of
advertisements or audiovisual media), as well as providing information in public places (e.g., hotels,
restaurants, and airports). Synergizing the business networking between the management of the Teluk
Kiluan tourism destination and other travel industries, such as the Travel Bureau, Hospitality, and
Transport Service, is very instrumental. One method that is considered effective in promoting tourism
services is the method of "tasting," which provides an opportunity for potential consumers and tourists
to come and determine the choice of consumption by enjoying the tourism services without excessive
supervision so that tourists feel at home. Feeling at home will create a ³:RUGRI0RXWK´ promotion, in
that the experience of the richness of the visitors feel will be shared with other potential visitors and can
go virally to more potential visitors, as directly interpersonal communication.
Tourism development of Lampung Province is also part of borderless tourism, so its existence
must be complementary with other environmentally friendly natural areas, including some tourism
destination areas around it. Foreign tourists who come to Lampung Province are generally tourists who
also are coming to DKI Jakarta, South Sumatra, Banten, West Java, and South Lampung regency.
To maintain the development of Lampung Province tourism, the government should provide
rules or policy for the development of waste management in the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination. The
waste-management system must be environmentally friendly and not counterproductive to the
determination of the area as a green-tourism area. Traditional waste management with dumping and
burning in the yard is not recommended for the region. In addition, there is a need to provide a good
waste shelter and meet the aesthetic value and the beauty of the region.
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Regarding the electrical network system in the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination, the government
always serves the flow of electricity well. Some residences of the Teluk Kiluan area are unfit for
habitation, and many still have bamboo walls, making a not suitably cozy house. Therefore, the
electricity network in this area is not maximal because only a few people there have electricity; if
tourists come to the settlement at night, they will encounter a dark settlement. The community still uses
oil lamps as a lighting infrastructure. Local people also are tired of applying for electricity as soon as
possible. However, not all regions have difficulties with lighting (electricity). Customers really take
advantage of services made available by PT PLN (state-owned electricity company). The development
of electricity in this area for the future is needed for residential development areas, street lighting, and
the surrounding environment, especially in areas around the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination.
Resources limitations on the state-owned electricity company (PT PLN) in providing electricity
needs for development purposes in the future at the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination should be
anticipated by developing cooperation with private parties and investors, for providing alternative
sources of electricity to meet the needs of the region.
The Teluk Kiluan tourism destination area has telecommunication facilities, public phone
telecommunications, TV sets, radio, and home phones, but still limited access to acquiring information.
The Kiluan Beach area has the most communication equipment for TV sets. In addition, the fulfillment
of telecommunications services, especially telephones, is now increasingly needed due to the increase of
population, and the development of economic activities that are more characterized by trade and
services. The Teluk Kiluan tourism destination area has not been reached by the telephone network
evenly. Communications services located in the Teluk Kiluan Area are only served by some service
providers. Given the importance of communication services that have a very high economic value, it is
necessary to develop the planned telecommunication network system managed by either PT Telkom
(state-owned telecommunication company) or other service providers. The telephone network system
consists of two networks: the primary cable network that follows the main street pattern and the
secondary cable network following the local network. The availability of these types of infrastructure at
least can help the development of the whole region. Thus, in general, the direction of the development of
electricity and telephone to meet the needs for increasing the ability to produce electricity, by looking
for other energy sources to help with the production of electricity from previous sources and building a
new power grid with the direction of allocation, in accordance with the distribution of new facilities and
housing, and also to develop new telephone networks with cabling systems for areas with large land
support.
In addition to the advantages possessed by the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination, some things
especially must be improved: the road to the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination must be improved so that
access is easier; facilities and infrastructure itself also must be improved, e.g., MCK (Bath Wash Kakus)
and other facilities¶ completeness related to achieving well performed green tourism. Undoubtedly,
Teluk Kiluan will be one of the most prestigious of Lampung Province's green tourism areas in the
future if all development plans are done with well-prepared management.
Overall, all data and information above can be summarized by the SWOT analysis shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2. SWOT ANALYSIS OF GREEN TOURISM IN TELUK KILUAN
Internal
Eksternal

Opportunities
1. Good energy saving and
waste disposal
2. Cultural and environmental
awareness
3. New markets for local
products
Threats
1. Temperature, climate and
season
2. Competitors in the same
industry offering many
advantages.

Strengths
1. A wealth of flora fauna
2. Provide benefits to local
communities and the natural
environment of local
communities.
3. New skills and technology
4. Conservation and protection.
Strategy S-O

Weaknesses
1. Lack of transportation facilities
in the journey to the sights.
2. Many broken roads make travel
hampered.
3. Menu/food provided less
varied.

1. Maintain and preserve the
environment of flora and fauna
2. Take advantage of local guides
3. Opportunity to get a new job
4. Availability of other natural
attractions in the ecotourism area
Strategy S-T
1. Ease to enjoy beauty and
diversity

1. Business and additional income
2. Availability accommodation
that meets hygienic standards
3. The availability or possibility of
providing a practical and hygienic
food menu
Strategy W-T
1. Improved infrastructure
2. Providing better service to the
community

Strategy W-O

The SWOT Green-Tourism Analysis above is an ultimately considerable perspective on looking
at (Opportunities-Threats) versus (Strengths-Weaknesses). By doing the SWOT analysis, the strategy to
be implemented in the context of the development of the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination lies between
the external opportunity and internal strength (utilization and maintenance strategy), which is a strategy
designed to make the most of all potential, so that the local community can participate to help with all
the needs to maintain the surrounding environment.
In addition, the strategy that can be implemented is the Turn Around Strategy, a strategy that
reverses the most common negative tendencies focused on the ;management of the tourism area; and the
guerrilla strategy, the strategy of changing the functions owned to completely different functions; and
growth-management strategy, which is a strategy designed to achieve the growth of the number of
tourist visits (the frequency of visits and the origin of tourist areas) and increase assets (objects and
tourist attractions, infrastructure and other supporting facilities).
Still, there are many more shortcomings in expected development, including increasing
commitment of Local Government to its role of increasing allocation of funds in District Income Budget
(Anggaran Pendapatan Belanja Daerah/APBD) in the tourism sector, in order to make it a leading sector
in Lampung Province; synergizing three parties (government, tourism businesses management and the
public/society/community development) to improve or just hold various types of attractions, souvenir
products, various culinary and other attributes in the attractions; supporting regulations related to the
sustainability of natural resources as the main support of tourism in Lampung Province; convincing the
investors to invest in the tourism sector, especially the development of tourism objects based on green
tourism.
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³The Tourism Development Master Plan of Lampung Province 2012±2031´ reflects the
development of natural ecotourism activities, based on the green-tourism concept. Several coastal
tourism destinations are located near the surrounding Teluk Kiluan Tourism Area, such as Karang
Bebay, Coconut Island, Cikal Negeri, Curup Telahang, and Goa Semedi that could be developed in a
good manner. The main issues and themes of tourism service development in Teluk Kiluan (Kiluan Bay)
are coastal ecotourism with dolphin attractions, surfing, boating, sunbathing, and snorkeling to see flora
and fauna in the sea.
Several policies will support the development of Teluk Kiluan tourism, based on the GreenTourism concept:
1. Regulation of Pekon Kiluan County Number 1 the Year 2010 is Pekon development work plan
(RKPP) of Fiscal Year 2010.
2. Regulation of Pekon Kiluan County Year 2010 is Management of ecotourism area of forests,
coastal, and marine Pekon Kiluan country.
3. Regulation of Pekon Kiluan Negeri Year 2010 is the guidance of tourism retribution.
4. Permendagri Number 33 of 2009 is a guideline for ecotourism development in the area.
5. Law Number 27 the Year 2007 concerns the management of coastal areas and small islands.
6. Law Number 10 the Year 2009 is on tourism.
7. Law Number 32 the Year 2009 concerns the management and protection of the environment.
8. The master plan of tourism development of Lampung Province 2012-2031.
Coconut Island
Coconut Island or Kiluan Island is an island famous for its serene beaches, beautiful white sand,
and beautiful nature and natural attractions. The northern part of the island is bordered directly by the
mainland and is a meeting of two currents. The West and the South directly face the ocean freely. The
eastern part is a white sand beach. The island can be reached by ³-ukung´ boat for 10-15 minutes from
Pekon Kiluan Negeri/County. The island is the most visited. Many tourist activities can be done on this
island, including snorkeling, diving, and swimming. The island also provides a variety of facilities that
visitors need during a trip in Kiluan Bay, including a four-bedroom homestay (IDR 150.000/room), food
stalls, Toilet, camping equipment rentals, and water equipment rental facilities. For lovers of snorkeling
and diving, the island is very suitable to visit because nature underwater is beautiful and colorful. In
addition to water tourism, other tourism activities that can be done in this place are camping or just
taking pictures.
White Sand
White sand lies to the west of Coconut Island. This location can be reached by foot on the
footpath for half an hour through the village residences, rice fields, rivers, and up and down hills.
According to local people, this tourism object has not been fully managed but has the potential to be
developed. The attraction is the white sand with natural scenery that is still very natural. For the view,
there is only the sea with its hard waves. On the right and left, are the white sand siselingi mounds and
the rocks. Visitors can do beach tourism activities or just take pictures. Wildlife observation activities
can also suitably be done in this place. Visitors can still find sea animals that are rarely found on other
sea floors, such as small crabs, Umang-Umang, and various types of fish trapped in the rock basins.
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Laguna Gayau
Laguna Gayau is the second favorite destination after the dolphin tour at Teluk Kiluan. This tour
is located behind the hill east of Kiluan Bay. The Gayau Lagoon is a kind of large, rectangular
swimming pool naturally formed from a pool of seawater entering through rock gaps, with a depth of
about 2 meters. Laguna Gayau can be reached from the resident village (Pekon Kiluan Negeri) in one
hour, passing the community coffee and cocoa plantations and steep cliffs. The physical health of
visitors is a consideration in making this trip because of the tourism route quite dangerous and tiring.
Some tourist activities that can be done in this place are swimming, fishing, and photography while
enjoying the waves and scenery in the reef.
The Waters of Teluk Kiluan
The Teluk Kiluan waters are the main destination of visitors visiting the Teluk Kiluan tourism
destination. The visitors can go dolphin watching by using a boat jukung leased from the owner for
Rp250,000 for four people. By boating about 45 minutes to 1 hour from Kiluan Island, visitors can
already see the attractions of hundreds of dolphins that dance on the surface of the sea. According to
local residents, the right time to see the dolphins is at 6:00 to 10:00 am, and the right months to visit are
April to October because that is when the dolphins appear most. The dolphins in the Gulf of Kiluan are
bottled nose (tursiops truncatus) with a bigger body, gray, and shy and a long beak (stenella longirostris)
with a smaller body and happy to jump. Other tourist activities that can be done on Kiluan Bay are a
fishing tour, snorkeling, diving, or just walking around the island.
Culture Tour
Pekon Kiluan Negeri/County is inhabited by five different tribes of Lampung, Coastal, Sunda,
Java, Bali, and Bugis. They live in harmony with each other. Some temples are seen along the Kiluan
Village road, and some are standing next to the mosque. The cultural wealth contained in this Kiluan
Village became the capital for the development of a tourist village. Visitors are treated to not only the
attractions of dolphins but also the cultural attractions displayed from a variety of tribes.
Mangrove Forest
The condition of the mangrove forest in Teluk Kiluan has been damaged mainly due to the
change of land function to settlement. The function of the mangrove forest is vital for coastal
communities, for abrasion prevention, retaining / wave, biodiversity, foodstuffs, medicinal materials,
energy sources, windbreaks, preventing sea-water intrusion, spawning places of various animals (fish,
shrimp, and crab), and also pollution neutralization. Decreasing the quality and quantity of mangrove
forest ecosystems will threaten the flora habitat and will further threaten the life of the fauna. Various
efforts have been made to improve the condition, among others by planting and saving the movement of
seawater from waste, through nurseries of various types of mangroves. Currently, the mangrove forest in
Teluk Kiluan has pedada type (sonneratia alba), beans (aediceras corniculaum), terumtum (lumnitzera
racemosa), tinjang (rhizophora sp), and nipah / buyuh (nypa fructicans). These species generally live in
coastal areas affected by fresh water through river mouths, swamps, and freshwater puddles. The
mangrove forest in Teluk Kiluan has the potential to be developed into a tourist attraction. The activities
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that can be done here are conservation education and nature tourism. Because the mangrove forest in
Teluk Kiluan is not so wide (only 1 hectare) and its kind is rare, mangrove forest tourism has not
developed well. Development of mangrove forest type and expansion is needed, especially to support
the success of mangrove forest based on the green-tourism concept.
Moreover, here, the real condition results of the Teluk Kiluan tourism destination, based on
green-tourism dimensions, show mainly in the good category, even though still have in bad category for
its specific dimension, as can be seen in table 3 below.
Table 3:Conditions of Teluk Kiluan Tourism Destination
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

Green Tourism Condition
(environmental responsibility;
local economic vitality;
experiential richness; cultural
diversity)
A.
Experiential Richness
Natural Beauty
A wealth of flora fauna
Ease of enjoying beauty and
diversity
The uniqueness of the object
Opportunities for swimming,
hiking, rafting
Proximity to the port

Availability of accurate
information Minim means of
information, directions, maps
and so on
B.
Environmental
Responsibility
Ecosystem authenticity activity
Temperature, climate and season
Duration and comfort of travel
from the location of departure to
the region
Availability or possibility of
providing accommodation that
meets hygiene standards
Security guarantees
Availability of medical
assistance and care
Availability of parking area
The availability or possibility of
providing a practical and
hygienic food menu

Real Condition

Category

It has beautiful beaches, calm bay atmosphere,
surrounded by hills
The existence of dolphins, coral reefs
Sailing for 1 hour to dolphin observation location
and 15 minutes for snorkeling location
aquatic objects that provide observation of
dolphins throughout the year
Visitors can swim in the bay, snorkeling, or
tracking in the hills
Distance from the provincial capital 78 km, 100
km from Raden inten II airport and 200 meters
from kalianda, not supported by good
infrastructure and facilities
Minim of information, directions, maps and so on

Good

Most ecosystems are damaged by human
Temperature, climate and seasons are relatively
normal except in transitional seasons
Traveling 2.5 hours from Lampung city, partially
damaged road conditions

Bad
Good

Natural accommodation facilities, but still lacking
complete toilet facilities and electricity

Enough

Visitors feel safe while on site
Available 1 health center and 1 health worker
(midwife)
Limited parking area partially utilizing residents'
homes
Major food depends on the management of the hut

Good
Bad

Good
Good
Good
Good
Bad

Enough

Bad

Bad
Enough
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16.

17.
18.

19.

C.
Cultural Diversity
Availability of other natural
attractions
Local Culture
D. Local Economic Vitality
Supporting facilities for
marketing the local culture
products as a souvenir of tourist
Community development
Availability

Potential cultural culinary tourism as local
wisdom, even if any global culinary availability,
and tracking (natural attractions)
Tribes and customs in Kiluan are diverse

Bad

The availability of market area and relevant
facilities in serving the marketable local products
as a souvenir
No training facilities to support the community or
societies in developing the marketable and
potential creative and innovative local products as
a souvenir

Lack off
/Very Bad

Enough

Very Bad

Source: Research Data, based on Observation and Interview, 2018
The score rank for the good category above is 69-80; for enough category is 60-70; and the bad
category is below 50-59, while others are very bad or terrible.
Overall, it can be concluded that Teluk Kiluan tourism destination, in general, has green-tourism
services, and uniqueness of the object, especially for enjoying the dolphins. It needs improvement in
order to meet the standard of security and comfort of visitors, especially in terms of facilities and
infrastructure.
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATION, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This study aims to provide empirical evidence related to the development of the Green Tourism
Design Strategy, in the case of the Lampung Province Tourism Zone. Based on the results of this study,
it can be concluded that 1) even though there are mass vehicles to access the tourism sites, it is very
difficult, because the road is in a bad and bumpy condition; 2) infrastructure of the two tourism zones
are quite good (enough), with equally available lodging and security, and cleanliness that has been
cultivated; 3) maps of the tourism zone already exist and are clear, but it must still be developed in an
attractive-forms design; 4) the diversity of both flora and fauna can be utilized optimally; and 5)
participation of tourism-industry actors to sell good tour packages is in WKH³enough´ category.
Therefore, this research has several implications, as follows: 1) The government must pay more
attention to developing innovative attraction packages synergized with the tourism industry actors, in
order to boost the increased number of either domestic or overseas tourists, so that the regional income
can be increased. 2) The government must immediately improve the access road to the location of
tourism, so as to attract more tourists to visit the tour. 3) Infrastructure and other relevant facilities must
be increased also for serving the convenience of tourists so that tourists feel comfortable when visiting
the tourist zone. 4) The government must immediately create a clearer map or sign direction to the
tourism area, so that it can attract foreign tourists to come to the location directly, especially for backpacker tourists. 5) There are still many flora and fauna that have not been utilized optimally, because of
the lack of knowledge of tourism management, so the government must develop the policy by
implementing the protection rule for the flora and fauna. If the people come to the tourism area, they
must maintain and protect it; if they do not do so, they must be fined. The rule of this protection must be
disclosed in any places around the tourism area or socialized through the brochures and any sites of
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online.torusim.com; and 6) Participation of tourism-industry actors should be further enhanced, so as to
increase sales of tour packages, such as handicrafts and other tourism package products, and any quality
hotel services.
However, all those implications raise the strategic implication of the development of an
integrated strategy of Green Tourism, in order to improve the quality service of the tourism zone and
tourism sustainability, especially in Lampung Province. As stated by the World Tourism Organization
(2004), sustainability principles should be raised, referring to tourism development, and create a suitable
balance among the tourism dimensions (the environmental, economic and sociocultural, or any tourism
richness) to guarantee long-term sustainability, so that the green-tourism variable in terms of
environmental responsibility, local economic vitality, experiential richness, and cultural diversity must
be mixed with each other. It means the implementation of green tourism dimensions cannot be partially
run. To declare what the integrated strategy of Green Tourism development is, future research should be
implemented by mixed methods research, first to use Qualitative Design by implementing In-depth
Interviews and the Analytical Hierarchical Analysis model, in order to explore the valid and reliable
measurement of an integrated strategy for the green tourism concept, followed by the Quantitative
research design.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose ±Employees run major activities in organizations. Therefore, this factor makes them the
most valuable assets in organizations. Their significance to organizations calls for not only the need to
attract the best talents but also the necessity to retain them for a long term (Kossivi, Xu & Kalgora,
2016, pp. 261-268). Effective employee motivation and rewarding of staff have increasingly become an
important issue within organizations today. However, this study shows how most organizations rely
solely on financial rewards to motivate employees despite the fact that money is not the motivating
agent for employees. Organizations should make simplistic assumptions on the effectiveness of
motivating employees through financial rewards strategy. Choosing between financial or non-financial
reward packages for employees is perplexing since most employees are motivated by their employers
through financial rewards (Soon, 2013). However, this study identifies non-financial reward strategies
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used by some employers to motivate their employees. This includes; participating in decision making,
recognition, job involvement, and job significance. Therefore this study conveys the importance of
understanding the needs, and desires of the employees by the employers and recommends the use of
rewards that will lead to the satisfaction of the employee, which proves to be a challenge (Soon, 2013).
The banking sector has experienced high turnover and this paper seeks to determine the effects of
monetary and non-monetary rewards on employee retention. Nineteen commercial banks in Eldoret
town were purposely sampled.
Design/Methodology/approach - Explanatory research design and systematic sampling technique were
adopted in this study. Data were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistical tools.
Findings- Use of monetary rewards to retain employees was not significant. Measure of the monetary
reward strategy revealed no significance effect to employee retention at 5% (p = 0.348; t = 0.941). The
non-monetary reward was found to be statistically significant with t=2.755. The study concludes that
there is a need for reward strategies used by commercial banks to be strengthened to reduce turnover but
increase retention across all age groups.
Key Words: Employee Retention, Monetary Rewards, Non-Monetary Rewards, Job Satisfaction
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
This study seeks to find out the important role of reward strategy in employee retention in
organizations today. Employees' preference for the mode of reward strategy is diverse and complex.
Many theories have been considered to explain this context and this includes Herzberg's two-factor
theory which is also known as Hygiene theory. Herzberg (1966) stated that intrinsic factors are related to
job satisfaction while extrinsic factors are associated with dissatisfaction. The theory stresses that the
opposite of job dissatisfaction is not job satisfaction but no job satisfaction (Dartey-Baah & Amoako,
2011, p. 2). According to Herzberg (1966), employees would leave the organization depending on other
factors other than money. In addition, the theory relates status and interpersonal relationships as
important determinants of satisfaction.
Riordan et al., (2005) emphasizes that the human workforce adds economic value to firms or
organizations due to their skills, experience and knowledge. This is, therefore, key to in achieving
organizational goals. Therefore, Peterson (2005) posits that for organizations to perform, they should put
in place strategies to retain their workforce. It exasperates on an employee quitting just after two months
after the organization has gone through a long hiring process, employee training, providing uniforms and
other necessities. Steel and MacDonnell (2012) deliberated about the behaviours that contribute to the
success in an organization, which FRXOGEHPDQDJHGE\XVLQJWKHWUDGLWLRQDOFRQFHSWRIWKH³FDUURWDQG
WKHVWLFN´; the use of this concept in a business setting means offering or removal of the reward. This
study shows the extensive focus on the management of reward practices in organizations, despite them
not being as worthwhile as anticipated. High turnover issues of employees are a challenge in various
organizations. Therefore, organizations are believed to find a difficulty in attaining a competitive
advantage in the absence of less effective reward policy (Kwenin, Muathe, & Nzulwa, 2013).
An organizations management determines the reward strategies used for their employees,
therefore, using appropriately the reward strategies will help support the business strategy it will deal
with. Murlis has grouped the strategies into financial and non-financial while the two-factor theory
considers the intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Some employees would be motivated through financial
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rewards while others would be motivated with non-financial rewards (Armstrong, & Murlis, 2007).
Armstrong (2003 points out that, employers have to understand the needs of their employees iQWRGD\¶V
competitive labour market, due to the gradual difficulty in finding good quality staff. Rewards are not
just through finances, many people put more value in the fair and sensitive treatment and a chance to
keep their life and work in balance. Based on the understanding of the needs of the organization and its
employees and how they can best be satisfied, Armstrong (2009), states that, reward strategy as a
declaration of intent defines what needs to be done in the organization in the longer term, to develop and
implement reward policies, practices and processes which will further the achievement of its business
goals and meet the needs of the stakeholders; Its basis is in understanding organizational and employees¶
needs, and their best means of satisfaction. The aim of Reward aims to attract capable employees to the
organization, motivate employees to give superior performance and retain employee services over an
extended period of time, hence, reward strategy is concerned with rewarding the behaviour and
performance outcomes supporting the achievement of business goals. (Armstrong, 2006).
It is evident in this study that organizations and their human resource strategies differ depending
on location, culture and development. Therefore, both financial and non-financial rewards should be
used in rewarding employees; involving reward management processes concerned with the design,
implementation and maintenance of reward systems that are geared to the improvement of the
organizational team and individual performance.
According to Armstrong (2010), there is a challenge in the execution of non-financial rewards.
He recently briefed that the reality appears to be a challenge for organizations in developing effective
methodologies to measure the cost of non-financial rewards, therefore, it is not a matter of announcing
µTXLFN-IL[¶LQLWLDWLYHV, but, financial rewards including basic pay, bonuses, profit sharing and allowances
like transport allowances, overtime allowance, car allowance, house allowance, meal allowance, daily
allowance, disturbance allowance, and hardship allowances among others. Some of the non-financial
rewards include corporate uniform for company dress code, insurance cover, medical cover, and pension
schemes paid leave, promotions and recognition.
When new staffs are recruited, it implies that training has to be carried out and induction is done
to the staff by the business so that they become competent to start selling and handle customer needs.
The cost incurred in the recruitment process, training and induction have been on the increase and the
trained staffs resign within three months after employment. One of the key concerns mentioned by the
Managing Director of Barclays bank during the half-year financial results in 2010 was cost
management. Human resource support commercial banks (which are mere physical structures); hence,
delivery of quality services is enabled. There are 44 licensed commercial banks in Kenya (Kenya
Bankers Association 2010), with employed staff in different roles including accounting, treasury, risk
management and governance among others. A key role in achieving high satisfaction in customer
service, which would create a positive and lasting image of the bank in the eyes of the customer, is
played by the individual motivation played by commercial bank employees
Government restrictions on financial activities by banks continue to vary over time since banking
is generally a highly organized industry (Paul, 2006). The services offered by the commercial banks
include opening accounts, payments, lending, telephone banking and term deposits among others. This
leads and contributes to the growth of an economy. It is important to retain employees to ensure that the
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goals and objectives of the organization are achieved. Griffeth, et al. (2000) stated that job
dissatisfaction, lack of organizational commitment, comparison of alternatives and intention to quit are
the causes of labour turnover. Central Bank of Kenya banking supervision report for 2009 indicates that
the supervisory segment of commercial bank staff shrunk from 5,435 in 2008 to 5,022 while another 124
personnel classified as support staff lost their jobs, leaving the industry total for the segment at 1,361
(Business Daily Issue No. 806, Wednesday, May 12, 2010). But even as banks trimmed their
workforces, the managerial staff grew significantly to 5,784 up from 4,727 in 2008. Growth in
management staff is linked to the need to lower the cost of production and at the same time ensure better
coordination of sales staff to drive production in a competitive market. According to the Central Bank of
Kenya report, KCB's staff costs rose from Shs. 6 billion in 2008 to Shs. 7.1 billion in 2009. Standard
Chartered Bank had become the most adept bank using IT to reduce staff costs, a strategy that
culminated in huge savings.
According to the Central Bank of Kenya, the number of commercial banks offering electronic
banking varies in view of reducing costs stood at 33 out of 44 as of December 31, 2009. Despite the
initiative, some of the commercial banks are still experiencing high staff costs even after trimming the
workforces. Most commercial banks advertise key roles in newspapers due to gaps created by
employees who cross to other employers. This makes it expensive for the banks and hence the need to
find out what strategies should be put in place to curb the trend.
Statement of the Problem
An important issue in WRGD\¶V RUJDQL]DWLRQV is how to effectively motivate and reward staff.
Financial rewards are exclusively relied on by many organizations, despite over 50 years of
organizational research demonstrating that employees are motivated by more than just money only. It is
perhaps understandable when organizations make simplistic assumptions about the influence of
employee motivation through financial rewards strategy (Gratton, 2004). High turnover of employees is
a challenge in many organizations. Therefore, it is believed by researchers to be tough for organizations
to attain a competitive advantage in the absence of less effective reward policy (Kwenin, Muathe, &
Nzulwa, 2013).
Abbasi and Hollman (2000) indicated that upon the loss of a critical employee by an
organization, a negative impact may occur on; innovation, consistency in providing service to clients
and customers being jeopardized and major delays in delivery of services to customers. Their indication
is in agreement with Allen and Helms (2002) statement; ³Reward strategy and organizational strategies
should be closely aligned so as to achieve the desired goals." Organizations incur high cost in the
selection and recruitment process when the existing employees resign, causing the training process to be
started all over again. It is challenging and costly for the organization to cope with the competition and
meeting customers` expectation due to major delays in the delivery of services (Abbasi & Hollman
2000).
Central Bank of Kenya banking supervision report for 2009 indicates that the supervisory
segment of commercial bank staff shrunk from 5,435 in 2008 to 5,022 while another 124 personnel
classified as support staff lost their jobs, leaving the industry total for the segment at 1,361 (Business
Daily Issue No. 806, Wednesday, May 12, 2010).
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But even as banks trimmed their workforces, the managerial staff grew significantly to 5,784 up
from 4,727 in 2008. Growth in management staff is linked to the need to lower the cost of production
and at the same time ensure better coordination of sales staff to drive production in a competitive
market. According to the Central Bank of Kenya report, KCB's staff costs rose from Shs. 6 billion in
2008 to Shs. 7.1 billion in 2009. Standard Chartered Bank had become the most adept bank using IT to
reduce staff costs, a strategy that culminated in huge savings.
According to the Central Bank of Kenya, the number of commercial banks offering electronic
banking varies in view of reducing costs stood at 33 out of 44 as of December 31, 2009. Despite the
initiative, some of the commercial banks are still experiencing high staff costs and turn over even after
trimming the workforces. Most commercial banks advertise key roles in newspapers due to gaps created
by employees who cross to other employers. This makes it expensive for the banks and hence the need
to find out what strategies should be put in place to curb the trend.
Specific objective
(i) To determine the effects of monetary rewards on employee retention
(ii) To determine the effects of non-monetary rewards on employee retention
Research Hypotheses
H01 There is no significant effect of monetary rewards on employee retention.
H02 There is no significant effect of non-monetary rewards on employee retention
H01 There is no significant effect of monetary rewards on employee retention
Many studies cover the subject of the relationship between pay and retention has been. The
impact of pay on retention is not common by researchers. An employHH¶V GHFLVLRQ WR VWD\ LQ DQ
organization may strongly relate to satisfaction with pay, while for another, retention is not directly
influenced by pay. Compensation predicts of employee turnover as observed by Pitts, Marvel and
Fernandez (2011). Base pay, cost-of-living adjustments, short-term incentives, and long-term incentives
(Aguinis, 2013), are examples of monetary rewards. Since monetary rewards help meet a variety of
basic wants (e.g., food, shelter) and also higher-level needs (e.g., belonging to a group, receiving respect
IURP RWKHUV DFKLHYLQJ PDVWHU\ LQ RQH¶V ZRUN  Long & Shields, 2010), they can be a powerful
motivator of employee performance and also help attract and retain top performers.
There is a higher relationship between pay level dimension with the intention to leave than other
dimensions like affective commitment, hence conveying the turnover intention of employees wanting to
quit from the company and look for another (A'yuninnisa & Saptoto, 2015). This study seeks to find out
the significant effect of monetary reward to retention in commercial banks in Eldoret, to help curb the
turn-over rate.
H02 There is no significant effect of non-monetary rewards on employee retention
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Non-financial and financial retention factors include remuneration and benefits, training
opportunities, fair and equal treatment and organizational culture (Ghapanchi & Aurum, 2011). Allen
and Shanock (2013) stressed on the relationship with colleague socialization, while Andrews and Wan
(2009) emphasized on management style and leadership to increase an organization retention capability.
Organizations keep their employees for a longer period of time due to freedom, work-schedule
flexibility and social support (Loan-Clarke, 2010). Also, other eight retention factors identified by
Christeen (2014) include management, conducive environment, social support and development
opportunities, autonomy, compensation, crafted workload, and work-life balance.
Employee performance is positively affected by recognition (Gary, 2011). Recognition mostly
refers to the formal program like an employee of the year. Programs such as long service award or
loyalty award are used by organizations in many countries for recognition for employees who have been
in the organization over a long period of time. This improves the retention of the workforces in
industries where the turnover rate is high. As stated by Mosley (2016), modern organizations tend to
implement a recognition program as part of their strategies to be recognized as the "best place to work"
in their industry. In addition, explicit results, minimal staff turnover and upholding top talents can be
experienced by organizations in both business and culture by implementing sound recognition program
by aligning with values and having a great culture; which is key.
As supervisors act as agents of the organization, an employee who receive better support from
his superior and favourable treatments from the organization, reciprocate by retaining in the organization
and it has psychological contact, employee tend to perceive employer by fulfilling its obligations (Son,
2014, pp. 1050-1056).
There is a negative correlation between work-life balance satisfaction and intention to leave; and
this relationship is mediated by job satisfaction and organizational commitment (Noor, 2011). This study
considers the working condition, social recognition, empowerment and well-being as key measures for
non-monetary rewards (Loan ±Clarke, 2010, pp. 391-406).
LITERATURE REVIEW
One important issue in organizations today is how to effectively motivate and reward employees.
Nonetheless, many organizations rely exclusively on monetary rewards despite over 50 years of
organizational study that demonstrates employee motivation involves more aspects other than just
money. Perchance, if organizations make simplistic assumptions about the ability of financial rewards
strategy to influence employee motivation, that can be understood (Gratton, 2004, p. 23).
Employees have several needs, hence the employers should understand these needs so as to use
the most appropriate reward strategy (Soon, 2013). To increase and boost HPSOR\HHV¶MRESHUIRUPDQFH
some non-financial rewards have to be acknowledged, as a motivating factor; for example, praise and
recognition (Rahim & Daud, 2013). As recognized in various organizations, high salaries facilitated to
employees is not adequate to influence and satisfy them (Thompson, 2014).
This paper points out the decision by employees to work or to leave an organization to be
influenced by various motivational factors. Hale (1998, pp. 39-50) demonstrates that 86% of
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organizations struggle to attract new employees and 58% have trouble retaining their workforces. In
order to enable higher levels of employee retention and create greater efficacies in meeting policies and
organizational goals, organizations need to develop various approaches. Praise and recognition as
examples of non-financial rewards are acknowledged as encouraging tools for increasing HPSOR\HHV¶ job
performance (Rahim & Daud, 2013, pp. 265-286).
An estimated loss of an average company when 10 managerial and professional employees exit
the organization is approximately $1 million; as for one employee, the combined direct and indirect
costs range from a minimum of one year's pay and benefits to a maximum of two years pay and benefits.
Consequently, an organization loses much frugally upon the loss of a critical employee; particularly
JLYHQ WKH NQRZOHGJH ORVW ZLWK WKH HPSOR\HH¶V GHSDUWXUH (Fitz-enz, 1997, as cited by Sunil Ramlall,
2003, p. 2).
Hansen et al (2002) as quoted by Michael Silverman (2004, p. 2) posits that employees can be
motivated in various ways; and many organizations differentiate recognition and reward. Additionally,
organizations ignore the essential nature of human motivation attempting to motivate employees.
Ineffective motivation programs are implemented by businesses that end up damaging the set goals
(Hansen et al, 2002). Shipley (2015) claims, the highest number of research in the area of reward is the
belief that HPSOR\HHV¶ job satisfaction affects their performance and overall organizational productivity.
Income (He, Long, & Kuvaas, 2015), happiness (Fisher, 2010), work values (Bozeman & Gaughan,
2011), working hours (Warsi, Fatima, & Sahibzada, 2009), and performance (Oh, Rutherford, & Park,
2014) (Haider, Aamir, Hamid, & Hashim (2015, p. 1) are all factors affecting employees' job
satisfaction. Thus, it is a challenge for organizations to design effective financial or non-financial reward
packages for employees.
Tahmincioglu (2004) as discussed by Michael Silverman (2004, p. 13) argues that, though
recognition schemes that centre a round promotion-based award may feel good at the time of use, they
are not particularly effective over the long term. Tahmincioglu also contends that the external economic
environment can impact on the effectiveness of non-financial recognition schemes like in a time of
downsizing and restructuring, non-financial recognition may not be effective in motivating employees.
However, according to Rawat (2016), when employees feel welcomed, valued, and appreciated, they
will perform at their best. Non-monetary rewards help companies address these relationship needs
(Leena Thampan, 2013).
Integration of salaries and reimbursements into a package that will encourage the achievement of
DQ RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V goals is the extensive goal of the design of compensation that is direct as well as
indirect compensation. For example, while an extensive pension plan may help retain employees, it
probably does little to motivate them to perform on a day to day basis due to the substantial length of
time between performance and reward being too great. In all cases, a decision should be made in
consideration of adequacy, equity, cost control and balance in the context of a total compensation
strategy (Wayne, 2010).
Harriet (2004) discusses Jimenez (1999) report when she posits that, top-performing employees
can be retained through consistent employee recognition, (Jimenez 1999). In most cases, immediately
after an employee is hired, employee retention begins. People good at what they do are the best asset in
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a company, as they help prevent any serious distress. Kaye and Jordan-Evans (2000, p. 29) state that a
major investment for any organization is in finding, recruiting and training best employees. After an
organization has acquired talented employees, the return on investment requires closing the back door to
prevent them from walking out. Newly hired employees voluntarily terminated employment with an
effect caused by variation in cultural values (Sheridan 1992, pp. 1036-1056). The relationship between
WKHHPSOR\HHV¶MRESHUIRUPDQFHDQGWKHLUUHWHQWLRQDOVRYDU\VLJQLILFDQWO\ZLWKRUJDQL]DWLRQDOFXOWXUDO
values. Jack, (1998) defines rewards as something that increases the frequency of an employee¶V action.
This definition points improved performance as an outcome of reward and recognition. Keller, (1999)
discusses Mussie, Tessema, Kathryn, Ready, Abel and Embaye (2013, p. 3) by indicating that nonmonetary recognition can be very motivating, helping to build feelings of confidence and gratification.
Positive recognition from employers and colleagues motivates employees to higher levels of job
performance. Creative use of personalized non-monetary rewards reinforces positive behaviour and
improves employee retention and performance. These types of recognition can be inexpensive to give,
but priceless to receive.
Silverman (2004, p. 10) states that non-financial rewards, unlike transient financial rewards, can
offer a more in-depth and longer lasting impact on motivation. Non-financial recognition was fourth
among popular motivators after job enjoyment, personal drive and challenge. Financial reward was
found to be a weaker motivator, cited by 31 per cent of respondents (McCartney & Holbeche, 2003, as
discussed by Siverman, 2004, p. 10). As mentioned earlier, Gratton (2004) indicated that motivation is
determined by both monetary and non-monetary factors, but less effort is spent on considering nonmonetary motivators. Berger and Berger (2015) argued that employees prefer to have monetary
incentives in return to their successful accomplishments. Sajuyigbe, Olaoye, and Adeyemi (2013) stated
that rewards are basic conceptual elements in improving employee performances.
Total rewards as defined by Manus and Graham (2003) include all types of rewards,
transactional as well as relational rewards and the components illustrated in Table 2.1.

Transactional
Rewards
Relational
Rewards

Table 2.1: Components of Total Rewards
Source: Manus and Graham (2003)
Base pay
Total
contingency pay
Remuneration
Employee benefit
Learning and development
Non-financial
intrinsic rewards
The work experience

Total reward

Murlis (1996) also considered rewards under financial and non-financial categories, pointing out
that reward strategy is characterized by diversity and conditioned both by the legacy of the past and
realities of the present. He also says that, reward strategy follow in developing the right mix and levels
of financial and non-financial rewards in order to support the business strategy which includes how
business performance can be driven by influencing important individual and organizational behaviour,
helping to achieve culture change, ensure the organization keeps high-quality employees, aligning
organizations core competence and individual competence, demands of the business strategy including
cost constraints and develop competitive pay structures.
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In order to motivate employees to increase their performance, monetary rewards are considered
more important compared to non-monetary rewards (Armstrong, 2007, p. 53; Erbasi & Arat, 2012).
Zaman (2011) examined the relationship between extrinsic rewards, intrinsic rewards and motivation
among employees and found that extrinsic rewards relate directly with employee motivation while
intrinsic reward does not make any significant impact on employee motivation that leads to retention.
However, Khan et al., (2013) assert that non-monetary rewards play a significant role in the perception
of the employee regarding the reward climate in the workplace.
Employee Retention Theory
Herzberg (1966) stated that there are certain satisfiers and dissatisfiers for employees at work;
intrinsic factors being related to job satisfaction whereas extrinsic factors are associated with
dissatisfaction, and thence made a conclusion that the opposite of satisfaction is not dissatisfaction;
meaning that, motivation cannot be achieved by the removal of disgruntling characteristics from a job or
if they are no-present. Factors such as hygiene, security, salary, work conditions and company policy
also contribute to what makes employees leave organizations (Herzberg, 2005).
The theory was however based on a minor sample which is not a true representation of human
nature. A satisfier for one individual may be dissatisfying for another. For example, working conditions
and salary may have significant motivational value for people in developing countries like Kenya unlike
as seen in the United State firms according to Robbins and Judge (2009). United State firms expanding
their operations in China are learning that motivation concepts that succeed in the United States do not
always apply to Chinese employees. Compensation for employees in China especially salespeople is
based on seniority, not on performance. Most Chinese firms do not offer any non-monetary motivation
such as employee recognition programs. The purpose of employee benefits is to increase the economic
security of staff members, hence, improve worker retention across the organization (Burns, 2011).
Reward Strategy Theory
Stacy Adams (1965) used advanced equity theory to explain motivation. He explains that
employees must perceive that the compensation offered is fair and equitable. Goodman and Friedman
(1971, pp. 271±288) posited that people are motivated by their beliefs about the reward structure as
being fair or unfair comparative to the inputs. People have a tendency to use subjective judgment to
balance the outcomes and inputs in the relationship for comparisons between different individuals or
peers.
Examples of ratios of outcomes to inputs:
i.
2XWFRPHVRIµ$¶ =
2XWFRPHVRIµ%¶
,QSXWVRIµ$¶
,QSXWVRIµ%¶
(Equity)

= Satisfaction

ii.
2XWFRPHVRIµ$¶
<
OutcomHVRIµ%¶
,QSXWVRIµ$¶
,QSXWVRIµ%¶
(Inequity)

= Underpayment

iii.
2XWFRPHVRIµ$¶
>
2XWFRPHVRIµ%¶
,QSXWVRIµ$¶
,QSXWVRIµ%¶
(Inequity)

= Overpayment
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:KHUH µ$¶ LV DQ HPSOR\HH DQG µ%¶ DQRWKHU HPSOR\HH This study shows inputs as the
contributions made by an individual like time, education, training, experience, loyalty and gender.
Outcome refers to what is received in return for an effort like salary, fringe benefits, travel allowances,
medical insurance cover, recognition and friendly environment. Adams argues that when people feel
they are not equally rewarded they either reduce quality or quantity of work or migrate to some other
organization. However, if people perceive that they are rewarded higher, they may be motivated to work
harder.
An organization¶V reward strategy will, therefore, determine the retention of its employees.
According to Adams, employees would not migrate if there is equity in reward but will feel motivated
and increase output hence high retention. Employees will consider equity irrespective of the salary pay
received at the individual level.
Equity Theory Model
Equity theory model shows the balance or imbalance in the mind of an individual when rewards
are equitable, not equitable or more than equitable.
Balance or imbalance in the mind of the individual

Rewards
are not
equitable

Demotivators

Rewards
are
equitable

Leave
the job

Normal
reaction

Reduction in
quality and
quantity of
production
Source. Adams (1965)

Rewards
more than
equitable

Demotivation
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In figure 2, Adams argues that when people feel unequally motivated, their performance
becomes affected and this may lead to them moving to other organizations. Nevertheless, if employees
may be motivated to work harder if they perceive that they are rewarded higher.
A great wealth of published information exists on employee monetary and non-monetary
motivation and retention. This study seeks to recommend the kind of reward strategies that organizations
should invest in. Most studies conducted have not analysed the difference in acceptance of monetary and
non-monetary reward strategies, especially on varying employee biographic information. The research
seeks to publish the most preferred employee motivation strategy with specific reference to different
categories of commercial bank employees in Eldoret town.
Independent Variable

Dependent Variables

Monetary rewards
x Salary
x Promotion
x Bonus
x Allowances
Employee
Retention
Non-monetary
rewards
x Working
conditions
x Empowerment
x Social
recognition
x Medical and
wellness

benefits
Figure 1: Conceptual Frame Work
Source: (Researcher, 2010)
Figure 1 shows the constructs and the dependent variable, employee retention. Data was
collected through questionnaires and feedback was received from 164 respondents out of 214, that is
77% of respondents returned the questionnaires
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The explanatory research design was adopted in this study. This approach was also preferred
because data obtained can be used in making generalizations to a wider area within Kenya.
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Study Area
The study was conducted in Eldoret town, Kenya. Purposive sampling was used to select the
location since Eldoret is one of the fastest growing economic regions in Kenya. It is conveniently
located for business and farming activities and has 19 commercial Banks that are fully operational. The
location has a large number of commercial banks thus this qualified as the best study location for this
research. Eldoret is a rapidly growing metropolitan town in Kenya as evidenced by the many
commercial banks and also a town that harbours Moi University.
Sampling Design
The research used a systematic sampling technique to select every Kth sampling unit of the
population after the first sampling unit is selected at random from the total sampling units. The value of
K in this study was found to be:
K = N = 460
n
214 = 2.14, K = 2
Sampling Procedure
7KH UHVHDUFKHU REWDLQHG D OLVW RI WKH HPSOR\HHV¶ SD\UROO QXPEHU IURP WKH KXPDQ UHVRXUFH
departments within the commercial banks. Systematic sampling method adopted allowed the selecting of
every 2nd sampling unit of the population after the first sampling unit is selected at random from the
total sampling units.
Random selection of the first employee on the payroll was made followed by a selection interval
for each commercial bank created by dividing the total number of employees (N) by the sample size (n)
in each commercial bank (Kth = N/n).
Sampling frame and Sample size
The study was based on a sample size of 214 out of 460 employees in Eldoret commercial banks.
The sample size was obtained by calculating the number using the formula by Mugenda and Mugenda
(1999).
n=
N
1+N(e)2
Where N= the total population size, n= the sample size, e = the level of precision (0.05)
Yamame (1967, p. 886) provided a simplified formula to calculate sample size which is:
n=

n=

N
1 + N(e)2
460
1 + 460(0.05)2

With a confidence level of 95%
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n=

460
1 + 1.15

n=

213.95

=

460
2.15

n = 214
This represents 46.5% of the total population and the research used the ratio to get the sample
size from each commercial bank under study.
Data Collection Instruments and Procedures
The researcher used semi-structured questionnaires to collect data from the sampled respondents.
The selection of these tools was guided by the nature of data to be collected, time available, the
population as well as the objectives of the study. At the point of data collection tool development, the
researcher put into consideration the type of information one can collect using this method. Confidence
occurred into the researchers' mind that with views, opinions, feelings and attributes, reliable
information can be best collected through the use of questionnaires. The target population did not have
complications responding to questions asked and was largely knowledgeable.
Primary Data
The researcher obtained primary data from the respondents by use of the structured
questionnaires. Biographic data related to employee retention, job satisfaction and reward strategies
collected from employees of the 19 commercial banks in Eldoret town.
Secondary Data
In this study, secondary source and data were used to depict pertinent issues, as they exist before
the study. The various sources used in this study came from journals, books, internet, government press,
information published by commercial banks like Barclays and newspapers.
Reliability and Validity
Validity and reliability are qualities that are important to the effectiveness of any data gathering
procedure (Best, 1981, p. 153), giving confidence that the transient and situational factors are not
interfering. A pre-test of the questionnaires was done before the questionnaires were administered to the
respondents. Twenty-two questionnaires were given out and a repeat of the same done after two weeks
so that the same respondents complete. After the pre-test, a review of the questionnaires was done taking
note of questions that were not properly filled.
Data Analysis and Presentation
After data collection, the questionnaires were systematically organized to facilitate analysis. The
data was converted into numerical codes and within its bank type classification in order to achieve
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consistency. This process was followed by raw data coding, entry, cleaning and subsequent descriptive
and inferential approach to data analysis. The statistical package for social scientist software was used
for quantitative data analysis. This tool was chosen because of its strength in the description of
categorical data and generation of frequency table summaries. Cross tabulation between different
variables was used to explore the possible effects of reward strategy on employee retention. Pearson
Moment Correlation and Multiple Regression was used to analyse association and relationships between
variables respectively and effect of three independent variables; employee monetary reward, nonmonetary reward and job satisfaction on the dependent variable; employee retention. The multiple
regression equation assumed the form:
Y1 = a1 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 «««««««  
Where Y1 is the dependent variable specified as employee retention. x1, x2 and x3 are the three
independent variables; monetary reward, non-monetary rewards and job satisfaction respectively. a1, b1,
b2 and b3 are constants and μ the error term.
LIMITATIONS, DELIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF THE STUDY
The commercial banks are spread in town and due to sensitive information especially the total
number of employees required for the study, the branch managers were not available in the offices most
of the time even after making appointments, hence a delay in obtaining the data. The researcher made
more than two visits in 30% of the banks to obtain data, hence exercised patience during the study.
Follow-ups were done through phone calls and visits.
Ethical Issues
Information from commercial banks is sensitive and confidential. The researcher considered a
high level of professionalism while in the field and all details were treated with a high level of
confidentiality. This included the details of employees from each commercial bank.
Background Information of Respondents
Gender, Age, Education Level and Marital Status of Respondents
All the twenty-one (21) banks visited for the data collection in this study were found within
Eldoret municipality. Among the total 164 staff from all the twenty-one (21) banks were (94) 57% being
men and (70) 43% female. There was almost the same ratio for the marriage variable where among the
respondents, 81 (49%) were married and 82 (50%) single. This study established that most banks prefer
hiring staff from 21-30 years age category, 88(54%). Otherwise referred to as Generation Y employees,
this indicates that banks would want to hire this type of employees for better output. Furthermore,
holding retention factors constant, the nature of work in the banks today demand that banks employ such
type of employees to work in the critical and most demanding functions of the banks; such as customer
care and teller transactions that require energy, hard work and computer skills. Table 4.1 has more
information for the other age groups.
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DATA ANALYSIS
Table 1: Descriptive Result RI5HVSRQGHQWV¶*HQGHU$JHDQG0DULWDO6WDtus
Source: Survey Data (2011)
Gender of the respondent
Frequency
Percentage
Male
94
57
Female
70
43
Total
164
100
Marital status
Frequency
Percentage
Single
82
50
Married
81
49
Divorced
1
1
Total
164
100
Age group
Frequency
Percentage
Below 20 years
8
5%
21-30 years
88
54%
31-40 years
53
32%
41-50 years
13
8%
Above 51 years
2
1%
Total
164
100%
Demographic data show that a slight majority of respondents were males at 57% to 43% females.
There was almost the same ratio for the marriage variable where among the respondents, 81 (49%) were
married and 82 (50%) single. This study established that most banks prefer hiring staff from 21-30 years
age category, 88(54%). Otherwise referred to as Generation Y employees, this indicates that banks
would want to hire this type of employees for better output. Testing for internal consistency or reliability
HVWDEOLVKHG&URQEDFK¶V$OSKDRIDQGDVWDQGDUGL]HG&URQEDFK¶V$OSKDVFDOHRIZDVDOVR
established out of the data.
Table 4.2 Education Levels of Respondents
Source: Survey Data (2011)
Education level
Frequency
Percentage
Secondary
4
2.5%
Certificate/Diploma
44
27%
University
112
68%
Missing
4
2.5%
Total
164
100%
Considering education levels, only 4 (2%) of the total respondents were employed having
attained the secondary level of education. However, this group category may not be given technical
responsibilities within the banks. Majority of the respondents and probably those engaged in the
technical functions within the banks, 112 (68%) belonged to the University level of education. This was
followed by those that had certificates or diploma level education as shown in table 4.2. Use of
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monetary strategies to retain employees was not significant at p = 0.05 and if there is any effect, then it
might be due to chance. Consequently, the null hypothesis that there is no significant effect of monetary
rewards on employee retention was not rejected.
A statistical measure of the monetary reward strategy revealed no significant effect to employee
retention at 5% (p = 0.348; t = 0.941) thus no enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis that
monetary rewards affect employee retention. Coefficient of determination (R2) was used to test the
goodness of fit for the model. A 0.335 parameter was established for R2 implying R is 0.579 or 58%.
There exists a positive relationship between employee retention and monetary rewards, based on the
positive coefficient of the variables E1= 0.063. E1 = 0.063 shows that when monetary rewards improve
by one unit percentage, the employee retention improves by 6%. A unit improvement on salary,
promotion, bonus and allowances will have an effect of up to 6% on employee retention.
5HOLDELOLW\DQDO\VLVXVLQJ&URQEDFK¶V$OSKD
Testing for inWHUQDO FRQVLVWHQF\ RU UHOLDELOLW\ HVWDEOLVKHG D VWURQJ &URQEDFK¶V $OSKD RI 
compared to the acceptable minimum of 0.77 for combined variables. Running this test involved the 22
(reliability coefficient) variables or questions on employee retention, job satisfaction, monetary and nonPRQHWDU\IDFWRUVIRUDOOWKHUHVSRQGHQWV$VWDQGDUGL]HG&URQEDFK¶V$OSKDVFDOHRIZDVDOVR
established out of the data. The 0.8676 level of reliability noted above and considering the fact that this
can only be between 0 and 1 levels is acceptable. Further inference to this is that the data collection
instruments used were able to reliably measure real differences between the respondents rendering this
research valid. Separating the variables produced a Cronbach's Alpha value of 0.6322 against
standardized item Alpha of 0.6432 for Y variable; in this case employee retention. Job satisfaction with
its 5 questions gave a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.6199 against 0.5980 standard items Alpha. Use of
monetary and non-monetary reward strategies to retain employees had 0.8004 against 0.8057 standard
items Alpha and 0.6694 against 0.6518 standard items Alpha respectively. Table 4.24 and 4.25 below
shows the mean, standard deviation and median of 1-5 scale responses; frequency scores for each
variable.

Cronbach`s
Alpha (D
D)
0.8676

Table 4.24 Reliability Statistics
Source: Survey Data (2011)
Cronbach`s Alpha based on No. of Items
Standardized items
0.8680
22

Table 4.25: Reliability Results
Source: Survey Data (2011)
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach`s
Cronbach`s Alpha
Alpha
based
on
Standardized items
Monetary rewards (X2)
0.8004
0.8057
Non-monetary rewards (X3)
0.6094
0.6518
Job satisfaction (X1)
0.6199
0.5980
Employee retention (Y)
0.6322
0.6432
All variables (X1, X2, X3, Y)
0.8676
0.8680

No. of items

6
6
5
5
22
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Wright, (1996) states that researchers evaluate the quality of their instruments with statistics
which includes Cronbach`s Alpha, an indicator of statistical reliability that ranges from 0 to 1
Table 4.26 Reliability Analysis - &URQEDFK¶V$OSKD
Source: Survey Data (2011)
Factor/Variable
Mean
Std Dev Median
1. Good working relationship
4.1
0.7
4.
2. No plan develop career with another employer
3.7
1.0
4.0
3. My employer is employer of choice
3.9
0.9
4.0
4. Performance objective well communicated
3.9
0.8
4.0
5. My ideas valued and accommodated by employer 3.7
0.7
4.0
6. Satisfied with salary package offered by employer 3.3
1.0
4.0
7. Compensation fair and equitable to performance
3.3
1.1
4.0
8. Have good working relationship with team
4.0
0.7
4.0
9. Satisfied with bonus paid
2.9
1.0
3.0
10. Good working environment gives morale
4.2
0.6
4.0
11. Bonus paid equitable to performance
2.8
1.1
3.0
12. My employer has best salary in the market
3.1
1.0
3.0
13. My employer has best promotion system in market 3.2
0.9
3.0
14. Monthly income at per with my peers in same job 3.2
0.9
3.0
15. Paid fair and competitive allowances
3.4
0.9
4.0
16. Employer consistent in providing rewards
3.5
0.8
4.0
17. Employer offers equal development opportunities 3.8
0.7
4.0
18. Empowered to make decisions affecting my job
3.3
1.0
4.0
19. Loyal because of fair medical benefits
3.1
1.2
3.0
20. Employer has best wellness program for employees 3.5
1.0
4.0
21. Committed due to conducive work environment
3.9
0.7
4.0
22. Team leader gives one minute praise fairly
3.5
0.9
4.0

Alpha
.8681
.8673
.8606
.8652
.8608
.8572
.8604
.8644
.8617
.8654
.8601
.8589
.8591
.8607
.8564
.8558
.8643
.8658
.8641
.8595
.8666
.8634

Regression Analysis
4.5.1 Regression Analysis explaining the effect of reward strategies on employee retention.
All responses for each of the four variables were averaged to be able to run multiple regression
analysis and developed an index. This was done for each record questionnaire creating four new index
columns of Y, X1, X2 and X3. The study assumed a normal data distribution with a straight fitting line. In
this study, the effects of monetary reward, non-monetary reward and job satisfaction on employee
retention were modelled using a multiple regression model summary given in equation (4.1) below:
Y1 = a1 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 «««««««  
Where Y1 is the dependent variable specified as employee retention.
x1, x2 and x3 are the three independent variables; job satisfaction, monetary reward and non-monetary
rewards respectively.
a1, b1, b2 and b3 are constants and μ the error term.
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Table 4.26 and 4.27 below present the model summary and ANOVA table generated from the
analysis.
Table 4.26 Model Summary
Model
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the Estimate
1
.579(a)
.335
.322
.42109
a.
Predictors: (Constant), Non-monetary rewards, Satisfaction, Monetary rewards
b.
Dependent Variable: Retention
Source: Survey Data (2011)
The adjusted R squared (R2) adjusts for the number of explanatory terms in a model and it
increases only if the new term improves the model more than would be expected by chance. The
adjusted R squared can be negative and will always be less than or equal to R squared (R2). Adjusted R
squared was 0.322 hence multiple regression of employee retention Y on X1, X2 and X3 explain 32.2%
of the total variation in Y in the entire respondents from commercial banks. Approximately thirty-four
per cent (32.2%) of the variation in the employee response variable is explained by monetary reward,
non-monetary reward and job satisfaction explanatory variables. The rest of the variation can be
attributed to factors included in the error term including unknown, lurking variables or inherent
variability. Adjusted R2 is close to R2 value which implies that the model will be able to explain the real
effects of additional variables in the population.
Table 4.27 ANOVA(b)
Source: Survey Data (2011)
Model
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
1
Regression
13.413
3
4.471
25.216
Residual
26.597
150
.177
Total
40.010
153
a.
Predictors: (Constant), Non-monetary rewards, Satisfaction, Monetary rewards
b.
Dependent Variable: Retention

Sig.
.000(a)

There was a piece of strong evidence that job satisfaction and non-monetary rewards strategies
affect the ability of banks to retain their employees at p = 0.05 significance level (Table 4.28 above).
The null hypothesis that there is no significant effect of job satisfaction and the use of non-monetary
rewards on employee retention was rejected. Use of monetary strategies to retain employees was not
significant at p = 0.05 and if there is any effect, then it might be due to chance. Consequently, the null
hypothesis that there is no significant effect of monetary rewards on employee retention was not
rejected.
The job satisfaction variable was statistically significant at 5% level (p = 0.000; t = 3.842 (Table
4.29). The null hypothesis that there is no effect of job satisfaction on employee retention was therefore
rejected. This inference holds true and maybe as a result of the positive difference caused by the use of
effective employee motivation strategies. If employees lack job satisfaction, it is most likely for them to
seek a job elsewhere trying to seek their satisfaction they want.
The use of non-monetary reward strategies was statistically significant at 5% (p = 0.007; t =
2.755) in explaining whether employees would or would not remain with the employer. Non-monetary
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reward strategies like employee training, conducive working environment and promotion of wellness
programs are much more appealing to employees than monetary rewards. A statistical measure of the
monetary reward strategy revealed no significant effect to employee retention at 5% (p = 0.348; t =
0.941) thus not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis that monetary rewards do not affect
employee retention.
Coefficient of determination (R2) was used to test the goodness of fit for the model. A 0.335
parameter (Table 4.29) was established for R2 implying R is 0.579 or 58%. This qualified the analysis to
be reliable with a good strong fit i.e. strong correlation between Y and X variables. In simple terms the
multiple regression model estimated has a 58% variation in Y attributed to X is given that R2 lies
EHWZHHQDQG 52 
Table 4.28: Regression Analysis of the Effect of Job Satisfaction, Monetary and Non-monetary
Strategies on Employee Retention
Coefficients (a)
Standardiz
ed
Coefficient
s
Beta

t

Sig.

95%
Confidence
Interval for B
Lower Upper
Bound Bound

0.252
0.085

0.369

7.049
3.842

0.000*
0.000*

1.276
0.16

2.27
0.497

0.532

0.299

0.256

0.063

0.067

0.097

0.941

0.348

-0.069

0.194

0.478

0.077

0.063

0.161

0.058

0.217

2.755

0.007*

0.045

0.276

0.426

0.219

0.183

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std.
Error
B

1 (Constant)
Job Satisfaction

1.773
0.328

Monetary rewards
Non-monetary
rewards

Correlations
ZeroPartia
order
l

Part

a Dependent Variable: Retention
R2 for the above analysis = 0.335; R = 0.579 = 58%
*Significant at 0.05 or 5% significance level
Source: Survey Data, 2011
Estimated model from the above analysis is given in equation (4.2) below:
Y = 1.773 + 0.063X1 + 0.161X2 + 0.328X3 «««««« 
(0.252)
(0.067)
(0.058)
(0.085)
Where Y = Employee retention
X1 = Monetary rewards
X2 = Non-Monetary rewards
X3 = Job Satisfaction
4.5.2 Multiple Regression Analysis of Reward Strategy on Employee Retention.
According to Koutsoyiannis (1993), multiple regression analysis is used for testing hypothesis
about the relationship between a dependent variable (Y) and two or more independent variable (Xs) and
for prediction.
The regression model used in this study is given as:
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Y
= a1 + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 + P
Where Y
- Dependent variable specified as employee retention
X1
- Monetary reward
- Non-monetary reward
X2
X3
- Job satisfaction
a
- Constant terms
b
- Slope parameters
P
- Error term
In this study, the independent variable monetary reward (X1) was contributed to by four sub-independent
variables which include salary, promotion, bonus and allowances.
The second independent variable (X2) constituted four sub-independent variables which are
working conditions, empowerment, social recognitions, medical and wellness benefits.
The third independent variable (X3) was contributed by sub independent variable which includes the
good working environment.
From the above model, there exists a positive relationship between Y (employee retention) and
all the three independent variables namely monetary rewards (X1), non-monetary rewards (X2) and job
satisfaction (X3), based on the positive coefficients E1= 0.063, E2= 0.161 and E3= 0.328.
The estimates E2= 0.161 show that when non-monetary rewards are improved by a unit
percentage, then retention improves by 16%. That is one per cent increase on working conditions,
empowerment, social recognition and medical and wellness benefits will contribute to 16% retention.
Lastly E3 = 0.328 is the sample parameter E3. One percentage of improvement in satisfaction would
contribute to 32% retention among employees. A good working environment that leads to job
satisfaction in this study would contribute to 32% retention if it's improved by one unit.
A partial correlation coefficient is used to identify the independent variable with the greatest
incremental predictive power beyond the predictor variables already in the regression model.
Results of the partial correlation coefficient for this study are indicated below:
= 0.077
YX1X2X3
YX2X1X3
= 0.219
YX3X1X2
= 0.299
The results show that X3 is the most important determinant of Y followed closely by X2 and X1.
To employee retention, more emphasis should be put on job satisfaction, followed by non-monetary
rewards and finally monetary rewards.
R-Square (R2)
The coefficient of multiple determination (R2) is by definition the proportion of total variation in
the dependent variable (Y) explained by the multiple regression of saying Y on X1 and X2
(Koutsoyiannis, 1993).
Coefficient of determination (R2) was used to test the goodness of fit for the model. R2 was
found to be 0.335, and R to be 0.579 or 58%. This shows a strong correlation between Y and X
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variables. Monetary rewards (X1) non-monetary rewards (X2) and job satisfaction (X3) explains 33.5%
of the total variation in employee retention (Y) in commercial banks.
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The anticipated results of employee retention would include; saving on staff costs, improved
customer service, achieve organizational goals which include high profits. Abbasi and Hollman (2000)
indicated that organizations incur high costs in the selection and recruitment process when the existing
employees resign.
As indicated Morrell (2011), financial and non-financial rewards to employees are very
important and will enable the achievement of the desired purpose in a given organization. However,
their use should be considerate in and at what given time to use; and with the passage of time, the use of
non-financial rewards has been on the increase. Armstrong (2010) highlights Employers have to
understand what people are looking for in their work as it is progressively challenging in finding good
quality staff. This indication could be true considering that commercial banks advertise for jobs through
the internet, newspapers and magazines despite their strategy of cutting down on staff costs. After staffs
have been laid off, filling the gaps becomes expensive due to the time taken to source, recruit and select
competent staff. On the other hand, commercial banks do not limit the opportunity of the advertised
roles to their employees and this could mean that finding quality staff has become increasingly difficult,
and hence open the opportunity to external markets.
Commercial banks advertise roles publicly, to source for skills outside or to give equal
opportunity to staff and this could be an encouraging turnover. Therefore, Peterson, (2005) maintains
that the human factor is essential to the feat of organizational goals; it becomes imperative for
organizations to put in place strategies to retain their workforce for performance.
From this study, there are several other factors other than monetary motivation strategy that can be used
to motivate employees, and this is in agreement with Gratton, (2004) when he posits that money
distresses our thinking about the causes of behaviour. Morrison (1997) also mentioned that monetary
and non-monetary rewards are basically two methods of retaining employees. However, this study
indicates that monetary rewards may not contribute highly to employee retention in commercial banks.
On the other hand, non-monetary rewards like good medical benefits, social recognition,
empowerment and working conditions contribute highly to employee retention in commercial banks,
Eldoret than monetary reward strategies.
This finding concurs that Non-monetary recognition can aid build confidence and satisfaction
(Keller, 1999). Even though Keller considers non-monetary rewards to reinforce positive behaviour and
improves employee retention and performance, Gratton (2004) states that monetary rewards play an
overly important role in thinking above the causes of behaviour and therefore very limited time and
efforts are spent on considering non-monetary sources of motivation. Both financial and non-financial
rewards combined become a total reward approach as an employee retention strategy. This approach has
been eminent to produce the best results in as much as attraction, motivation and retention of employees
are concerned (Armstrong et al, 2011).
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The findings of this study indicate that 65% of non-management staff were for the opinion that the
allowance paid to staff was fair and competitive while 56% of management staff agreed that allowances
paid were fair and competitive. On the other hand, 48% of employees who had university level of education
agreed that their monthly income was at per with their peers, while 52% felt that their salaries are not at par
with their peers. $FFRUGLQJWR$GDPV  HPSOR\HHV¶SHUIRUPDQFHLVJUHDWO\DIIHFWHGZKHQWKH\DUHQRW
equally rewarded and this may lead to them moving to some other organization. Adams explains that
employees must perceive that the compensation offered is fair and equitable.
This study in accordance with Heneman & Judge, (2003), points out that for an organization to
retain its employees for perforPDQFH LW PXVW PDWFK LWV UHZDUGV WR HPSOR\HHV¶ SUHIHUHQFH. This also
supports Herzberg's two factors theory of motivation, where Herzberg (1966) stated that a satisfier for
one individual may be dissatisfying for another. Despite all types of rewards, indirect as well as direct
rewards as indicated introduced by Manus and Graham (2003). Murli's (1996) points out that reward
strategy is characterized by diversity and conditioned both by the legacy of the past and realities of the
present. The rewards should, therefore, be applied appropriately to suit the needs of employees and at
the right time.
Commercial banks in relation to Sheridan (1992, pp. 1036-1056) should, therefore, consider the
reward strategies independently considering the organizational policies, cultural values and objectives.
The relationship between the employees` job performance and their retention also vary significantly
with organizational cultural values.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
A summary of the results of the hypotheses is presented in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Summary of results of hypotheses testing Source: Survey Data, (2011)
Hypotheses
Statement
Results
There is no significant effect of monetary rewards on We fail to reject
Ho1
employee retention
There are no significant effects of non-monetary Rejected
Ho2
rewards on employee retention
Hypothesis H01 ±There is no Significant Effect of Monetary Rewards on Employee Retention
The sample estimate E1=0.063 was found to be statistically magnificent at 34.8% level. With
1=0.941. X1 is an insignificant determinant to employee retention. To improve the effectiveness of
monetary rewards to employee retention, all sub-variables making up monetary rewards need to be
improved, that is salary, promotion, bonus and allowances. A statistical measure of the monetary reward
strategy revealed no significant effect on employee retention.
th

Hypothesis HO2 ± There is a Significant Effect of Non-Monetary Reward on Employee Retention
The coefficient E2 that relates non-monetary rewards to employee retention stood at E=0.161.
The 95% confidence interval for the estimation of the parameter ranged between 0.045 to 0.276 for the
lower and upper bounds respectively; the standard error of estimates being 0.058.
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Non-monetary reward (X2) was found to be statistically significant with t=2.755. This shows that
non-monetary reward is an important variable and has a positive effect on employee retention. Subvariables that constitute non-monetary rewards to be improved include working conditions,
empowerment, social recognition and medical wellness benefits.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper focused on the effectiveness of rewards on employees and their retention in
Commercial Banks in Eldoret Town, Kenya.
From the independent variables monetary rewards, the effect on the dependent variable and
employee retention, a conclusion can be made that asserts that monetary rewards do not greatly affect
employee retention positively in commercial banks. The study showed that majority of the respondents
would develop their career with other employees if given opportunity despite the competitive salary
package offered by their employers. The regression results also showed that employee retention was not
much influenced by monetary rewards. The researcher gave the following propositions established from
the findings.
IMPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY
The monetary strategy should be enhanced to suit employee`s input in the workplace as much as
it may appear not to contribute to a high retention level. Reduction of monetary reward would lead to
dissatisfaction and turnover as much as it's not significant to employee retention. The banking sector
should come up with periodic feedback programme and effectively address concerns of employees on
raised issues, especially employees between ages 21-30 years considering that a satisfier for one
individual may be dissatisfying for another.
Commercial banks should improve bonus payments to employees equitably; this can be achieved
by ensuring that investment plans in place contribute to profits. Salary package should be tailored to
education level and competency, followed by experience.This would improve the retention level of
young, qualified and skilled employees for a longer period.
IMPLICATIONS TO PRACTICE
Bankers are safer with the married employees compared to the single ones as most married
employees are highly loyal to their employers compared to their single counterparts. However,
investment in training as a motivator for this group will be required to push their output up to the level
of the younger and unmarried generation. The younger, single and mobile generation that is mostly 21 to
30 years, on the other hand, needs attention that will specifically make them want to develop their career
with their current employer.
Education level is a key aspect of the performance of employees and as established, ideas that
are most likely to improve organizational performance come from the highly skilled and educated.
Employers need to acknowledge ideas from such employees and most importantly make them
operational if they want such employees motivated and retained within the organization. A good
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working relationship that includes team leaders' effective communication should be encouraged to
ensure that current employers remain the best choice for the employees.
Employees' salary package should be enhanced and tailored to education level, competency followed by
experience. Sometimes the experience is considered while reviewing the income and this would
contribute to employees moving to other organizations.
Employees should be put first in the organization, followed by the customer. Currently, you find
that the customer is always right and comes first in the banking sector. There have been dynamic
changes in the banking sector like having many banks coming into the market through expansion
programmes. Some prefer sourcing for skilled employees from the existing labour market to reduce
training costs and save time as well.
Effective strategies to be put in place during laying - off of staff, like succession. This will
reduce sourcing for skilled labour through media adverts, reduce costs and promotions from within
would lead to high motivation and this would result in high retention.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
While this research established that most banks have employed the younger generation (between
20 to 40 years of age) and most likely on the premise that they are hardworking with optimum output,
most of the employees, however, and who are single disagreed with the question that they had no plans
to advance their careers with another employer. Therefore, as much as good work is done through this
generation compared to the older generation, the employing banks are most likely to experience high
labour turn over by the same age group. There exist research gaps to specifically investigate the factors
that affect generation Y employee retention in commercial banks.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The aim of this study is to propose a TISM framework by identifying and analyzing the
interdependence among distinct institutional enablers of the National Innovation System (NIS). Studies
on institutional enablers in the literature are scant and contain very diverse views and perspectives.
Hence, it is necessary to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of interactions among the enablers,
which can foster innovation in a country.
Design/ Methodology: A total of seven institutional enablers affecting NIS were identified from
the literature. TISM and MICMAC analysis are used in this paper to study and analyze the
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interdependence among identified elements and to investigate the independent-linkage-dependence
relationship.
Findings: The results yield four levels of NIS institutional enablers, establishing the hierarchical
relationships among the different enablers. The rule of law and government effectiveness have high
driving &low dependence power,
and at Level IV of the TISM Framework.
Practical Implications: This paper has practical implications for research, policymakers and
practising professionals. From a research perspective, this framework provides a theoretical foundation
of how and why different institutions can impact each other and NIS. From a practLWLRQHU¶VSHUVSHFWLYH
this model will enable the companies to evaluate the NIS of different countries. The policy-maker can
use the resources efficiently by concentrating on the most significant enablers.
Originality/ Value: A structural framework is modelled for a NIS, which can foster innovation in
a country.
Key Words: Interaction; Enablers; TISM; National Innovation system; Institutions.
INTRODUCTION
Globally, innovation is an important agent for achieving competitiveness and sustainable growth
(Pranee et al., 2017; Beck et al., 2016; Sánchez-Hernández & Gallardo-Vázquez, 2016; Irawati &
Rutten, 2011; Hasan & Tucci, 2010; Lundvall et al., 2002; Freeman 2002). Acquiring a competitive
advantage means that the country is able to generate more value than other nations. The competitive
success of a nation depends upon the management of its innovation processes (Chen & Muller, 2010;
Adams et al., 2017). Yet, innovation does not standalone; it depends upon internal as well as external
environmental factors (Adner & Kapoor, 2010; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995).
A National Innovation System (NIS) is defined in terms of technological competitiveness,
knowledge management competence, government business relations, and the decision-making structure
of the country (Bartels et al., 2012). A NIS shapes the innovative capability of a country (Fischer &
Tello-Gamarra, 2017; Allard et al., 2012), and is a socio-economic system in which different players
like companies, public administrations, research & academic institutions, professional mediators, and all
other institutions interact (Gogodze, 2016). A NIS is dependent upon factors like an investment,
institutional development, imports of foreign technology, education and training &YHWDQRYLü 
6UHGRMHYLü0F&DOHE 
The literature on innovation systems measures various aspects of innovation. Ahuja and Katila
(2001) discuss an innovation model with four components i) the innovation input, ii) technology Input,
iii) knowledge base, and iv) innovation output. The model proposed by Chiesa et al., (1996) on
innovation management identifies three enabling processes i) leadership, ii) resource provision, and iii)
systems & tools. Chen & Muller (2010) discuss innovation measurement from the perspective of
performance, competence and strategy. In a performance perspective, they talk about innovation input
and innovation output. For the competency perspective, they discuss proficiency and codification, and
for the strategy perspective, the parameters for measuring the effectiveness of the organizational
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strategy. Various components of NIS include innovative output, infrastructure, market sophistication,
business sophistication, and human capital & research.
Institutions are perceived as conventions, habits, rules, and regulations which play a significant
role in deciding how individuals relate with one another and how they utilise their knowledge (Johnson,
1992). Institutions are the essential constituent of NIS (Bartels et al., 2012; Gogodze, 2016; Na et al.,
2007). The institutional approach to understanding innovation system is adopted as efficient institutions
minimize total cost to the government regarding policy failures and boosting innovation practices
(Davidson & Potts, 2016). The institutional framework of a country provides the conditions for making
a nation competitive and successful (Gurvich, 2016; Kukk et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2015; Thrassou &
Philip, 2008). The institutional structure incorporates comprehensive strategies for activating innovation
at the sectoral level (Yoshikawa & Watanabe, 2009).
Researchers have identified the institutional enablers of NIS, for example, political shifts and
political instability and their impact on innovation support (Allard et al., 2012; Jacob et al, 2009). Ease
of starting up a business helps to LQFUHDVHHQWUHSUHQHXULDODFWLYLW\ ܇LSR܈-Gug & Badulescu, 2015). The
constancy and persistence of institutional arrangements affect the NIS of a country (Gokhberg & Roud,
2016). Institutions can impact positively on human capital, business and market sophistication
(Gogodze, 2016), which are the sub-factors of NIS. However, the scant literature has ignored the interlinkages between and among different institutions impacting NIS (Bjørnskov & Foss, 2016). Therefore,
there is a need for a systematic approach to study the institutional enablers of NIS. Accordingly, this
paper analyses the enabling element of NIS with MICMAC Analysis, and with modified total
interpretive structural modelling (m-TISM). The objective of this study is to establish the hierarchy,
interdependence and the relative importance of identified institutional elements.
LITERATURE REVIEW
National Innovation System (NIS)
The measurement of NIS requires constructing a multi-dimensional indicator such as the
Innovation Capability Index (UNCTAD, 2005), the Global Innovation Index (GII), etc. From the
literature review, the sub-pillars of the NIS considered are infrastructure, business-level sophistication,
market-level sophistication, human capital & research, and outputs.
Past studies on infrastructure takes into account information communication technology (Bankole et al.,
2015; Steinfield & Scupola, 2008), general infrastructure - logistics (Martía et al., 2014; Springinklee &
Wallenburg, 2012), Performance (Lopatta & Tchikov, 2016; Fugate et al., 2010), and ecological
sustainability as its subfactors (Gruneberg & Folwell, 2013).
The viability of a business depends upon the key components of healthy ecosystems, i.e.,
productive land, robust biodiversity, fresh water, clean air, etc. (Chouinard et al., 2011). The viability of
the business depends upon sustainability (Harik et al., 2015; Artiach et al., 2010), and foreign direct
investment (Deniozos, 1994).
Past studies on market sophistication and NIS have considered factors like credit, investor
protection, and trade. Credit scores are predictive of future credit payment performance, thus leading to an
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impact on the availability of credit (Avery et al., 2009) and the accessibility of small business credit (Berger
et al., 2005). Lane & McQuade (2014), have observed that countries which receive net debt inflows also
experience the fastest credit growth. Strengthening the domestic regulatory framework addresses investor
protection concerns and helps to boost both foreign and domestic investment in infrastructure by all
companies (Economou, 2014). In a study on the construction sector, Kajander (2012) found the relationship
between the market value of a firm and innovation announcement to be positive.
GII report (Cornell University, INSEAD, & WIPO, 2017) take into account the sub-factor including
knowledge workers and training as its sub-factor. Presently, work takes numerous forms, including selfemployment, wage-worker, and even slavery. Individuals who have inadequate skills or training may be left
behind in current knowledge-intensive systems (Hodgson, 2016). For knowledge workers, formal training
seems to have a positive correlation to workplace engagement (Intelligence, 2017).
Human capital refers to the human resource of any country/organization, their knowledge,
expertise, and attributes, including inventiveness, in order to deliver economic value. Human capital is a
key determinant in HFRQRPLF SURJUHVV &YHWDQRYLü  6UHGRMHYLü   (GXFDWLRQ research and
development (R&D), and tertiary education are the key sub-component of Human Capital & Research.
Education contributes to NIS as it provides human capital for performing R&D (McCaleb, 2012). More
expenditure on education by the government leads to higher human development, thus contributing to
the more than average economic growth of that country (Gault, 2018; Mallick et al., 2016; Mallick &
Dash, 2015; Hori and Yamada, 2013). For the state sector, Graddy & Stevens (2005) found the effect of
pupil-WHDFKHU UDWLR RQ VWXGHQW¶V SHUIRUPDQFH WR EH statistically significant. Factors like educational
attainment and institutional quality play a key role in intra-trade of a country (Bankole et al., 2015).
National issues are addressed by R&D activities, requiring the involvement of a large innovative
framework involving various industries, applied research centres, universities and institutions (Chen et
al., 2018; Szücs, 2018; Qiu et al., 2017; Pimenta-Bueno & Corrêa, 1993).
Innovation outputs can be defined as an aggregation and result of different innovation elements
within a country. Institutions affect the innovative output of a firm (Barasa et al., 2017). The indicators
of output innovation are the total number of patents (Pradhan et al. , 2017; Thakurta & Banerjee, 2014;
Chen, 2011; Fan, 2011; Brouwer & Kleinknecht, 1999), high-technology exports (Pradhan et al. , 2017;
Cassiman et al., 2010; Fan, 2011), services exports (Cassiman et al., 2010), scientific and technical
journal articles(Pradhan et al. , 2017; Chen et al. , 2011), and a composite index of innovation (Pradhan
et al. , 2017).
Institutional Theory
The word "institutional" generally means a formal structure and rules which may derive from
governmental bodies, regulatory structure, and other cultural and social practices of a society (Bruton et
al., 2010; DiMaggio & Powell, 1991). According to institutional theory, innovation is affected by
pressure arising from internal sources (within control) and external sources (beyond control) (Zucker,
1997). Such pressure is determined by the legitimacy element in the environment, which increases the
chances of success for an organization. In a highly uncertain environment, when a firm adopts
institutionally accepted the practices, values, or structure it increases the chances of firm survival
(Peters, 2011) which in turn influences innovation. The theory also explains the role of institutions in
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developing mechanism which creates homogeneity pressure on the strategic decisions and action taken
by firms.
Chances for legitimacy and survival increase if they adhere to the institutional environment
(government) and attempt to enhance its innovative capabilities (Joo et al, 2018). Researchers have
categorized institutions into the following including rule of law (Asongu et al., 2018; Amavilah et al.,
2017; Kaufmann et al., 2011), political stability (Asongu et al., 2018; Haidar, 2012; Kaufmann et al.,
2011), government effectiveness (Asongu et al., 2018; Amavilah et al., 2017; Kaufmann et al., 2011),
ease of starting business (Gani, 2011; Grandon & Pearson, 2004), and ease of resolving insolvency
(Gani, 2011; Grandon & Pearson, 2004).
Institutional theorist had previously examined the impact of the institutional environment on the
decision-making ability of firm and differences between countries innovation potential. This study
focuses on establishing the interrelationships between the institutional elements which affects NIS of a
country.
Institutional Factor
The literature on the NIS recognizes that the innovative capacity of a country depends on its
LQVWLWXWLRQV 5RGUÕJXH]-Pose & Cataldo, 2015; Freeman & Soete, 1997; Lundvall, 1992). Institutions
comprise the body which is engaged in governmental policies, education, training and network services
(Freeman, 1995). Researchers have categorized institutional impact into political stability, government
effectiveness, the rule of law, ease of resolving insolvency, and, ease of starting up a business (Table 1).
A systematic review of the literature led to the identification of these institutional factors (Centobelli et
al., 2018; Cerchione & Esposito, 2016; Rana& Sharma, 2016) on the institutions impacting NIS.
Political Stability (PS) and the NIS
Political shifts can make innovation support less reliable (Abdul-Aziz & Nor Azmi, 2011; Jacob
et al., 2009), so that political instability negatively affects the innovation support of a country (Allard,
Martinez & Williams, 2012). Uncertainty about the potential new government is mainly associated with
the new policies formed by them. Risk-averse stakeholders may hesitate to undertake innovative
initiatives or may choose to invest in a foreign country where the government is relatively more stable.
Thus, predictable political elements provide opportunities for policy to induce positive outcomes
(Hawkins, 2016; Courvisanos, 2009; Waguespack et al., 2005).
Government Effectiveness (GE) and the NIS

Government effectiveness measures perceptions of bureaucracy quality, policy formulation and
implementation quality, and government commitment credibility to such policy. It also includes aspects
of business ventures² from starting up a business to liquidating one. Government effectiveness
influences the entry mode choice of multi-national enterprises (Williams & Martinez, 2012). The
government plays an essential role, as it sets goals and provides support for achieving them by providing
human capital and material resources (McCaleb, 2012). Also, the government effectiveness of a country
creates a better environment for investment opportunities (Globerman & Shapiro, 2002).
Rule of Law (RoL) and the NIS
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The regulatory environment of a nation comprises the external business environment on which
politico-legal forces act, which has an impact on entrepreneurial activity in any society (Chiles et al.,
2007). Rule of law assess views on the ability of the government to devise and implement sound
strategies and regulations.
The rule of law measures the perceptions of agents who have faith in and abide by the rules,
which has a positive impact on the economic performance of a nation (Blind et al., 2017; Rigobon &
Rodrik, 2005). The legal environment impacts positively to firms' technological innovation, as well as
management, product, and process innovation (Jiao et al., 2015). Government agencies all over the
world continue to issue rules and regulations affecting the business operation. Laws like intellectual
property rights can help to protect innovation; tax policy can be utilized to incentivize private innovation
(Fabrizi, 2018; Davidson & Potts, 2016).
Table 1: Definition of Enablers of NIS
Sl. No.
1

Enablers
Political Stability

2

Government
Effectiveness
Rule of Law

3
4
5

Ease of Resolving
Insolvency
Ease of Starting
Business

Definition
Captures perceptions of government destabilization
through non-constitutional forces.
Assess the perceptions in terms of the quality of
bureaucracy, policy formulation, and implementation.
Measures the views of the stakeholders who have faith in
the system and abide by the rules.
Measured in terms of the time, cost and outcome of
insolvency proceedings.
Estimates regarding the cost, time and procedures
required, which are is inversely related to the
entrepreneurial activity.

Codification
PS
GE
RoL
EoRI
EoSB

Ease of Starting Business (EoSB) and NIS
Firms should face a broad business environment and its implications for business performance.
By doing so, they can distinguish between opportunities and threats to their organization and conduct the
innovation process in order to meet the predicted changes (Ajayi & Adeola, 2016). Today, to gain
market share most firms constantly seek ways to grow and expand (van Scheers& Radipere, 2008) in the
face of consistently changing market needs and demands. In less developed countries for boosting
economic development, pro-business market reforms can be used as a significant policy. Pro-market
reforms help to increase firm competitiveness and market knowledge (Dau, 2013). Ease of starting
business estimations regarding the cost, time and procedures required, is contrarily related to
entrepreneurial activity, i.e., more the time or/and cost required for a starting a business, the less the
HQWUHSUHQHXULDODFWLYLW\ ܇LSR܈-Gug & Badulescu, 2015).
Ease of Resolving Insolvency (EoRI) and the NIS
An effective bankruptcy system facilitates faster and cheaper insolvency proceedings, which
often result in the speedy restoration of business to its usual activity and increases returns to both
creditors and debtors. A sound insolvency system provides access to financing and saves essentially
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viable businesses as well (Khan, 2016). Every year, many firms go bankrupt, which could be avoided
with efficient insolvency and restructuring procedures (Stern, 2017; Md. Dahlan, 2012).
METHODOLOGY
TISM is an DGYDQFHGH[WHQVLRQRI:DUILOHG¶V  ,QWHUSUHWDWLYH6WUXFWXUDO0RGHOOLQJ ,60 
that is applied to know interrelationships among different elements, the degree of associations and logic
behind the relationships. TISM methodology answers three basic questions: what, how and why (Singla
et al., 2018; Singh& Sushil, 2017; Sushil, 2012), which helps to build a conceptual framework. ³What´
is answered by identifying the different enablers affecting the concept, obtained from the literature?
³How´ represents the primary-element relationship in the form of a hierarchy. ³Why´ is used to interpret
the linkages among enablers.
The methodological steps followed in ISM are discussed in figure 1.
In this paper, m-TISM is utilised for building the conceptual model of institutional enablers
impacting on the NIS. The m-TISM framework has clear linkages interpretations (Jena et al., 2017;
Sushil, 2012). The final model contributes by identifying of the interlinkages among the various
institutional enablers impacting NIS.
Data used for this study are the previous study defining the linkages among the variables. For
example, the linkage between political stability and ease of starting a business is defined as stability will
in formulating long term policies which leads to cheap and fast incorporation process of new business
(Haidar, 2012; Klapper et al., 20011).
M-TISM FOR INSTITUTIONAL ENABLERS OF NIS
Step I: Identifying and defining the elements to be linked
The five institutional enablers of NIS were identified and defined through the review of the literature as
presented in Appendix I. These enablers are defined in the literature review section.
Step II. Determining the contextual relationship between identified enablers
The contextual relationship is the causal relationship between factors, such as factor A affects B. In this
study, the contextual relationship was determined through the literature review.
Step III. Defining the basic interpretation of the relation specified in Step II
The interpretation of the contextual relations provides a more profound comprehension of the
relationship between the elements, i.e., LQ ³KRZ GRHV RQH HOHPHQW LPSDFW RU LPSURYH DQother
HOHPHQW´7KHVHUHODWLRQVKLSV between the elements were outlined with reasons obtained from specialists
and through a literature review.
Step IV. Pair-wise comparison of all elements and development of reachability matrix, contextual
relation and interpretive logic
For pair-wise comparison, each factor is on an individual basis and compared with all the factors. The
total number of pair-wise comparisons will be n î Qí IRU Q NQRZQ IDFWRUV 7KH SDVW OLWHUDWXUH¶
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viewpoint for each pair-ZLVHFRPSDULVRQLVGHVLJQDWHGE\³1´IRUQRDQG³<´IRU\HVDQGWKH reason
IRU³<´LVIXUWKHUGHFLSKHUHG

Figure 1: ISM steps (Reference: Sushil, 2012)
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Step V. Development of reachability matrix
With the assistance of an interpretative logic-knowledge base, the reachability matrix is developed
(Table 2). For each ³<´FRGH, 1 is entered and IRUHYHU\³1´FRGH, 0 is entered.

PS
RoL
GE
EoSB
EoRI

PS
1
1
1
0
0

Table 2: Initial reachability matrix
RoL
GE
EoSB
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

EoRI
1
0
1
0
1

Transitivity Check: The reachability matrix (Table 3) is additionally checked for the transitivity
rule. The knowledge base for each new transitive link is updated DV³<´
Table 3: Transitive reachability matrix
PS
RoL
GE
EoSB
EoRI
PS
1
0
0
1*
1
RoL
1
1
1
1*
1*
GE
1
1
1
1
1
EoSB
0
0
0
1
0
EoRI
0
0
0
1
1
* during the transitive check, the values that are modified from 0 to 1
Step VI. Level partitioning
Level partitioning (Table 4) is performed by the intersection set obtained by determining common
elements between the antecedent set and the reachability set of the matrix obtained through the transitive
check. When the elements are common in terms of the reachability and the interaction set, that element
is at level I. Then, after removing that level, Iteration II is performed, and the same process is continued
further.
Table 4: Level partitioning
Enablers
Reachability Set Antecedent set
Intersection set Level
Iteration 1
1
1, 4, 5
1, 2, 3
1
2
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
2, 3
2, 3
3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
2, 3
2, 3
4
4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
4
I
5
4, 5
1, 2, 3, 5
5
Iteration 2
1
1, 5
1, 2, 3
1
2
1, 2, 3, 5
2, 3
2, 3
3
1, 2, 3, 5
2, 3
2, 3
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5
Iteration 3
1
2
3
Iteration 4
2
3

5

1, 2, 3, 5

5

II

1
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3
2, 3
2, 3

1
2, 3
2, 3

III

2, 3
2, 3

2, 3
2, 3

2, 3
2, 3

IV
IV

Figure 2: Relationship among Elements
Step VII. Prepare Diagraph
The digraph is constructed by composing each enabler at its individual respective level obtained in Step
VI, and the drawn links correspond to the relationship established in the reachability matrix.
Step VIII. Development of Interaction Matrix
Using the final diagraph obtained at step VII, the interaction matrix is developed. All the direct and
VLJQLILFDQW WUDQVLWLYH OLQNV DUH GHSLFWHG E\ ³´ DQG considered further to provide an appropriate
interpretation of the knowledge base to form the interpretive matrix and it is converted to interaction
matrix (Table 5).
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1

1

2

-

Table 5: Interaction Matrix of elements
3
4
5
Transitive
Stability helps in
formulating longterm
policies
which ease the
procedure
for
starting
a
business
Formulating
long-term
plans for the country and
formulating policies

Ensures
effective
functioning of
the government
by establishing
networks
of
responsibility
and
accountability

3

Eliminates
diverse highrisk outcomes
by
limiting
discretionary
power
Resolves
coordination
problems &
reduces social
conflict

Leads to the
proper
implementation
of the rule.

4

-

-

2

5

-

-

Transitive - Acts
as a guide for
reducing
formalization in
terms of future
transaction costs
and litigation

Transitive - Acts as a
guide for appropriate
conduct and help reduce
time & cost, and increases
the recovery rate of
resolving insolvency

Helps to build
environments that
nurture
and Removes
structural
sustain
barriers such as onerous
entrepreneurship bankruptcy legislation
-

-

Provides
certainty
regarding
the
future course of
action

Step IX. Prepare m-Total Interpretive Structural Modelling
By using the diagraph (Step VII) and interpretive matrix (Step VIII), m-TISM is developed for studying
the interrelationship among the institutional enablers of NIS. The links are also provided with
interpretation as obtained from the interpretive matrix.
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Figure 3: Final TISM Model
MIC-MAC Analysis: The enablers are classified into four quadrants, based on the dependence
and driving power of the enablers (Table 6: Driving and dependence power of enablers). The four
quadrants are independent, linkage, dependent, and autonomous variable. Autonomous variable is in
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quadrant I. The enablers falling into this cluster have both weak driving and dependence power.
Dependent Variable is in Quadrant II. The elements falling into this cluster have strong dependence
power but weak driving power. Linkage Variable is in quadrant III. The elements falling into this cluster
have both strong driving power and dependence power. Independent Variable is in Quadrant IV. The
elements falling into this cluster have strong driving power but weak dependence power. The quadrant
categorization of enablers is shown in Figure 4 MICMAC analysis.
Table 6: Driving and dependence power of enablers
PS
RoL
GE
EoSB
EoRI
Driving Power
PS

1

0

0

1*

1

3

RoL

1

1

1*

1*

1*

5

GE

1

1*

1

1

1

5

EoSB

0

0

0

1

0

1

EoRI

0

0

0

1

1

2

Dependence

3

2

2

5

4

Figure 4: MICMAC Analysis
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATION
This study finds the inter-relationship between the variables using a modified TISM approach
and provides the key information to academicians, policymakers, and managers regarding the
institutional enablers of NIS. These enablers should be focused more upon for fostering the NIS of a
country. The MIC-MAC analysis helps to find out the relative importance and dependency of the
enablers. As depicted in Figure IV, no autonomous enablers are found. PS is the linkage variable which
links between a dependent variable and independent variable. The dependent variable is - ease of
resolving insolvency and ease of starting business. The independent variable is - rule of law and
government effectiveness. The study identifies the four levels of institutional enablers of NIS, which are
- Level IV: Rule of Law (RoL) & Government Effectiveness (GE), Level III - Political Stability (PS),
Level II-Ease of Resolving Insolvency (EoRI), and Level I-Ease of Starting Business (EoSB).
The enablers possessing high dependency and weak driving power are in the level I and level II
of the hierarchy. Consequently, policy-makers and practitioners should firstly focus on these enablers.
These enablers have the ability to affect other enablers in the system.
The enablers which have strong dependence and driving power are unstable enablers which are
political stability. This has the strong effect on other quadrants, which means that the rule of law and
government effectiveness influence the political stability, which in turn affects the ease of resolving
insolvency and ease of starting a business.
The enablers in independent variables which possess low dependence and high driving power
form the base of hierarchy which is in level IV. These enablers include are rule of law and government
effectiveness. Thus, strategic handling of these enablers is needed to mitigate their effect on fostering
innovation.
From figure 3, it is evident that the rule of law and government effectiveness are the key enablers
which are at the base of the TISM model should be given high priority. Thus, with improved focus on
increasing government effectiveness and stronger rule of law will boost ease of starting a business and
thus foster innovation in the country. The next emphasis should be placed on curbing linkage enabler i.e.
PS which is in the middle of the hierarchy. The finding of this study reveals that by effectively
monitoring and promoting the independent enabler, and linkage enablers the dependent enabler can be
fostered.
This study has important implication for research, practitioners, and policymakers. From a
research perspective, this framework provides a theoretical foundation of how and why different
institutions can impact each other and NIS. In addition, where the focus of previous research has been
on the narrow view of the institutions, this paper includes five different types of institutions and also
answers why and how it affects other factor affecting NIS.
)URPDSUDFWLWLRQHU¶VSHUVSHFWive, this model will enable the companies to evaluate the NIS of
different countries and by way of doing that they can arrive at an investment decision. Organizations can
also consider the importance of the political, legal and business environment more carefully in
protecting shareholder rights. They can list out countries where the economy has strong enforceability of
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contracts, faster legal proceedings, and strong IPR protection. Risk-averse organizations may not decide
to invest in a country where the PS is low. A stable government is considered reliable and thus induces
more opportunities for investors.
From policy maker's perspective, the findings enable policymakers to use their resources
efficiently and concentrate on the most significant enablers found at the lowest level of hierarchy i.e.
rule of law and government effectiveness, then linkage enablers i.e. political stability, and lastly
dependent enablers i.e. ease of resolving insolvency and ease of starting the business.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper builds a model by using two methodologies namely TISM and MIC-MAC. The
novelty of this research lies in identifying different institutional enablers which helps in the growth of
NIS and then the classification of these identified enablers into four hierarchical levels based on their
dependence and driving power. The enablers and the relationship of different enablers have been
identified by reviewing the existing literature on institutions and NIS.
A further extension of the enabler of NIS could be performed; which would further enhance our
comprehension of NIS, with the assistance of information gathered from industry and academic experts,
researchers, and so on. The present study is built by identifying five institutional enablers which impact
NIS based on with the support of literature. However, the model can also be qualitatively validated with
WKHKHOSRIIRFXVJURXSGLVFXVVLRQRUH[SHUW¶VRSLQLRQ$GGLWLRQDOO\, the proposed TISM model needs to
be statistically validated.
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ABSTRACT
The aviation industry across the globe is experiencing many challenges, and while customer
expectations must be exceeded, aviation industry revenue and costs must remain at par with the
standards. This paper reviews how one of the youngest airlines in India has managed to stand at par with
the top performing airlines in the country and across the globe by delivering what is lacking the most in
the aviation industry, a superb customer experience, due to a joint venture with one of the most trusted
brands in the country and the leading airline in Asia and globally. This paper reviews the elements that
have made this airline its customers' favourite and most trusted. This paper also presents an overview of
the competition, key innovations and customer experience that play a key role in the aviation industry
Keywords ± Aviation industry, Innovations, Customer Experience, Vistara, Joint venture, Case
Study
INTRODUCTION
Flying 32,000 feet while sipping a steaming hot Starbucks coffee, biting into a succulent meal
and being greeted by a generous smile are ways Vistara has changed its in-flight services for domestic
flyers in India. As one of India's newest airlines, Vistara has a significant following and has gained a
strong brand value. While it does come with its share of challenges and issues, studying what drives this
airline to deliver a superb customer experience, which is lacking in the aviation industry, is intriguing.
The aviation industry across the globe remains dynamic. While some companies adopt measures
to gain a competitive advantage, few choose to grow through diversification. Several examples of
mergers and joint ventures between airlines across the globe exist, and while some cases have become
milestones, other cases have not been so successful. This paper looks at one such example, India's
newest airline, Vistara, which gained an advantage over its competitors by driving enhanced customer
experiences and delivering game-changing innovations.
Aviation companies across the globe, especially low-cost carriers in Southeast Asian countries,
are taking several measures to gain competitive advantages, including strategizing their operations,
marketing and distribution (Albers et al 2017). This paper focuses on one aviation company that pursues
innovation and delivers a customer experience that is second to none. While innovation is key to
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distinguishing a company within the industry, existing knowledge is refined and extended while it is
developed close to the company's current knowledge, which plays a major role in exploitation.
Innovation is achieved by exploring new knowledge areas in which no prior expertise exists. Open
innovation (Bogers et al 2018) is a cross among research, practice and policies. While technological
advancements are key focus areas, uncertainty and identifying and eliminating waste and non-value add
time cannot be overlooked.
Innovative advancements help a company move to the next level in any industry. They form
creative destruction, make the competition take notice, and support the sustained economic growth of
the organisation. Vistara has been leading the aviation industry in innovations that make the life of its
customers easier, resulting in customer loyalty, and technological improvements, such as the integration
of machine learning and artificial intelligence.
The majority of the airlines across the globe are working towards one main objective, revenue.
This focus on revenue has led to many strategic decisions, such as providing no-frills services, not
offering complimentary meals or drinks and even luggage. These strategies have been successful for
low-cost carriers across the world, and these carriers continue to grow and remain sustainable (Francis et
al 2017). However, low-cost carriers in India that offer customers affordable flight services have
gradually lost focus on one of their key assets, their customers. When these companies make business
decisions, they do not make their customers a focal point, which has affected their customers'
experiences. This is where Vistara surpasses its competition and sets the standards for positive customer
experiences within the aviation industry. Keeping the customer at the heart of all decisions, innovations
and strategies enables a company to gain an advantage over the competition and promotes customer
loyalty and brand value.
In an industry such as aviation, which thrives on front-end customers, the company's focus
should be on ensuring the customers are pleased. Imagine a simple coffee shop. A man walks in to
purchase a mug of coffee without any expectations. The probability that he will return to the coffee shop
is based on the way he is treated and his overall experience from the moment he steps into the shop until
he steps out of the shop. Each of the elements should focus on providing exceptional services. What has
been missing from the aviation companies in India is this focus. These companies do not consider
providing exceptional service when they make their decisions and adopt innovations.
Approximately 70% of the population in India is rural. However, the urban population and its demands
are ever increasing. India is also seeing the highest increase in domestic travel growth (23%), almost
twice the increase in China. This growth is the result of airport development in tier 2 and tier 3 cities as
the government seeks to enable consumers to fly to non-metro cities across the country. Twenty years
ago, individuals could only fly to and from a metro city. However, multiple flights to smaller cities are
available today. Due to this growth and changes in the economy, significant opportunities exist for all
the airlines in the country. Therefore, the cost is no longer the only factor that will set an airline apart
from its competition; the customers' experience will also set them apart. From the value-added services
it offers to the overall check-in and onboard experience, from the behaviour of the crew to the point
where the luggage arrives on the conveyer belt, each element is a key deciding factor. Vistara delights
its customers by providing meals that are superior to food provided in top restaurants, hot/cold towels
and several other services that make it stand apart against its competitors. It is no longer about just
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reaching a destination on time ± this paper reviews what happens in between and what measures the
airline has taken to achieve customer loyalty and brand loyalty.
Vistara is a joint venture between the two leaders in their respective areas ± TATA Sons and
Singapore Airlines. There have been several cases of joint ventures within the aviation industry across
the globe such as Qantas and Emirates along with British Airways and Qatar Airways, who have been
successful in achieving the strategy of the venture. If there is no planning and understanding of the risks
that have to be shared by both parties ± the future of the joint venture would be bleak (Stewart
&Maughn, 2011). It is important that the relationship between the critical decision makers continues and
this is what supports Vistara as it has a mix of members on its board from across TATA as well as
Singapore Airlines.
The top challenges which continue to haunt the aviation industry are revenue growth, sustaining
the customer base, consistent and high standards of customer experience and security. Safety measures
post 9/11 attacks in the USA and identifying the underlying threat (Clinton V Oster Jr, John S Strong
and C Kurt Zorn, 2011) by not being reactive, but the more predictive and proactive approach in dealing
with the next generation safety measures. The aviation industry must also ensure the decisions are made
and strategies developed for achieving Operational Excellence ± cost effectiveness which leads to
revenue growth or losses, Customer Intimacy ± by dealing with challenges in providing consistent
customer experience across all segments and sustaining the quality of the service.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Joint ventures in the aviation industry
There are several basic elements that are the key ingredients for the growth of an organisation
namely marketing, technological & product development, extending businesses to other geographies ±
lacking funds and resources and an objecting of using the expertise within two different companies,
leads to a partnership which is called a joint venture. The joint venture establishes a new entity where
both partners share resources, funds, equipment and even intellectual properties. Some joint ventures are
designated for a specific time limit while some do not have an end period specified. Joint ventures have
resulted in successful partnership when the focus has been on minimizing costs and providing
advantages to the customers.
The top joint ventures within the aviation industry have been successful by providing improved
services and leveraging on customer satisfaction. Before the joint venture, American Airline and British
Airways were both departing at the same time which ended up with a haywire gap of 3 hours in the
schedule. However, post the joint venture both these airlines were able to expand their schedules equally
across the globe which resulted in benefits to the customer as well as a reduction in revenue wastage
(Grunow, 2012). The partnership between the two companies also helps in reducing inefficiencies,
minimizing expenses and removing operational activities are not required. Two companies also get the
benefits of leveraging the advantages offered in each of their core competencies. (Ustaomer et al, 2015).
When the two companies involved in the joint venture have different core competencies, it provides
stronger benefits to the new entity which can utilize the most relevant and the strongest expertise from
both areas ± thereby enabling to sustain a much successful venture. ,W¶V also important to understand
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what are the flexibility determinants that play a major role in the success of the joint venture (Dhir,
Sushil 2017).
The economic downfall through the recession and the political crises during the beginning of the
21 century pose a major threat to the revenues generated and the finances in the aviation industry
(Goyal and Negi 2014). However, with the study conducted on the merger of two airlines (Anderson et
al, 2018), it goes on to prove that there is a significant increment in the customer satisfaction post the
merger caused by a perception of an improvement in the quality of service which in turn leads to a
stability in the economic growth of the airline. With the customers' belief growing stronger and better on
what they perceive to improve, the entity clearly benefits from this change in behaviour.
st

Diversification is the strategy used by many corporates and businesses to enter into a brand-new
market or industry which it currently is not a part of, by creating a new product for that market (Sanjay
Dhir, Swati Dhir 2015) One of the key benefits of diversification is the positive impact that it brings on
innovation (Orlando et al, 2016). The study conducted on new multinational enterprises who have
divulged into geographic diversification showcase that the strategic factor markets are crucial in
exploring rationales for geographic diversification (Kim et al, 2015). The key types of diversification
that are relevant are related and unrelated diversification. While the related diversification leverages
the similarities on the technological advantages of the two firms and creates new products that are
technologically in sync. This kind of diversification works well in the health and well-being of consumer
products and household care goods. The unrelated diversification diversifies into firms and businesses
that do not have a unified strategic theme with no strategic fit. They would usually venture into areas
that are projected to bring profits and leverage the core competencies of both participating parties. The
meta-analytical regression studies showcase that the relationship between DFRPSDQ\¶VSHUIRUPDQFHDQG
related diversification has remained constant whereas D FRPSDQ\¶V SHUIRUPDQFH DQG XQUHODWHG
diversification has enhanced significantly over time (Schommer et al, 2018).
Innovation in the world of aviation
Innovation is derived from the word nova which means something new. Typically, innovation
would lead to a product, service that enhances the experience of the user as well as delivers profitability,
growth and revenue to the organisation (Anderson et al, 2014). It is explained via two key processes:
x
Exploitation
o
Refining and extending existing knowledge
o
Developing knowledge that is close to the firms existing knowledge
x
Exploration
o
Exploring new knowledge areas where no prior experience of the firm exists
o
Acquiring new knowledge by discovery
There have been many kinds of research conducted on the innovation linked to the travel and
tourism (Hwang and Hyun 2016, Sandvik et al 2014, Fraj et al, 2015, Jin et al, 2015).
Lean thinking on innovation follows the cycle where it begins with specifying the values,
identifying the value stream and eliminating waste, determining the customer value and capturing the
value stream and finally identifying the value added vs non-value added time. By adopting lean
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innovation capabilities, an organisation is enabled to manage its resources by reconfiguring and
allocating them in a useful and different manner (Bicen and Johnson, 2015).

Figure 1. Lean Thinking Innovation
Strategic innovation helps organisations to identify the requirements of both internal (employees,
staff) and external stakeholders (customers). It largely depends on what actions, processes and ideas
does the organisation hold to ensure it connects with the customers far beyond the services and products
that it offers. In addition, the strategic innovation also depends on how the organisation is able to
connect with its staff far beyond the scope of the work that they perform (Kan et al, 2018).
Technology also plays a key role to support organisations with driving innovation. Majority of
the top innovative companies across the globe are tech savvy. It is also empirical and highly dependable
RQ WKH RUJDQLVDWLRQ¶V ILQDQFLDO VWUXFWXUH WKDW ZRXOG GLUHFWO\ LQIOXHQFH WKH WHFKQRORJLFDO LQQRYDWLRQV
(Khan et al, 2018).
The 4 Ps of Innovation looks at the structure of the four elements described below:
Product

Process

Position

Paradigm

Product ± this element looks at what measures does the organisation take to innovate the current
products that it is offering to the customers. The aim should be to kill the monotony and provide an
exemplary product that could change the experience of the front users. Driving innovation in its
products, the company needs heavy investments in the creative resources, technological enhancements
(Khan et al, 2018) and remain open-minded in taking feedbacks and suggestions from the end users
themselves. The organisation must drive the approach to "think outside the box".
Process ± innovation on processes purely help in improving the processes within the
organisation which leads to efficiencies in cost, improved performance, enhanced services. There should
be a sync between the external and internal processes of an organisation and this element would support
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in providing continuous improvement on how the processes could be kept up to date ± innovating the
processes using technology, artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Position ± this element within the matrix is more about the perception ± how do customers
SHUFHLYHWKHRUJDQLVDWLRQDVDEUDQGKRZWRWKHHPSOR\HH¶VIHHOabout the company they work for, are
the front-end users perceive about the brand ± this is more about the psychological factor rather than the
product or services that the organisation offers.
Paradigm ± any exhaustive or comprehensive changes in the way a process is followed in an
organisation would lead to the paradigm innovation. What is more important to keep in mind is that the
comprehensive change should also yield profits for it to be innovative.
Achieving Strategic Flexibility and Competitive Advantage through astounding Customer
Experience
For any company or brand to remain successful, the key factor that plays a major role is the
experience of the end users of its products and services. An organisation would only achieve absolute
customer satisfaction when it has a holistic understanding of the needs and requirements of the customer
(Arif et al, 2013). Strategic flexibility is where the organisations are able to adapt quickly and make
decisions based on the situation/ challenges and issues. Keeping customer experience as the focal point,
airlines have been able to deliver stronger results and achieve this flexibility that helps them perform
consistently (Claussen, 2018).
Kan et al (2018) conducted a study on Hong Kong Airlines who have created a service called as
P.E.O.P.L.E which focusses on passion to deliver (treating customers with sincerity and kindness), extra
to give (being proactive to offer help and services before the customer asks for it), options to offer
(being able to provide help and support by looking at the customer and their mannerisms), lasting
impression to create (offering services to the customers that leaves an unforgettable impact) and
emotional quotient (no matter how stressful the situation could be, remain calm and treating customers
with kindness). This culture yields tremendous value from the customer who appreciates the peoplecentric approach in all their dealings.

Keeping the customer at the heart of all the decisions that are made in an organisation, would
eventually support in delivering unmatched customer experience. This focus would greatly help the
organisations to build the perception of customers and lead to customer retainability via customer
loyalty. When the organisation goes beyond its processes and policies to offer value to the customer, it
leaves a lasting impression (Arif et al, 2013) and the customer is bound with the
brand/company/organisation. Providing such services should also not negatively impact the revenues as
the end objective should be improving costs through improving customer satisfaction.
While the airline industry can improve its profitability through offering wow experience to its
customers, it is infamous for low customer satisfaction and increasing volume of complaints ± from 46
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various industries measured in the United States, the aviation industry usually receives the lowest scores
on satisfaction (ACSI ± American Customer Satisfaction Index 2016). The study conducted by
Anderson 2018, explains the role that the merger of airlines across geographies play in enhancing
customer loyalty and satisfaction. Several researchers firmly believe that a company's profitability as
well as the market share largely depends on customer satisfaction and has a direct influence on it
(Oliver, 2010). As per the report of Salesforce 2016, the top measure for success is not the customer
acquisition or revenue growth ± is it customer satisfaction!

It is also evident that all organisations would have a volume of customer dissatisfaction and
complaints ± this also plays a major role in learning on what actions must be in place to ensure there are
no reoccurrences of the dissatisfactions and the complaints could be minimized to the lowest as per
industry standards (Lapre 2011), the study also shows that the propensity to complaint (PTC) tends to
increase with the time that it takes for the customers issues/ queries to be fully resolved to their
satisfaction.
The relationship between the service quality and the customer satisfaction (Baker, 2013), based
on a study on top 14 airlines in the United States, showcases that the quality of service of the low-cost
carriers was higher than the full-service airlines. With the challenges of cost-cutting, high-quality
standards and providing superior quality of services ± it is an uphill task to maintain the satisfaction
level at high standards.
Satisfying customer is a phenomenon that requires expertise across every single level in an
organisation. By definition, customer satisfaction refers to the experience that the customer undergoes
by using the services and products offered by the organisation and hence it should remain the top
priority.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Case Study as a Research Method
The paper has been structured using the case study methodology where an in-depth analysis was
conducted on India's youngest airline Vistara. The case study includes a detailed analysis of the airline's
strategy on focussing on providing exceptional customer experience, their performance against the top
competitors and the key innovations that lead to profitability and customer benefits.
History
The joint venture between Tata Sons & Singapore Airlines gave birth to TATA SIA Airlines Ltd,
or as we commonly know it ± Vistara. Tata Sons and Singapore Airlines hold 51% and 49% stake
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respectively. The venture came into being to provide an extraordinary flying experience to the Indian
customers and bring a mammoth change in the aviation industry.
The operations commenced on 9th January 2015, with the introductory flight between New Delhi
and Mumbai. In the last 3 years, Vistara has grown WREHFRPH,QGLD¶Vth largest domestic airline serving
on 22 major destinations across the country from Delhi, Srinagar, Lucknow, Varanasi in the north ± to
Chennai, Bangalore, Kochi, Port Blair in the south and Ahmadabad, Mumbai and Pune in the west ± and
covering the eastern India with Kolkata, Guwahati and Bagdogra. With over 700 weekly flights, Vistara
has added more than 10 destinations in the last one year itself with the increasing demand of the
passengers and the exquisite services that are offered. It¶s one of the few full-service airlines that offers
3 different categories of seating: Business, Premium Economy & Economy.
The word Vistara is derived from a Sanskrit word Vistaar, ZKLFKPHDQVD³OLPLWOHVVH[SDQVH´±
this is an inspiration for the limitless world that Vistara flies into ± the sky. It also showcases the
experience that it aims to provide to its fliers ± one of a kind! The tag line that is associated with Vistara
is ± ³IO\WKHQHZIHHOLQJ´± as it vows to revolutionL]H,QGLDQWUDYHOOHUV¶H[SHULHQFHRIIO\LQJWithin the
word Vistara, there is another Hindi word tara which means a star ± this is also represented within the
logo of the company. The logo is an eight-pointed star intertwined together to form a shape of a
continuous structure ± this represents the aim of the company which is to provide a seamless and heartwarming experience to all its flyers.
The management of Vistara has the expertise from both Singapore Airlines as well as Tata Sons
± the board includes five members from both companies. Along with the board and the management, it
has the best of the industry and domains, provides a wide range of benefits to the company and its
policies ± keeping the customer at the heart of all decisions and coming up with innovations in their
operations.
Customer Experience
Vistara has stood out as a leader in the aviation industry purely by changing the strategy and
focussing on delivering exceptional customer experience. The experience is a holistic approach
focussing on the mobile app, web services, check-in counters and finally leading up to in-flight
experience. Vistara offers a wide array of fantastic services that leave an everlasting mark on all its
flyers. The Vistara app provides the users with a seamless experience of booking as well as checking in.
It has been created with two main aims ± simple and friendly to use. Their Vistara Club program even
offers additional rewards to users checking- in online or using the app to book the tickets online. By
registering to the Club Vistara services, customers can earn loyalty points for the completed flights ±
along with bonus on mobile check-ins and additional points for booking via the mobile apps. These
points once accumulated can be used to purchase flight tickets or upgrade from one class to another.
There are four different categories of Club Vistara services ± Base, Silver, Gold and Platinum ± each
includes a separate set of benefits ± this higher the category, the better benefits it offers. Unlike the
reward points on other airlines, Vistara is exquisite, as it provides points based on the fare value rather
than the distance ± this helps in rewarding the customers with higher points on higher spends. The
experience of redeeming the points is seamless and easy ± customers can either do it online or via the
call centres. One area where the app could be developed further is showing the actual location of the
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incoming/outgoing flights for enhanced customer experience on any flight delays and keeping the
customers fully engaged on the arrival/departures.
Vistara is the only domestic airline offering both Premier Economy & Business class along with
the regular Economy class and the services offered across the three areas vary as well. The Premium
Economy & Business traveller is offered a welcome drink along with hot/cold towel as soon as they are
seated. )RUDILUVWWLPHIO\HULQ,QGLDWKLVPDNHVDELJGLIIHUHQFHDQGDGGVWKHH[WUD³ZRZ´IDFWRUWRWKHLU
experience. Wiping off their faces and hands with the hot/cold towel, the customers begin on a journey
full of pleasant surprises.
One of the top areas that have impressed the majority of the flyers is the onboard meals ± the
menu being designed by special chefs, the food has been quoted to be better than the meals served in top
restaurants. Chicken tikka biryani and mirchi kasalan to veg pulao and kofta curry, Chettinad chicken to
vegetable pulao and paneer tikka, the meals offered are ever so delicious and are rarely complained
about. Passengers who have flown via Vistara, look forward to travelling again and enjoying the mouthwatering meals offered onboard. Apart from the main food, Vistara also provides desserts and
tea/coffee. The food offered on long-duration flights is full meals as compared to short duration flights
where light snacks are offered.
Vistara has recently started offering Starbucks coffee to the passengers on the flight (on flight
durations more than 2 hours). While this may be a small gesture, there are massive appreciations on the
social media where the customers who love their brands ± such as Starbucks, are highly pleased with
this service. Vistara is the only airline in the world that is serving Starbucks coffee on the flight ± thanks
to the parent company TATA! Such innovative ideas and thoughts are making a big difference to the
customer experience and supporting in developing a brand attachment with the customers.
Vistara has a dedicated luxury lounge for its business class passengers at the Indira Gandhi
International airport, New Delhi. Adding value to the flyer's experience, Vistara also extends the special
Lounge Access to its Economy and Premium Economy passengers at an attractively priced lounge fee.
This gives the chance to not only the Business class passengers but also the Economy and Premium
Economy travellers to experience and relax in the comfort of the lounge.
Customers also have the advantage of pre-booking extra baggage at a highly discounted rate,
prior to their travel and avoid the hassles and higher fees that could be charged at the airport. With this
price advantage, also comes guarantee of refund/change of flights thereby providing a hassle-free
experience to the customer.
Based on the 1264 reviews from TripAdvisor, 59% of the reviews were 5 stars or Excellent ±
which the highest for any Indian Airline in the domestic sector! The top areas that the customers have
been most pleased about are the customer service, cleanliness, seat comfort and the smooth check-in and
boarding experience. Food and legroom were rated very highly by the majority of the reviewers were the
flyers were very impressed with the quality and the quantity of food.
5LVKDG 3DWHO KDV FRPPHQWHG RQ 6N\7UD[  ³9LVWDUD VHUYLFH RQFH DJDLQH[FHOOHQW 7KH FUHZ RQ
board and service is very good. Also, they have the best coffee I have had on any Indian carrier´ The
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average rating on SkyTrax is 9/10, one of the areas where users have requested intervention by the
airline is the In-Flight entertainment services. Vistara currently does not offer any inflight entertainment
on any of the flights ± providing this would give an edge to Vistara as there are certain Jet and Air India
flights where this service is offered.
Vistara also made headlines for refusing a top Indian celebrity, actor Salman Khan, to check in
once he arrived late ± this goes on to prove that all passengers are considered equal and no VIP
treatment is given even to the celebrities. However, in order to help Salman Khan, Vistara also
supported and helped in accommodating him on a different airline. This goes on to prove that the
company operates RQSURYLGLQJ³3HUVRQDO´H[SHULHQFHWRDOOFXVWRPHUV
On 30th May 2018, there was an accident on the National Highway leading towards to airport and
this caused massive traffic jams across Delhi and Gurugram. Vistara took a bold step to ensure every
customer who missed their flight was accommodated on the next flight with no additional fee or fare.
Such strong decisions focussing on customers more than anything else is resulting in a massive thumb
up across all social media platforms. While customer would freak out with the thought of being stuck in
traffic and reaching the airport late, Vistara has gone beyond the norms to ensure customer experience
remains their top priority. Accommodating the flyers on next available flight and not charging additional
fees/ refunding the amount when the customers are impacted due to reasons beyond their control. There
have been other instances ± flood in Mumbai due to heavy rain, traffic due to nationwide protests ± and
for all reasons where a large number of citizens were impacted, Vistara ensured they do all that is
possible to support the passengers as well the crew. Some of the comments from a customer who went
head over heels on Twitter below:
³2QO\9LVWDUDFDQEHVRFRQVLGHUDWH*UHDWZRUNDQGKHDUWWRXFKLQJ´ @abbasisonly
³7KLV LV D ILUVW , PHDQ , KDYH QHYHU KHDUG WKLV H[FHSW IRU VWRUPV DQG VXFK $ZHVRPH $LU 9LVWDUD´
@riddhineeta
"Excellent response, engaging and customer-centric. @airvistara you will fly really high on engines
powered by customer goodwill". @way2anand
³7KDW¶VDJRRGWKRXJKWLQDQRWKHUZLVH³FRUSRUDWH-\´ZRUOG´#NKXVKERRBPHKWD
³7KDQN \RX VR PXFK , ZDV KDYLQJ D SDQLF DWWDFN LQ P\ FDU 7KLV LV ZK\ , DOZD\V WUDYHO E\ 9LVWDUD´
@yashendra2797
Seeing such positive feedback on social media, some other airlines had to adopt similar measures
and did not charge customers and provided them seats at no additional costs on the next available flight.
In July 2018, an Indian state famous for its backwaters and tourism ± Kerala, was impacted by
severe floods that led to thousands of people losing their lives and stranded without a home. The
international airport in the state was shut down for over two weeks. This caused a nationwide stir and
help was pouring in from all direction. The damage was immense on all aspect ± lives lost, personal
damages, people missing, lack of medical help. At such difficult times, Vistara offered help that sent
waves of positivity ± they allowed doctors & nurses who were willing to help the people affected due to
the floods, to fly to Kerala free of cost. This garnered them more love than ever and it was a move
appreciated by all. Such innovative measures that are focussed on people and emotions are key in
improving the brand value of an organisation (Martinaityte et al 2016) and Vistara is just doing that!
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Dealing with the competitors
While Vistara is the newest airline to be operating in India, it came with a challenge where the
aviation industry was on growth and the low-cost carriers (LCC) such as Indigo, SpiceJet and GoAir had
already cemented their brand of providing cost-effective and no fuss services. This was working very
well against the full-service airlines such as Jet Airways and Air India. Vistara planned to target the fullservice sector providing world-class experience at cost-effective rates. There are instances where if the
organisation focusses heavily on purely beating the competition, it has adverse effects on its overall
performance (Makadok and Ross, 2018). Hence, Vistara has been successful in not focus on competing
with the strong rival but delivering and keeping close to the objective of delivering on their promise ±
treating the customers with the thoughtfulness of how you would be treated in a similar situation.
Performance of the Top Airlines (FY17) in INR cr
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
-20%

Indigo

Jet Airways

Spice Jet

Vistara

-40%
Revenue

Net Profit

Table 1. Revenue and the Net Profit generated by the top airlines in India (FY 2017)
Vistara vs Indigo: ,QGLJR$LUOLQHVLV,QGLD¶VODUJHVWGRPHVWLFORZ-cost carrier and Asia's largest
individual low-cost carrier with respect to the size of the fleets and the number of passengers flown.
With its primary base at New Delhi, Indira Gandhi International Airport, Indigo operates across 50
major destinations ± both India and worldwide. Indigo started their domestic operations in 2006, nine
years before Vistara came into existence. With the civil aviation rules, Indigo started their international
operations five yearVDIWHUFRPLQJLQWRSOD\,QGLJRZDVVXFFHVVIXOO\EHFRPLQJ,QGLD¶VPRVWSUHIHUUHG
airline with its low costs and excellent connectivity. While Indigo is a Low-Cost Carrier and does not
offer free meals likeVistara, they have an edge over Vistara due to their high number of connectivity and
operations across every major sector in India. Due to a no-frills airline, Indigo does not offer valueadded services such as high loyalty rewards, extra baggage and Business/Premium Economy sections.
Several customers are happy paying an extra amount to get the privilege of extra legroom in the
premium economy class in Vistara. One of the most common facts that are famous about Indians is that
the way to their heart is through their stomach and Vistara just hits the bulls-eye in this segment.
Majority of the passengers have been super pleased with the restaurant quality food. Vistara seating is
preferred more than Indigo as it is spacious and has enough leg room even in the Economy section.
Vistara has come into the aviation industry when there has been a monotony and every single
airline has been focussing on cost reduction and making more money. For example, Indigo charges extra
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to its customers for allowing them to receive their baggage first upon reaching to the destination ±
however, several customers have complained about not receiving their baggage timely, thereby causing
strong dissatisfaction. Indigo also charges customers extra for window and aisle seats which have been
refuted a lot on the social media. Overall, Indigo does have a few advantages over Vistara, however, in
the current scenario, customers are willing to pay an additional fare to gain the unforgettable experience
provided by Vistara.
Vistara vs Jet Airways: -HW $LUZD\V KDV EHHQ ,QGLD¶V OHDGLQJ DLUOLQH DFURVV GRPHVWLF DQG WKH
international sector ± offering Business and Economy class services on both sectors. India's secondlargest airline - Jet Airways, with a market share of 17.8%, operates approximately 300 flights across all
major destinations in India and worldwide. Jet Airways began its full-fledged operations in 1995 and
moving into the international sector in 2004. The day Vistara was launched, Jet Airways announced that
it would do away with the low-cost carrier services and focus on fully serviced sector. Vistara and Jet
Airways have a competition in the same segment where they both cater to similar customer ± providing
full services inclusive of free meals/snacks on board. Vistara and Jet Airways both provide a separate
Business class on their aircraft ± however Vistara also provides the premium economy class on all its
flights across the country. Based on the reviews on social media and TripAdvisor, Vistara shows a much
better rating on all aspects from food to leg spacing and check-in experience. Vistara also has special
counters for Business and Premier Economy customers to provide them with an easy and smooth checkexperience, something that Jet Airways lacks.
Vistara vs Air India: While Air India remains one of the most talked about airline in India, for
all the wrong reasons ± from poor customer services to lack of personal element in their dealings with
the customers, from the flights being delayed and cancelled to rude staff and low standard of food ± Air
India is in the news for reasons they would prefer to avoid. While in the last few years, they have
managed to change this perception by recruiting new and young staff ± Air India being famous for
running with the middle-aged/elderly crew, some who are on the verge of retiring ± this young breed of
the crew has brought about a change in their dealings with the customers. They have also acquired the
Dreamliner fleets for the domestic flights (on certain sectors only) as Air India was infamous for having
really old aircraft with poor cleanliness. With Air India and Jet Airways falling behind delivering
luxurious service, Air Vistara can enjoy the space which was once owned by Kingfisher airlines. With
the backing of Singapore Airlines, Vistara has delivered what it aimed at the launch in 2015, providing
exemplary customer experience which has been lacking in Air India.
Table 3. Comparison of Economy, Premium Economy and Business Class of the top airlines in India

Economy
Seat Pitch
Seat Width
Delhi-Mumbai Fare(INR)

Vistara
30 inches
18.1 inches
3459

Indigo
29-30 inches
17.99 inches
3988

Jet Airways
29-30 inches
17 inches
4051

Air India
21-32 inches
16-18 inches
4440

Premium Economy
Seat Pitch
Seat Width
Delhi-Mumbai Fare(INR)

Vistara
33-36 inches
18.1 inches
6311

Indigo
NA
NA
NA

Jet Airways
NA
NA
NA

Air India
NA
NA
NA
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Business
Seat Pitch
Seat Width
Delhi-Mumbai Fare(INR)

Vistara
40 inches
20.1 inches
17175

Indigo
NA
NA
NA

Jet Airways
44 inches
20.5 inches
17218

Air India
42 inches
21 inches
17045

Key Innovations
RADA ± using the latest Artificial Intelligence technology, Vistara has innovated with the most
customer-centric product ± India's first robot that will be providing assistance to its customers at the
airport. The robot has been named RADA and has been created to provide a seamless experience to the
customers keeping in mind the ever-changing customer behaviours ± it will be initially placed at the
Vistara Signature lounge at the Indira Gandhi International Airport at the T3 terminal in New Delhi. The
robot has launched on July 5, 2018, where it has been interacting with the customers in the lounge and
will be developed further based on the feedback received from the customers. Currently, the robot will
be able to scan the boarding passes, greet the customer and interact with them using hand gestures,
engage with small children and play videos and songs, provide details on the destination city, weather
and flight status. RADA has been designed and engineered in the TATA Innovation Lab, with the help
of top technicians and engineers and supported by the reputed educational institute's students. Being
built on the chassis of four wheels, RADA can operate in 360 degrees and is a brilliant story of the Make
in India initiative launched by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The aim of using this robot is to take
over the transactional activities from the efficient employees and enable them to deal with more
complex and difficult tasks which require a humane touch and cannot be performed by machines.
Crew ± to ensure the standards remain extremely high with the crew, all crew members were
IORZQWR6LQJDSRUHDQGWKHWUDLQLQJZDVFRQGXFWHGRQWKHLFRQLF6LQJDSRUH*LUO¶VVWDQGDUG
Chef On Board ± a new service recently launched by Vistara, offers the Business and Premium
Economy passengers services by a uniformed chef who takes their first-hand feedback directly and
personally. With the unmatchable reputation on the quality of food and the ever delicious menu, it is
imperative that Vistara continues to lead the way in maintaining the standards of the food. By offering
the services of the chef and taking direct feedback from the customers, Chef on Board in a one of a kind
service that can make the dining experience more memorable and fulfilling.
Club Vistara±an innovative reward pURJUDPZKLFKLVRIIHUHGYLDWKHZHEVLWHDQGWKHFRPSDQ\¶V
app. While there are points rewarded for each flight successfully completed by the passengers, there are
special rewards given if the passenger completes the check-in via their app/website and other
promotional offers. The rewards can then be used for booking other flights or even upgrading the flights
from Economy to Premium Economy or Business and Premium Economy to Business.
Women Flyer Servicewomen safety and protection is the priority for all and Vistara has a smart
innovation called the Women Flyer Service. With this service, Vistara would provide special assistance
to women travellers flying alone by escorting them with their luggage, to and fro from their ground
transportation. This service also provides a preference of seat ± either window or aisle, no middle seats.
Vistara is the first airline to provide such a service at times when there is a high focus on the safety of
women in the country. A female passenger can also request support in booking a taxi from an authorised
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partner at the airport as in some of the cases, it was found that female solo travellers struggled upon
landing and were seeking for help.
Vistara Corporate Flyer ± this program has been designed to cater to the corporate customers to
provide them with a seamless travel experience by offering them an array of services from Zero
cancellation/Change fee to enhanced cabin baggage allowance along with preferred seating options.
Complimentary priority check-in and boarding, as well as baggage handling, is also offered to customers
who enrol themselves in this program.
Vistara Young Star ± this special service is for unaccompanied minors who are aged between 512 yrs and are travelling without the company of a supervised adult. Vistara takes complete care of the
child who travels under this program and is escorted by the airline staff and is seated in the aircraft while
the cabin crew keeps a watchful eye on them. There is a fee of INR2500 for this service and the young
traveller is handed over to an authorised person who has been already updated on the Unaccompanied
Minor form. The children travelling under this service are required to carry correct photo identification.
Parents can further call the customer service centres and advise them of any specific or special care that
the young traveller needs assistance with.
Vistara Student Discount ± Vistara offers all the students in India (above the age of 12yrs), 10%
discount on the economic base fare. The students can avail this offer while booking their tickets and are
required to show the identity proof issued by the educational institute at the time of check-in at the
airport. The discount is only offered on the bookings made via the Vistara website.
Vistara Senior Citizen discount ± Vistara also offers all senior citizens - who have attained the
age of 60yrs at the time of the journey, a discount of 10% on the economy base fare. This offer is only
applicable to the economy travel and the travellers are required to present the proof of age at the time of
check-in. Similar to the student discount offer, the senior citizen discounts are only applicable to
bookings made via the website.
Challenges
Operating with Loss year on year ± IRUWKHILQDQFLDO\HDU9LVWDUD¶VQHWORVVKDVLQFUHDVHGWR
INR 518 crore which was up from the loss of INR400 crore in the financial year 2016. While the
revenue for FY2017 has increased by twofold to INR 1390 crore as there has been an increase in the
capacity and improved loads, however, due to the increased pressure on cost, the losses increased by
29%. While Indigo, Jet and SpiceJet made profits in 2017, Vistara's losses are an area of concern. As
per the management and the board, it would take 3 to 5 years for the low-cost airlines to break even and
for the fully serviced airlines, it could take more than 5 years as well. The airline has plans to order
wide-bodied planes and expand its operations on the untapped sectors in the domestic market. The
company aims to be cash positive by the year 2018-2019 and become a profitable airline from 20202021.
Sustaining the quality of service ± with the rise of social media and tough competition across the
aviation sector, Vistara needs to remain consistent and sustain the quality of the service. The recent
incident on social media (02-May-2018) where a passenger claimed to have found a cockroach in his
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meals on board, received a lot of flak from the media. However, Vistara was proactive and gave a
declaration on the details of the actual event. Vistara has a strong presence on social media (namely
Twitter and Facebook) and they interact, provide support and accept feedbacks on all range of services.
The 3-section aircraft ± Economy/ Premium Economy / Business ± is a challenge, especially on
the shorter duration flights. While it makes the interiors of the aircraft look very claustrophobic, the
presence of the Premium Economy section can also impact on the revenue model. This can continue to
challenge them in the coming future as well.
The model of other low-cost carriers in India have been successful by providing services that a
customer needs and not forced upon ± such as the food. Allowing customers to buy food on board, gives
them the freedom to choose from a menu rather than being forced to eat what is provided. While there
have been many positive feedbacks on the food offered in Vistara, there are customers who would rather
avoid eating or disliking the menu.
Value Discipline Framework
Using the Value DisciplineFramework, the key aspects of Vistara are discussed as below:
Operational Excellence
Customer Intimacy
Product Leadership
Sustaining the quality of Three Section aircraft - Business/
Cost Effectiveness
service
Premier Economy / Economy
Consistency
in
customer Venturing
into
international
Controlling revenue loss
experience across all levels
sectors
x

Operational Excellence
o Cost Effectiveness& Controlling Revenue Loss± one of the challenges in being extremely
focused on delivering superior customer experience is the negative impact on cost. Introducing
cost-cutting ways into operations has a direct impact on the customers as well as employees ±
which does not fit into the objectives of the organisation. However, the experts in the industry
believe that an increase in brand value and loyalty will lead to reduced churn and improved
revenue. There have been losses reported in the first few years, however, the company is
expected to break even in the current financial year (which is the third year of operations) ±
whereas as per an industry norm it would usually take up to 5 years for an organisation to break
even and start generating profits.
o People Management ± one of the key aspects of operational excellence is people management
and how the company deals with their employees ± happy employees lead to happy customers.
The company imparts the training to the crew which is at par with the training from the parent
company ± Singapore Airlines and the standards are kept as similar as possible.

x

Customer Intimacy
o Sustaining the quality of service ± while Vistara has achieved tremendous success in winning
multiple awards (Best Airline for 2016, 2017, Top rated airline on Tripadvisor and several more
accolades), the quality of service must be sustained and enhanced further in the coming years.
o Consistency in customer experience across all levels ± an airline has various levels of touch
points that each customer would go through: from booking tickets online to the check-in
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experience at the airport, from the experience at the boarding to the cleanliness of the aircraft and
the meals served, from the behaviour of the crew till the point where they collect the baggage ±
each element needs to deliver outstanding experience for the customers to feel connected and
impressed and spread the loyalty via social media and word of mouth.
x

Product Leadership
o Three Section aircraft ± Vistara is the only leading airline in India who operates on the threesection aircraft with business, premium economy and economy class. Providing varied options
and alternatives for each segment of users. Having this edge over other airlines surely provides
an advantage to Vistara in delivering brilliant service.
o Venturing into international sectors ± as per the Indian government policy, any airline must have
a minimum of 20 fleets and 5 years of operations in the domestic sector to be allowed to fly
internationally. As Vistara has already acquired 21 fleets in June 2018, they are expected to
receive the green signal from the government to begin the international operations. This will be a
key area to watch on how the airline will continue to deliver the same level of service and similar
experience on their international flights as well.
o Key Innovations ± Vistara is also way ahead of not only its competitors but also the airlines
across south-east Asia and Europe, with the path-breaking innovations that are supporting their
objective of providing an excellent experience to the customers as well as generating strong
brand value and employee retentions.

Next Steps& the Road Ahead
Pre-2016, as per the Civil Aviation Policy in India, a domestic airline could move into the
international sector on two conditions ± minimum five years of domestic experience and at least 20
aircrafts deployed in the sector. However, the Modi government made amendments to this policy and
agreed on excluding the requirement of five years of experience. This came as a big boon for Vistara, as
a young three-year-old, newest airline in India, Vistara has the open gateways to venture into the
international sector. In April 2018, Vistara received its 20th aircraft ± making it fully eligible to start the
overseas flights.
Venturing into the international sector, Vistara should be focussing on starting with short
duration international flights from Indian destinations ± to Thailand, UAE, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Indonesia,
Singapore and Malaysia. These destinations could work well within the range of the current fleet of
A320 aircraft. Vistara has proved its mettle with impressing customers and winning the latest award for
"Most Passenger Friendly Airline". Apart from being the highest rated airline on Trip-Advisor and
SkyTrax, Vistara is most loved on social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. With such a
positive reputation and customers who have already experienced great services, venturing into the
International market will surely give Vistara an edge.
However, the top challenge will remain on cost-effectiveness. As per the analysis from
MakeMyTrip and Yatra ± the most common travel portals used for booking flights and hotels in India,
majority of the Indian customers are always searching for options which cost the least. Hence, Vistara
with its three segments and fully serviced operations would need to focus on ensuring the cost matches
to the other top players in the segment such as Indigo, SpiceJet and GoAir. The focus must continue to
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remain on continuous improvement through innovation that will make it stand out as compared to the
competition (Cummings, 2018).
These airlines do not provide free meals and high baggage allowance ± while this could play a
major game changer for Vistara being a step ahead in providing full service, it will be key for them to
match the costs in comparison to the aforesaid airlines.
As Vistara has not been making any profits in the last 3 years and only leading to losses, it is crucial that
they should not begin cost-cutting to manage the drop in revenue and lead into the Indigo way ± they
should continue to focus on delighting customers by continuing to provide services that are exemplary
and unmatchable ± something that leads to all flyers return to Vistara!
As quoted by a frequent British traveller Glenda Jowsey, "I was very impressed with the services
offered by Vistara ± from the smooth check-in experience to the onboard services, pleasing cabin crew
and a fantastic meal, Vistara can surely give any top European airline a run for their money.
CONCLUSION
While the airline industry in developing nations, who are boosting their travel and business
industry, is on high demand, the key finding of the paper is that the main elements to turn around the
perception is by focussing on customer experience and keeping the customer at the heart of all decisions.
With the increase in customer loyalty, this brings about plenty of benefits and supports in maximising
the profits and revenue generated. Enhanced customer experience along with innovations that aim to
delight the passengers, give the edge and the advantage in a very competitive environment. The case
study on Vistara shows that the thoughtfulness and treating the customers with dignity gives evident
results and highly positive reaction overall social media platforms which make the competition sit up
and take notice.
DISCUSSION AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Academicians can benefit from this paper who are related to the field of aviation. This case
study could be studied in the aviation education sector where the students and academicians can search
for the key elements of airline management and conduct a complete investigation on the choice of their
airline within the course of the study. As the case study deals heavily with the customer experience and
what the airline has done differently to impact this positively, it can be used by the scholars to compare
and apply it on their research studies pertaining to customer satisfaction. The competition analysis can
also be used to understand how the comparison works in an airline industry which can be studied and
applied appropriately on other research areas.
Practitioners such as management would greatly benefit from this case study as it would
support the findings of what actions lead to superior customer experience. While it would be directly
helpful to the management staff in airlines, it could be used for any industry while deals directly or
indirectly with customers using their services or products. Corporates could use this paper to study how
keeping customer at the heart of all decisions leads to superior customer experience which can be
replicated in all service industries. The case study analyses and compares the performance of other
airlines operating in India ± this could help the management teams in the aviation industry to highlight
out the key successes and best practices.
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Policy Makers such as key government personnel could use this paper and study the benefits
that customer satisfaction brings about in industry ± this could help in making key amendments to any
specific policies or rules that are applicable to industry. For example, the rule for starting international
operations in the Indian aviation industry is that a specific airline needs to acquire more than 20 aircraft
and have a minimum of 5 years of domestic operations. A case study such as this could help them reconsider such laws and provide information on benefits and data that supports in making key decisions.
The innovations that are highlighted in this paper and the corresponding results on customer experience
as a result of them would also provide key information on what areas government institutes could focus
and what desired results would they provide.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While this case study has an in-depth analysis on the factors that have caused a stir in the
aviation industry in India by the entry of Vistara and how Vistara has changed the experience of flying,
it only focuses on the analysis on one aviation company in detail. As the airline is fairly new and
historically most of the new organisations aim at delivering exceptional services until they break-even
and begin to generate revenue, we cannot ascertain if the airline would continue to deliver what makes it
stand out in the next couple of years. Hence what is currently lacking is a period of downfall or
challenges that Vistara has not been able to experience yet which could have given a very holistic study.
For future works, this case study could be used and applied to measure the delivery within the
airline industry and look at the aspects which are covered in this paper ± joint venture, customer
experience and innovations. Each of these elements could be extended into a deeper study in other areas
to gain understanding and relationship between various factors. While this paper focuses on the
methodology of case study, enhanced research could be conducted using similar elements and a different
methodology to understand if the results are different or the same.
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EXHIBITS
7KHWDEOHEHORZVKRZVWKHLQFUHDVHLQ,QGLD¶V*'3WKURXJKWKHWUDYHODQGWRXULVPLQGXVWU\:

Contribution of Travel andTourism to India's GDP
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The below table shows the performance of the Travel and Tourism Competitive Index for the
developing nations in South East Asia. The performance is based on a score of 7 in 2017 Index:
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MONTHLY TRAFFIC AND OPERATING STATISTICS OF VISTARA ON SCHEDULED DOMESTIC SERVICES DURING 2016-17

CARRIED (NOS.)

KMS.PERFORMED (MILLION)

AVAILABLE SEAT KILOMETERS
(MILLION)

PAX. LOAD FACTOR (%)

FREIGHT

MAIL

TOTAL

PAX.

FREIGHT

MAIL

TOTAL

AVAILABLE TONNE KILOMETERS
(MILLION)

WEIGHT LOAD FACTOR (%)

TON KMS. PERFORMED (MILLION)

KMS. (THOUSANDS)

CARGO CARRIED (TON)

HOURS (NOS.)

PASSENGERS

DEPARTURES (NOS.)

AIRCRAFT FLOWN

2016-17

23,982

40,724

26,343

2,926,586

3,175

4,071

78.0

31,381.0

0.0

31,381.0

242.2

33.4

0.0

275.6

395.2

69.7

APR

1,548

2,477

1,586

182,880

188

241

77.9

1,914.0

0.0

1,914.0

14.1

1.9

0.0

16.0

23.8

67.3

MAY

1,797

2,879

1,824

221,225

224

279

80.1

1,795.0

0.0

1,795.0

16.8

2.1

0.0

18.9

27.4

69.1

JUN

1,890

3,088

1,990

226,938

241

306

79.0

2,839.0

0.0

2,839.0

18.1

2.8

0.0

20.9

29.9

70.2

JUL

1,969

3,278

2,118

225,103

249

331

75.2

2,410.0

0.0

2,410.0

18.6

2.9

0.0

21.6

31.8

67.9

AUG

1,892

3,208

2,067

205,157

226

327

69.2

2,740.0

0.0

2,740.0

16.9

2.7

0.0

19.7

31.0

63.5

SEP

1,765

2,963

1,945

203,216

223

307

72.7

2,726.0

0.0

2,726.0

16.8

2.7

0.0

19.5

29.2

66.8

OCT

2,123

3,607

2,373

232,371

260

375

69.2

3,344.0

0.0

3,344.0

19.5

3.3

0.0

22.8

35.6

64.1

NOV

2,181

3,810

2,466

260,447

290

390

74.4

2,588.0

0.0

2,588.0

21.7

2.6

0.0

24.3

37.0

65.7

DEC

2,260

3,921

2,557

304,154

290

344

84.3

2,988.0

0.0

2,988.0

25.8

3.2

0.0

28.9

38.4

75.5

JAN

2,268

4,012

2,560

303,208

344

405

85.1

3,201.0

0.0

3,201.0

25.8

3.2

0.0

29.0

38.4

75.5

FEB

2,024

3,538

2,293

270,016

308

362

85.0

2,282.0

0.0

2,282.0

23.1

2.8

0.0

25.9

34.4

75.2

MAR

2,265

3,943

2,564

291,871

333

405

82.2

2,554.0

0.0

2,554.0

25.0

3.1

0.0

28.1

38.5

73.0

MONTH

SOURCE:- ICAO ATR FORM 'A' FURNISHED BY VISTARA

Vistara performance on annual passenger growth
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TOTAL
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RS

1

2007
-08

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

2008
-09

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

2009
-10

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

2010
-11

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-
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5

2011
-12

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

2012
-13

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

2013
-14

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

2014
-15

100.9

0.0

100.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

2015
-16

1,422.6

0.0

1,422.6

1,309.7

-

-

-

1,309.7

-

10

2016
-17

2,926.6

0.0

2,926.6

105.7

-

-

-

105.7

-

SOURCE: ICAO ATR FORM 'A' FURNISHED BY VISTARA
Note: While calculating Compound Annual Growth Rate 2007-08 has been taken as a Base Year.

The number of fleets that Vistara is operating under (as of April 2018):

Passengers[55]
Aircraft

In service

Orders

Notes
J

S

Y

Total

Airbus A320-200

13

²

8

24

126

158

Airbus A320neo

7

2[56]

8

24

126

158

Total

20

2

VISTARA - ANNUAL COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF TRAFFIC ON DOMESTIC SCHEDULED SERVICES
OF VISTARA FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS
DESCRIPTION

UNIT

YEAR

PASSENGERS CARRIED

NUMBER

2,926,586

1,422,611

100,919

PERCENTAGE
VARIATION
2016-17
2015-16
OVER
OVER
2015-16
2014-15
105.7
1,309.7

PASSENGER - KILOMETRES
PERFORMED
SEAT
KILOMETRES
AVAILABLE
PASSENGER LOAD FACTOR

MILLION

3,175.3

1,462.2

104.2

117.2

1,302.6

MILLION

4,071.2

2,107.0

194.0

93.2

986.3

%

78.0

69.4

53.7

-

-

FREIGHT CARRIED

TONNES

31,381.0

20,414.7

1,957.0

53.7

943.2

MAIL CARRIED

TONNES

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

242.2

109.7

7.8

120.9

1,302.7

2016-17

2015-16

2014-15

TONNE - KILOMETRES PERFORMED
PASSENGERS

MILLION
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FREIGHT

MILLION

33.4

23.2

2.1

44.2

991.0

MAIL

MILLION

0.0

0.0

0.0

-

-

TOTAL

MILLION

275.6

132.8

9.9

107.5

1,236.1

TONNE
KILOMETRES
AVAILABLE
WEIGHT LOAD FACTOR

MILLION

395.2

213.5

19.5

85.1

992.8

%

69.7

62.2

50.9

-

-

SOURCE: ICAO ATR FORM 'A' FURNISHED BY VISTARA

Personnel Statistics of Vistara during 2016-17:
CATEGORY OF STAFF
PILOTS AND CO-PILOTS

NUMBER OF PERSONNEL
- MID-YEAR
142

NUMBER OF PERSONNEL
- YEAR-END
168

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
(in Rs. Million)
989.98

OTHER COCKPIT PERSONNEL

0

0

0

CABIN ATTENDANTS

365

435

195.13

MAINTENANCE
AND
OVERHAUL PERSONNEL
TICKETING
AND
SALES
PERSONNEL
ALL OTHER PERSONNEL

16

79

134.09

56

55

39.23

646

749

512.77

TOTAL

1225

1486

1871.2
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The paper primary objective is to develop an analogy between simple electric circuits
and various components of an organisation to dwell deeper and understand the strategic flexibility of an
organization by developing an appropriate analogous framework.
Design/methodology/approach: The paper leverages pre-existing methodology of strategic
innovation and flexibility to compare it with basic components of electric circuits and develop a whole
technique to measure and capture a holistic view of inner functionality of an organization. The circuit
basic components like current, voltage and resistance are compared to pre-existing SAP Framework
(Situation-Voltage, Actor-Resistance, Current Flow-Process Flow) coupled with LAP framework to
understand Power (P=VI as performance), circuit design(learning) and circuit design implementation
(Action) for any organization. The framework tries to capture foreplay between different resistors
(Actors) of the circuit. In addition to SAP-LAP, this framework also tries to explain the internal effects
of different type of diversification including joint ventures, strategic alliance, merger and acquisitions.
The framework tries to develop a framework and understands the correlation between constraints of
situation linked with process flow linked with innovative product acting as an actor in contrast with
voltage, current, and resistance in a simple electric circuit.
The framework also dwells to acknowledge the change in the internal framework of the
organisation due to a different type of innovation like architectural innovation, incremental innovation,
radical innovation and disruptive innovation using different circuit design in terms of resistance acting
as a product for the organisation.
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Findings: The papers tend to develop a framework for the different live organization and analyze
innovative capacity and strategic flexibility of an organization hold in terms of internal functioning. It
conducts a retrospective analysis of failed and successful organization leveraging framework of simple
electric circuits.
Research limitations/implications: Currently paper captures framework that limits itself for the
internal functioning of an organization and excludes some vital components like competition and
competitive strategy that interplays as vital components within a differentorganization.
Practical implications/Originality/value: The papers develop a framework that can directly
applied by any senior executives of an organisation to gain insights about internal functioning design of
their organisation, if dwelled deeper it can also help in calculating various key performance metrics of
an organization and understand the flow of different entities across different path along with the analysis
of different constraints that resides with actors of organization.
Keywords: Strategic Innovation, Key Performance Metrics, Architectural Innovation,
Incremental Innovation, Radical Innovation and Disruptive Innovation
INTRODUCTION
There are different categories of organizations and each organization has challenges related to
internal stability and external stability, and it is not unusual when stability itself acts as a challenge to
the organisation (Neiderer. 2010). There is a plethora of complex framework that helps us diagnose and
treat various challenges. The framework attempts to break challenges into various components (Mittal &
Mital et al. 2016) and provide solution for retrospective analysis or remedies (Segal et al. 2015). But
generally, it is observed that these frameworks might not be generic and provide solutions to a narrow
and niche problem category.
There are various innovative strategies that exist in the market and various diversification
techniques to promote the overall growth of the organisation(Fernholz et al. 2010).But there is a pivotal
role played by strategic flexibility of organization that enables an organization to develop an aversion
shield to all the instability or changes, it helps the organization to plan and prepare themselves to
proactively succeed in future(Brozovic et al. 2018). An organization can face variety of challenges like
cost management, (Lipman & Sperling. 2010) worker performance, resource availability (ElǦReedy
2011), but certainly, there are frameworks or methodology to diagnose and treat the same. Some of the
tough challenges are to orchestrate these resources (Contreras, López,et al. 2018)and understand intercorrelation of the animate resources(actors) and inanimate resources(process)(Wallin. et al.2015a).
Challenges are also defined based on the timeline of growth. The process can be though as the
law of diffusion (Strang 2015). In the early phase of an organization, the main objective of an
organization is to hit the mainstream of flow. Once an organization attains main-stream, the organisation
tries to retain its position and stabilize its market share. (Stranget al. 2015). During the last phase,an
organization requires to develop strategic flexibility so that they maintain their stability during a time of
external turmoil in the current market. There are various frameworks that dwell into the deep-dive
analysis of various challenges of an organization (Banwet & Pramod. 2011). Implementation of
LQQRYDWLYHVWUDWHJ\SURYLGHVDUHPHG\EXWLQWRGD\¶VWXUEXOHQWHQYLURQPHQWWKHUHDUHFHUWDLQFKDOOHQJHV
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that innovation faces itself. Product Innovation requires quick turnaround time and acceptance to
stabilize adverse effects of dynamics if a turbulent industry (Frishammar & Lichtenthaleret al. 2013).
The placement, promotion, and replacement of older products might cause disbalance independent
resources of an organization (Baert & Meulemanet al.2016). Hence, understanding dependency and
internal correlation help in the development of structures that are stable and resistant to external change
and market turbulence (Wallin. 2015b).
Although, Innovation is considered an effective remedy to many problems and issues that an
organization undergoes during different stage of growth life cycles (Adams & Jeanrenaud, 2016).The
planning for innovative design or products is comparatively easier but organizations many a time fail to
execute planning. The theory of innovation also indicates that it is very hard to replicate innovation of
one organization to other organization as there is a requirement of restructuring of resources and various
actors assigned to those resources. The interplay of these components might often create obstacle in
implementation.(Baert & Meuleman 2016). Innovative strategy can only play right if there is a perfect
interplay between the different components of an organization. The coordination of different
departments like R & D and production units should be in concordance to execute the desired plan
efficiently and accurately to land to the desired outcome (Baert & Meuleman2016). Apart from adding
stability and flexibility in an organization there are various other benefits of innovation, organizations
use innovative strategy as a tool to retain their presence in the market, to acquire new customers by
evolving new strategies to target customers that were not previously part of the market(Chen et.al.
2016). As the field of innovation has expanded over year based on the kind of resources utilized to
devise innovation, it is now being classified into two classes i.e. Technological innovation, Business
model innovation or both (Hecker & Ganter 2013). There are organizations like Netflix, Swiggy and
Zomato that leverage both to gain market presence. Apart from recent trends, there are some major
players like Amazon, Facebook, and Google (Finkle 2011) that follow parallel innovation (Neff & C.
Moss. 2012)where stagnant products are cash cows for investments in R & D of new products and that
can be added in future as secondary cash cows when primary cash cows become the dead cow. The
strategy of different organization paves different journey, adding structures and organized frameworks
that help to shape and nurture the growth of different organizations.
To attain perfect stability and flexibility apart from innovation, there are many other factors that
can be included to foster the overall stability of an organization. Diversification also provides a solution
for same (Markides. 1995).Diversification can be organic or inorganic. Every company that looks
forward to growing their business in the same or different domains seeks diversification of different
types. There are a variety of strategies associated with diversification (Markides. 1995).
One a firm decides to diversify there are additions of extra dimensions to organizational
structures. Components, resources and major players of an organization are re-positioned (Neffke &
Henning 2012). The whole internal and external structure of an organization is replaced or repositioned.
The more accurate planning leads to more stable structural design. The structure of an organization pre
and post diversification can build in a way that there is perfect balance across various actors, processes
and different situations so that it can augment the flexibility of an organization (Markides. 1995).
Strategic Alliances, joined ventures and mergers are some of commonly understood
diversification that paper attempts to elucidate (Miller and Segall. 2017). Apart from the various
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potential benefits of diversification, it is also considered as an optimal method to utilize the same
resources with different ways to optimize resources utilization due to knowledge sharing and
globalization. Firm performance is one of the metrics monitored during the process of diversification
(Shen & Au 2018). Firm performance which is directly correlated to organizational efficiency and
market growth often reveals pattern of balancing, as diversification might have initial detrimental effect
of organizational performance due to incompatible resources which are married together, but once
market hit mainstream, performance stabilizes and there is growinginstability of a newly diversified
organization (Shen & Au 2018).
To explain all these phenomena and cater to needs to a variety of framework, the generic
framework of SAP-LAP (Sushil 2009) exist that provides a comprehensive solution to diagnose, treat
challenges and instability in an organization(Sushil. 2001). SAP-LAP is a generic framework design that
consists of different mathematical matrixes to study different associations within different components
of an organization. Situations, Actors and Process is the categorization of components of the
organization, in parallel learning, action and performance are situation optimization tool that can be
monitored post SAP decided (Sushil. 2000a;Sushil. 2000b). There is a variety of matrix design, and
models that exist as a part of SAP-LAP for variety of problems (Sushil 2009).The main motive behind
remains to understand nexus between the different components, and use of desired mathematical
matrixes, to acknowledge the impact of one entity over other and in end use the learnings to develop a
structure that stabilizes the organizational structure and make it resilient to external turbulence.
Surprisingly, the same challenges are faced by circuit designers. There are combinations of
circuit design that already exist in the books of an electrical engineer, but which circuit plus what design
of the circuit is required to be implemented depending on various factors like battery-voltage source, the
stability of circuit and application of different circuits according to their utility. There are various
categories of circuit ranging from simple series, parallel to a little complex Wheatstone bridge each
serving their own utility and purpose. Circuits can be a very complex topic and to analyze the structure
of different circuits a lot of expertise and experience are required. The loads on the circuits could be
linear and non-linear depending on the design of the circuit. The prime objective of this paper is to
leverage basic concepts used in linear circuits to determine analogy with management metrics provided
in the following sections. As each management framework has its own pros and cons similarly each
electric configuration has its own limitations.
To achieve certain kind of flexibility and structural aptness designing proficiency plays a pivotal
role and that can be contrasted with the internal structure of the organization that is optimized to deliver
a more strategically flexible and robust functioning in an organization (Brozovic. 2018).It is often
observed that during a circuit design framework different type of resistors are used, replaced and
repositioned to provide a desirable amount of efficiency from the circuit, likewise there are different
products services of an organization that requires innovation to subsist in the market to provide that
competitive advantages over the setups in the same race(Choi 2017).
In this circuit designed framework, the basics of electric circuit is used that can be easily
implemented, paper¶V main objective is to add directional dimension to SAP-LAP, on other hand
provide a framework that can be drilled down in case of a large number of actors and processes are
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involved, in turning aiding to reduce complexity of problem by opting systematic drill down equivalent
resistance approach to solve huge management problems.
This paper acknowledges various electric circuit design strategy, along with a various framework
that exists in the management system of organization to build an analogy between the two, the paper
attempts to develop an electric circuit framework that can be leveraged by senior executives to
understand structural and functional flexibility of an organization. The paper also tries to open the gate
to develop a more complex version of management issues and hurdles using more complex circuits to
provide an easy solution to indirect issues and hurdles. Said that this framework, for now, seems more
valid for the internal functioning of an organization, currently it discounts for certain external influences
on the organization.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Any organization, business or firm is said to be in a vulnerable position until it develops a
strategy to withstand change. Darwin stated that species possessing the ability to adapt changes are the
ones which survive over a longer generation. The similar case is with an organization. An organization
that has the ability to adapt to market turbulence, change in user demands and adding up innovation in
the marketis more flexible and hence have a higher probability to survive over a longer duration of
time(Vickery & Nyberget al.2015).
Strategic Flexibility
In a world of change and continuous improvement, the external environment (competition) leave
a little room for an organisation that impedes processes that enable their ability to adapt (Bock and
Opsahl, et al. 2012). The various dimensions of the dynamic market could be changed in customer
requirement, new substitute in the market, technical innovation with new optimized production and
diversification of competitors to eliminate market competition. These things are hard to achieve if an
organization is yet to achieve mainstream of competition, but once resources, processes, and operations
are aligned perfectly to their mission and vision, the organization might achieve a certain degree of
flexibility. The degree of flexibility determines organisation ability to deal with certain sudden
change,(Vickery & Nyberget al. 2015) organisation that are planned with higher strategic flexibility are
best adapter to higher change in market or technology, whereas organization that limit their ability to
infuse strategic flexibility are one that becomes vulnerable to change in the external environment(Bock
and Opsahl, et al. 2012). Strategic flexibility planning in an organization adds up overall competence to
the organisation and nurture market prognosis.
The organizations that exploit existing expertise and explore the new innovative option in
parallel are termed as an ambidextrous organization (Wei & Yi et al. 2014). The ambidexterity of an
organization aids organization to stabilize in the current scenario and build up their stability in current
competition but on other hand parallel exploration helps in planning strategies that can deal with change
in the market adding up the ability to be flexible (Wei & Yi et al. 2014). As strategic flexibility can
motivate an organization to innovate, this brings the potential of an organization to maintain competence
and provide stronger rebound to market competition.
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Table 1. Different Flexible attributes for overall flexibility
Flexible Components

Primary Target

Secondary Target

Tertiary Targets

Manufacture

Changing Customer Needs

Cost Margins

Response to Change

Administration

Firm Internal Structure

Response to Change

Control Retention

Technology

Product Re-design

Efficiency Retention

Incremental Advancements

Product

Competence in Market

Changing Customer Needs

Effectiveness

Another ability that is added while planning for the flexible working atmosphere is switching of
strategy, an organization must have the adaptive capability to support sudden change in short term
strategy (Vickery & Nyberget al., 2015). There are research articles that dwell deeper how strategic
flexibility can lead to better performance of an organization.
The above section dwells advantage and how strategic flexibility is practiced as an overall level
of an organization. But there are ways and techniques that enable organization to practice strategic
flexibility at the macro level (Fisch & Zschoche ,2012)Flexibility can be carved in internal processes of
an organisation like flexibility in services, manufacturing of products and admin process to develop an
organisation adaptability to handle internal change without getting affected by inertia of these internal
activities(Nurdani & Borstler et al. 2018).
There are markets that can be unstable and user demand can change abruptly with should be
supported by flexibility in service and in turn flexibility of service should be in concordance with
production unit enabling a shorter turnaround time to adapt to new processes(Nurdani & Borstler et al.,
2018).
Literature sites that organization should be externally and internally flexible to develop a perfect
balance with internal activities and external turmoil. The external environment should be quickly
gauged, and apt re-structuring of the internal environment should enable flexible atmosphere preventing
loses during market change (Claussen & Essling et.al, 2014). On the other hand, external flexibility can
only be practiced if organization heads have accurate prognosis ability. An organization should be able
to anticipate a different kind of situational changes possible in the near future and develop strategies
aligned to those changes (Fisch & Zschoche , 2012).
Innovation is nurtured in an organisation that follows horizontal structure, in turn, horizontal
organization are better prepared to adapt to external changes leading to a much better and flexible
system. Environmental dynamism is a metric that is used to measure and quantify the change in the
market environment (Claussen & Essling et.al 2014). There is literature that deep-dives a high
correlation between environmental dynamism and strategic flexibility. For an organization to be stable
both metrics should be in sync.
Innovation can be explorative and exploitative (Ozer & Zhang 2014) as exploration is related
with exploring and implementing new options to accommodate the changes, strategic flexibility is
highly connected with explorative innovation approach(Wei & Yi, et al. 2014).
There are studies that drill down and categorize flexibility into a hierarchical structure. Standing
on the top of the hierarchy is organizational flexibility, the second layer of flexibility is workplace
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flexibility that entails flexibility in human resources. The second component to the second layer of
flexibility is functional flexibility which includes the practices and process that are used in the daily
functions of an organization(Fisch & Zschoche .2012). It might be possible that there are certain
components that require re-structuring, developing the overall framework can leverage to highlight
under-performing and un-flexible components which require re-structure and effective targeting can be
done(Nurdani and Borstler et.al. 2018).
Although strategic flexibility can be a big challenge to organizations. Implementation can be one
of the biggest challenges to attain flexibility. There are many organizations that possess the ability to
foresee the future and might come up with some plans to tackle changing markets, but the
implementation of that plan might not be feasible due to existing inertia of the organization.(Peng &
Mu. 2011). The big and stable organization always have inertia that can inhibit the growth of strategic
flexibility in an organization. The bigger the organization gets, the more inertia it possesses. There are
various operations like manufacturing, functional and operational processes that might have entered
third ordered fit making it highly unlikely to change.(Peng & Mu. 2011) This is the reason that many
huge organizations after hitting the peak of mainstreamfail, although they can understand changing the
environment but due to inability to remove their existing practices, they face inevitable fail and lose
their market share. On the other hand, smaller firms enjoy much more flexibility due to lesser inertia. As
a smaller firm has the ability to adapt much faster and restructure their existing functional and
operational unit, as a result, they possess higher strategic flexibility (Belenzon & Patacconi. 2014).
Innovation ± Ways to achieve Strategic Flexibility
One of the most important ways to augment flexibility is innovation and vice-versa. There isa
paper that sites impact of innovations and challenges faced by the organization while implementation of
innovative strategy. There is a variety of innovative strategy positioned differently that ensure core
competence and survival of an organization (Adams & Jeanrenaud et.al 2016). There are frameworks
developed by researchers to analyze innovative strategies of the organization and their actual purpose.
In economies that face a lack of resources and possess a high amount of uncertainty firm that
adopts strategic flexibility in their resource restructuring can nurture an innovative environment in the
firm (Klingebiel1 & Rammer. 2013). Yuan Li in his research considered a sample of more than 500
Chinese firms to conclude a positive correlation between Strategic Flexibility with restricting of
resources. The interplay of these two components in a firm that is confronting lack of resources can
innovate using careful planning and structure of above two(Klingebiel1 & Rammer 2013). Flexible in
resource planning show, higher interaction with the collection of resources whereas the acquisition of
resources had higher interaction with functional flexibility (Wei & Yi, et.al. 2014).
Based on innovative adeptness of organization studies classify organization into different four
categories. The organization that is pro-actively involved in strong research and development, trying to
achieve first-mover advantage, these organizations that are very prompt and take ownership to lead
industry are called as first movers. There is a very high risk that is involved using this kind of approach
as this might hit the summit with an equal propensity as it might hit the trench. The second category of
the organisation are defenders that take calculated risk imitating innovations of the first movers to
incorporate changes in their strategy to align to new innovations. They are medium risk-taking
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organizations. The third category entails the followers, they let the innovation enter the mainstream and
then they slowly adapt to innovation. The last one is lazy laggards that are late to innovate or are too
rigid to adopt changes. Organizations like these lose their market share with due course of time and are
at high risk to become obsolete over the near future.

Figure 1. Adoption and Diffusion curve for Innovation
There are different strategies to infuse innovation into an organisation, there are different
doorways and strategy that a company might adopt (Chatterji & Fabrizio. 2014). These are can be
implemented in parallel or in separate for innovative growth of the organisation. In general, the
organisation have two vital components that are process and product. Process innovation is quite hard to
achieve as it demands changes in regular manufacturing and production activity that may even bring a
halt face before upgrading traditional processes to innovate functional processes (Lambertini &
Mantovani, 2010). Process innovation captures innovation in marketing practices and designing of
business practices. Process innovation also infuses an innovative culture in an organization.
Product innovation that is most commonly used practice entails a variety of strategy that an
organization design (Chatterji & Fabrizio. 2014). Product innovation is considered as a low-risk
activity as compared to process innovation. As similar processes can also be used to manufacture and
deliver new innovative products or services (Lambertini & Mantovani, 2010).
Product innovation entails radical, architectural, disruptive and incremental innovation. These
terms are even valid for services provided by firms. One of the most commonly used ways to achieve
innovation is via radically innovating. The process of radical innovation involves product designing in a
totally new technology platform that aims a new sector (market). The radical innovation is a strategy
introduced by an organisation that is expected to sail their ships in the blue ocean (Robbins & Gorman.
2014). Although the firm has a high ability to adapt, the organization faces huge risk as radical
innovation associates a very high risk, high return association.
The second categorization of product innovation is a disruptive innovation. The product introduced
under disruptive innovation acts as a better alternative to existing products and are introduced to destroy
existing product and competition. Although to innovate a product into a better product requires many
efforts, the strategy marks itself into medium risk bucket with a higher return. It is also considered as a
survival technique as it entails removal of obsolete products with newly developed alternatives.
Architectural innovation falls under the third category. The architectural innovation is the
introduction of product using existing technology but into a different market. The architectural
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innovation can be performed by an organisation that has success in a market with existing technology
and the organization can re-configure existing technology and target a new market. The last category
also known as incremental innovation, this type of innovation is quite safe and low-risk innovation as
these include improvement in existing technology in the existing market to maintain market share and
remain competent at the same time.
Implementation of innovative strategy in an organization can be implemented using two methods
i.e. Innovation adoption and innovation generation. These terms can also be termed as open and closed
innovation (Chiaroni & Chiesa et.al 2010). There are a variety of external factors that compel the
organisation to adopt either of two. The organizations that are stable and flexible enough might
implement both in parallel to facilitate both open and closed innovation in an organization(Ozer &
Zhang 2014).An organization that holds core-competence to develop their in-house innovation often
termed as closed innovation are the firms that are usually targeting niche-based segments(Chiaroni &
Chiesa et.al 2010). Development of this product and innovative service lead to innovation generation
within the firm. There are organizations that are stable and huge enough to adopt Innovation. The
organizations might be willing to acquire expertise present outside the organization and implement it
within existing product and services using the aids of open innovation.
Innovation
Adoption

ͻShort term Stratergy
ͻOpen Innovation

Innovation
Generation

ͻLong Term Stratergy
ͻClosed Innovation

Infusion of Innovation
Organisational Structure

Figure 2. Different approaches to Innovate
Diversification
The second most widely used strategy for ensuring flexibility in an organization is
diversification. Process of diversification involves a share in knowledge, value, product, and services.
The more the organizationexpands into different domain and market, the more easily an organization
could gauge change. Hence, to a certain extend strategic flexibility will be influenced by diversification.
To study the objective of the organisation behind the diversification strategy, Ansoff matrix can
be used. The below figure illustrates conditions that are required to satisfy diversification.

Figure 3. Ansoff Matrix
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There are different strategies and ways in which an organization can diversify. Diversification
can be categorized into horizontal, vertical, concentric and conglomerate. (Dhir & Dhir. 2015) The least
risk involving is the horizontal diversification where similar products are added to the existing line of
business. Addition of products and services that are like an existing line of business, enhancing the flow
of sales, revenue and on other side capturing the market share(Neffke & Henning 2012).
The other strategy of diversification which is vertical diversification entails adding up products,
services that belong to different timelines of production and can be marketed in different markets. These
strategies in some way or other contribute to internal growth of an organisation, hence termed as organic
diversification.
The other strategies via which an organization can diversify is concentric diversification and
conglomerative diversification (Dhir & Dhir. 2015). Adding products in the business that belongs to
some portfolio the organization operates in are part of concentric diversification, this strategy is adopted
by an organization that is willing to opt for low-risk strategy (Fernholz. 2010). On the other hand, when
an organizationacquires or opt for a business that is different from their existing portfolio, the
diversification is acknowledged as conglomerative diversification.
Diversification of organization into a different geography profit an organization as local labors
are generally cheaper, and production is more economical compared to transportation across different
borders, which might incur high cost and heavy custom taxes (Fernholz. 2010). Geographical
diversification enhances penetration of organization into different geographies providing the
organisation a holistic view of economy and market in different areas enabling them to introduce
tailored products of one geography into another geography to capture a new market altogether. There are
four strategies adopted by an organisation to diversify namely acquisition, merger, jointed venture and
strategic alliance (Dhir & Dhir. 2015). All four have different structures, pros, and cons. These
strategies are counted under the umbrella of inorganic diversification.
The paper deep-dives in the structural impact of all these four strategies and elucidate
understanding of these using different framework. Although it is not often an easy task to diversify
(Çolak 2010). Diversification itself faces challenges and are high-risk strategy. It requires an
organization to enter markets where the organization may not possess prior experience, in addition,
domestic competition is often hard to tackle as domestic competitors are more seasoned to deal with
their local markets and their obstacles as compared to an outside player. To alleviate such risks various
collaboration, occur to leverage expertise on one and knowledge, skills of others.
Although many literature sites diversification as a survival strategy, in addition, it also fosters
overall growth and adds to the stability of an organization. Diversification has been categorized into two
broad categories based on the objective. The related diversification is usually a strategy for expansion,
whereas unrelated diversification is often linked as a performance optimization strategy (Fernholz.
2010). Authors like Penrose has highlighted ways in which organization can use the same bundle of
resources for multiple utility development that most of the time goes undiscovered. According to his
theory, same resources can be subjected to diversified knowledge and help in the development of
different resources and can lead to better optimization options. The diversification process produces a
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shift from homogenous utilization of resources to heterogeneous utilization of resources which often is
associated with better resource leverage.
Unrelated diversification is also studied under the three-pillar model. The benefits of
diversification under this model include Arbitrage pricing, FMAC (First movers advantage) and
expansion in the current market (Çolak2010).

First Mover
Advantage

Arbitrage
Pricing

Expansion
Current Market

Figure 4. Three pillars model for un-related diversification
METHODOLOGY USED
Analogy approach
Prince 1968 has mentioned the use of analogy approach to understand a current existing
framework and develop an analogy framework for similar but strange comparisons.
Although there are certain challenges to implement such an analogy as SAP-LAP framework
along with other pre-existing techniques explains both internal and external scenario, and it seems
challenging to establish interdependence between these two circuits that are dis-jointed, Nonetheless still
this research article tries to use the prior domain knowledge of electric circuits to develop a management
framework using the various features of prevailing practices of management.
\

Electric Circuit
Framework
Analogy Framework

Management
framework and
Techniques

Figure 5 - Analogy between electric circuit and management frameworks
Generic Management Framework ± SAP LAP
SAP-LAP analysis elucidates a generic framework that attempts to understand organizational
challenges (Sushil 2009) and problems using three parameters including Situation, Actor, and Process.
Situation refers to as current situation in each process and various characters who are responsible to
rectify or tackle that situation are called as Actors. The third parameter is the process that is
implemented to change the situation intended for a better state. In concordance with the SAP, there is a
LAP framework. Learning, Actions, and Performance that dwells how these three entities are correlated
with entities above described. (Sushil. 2000a; Sushil. 2000b).
There are various use cases where SAP-LAP analysis has been applied in the past example is
Bhardwaj and Momaya developed framework to understand social entrepreneur organization. The
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governmentorganization has used SAP-LAP to conduct Gap analysis in conventional planning. The
various manufacturing process (Mahajan et al 2013) analyzed the case of supply chain management in
corn factory.

Situation

Processes
Actor

Figure 6± SAP-(LAP)Analysis

Learnings

Actions
Performance

Freedom
of Choice

Electric Circuit Framework
For ease of understanding and abstaining from complexity, the paper develops an electric circuit
framework having 3 basic components i.e. Voltage, Current and Resistance. These three components are
GHSHQGHQWRQHDFKRWKHUE\DOLQHDUIRUPXOD9 ,5FDOOHGDVWKH2KP¶V/DZLQSK\VLFVWKDWGHDOVZLWK
current and voltage relationship in case of the ideal conductor. $SDUWIURPWKH2KP¶VODZWKHSDSHUDOVR
uses the Kirchhoff current law that states the sum of all current flowing across a node is zero and
division of current across the different nodes depends on the resistance that is across the branch in which
the current is divided. In the current paper, three components are compared with SAP network where the
potential difference (V) is said to be a situation that leads to a flow of current which is said to be
processed (P) across the resistors (Actors ± Product /Services). The analogy is also set in terms of the
degree of freedom provided to actor and similarly low resistance resistors that has an ability to provide
better power and flow of current is put to contrast in a later section of this paper.

Figure 7 - Effect of Process due to freedom of actor as the effect of current due to the resistance
change
Diversification Techniques
It is important for an organization to diversify. There are many advantages linked with the
diversification of the organisation. Diversification results in an actual increase in sale. But there is not
just a single process of diversification. There are various types of diversification that cater to the
different growth strategy of an organization. Diversification is classified as concentric or conglomerate
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when strategy metric is gauged around the introduction of new products/ market in the customer
ecosystem. If the organizationissimilar to supporting products/service, then it is termed as concentric
diversification. Conglomerate diversification occurs when the organisation bring in different product and
has a different target audience or maybe the same target audience but different intent.
Innovation ± Making an impact with a change
Innovation is the biggest FKDOOHQJH DQG DVVHW LQ WRGD\¶V HUD IRU DQ organization. Many
organizations have failed due to their inability to innovate and many have thrived due to the same. Every
strategy developer holds a different view of innovation. According to Joseph Schumpeter innovation
occurs in one of the five forms.
1. When an existing product/service is replaced by an improvised version of that similar
product/service
2. An overall new concept/product is developed creating a new market altogether
3. Change in the functional, organizational and industrial structure of the firm.
4. Improvise or develop new processes for the production
5. Improvise or develop a new framework for supply-source
Theory - SAP-LAP Electric Framework
The organisation faces a lot of regular challenges and remedy design framework for that is SAPLAP which has been already explained in the previous sections of the paper. As electric circuit
framework has 3 major components (Voltage, Current and Resistor) and an optimal framework requires
learning to develop and execute framework to achieve the desired performance, therefore an analogy can
be easily established between the electrical circuit and SAP-LAP framework. Here voltage of circuit can
be thought of a situation that has the potential to create difference, a situation that how the market will
be with or without that organization-firm (creating a value) and force that can actually drive a positive
charge from positive to negative terminals giving rise to process flow of current that can understood as
the process in SAP, in last major factor that will impact or shape process flow or current value will be
the resistors, that can be contrasted with actors in SAP, a high resistance will resist current to flow
whereas a low resistance will let the current flow easily comparing it with actors that determine the
process flow direction according to a particular situation. Circuit designing has various complexities and
likewise strategic planning, therefore to optimize performance (Power in case of electric circuit P=VI)
designing of various circuit is to be learned for preparation and implementation (Take - Action) of a
well-defined optimized circuit that can be compared with preparing and implementation of strategic
plans as developed by an organisation to optimize their performance.
It is advised for an organization to develop a flexible framework, and on a similarbasis, it is
always advised to an electrical circuit designer to develop a circuit that can detect high or low current
flow. There is the various design of circuits to prevent circuit damage like Fuse circuit or Zener diode
that act as current and voltage regulator but for the ease of complexity, the paper exemplifies series and
parallel circuit and associate it with real-time organization and firm.
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Figure 8 - Circuit depicting independence of various actors
So, if an organization relies on multiple avenues to earn revenue with less inter-dependence as in
case of the parallel circuit so even if a resistor (an actor-product-service) fails currently will flow
through different path but the circuit will not fail. On the other hand, considering series circuit if an
actor-resistor of the circuit fails the current flow will stop, this would lead to a halt in the functioning of
a circuit. This helps us in understanding dependent products and services can fail the
organizationtherefore making it more prone and inflexible to changes.
The study takes an example of Nokia to visualize the degree of stability that Nokia exercised and
how can that be improvised. Nokia had almost lost 90 percent of shares in overall cell-phone market in a
span of 6 years. The organizational structure of Nokia could be visualized as a series circuit consisting
of Hardware and Software as shown in figure 8. Nokia was number one manufacturer of high-quality
cell-phone, but the organization failed to realize quick shift of OS and failed to replace old actor/resistor
(Old OS) with new OS leading to an overall decline instability and loss of market dominance.
Organizations like Godrej had played along sustainable journey due to high flexibility introduced via
positioning of the product in different markets, failure of one might lead to a loss but the overall
company will remain stable. The different products can be visualized as parallel actors that are not
dependant on each other and organization in total can exercise a better degree of stability.
Diversification using Electric Circuits
This section of the paper tries to explain different 4 broad classifications listed in Table 1 via the
electric circuit framework using the historical or current analysis.

Figure 9 - Circuit analysis for Acquisition
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Figure 10- Circuit Analysis of Merger
Figure 9 shows the structure of an organization post and pre-acquisition.
The above circuits depict organization A and Organisation B. It has been depicted that when an
acquisition happens as shown in figure 9 all actors (resistors) are transferred to the circuit of acquiring
the company from acquired company and only a single business entity ororganization exist.
The various components of the previousorganization are acquired and re-aligned into the existing
acquiring organization. Studying the case of WhatsApp acquisition by Facebook. The structural
representation using circuit can explain that once an organization is acquired by others, the various
actors start to fit with other actors of the organisation. The resources and operation may be added in
parallel to the circuit reducing the overall resistance of the given circuit, providing better flow of current
(processes) improving performance (Power) of the circuit. In 2014, when Facebook acquired WhatsApp
the organization increased their presence from social service platform to communication platform
markets. The data that was processed by WhatsApp, with permission of the user could be accessed by
Facebook to improve ad and product related services. This acquisition showcased diversification into
different domains, adding parallel components to existing organization structure increasing overall
strategic flexibility of the organization.
Whereas figure 10 depicts merger where two entities form a single circuit. The actors (Products,
Resources, Users and Services) are amalgamated and each actor may presume pre-existing role or is
assigned a new role. On December 9, 2013, US Airways and American Airlines merged together. The
customers were given better services, but the head of US airway Doug Parker was retained at the same
positions. The workers were having a lot of satisfaction issue and hence post-merger it was important to
re-align the organizational structure. The merger re-structured the customer base, routing schedules of
flights and strategies to improvise upon employee satisfaction. The circuit diagram of this pre and postmerger state can be drawn on the various basis one being resource restricting other being beneficial
resources shared among merged organization that was used discretely before the merger and on the
changed roles of executives in the organization.
Figure 11tries to explain strategic alliance where two organizations exist separately, but
resources and knowledge are transferred. A strategic alliance is counted some of the complex version of
diversification as organizations that enter an alliance may not form any entity. They exist to benefit from
each other based on shared resources and common benefits. Renault and Nissan exist in a strategic
alliance that goes over 2 decades. The alliance helped both the organization to enter new geographies
and new market. Renault being a dominant player in European countries and Nissan dominating Japan
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opened an opportunity for both to leverage this alliance and expand their business. The organizations
shared their best practices at workplace and cost management strategies. Lastly, figure 12 explains
jointed venture where some voltage from both the organization is utilized to form a third baby entity.
During the joined venture, the objective of the organisation is to leverage effective strategies of partner
organization, restructure and form an entity that possesses features of both. Mahindra and Mahindra (M
& M) and Renault entered into a joint venture. Renault was looking to leverage the expanding Indian
market where M & M was trying to achieve its first sedan design capability. This venture was formed
due to the transfer of benefit. The Renault was able to enter the Indian market and M & M was able to
launch Logan which was the first sedan manufactured by M & M. The jointed venture electric circuit
similarly highlights the shift of resources and actors from organizations to third organization. The actors
of A and B organization are shifted to organization C that can be restructured in such a way that
proficiencies of both the organizations can be leveraged and a third more effective organization could be
developed, helping in overall diversification for both the organizations.

Figure11- Circuit Analysis of Strategic Alliance

Figure 12- Circuit Analysis for Jointed venture
Innovation and Circuit Types
Radical Innovation
When a new product is introduced by an organization to cater a totally different new market, it
can be contrasted to add an overall new resistor to the circuit to play a completely different role in the
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circuit but that in overall will improve the power of the circuit. Addition of resistors in parallel can
reduce the value of overall resistance in the circuit. Similarly, the addition of actors in parallel increases
the overall performance of the organisation. Radical Innovations that are tremendous breakthrough can
be an analogy for shunt resistors that are very low resistance and reduces the overall resistance of circuit
irrespective of resistance in parallel to it. This adds a new concept in the market which previously has
never been used by any of its competitors.
Disruptive Innovation
Introduction of a new product in the market that replaces existing products in that exists in the
market then the product is disruptive innovation. Similarly replacing a higher resistance with a low
resistance resistor that can increase freedom of current with more P can be termed as Disruptive
Innovation. The most traditional and primitive example of disruptive innovation could be considered as
replacement of traditional type-writer with modern computer and printing machines. In this example, the
new technology brought gave room for more flexibility. Similarly, the old resistors (old product) is often
replaced with new resistors (Low resistance) to increase the overall power of the circuit. This current
research explains how an organization internally replace their internal products to comeup with a new
substitute. However, there are cases where a whole organization loses its market when a new substitute
arrives. Netflix is a disruptive innovation to the primitive television industry.
Incremental Innovation
When product/service existing in the market is constantly improvised than the product is said to
be incrementally innovated. This can be compared to a variable resistor in an electric circuit whose
value can be decreased to increase the power of the circuit which can, in turn, result in increased
conductance. To exemplify incremental innovation, Gillette has dominated the market around a decade,
and have been a major player in the razor industry from around 1960s. Although in the past the company
has also seen a downfall in the middle due to lack of product innovation. But post that the organization
has invested a lot in incremental innovation. Gillette first manufactured single blade razor that was
replaced with twin blade razor for a faster shave and lesser irritation. These twin blades were then
upgraded intoMach3, which was a three-blade razor, and it also had a pivoting head for flexible shaving.
Lastly, this organization introduced 4 blade razors called fusion, where a special blade for facial hair like
mustache was also added. Although, the organization focus has been in the razor business, they have
been innovating their product incrementally to dominate the market overpass several years.
Architectural Innovation
When a ceiling fan manufacturer uses the same technology (motor, blades) with a little
modification to develop a portable fan then although the technology remains constant the market the
product is catering to changes and a new market is created with existing technology such kind of setup is
architectural innovation. Similarly replacing or changing the position of the existing resistor to a
different branch of circuit current flow can be altered and the process can be given a different path.
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Figure 13 - Disruptive innovation

Figure 14 - Radical and Incremental Innovation

Figure 15 - Example of Architectural Innovation
Framework-Building the electric SAP-LAP Framework for any organization
Step 1: Identify broad entities of the organization
Step 2: Determine the Interdependency of entities
Step 3: Then determine the flexibility and stability of that entity to allow it a suitable resistance value.
Higher resistance for the lower flexible entity and lower resistance for the flexible and stable entity
Step 4: Then develop outer circuit framework keeping the dependant entity in parallel and independent
entity in series
Step 5: Develop a dwell deeper circuit for each entity by treating that as an equivalent broader entity
repeating step 1 to step 4
Step6: Continue until each equivalent is not further breakable into other small entity
Analysis Methodology- Identify the entities that are dependent on other entities. Then
categorize entities as risk or non-risk targets. This analysis helps to understand which group of entity are
to be prioritized
Step 1 - Identify the broader components
Step-2 Breaking a bigger resistor into equivalent
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Figure 16 ± Breakdown Method for Electric SAP-LAP
Step-3 Replacing the equivalents with actual circuit and move on to another component equivalent

Figure 17- Overall View post-breakdown method applied
CONCLUSION
In this paper, similarities are established between structure and operational electric circuit with
different management frameworks that exist internally in an organization. This paper tries to understand
SAP-LAP and develop an application-based circuit analysis leveraging basic concepts of Situation actor
and process. The framework designed tries to cover innovation and diversification aspects of
management by understanding entity positioning and the interplay of various components of an
organisation to attain strategic flexibility. The last section of this paper develops an algorithm to develop
an electric circuit for the organization and analyze various constraints of an organization that act as a
potential barrier to flexibility.
The paper main objective is to develop a tool that can act as a framework for exploratory
analysis. There are different applications to this framework that can be leveraged as a tool for
exploratory analysis as it can be used to study and research various drilled down areas and components
of research. The major advantage of the framework that is unique that like a DSS (Decision Support
System) it can help in drill down of various component and make the user informed about the current
health of the organization and make the calculated decision in future based on the drill-down analysis.
The major advantage of SAP-LAP Electric framework is to study the interplay of various actors,
processes, and situation of a business case. It allows developing a circuit framework that can be different
for each user allowing him to interpret situation via structured methodology. Hence, one of the main
objectives of this framework is to add certain dimensions to SAP-LAP, first being the directional
attributes to different scenarios and their components and other is the addition of drill down to visualize
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the problem at a different level of the hierarchy. The special feature of this framework is to provide a
high-level view and lower-level view of SAP-LAP simultaneously on the same surface. It helps to study
the interaction between the various actors and their dependency which in turn increases the analyzing
power of the user. There are certain caveats as mentioned by the author of SAP-LAP, which includes the
increase in complexity of framework once the number of actors or situations or processes are high in
number, this framework tries to address the issue by introducing the resistance equivalence approach to
ease out the breakage and aggregation of various entity of an organization when required.
APPLICATION
The conclusion of this paper caters to needs of three different kinds of users segregated based on
their usage i.e. Organisation Executives, Researchers and Policy Makers. The framework caters to different
users based on different applications of the framework. The current framework is based out of SAP-LAP,
and SAP-LAP itself is a well-practiced and used framework in a real-lifeorganization and numerous
research studies, which add stability to the usage of Electric SAP-LAP as an extension to SAP-LAP.
Managerial Implications
Organization Executives can use this framework in regular strategic management decision and to
diagnose the issues that are not conforming with planned strategies. The configuration can be used as a
retrospective analysis mechanism for varieties of different situations that can be used as lessons for
future decision making. The Framework helps to structure different scenarios and study the interplay of
different actors in the scenario. Organisational Executive working in different domains can build up
different models for their own functional department. The main attractive feature of this tool is an
ensemble, where heads of different department can develop models with their drill down and resource
interplay, which can be further ensembled by the head of the organisation to visualize a holistic view of
an organization. The human resources can develop Electric SAP-LAP framework analyzing the
scenario, actors and process headed by Human resource, similarly functional head of an organization can
perform a similar activity, followed by the technological head and further other. In the end organization
head (CEO, CFO) can merge all framework and collate it to obtain a panoramic view and analyze the
whole framework to enhance his top to bottom analysis.
Research Applications
Researchers can leverage this framework to structure their study. The Electric SAP-LAP
framework can be applied to any research that attempts to analyze the inter-relationship between
different entities. It can be used to conduct exploratory analysis on the past researches and to develop
hypothesis which can be further followed by robust statistical analysis to validate the findings and
output of the research. Electric SAP-LAP can especially be leveraged by researchers that try to
understand directional and multivariate analysis of different situations and research scenarios. A
research study that requires a lot of deep-dive analysis and includes multiple sub-scenarios that are interlinked can use this framework to give an effective structured vision to their research. The framework can
also be used by policymakers of different firms, organizationand other alliances. This framework can be
used for prognosis of future impacts on different entities and how the connection of actors and different
situation are to be carefully considered before the design and implementation of a different policy. It can
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be used to validate the prototype of policy design to enhance the strategic flexibility and careful deepdive analysis of impacts on entities (Actors and Processes) based on their priority weight.
LIMITATIONS
SAP-LAP Electric framework is developed as an analogous framework to ease the complexity of
various complex scenarios in a business environment. The research open gate for further analysis, the
current framework currently limits its ability to explain the external impact of competitive atmosphere
and impact of external turmoil on internal re-structuring of organization which can be developed in
future researches. The research lacks structuring and framework for leadership management which is
one of the top researched section in management studies.
FUTURE APPLICATIONS
The study can be further extended to study two or multiple frameworks like diversification and
innovation simultaneously using the same circuit. Technological aspect can be added to the framework by
the development of UI that can ease the functionality and implementation of the framework for researchers
and organizational executives. Lastly, the SAP-LAP electric framework can be used with numeric
parameters to measure and optimally gauge the impact of different entities of an organization circuit.
XII. Questions for Discussion
1. Discuss the SAP-LAP electric framework for your current organization, and list down assets and
resources that can potentially be risky in the near future.
2. Kindly discuss the method to draw and infer circuits entailing multiple management frameworks for
innovation and diversification.
3. What other components of electric circuits like an inductor, capacitor etc. can be further added to
draw a further analogy and add new dimensions to this framework?
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ABSTRACT
This study used team/event identification, sports enthusiasm, and team/event involvement
FRQVWUXFWVWRPHDVXUHWKHDWWHQGHHV¶LPDJHRIWKHLUKRPHWHDPDVZHOODVWKHHYHQW)XUWKHUWKLVVWXG\
used the team/event image as a mediator to measure itV LPSDFW RQ DWWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV WKH
team/event, attitude towards brands sponsoring the teams or event, and their behavioral intentions. This
study included Kings Eleven Punjab (KXIP), Delhi Daredevils (DD), and Rajasthan Royals (RR) teams
of the Indian Premier League (IPL) from North India along with their sponsors. In addition, the study
FRPELQHGWKHYLHZVRIWKHDWWHQGHHV¶RIWKHHQWLUHWHDPVDQGDWWHPSWHGWRPHDVXUHLWVLPSDFWRQWKHLU
event attitude, sponsor attitude, and their purchase intentions. Data were collected from the audience
during a live match on the ground. Using structural equation modelling technique, the study found that
WKH DWWHQGHHV¶ LQYROYHG ZLWK WKH WHDP IRUP D EHWWHU WHDPHYHQW LPDJH ZKLFK SRVLWLYHO\ LPSDFWV WKHLU
attitude towards the team and the sponsoring brand. The study found no or negative impact in the case of
attendees' attitude towards the team and their purchase intentions, whereas a positive impact was
observed in the case of attendees' attitude towards the event and purchase intentions. Similarly, the study
found a SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ EHWZHHQ DWWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV a sponsor brand and their purchase
behavior in the case of most team sponsors as well as the event. This investigation gives valuable
insights for the directors of the associations who have contributed and those planning to invest in IPL.
Keywords: Sponsorship, Structural Equation Modeling, Team/Event Image, Team/Event
Identification, Team/Event Involvement
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INTRODUCTION
,Q WRGD\¶V PDUNHWLQJ environment, sponsorship has become one of the most important
promotional considerations for organizations (Bibby, 2011) with worldwide spending of approximately
$62.8 billion (Statista, 2017). For instance, in 2007, the real estate developer DLF Ltd. spent $50 million
to get a five-year sponsorship deal as the title sponsor of Indian Premier League (IPL) (Rediff.com). In
2010, the Qatar foundation spent $200 million to influence a five-year sponsorship contract to manage
Spanish Football Club, Barcelona F.C (BBC, 2010). In 2011, Molson Canadian became the official beer
of the National Hockey League (NHL) as a major aspect of a seven-year sponsorship accession
estimated at around $375 million (The Canadian Press, 2011). In 2012, in the sixth season of the IPL,
Pepsi replaced DLF as the title sponsor of the league. Pepsi won the title sponsorship over Airtel with a
bid of INR3968 million for five years. In the ninth season of the IPL, the Chinese mobile manufacturer
company, VIVO, got the sponsorship title of the IPL by paying INR1000 million per year. The title
sponsorship amount was 27 per cent more than that of the previous sponsor Pepsi. In 2017, VIVO again
retained the title sponsorship title of the IPL for five years from 2018 to 2022 at the cost of INR21990
million, which was 554 per cent higher than the previous contract (Hindustan Times, 2017). Hence, it is
clear that sponsors see an incentive to invest in that kind of events.
With the start of IPL in India, the era of commercialized gaming began, wherein money rolled
from everywhere for the organizers, teams, and players. After the start of IPL in 2008 in cricket, a
number of other leagues in other sports such as Hockey India League and The Premium Badminton
League in 2013 and Pro Kabbadi League in 2014 started which caught the attention of both national and
international organizations, and ultimately increased the scope of sports sponsorship in India. With the
growth of leagues in India, team sponsorship also improved. The overall growth of team sponsorship in
India with a rate of 13% in 2015 reached INR5582 million from INR4936 million in 2014 and in 2016
with a 25.33% increase, reached INR6996 million (India sports sponsorship report, 2016 & 2017).
However, to our knowledge, no one has empirically tested the benefits of sports sponsorship in
the context of IPL. In this paper, the researchers analyzed team sponsors as well as the event from a
marketing viewpoint. The researchers covered North India by considering three teams- Kings Eleven
Punjab (KXIP), Delhi Daredevils (DD), and Rajasthan Royals (RR) of the IPL including their individual
sponsors. The paper attempts to examine the DWWHQGHHV¶image for their home team playing in the IPL
and the impact of team image on their attitudinal and behavioral outcomes. The study also investigates
WKHDWWHQGHHV¶LPDJHWRZDUGVWKHHYHQW ,3/ DQGthe impact of the image on their attitude towards the
sponsor¶V brand (VIVO) and their purchase intentions.
The examination has been separated into four sections. In the first section, we will discuss the
conceptual structure of the investigation. Pertinent studies from the literature discussed in this section. In
the following two sections, the research methodology and the techniques employed in examining the
collected information are presented. In the last section, the hypothetical and administrative ramifications
of the investigation are illustrated. Finally, we present the future prospects and limitations of the study.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
The Mediating Role of Team/Event Image and Social Identity Theory
According to Aaker (1992), Brand image is ³a game plan of alliance ordinarily dealt with in
VRPHLPSHUDWLYHZD\´. Every buyer is unmistakably connected with a particular brand. The association
may be found in object-related or non-object related properties; valuable, experiential, or delegate
favourable circumstances; and general brand perspectives (Keller, 1993). Keller (1993, P.7) reported
that brand image will be more clear and definite if it utilizes consistent images such as logos, colors,
endorsers, and slogans. Gwinner, Larson & Swanson (2009) utilized two settings and nine unique
sponsors and found that those who got a higher level of team identification proof and a more grounded
fit between the brand and the occasion, detailed a larger amount of image exchange which was related
with more higher procurement goals for sponsored items. Grohs & Reisinger (2014) investigated three
different constructs that directly impacted the image of the event¶VVSRQVRU. The first construct was the
image of the event, the second was the event-sponsor fit, and the third was the sponsorship exposure.
The study inspected the positive impact of event image and event-sponsor fit on sponsor image. The
study also found that sponsorship exposure had a negative impact on the sponsor image. The
investigation has also shown that, when spectators were highly involved with the event, event
commercialization had a favourable impact on the sponsor's image.
Hypothesis 2.D$WWHQGHHV¶WHDPLPDJHZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUDWWLWXGHWRZDUGVWKHWHDP
Hypothesis 2.DD$WWHQGHHV¶ event image will positively impact their attitude towards the event.
Hypothesis 2.E$WWHQGHHV¶WHDPLPDJHZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUDWWLWXGHWRZDUGVWKHVSRQVRU
brand.
Hypothesis 2.EE$WWHQGHHV¶HYHQWLPDJHZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUDWWLWXGHtowards the sponsor
brand.
Hypothesis 2.F$WWHQGHHV¶WHDPLPDJHZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUSXUFKDVHEHKDYLRU
Hypothesis 2.FF$WWHQGHHV¶HYHQWLPDJHZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUSXUFKDVHEHKDYLRU
Sport/Team Identification
Sports/team identification refers to the LQGLYLGXDO¶V personal relationship and passionate
inclusion to the WHDP DV DQ REVHUYHU ZKHUH WKH WHDP¶V GHIHDW DQG YLFWRU\ are viewed as one's own
(Stevens & Rosenberger III, 2012). In sports, literature, a number of factors have been reported to
impact DWWHQGHHV¶IDQV¶ team attachment, of which DWWHQGHHV¶fanV¶ identification of the team/sport has
been reported to have the strongest LQIOXHQFHRYHUIDQV¶SV\FKRORgical and emotional commitment to the
team (Smith, Graetz, & Westerbeek, 2008). Ngan, Prendergast & Tsang (2011) reported that buyers who
were exceedingly connected to the team; were less influenced by their execution. In any case, weak
group identifiers were more sensitive to the execution of the group, which could, in turn, influence their
behavioral intentions. An investigation by Kim, Lee, Magunsen & Kim (2015) founG WKDW DWWHQGHHV¶
identified with the sport/team impacts strongly on their image, attitude and behavioral intentions and
marginally influence their brand awareness.
Hypothesis 2.2a$WWHQGHHV¶VSRUWVLGHQWLILFDWLRQZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUteam image.
Hypothesis 2.E$WWHQGHHV¶VSRUWVLGHQWLILFDWLRQZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUHYHQWLPDJH
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Sports Audience Enthusiasm
According to DeSarbo & Madrigal (2011), the sports industry was one of the growing industries
in the business sector whose primary revenue came from sports fans. Previous studies have identified
different types of fans or audience, targeted by the sports sponsorship, and examined the impact of
attendees/fans activeness and enthusiasm in the sport on their affective and behavioral outcomes
(Bougdine-Chameeva, Ferrand, Valette-Florence, & Chanavat, 2015). A study by Bal, Quester & Plewa
(2010) compared the emotional responses of Australian and French patrons as per their intensity and
valence. The study reported a difference between both patrons according to emotional intensity and
emotional valence. The study also found that emotional intensity and valence positively affected the
attitude of patrons of both countries, however, the effect of emotional intensity was more than that of
emotional valence. Smith et al. (2008) tried to determine the impact of positive or passionate supporters
on the sponsor's integrity and receptiveness, and how it converts to purchase intentions. The results of
the study showed that positive and passionate fans were extremely loyal towards their teams and clubs,
which could result in a positive attitude towards sponsors further affecting their purchase intentions.
Hypothesis 2.D$WWHQGHHV¶VSRUWVHQWKXVLDVPZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUWHDPLPDJH
Hypothesis 2.E$WWHQGHHV¶VSRUWVHQWKXVLDVPZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUHYHQWLPDJH
Team/Event Involvement
The degree of involvement can be recognized by individual association and consideration
(Traylor & Joseph, 1984; Hill & Green, 2000). According to sports management research, the
contribution of involvement constructs was very important from the viewpoint of organizational
consumer or leisure research. Participants/consumers highly involved in the activity, contribute more to
organizational success, such as in revenue generation, building the image and the credibility of the
organization and brand equity. A study by Beaton, Funk, Ridinger & Jordan (2011) utilized the
Psychological Continuum Model (PCM) to discover the effect of sports involvement on a person's
hedonic, focal, or representative qualities. The investigation found that the involvement of individuals in
sports turned into a focal part of their life when attraction progressed to attachment and attachment
transformed to allegiance. The individuals are getting hedonic and symbolic values after involvement in
the sports. In addition, the study reported that sports involvement was also linked, both mentally and
behaviorally to an individual¶V SXUFKDVH LQWHQWLRQV. Popp & Woratsehek (2016) examined an online
review of branded community individuals, identified with football to discover the different components
that could prompt the achievement of branded community and further, the impact of working or
sponsoring a branded community on the sponsor's image. The investigation found that LQGLYLGXDOV¶
identification and inclusion in the subject (football) was an important component of the group. The
examination likewise uncovered that the nature of the connection between the individuals from the
group affected their dependability towards the community, which could again profit the brand that
works or support the group. Kim et al. (2015) examined the data related to the sponsorship of the last
WKUHHGHFDGHVWRILQGRXWWKHLPSDFWRIVSRUWVVSRQVRUVKLSRQFRQVXPHUV¶DWWHQGHHV¶FRJQLWLYH, affective
and behavioral outcomes. The study concludes that, out of all the antecedents examined in the study, the
involvement construct was the strongest influence RQDWWHQGHHV¶IDQV¶SXUFKDVHLQWHQWLRQV
Hypothesis 2.D$WWHQGHHV¶WHDPLQYROYHPHQWZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWtheir team image.
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Hypothesis 2.E$WWHQGHHV¶HYHQWLQYROYHPHQWZLOOSRVLWLYHO\LPSDFWWKHLUHYHQWLPDJH
Attitude towards Team/Event/Sponsor
Attitude is a state of mind trained to react in a reliable positive or negative manner (Fishbein &
Ajzen, 1975). In sponsorship studies, affective outcome has been utilized to discover the customers'
sentiments towards the team/event; that might be favorable or unfavorable as well as the effect of those
emotions on their observation towards the image or awareness towards the sponsor brand and
furthermore, their behavioral expectations (Zdrovkovic, Magnusson & Stanley, 2010; Biscaia, Correia,
Rosado, Ross & Maroco, 2013). An attitude model given by Funk & James (2004) showed that
customers could distinguish; the game if their disposition needs (i.e. mental requirements, identifiable
qualities, and individual properties) were satisfied, which were interceded by the persisting highlights
(appealing traits found in brand setting) of the game. The study also reported that when buyers feel the
game or group as an interior piece of self, it could impact their attitudinal significance, and the results of
attitudinal significance could, in turn, affect their loyalty towards game items. Kim, Ko, & James (2011)
analyzed the effect of relationship quality (mental association between game fans and team) in terms of
four distinct constructs, for example, trust, commitment, self-connection, and reciprocity on customer's
disposition towards sponsor item and their behavioral intentions. The examination found a positive
effect of relationship quality on purchasers¶ attitude towards the sponsor's brand as well as with their
buying objectives.
Hypothesis 2.5a: $WWHQGHHV¶attitude towards team will positively impact their attitude towards the
sponsor brand.
Hypothesis 2.5b $WWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV WHDP ZLOO SRVLWLYHO\ LPSDFW WKHLU LQWHQWLRQV WR
purchase the sponsor brand.
Hypothesis 2.5aa $WWHQGHHV¶ attitude towards the event will positively impact their attitude
towards the sponsor brand.
Hypothesis 2.5bb: Attendees' attitude towards the event will positively impact their intentions to
purchase the sponsor brand.
Purchase Intention
Spears & Singh (2004) characterized purchase behavior as "a person's cognizant arrangement to
make an endeavor to buy a brand". Previous studies have tried to understand how sports sponsorship can
impact customers¶/fans¶ purchase decisions. Researchers have constantly tried to discover the intentions
and duties behind sports shoppers or fans along with the factors that urge them to purchase products
from specific organizations or associations. Herrmann, Kacha & Derbaix (2015) observed a positive
association among the sponsors¶ promotional exercises, the customers' affiliation with the sponsored
item, and their behavioral expectations. The study revealed that the sSRQVRU¶V leveraging exercises
associated with sponsorship could capture the attention of fans/non-fans about the sponsored element,
however, it only had a positive impact on IDQV¶ behavioral outcomes. Lee & Koo (2015) investigated the
effect of congruence between the endorser and the brand and the credibility of the endorser; on buyers¶
mentality towards the commercial and promotional objectives, and in turn their behavioral goals. The
examination investigated that customers¶ state of mind (attitude) towards the brand was the intervening
variable, which had an important role in shaping shoppers¶ attitudes towards the brand as well as their
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buying goals towards the promoted item. Visentin, Scarpi & Pizzi (2016) developed a sponsorship
model to examine the effect of sport sponsorship (by considering FRQVXPHUV¶DWWLWXGHs towards sponsor
brands, fit between the event and the sponsor brand aQGFRQVXPHUV¶LQYROYHPHQWLQWKHHYHQWFRQVWUXFWV 
RQ FRQVXPHUV¶ EHKDYLRUDO RXWFRPHV VXFK DV DFWXDO SXUFKDVH LQWHQWLRQV WR SXUFKDVH DQG ZRUG RI
mouth). The study illustrated the three stages the consumers go through to reach their final purchase
intentions. In the beginning, individuals check their involvement in the event and assessed the
congruence between the event and the sponsor brand. Subsequently, they develop their attitude towards
the sponsored brand and the sponsorship. Finally, they display their purchase behavior in terms of actual
and intentions of purchase and word of mouth.
Hypothesis 2.6a $WWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV team sponsor brand will positively impact their
purchase intentions.
Hypothesis 2.6b: Attendees' attitude towards an event sponsor brand will positively impact their
purchase intentions.
RESEARCH STREAMS
Measures
For the investigation, this study considered certain constructs. For estimating sport identification,
the study utilized the three-items seven-point Likert scale (1= strongly agree 7= strongly disagree)
employed by Ko, Kim, Kim & Lee (2010) in their investigation. To examine sports enthusiasm, the threeitems seven-point Likert scale was adopted from Smith, Graetz & Westerbeek (2008). To investigate the
DWWHQGHHV¶ team/event involvement, the six-items seven-point Likert scale applied by Ngan, Prendergast &
Tsang (2011) was adopted. For checking the team/event image of the attendees, the three-items seven-point
Likert scale used by Kim, Trail & Ko (2011) was considered. 7RVFUXWLQL]HWKHDWWHQGHHV¶DWWLWXGHWRZDUGs
the team/event and the sponsor brand, the four-items seven-point Semantic Differential scale (1= good
7=bad) was adapted from Lee & Cho (2009) and Speed & Thompson (2000). For measuring the behavioral
intentions of the attendees, the three-items seven-point Semantic Differential Scale (1=favorable
7=unfavorable) exploited by Ngan, Prendergast & Tsang (2011) was adopted.
Data Collection and Population of Study
The data was collected during the 11th season of the IPL, planned between 7th April 2018 to
27th May 2018. Of the eight teams participating in the IPL, three teams Kings Eleven Punjab (KXIP),
Delhi Daredevils (DD) and Rajasthan Royals (RR), representing North India were selected. Another
reason for choosing these three teams was the similar attribute shared by these teams such as popular
players, national and international players, team administration, mark esteem, and fan following (Duff &
Phelps, 2016 and 2017). The study also endeavoured to measure the combined effect of the event image
of the attendees of the three teams on their attitude towards the event and the sponsor brand (Title
Sponsor of the event VIVO) as well as their purchase intentions.
Three sponsors were chosen from each team KXIP, DD and RR for investigation. Only the main
sponsors of the teams were included, particularly those advertised the pullovers of the players
(Chadwick & Thwaites, 2004; Biscaia et al., 2013). Following this, criteria, from KXIP team, three
sponsors KENT (Title Sponsor), Jio Digital Life (Principal Sponsor), and Royal Stag (Official Sponsor)
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were included; from DD team, Daikin Air-conditioner (Title Sponsor), Jio Digital Life (Associate
sponsor) and Suzuki Gixxer (Principal Sponsor) were included and from RR team, JK Lakshmi Cement
(Title Sponsor), Jio digital Life (Associate Sponsor), and Mitsubishi Heavy Industry Air-conditioner
(Associate Sponsor) were included.
The aim of this study was to collect the responses of the attendees towards their home teams and
their impact on attitudinal and behavioral intentions. During the investigation, specialists gathered the
information from home grounds (e.g. PCA Stadium, Mohali, Feroz Shah Kotla Stadium, New Delhi, and
Sawai Mansingh Stadium, Jaipur) of the teams and of the respondents (KXIP, DD and RR), where the
matches were organized. The data were collected exclusively from attendees, who met the following
conditions: (1-) Attendees who had watched at least two games on the grounds; this demonstrated their
involvement in the team/event. (2-) Attendees who had purchased any memorabilia (T-Shirt, Flag,
Tattoos, etc.) of the team/event-; this illustrated their identification and enthusiasm in the sport and the
team/event. (3-). Attendees who had watched at least two games of their squad along the TV as well-;
this demonstrated better clearance about the sponsors of the squad to the attendees.
A minimum of 600 questionnaires was distributed to the live audience on the ground in every
stadium. Of the total disbursed questionnaires only 215 filled questionnaires (35%) were collected from
Feroz Shah Kotla Stadium, New Delhi, 220 questionnaires (36%) from PCA stadium, Mohali, and 230
questionnaires (38%) from Sawai Mansingh Stadium, Jaipur. We adopted stratified random sampling for
gathering the reactions of the respondents of the IPL teams. This system was utilized as it was
unrealistic to cover each one of the respondents present on the ground. Attributable to the cost of ticket
differential, all stadiums were partitioned into stands/blocks. Consequently, specialists isolated the
respondents as per their sitting arrangement. For example, the PCA Stadium, Mohali, was partitioned
into 14 blocks and entryways from where the respondents entered into the stadium. After categorizing
the respondents we endeavoured to cover each respondent sitting in the stadium. The respondents sitting
in different stands had diverse salaries in the light of the large contrast in the cost of the tickets. Each
stratum was thought to be heterogeneous and the respondents inside these VWUDWD¶V were homogenous.
Hence, we picked respondents arbitrarily inside the strata, as per the sitting limit of the squares.
Heterogeneity was examined in the demographic profiles of the respondents belonging to all
three teams. Most respondents (KXIP 75%, DD 69%, & RR 71%) were males. In each team (KXIP, DD,
& RR) 60%, 48%, and 56%, respectively, of the respondents were aged 18-28 years, (23%, 30%, &
26%) were aged 28-38 years (9%, 12%, & 12%) were aged 38-48 year class and (8%, 10%, & 6%) fell
in the 48 and above years category. A distinction was seen in the family unit salary of the respondents;
(KXIP 42 %, DD 42 %, & RR 45 %) of them earned under INR.150000 yearly, (35%, 33%, 25%)
amongst INR.150000 and 500000, the rest of the (23%, 25%, & 24%) respondents had a payment of
more than INR.500000. Upwards of 41% of the respondents effectively played the session of cricket,
21% of respondents played it unpredictably, and 38% of respondents just watched cricket/IPL.
MODEL TESTING
In this study, data were analyzed with the help of exploratory factor analysis (EFA),
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modelling (SEM) techniques. Three sponsors
from each team were analyzed with the help of these techniques.
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The collected data were first analyzed using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) procedure. For
inspecting the sufficiency of the sample size, Bartlett's test of Sphericity (BTS) and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) were embraced, which proposed the esteem surpasses 0.60 was worthy (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2007). Seven factors were estimated with the help of EFA technique. Elements with an eigenvalue more
than or indistinguishable to 1.0, were considered. The clarified factors were rotated using variation
rotation method utilizing principal component analysis. Hence, 24 items were distinguished from seven
elements. Items with factor loadings higher than 0.40, without any cross-loadings were retained. The
items and elements were interpretable with each other and each of the components contained at least two
items.
The wellness of the models was estimated using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). For all
sponsors (three sponsors of each team and one sponsor of the event) each index of the models was
explored. In every model, the Parsimonious Fit Index was underneath the given rules of 3 (Kline, 2011)
and other indexes such as CFI, TLI, and IFI were more than the recommended estimation of 0.9 (Hu &
Bentler, 1999). The estimation of Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) was also lower
than 0.080 (Bentler, 1990).
Reliability and Validity Measures
We also tested the reliability of the scales and further investigated the convergent and
discriminant legitimacy of the models. Cronbach alpha was utilized to quantify scale reliability. To
examine the inner-reliability of the scales, composite reliability (CR) was checked. Average variance
extract (AVE), was adopted to test the discriminant validity of the models' AVE should be higher than
the correlation of inter-construct latent variables. The loadings of standardized constructs were more
noteworthy than the suggested limit of 0.50 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). The value of Composite Reliability
was also higher than the recommended limit of 0.70 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). The values listed in
Tables 1 (A, B, and C) satisfy the required criteria.
Table 4.1. Descriptive Statistics (KXIP)
Constructs
TID
(KENT)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI
TID (JIO)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI
TID (RS)
SE

Mean
8.57

SD
4.98

CR
.92

Į
.91

AVE
.79

TID
.88

SE

TINV

TI

ATT

ATS

PI

8.76
17.12
7.30
9.68
9.05
9.50
8.57
8.76
17.12
7.30
9.68
9.71
9.22
8.57
8.76

5.85
7.69
3.29
4.64
5.38
6.03
4.98
5.85
7.69
3.29
4.64
6.29
4.35
4.98
5.85

.96
.93
.88
.89
.93
.98
.92
.96
.93
.88
.89
.95
.94
.92
.96

.97
.94
.88
.89
.93
.98
.91
.97
.94
.88
.89
.95
.94
.91
.97

.91
.72
.72
.69
.77
.95
.79
.91
.72
.72
.69
.84
.83
.79
.91

.01
-.05
-.09
.-11
.03
-.10
.88
.01
-.05
-.09
.-11
.06
.04
.88
.01

.95
.04
.18
.08
.13
.07

.85
.16
.04
.11
.06

.85
.56
.65
.41

.83
.47
.47

.87
.47

.97

.95
.04
.18
.08
.14
.12

.85
.16
.04
.04
.01

.85
.56
.64
.22

.83
.58
.04

.92
.11

.91

.95
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TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI

17.12
7.30
9.68
10.18
8.21

7.69
3.29
4.64
6.34
5.52

.93
.88
.89
.96
.98

.94
.88
.89
.96
.98

.72
.72
.69
.86
.95

-.05
-.09
.-11
-.01
.04

.04
.18
.07
.15
.04

.85
.16
.04
.12
.08

.85
.56
.63
.46

.83
.55
.39

.93
.57

.97

Table 4.1 (A): SD= Standard Deviation, CR= Composite Reliability, Į  &URQEDFK $OSKD AVE=
Average Variance Extracted, TID= Team Identification, SE= Sport Enthusiasm, TINV= Team
Involvement, TI= Team Image, ATE= Attitude towards Event, ATS= Attitude towards Sponsor, PI=
Purchase intention.
Table 4.1. B Descriptive Statistics (DD)
Constructs
TID
(Daikin)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI
TID (JIO)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI
TID (SZ)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI

Mean
9.22

SD
4.47

CR
.83

Į
.83

AVE
.62

TID
.78

SE

TINV

TI

ATT

ATS

PI

8.98
18.05
7.64
9.68
11.95
9.77
9.22
8.98
18.05
7.64
9.68
10.49
9.05
9.22
8.98
18.05
7.64
9.68
11.27
10.47

5.89
8.94
6.06
5.87
6.01
5.99
4.47
5.89
8.94
6.06
5.87
6.62
5.24
4.47
5.89
8.94
6.06
5.87
5.33
5.58

.97
.96
.98
.96
.96
.98
.83
.97
.96
.98
.96
.98
.98
.83
.97
.96
.98
.96
.93
.96

.97
.97
.99
.96
.96
.98
.83
.97
.97
.99
.96
.98
.97
.83
.97
.97
.99
.96
.93
.96

.92
.84
.96
.87
.86
.95
.62
.92
.84
.96
.87
.93
.94
.62
.92
.84
.96
.87
.77
.91

.02
.14
.14
-.12
.06
.12
.78
.02
.13
.14
-.12
-.04
-.13
.78
.02
.13
.14
-.12
.12
.13

.96
.28
.18
-.04
.13
.07

.92
.59
.18
.46
.52

.98
.25
.51
.61

.93
.05
.15

.93
.61

.97

.96
.27
.18
-.04
-.05
.04

.92
.59
.18
.26
.52

.98
.25
.38
.46

.93
.14
.16

.96
.53

.97

.96
.27
.18
-.02
.18
.04

.92
.59
.18
.22
.15

.98
.25
.19
.06

.93
-.04
.03

.87
.32

.95

Table 4.1 (B): SD= Standard Deviation, CR= Composite Reliability, Į  &URQEDFK $OSKD AVE=
Average Variance Extracted, TID= Team Identification, SE= Sport Enthusiasm, TINV= Team
Involvement, TI= Team Image, ATE= Attitude towards Event, ATS= Attitude towards Sponsor, PI=
Purchase intention.
Table 4.1. C Descriptive Statistics (RR)
Constructs
TID (JK
Cement)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI

Mean
8.18

SD
3.32

CR
.79

Į
.78

AVE
.57

TID
.75

SE

TINV

TI

ATT

ATS

PI

7.94
17.52
6.50
9.32
10.39
8.03

5.32
7.02
2.67
4.03
5.09
4.41

.96
.89
.83
.88
.95
.97

.96
.89
.82
.88
.95
.97

.89
.60
.62
.65
.84
.92

-.02
.38
.48
.41
-.05
-.01

.94
.18
.12
.01
.33
.21

.77
.42
.38
.18
.14

.78
.63
.26
.22

.81
.11
.28

.92
.41

.96
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TID (JIO)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI
TID (MIT)
SE
TINV
TI
ATT
ATS
PI

8.18
7.94
17.52
6.50
9.32
10.38
7.74
8.18
7.94
17.52
6.50
9.32
9.12
7.31

3.32
5.32
7.02
2.67
4.03
5.06
5.61
3.32
5.32
7.02
2.67
4.03
5.51
4.95

.79
.96
.89
.83
.88
.96
.98
.79
.96
.89
.83
.88
.97
.99

.78
.96
.89
.82
.88
.96
.98
.78
.96
.89
.82
.88
.97
.99

.57
.89
.60
.62
.65
.87
.96
.57
.89
.60
.62
.65
.89
.97

.75
-.02
.37
.48
.41
.07
.04
.75
-.02
.37
.48
.41
-.07
-.02

.94
.18
.12
.01
.12
.07

.77
.43
.38
.17
.13

.78
.64
.35
.24

.81
.21
.15

.93
.56

.98

.94
.18
.12
.01
.08
.07

.77
.43
.38
.12
.13

.78
.64
.26
.24

.81
.74
.07

.94
.64

.98

Table 4.1 (C): SD= Standard Deviation, CR= Composite Reliability, Į  &URQEDFK $OSKD AVE=
Average Variance Extracted, TID= Team Identification, SE= Sport Enthusiasm, TINV= Team
Involvement, TI= Team Image, ATT= Attitude towards Team, ATS= Attitude towards Sponsor, PI=
Purchase intention.
Table 4.1. D Descriptive Statistics (Event)
Constructs
EID (VIVO)
SE
EINV
EI
ATE
ATS
PI

Mean
8.74
8.85
16.73
7.02
9.65
10.62
8.12

SD
4.61
5.54
7.59
3.45
4.74
5.64
4.79

CR
.87
.97
.94
.90
.92
.94
.97

Į
.87
.97
.94
.91
.92
.94
.97

AVE
.70
.91
.73
.75
.73
.81
.93

EID
.84
.82
-.12
-04
-.06
-.03
.20

SE

EINV

EI

ATE

ATS

PI

.95
.15
.13
.04
.03
-.04

.85
.41
.23
.16
.12

.86
.25
.23
.24

.85
.15
.37

.90
.22

.96

Table 4.1 (D): SD= Standard Deviation, CR= Composite Reliability, Į  &URQEDFK $OSKD AVE=
Average Variance Extracted, EID= Event Identification, SE= Sport Enthusiasm, EINV= Event
Involvement, TI= Team Image, ATE= Attitude towards Event, ATS= Attitude towards Sponsor, PI=
Purchase intention.
Results (Structural Equation Models)
To analyze the speculative relationship over the given constructs, Structural Equation Modeling
(SEM) approach was adopted. For this, Amos 21.0 programming was utilized. The study examined
indexes such as Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), Relative Fit Index (NFI),
Parsimonious Fit Index and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) to measure the
wellness of the models (Bentler, 1990). The results of the analyzed models demonstrated the wellness of
the models.
Table 4.2 Fit Indices
Goodness of Fit
X2/df
CFI
TLI
RFI
RMSEA

KXIP
2.084
.924
.918
.925
.070

DD
1.540
.968
.965
.968
.050

RR
2.028
.932
.926
.933
.067

Event (IPL)
1.909
.984
.982
.984
.037
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Table 4.2: X2/df- Parsimonious Fit Index, CFI- Comparative Fit Index, TLI- Tucker Lewis Index, RFIRelative Fit Index, RMSEA- Root Mean Square Error of Approximation, KXIP- Kings Eleven Punjab,
DD- Delhi Daredevils, RR- Rajasthan Royals

Fig.4.1 Structural Equation Model (KXIP)
Fig: 4.1 TID= Team identification, SE= Sport enthusiasm, TINV= Team involvement, TI= Team image,
ATT= Attitude towards team, ATSJIO = Attitude towards sponsor brand JIO, ATSKS= Attitude towards
sponsor brand Kingfisher, ATSRS= Attitude towards sponsor brand Royal Stag, PI= Purchase Intention.

Fig 4.2. Structural Equation Model (DD)
Fig: 4.2 TID= Team identification, SE= Sport enthusiasm, TINV= Team involvement, TI= Team image,
ATT= Attitude towards team, ATTDK = Attitude towards sponsor brand Daikin, ATTJIO= Attitude
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towards sponsor brand JIO, ATTSZ= Attitude towards sponsor brand Suzuki Gixxer, PI= Purchase
intention.

Fig 4.3. Structural Equation Model (RR)
Fig: 4.3 TID= Team identification, SE= Sport enthusiasm, TINV= Team involvement, TI= Team image,
ATT= Attitude towards team, ATTJK = Attitude towards sponsor brand JK Cement, ATTJIO= Attitude
towards sponsor brand JIO, ATTM= Attitude towards sponsor brand Mitsubishi Air-conditioner, PI=
Purchase intention.

Fig 4.4. Structural Equation Model, Event (IPL)
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Table 4.3. Hypothesis Results (Team/Event Wise)
KXIP DD RR Event
Constructs
SID-TI
(H2a/2b)
SE-TI
(H3a/3b)
TINV-TI
(H4a/4b)
TI/EI-ATT
(H1a/1aa)
TI/EI-ATS
(H1b/1bb)
TI/EI-PI
(H1c/1cc)
ATT/ATEATS
(H5a/5aa)
ATT/ATE-PI
(H5b/5bb)
ATS-PI
(6a/6b)

T-V
KENT
-.714

T-V
JIO
-.714

T-V
RS
-.714

T-V
DK
1.153

T-V
JIO
1.153

T-V
SZ
1.153

T-V
JK
3.744

T-V
JIO
3.744

T-V
MIT
3.744

T-V
VIVO
-1.034

2.742

2.742

2.742

.565

.565

.565

.195

.195

.195

1.756

2.031

2.031

2.031

9.075

9.075

9.075

4.025

4.025

4.025

9.537

7.224

7.224

7.224

3.379

3.379

3.379

9.908

9.908

9.908

6.112

7.243

6.884

6.875

8.130

5.600

3.058

3.196

4.130

3.811

4.882

1.638

2.379

1.831

6.457

4.971

-.129

-.580

4.189

3.011

2.973

1.528

3.253

2.994

-1.24

.686

-1.57

-2.74

-3.67

-3.62

2.347

.650

-1.04

.999

.468

.361

.713

1.461

-3.97

-2.91

7.919

3.125

-.519

4.128

6.598

6.520

4.404

5.826

.272

-1.18

3.730

Table 4.3 TID/EID= Team/Event Identification, SE= Sport Enthusiasm, TINV/EINV= Team/Event
Involvement, TI= Team Image, ATE/ATT= Attitude towards Event/Team, ATS= Attitude towards
Sponsor, PI= Purchase intention
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
This study developed a model under which three constructs (Team/sport identification, sport
enthusiasm, & team involvement) have been taken to measure DWWHQGHHV¶ WHDPHYHQW LPDJH RI WKHLU
home team and the impact of team/event image as a mediating factor in their attitude towards the team,
attitude towards the sponsor¶s brand and purchase intentions. Considering sponsors from each team and
event, the study draws some hypothetical results, which are discussed in Table 3.
Table 3, summarizes the results of the three teams (KXIP, DD, & RR) and their sponsors (KXIP: Kent, Jio & RS), (DD-: Daikin, Jio & SZ), (RR-: JK Cement, Jio, & Mitsubishi). We first discuss the
results of the KXIP team and its sponsors. The study rejected the impact of attendeHV¶ WHDPsport
identification of their team image but supported the impact of sports enthusiasm and team involvement
on their team image for all three team sponsors. Moreover, a positive impact on DWWHQGHHV¶WHDPLPDJH
on their attitude was noted towards the team as well as attitude towards the sponsor's brand. Further,
DWWHQGHHV¶ WHDP LPDJH positively impacted their purchase intentions (partially in case of Kent and RS
and fully in case of Jio). The study also found a positive impact of DWWHQGHHV¶ WHDP DWWLWXGH RQ their
attitude towards sponsor brand (fully in case of Jio & RS and partially in case of Kent). The study
rejected (hypothesis 5b) for all three sponsors. Thus, the study found no impact on attendees' positive
team attitude on their purchase intentions. The study supported hypothesis 6a, implying a positive
correlation between the attendees' attitude towards the sponsor brand and their behavioural intentions.
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In the case of DD and its sponsors (Daikin, Jio, & SZ), the study has rejected (hypothesis 2a &
3a) but accepted hypothesis 4a. This implies that DWWHQGHHV¶ WHDP LGHQWLILFDWLRQ DQG VSRUWV HQWKXVLDVP
did not have a significant impact in forming a positive team image, however, their involvement with the
team helped form a positive image of the team for all three team sponsors. The study also found a
SRVLWLYH LQIOXHQFH RI DWWHQGHHV¶ WHDP LPDJH RQ WKHLU WHDP DQG VSRQVRU DWWLWXGH Moreover, aWWHQGHHV¶
positive team image positively affected their buying objectives in case of Daikin & Jio but negatively in
the case of SZ. The study rejected the hypothesis of 5a & 5b. That PHDQV DWWHQGHHV¶ SRVLWLYH DWWLWXGH
towards the team did not influence their sponsor attitude as well as their purchase decisions for all three
sponsors. Finally, the study accepted the hypothesis 6a, implying that the attendees who formed a
positive image of the team; think positively of their team sponsors, which is reflected in their buying
decisions.
In the case of RR, the study supported hypotheses 2a & 4a and rejected hypothesis 3a. This
implies that the attendees formed a positive image of the team; when they identified with the team and
were involved with the team. Their enthusiasm in sport did not impact their team image. Further, the
study accepted the hypothesis 1a & 1b, which showed a SRVLWLYH FRUUHODWLRQ EHWZHHQ DWWHQGHHV¶ WHDP
image and their attitude towards the team and sponsor brands. The study found positive results of team
image and purchase intention (1c) hypothesis for Jio and Mitsubishi but had no impact in the case of JK
Cement. In hypotheses (5a & 5b) the study found a negative relation EHWZHHQDWWHQGHHV¶DWWLWXGHWRZDUGV
team and attitude towards sponsor brands as well as their purchase intentions. For the last hypothesis 6a,
the study found a positive correlation EHWZHHQ DWWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXde towards a sponsor brand and their
purchase intentions only for JK Cement. The study rejected this hypothesis for the other two sponsors,
i.e., Jio and Mitsubishi.
Finally, the study combined the views of the attendees of the three teams and concluded the
results about their perception of the event as well as WKH HYHQW¶V title sponsor. The study rejected
hypotheses 2b & 3b but supported hypothesis 4b. This implies that attendees' event identification and
sports enthusiasm did not affect their event image; however, their event involvement formed a positive
image of the event for them. Further, the study reported a SRVLWLYH DVVRFLDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH DWWHQGHHV¶
event image and their team and sponsor attitude as well as their purchase intentions. Attendees' positive
attitude towards the team impacted their sponsor attitude and their purchase behaviour. In the end,
attendees' positive event image, positively influenced their sponsor attitude, which further impacted their
purchase intentions.
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
According to social identity theory, attendees who identify with their team/sports/event; are very
much involved with the team/sport/event, which impacts their attitude and purchase behaviour towards
the sponsor's brand (Madrigal, 2000). In this study, the researcher used identification, enthusiasm, and
involvement constructs to understand WKHDWWHQGHHV¶SHUFHSWLRQRULPDJHWRZDUGVWKHLUKRPHWHDPVDQG
used the team/event image as a mediator to determine its impact on their attitude towards the
team/event, the sponsors of the team/event as well as their purchase intentions. The study included three
teams with three sponsors for each team and also combined the views of the team attendees¶ about the
event (IPL) and its sponsor (VIVO).
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The study rejected the hypotheses 2a & 2b for KXIP & DD teams as well as for the event. This
implies that the attendees of these two teams and the event had no impact on team identification on its
team/event image. This result is contradictory to sports literature, where identification was found to be
an important DQWHFHGHQWWR PHDVXUHIDQV¶LPDJHDWWLWXGH, and behavioral intentions (Kim et al. 2015).
The reason in case of KXIP & DD could be the low percentage of wins in the 2018 IPL event; and in the
case of the event (IPL), the reason could be over-commercialization of the event (Grohs & Reisinger,
2014). This hypothesis is supported by the study of Jang, Wann & Ko (2016), whom they found that
IDQV¶WHDPLGHQWLILFDWLRQLPSDFWVWKHLUGHJUHHRIKDSSLQHVV which varies according to the nature of the
game (whether exciting or boring) or the outcome of the game (winning and losing of the team). This
study also supported the results of Theodorakis et al. (2013), who found that the outcome in terms of
game quality and team performance; impacted the satisfaction level of spectators. This study supported
hypothesis 2a for the RR team. A potential reason for this could be the entry of the RR in the event after
a gap of two years. Fans were waiting for their favorite team to play in the event. So, they could easily
identify with their home team, which had a positive impact on their team image.
Next, the study rejected hypothesis 3a & 3b for (DD & RR) teams as well as for the event. This
implies that more than the sport attendees were attached to the team. Our study supported the findings of
Gong, Pifer, Wang, Kim, Kim, 4LHQ =RQJ  ZKRUHSRUWHGWKDWIDQV¶attention and involvement
in the professional league were adversely associated with their fulfilment level of league¶V SURPRWLRQ
and operational strategies. The study supported hypothesis 3a for KXIP. It implies that the attendees of
KXIP were extremely enthusiastic about the game of cricket, which has a favorable impact on their team
image (Close et al., 2006).
This study supported hypothesis 4a & 4b for all teams, event, and its sponsors. This means that
the attendees involved with the team/event had a positive image of the team/event. Our study supported
the findings of the Bachleda, Fakhar, & Elouazzani (2015), who reported that WKH DWWHQGHHV¶
involvement in the game favorably impacted their image and behavior towards the sponsor brand (Ko, et
al. 2010).
In this study, the team/event image was used as a mediator to measure its impact on an DWWHQGHHV¶
team or sponsor attitude and purchase intentions. The study supported hypotheses 1a, 1aa, 1b & 1bb and
found a SRVLWLYH DVVRFLDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH WHDPHYHQW LPDJH DQG DWWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV WHDPV DQG
sponsor brands. Our study supported the findings of Speed & Thompson, 2000; Gwinner, et al., 2009;
Wakefield & Bennett, 2010; & Kim, et al., 2011 who also measured the positive attitude of
fans/spectators using different constructs and theories. For hypotheses 1c & 1cc, the study found a
positive relationship between the team/event image and most of the sponsors of the teams and the event.
The study partially supported two sponsors (Kent & RS) of the KXIP and rejected one sponsor each
from DD (SZ) and RR (JK Cement). The investigation upheld the discoveries of Javlgi et al. (1994) who
reported that the participants' recognizable proof and inclusion in a team/event can build their
sponsorship awareness, which can further improve the corporate image of the organization. However,
this cannot be applied to all organizations. Sponsorship can give an advantage to organizations for which
consumers had a prior positive image. Otherwise, it could harm the image of the sponsorship brands as
well as its sales.
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The study has rejected hypothesis 5a WKH LPSDFW RI DWWHQGHHV¶ DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV WHDP RQ WKHLU
VSRQVRUV¶DWWLWXGHIRU '' WHDPDQGLWVVSRQVRUVIRXQGhad a negative relation to the same for RR but
was positive in the case of two sponsors of KXIP (Jio & RS) as well as for the event (IPL) and its
sponsor (VIVO). The study further rejected hypothesis 5b for all team sponsors and found no impact of
DWWHQGHHV¶WHDPDWWLWXde on their purchase intentions; in the case of KXIP & DD and negative in case of
RR. The study supported hypothesis 5bb, which found a SRVLWLYHLPSDFWRIDWWHQGHHV¶HYHQWDWWLWXGHRQ
their buying decisions. The investigation here bolstered the discoveries of Becker-Olsen and Simmons
(2002). The examination found that if the occasion and the sponsor are not fit for each other, this can
contrarily influence the state of mind and assessment of the members towards the sponsoring brand and
this additionally influence their attitudinal and behavioral intentions. The investigation, likewise found
that if the sponsoring brand and the occasion is fit, well with each other or high local fit exists, this
works in support of the sponsoring firm.
Finally, the study supported the last hypothesis (6a & 6b) by reporting the positive relation
between the attendees' attitude towards sponsor brands and their purchase intentions for most of the
team/event sponsors. The study also rejected this hypothesis for one sponsor (Jio) of KXIP team and two
sponsors (Jio & Mitsubushi) of RR. The study supported the findings of Bachleda, et al. (2015) and
Close & Lacey (2013) that, those spectators who were involved with the sport/team were very much
aware of the sponsors of the sport/team. If they found the congruence between the team/sport and the
sponsor brand, then this could positively impact their purchase behavior, EXWLIWKH\GLGQ¶WIind the fit
between the team/sport and the brand, then this could negatively impact their buying decision.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
After analyzing three teams, an event and their sponsors, this study has reported the belowmentioned implications for marketing firms. The study found a positive association between the
attendees' team/event image and its attitude towards sponsor brands. It showed that the team/event
image makes a VWURQJLPSDFWRQDWWHQGHHV¶SURGXFWHYDOXDWLRQV$WWHQGHHV¶ZKRLGHQWLI\ with and also
involved with the team/event, had a positive image of sponsor brands, which was evident from their
purchase decisions. To make the bonding between DWWHQGHHV¶ IDYRULWH WHDPs, event and sponsors
stronger, managers need to use strategies like creating a fan zone in the stadium, providing a
merchandise outlet for fans, or interacting with fans on social media. In the case of different
sponsorships, the role of event administrators becomes more troublesome. In such an event,
administrators need to plan their organizations¶ policies, so that they have the capacity to tap a large
number of clients and impact their attitudinal and behavioral results. The study found the team/event
image to be a powerful tool to influence target customers more effectively. So, it becomes essential for
the managers to spread the positive image of the team/event and try to capture the number of customers
and fans. Managers can form a positive image of the team/event by using different methods like
preparing a team song, signature moves, make fan communities, or performing some social works or
philanthropic acts so that attendees feel more attached and involved with the team and are also exposed
to the sponsor brands. Another important point for marketers is to establish the link between the image
of the team/event and the sponsored products. According to sponsorship, literature, when attendees
found congruence between the team/event and its sponsors, they felt more positive about the sponsored
product, which reflected in their buying decisions. Therefore, managers should try to choose teams; in
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which they found more functional or image-based similarities. Otherwise, they should develop an
artificial fit using strong leveraging.
The study considered three teams and their sponsors from North India. The outcome of this study
cannot be generalized and should be refined by involving more groups, which can help in using this
model on other sponsorship occasions. Another constraint of this study is that it only considered the
perspectives of the participants who were available on the ground. However, the perspectives of the
viewer watching the match on the television and executives of the sponsor brands are also imperative,
which were not being considered in this investigation. Hence, if the analysts incorporate the comments
of both participants and chiefs, the study can give better outcomes, which can be utilized by supervisors
in their future sponsorship deals.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose ± This work synthesizes divergent views of the impact of inter-partner dynamics on the
performance of International Joint Ventures (IJVs)
Design/methodology/approach ± This paper conducts a meta-analysis of 61 papers in the
strategic management area, from journals ranked A* and A by the Australian Business Deans Council
(ABDC). A random effect meta-analysis technique is adopted.
Findings ± We adopted a meta-analytic technique to quantitatively synthesize and evaluate interSDUWQHU G\QDPLFV IRU LWV DELOLW\ WR H[SODLQ WKH YDULDQFH LQ ,-9V¶ SHUIRUPDQFH 7KH SDSHU Ls based on
meta-analyses of 61 independent samples and a total of 16503 IJVs. A total of 6 factors were identified,
of which control and commitment have been found to be heterogeneous.
Originality/value ± By providing an extensive review of 61 independent samples, this study can
help researchers identify the factors with homogenous effect size across different studies, which are
therefore generalizable.
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INTRODUCTION

With the advance of technology and increasing competition, there has been an upsurge of
international joint ventures (IJVs) (Avny & Anderson, 2008; Colak, 2016; Demirbag & Mirza, 2000;
Elhachemi, Rahim Jaguli, & Ahmad, 2018) ,-9V HPSRZHU RUJDQL]DWLRQV WR OHYHUDJH WKHLU SDUWQHUV¶
capabilities, know-how, technology, resources and to share risks as well, which is significant for gaining
a sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Culpan & Refik, 2008; Hamel et al., 1989; Lu &
Beamish, 2001). Despite their advantages, the instability rate of IJVs is extremely high(Lowen & Pope,
2008; Findikoglu & Lavie, 2019). Hence, this study attempts to determine the factors affecting the
performance of IJVs. There has been a plethora of research regarding the performance of IJVs in the
past few years, especially in developed countries (Geringer & Herbert, 1991; Glaister & Buckley, 1998;
Hong Ren, Gray, & Kim, 2009; Zhao, Ma, & Yang, 2017). The extant literature has studied the
performance of IJVs from different perspectives: commitment (Buranakul, Limnararat,
Pithuncharurnlap, & Sangmanee, 2017; Glaister & Buckley, 1998; Nakos & Brouthers, 2008),
bargaining power (Awadzi, 1987; Parameswar, Dhir, Ongsakul, & Advisor, 2018), conflict (Demirbag
& Mirza, 2000; J. Li & Hambrick, 2005), trust (Nakos & Brouthers, 2008), justice (Luo, 2005;
Mehmood & Hilman, 2017) and cultural distance (Gomez-Mejia & Leslie E., 1997; Hutzschenreuter,
Kleindienst, & Lange, 2014; Kogut & Singh, 1988; Yan & Duan, 2003). However, the literature lacks a
study that undertakes to synthesize these studies and determine a few important factors impacting the
performance of IJVs.
This study attempts to synthesize the inter-partner factors impacting the performance of IJVs.
The joint venture literature identifies partner fit as an important determinant of joint venture success, as
an inappropriate partner has been found to cause the failure of a joint venture (Inkpen & Beamish, 1997;
Saxton, 1997). Owing to this, partner selection is a critical aspect of alliance strategy (Pangarkar &
Choom, 2001). Partner fit may be understood as associated compatibility among partners with respect to
their goals, management style, power structure, size, culture, dependence, governance structure and
mechanism, etc. It is evident that selecting an appropriate partner reduces the likelihood of conflict,
partner incongruity and negative synergies (Saxton, 1997). The notion of partner fit is fundamentally
based on the presumptions of Anderson and Narus (1990), i.e. mutually recognized and understood
partnerships lead to the success of the firms.
Studies of inter-partner dynamics have established that partner fit attributes, i.e. partners with
congruent goals, partners with similar management styles, partners with similar experience levels, power
symmetry, size symmetry, lead to outcomes such as harmony regarding the overall direction of the
international joint venture, reduction in day-to-day frictions, equal chances to learn from each other ,
cooperation on an equal footing, a continued mutual need for resources, and similar prioritization by
each partner (Pangarkar & Choom, 2001). Research (Lavie, Haunschild, & Khanna, 2012; Talukdar,
2015) VXJJHVWVWKDWWKHSDUWQHUV¶FRPSOHPHQWDULWLHVDQGFRQJUXLW\LQFXOWXUHURXWLQHVDQGJRYHUQDQFH
mechanisms promote relational mechanisms such as trust, embeddedness and commitment, and leads to
the joint venture performing well. There have been differences in viewpoints regarding how these
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factors affect the performance of IJVs. This study explores the inter-partner factors affecting the
performance of IJVs.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Performance of IJVs
One of the most important concerns about IJVs has been their performance. An exploration of
the literature on IJVs identifies a few major theoretical paradigms that have been employed to describe
WKH DQWHFHGHQWV RI ,-9V¶ SHUIRUPDQFH 7UDQVDFWLRQ FRVW HFRQRPLHV H[SODLQ WKH ,-9V¶ IRUPDWLRQ DQG
development (F. Ali & Amin, 2014; Cerchione, Singh, Centobelli, & Shabani, 2018; Hennart, 1988).
Proponents of transaction cost economies argue that IJVs occur because the transaction costs related to
collective ownership are less than those for single ownership or market transactions (Kogut, 1988).
According to agency theory, partners may have diverging interests that can increase the likelihood of
conflict between them, the which influences the performance o:-f IJVs (Dhir & Mital, 2012; K. M.
Eisenhardt, 1989; Hitt, Li, & Xu, 2016).

A resource-based view of IJVs suggests that their performance rely on the capabilities of the
partners to create a package of strategic and social resources that are not otherwise available to either
partner, which can be a source of the competitive advantage and improve performance (Barney, 1991;
K. Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996; Irawati & Rutten, 2011; Wernerfelt, 1984). The above theories are
criticized by proponents of the behavioural research paradigm, which focuses on the interactional
attributes, such as commitment and trust to affirm the goodwill among partners (Eroglu & Yavas, 1996;
Julian & Xu, 2015). Organizational learning or knowledge is another theoretical paradigm for firms
cooperating and continuing to engage in IJVs. It suggests that venturing firms may enhance their
competitive advantage through acquiring new skills and capabilities from partner firms (Wagar, Carroll,
& Rondeau, 2011; Weber, Shenkar, & Raveh, 1996). While other theories are criticized, dynamic
capabilities theory has received much attention in the literature and is widely accepted. An augmentation
of the resource-based view, dynamic capabilities theory contends that, in a changing business
environment, firms develop capabilities and competencies which influence their performance in many
ways; firms make efforts to match their resource base with changing environments (Dhir, Ongsakul, &
Batra, 2018; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997), forge market change (K. Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000);
support both the resource-picking and capability-building rent-generating mechanisms (Rufaidah, 2017;
Zhan & Chen, 2013).
Apart from explanations by tKHRUHWLFDO SDUDGLJPV ,-9V¶ SHUIRUPDQFH LV DQ H[WUHPHO\ FUXFLDO
issue for two main reasons: firstly the costs of failure imposed on the firms and secondly the social costs
of the failure, which have to be met by the nations in which the IJVs operate (Lee & Beamish, 1995a).
Another major aspect of performance is to use the appropriate indicator to measure the performance
(Yadav, Sushil, & Sagar, 2013). Different yardsticks have been used by scholars in the previous
research: financial indicators, such as profits, growth or sales (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2014); others
include survival (Geringer & Herbert, 1991; Jantan, Nasurdin, & Fadzil, 2008; Killing, 1983) or the
OHQJWKRIWKH,-9V¶GXUDWLRQ(Harrigan, 1988).
A number of observations can be made regarding the preceding overview of IJV research
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paradigms. First, each theory tries to explain IJVs from a different perspective, although several of the
constructs employed are common to some of them, due to overlapping theoretical domains. For
example, knowledge acquisition and agency problems could be contemplated together within the
transaction cost economies frame-work. Identifying the many connections and overlaps among the
various theories is beyond the scope of the present study. Second, the applicability of each theory
depends on situation-specific factors, for instance, the resource-based view is better suited to IJVs
operating in highly competitive business environments. Third, while certain theories place emphasis on
the establishment and structuring of IJVs (e.g., Transaction cost economics), others focus more on
management and performance outcomes (e.g., political economy). Finally, although the theoretical
perspectives are all relevant to developing a deeper understanding of IJVs, no single paradigm provides
an adequate foundation for a general theory explaining the economic and social outcomes of IJVs.
Inter-partner dynamics
Previous research on IJVs articulated the motives and relational factors of the partners and their
interactive contingencies, which are critical to the performance of IJVs (Hill & Hellriegel, 1994; Park &
Ungson, 1997; Yan & Duan, 2003). The literature has deemed the attention on to the static comparative
RU FRQILJXUDWLRQDO IHDWXUHV RI WKH ,-9V¶ SDUHQWV 5HVHDUFKHUV DUJXH that the relationship between the
partners in the IJVs can be treated as a long-term performance dimension (Erin, 1990; Jusoh, Ibrahim, &
Yuserrie, 2009),QFDVHRI,-9VLWLVLPSHUDWLYHWKDWWKHSDUWQHUV¶REMHFWLYHVDQGJRDOVDUHV\PPHWULFDO
to each other, as differences in strategic orientation and aims can produce conflicts of interest among
partners (Dacin, Hitt, & Levitas, 1997). The literature suggests that the selection of partners in an IJV
needs to take into consideration a fit in both task-related attributes such as resources and skills and
partner-related attributes such as size, objectives, and operating policies(Geringer & Herbert, 1989;
Julian & Ramaseshan, 2008; (Xia, Wang, Lin, Yang, and Li, 2018),-9V¶SHUIRUPDQFHLVLQIOXHQFHGE\
the sWUDWHJLFV\PPHWU\EHWZHHQWKHSDUWQHUVZKLFKRFFXUVZKHQWKH\³SRVVHVVFRPSOHPHQWDU\VWUDWHJLF
missions, resource capabilities, managerial capabilities, and other attributes that have a strategic fit such
that the relative bargaining power of the partners LVHYHQO\PDWFKHG´(Harrigan, 1988).
Joint venture literature identifies partner fit as an important determinant of joint venture success
as an inappropriate partner has found to cause the failure of a joint venture (Inkpen & Beamish, 1997;
Saxton, 1997). Owing to this, partner selection is termed as a critical aspect of alliance strategy
(Pangarkar & Choom, 2001). Partner fit may be understood as mutual compatibility among partner in
respect of goals, management style, power structure, size, culture, dependence, governance structure and
mechanism, etc. It is evidenced that the selection of an appropriate partner shrinks the likelihood of
conflict, partner incongruity and negative synergies (Saxton, 1997). The notion of partner fit
fundamentally based on the presumptions of Anderson & Narus (1990) i.e. mutually recognised and
understood partnerships led to the success of a firm.
Partner it is believed to create the pooled advantage and the pooled advantage, in turn, is more
likely to compensate the deficiencies (lack of key resources of either partner) of either partner and
enhances the competency of the joint venture (Iyer, 2008). Bennet et al., (2001) empirically verified
partner fit as a negative antecedent of partner conflict (a dysfunctional and disruptive force). Partner fit
largely impacts the degree to which a firm gets along with the partner firm (Pangarkar & Choom, 2001).
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Researches have considered the following as indicators of partner fit i.e. firm objectives and
goals (both long term and short term), culture, operating policies and management style, governance and
power structure, size, experiences. These indicators can be clubbed into two categories i.e. strategic fit
that includes partner fit in respect of objectives, goals, and partners culture; operational fit that includes
operating policies and management, governance mechanism, power structure and firm size.
In case of a joint venture which a format of strategic alliance, it is imperative that business
objectives and goals of the partners are symmetric to each other as differences in strategic orientation
and motives can produce the conflict of interest among partners (Dacin, Hitt & Levitas, 1997). Conflict
among partners is evident to negatively relate to the partner trust and has an impeding effect on the firm
competitiveness (Bennet et al., 2001). Dissimilar goals undermine the success of a joint venture (Dacin,
Hitt and Levitas, 1997). Therefore, it is suggested that joint venture partner should have congruency in
terms of short as well as long term objectives (Williams & Lilley, 1993; Hatfield & Pearce, 1994). It is a
dynamic capability of a firm, In addition to goal congruency, the strategic orientation of the partner firm
(how a firm intends to achieve its identified objectives) is also equally important for the competitiveness
of the joint venture. Partner fit exerts synergistic effect and in turn, predicts joint venture
competitiveness. The ongoing discussion led us in formulating the next hypothesis of the study.
Control
Control is an important inter-partner factor affecting the performance of IJVs. Control is "the
process by which one partner influences the behaviour and output of the other partner through the use of
SRZHUDQGDXWKRULW\´ *HULQJHU +HEHUW; Han, Zhang, Ma and, Gao, (2018). When partners in
IJVs share control, they are considered to have optimal ownership (Hart, 1995). Thus, the decisionmaking process should be through collective approval (Demski & Sappington, 1991; Habib & MellaBarral, 2007). Literature predicted that some control by parent firms enhance the performance of IJVs
but excessive control on IJVs may be harmful as it leads to unnecessary confusion and bureaucracy
(Mehmood & Hilman, 2017; Pangarkar & Klein, 2004). Excessive control by a foreign parent may lead
to lack of cooperation by the local parent (Centobelli, Cerchione, and, & 2018, 2018; Isobe, Makino, &
Montgomery, 2000).
Earlier work on the relationship between control and IJV performance have produced
inconclusive results. The extant literature shows inconsistencies in the results of control on IJV
performance (Calantone & Zhao 2000; Dodgson, 2018). A few studies have found a positive
relationship (Ding 1997; Killing 1983; Lee and Beamish 1995; Luo, Shenkar, and Nyaw 2001), and
others have found no relationship (Calantone and Zhao 2000; Kogut 1988). However, there are some
studies such as (Beamish, 1984) reported a strong correlation between an unsatisfactory performance
and foreign dominant control.
Few studies in the past have established that the ventures with the dominant parent, perform
better than others. However, some studies have shown that ventures with shared control perform
satisfactorily than others (Hamid, Islam, & Hazilah, 2014; Lee & Beamish, 1995b).
The attribute of control exercised by parents may be a function of the age of IJVs, with different
configurations of control operating across the life cycle of the venture.
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Conflict
The main reason for getting engaged in joint ventures is to share benefits which were not
otherwise available to the firms. However, there could be chances of conflict and disagreement among
the partners. There could be many reasons for disagreement, such as asymmetry of goals, power-sharing,
inequalities in costs and benefits, differences in management or working styles (Chua & Kin-Man 1993;
Killing 1983; Lewis 1990; Wright 1979).
Conflict among the partners in IJVs is another important factor that impacts the performance of
IJVs. Conflict cause stress, anxiety, tension, mistrust and misunderstandings between the partners in
IJVs which ultimately hampers the performance of IJVs (Berns, J., Glickman, A., and McCoy, M., 2019;
Burton and Saelens 1982; Friedmann and Beguin 1971; Killing 1983; Lewis 1990; Wright 1979).
The major reasons behind the conflicts are due to differences in their strategic orientations, their
perception of the risks, their product market overlapping, and their geographical market overlapping
(Dhir and Mital, 2013). Literature noted that the conflict between partners results in a bitter relationship
which negatively effects the trust between the partners (Zaraket, W. S., and Halawi, A., 2017). On the
contrary, some researchers argued that the conflicts between the partners in IJVs might positively affect
the performance by increasing the communication between the partners and a better understanding of
each other.
Competitive overlap
The competitive overlap is another important factor of inter-partner dynamics. Competitive
overlap in IJVs means the partner firms are from the same industry and there is intense competition
between them (Baum & Singh, 1994; Hannan & Freeman, 1977). The literature shows the relationship
between competitive overlap and IJVs' performance. IJVs between competitors are likely to produce a
situation in which the parent firms behave opportunistically, by trying to maximize their personal
interest at the expense of the other (M. Y. Ali & Shamsuddoha, 2007; Oxley & Sampson, 2004b; Park &
Ungson, 1997). As noted by (Inkpen, 2000), if the parent firms have a high degree of competitive
overlap, then there is a limited incentive for the firms to share their knowledge. As noted in the
literature, parents should avoid collaborating with competitors (Islam, 2018; Park & Ungson, 1997).
Furthermore, the more the competitive overlap between the partners, the less will be the knowledge
sharing process as the partners belong to the same industry (Oxley & Sampson, 2004a).
Commitment
Previous studies on commitment theory note that commitment to IJVs from the partners has a
positive impact on the performance of IJVs. The reason for this impact is the increase in the level of
VDWLVIDFWLRQ LQ ,-9V DQG D UHGXFWLRQ LQ WKH SDUWQHUV¶ RSSRUWXQLVP (Anderson & Weitz, 1992). It is
possible to improve the level of cooperation when the level of commitment increases (Muthusamy &
White, 2005; Huda, M., Qodriah, S. L., Rismayadi, B., Hananto, A., Kardiyati, E. N., Ruskam, A., and
Nasir, B. M., 2019).
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Earlier, the main emphasis was on trust as a factor impacting the performance of IJVs and much
less importance was given to the other factors (Robson et al., 2006). Extant literature suggested that the
commitment between the partners is one of the important determinants of IJVs performance (Connelly,
Shi, Hoskisson, and Koka, 2018; Killing, 1983). Absence of commitment between the partners will
affect the overall direction of the firm (Hu & Chen, 1996; C. Li & Jaggi, 2009).
Partners those consider commitment focus on long-term rather than short-term benefits. In this
situation, the level of conflict is lower between partners and consequently, high level of commitment
will affect performance and satisfaction of the partners (Demirbag and Mirza, 2000; Khorassani, J. M.,
Al-Karaghouli, W., & Ayios, A., 2011). Literature noted that in the case of existence of commitment
both partners can achieve individual and joint goals without having opportunistic behaviour issue (Mohr
and Spekman, 1994).
Relatedness
Product relatedness is the extent to which partners in IJVs have different lines or businesses
which are linked with each other. A higher level of relatedness enables a higher level of communication,
which will help extract competitive potential more efficiently. According to transaction cost theory, the
greater similarity between the partners of IJVS allows the firm to better gauge the credibility of the
partners' contribution. Moreover, when the partners belong to unrelated businesses, they do not have any
experience in managing the new business and, when partners have no or little experience themselves,
they are not able to teach the management team how to run the business effectively and efficiently in
financial terms (Larimo, Le Nguyen, & Ali, 2016; Robson, Katsikeas, Schlegelmilch, and Pramböck,
2019 ; Rowley & Wei, 2010).
Interdependence of resources
Competitive advantage is obtained from the resources controlled by the organization. These
resources are valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt,
1984). These resources can be viewed as bundles of tangible and intangible assets. In a cut-throat
competitive world, it is strenuous for a sole business to have all the resources required to develop
competitive advantage and at the same time try to build new resources (Harrison, Hitt, Hoskisson, &
Ireland, 2001; Xue, Lu, Shi, and Zheng, 2018).
The resource-based view theory notes that the major benefit of IJVs is the pooling of adequate
resources for common use by the partners. Thus, the manner in which these resources are combined will
have a significant influence on the performance of the organization (Das &Teng, 2000; Madhok &
Tallman, 1998). Mutual interdependency and efficiency are created by the complementarity of resources
(Harrison et al., 2001; Madhok & Tallman, 1998; Parkhe, 1991). Interdependency among partners
highlight the sense of mutual need, favours and cooperation as well as promoting the effectiveness of
IJVs (Sarkar et al., 2001; Smith, 1997; Smith & Barclay, 1999).
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Figure 1. Research framework
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A meta-analysis was conducted on papers in the strategic management area, from journals
ranked A* and A by the Australian Business Deans Council. The sample papers were identified by
searching the key terms: performance of joint venture, the performance of international joint venture, the
survival of (international) joint venture, growth of (international) joint venture, the success of the
(international) joint venture. We identified 87 papers, out of which only 61 were included in the metaanalysis. There were 17 papers which were conceptual, which were omitted. It is interesting to note that
out of (87-17) 70 papers, only 61 papers had a few common factors that appeared in more than 2 studies
for inclusion in our meta-analytic review, as factors appearing in single studies need not be synthesized
to determine the overall size of their effect.
A random effect meta-analysis technique (Schmidt & Hunter, 2014) was used to analyze the 61
studies quantitatively. The major strength of meta-analysis lies in its analytical ability to aggregate
empirical results from different empirical studies, leading to a higher statistical power. Also, by
undertaking a meta-analytic review, we overcame important shortcomings of a qualitative review:
subjective interpretation and overlooking of statistical artefacts, i.e. sampling error (Bagozzi, Yi, &
Phillips, 1991; Cook, Guyatt, Salena, & Laine, 1992; Reus & Rotting, 2009).
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Table 1 List of journals selected for article search and number of articles
Journal

No. of articles

International Business Review

12

Journal of International Business Studies

10

Strategic Management Journal

10

Management International Review

7

Journal of world business

3

Journal of International Marketing

3

Journal of business research

3

Journal of management studies

3

Organisation Science

3

Journal of Management

2

Organisation Studies

2

Academy of Management Journal

1

Long range planning

1

Administrative Science Quarterly

1

Total

61

Table 2 List of factors taken for meta-analysis
Factor
No. of papers

N (Sample Size)

Competitive overlap

7.00

396.00

Conflict

6.00

440.00

Control

19.00

11941.00

Commitment

16.00

2779.00

Relatedness

5.00

627.00

Resources

8.00

320.00

Total

61.00

16503.00
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Comprehensive meta-analysis software
The bulk amount of statistics involved in meta-analysis makes the use of a software an essential
part of it and many programs have emerged to cater to it. Comprehensive Meta-analysis (CMA),
MetAnalysis, MetaWin, MIX, RevMan, and WEasyMA are the leading software used in meta-analysis
(Bax, L., Yu, L. M., Ikeda, N., & Moons, K. G., 2007). This review paper uses the Comprehensive
Meta-analysis (CMA) software.
RESULTS
Factors that have been extensively analyzed for their influence on the performance of IJVs are
competitive overlap, interdependency of resources, relatedness, control, conflict, and commitment. In
total, 6 factors were identified. The results of the meta-analysis suggest that few of these 6 factors
VLJQLILFDQWO\ LQIOXHQFH ,-9V¶ SHUIRUPDQFH 7KHUe were 4 factors which were found to have a
homogenous effect size across different studies and therefore are generalizable. However, 2 factors were
found to be heterogeneous: control and commitment.
Table 3 Meta-analysis results
Factors

weighted correlation

N

W

hedge's g

Lower limit

upper limit

-0.38

Std.
error
0.10

competitive overlap

-0.19

396.00

0.68

-0.28

-0.09

Conflict

-0.07

440.00

0.76

-0.14

0.10

-0.16

0.02

Control

0.05

11941.00

20.72

0.10

0.02

0.03

0.07

Commitment

0.91

2779.00

4.82

4.39

0.09

0.90

0.92

Relatedness

0.14

627.00

1.08

0.28

0.08

0.06

0.22

Resources

0.19

320.00

0.55

0.39

0.11

0.08

0.29

FURTHER ANALYSIS
Many factors that have been discussed in more than one paper slightly differs from the other
paper in terms of the study outcome. This is referred to as the heterogeneity in a meta-analysis.
Q-Statistics is a standard measure of heterogeneity in effect sizes among various research and
studies (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001; Julian & Thompson, 2002).
ܳ ൌ σሺܹ  ܵܧ כଶ ሻ െ

σሺௐכாௌሻమ
σௐ

~ 2 (K-1), where W=Relative Weight and ES=Effect size.

Q-Statistics works on a null hypothesis. The null hypothesis formally states that:
H0: No outliners present in the data
H1: There is one outliner present.
The tabulated Q measured as a CHIINV statistics with k-1 degrees of freedom (df) where k is the
number of studies and confidence of interval of 95% is arrived at.
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Table 4: Q Statistics and I2 test
Factors

Q statistics

Tabulated Q

RESULT

I^2

competitive overlap

7.06

79.08

accepted

Conflict

50.03

79.08

accepted

Control

164.33

79.08

not accepted

89.05

Commitment

10635.39

79.08

not accepted

99.96

Relatedness

8.26

79.08

accepted

Interdependence of Resources

13.55

79.08

accepted

Calculation of I2
This statistic becomes ineffective in testing the true heterogeneity among studies. I2 test helps
overcome this drawback of Q Statistics by elucidating the per cent of variation across studies (Higgins,
2001). I2 test is calculated using the formula:
ሺொିሺିଵሻ
I2=
ͲͲͳ כΨ.
ொ

Where Q denoted the value of Q statistics and K denotes the number of papers taken into account
for each factor.
I2 test is interpreted in the following manner:
I2 =0% - No heterogeneity
I2=25% - Low level of heterogeneity
I2=60% - Moderate level of heterogeneity
I2=80% and above High level of heterogeneity.
If I2 is negative, it is set to be as good as 0 and I2 can never reach 100%.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The prime motive of this paper was to acknowledge the repeated calls to aggregate IJVs research
with respect to inter-partner dynamics. Accumulating the findings of literature does provide information
for several key relationships and support for inter-partner dynamics factors. Firstly, conflict is likely to
affect the trust and enhance the opportunistic behaviour of IJV partners, create considerable costs and
adversely affect the performance of IJVs. Secondly, IJVs between competitors are likely to produce a
situation in which the parent firms behave opportunistically by trying to maximize their personal interest
at the expense of others. Thirdly, commitment among the partners is associated with more positive
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performance of IJVs, supporting a behavioural perspective that suggests that partners that are committed
to an IJV share a common identity and mutual interest, are bound to the stability and success of the
venture, and are more likely to cooperate. Fourthly, the control provides checking over the goal
alignment and incentives, thereby diminishing the self-seeking deterrent behaviours and promoting
contract enforcement. However, extensive control can bring out significant governance and bureaucratic
FRVWV LW PD\ HQWDLO FRQVLGHUDEOH FRPPLWPHQWV RI PDQDJHULDO UHVRXUFHV DQG H[HFXWLYHV¶ DWWHQWLRQ
(Anderson & Gatignon, 1986). Fifthly, product relatedness leads to effective communication and
functioning of operations among partners in IJVs. Lastly, more interdependence among partners leads to
more cooperation and promotes the effectiveness of IJVs.
The meta-analysis allowed us to compile a holistic list of factors that have been examined in the
H[WDQWOLWHUDWXUHDWOHDVWE\VWXGLHVIRUWKHLULQIOXHQFHRQ,-9V¶SHUIRUPDQFH$QLPSRUWDQWLPSOLFDWLRQ
emerging from our meta-analytic review concerns the relative importance of various antecedents.
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
It is imperative to verify the analyses directed for this study as it is based on the limited data of
correlational studies. Further a richer research can be undertaken in the form of qualitative case studies.
Consequently, more strengthen results can be achieved by integrating the findings of the case studies.
Additionally, the aim of this study was to evaluate inter-partner dynamics in its ability to explain
YDULDQFH LQ ,-9V¶ SHUIRUPDQFHV LW FDQ EH FRQGXFWHG IXUWKHU IRU RWher factors to explain a significant
SRUWLRQRIWKHUHPDLQGHURIYDULDQFHLQ,-9V¶SHUIRUPDQFHV
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ABSTRACT
In India, electronic commerce (e-commerce) has seen tremendous growth, and with the
advancements in wireless technologies, a new business model has emerged ± mobile commerce (mcommerce). With the increased use of the internet and growing penetration of wireless devices, the
world has witnessed a shift from wired internet to wireless internet. Therefore, a company who wishes to
expand its business from a wired internet base to a mobile internet base to reach a larger segment of
FXVWRPHUV¶ needs to know the distinguishing attributes of m-commerce from e-commerce with respect to
customer satisfaction to obtain a comprehensive understanding of both the business models. An
empirical study was conducted among 288 internet users of two north Indian states, i.e., Punjab and
Haryana and one union territory, i.e., Chandigarh, and NCR region to identify the significant attributes
of m-commerce and e-commerce. Further, decision tree analysis was applied to determine the key
attributes of m-commerce, which distinguishes it from e-commerce. The results showed that mcommerce was partially similar to e-commerce with respect to variables such as accessibility and price.
These variables were found to be key to customer satisfaction. The unique attributes of m-commerce
identified were mobility, mobile portal reliability, instant connectivity, and user interface, which
distinguishes it from e-commerce. The results of this research provide an effective theoretical foundation
for all companies and strategists who are considering to take full advantage of the strength of mcommerce in the future.
Keywords: Customer satisfaction attributes, decision Tree, electronic commerce, internet users,
India, mobile commerce
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INTRODUCTION
The internet has transformed the whole world into a global information society where anyone
can access any information anytime from anywhere in the world. It facilitates the electronic sharing of
ideas and knowledge among people around the world. Moreover, it has become an effective
enhancement over the traditional modes of accessing information. In addition, it provides huge benefits
for companies to reach their customers and build strong relationships through electronic marketplaces.
India is undergoing a digital revolution with the aim of delivering the benefits of technology to its
people. Since 1990, the number of people using the internet has escalated significantly. Currently, India
has the second largest population using the internet after China, with 481 million internet users as per
the Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) and KANTAR Indian Market Research Bureau
(IMRB) report (2017); and this figure is expected to reach 500 million by June 2018. This exponential
growth in internet users has been due to the advancement of the internet and its related technologies,
government initiatives like Digital India, and the development of rural India.
In India, e-commerce has seen tremendous growth, and with the advancements in wireless
technologies, a new business model has emerged called mobile commerce (m-commerce). Mobile
devices allow individuals to access personalized services anywhere and anytime. Siau et al. (2001)
described that "M-commerce has more potential compared to e-commerce due to its inherent
characteristics such as ubiquity, personalization, flexibility and location-centric services." It is an
enhancement over electronic commerce (e-commerce), allowing consumers to perform online
transactions through handheld devices. Feng et al. (2006) also identified that "mobile commerce
provides a completely new and innovative business opportunity with its own unique characteristics and
functions which makes m-commerce more than an extension of e-commerce."
The proliferation of mobile phones in India is bridging the digital divide by connecting millions
of people. Many Indians might not have a landline phone or a bank account, but they definitely own a
mobile phone and are well versed in operating them. As per the IAMAI and KANTAR-IMRB (2017)
report, the number of mobile internet users had reached 456 million till December 2017, increasing
17.22% in the last one year. The majority of this population is below the age of 25 who are mostly
students and young professionals. Enhanced quality data facilities at reasonable rates were observed to
be the driving factors for this tremendous increase in mobile internet users. In terms of usage activities
on mobile internet, communication, social networking, and entertainment were found to be the topmost
activities on mobile internet in urban India, whereas in rural India, entertainment was the topmost
activity, followed by social networking and communication. In the future, as mobiles would become the
primary mode of accessing the internet, the stakeholders need to nurture and grow the ecosystem
collectively and synergistically.
E-commerce and m-commerce tenders numerous advantages to businesses, government, and
consumers. Several businesses are using e-commerce and have begun to embrace m-commerce to
conduct business. With the advancements in telecommunication technologies, increased use of the
internet, and growing penetration of wireless devices, the world has seen a shift from wired internet to
wireless internet. In the current scenario, if a company wants to expand its business from wired
technology to wireless technology, it needs to know the distinguishing attributes of m-commerce over ecommerce with respect to customer satisfaction. This will give the company a comprehensive
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understanding of both the business models and enable it to capture the full potential of the untapped
market before its competitors.
As m-commerce is the latest and progressive technology, its adoption by consumers has been the
main focus of researchers in the past. These studies mainly focused on the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989 and Liao et al., 2007) and other technology adoption models to study the
acceptance of m-commerce among mobile users (Cheong and Park, 2005; Gebauer and Ginsburg, 2009;
Gebauer et al. 2010; Chong et al. 2011). Although m-commerce is an evolved form of e-commerce, its
acceptance needs to be studied from the customer satisfaction point of view to identify which attributes
differentiate m-commerce from e-commerce. These unique attributes of m-commerce can be the main
reasons for the customers to use the internet on their mobile devices instead of personal computers.
This research examines customer satisfaction toward m-commerce by associating the attributes
of m-commerce and e-commerce. Very few studies have focused attention on customer satisfaction
toward m-commerce in the Indian context (Park et al., 2008; Yeh and Li, 2009; Elsaadany and Kadry,
2014) a majority of the studies aimed to identify the factors related to mobile users' attitude and
intention to adopt to the new technology, i.e.,m-commerce. Although there have been theoretical studies
identifying the advantages and challenges of m-commerce over e-commerce (Daniel and Grimshaw,
2002; Park et al., 2008; Ozok and Wei, 2010), no effort has been made to empirically study how mcommerce is distinct from e-commerce in the Indian scenario. Therefore, to overcome this research gap,
the present study aims to identify unique attributes of m-commerce from e-commerce, which leads to
internet users' satisfaction in three stages. In the first stage, the internet user's satisfaction attributes of
both m-commerce and e-commerce were obtained from an extensive literature review. Second, a
questionnaire survey method was used to identify the significant attributes of both m-commerce and ecommerce. Third, decision trees were built for both m-commerce and e-commerce and then compared to
identify the unique customer satisfaction attributes of m-commerce. This will help companies hoping to
build and expand their business from e-commerce to a wireless Internet-based environment, i.e., mcommerce.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
E-commerce and its e-satisfaction attributes
In recent years, the concept of an electronic marketplace has evolved as an intermediary in the
market system. With the innovation and introduction of various new technologies and methods, the way
of conducting transactions and exchanging goods and services has undergone massive changes. Over the
cyberspace, the most popular form of commerce is e-commerce. E-commerce incorporates all business
transactions carried out using computer networks. Wareham et al. (2005) defined that "Transactions are
regarded as e-commerce, when the offer, as well as purchase or the actual procurement of a product or
service, is carried out in electronic form, using a computer-mediated network against monetary
payment." E-commerce in India is experiencing significant growth as it is magnificently changing the
way people shop. It provides a vast range of products and services to people accessing the internet from
anywhere in India. The person connected to the internet is assumed to be a stationary user using a wired
infrastructure like a browser on a personal computer, which is connected to landlines or Local Area
Network (LAN).
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Over the past years, e-commerce has attracted significant attention of researchers studying the
growth and adoption of e-commerce among internet users. Various studies have been carried out which
have identified various factors that lead to customer adoption and satisfaction toward e-commerce,
which ultimately lead to customer loyalty and customer retention. These studies helped companies to
focus on such identified factors so that they can build strong customer relationship in the current
competitive environment. Therefore, for the current study, various influential factors regarding customer
e-satisfaction toward e-commerce, which were proposed by previous studies, were reorganized into
eight factors shown in Table 1. By performing an extensive literature review, various crucial attributes
were identified which lead to e-commerce customer satisfaction or e-satisfaction; however, to define the
scope, all these attributes were clubbed into eight main categories ±convenience, accessibility, website
reliability, content quality, price, security, personalization, and user interface.
Table 1. E-commerce and its e-satisfaction attributes
Authors
Riemenschneider and Mckinney (1999)
Fancis and White (2002)
Bansal et al. (2004)
Wareham et al. (2005)
Park et al. (2008)
Ozok and Wei (2010)
Corbitso et al. (2011)
Riemenschneider
and
Mckinney
(1999)
Lee and Turban (2001)
Fancis and White (2002)
Bansal et al. (2004)
Dehning et al. (2004)
Park et al. (2008)
Fancis and White (2002)
Bansal et al. (2004)
Kishore et al. (2004)
Vance et al. (2008)
Park et al. (2008)
Benbasat et al. (2008)
Szymanski and Hise (2000)
Fancis and White (2002)
Bansal et al. (2004)
Hong et al. (2004)
Dehning et al. (2004)
Corbitso et al. (2011)
Bansal et al. (2004)
Park et al. (2008)
Lin and Sun (2009)
Szymanski and Hise (2000)
Fancis and White (2002)
Schaupp and Bélanger (2005)
Park et al. (2008)
Corbitso et al. (2011)

Variables Studied
Convenient to use
Ease of understanding
Usefulness
Ease of access

E-Commerce Attributes
Extracted
Convenience

Transaction duration
Ease of order process
Response time

Accessibility

Website functionality
System reliability
Availability
Stable operation
Online completeness

Website reliability

Information fit to task
Information accuracy
Consistent image
Information quality
Information density

Content quality

Affordable price
Appropriate pricing

Price

Universal standard
Security perception
Financial security
Privacy
Personal information security

Security
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Fancis and White (2002)
Pennington et al. (2003)
Dehning et al. (2004)
Schaupp and Bélanger (2005)
Ozok and Wei (2010)
Corbitso et al. (2011)
Szymanski and Hise (2000)
McKnight et al. (2002)
Dehning et al. (2004)
Schaupp and Bélanger (2005)

Customization
Customer service
Recommendation
Preferences

Personalization

Layout and design
Screen size
Graphics and looks
Visual appeal

User interface

M-commerce and its m-satisfaction attributes
Mobile devices have changed the way people communicate with each other. Consumers are
living a fast-paced life and want everything quicker, smaller, better, and more reliable. With the advent
of wireless technology, m-commerce is the solution to this demand as it enables all e-commerce
transactions over a wireless network using mobile devices. M-commerce is the new trend and is crucial
for the long-term development of e-commerce. "Ubiquity, intimacy, time sensitivity and location
awareness are key concepts that make m-commerce so different from traditional e-commerce"
(Paavilainen, 2002). M-commerce is termed as "electronic commerce transactions carried out via
mobile, wireless terminals" (Dholakia and Dholakia, 2004).
Over the years a number of mobile device facilities are provided by companies through mobile
applications to mobile users because of the growth in technology and persuasive digital content.
Consumers are becoming increasingly dependent on mobile devices to access these services for all their
daily needs. Now the mobile phone is not just used for calling but also for listening to music, clicking
and sharing photos, messaging, browsing over the internet, financial transactions, etc. These services
have driven the consumer adoption of m-commerce. Various studies have classified m-commerce
services in the past. The most commonly used classification of m-commerce usage activities was
proposed by Mahatanankoon et al. (2005) "content delivery, transactions, location-based services, and
entertainment activities."
In India, m-commerce is in its initial stages of growth due to which the majority of the
previous studies focused primarily on the intention to adopt m-commerce. Very few studies
attempted to identify mobile internet user satisfaction factors in m-commerce. Mobile internet user
satisfaction or m-satisfaction is separate from mobile user adoption, as customer adoption leads to the
actual use of m-commerce, which ultimately builds customer satisfaction. Therefore, in this study, mcommerce adoption studies were also considered for identifying m-satisfaction attributes. Various
vital attributes of m-commerce were identified from the literature review, but to make the research
more concise, all these factors were majorly divided into ten categories, i.e. convenience,
accessibility, mobile portal reliability, content quality, price, security, personalization, user interface,
mobility, and instant connectivity (Table 2).
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Table 2. M-commerce and its m-satisfaction attributes
Authors
Balasubramaniam et al. (2002)
Cheong and Park (2005)
Wu and Wang (2005)
Wang and Liao (2007)
Park et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Elsaadany and Kadry (2014)
Chantzaras et al. (2017)
Barnes (2002)
Chan et al. (2002)
Jarvenpaa et al. (2003)
Kim et al. (2005)
Park et al. (2008)
Gebauer et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Cheong and Park (2005)
Wu and Wang (2005)
Kim et al. (2005)
Fang et al. (2005)
Park et al. (2008)
Lee and Chung (2009)
Yeh and Li (2009)
Chan et al. (2002)
Cheong and Park (2005)
Fang et al. (2005)
Gebauer et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Lee and Chung (2009)
Ozok and Wei (2010)
Cheong and Park (2005)
Wu and Wang (2005)
Park et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Kim and Han (2009)
Elsaadany and Kadry(2014)
Fang et al. (2005)
Park et al. (2008)
Gebauer et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Lee and Wong (2016)
Chantzaras et al. (2017)
Stanoevska-Slabeva (2004)
Biocca et al. (2007)
Park et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Yeh and Li (2009)
Corbitso et al. (2011)
Chantzaras et al. (2017)
Kim et al. (2005)
Cyr et al. (2006)

Variables Studied
Perceived ease of use
Perceived usefulness
Ease to access
Usability
Simplicity

M-commerce Attributes
Extracted
Convenience

Speed
Accessibility
Time sensitivity

Accessibility

System quality
Interactivity
Compatibility
Service quality
Availability
Stability

Mobile portal reliability

Content reliability
Information quality
Accuracy
Ease to understand

Content quality

Subscription cost
M-internet price
Content price

Price

Privacy
Safety
Security trust
Secured transaction

Security

Customer service
Localization
Location awareness
Customization
Individualization

Personalization

Design aesthetics
Appearance

User Interface
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Wang and Liao (2007)
Park et al. (2008)
Büyüközkan (2009)
Lee and Chung (2009)
Elsaadany and Kadry (2014)
Chan et al. (2002)
Jarvenpaa et al. (2003)
Magura (2003)
Stanoevska-Slabeva (2004)
Fang et al. (2005)
Biocca et al. (2007)
Gebauer (2008)
Chan et al. (2002)
Fang et al. (2005)
Biocca et al. (2007)
Gebauer (2008)
Corbitso et al. (2011)

Design quality
Visibility
Readability

Ubiquity
Immediacy
Easy to carry
Mobile device

Mobility

Always on
Constant internet connection

Instant Connectivity

Comparison of m-commerce attributes and e-commerce attributes
Both m-commerce and e-commerce deals with similar products and services which are offered
over the internet. Customers buy the products and services from both modes opting for a delivery or an
online download of the product or service. The accessibility of both is also similar. With respect to price,
there is a partial similarity. Both m-commerce and e-commerce charge a certain amount of internet
connection fees, but customer perception is different for both. In e-commerce, the connection fees are
charged to a Local Area Network, which is for a certain group or household. It distributes the burden of
costs charged to the customer, which leads to a low customer perception toward the price of accessing ecommerce. On the other hand, the cost of accessing m-commerce is charged to an individual, thus the
perceived level of price is relatively high for using m-commerce compared to e-commerce (Park et al.,
2008).
The major difference between both the models is the way they connect to the internet. Ecommerce uses direct wired infrastructure and immovable devices, such as personal computers, to
access e-commerce websites that provide varying content quality and interface in terms of information
accuracy, density, customization, appearance, recommendation, design, system accuracy, etc. (Lee and
Turban, 2001; Francis and White, 2002; Bansal et al., 2004; Dehning et al., 2004; Park et al., 2008). On
the contrary, m-commerce uses a wireless connection using mobile portals to access m-commerce
applications and sites using portable devices such as cell phones. It has certain unique characteristics
compared to e-commerce, including personalization, mobility, location-centric services, instant
connectivity, always on, and immediacy (Cheong and Park, 2005; Wu and Wang, 2005; Wang and Liao,
2007; Park et al., 2008; Büyüközkan, 2009; Elsaadany and Kadry, 2014; Chantzaras et al., 2017). All
these variables of both e-commerce and m-commerce are considered to study customer satisfaction from
both the models to identify the attributes that make them different from each other.
Decision Tree
Over the years, many new techniques have been used to study changes in consumer behaviour
pattern. Data mining is one of the most advanced and recent techniques used by some researchers to
analyze and compare the changing customer behaviour. Data mining discovers and examines an
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enormous amount of data by identifying significant patterns and standards. Data mining using decision
tree has been suggested by various authors to identify the relationship between large data item sets (Liu
et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2003). The decision tree is the most powerful tool for the classification and
detection of the change in a dynamic technology changing environment. Classification is used to extract
the rules and relationships that describe important data sets and predict future data trends (Kim et al.,
2005). "A decision tree is a tree-like structure with top to down approach, where each internal node
denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome, and the data flow through the tree
along the path until it reaches a leaf node or terminal node which represents class distribution" (Lee et
al., 2007). Various studies on customer behaviour have used a decision tree to identify significant factors
(Lee et al., 2007; Song et al., 2001; Park et al., 2008). In the current research, the classification tree is
developed with m-satisfaction as a target variable and various attributes of both e-commerce and mcommerce as input variables. It will help in identifying the common and unique attributes of both, which
are significant for customer satisfaction.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Sample and procedure
Research methodology defines the path to be followed to achieve the study objectives of the
study. It represents the process of collecting data and information for making business decisions. The
objective of this study is to identify the unique attributes of m-commerce to e-commerce with respect to
customer satisfaction, which is achieved in three phases. First, the customer satisfaction attributes of
both e-commerce and m-commerce were extracted from the literature review. Second, these attributes
were converted into a questionnaire survey and a pre-pilot test was conducted among 20 users that
included experts in the area of technology as well as university professors who were using both ecommerce and m-commerce. Based on their feedback, relevant changes were made and a final
questionnaire was empirically assessed using the survey method. Two hundred and eighty-eight
respondents who were actual users of both m-commerce and e-commerce were selected for participation
using purposive sampling technique. Data were collected from respondents through e-mail surveys and
direct field surveys.
The data were collected from two north Indian states, i.e., Punjab and Haryana; one union
territory, i.e., Chandigarh, and NCR region. All the respondents had previous experience of using the
internet on both kinds of technologies, i.e., e-commerce and m-commerce. Third, the crucial attributes of
internet user satisfaction towards both m-commerce and e-commerce were derived from decision tree
analysis of the responses received through the questionnaire. It helped in identifying the unique and
common attributes of both e-commerce and m-commerce.
Variable Measurement
The proposed research compares and identifies the customer satisfaction attributes of electronic
commerce and mobile commerce. Twenty-six statements were developed to compute the eight variables
of e-commerce that were identified from previous studies by Szymanski and Hise (2000), Fancis and
White (2002), Bansal et al. (2004), Park et al. (2008), Ozok and Wei (2010), and Corbitso et al. (2011).
For measuring ten variables of m-commerce attributes, 35 items were used which were identified from
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previous studies byCheong and Park (2005), Wu and Wang(2005), Wang and Liao (2007), Park et
al.(2008), Büyüközkan(2009), Elsaadany and Kadry(2014),and Chantzaras et al. (2017). To examine
and evaluate all the variables, a five-point Likert scale varying from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree) was used. One question on rank analysis was used to identify the preference of internet users
regarding various usage activities on both e-commerce and m-commerce. For analysis, the weighted
average rank was calculated ranging on a scale of 1 (most important) to 8 (least important).
DATA ANALYSIS
Profile of Respondents
The profile of the respondents who were the actual users of e-commerce along with m-commerce
is shown in Table 1. The demographic profile is categorized into three main categories, i.e., age, gender,
and education level. Among the total 288 respondents, the majority were aged 21 to 30 years (42.3%),
followed by 31 to 40 years (24.6%). This shows that a majority of the users belong to Generation Y who
are young and exposed to the latest technologies. There was an approximately equal number of male
(49%) and female (51%) respondents. Most respondents had a graduation (51.7%) or post-graduation
(45.5%) degree. Most respondents had smartphones (80.2%) and very few were using tablets (14.6%)
and smartwatches (5.2%) to access m-commerce.
Table 3. Profile of Respondents
Variables
Age (years)

Gender
Education level

Type of mobile device used

Assessing
m-commerce
frequency (years)

Using m-commerce
(in a day; hours)

Assessing
e-commerce
frequency (years)

Using e-commerce
(in a day; hours)

Below 20
21±30
31±40
Above 40
Male
Female
Higher secondary
Graduation
Post-graduation
Smartphone
Tablet
Smartwatch
<1
1 to 3
3 to 5
>5
<1
1 to 3
3 to 5
>5
<1
1 to 3
3 to 5
>5
<1
1 to 3
3 to 5
>5

Frequency
48
122
71
47
141
147
8
149
131
231
42
15
12
88
102
86
56
118
79
35
37
58
64
129
178
65
27
18

Percentage
16.7
42.3
24.6
16.4
49
51
2.8
51.7
45.5
80.2
14.6
5.2
4.2
30.5
35.5
29.8
19.4
41
27.4
12.2
12.8
20.2
22.2
44.8
61.8
22.6
9.4
6.2
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The majority of respondents were using m-commerce for 1±5 years but had used e-commerce for
more than 5 years. This is because m-commerce is a new technology which is in its infancy stage of
growth in India, while e-commerce has been used for a relatively longer time than m-commerce. With
respect to the amount of time spent on both, the majority of respondents were using m-commerce for 1
to 3 hours (41%) compared to e-commerce where respondents were spending less than 1 hour
(61.8%).This can be due to some inherent characteristics of m-commerce, which makes it superior to ecommerce in accessing the internet.
Reliability and Validity Analysis
Reliability of the questionnaire was determined to analyze the internal consistency of responses.
It was calculated using Cronbach's alpha and data validity was verified by applying exploratory factor
analysis. Table 4 shows the results from the reliability analysis evaluated E\DSSO\LQJ&URQEDFK¶VDOSKD
$V &URQEDFK¶V DOSKD FRHIILFLHQW YDOXHV RI DOO WKH YDULDEOHV ZHUH JUHDWHU WKDQ  DOO IDFWRUV RI WKH
construct are reliable, as recommended by Nunnally (1978). This validates the internal consistency of all
items considered to analyze the variables of e-commerce and m-commerce.
Table 4. Reliability Analysis
Electronic
commerce
Variables
Convenience
Accessibility
Website reliability
Price
Security
Customization
User interface

&URQEDFK¶V$OSKD
0.91
0.85
0.79
0.92
0.95
0.88
0.82

Mobile
commerce
Variables
Convenience
Accessibility
Mobile portal reliability
Content quality
Price
Security
Customization
User interface
Mobility
Flexibility
Instant connectivity

&URQEDFK¶V$OSKD
0.92
0.84
0.82
0.91
0.96
0.92
0.85
0.84
0.96
0.92
0.94

Construct validity is defined as "the degree to which a scale measures what it intends to
measure" (Garver and Mentzer, 1999). Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using principal component
extraction with varimax rotation was applied to test the construct validity of 26 items of e-commerce and
35 items of m-commerce. Factor loading of 0.5 or more was considered as a cutoff value for all the
items and factor extraction was based on Eigenvalues higher than 1, as suggested by Teo (2001) and
Hair et al. (2010). The Kaiser±Meyer±Olkin (KMO) is measured at 0.658 for e-commerce and 0.702 for
m-commerce, which is more than the threshold limit of 0.5 reported by Field (2005). The Bartlett's test
results of the current research were significant with chi-square value of 1065.471 (p-value < 0.01) for ecommerce and 1124.380 (p-value < 0.01) for m-commerce. Therefore, both the results confirm that
factor analysis is appropriate for the data set.
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Table 5. Factor Analysis: E-commerce Attributes
E-Commerce Constructs
Convenience

Accessibility
Website reliability

Price

Security

Personalization

User interface

Scale Item
E_CON1
E_CON2
E-CON3
E_TP4
E_TP5
E_WR6
E_WR7
E_WR8
E_P9
E_P10
E_P11
E_S12
E_S13
E_S14
E_PL15
E_PL16
E_PL17
E_UI18
E_UI19
E_UI20

Factor Loadings
0.854
0.885
0.798
0.922
0.945
0.865
0.918
0.905
0.858
0.945
0.917
0.744
0.729
0.690
0.643
0.675
0.588
0.688
0.657
0.642

Eigenvalues
2.928

1.510
2.070

2.982

2.610

2.077

2.172

Table 5 displays the outcomes of factor analysis for all the constructs with their e-commerce
factor loadings. Factor analysis verified the eight-factor classification of e-commerce with one change,
i.e., the factor "content quality" was classified together with "accessibility" and "website reliability." The
cumulative percentage of variance explained by these seven attributes is 81.74. In m-commerce, all ten
factors were validated, but the items of "mobility" factor were divided into two factors, i.e., "mobility"
and "flexibility," as shown in Table 6. The cumulative percentage of variance explained by 11 mcommerce attributes is 79.56, which shows that approximately 80% of the total variance explained
collectively by the 33 items can be explained by the 11variables identified.
Table 6: Factor Analysis: M-commerce Attributes
M-Commerce Constructs
Scale Item
Factor Loadings
Convenience
M_CON1
0.644
M_CON2
0.589
Accessibility
M_TP3
0.612
M_TP4
0.688
Mobile portal reliability
M_MPR5
0.932
M_MPR6
0.913
M_MPR7
0.876
M_MPR8
0.844
Content quality
M_CQ9
0.755
M_CQ10
0.687
M_CQ11
0.710
Price
M-P12
0.745
M_P13
0.690
M_P14
0.688

Eigenvalues
1.869
1.836
3.502

2.925

2.327
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Security

Personalization

User interface

Mobility

Flexibility
Instant connectivity

M_S15
M_S16
M_S17
M_PL18
M_PL19
M_PL20
M_PL21
M_UI22
M_UI23
M_UI24
M_UI25
M_M26
M_M27
M_M28
M_F29
M_F30
M_IC31
M_IC32
M_IC33

0.742
0.766
0.695
0.955
0.931
0.843
0.733
0.878
0.766
0.864
0.699
0.622
0.578
0.638
0.557
0.587
0.589
0.688
0.645

2.505

3.431

2.848

1.749

1.549
1.577

Validity is the ability of an instrument to measure what it is designed to measure. The study
questionnaire includes Likert scale questions containing various statements measured on a five-point
scale, and the factor analysis technique was used for data reduction and elimination of multicollinearity.
The evaluation of validity for the current study was checked by conducting content and construct
validity. The content of the questionnaire was first shown to the experts in the field of e-commerce and
m-commerce businesses to know their opinion on the statements representing e-commerce and mcommerce attributes. The constructs are drawn from a literature review and needed to be reviewed by
experts before inclusion in the current study. For construct validity, Exploratory Factor Analysis was
conducted and the discriminant and convergent validity was checked. As per Comrey and Lee (1992),
factor loading values of 0.71 or more are excellent, 0.63 is considered very good, 0.55 is considered
good, 0.45 as fair, and 0.32 as very poor. Factor loadings of 0.5 were set as cut off for selection of
statement for the factors. The results showed optimum construct validity of the data.
Decision Tree Analysis
Decision tree analysis of both e-commerce and m-commerce was applied using the derived
factors of factor analysis. Two decision trees were created for each of the commerce models using the
VWDWLVWLFDOVRIWZDUHSDFNDJH5³,WLVWKHSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHXVHGWRLPSOHPHQWWKH5DWWOHJUDSKLFDO
user interface for data mLQLQJ´ :LOOLDPV   &XVWRPHU VDWLVIDFWLRQ ZDV FRQVLGHUHG DV WKH WDUJHW
variable, which was measured using a five-point Likert scale varying from 1 to 5. As the target variable
is binary, the scale of 4 and 5 was converted to 1, which means the customer is satisfied, whereas that of
1 to 3 was converted to 0, which signifies customer dissatisfaction. For e-commerce, seven derived
attributes were considered as predictor variables and an average of their items was considered in
developing the decision tree. Similarly, for creating a decision tree of m-FRPPHUFHWKHLWHPV¶DYHUDJHV
of 11 derived attributes were taken as predictor variables. For analysis, entropy index and binary
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splitting was conducted, which was based on information gain used for deciding alternative split. The
entropy can range from 0 to 1, where 0 represents that all observations have the same value for the target
variable and 1 represents an equal distribution of two values of the target variable among the
observations (Williams, 2011).
Yes
.48 .52
100%
E_SEC <0.5

NO
.50 .50
85%

Yes
.39 .61
15%

E_P >=0.5

NO
.52 .48
76%

E_CON <0.5

Yes
.35 .65
8%

NO
.60 .40
7%

Yes
.19 .81
8%

E_PL <0.5

NO
.55 .45
36%

Yes
.49 .51
40%
E_TP>=0.

NO
.55 .45
5%

Yes
.48 .52
34%

Figure 2. Decision Tree of E-commerce
Figure 2 shows the decision tree of e-commerce, where five attributes out of seven were derived
to be the most influential attributes for e-commerce customer satisfaction. These attributes were
security, price, convenience, personalization, and accessibility. Security feature represents the level of
privacy, authorization, and authentication while using the internet in wired networks, which was the
most important attribute for customer satisfaction. Price includes all the expenses customers incur to use
e-commerce. Convenience is the degree at which a consumer is easily using or accessing e-commerce.
Accessibility is the ease with which a consumer operates a system efficiently. All these five attributes of
e-commerce were found to be the most important.
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Yes
.51 .49
100%
M_MPR <0.5

Yes
.49 .51
97%

NO
.90 .10
3%

M_M <0.5

NO
.60 .40
2%

NO
80 .20
15%

Yes
.47 .53
82%

M_IC>=0.5

M_UI<0.5

YES
.55 .45
13%

Yes
.90 .10
57%

NO
.70 .30
25%

M_TP <0.5

M_P>=0.5

NO
.50 .50
17%

Yes
.25 .75
8%

NO
.65 .35
13%

Yes
.80 .20
44%

Figure 3. Decision Tree of M-commerce
Figure 3 represents the decision tree of m-commerce. The results show that six attributes out of
the eleven derived attributes of m-commerce are the most vital and influence customer satisfaction
towards m-commerce. These attributes are mobile portal reliability, mobility, instant connectivity, user
interface, price, and accessibility. Here, the mobile portal reliability represents the trustworthiness of
wireless technology for the consumer. Mobility shows the accessibility of m-commerce services
anywhere and at any time. Instant connectivity refers to the ease with which the consumers are able to
connect and use the internet on mobile devices. Price of m-commerce includes the cost of using the
internet on mobile devices. The accessibility of using m-commerce is an efficient way of operating a
system on mobile devices.
Comparing the results of both decision trees of e-commerce and m-commerce show that two
important attributes, i.e., accessibility and price are common. Other than these two attributes, three
attributes of e-commerce and four attributes of m-commerce are unique attributes of both. In the ecommerce decision tree, it can be seen that, if a customer is satisfied with the level of security, then
he/she is also satisfied with the convenience, i.e., the customer uses e-commerce effortlessly. However,
if the customer is not satisfied with the security measures of e-commerce and is also dissatisfied with the
price of using e-commerce, then he/she can be satisfied by providing personalized customer services and
simplifying accessibility. Figure 4 displays a summary of the decision tree analysis of both commerce. It
shows the customer satisfaction attributes that are common for both the commerce and also the attributes
which distinguish both from each other.
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Figure 4. Comparison of E-commerce and M-commerce Attributes
Ranking Scale Analysis
Customers use the internet for various purposes. Various attributes of an individual affect the
kind of activities he/she will be engaging in on the internet, for example, a young user will use the
internet for chatting on social media, listening to music, and playing games etc. and a businessman will
mainly use it for banking transactions or buying and selling. Also, the mode of accessing the internet
impacts the different activities of the customer. For example, some people might use the internet on
personal computers for shopping or transferring money and some may use the internet on mobile
devices preferably for listening to music and watching videos.
Table 7: Rank analysis of E-commerce activities
Internet activities

Searching or browsing on the internet
Sending or receiving e-mails
Banking transactions
Transfer money from bank A/c to others
Listening to music and watching videos on the internet
Buying or selling on the internet
Receiving personal advertisements/offers/coupons
Playing games on the internet

E-commerce
Weighted average
score
1735
1597
1465
1358
1277
1137
895
904

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The respondents were asked to rank the activities they do on e-commerce as well as on mcommerce. Table 7 shows the weighted average score of all the activities used by the customers on ecommerce. It was found that searching and browsing on the internet was the most preferred activity
customers use on a wired internet network followed by sending and receiving e-mails and doing
financial transaction i.e. banking transactions and transferring money from one account to another. The
least preferred activities considered by the customers were receiving personal advertisements and offers
and playing online games.
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Table 8: Rank analysis of M-commerce activities
Internet activities

Searching or browsing on the internet
Listening to music and watching videos on the internet
Playing games on the internet
Sending or receiving e-mails
Buying or selling on the internet
Banking transactions
Receiving personal advertisements/offers/coupons
Transfer money from bank A/c to others

M-commerce
Weighted average
score
1758
1530
1316
1312
1172
1135
1082
1042

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 8 represents the activities preferred by customers while using m-commerce. The weighted
average rank analysis was applied and the highest score among all the activities was that of searching on
the internet followed by listening to music and watching videos. The least preferred activities were
performing banking transactions and transferring money online. People use the internet on mobile
devices mainly for entertainment and e-commerce for financial transactions.
DISCUSSION AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The theoretical and practical contributions of the present study will be helpful to all e-commerce
and m-commerce service providers, marketing agencies, telecommunication companies, m-retailers, etc.
for developing long-term customer relationships.
First, from a theoretical viewpoint, previous researches on m-commerce were mainly dedicated
to the adoption and usage of m-commerce because m-commerce is currently at its initial stage of
growth. However, this research studied the satisfaction level of actual users who are using both the
commerce; towards m-commerce by relating the attributes of m-commerce with e-commerce. This
provides a basis for future studies for researchers who want to explore customer satisfaction towards mcommerce with respect to the various attributes of m-commerce. This research also showed the internet
activities preferred by the actual user for both the commerce. These results can be further analyzed in the
future to determine which factors lead to the use of different activities on different kind of commerce by
internet users.
Second, this research has some practical implications for both e-commerce and m-commerce
service providers. For e-commerce, all those companies who want to expand their business and grow
their customer base can adopt m-commerce by considering the attributes identified in this study that
distinguish e-commerce from m-commerce. For m-commerce, all mobile service providers need to focus
on building customer satisfaction which can be achieved by considering significant m-commerce
attributes that impact customer m-satisfaction, which will ultimately lead to m-loyalty. This study
identified crucial attributes of m-commerce that are unique from e-commerce such as mobility, user
interface, instant connectivity, and mobile portal reliability. Mobile service providers should formulate
their strategies focusing on providing services which are easily available, visually appealing, and
instantly connected at any time and anywhere in the world.
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The decision tree analysis showed that m-commerce has some unique attributes, i.e., mobility,
mobile portal reliability, instant connectivity, and user interface. These attributes mainly represent the
unique features of m-commerce, including portability, availability, always on, wireless infrastructure,
and visual appearance on mobile devices, which significantly affect customer's satisfaction towards mcommerce. These results are in accordance with past studies (Cheong and Park, 2005; Kim et al., 2005,
Park et al., 2008). Apart from these attributes, m-commerce poses some other attributes which are
similar to e-commerce, i.e., accessibility and price. This shows that customer satisfaction from both mcommerce and e-commerce is affected by the process of conducting a transaction online and the cost of
accessing the internet. These results are also similar to the results of past researches like Park et al.
(2008), Elsaadany and Kadry (2014), and Chantzaras et al. (2017). The results also showed that ecommerce had some unique attributes, including security, convenience, and personalization. Customers
found using the internet very easy and convenient; however, the security issue is the most crucial factor
which affects their satisfaction towards using e-commerce. This is mainly because customers are very
conscious of sharing their personal and financial information. The customized recommendations
provided to the users while using the internet was also a significant attribute of e-commerce that impacts
customers' e-satisfaction (Park et al. 2008).
The study also showed the preference of different internet activities by actual users of both ecommerce and m-commerce, which should be considered by both their service providers to develop
strategies according to the preference of the users towards using different modes for different activities.
For example, it was found that the majority of users were using mobile devices for entertainment
purposes, which implies that all companies providing the service of music and video downloading or
online gaming should focus on developing their strategies or applications to focus on m-commerce user
requirements. The m-commerce service providers should also promote the various usages and benefits
of using m-commerce by providing training and campaigning among rural people because the future
growth of m-commerce is in rural India. The outcome of this research gives effective theoretical
foundations for all companies and strategists hoping to take full advantage of the strength of mcommerce in the future.
There are a few limitations of this study. First, India is geographically spread across different
landscapes with the majority of people residing in rural areas; therefore, the sample size taken for the
present study is not significant as more people can be considered for generalizing the outcomes for the
entire nation. Second, the study was limited to north India due to time constraints, thus in the future
studies on a larger scale can be conducted on different age groups of e-commerce and m-commerce
users and also different geographical areas. Lastly, this study focused on identifying customer
satisfaction towards m-commerce by using data mining technique, i.e., decision tree. Therefore, in the
future, there is scope to study how much impact these identified attributes have on m-satisfaction that
leads to m-loyalty among users.
CONCLUSION
India is witnessing a notable revolution pertaining to e-commerce and m-commerce. The
presence of web and continuous advancement in technologies have presented a major wave of change
and improvement. E-commerce has seen remarkable growth in India but m-commerce, the successor to
e-commerce, is still in the infancy stage. It is expected that in the future with the emergence of more
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advanced technologies and mobile networks like 4G, m-commerce will grow significantly faster than ecommerce. This study is an effort to provide an in-depth analysis of how e-commerce is different from
m-commerce with respect to various attributes which are significant for customer satisfaction. The
decision tree analysis helped scrutinize the attributes of m-commerce that distinguish it from ecommerce. It was found that the major difference in both is the mode of accessing the internet; if wired
network infrastructure is used for electronic transactions on a stationary device like a personal computer,
then it is termed e-commerce; and if the wireless internet is used in a handheld or mobile device, then it
is termed m-commerce. Thus, there are some similarities and dissimilarities between both.
Internet users access the internet for various activities. The weighted average rank analysis
results showed that consumers access different internet activities on different devices. The preference of
users regarding internet activities was identified and ranked for both commerce. It was found that the
majority of users were using e-commerce on stationary devices for performing financial transactions like
transferring money and making payments. Most users were using the internet on mobile devices for
entertainment purposes like listening to music, watching videos, playing online games, etc. This shows
that the unique characteristics of both commerce affect the use of different activities on different
devices. This will help in segmenting users' requirement and developing marketing strategies for
building strong customer relationship.
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APPENDIX
Table 9: Questionnaire: E-commerce and M-commerce construct statements
E-commerce Scale Item
constructs
Convenience E_CON1
(E_CON)
E_CON2
E-CON3
Accessibility E_TP4
(E_TP)
E_TP5
Website
E_WR6
Reliability
E_WR7
(E_WR)
E_WR8
Price (E_P)
E_P9
E_P10
E_P11
Security
E_S12
(E_S)
E_S13
E_S14
Personalizati E_PL15
on (E_PL)
E_PL16
E_PL17

User
Interface
(E_UI)
Mcommerce
constructs
Convenience
(M_CON)

E_UI18
E_UI19
E_UI20
Scale Item

Accessibility
(M_TP)

M_TP3

Mobile
Portal
Reliability
(M_MPR)
Content
Quality
(M_CQ)

M_CON1
M_CON2

M_TP4
M_MPR5
M_MPR6
M_MPR7
M_MPR8
M_CQ9
M_CQ10

Statements
Overall process from access of website to content download is easy.
The websites are very convenient to use.
Using website is very time consuming.
Overall time from start to completion of transaction is satisfying.
It is very easy to complete the transaction on the website.
The website is always up and available.
The content of the website is always accurate and concise.
The content of the website is relevant and updated.
The price for using the website is appropriate.
I can afford prices for access to the website.
I will not use the website if content price is increased.
Purchasing and payment made through the website is safe.
I feel safe sharing my personal information on the website.
There is proper management of security information.
The website provides content-specification recommendations when I
use it.
Inquiries can be submitted in various ways.
The website provides information and services according to my
preferences.
The website design is attractive and clear.
The website layout increases my search effectiveness.
The graphics and look of the website is user friendly
Statements

Overall process from access of mobile internet to content download
is easy.
Mobile internet sites or applications are very convenient to use.
Overall time from start to completion of mobile internet transaction is
satisfying.
It is very easy to complete the transaction on the mobile internet.
The mobile internet sites or applications is always up and available.
The webpages download quickly on the mobile internet sites or
applications.
The operations of the mobile internet sites or applications are stable.
Mobile internet sites or applications respond to request fast enough
The mobile internet sites or applications provide information that
exactly fits my needs.
Various content I want are not offered via mobile internet sites or
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M_CQ11
Price(M_P)

M-P12
M_P13
M_P14

Security
(M_S)

M_S15
M_S16
M_S17

Personalizati
on (M_PL)

M_PL18
M_PL19
M_PL20
M_PL21

User
Interface
(M_UI)

M_UI22
M_UI23
M_UI24
M_UI25

Mobility
(M_M)

M_M26
M_M27
M_M28

Flexibility
(M_F)

M_F29
M_F30

Instant
Connectivity
(M_IC)

M_IC31
M_IC32
M_IC33

applications.
The content of the mobile internet sites or applications is always
accurate and concise.
The price for using mobile internet sites or applications is
appropriate.
I can afford prices for access to mobile internet sites or applications.
I will not use mobile internet sites or applications even though
content price is increased.
Security policies of a telecommunication company is reliable.
Purchasing and payment on the mobile internet sites or applications
is safe.
I feel safe sharing my personal information to the mobile internet
sites or applications.
Mobile internet sites or applications provide information and services
according to my preferences.
I can get and receive timely feedback using mobile internet sites or
applications.
Mobile internet sites or applications provide timely and specific
location-based recommendations.
Mobile internet sites or applications provide personalized message
alerts based on my search history and current location.
The overall design of mobile screen while using mobile internet sites
or applications is satisfying.
The mobile phone screen size for using mobile internet sites or
applications is appropriate and convenient to use.
It is easy to navigate between mobile internet sites or applications
when using internet on mobile phones.
The graphics and looks of the mobile internet sites or applications is
user friendly.
I frequently use mobile internet sites or applications.
I access mobile internet sites or applications anytime and anywhere I
need.
I access mobile internet sites or applications while traveling.
Using mobile internet is convenient because my phone is almost
always at hand.
Mobile internet sites or applications provides timely and locationspecific information.
The small size of the mobile devices allows it to be carried anywhere.
Continuous internet connectivity saves the time of dial-up.
Using m-commerce reduces the process time of switching on the
device.
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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on WUDYHOOHUV¶ reviews on tourism places and hotels, focusing particularly
RQµ7ULSDGYLVRUFRP¶,WLVWKHODUJest travel blog where people post reviews on hotels and tourist places.
The aim of this paper is to identify the level of satisfaction and dissatisfaction among the travellers using
sentiment analysis approach to check the transmitted image of the premium hotels by the travellers. The
paper proposes a method for collecting User Generated Content (UGC) from websites. We collected the
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hotels reviews for hotels in Amritsar city for a period of one year i.e. from 1st January 2017 to 31st
December 2017. In the analysis phase, we conducted sentiment analysis of the data followed by
identification of trending topics in the data. The data visualization displayed on the dashboard that
shows all the findings of the analysis section on a single panel. The results show that the customers are
majorly happy with the services of these selected hotels, though there are some negative reviews which
directly questions the services of these premium hotels around quality of bathrooms and food. The
findings of this study provide valuable information for the government bodies handling the tourism
issues and for the hotel managers for getting useful feedback and insights about their hotels from
WUDYHOOHU¶VSHUVSHFWLYH
Keywords: reviews, image, User Generated Content, sentiment analysis, hotels.

INTRODUCTION
Tourism plays a significant role in economic growth. It is the largest industry in terms of export
after chemical and food (Law, Qi, & Buhalis, 2010). United Nations World Tourism Organisation
(UNWTO) defines Tourism as a phenomenon where the people go to the places away from their home
location for personal or professional reasons. It is also described as the movement of an individual to
some other location for revenue and technology (Raj & Kajla, 2018). The visitors are the people who
travel to other places for recreation and leisure. Business visitors are those, who travel to other places for
their work. Tourism promotes the culture of a place as with the coming of tourist to a particular place,
there is a lot of awareness for tourists visiting that place. It also improves the infrastructure of a place
and even improves the standard of living for the local population since these facilities are also used by
the locals.
The evolution of web 2.0 from web 1.0 led to the participatory platform which allows people to
share information themselves (Fotis, Buhalis, & Rossides, 2012). This content sharing platform gave
rise to social media and particularly social networking sites, blogs and microblogs (Marine & Clavé,
2016). The content shared on social media by the users is known as User Generated content (Lu &
Stepchenkova, 2015). With the increase in Internet coverage through smartphones and other electronic
devices, the internet is touching almost every social person on this planet ;LDQJ :DQJ 2¶/HDU\ 
Fesenmaier, 2015). The content sharing became a habit for every internet user whether they are social
networking sites like Facebook, Twitter or various blogs related to different issues or topics (D. Leung,
Law, van Hoof, & Buhalis, 2013). The content sharing became an important aspect in the tourism and
travel sector. Searching for travel related data is becoming one of the important activities for travellers
while planning their trips or for sharing their travel experiences (Cox, Burgess, Sellitto, & Buultjens,
2009).
Accessibility of the Internet by travellers led to various travel blogs where travellers share
information by reviewing the place or by sharing some important insights about the place (D. Leung et
al., 2013). Travellers visiting the tourism places leave active digital footprints on web by sharing the
locational data in text, photos, and videos (Girardin, Calabrese, Fiore, Ratti, & Blat, 2008). In the era of
³XVHUGHPRFUDF\´, travellers are in control of the content instead of the marketer who was dictating in
the past for presenting the information 2¶&RQQRU . Such a changing behaviour of User-generated
content on social media led to the dominance of tourism blogs in selecting or visiting a tourist
destination (Miguéns, Baggio, & Costa, 2008). Consumer-generated content and TripAdvisor are
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widespread and they are used by tourism authorities and hotels for reviewing their services and
destination marketing (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). The growing popularity of blogs and social networking
sites typically signifies the opportunities in this area for researchers.
This research focuses on travellers¶ UHYLHZV RQ SUHPLXP hotels, focusing particularly on
µ7ULSDGYLVRUFRP¶ ,W LV WKH ODUJHVW WUDYHO EORJ ZKHUH SHRSOH SXW UHYLHZV RQ KRWHOV DQG WRXULVW SODFHV
(Lee, Law, & Murphy, 2011). Hotels in the city of Amritsar were chosen for this research (Punjab
Tourism, 2018). Amritsar city belongs to Punjab state in India and it is of geographical significance as it
lies on the India Pakistan border. The UGC used in this research is in the form of reviews posted by
travellers on Golden Temple and on hotels of Amritsar.
The aim of this paper is to find the different cases of satisfaction and dissatisfaction among the
travellers using sentiment analysis approach to check the transmitted image of the premium hotels by the
travellers. The paper proposes a method of collecting User Generated Content from websites. To achieve
this objective blog mining technique is used for mining the relevant content from social media website
µ7ULS$GYLVRU¶
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Web 2.0 and Social Media
The content was uploaded on the website by the administrator in Web 1.0, which is known as the
unidirectional approach (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Static pages are developed in this era and the study
by Power and Phillips-Wren (2011) indicated that there are very strict standards to upload the content on
the websites. Additionally, the content which is patented is only used for the upload on the web pages.
Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) also indicated that there is no communication between viewer and publisher
of the content which led to the unidirectional approach in Web 1.0. According to Kaplan and Haenlein
(2010), Web 2.0 is the participatory platform in which internet users collaborate to form content on
social media and social networking sites holds a significant place in the online world (Power & PhillipsWren, 2011). Confusions about social media exist for researchers and academicians and Kaplan and
Haenlein (2010) highlighted the dissimilarities between Web 2.0, Social media and User Generated
Content (UGC). They highlighted the facts around social media and clarified how Web 2.0 is the
foundation block for the UGC and how Web 2.0 is used for the exchange of UGC. Other than social
networking websites, there are various other platforms like LinkedIn, Wikipedia, and YouTube on
which various content can be shared by internet users.
Social media is also used as the tool for building relationships with customers in the virtual
world and the travellers and travellers got engaged by publishing UGC on social media platforms in the
travel sector (Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008). Internet users having no IT skills can also use social
media as social media platforms does not require any IT background for publishing the content (Kang &
Schuett, 2013). Apart from travellers, tourism organisations are also using social media for
communicating with their clients or consumers (Hays, Page, & Buhalis, 2013).
UGC is the data generated by tKHLQWHUQHWXVHURQWKH:HE 2¶&RQQRU 7KHLQFUHDVHLQVRFLDO
media platforms gives way to various types of content posted by internet users. With the increasing use of
smartphones, lot of content is posted on social media platforms related to travel and tourism sector in which
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they share their experiences regarding tourism places, put reviews on the hotels they visit, and even rate the
services of these hotels. Therefore, in the travel and tourism industry, social media platforms facilitate users
to create and share various types of content (He et al., 2015). Xiang et al. (2015) indicated the powerful
presence of social media in the travel industry. UGC is used as supplementary information by travellers for
a destination. Tourist consider the UGC as a reliable source of information and the content posted by the
state government on tourist website is believed to be trustworthy (Munar & Jacobsen, 2013) and according
to Kang and Schuett (2013), these type of UGC is demandable due to its unbiased nature. The governmentowned content or the content published by tourism organisations influence the travellers in making trip
decisions (Choe, Kim, & Fesenmaier, 2017).
Tourism and Social Media:
According to Xiang et al. (2017) in social media, the tourism industry is the emerging topic.
µ7UDYHO ¶ DLPV DW EXLOGLQJ WKH ZHE SODWIRUPV ZLWK WKH XVH RI VRFLDO PHGLD EURXJKW D FKDQJH LQ the
tourism industry (Varkaris & Neuhofer, 2017), where it includes various travel-related blogs, social
networking sites and agencies existing on the internet (Xiang et al., 2015)µ7UDYHO¶FKDQJHGWKHZD\
how travellers are planning their trips and the evaluation of products and services related to this sector
(Di Pietro, Di Virgilio, & Pantano, 2012; Zeng & Gerritsen, 2014; Zhang, Bilgihan, Kandampully, &
Lu, 2018). Leung and Bai (2013) indicated that tourist share pictures and text on various blogs and
online platforms. This content is considered as unbiased and attracted attention when decisions are taken
for visiting some travel destination (Barreda %LOJLKDQ2¶&RQQRU .
According to Ali (2016), the web gave rise to various communication channels over
conventional channels like travel agents and travel agencies. Since the evaluation of intangible services
is very difficult, the online recommendation systems help travellers in providing suggestions and
recommendations, therefore minimizing the risk in choosing the travel destination (Jeong & Jang, 2011).
In tourism, e-commerce websites are extensively used for booking hotels and travel websites on social
media were majorly used by travellers in choosing the destination and learn more about the destination
(Phelan, Chen, & Haney, 2013).
Social media assists people in creating communities over the internet, which works as opinion
building platforms for prospective travellers (Xiang et al., 2015). Even the travel reviews related to tourism
products and services show how visitors are engaged with these organisations and what they feel about
them and their competitors (D. Leung et al., 2013). These experiences discussed in the reviews bring
change in the online community in terms of participation as the involvement of online users in travel
community encourages the prospective travellers to stay at the recommended hotels (Casaló, Flavián, &
Guinalíu, 2010). Travel organisations like hotels and lodges get a competitive edge over others if using
social media effectively (Ruiz-Molina, Servera-Francés, Arteaga-Moreno, & Gil-Saura, 2018).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
TripAdvisor is used as the social media platform for the extraction of data. It is a very popular
platform for travel reviews. The reviews range from the hotel reviews to the reviews provided on the
tourism places. Even the ratings are also provided on TripAdvisor regarding the hotels and tourist
places. it acts as a travel blog in which travellers also give recommendations related to hotels and tourist
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places and also provides opinions to their fellow travellers. It acts as a collaborative platform on which
travellers and managers of hotels and destination management organisation interact and share content
related to the travel sector. In this study, the focus is on building the visualizations in the form of
dashboards for the hotel managers to understand the reviews posted by the visitors. For creating the
dashboard, the techniques like sentiment analysis and word cloud are used. With these techniques, data
is classified into various sentiments and by using the word cloud, trending topics are analysed.
To get the hotels reviews of Amritsar city from the state of Punjab, 5-star hotels were selected
from the Amritsar region and their reviews are fetched for a period of one year i.e. from 1st January
2017 to 31st December 2017. The total number of reviews comes out to be 1200 from the three 5-star
hotels. After selection of 5-star hotels, the pages on which the reviews are posted are identified.
Data Extraction
The first step in the methodology after selecting the targeted blog is to get the reviews with web
crawler instead of manually fetching the reviews. Since the data is not so big in size, a single system is
used to process and analyse the data. A batch processing system for data collection is used in this study
to get the reviews from TripAdvisor. Web structure mining is used to get the relevant text from the blogs
(Marine-Roig & Anton Clavé, 2015). For this research reviews with their selected dates are fetched with
web structure mining by defining the hyperlinks of the pages and reviews posted by travellers with their
respective dates on that webpage (Marine-Roig, 2014). All these stages of data collection were
performed with a web crawler developed in R statistical software. Data is arranged in a structured
manner from every webpage and this structured data is collaborated from all the selected webpages to
form a large database for analysis.
Data Cleansing
Data cleansing includes removal of unwanted text or the text which is not contributing to the
analysis. In the study, data cleansing or text pre-processing phase contains removal of stop words and
other unwanted text which is not required for the analysis (H. Shi, Zhan, & Li, 2015). Data cleansing is
performed on the text by using unigram approach in which the text is tokenised into single words. After
that cleansing operations are applied to the text in which stopwords are removed and lemmatization of
words in also done which assists in improving the accuracy while performing sentiment analysis. Text
cleansing also involved removal of punctuations, new line characters, and digits from the reviews.
Data Analysis
Analysis phase includes the sentiment analysis (Pang & Lee, 2008) of the collected text followed
by finding trending topics from the data. The visualization of the data is done with the dashboard that
shows all the findings of the analysis section on a single panel.
The data is explored for trending topics by identifying the important keywords from the reviews.
A comprehensive view of the data is visualised by creating a word cloud to get the trending topics from
the TripAdvisor reviews (Xiang, Du, Ma, & Fan, 2017). Trending topics were found by calculating the
frequent words and then preparing a list of words in descending order. These words were plotted to get a
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cloud-like structure in which the most frequent words stay at the centre of the cloud or with bigger text
and the least used words occupy the space at the sides of the cloud or appear with smaller text.
The reviews will be categorised into positive and negative sentiments. The reviews not belonging
to positive or negative category comes under the neutral category. Sentiment analysis is performed using
a machine learning approach in which the Naïve Bayes algorithm is used to categorise the reviews into
various sentiments. It is a supervised machine learning technique and uses the Bayes probability
theorem to classify the text. In this algorithm, classifications are already defined and text is classified
into these pre-defined classes. After building a model of sentiment analysis on the reviews, the model is
tested for its accuracy using the confusion matrix approach. The accuracy of the model comes out to be
85% which shows that the model is having good accuracy to be considered for the analysis.
After doing the classification of the data and finding the trending topics with a word cloud, the
data is visualised on dashboards to develop a relationship between word cloud and sentiments.
Therefore, a visualization platform is created which is very interactive and spontaneous in visualising
the data from different perspectives. 9LVXDOL]DWLRQV DUH FUHDWHG ZLWK µ3RZHU%,¶ E\ 0LFURVRIW ,W LV DQ
RSHQVRXUFHWRROWRFUHDWHHIIHFWLYHYLVXDOL]DWLRQDQGLQWKLVVWXG\GDWDLVLPSRUWHGLQWRµ3RZHU%,¶IURP
R software and then relationships are developed between the sentiments and word cloud.
DATA ANALYSIS & FINDINGS
In the analysis phase level of dissatisfaction and satisfaction was found from the hotel reviews
and reviews from tourist place using the sentiment analysis technique. Data is extracted from the three
5-star hotels of the Amritsar region. All the reviews during the period of one year were collected and
Figure 1 shows the reviews collected from the three 5-star hotels. The 5-VWDUKRWHOVVHOHFWHGDUHµ+ROLGD\
,QQ¶µ5DGLVVRQ%OX¶DQGµ+\DWW5HJHQF\¶)URPILJXUH 1, LWLVREVHUYHGWKDWµ+\DWWRHJHQF\¶LVSRSXODU
amongst three hotels as it is generating more number of reviews. The web traffic generated in the form
of reviews shows more involvement by tourist for this hotel when compared with the other two hotels.
The customer engagement is checked from Figure 1, and customers are more engaged with Hyatt
5HJHQF\WKDQµ+ROLGD\,QQ¶DQGµ5DGLVVRQ%OX¶7KHFXVWRPHUVDUHOHDVWHQJDJHGZLWKµ5DGLVVRQ%OX¶
as they got very less share in total data extracted as compared to other hotels.
Figure 1: Total Number of Reviews
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Data is analysed for its various sentiments and emotions. Since a lot of emotions are falling
XQGHUFDWHJRU\µXQNQRZQ¶VRWKHHPRWLRQVRIUHYLHZVDUHQRWWDNHQIRUWKHDQDO\VLV6HQWLPHQWVRIWKH
reviews are considered for the analysis.
The data after classification is shown in Figure 2, which is further visualised by creating
dashboards, word clouds, and charts. This data in Figure 2, is in a structured form and displays the
reviews with their respective emotions and sentiments. The figure shows the first 10 reviews out of 1200
reviews collected from three hotels.

Figure 2: Data with respective emotions and Sentiments

The outcome of the analysis done in this study revealed the hidden sentiments of the users.
Generally, sentiment analysis is used to get the attitude or behaviour of the person towards a particular
topic or an issue (W. Shi, Wang, & He, 2015). In this study, sentiment analysis was used for better
understanding of the tourists or travellers. Naïve Bayes classification technique was used to classify the
data. The sentiments were classified into positive sentiments, neutral sentiments, and negative
sentiments. The sentiments from the reviews show the perception of reviews towards a place or hotels.
The findings of the sentiment analysis in Figure 3 revealed that a lot of reviews for 5-star hotels
are coming into the positive category. There are 980 positive reviews, 85 negative reviews and 135
reviews in the neutral category. This shows that a lot of reviewers are posting positively about 5-star
hotels of Amritsar. A lot of positive reviews praises about the hospitality of these premium hotels. The
reviewers admired their services and were very impressed with the cleanliness of the hotel and rooms.
Additionally, the room size was also praised by the travellers as words like µairy rooms¶ were used by
the travellers in their reviews. 7UDYHOOHUVDUHFRQVLGHULQJWKHµVWDII¶LQDSRVLWLYHZD\DVWKHVWDIILVYHU\
polite and well behaved, as posted in the reviews. Also, the reviews are posting about the stay
arrangements in a very positive way and they found their stay to be very comfortable and the words like
µwonderful¶ arHDVVRFLDWHGWRWKHZRUGµVWD\¶
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Although there are many reviews talking about good services provided by the hotels, still the
negative reviews are also there which mentions about the services in a negative way. The reviewers
were not happy with the staff due to their unprofessional behaviour and many reviewers also
complaining about the cleanliness of the rooms, as the rooms are not up to the standards of premium
hotels and even the staff does not bother when visitors complain about their services. While these
complaints are less in number but still the negative reviews are majorly consisting of the words like
µGLUW\¶µEDWKURRP¶ µGLQJ\¶DQGµVPHOO\¶. This shows that cleanliness of the rooms and bathrooms are
discussed in the reviews and to improve the standards of the hotels, these reviews should be considered.

Figure 3: Total Reviews with Sentiments

Trending topics are analysed by generating a word cloud of the reviews. For creating a word
cloud, tokenization of the reviews is done with unigram based approach in which every single word is a
token. To get these tokens, all the Stopwords are removed from the reviews where reviews are treated as
a single document. After removing the Stopwords, all the tokens are checked for their respective
frequencies and then they are arranged in the structured tables in column format in which the first
column consists of words and second column consists of their frequency count. With this data, the word
cloud is formed which shows the most used words with bigger and bolder text and the least used words
with smaller text.
The result of the word cloud is shown in the Figure 4, in which the prominent ZRUGVOLNHµKRWHO¶
µ$PULWVDU¶µ5RRPV¶µ6HUYLFH¶, µ*ROGHQ¶µ7HPSOH¶µFRPIRUWDEOH¶µ6HUYLFH¶µVWD\¶µEXIIHW¶DUHVKRZQ
in the bigger text and the visitors are more engaged wLWKWKHVHZRUGV7KHµKRWHO¶LVWKHPRVWXVHGZRUG
LQWKHFORXGZLWKWKHELJJHUWH[W7KHZRUGVOLNHµVHU\¶µSWD\¶µ6HUYLFH¶µ$PULWVDU¶DQGµ5RRPV¶ are
also prominent words in the reviews.
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Figure 4: Word Cloud of Reviews
Error!

The research also focused on visualising the data in the form of a dashboard that further
enhanced the analysis by displaying the data in a very appropriate manner. Dashboard clubbed all the
results and displayed that on a single window with which managers got to know of the trending topics
and easily find those topics on the reviews also. The dashboard shows the relationships between the
sentiment analysis, word cloud, and the reviews. The top left corner contains the results of the sentiment
analysis, whereas the bottom left corner contains all the reviews. On the right-hand side, the word cloud
of the reviews is formed. The dashboard created for the study is shown in the Figure 5. In this
dashboard, the main focus is to link the words in the word cloud to the sentiments and the reviews. By
clicking on the sentiments different visualisations of data can be seen.
Figure 5: Dashboard to display Sentiments and Word Cloud
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Figure 6 shows the Positive reviews and the word cloud of the positive reviews. By clicking on
the positive value in the bar chart, all the reviews are shown in the bottom left corner of the dashboard
and the word cloud of positive reviews is displayed on the right hand side of the dashboard. In this way
the managers can easily look at the positive reviews and the trending topics in the positive reviews by
click of a button.
Figure 6: Dashboard to display positive reviews

The dashboard is also used in visualising the data with keywords and sentiments. Figure 7 shows
WKHKRWHOUHYLHZVZKLFKDUHQHJDWLYHDQGDUHILOWHUHGIRUWKHZRUGµDLVDSSRLQWHG¶This is used to analyse
the negative reviews from different words. The words in the bigger text can be analysed to look at the
negative reviews.
Figure 7: Data with keywords and sentiments
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7KHGDWDZLWKµGLVDSSRLQWHG¶ZRUGLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH. This shows that visitors of 5-star hotels
are disappointed with the maintenance of the bathrooms of the hotel rooms. Even some guests are
complaining about the buffet and food of the premium hotels.
)LJXUH'DWDZLWKµGLVDSSRLQWHG¶ZRUG

IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
In the initial years of research quantitative methods were used for analysing the data. This data is
very limited to numbers and in scope. Since the qualitative approaches and techniques came into being,
the data took a different shape and structure (Lu & Stepchenkova, 2015). Travellers plan their trip by
checking the reviews from various social media platforms. This study helps travellers in checking the
reviews according to their sentiments rather than going for star ratings of reviews given in TripAdvisor.
The star rating of a review gives a little idea about the perception of a traveller as compared to the
sentiment analysis technique. The study categorises the reviews into different star ratings, identifying
variety of topics among travellers for various hotels within their star ratings. This study discusses
differHQWWRSLFVDFFRUGLQJWRWKHVWUDWD¶VPDGHE\FDWHJRULVLQJWKHKRWHOVLQWRGLIIHUHQWVWDUUDWLQJV
First, the study reveals the sentiments of the reviews provided by travellers on TripAdvisor. This
will then find what travellers are thinking about the services of the hotel and restaurant, which further
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helps the destination management organisations and managers of the hotel to understand what travellers
feel about their organisations (Munar & Jacobsen, 2013). This UGC is fetched and analysed with freely
available tools. Since small businesses find difficult to manage the social media data (He & Chen,
2014), this research helps them to use this methodology for improving their services and to better
XQGHUVWDQGWKHLUFXVWRPHUV¶QHHGV(He & Chen, 2014).
Secondly, the study tried to identify the key topics from the collected data. Identification of key
WRSLFVKHOSVRUJDQLVDWLRQVWRTXLFNO\OHDUQDERXWWUDYHOOHUV¶IHHGEDFNDERXWWKHLUVHUYLFHV7KHVHWRSLFV
help in quick response to the situations and also help in building recommendation systems by identifying
key topics along with their levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
This research also focuses on the visualization of data and identified categories. The dashboards
created in the research are very useful from the non-SURJUDPPHUV¶ SHUVSHFWLYHV 7KLV LQWHUDFWLYH
dashboard helps managers to directly focus on the results without going into the technicalities of the
methodology. The dashboards are also useful in analysing the data from different perspectives.
Social media is used by travellers to fine tune the travel planning process (Fotis et al., 2012).
Therefore, this study is very useful in providing insights to researchers and industry practitioners who
DUH LQYROYHG LQ VRFLDO PHGLD PLQLQJ SURFHVV )XUWKHU WKLV µ$QDO\WLFDO )UDPHZRUN¶ DVVLVWV KRWHOV DQG
restaurants businesses to engage their prospective and existing customers to provide feedback for the
services in the way of positive and negative reviews (Xie, Chen, & Wu, 2016). Knowing about the
location and cleanliness as the factors in choosing the hotels, hotels can look for the various alternatives
to reach the tourist destination from their hotels and can effectively monitor their services and various
other issues highlighted by the visitors of the hotels and other prospective travellers.
The study is substantial in a way that it is one of the few studies which elaborates the whole
process of User Generated Content analysis. This research explains a complete content analysis method
for analysing the data posted by travellers to find the image of the selected travel destinations. The
outcome of the analysis is very useful in getting insights from the UGC and for handling any managerial
issues about the tourism places or hotels or city as a whole.
CONCLUSION
The study is based on the online hotel reviews of TripAdvisor, where 5-star hotel reviews are
taken for Amritsar region. The main focus of this research is to create effective visualization dashboards
by using sentiment analysis approach for the hotel businesses where managers can easily utilise the
value from the reviews by using the trending words and checking the satisfaction levels of their visitors.
In this manner, the tourism organisations can evaluate their strengths and analyse the reviews of
different hotels or their competitors so improve their services.
Different studies conducted by (Chang, Ku, & Chen, 2017; Geetha, Singha, & Sinha, 2017; Pang
& Lee, 2008; H. Shi et al., 2015; Xiang et al., 2017) on sentiment analysis are used to analyse the
YLVLWRU¶V UHYLHZV 7KLV VWXG\ FRUUHODWHV VHQWLPHQW DQDO\VLV DSSURDFK ZLWK WUHQGLQJ WRSLFV WR FKHFN WKH
post visit experiences of the visitors based on different aspects of the reviews and visualise them on the
dashboard. This dashboard is used to quickly analyse the data from sentiments and from prominent
keywords.
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The sentiments and word cloud on the dashboard showed a very positive engagement of visitors
with premium hotels. The results also show that the customers are happy with the services of the hotels,
though there are some negative reviews around some services of these premium hotels. The negative
reviews, discusses the problems related only to cleanliness as the visitors discussed about the bad quality
of bathrooms in these premium hotels. Secondly visitors are disappointed with the buffet as they
consider it not of an international standard.
The findings of this study provide valuable information for the government bodies handling the tourism
LVVXHV DQG IRU WKH KRWHO PDQDJHUV IRU JHWWLQJ XVHIXO LQVLJKWV DERXW WKHLU KRWHOV IURP WUDYHOOHU¶V
perspective.
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ABSTRACT
2016 the concept of Coffee Brewing saw a revolution, when three lawyer friends passionate
about their coffee, invented WKHLGHDOFRIIHHEUDQG³Sleepy Owl Coffee´ZKLFKZDVHDV\WRJHW, store
and drink anytime, anywhere, blended to absolute perfection. They quit their jobs and put in all
consistent efforts over a year and made a delicious concoction that would stay fresh for a long time.
Their signature nutty flavor, which was directly sourced from farmers from Chikamaglur, using
single-origin Arabica beans have been the best beans in India. Delivering the passionately made coffee
into environment-friendly brown cardboard boxes at doorsteps that can be stored safely from heat and
light, made every one count on their credibility and getting tremendous customer reach.
Today, their umpteen distinct and innovative coffee recipes, have made people engage in several
coffee experiments. They have made way into the hearts of the common man to the celebrities. The USP
being made on demand in small batches with no added preservatives, just pure coffee.
In spite of the huge demands, the timely delivery and intact quality, is becoming popular and
exponentially growing in demand overseas. But there is a long way to go with existing Coffee Brands,
pitching up new technology and trying to sweep the coffee lovers giving a cutting edge competition to
Sleepy Owl Coffee.
Keywords: Indian start-ups, coffee, cold brew, hot brew, beverage, flavors, coffee beans, Arabica,
Make in India
INTRODUCTION
)URP³$ORWFDQKDSSHQRYHUFRIIHH´WR waking up to your favorite cup of coffee is something
everyone relishes in the modern world. People have attributed coffee to be a brain charger that toggles
the mind cells and keeps them alive. Some even say that a great cup of coffee can actually act like the
Rock of Gibraltar to tackle any kind of a day. Be it students burning the midnight oil or working
SURIHVVLRQDOV UDWWOLQJ WKH JUH\ PDWWHU RI WKHLU EUDLQV FRIIHH KDV EHHQ SURYHQ WR EH HYHU\RQH¶V
productivity partner. Indeed Good Coffee is like Good Wine and the taste develops with persistent
addiction.
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India is the fifth largest province to grow coffee in the world and that too with such supreme
quality that the Arabica Beans from Karnataka are in high demand across the globe, yet the Indian
market never had great coffee served to the consumer. [Refer to Figure 4]
Enough competitors have been seen in the Indian Coffee Market, right from the instant coffee
that everyone savored by Nescafe that perhaps was the only International coffee taste available almost a
decade ago. Some even relished the South Indian Filter coffee which still continues to be the one of its
kind in its league.
When people wanted to taste a premium foamy and frothy version of cappuccino or typical
espresso, they used to approach restaurants until in the 1990s when Barista and other chains started their
business in India and gave the "fancy coffee" a birth. From using Lavazza Coffee Machines that seemed
a pricy affair, made most Indian middle-class families be content with their at home coffee.
Keeping in mind the very love for coffee, a group of bankers and lawyers who had long days at work
and sometimes arduously tiresome nights and drained weekends spent on their jobs, the only elixir that
kept them going was coffee. Ajai Thandi an investment banker at JP Morgan, New Delhi, met friend
Ashwajeet who proposed him the idea of starting up a company that brews cold coffee in India. Just like
cold-pressed juices are made hygienically and keeping the nutrient value intact, the same idea was used
with Cold Brew coffee that otherwise was hot brewed in India. The idea seemed to light a bulb in Ajai
DQG$VKZDMHHW¶VPLQGZKRURSHGLQDQRWKHUIULHQG$UPDQ6RRGDQGWKXVWKHWULROHGWRWKHLQFHSWLRQRI
SLEEPY OWL COFFEE.
Sleepy Owl Coffee is actually an oxymoron to staying up in the night which can be associated
with both coffee and owls. But to remain awake and infuse insomnia, coffee comes to the rescue. It has
been a favorite phrase amongst the consumers who have tried their heavenly creation. Actually, it lives
up to its name as the coffee lovers adore the beverage as they sip in. Even non-caffeine addicts look for
a second serving which completely proves the brand's delectableness. The taste, of course, cannot be
captured but the engagement of people and their testimonials expressing the love for the coffee.
The idea of Sleepy Owl Coffee has been an in house coffee experience that people can consume
at the comfort of their home sipping in the best quality coffee that will be delivered at their doorsteps.
Syncing in the Make in India concept and creativity, Sleepy Owl Coffee has been brewing since
2016 from $VKZDMHHW¶VNLWFKHQLQ'ZDUND'HOKLDQGODWHUXSRQVFDOLQJRIWKHEXVLQHVVWKH\VKLIWHGWRa
small co-working space in Shahpur Jat, Delhi. Space now has a brewing counter and open space for
caffeinating on demand.
Initially while starting out Sleepy Owl Coffee, wished to just serve the B2B market, where a
customer can order from the restaurant menu, but that failed as it was challenging for a brand to
showcase itself if only B2B is catered. Thus, they took a wise decision and started to look for B2C,
scrapping off the catalyst restaurants and having a direct communication channel with the consumers.
The effective use of social media by Team Sleepy Owl Coffee was the biggest boon to them.
With sharing their own experiences on Instagram to people sharing their coffee cups, Instagram is the
best place to discover the worthy cup of coffee.
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Sleepy Owl Coffee managed to raise $500,000(3.6 crore INR) in seed funding which was led by
DSG Consumer Partners, a venture by Deepak Shahdadpuri. This investment by DSG is the second
round of bet placed by the company in the packaged beverage segment. Headquartered in Singapore,
DSG was one of the investors in Mumbai based RAW Pressey, organic cold pressed juices brand, which
is the child brand of Rakyan Beverages. Deepak was blown away by the taste of the cold brew coffee
and claimed to have tasted the best cold brew coffee with a quality far superior to that served in San
Francisco, Singapore, and London.
The proceeds from investments are being used by Sleepy Owl Coffee to expand their production
based, and have a presence in the retail space, invest some part in marketing and streamline all the
operations. The founders are even emphasizing on enhancing their SKUs. DSG also expressed their
desire for long term partnership and to work closely with the Sleepy Owl Coffee team and
collaboratively bring the best quality of Indian coffee to the Indian consumers very conveniently.
Deepak was very impressed by the obsession and passion the team at Sleepy Owl Coffee has right from
the provenance to the roasting of beans to flavoring profile to brewing to get the perfect blend into the
coffee cups.
The DSG investment came at a time when the investors both in the capital and strategic domain
are actively looking for opportunities to expand the Indian ventures, especially in the packaged
beverages space. Post this funding, Sleepy Owl Coffee came up with the Cold Brew Packs.
Sleepy Owl Coffee focusses on the employee training, right from the very basic introduction to
coffee and the products to stressing a healthy customer interaction, collating and pondering upon the
customer feedback and dealing with any grievances at the earliest and best possible way.
The team got together and consistently kept brewing, tasting, refining and again brewing coffee
on a daily basis. This process vicious circle kept on occurring until the perfect cold brew concoction
came into existence. Innovating an environment-friendly easy to carry bag-in-a-carton-box packaging,
which kicks started their first ever box being shipped on June 16, 2016.
The container has a self-dispenser which ensures that no air, heat, dust, particles, foreign agents
or light enters and keeps the coffee fresh that can last almost a month when refrigerated. Retailing at 550
INR for a box (600ml) that serves up to 8-10 glasses of freshly brewed coffee, left people to slurp and
asking for more servings. They also sell a 3 box subscription at 1500 INR (1.5 liters) that is the highest
in demand product as LW¶V very economical and conceptualized keeping in mind the Indian money
conscious minds.
These boxes had illustrations on them and suggestive recipes that propelled people to have a
must drink whenever they see the box.
In 2017, they pitched in local bakers and collaborated with passionate bakers and sold their
limited edition brew boxes with a set of homemade cookies. This led to a win-win situation for both
upcoming bakers and Sleepy Owl Coffee to showcase their products and gain popularity. In spite of
being limited period offers, this combo was a huge hit and people looked forward to more such offers to
come up. In 2018, they came up with yet another amazing invention of cold brew coffee bags called
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Brew-It-Yourself Cold Brew Coffee [Refer Figure 3]. These coffee bags can be easily carried in your
bag and can be used for making coffee anytime anywhere. The coffee bags come in an airtight sealable
packet, each packet has 3 medium sized coffee bags, which need to be kept in a jar full of normal water
for 24 hours after which the pure black cold brewed coffee is ready and can be consumed for a long
time. The brew packs come in 5 brew packs retailing at 500 INR and can make up to 15 cups of coffee.
Other notable start-ups working in the same space are RAW Pressery and DropKaffe. But the
good news is that Singapore based DSG consumer Partners who earlier invested in RAW Pressery now
has invested in Sleepy Owl Coffee.
Although amongst all competitors, Sleepy Owl Coffee stands out because of their signature cold
brew coffee that no one else currently manufactures, the fact that other competitors are supplying
merchandise, coffee beans and also have restaurants could be an alarming factor that Sleepy Owl Coffee
should look into.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The conceptual framework and propositions of Market-oriented sustainability
The theory of Utilizing Resource-Advantage is a base for citing literature for various areas. This
sets grounds in developing market-based sustainability based frameworks. When sustainability is
incorporated within the marketing strategies, the ultimate goal becomes a strategic alignment of
marketing based strategies that can be achieved. These actually create a competitive advantage. There
are three constructs found in this theory that act as a backbone. These are performance management,
stakeholder and DNA. This three driver sustainability. DNA is used to carry out the illustrative workings
across the organization. This is the deciding factor for implanting sustainability. This also incorporates
the societal engagement, dynamic capabilities and the core level of ideology. Hence, it is very crucial to
cRPPXQLFDWHHYHU\RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V'1$WRWKHLQWHUQDODQGH[WHUQDOOHYHORIVWDNHKROGHUVDVWKLVKHOSVLQ
knowing their concerns and the level of influence on the market plans. The most important out of all
constructs is Performance management which encompasses the corporate social performance and
financial metrics based upon performance. (Crittenden, Victoria, Feb 2011)
Interaction of Resource Structuring and Strategic Flexibility in Shaping Radical Innovation
It is very important for organizations that face a lack of resources and have an uncertainty of
context on the economies that are emerging, as they lack the resources to adopt structuring of resources
and have strategic flexibility that would collaboratively help in radical innovation and not just growing
in every dimension.
7KDW¶VZK\VWUDWHJLFIOH[LELOLW\DVZHOODVVWUXFWXULQJRIUHVRXUFHVFRPSULVHVRIWZRcomponents
that include resource acquisition and accumulation of the resources and has two vital core mechanisms
that aid in structuring the resources well and giving flexibility to resources and coordinating amongst
them. Thus, these two are the core capabilities and very essential for strategic flexibility. (Yuan Li, Ping
Li, Wang, and Ma, 2017)
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Consumption of resources and uncertainty are the two foremost alarming impediments in radical
innovations. (Srivastava and Gnyawali, 2011)
These kind of challenges are crucial in the scenario where emerging economies lack resources
and have high uncertainty (Zhang and Li, 2010).
Thus, strategic flexibility is always referred to as a capability when an organization can
reallocate and shuffle its resources and reform processes to curb the high uncertainty. (Zhou and Wu,
2010)
The research on managing resources and structuring the managerial structures and their
portfolios in a dynamic way are quite essential. (Sirmon, Hitt, Ireland, and Gilbert, 2011)
Dynamics and Impact of Social Media
The growing literature content calls for taking charge of exploring the role, emotions play in the
dynamics of institutions. (Madeline Toubiana, Charlene Zietsma, 2017)
Institutional life does not depend only on cognitivism. In fact, it also needs a myriad of passion.
(Friedland 2013a: 44). It also emphasizes on the emotional attachments people have to such kind of
arrangements (Creed, Dejordy, & Lok, 2010; Creed, Hudson, Okhuysen, & Smith-Crowe, 2014;
Voronov & Vince, 2012).
People having the cognitive and emotional commitments accept behaviors by shaming people
who breach the ideal arrangements and try to guard their boundaries of ideal behaviors and reinforce
norms (Creed et al., 2014: 285). Other theories suggest that people are expected to defend the logic they
have been investing in (Voronov & Vince, 2012), as people can feel ideologically committed to a logic
(Pache & Santos, 2013: 10), with visceral answers to logically-inconsistent behaviors (Friedland, 2017).
Institutional arrangements are often visualized as stable structures but they are acknowledged a
lot to be part of the settlement of periods, contests and disruption (Dunn & Jones, 2010; Greenwood,
Raynard, Kodeih, Micelotta, & Lounsbury, 2011; Pache & Santos, 2010; van Gestel & Hillebrand,
2011). This is quite true especially when the firms have competing intentions from different logics also
called institutional complexity (Greenwood et al., 2011).
Social Media for Small Businesses
(Schaupp, Ludwig Christian, Bélanger, France 2014)
Implementing social media for various activities like marketing, advertising and recruiting of
employees are some of the few activities done by companies to foster their needs. Small businesses can
gain the value from social media although they face a lot of challenges as the impact on the internal
operations and has repercussions on the future.
Globalization and Coffee Crisis in Karnataka
(Sridhar, V. K., 2013)
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India has the Karnataka which expertizes in the export of coffee which is about 70% of the
production which is exported which led to dismantling the Indian coffee board and turning to
globalization to find the solution. The Indian Coffee Board was a monopoly is now privatized and thus
there is a decline in prices by the vagaries who govern the international industries. The movement led by
the labourers in the politics in Karnataka was an epic fail as the politics were streamlined by the coffee
plantation unions and bodies.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Understanding the way the research is carried out has been a crucial step in analysing this paper.
The knowledge gained in this paper has been via the CASE STUDY METHOD
In the Case Study Method, an insightful study is carried out on the subject matter of interest.
7KLVPHWKRGGRHVQ¶WILJXUHRXWWKHFDXVHDQGLVOLPLWHGWRPDNLQJSUHGLFWLRQVWRDFFXUDF\ Identification
was made on the Research Topic and Problems and identifying the sources that could help in the same.
The initial step was to compile a theory on the area of interest and identify the possible daily problems
that were found. Next streamlining the technological changes that are currently being incorporated and
the recent trends. Once these were identified the areas that are yet not unravelled and will require some
exploration was compiled.
At this step, it is also worthy to consult a research expert who can guide in the field of interest
and help in refining the problem and aspects around the problem. Case studies especially based on the
past reports help in exploring and getting a better overview of complex issues. Thus, the method is quite
robust in the sense that it provides an in-depth study.
The researcher is fully able to examine in proximity the context and can be used to get insight in
the real world problems which can be through detailed analysis although it could be challenging with the
limited number of resources and conditions available.
The categories in which this case study has gone through have been exploratory where the facts
were explored in the area of interest.
In the explanatory aspect of the case study, the frameworks were examined and matched to
investigate the different aspects.
In the descriptive aspect of the case study the different strategies were read carried out by the
subject matter of interest which helped in shaping the research more fruitfully and aiding in conclusions.
Although a notable challenge in this approach is that it is not easy to start and one has to debut with a
series of descriptive assumptions which at times may be tough to figure out.
Thus, the case study approach helped in making this research easy to comprehend and very
systematic, which could not have been achieved with other methodologies and approaches.This was
perfectly suited for the area of interest in this paper.
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FRAMEWORK:
As the approach of Sleepy Owl Coffee is so vast and diversified hence, there about five
frameworks that would support their working modal.
1. 0F.LQVH\¶V Strategic Horizons
This framework is built on being focused on the growth and on being innovative. Being versatile,
it is most suited for swiftly growing start-ups as they need to have an equilibrium between their revenue
and expenditure which is how exactly the aesthetics of Sleepy Owl Coffee are. Thus, this strategy has
goals into 3 distinct horizons as follows:
1st Horizon: Core Business
This is an umbrella for all the activities that are in proximity to the current business. So as an
example all the revenue making activities will be encompassed at this level of the horizon.
As Sleepy Owl Coffee also includes the retail segment and that too on a daily basis, hence the
sales, marketing, and services of their products and the communication with their consumers can easily
fit into this Horizon.
The goals of this horizon are into the consistent improvement of margins and enhancing their
already ongoing process which would take care of their sales and revenue generated.
Hence, this horizon is quite well fit for Sleepy Owl Coffee.
2: Emerging Opportunities
The ever-changing market in the coffee industry and the emerging trends are one of the key
opportunities that Sleepy Owl Coffee has to seize. These emerging opportunities can also be a new
demand and supply.
This could also mean extending their ongoing revenue areas to come up with the new revenue
generation areas to studying the competitors and their product and coming up with new innovative products.
Of course, it would require a comprehensive market study and there would be some investment
too to kick off the activities in this horizon. But these investments would yield great returns and would
not be so tough to implement given the fact that they would be purely based upon their current business
strategies and business models.
A key area that Sleepy Owl Coffee has worked on in this Horizon is launching and making their
products available globally and taking the challenge of entering new markets that are still going on.
3rd Horizon: Blue Sky
This horizon works on taking your goals to the next level and accepting new challenges. At first,
these goals may look difficult to incur profits and would take time to implement.
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In the case of Sleepy Owl Coffee, this would include their breakthrough innovation of cold brew
coffee in coffee bags which was a huge challenge but worked really well. In the future, they can take up
pilot projects that would require some significant heavy investment and experimentation.
These horizons are advised to be in a ratio of 70:20:10 respectively and this is exactly how
Sleepy Owl Coffee has operated while taking risks and judiciously using their available resources.
As this framework helps in building great strategies, as it constantly keeps one focussed and
thinks, ponder and work upon future strategies, organizations do tend to be a little cautious when it
comes to especially working on Horizon#3 goals.
2. Value Disciplines Approach
This approach works aptly well for an organization who already has expertise in some domain or
area. In this approach, one has to choose a specific value discipline and then make sure that they have
ample ways to strategize towards making this discipline even better. The goals are then streamlined
based upon the strategies and put up in one discipline. By carrying out an unbiased assessment on
whether the strategies are in sync with the competitive advantage, it can then be considered worthy to be
implemented.
Operational Excellence
Certainly like any other organization, Sleepy Owl Coffee too focussed on this aspect and aims in
providing their consumers a great experience and quality assured products that too at great prices that
are pocket-friendly. Also day by day it is targeting to make the products readily available. There will
various ways in which the processed can be streamlined so that a rare chance of errors occurs and gives
excellent services.
Customer Intimacy
Sleepy Owl Coffee strongly believes in its consumers as they are the biggest assets to any
organization's growth. Meticulously working on meeting their requirements and service delivery par
excellence is the key to strong customer relationships that last long. Hence, developing a long term
intimate relationship with the consumer helps in motivating the organizational goals and excelling. This
exactly fits in the Sleepy Owl Coffee framework.
Product Leadership
The organization that gives product leadership utmost importance and strives to make their
products better and consistently incorporate innovation will always help in taking it forward. This is
what exactly helps Sleepy Owl Coffee and slowly it's approaching to be the leader in its arena and meet
the demand and supply of its products maintaining quality and needs. It would also be required that the
organization would need creativity and provide newer, better, faster, cheap and trendier products on the
go. Certainly, this is being incorporated by Sleepy Owl Coffee.
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As this framework focusses on being more and more focussed hence this strategy applies well to
any business model.
In the case of Sleepy Owl Coffee, the product is sold in online & offline stores this approach
would help them in gaining a sense and differentiating better in their approaches.
3. The Stakeholder Model
This is not a popular model and focusses on adding value to people. This modal is extremely
flexible and can be modelled as needed.
Group 1: Employees
Sleepy Owl Coffee has praised its employees a lot over social media and shown the world transparency
on how they work behind the scenes. This works on employee welfare which is the part of Group 1 in
the framework.
Group 2: Customers
The goals and results that would directly benefit the consumers will be part of Group 2.
Group 3: The Community
Recent times, Sleepy Owl Coffee has brought in a lot of measures to help the community and giving. It
has invited people to work at their organization.
Group 4: Shareholders
This model is used widely by not-for-profits. Goals that impact the bottom line would fall into group 4.
Group 5: Society
It is an extension to the community group and it helps in the society in the broader sense where
technological advancements etc. are some of the aspects to be considered.
4. The Balanced Scorecard
This is the most popular framework and is divided into the following 4 quadrants:

Customer
Sleepy Owl Coffee is always committed to understanding and improving their customers and
providing them satisfaction and delivering their requirements on time.
Financial
This quadrant works on the financial aspect purely and improvements in the same arena.
Internal Business Process
In this quadrant, Sleepy Owl Coffee has always worked on improving their critical-to-customer
processes and requirements and in fact, this has been their key motto.
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Knowledge, Education, and Growth
Sleepy Owl hires even school and college fresh pass outs and invites them to learn and earn by
working with them. Educating the employees and helping them gain knowledge so that they maintain a
competitive advantage with others.
5. The Ansoff Matrix
As Sleepy Owl Coffee is committed to work on sales and enhance their sales volumes, hence this
framework is best suited for them as they can focus on one area. The framework is divided into 4 basic
components:
Market Development
Sleepy Owl Coffee has focussed on selling their products to a lot of people from all walks of life,
hence this is the component where it majorly functions. They have used online and offline methods for
doing the same and recently also started selling across the country.
Market Penetration
It was seen in the past few months that Sleepy Owl Coffee has tried to sell more of their current
services to the same category by starting subscriptions at pocket-friendly prices.
Product Development
Sleepy Owl Coffee has never left a stone unturned in making new products like their launching
of new flavors: Light Roast, Dark Roast, and Cinnamon flavors and people have loved the same.
Diversification
The riskiest component of all and it involves selling new products to completely new markets
and Sleepy Owl has always taken this risk in many ways and diversifying on a large scale. Although this
is still the least of all components it is focussing on.
DISCUSSION, MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS & CONCLUSIONS:
When Lavazza Machines started brewing coffee in India, buying the Lavazza machines and the
Lavazza capsules manufactured by Nespresso was a tedious and costly job. When Nestle allowed other
companies to manufacture Nespresso machines, it drew a lot of competition but did not last for long.
[Refer to Figure 5]
Blue Tokai which is a direct competitor to Sleepy Owl Coffee started in 2011, also claims the
internet to be their savior. Their name has been derived from the fact Tokai the peacock tail, which is
very significant in the Malabar region where the British had set the coffee estates initially in India. They
claim to gain penetration via people ordering online. They studied the market in the capital city of India,
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Delhi and found there to be the limited number of options that were even terrible to drink. They
introduced 100% Arabica beans roasted coffee. Tokai also has started to offer people a selection from a
variety of brewing devices like French Press, Aeropress, and Japanese Filters.[Refer Figure 1] their food
menu is very interesting and offers a wide platter that goes well along with coffee from Ragi Pancakes to
Open Faced sandwiches. [Refer to Figure 1]
In fact, in recent times Starbucks too introduced Cold Brew coffee in two variants: The natural
slowly steeped Cold Brew and the Nitrogen infused cold brew coffee, although the downside to this
launch is WKDWLW¶VQRWHDVLO\DYDLODEOHLQ,QGLDDQGDWDKLJKHUSULFHSRLQW
Having catered to over 20000 consumers in less than 2 years of itsexistence, Sleepy Owl Coffee
has targeted consumers both online and offline via websites and over 300 stores across the country like
Le Marche, Foodhall, and Modern Bazar, etc.
The recent innovation of DIY Cold Brew Coffee Packs [Refer Figure 3] is a segment that in
itself offers immense scope and the fact that Sleepy Owl Coffee has made a debut, is very promising.
This would prove to be a long innings partnership with the Indian consumers, but at the same time, the
fact cannot be denied that it can be picked up and reincarnated by upcoming and existing competitors.
After the DSG group, invested in Sleepy Owl Coffee, it came out with many breakthrough
inventions. Some of the notable launches include the cinnamon flavored Cold Brew coffee variant
which they initially launched in their coffee bag version, and later on massive public demand in the onthe-tap coffee box version.
This launch of theirs was very creatively marketed on social media by changing the website to
maroon shades. People flooded the social media on how much they loved the new coffee variant.
It's the only coffee startup to have made its name to Forbes and appreciated for their digital marketing
strategies and innovations.
As it was a huge downside for Sleepy Owl Coffee of being abstracted from the physical world,
they started a small kiosk for a real presence in the heart of *XUXJUDP¶V&\EHU+XE7KLVVWHSJDYHWKHP
a live engagement and getting to know in real-time what the consumers feel about their products.
Collecting the same feedback, they have worked on improving, enhancing and bringing out more and
better products.
So far Sleepy Owl Coffee has been a start-up that is the best example of how Social Media
Engagement can drive a brand, enhance the growth and popularity with creativity.
They have rarely used the conventional media for marketing and since the inception of Sleepy
Owl Coffee, they have wisely, tremendously and judiciously used social media to promote and drive
engagements with the consumers.
When a start-up is in its bloom using social media to gain popularity and have an online presence
is really a wise decision but the area where Sleepy Owl Coffee needs to focus now is in the print media
and electronic media, as the power of conventional media cannot be denied.
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Even though social media is still a huge consumed platform, the electronic and print media cannot
be left behind and consumers are still influenced by Television, Magazines, Newspapers, and the Radio.
The limitations of this case study include the lack of expectancy effects. Hence this does not
include the experimental biases which could have affected the research being carried out. These could
have led to misinterpretations of the descriptions.
Also, this lacks in atypical individual representation as it could have led to hazy generalizations
and waivered from the actual validations.
Some of the Key Takeaways for the Academicians are plenty as this is straightaway a case
study reveals the importance of social media engagement and innovations driven by consumer reviews.
This is an aspect that needs to be brought up as a subject matter in classrooms to build insight to the
students and readers on how the expensive conventional marketing strategies have been taken over
digitally and just via a robust engagement there can be effective cost reduction in marketing and
enhancing the popularity.
Building a great customer experience and establishing confidence in the consumer mind set just
via an online presence. Developing the product cycles as per the demands of the consumers is something
really crucial for the academicians as usually the conventional product cycles are taught.
There are many industries that can be benefitted via Sleepy Owl Coffeeviz from the beverage to
the coffee to the marketing to the start-ups almost every sphere can be easily touched and be a valuable
takeaway to them.
Notable industry SUDFWLWLRQHU¶V key takeaways include understanding the audience really well
and molding the products entirely as per their wish list. Giving the brand shape and personality that
defines the consumer's needs. Making judicious use of the social media and sharing engaging content
that too coupled with high-quality images actually proves the fact that content is king and at the same
time, the power of social media is undeniable. Putting up contests is the most engaging strategy they
have followed and made their products worth a try. Influencer Marketing is picking up its game and
Sleepy Owl Coffee has built relations by making their consumers as influencers who share their
experiences and it automatically becomes a content for them to share. A great example of Incentivised
sharing. Building relations with the consumers and taking their feedback so seriously that it goes
through an iterative cycle of implementation, analyzation, and repetition of the process are needed is an
example of showing respect and faith in the end user. Maintaining transparency in showcasing an
everyday work routine via social media stories across various platforms and appreciating each and every
employee over these platforms is a great way to show the end users the working mechanism and purity
of the organization, a note-worthy takeaway for the industry practitioners.
There are many takeaways for the Government as well, especially when India is blooming
with the Make-In-India and Skill India policies and also coming up with various encouraging policies
for start-ups. As Sleepy Owl Coffee is produced and sourced from the Indian Farmers from South India,
hence LW¶VDJUHDW opportunity for the government to encourage other coffee companies to promote the
use of quality coffee from India to be widely used in their products as compared to importing from
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outside which would incur high costs as well. The farmers too will gain a lot from this step. The
conventional coffee makes use of preservatives and often packed for months and in a less likely scenario
will it be consumed fresh which even have direct implications on health, but if start-ups like Sleepy Owl
Coffee are promoted by the Govt. of India, it will be a win-win situation for both the brand and the
consumers as it would promote quality organic and natural beverage consumption. Also as measures are
being taken to make Digital India success and how digitally Sleepy Owl Coffee has grown and gained
momentum and loyalty with the consumers is a case that can be used by the Government to showcase it
to firms that are still lacking a digital presence.
Indeed they completely chirp worthy but there is a long road to go, as so many brands are
pollinating and existing ones are revamping and trying to give hard competition to Sleepy Owl Coffee.
There comes a time when one has to tweak its ways and analyse the market and its FRPSHWLWRU¶V
strategies, perhaps follow some or come up with more innovations to give a cut-throat competition of
radical innovations. $OWKRXJKDORWRIFRIIHHKDVEHHQEUHZHGDQGNHSWSHRSOH¶VVSLULWVDOLYHEXWVWLOOD
lot more coffee is in the making in the long run.
EXHIBITS:
Figure 1: Blue Tokai Menu
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Figure 2: Blue Tokai Coffee Varieties

Figure 3: Sleepy Owl Coffee DIY Cold Brew Packs
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RESULTS:
Figure 4: the Coffee Productivity States in India

Figure 5: Coffee Capsule sales
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ABSTRACT
A company coveting to be a market leader must adopt the right strategies, which are usually
formulated by the executives under the direction of a Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Formulating
company strategy requires a comprehensive understanding of the existing market and future market
dynamics. This study aims to quantify the strategic thinking process, considering &(2V¶psychological
traits and how they affect strategy development and firm performance. This research was quantitative
and used the system dynamics tool to model and simulate the interdependencies between psychological
factors and various performance parameters. Data were extracted using social media (Twitter) analytics.
The analysis reveals show changes in &(2V¶ thinking processes impact company performance. The
study is limited to the Indian automobile industry considers only a limited number of psychological
constructs and their impact on firm performance; therefore, analysing different industries and
psychological constructs could further extend this study.
Keywords: Strategic Thinking, Firm Performance, Decision Speed, Technology Dynamism,
Market Munificence
INTRODUCTION
Strategic thinking is an organizational thinking process that drives smart actions and inspires the
firm to work towards common goals and achieve competitive advantage. Strategic thinking has been
divided into two different cycles (Kazmi & Naaranoja, 2015). The first cycle represents the basic flow of
thinking and comprises three components: system thinking; creativity; and vision. This cycle, a tan
advanced stage, becomes the revised flow of thinking (second cycle), comprising planning and
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implementation, problem-solving, and decision making. These two cycles form a closed loop, i.e. a
continuous process in strategic thinking. This model was used to conceptualize the advanced model,
which includes other endogenous and exogenous variables related to the business model. Strategic
thinking is a process comprising four approaches that provide in-depth understanding prior to strategy
development: the How approach; the What How approach; the What Why How approach; and the Why
What How approach (Bouhali et al., 2015). This set of approaches details the terms that must be
considered before formulating the strategic plan. CEOs must develop new plans and strategies when
there are issues with existing strategies, otherwise, company performance will be affected. A model is
constructed to understand the process of strategy formulation, in the form of a flow chart, to check
H[LVWLQJ VWUDWHJLHV¶ effects (Torres et al., 2017). This can be converted to a system dynamics model,
comprising cause and loop diagrams to check how each variable affects the model, from which stock
and flow diagram are constructed to understand the PRGHOV¶behaviour. Risch et al. (1995) studied the
challenges faced by a pulp-and-paper firm and used a system dynamics model to understand the
busiQHVVPRGHO¶V strategic application. Their study showed how DQXQDWWHQGHG H[LVWLQJ VWUDWHJ\¶V side
effects could affect the QHZVWUDWHJ\¶V intended effects. Such research demonstrates how psychological
factors affect &(2V¶thinking. Although previous studies have analysed psychological factors' impact on
company performance, this research further extends this field and addresses some gaps identified in the
literature.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Research on strategic thinking has suggested that DQ LQGLYLGXDO¶V thinking process is based on
his/her psychological behaviour and that many psychological constructs exist that effectively capture the
thinking process (Suchetha & Hermann, 2010). Psychological attributes determine how vigorously
CEOs search for data, how they gain knowledge about internal organizational and external
environmental events or trends, and which sources they use to obtain and circulate these data
(Hambrick, 1982; Miller & Toulouse, 1986). The research, and there is much of it, has focused on
finding LQGLYLGXDOV¶psychological traits that affect his/her thinking processes (Hambrick, 1982; McCrae
& Costa, 1987; Miller & Toulouse, 1986; Suchetha & Hermann, 2010). The literature explains many
psychological constructs that affect strategic thinking and firm performance and some of these have
been used in this study to analyse &(2V¶ thinking processes.
Agreeableness. Agreeableness has been defined as the tendency to use a mix both of discussion
and dialogue, which can be defined also both as altruistic and compliant in a given situation (Bono &
Judge, 2004). Due to the various mechanisms opposing the system, however, the relationship between
CEO agreeableness and the ability to bring about change is unclear. Agreeableness promotes risk-taking
creativeness based on accessible, supportive, and trust-based relationships with employees (Judge &
Bono, 2000). Controlled levels of agreeableness allow CEOs to effectively balance opposing factors and
improve the atmosphere in the workplace. However, very high levels of agreeableness can lead to nonparticipation and obedience, while very low levels of agreeableness can destabilize HPSOR\HHV¶ risktaking and creative capabilities, which affect strategic thinking and, in turn, firm performance.
Emotional Stability. It is the ability of the individual to control various emotions, including
anger, rage, sadness, depression, happiness, etc. Emotional adjustment is DQLQGLYLGXDO¶VDELOLW\to shape
his/her emotive conditions to different situational stresses and remain balanced composed and in
difficult situations (McCrae & Costa, 1997). Emotional stability has been measured as a strong
583
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interpreter of an individual¶VPDOOHDELOLW\when faced with fluctuating situations (Peterson et al., 1993),
which affects the strategic thinking process. Researchers have posited that emotionally stable leaders are
high in self-confidence and not afraid to challenge situations that may impact firm performance. Thus,
the determination and certainty of a highly emotionally stable CEO may improve workplace efficiency
by removing obstacles, such as organizational inactivity, and filtering preferences.
Conscientiousness. Conscientiousness refers to the level to which an individual shows his/her
steadfastness and focus on success (Judge et al., 2002; McCrae & Costa, 1997). CEOs with higher
conscientiousness levels prevent compelling actions that differ considerably from their past experiences.
Goal-driven CEOs also demonstrate the need to individually take control and be accountable for
strategic activities. They also tend to keep most of the control in their own hands and closely regulate
and supervise employeeV¶ activities. Conscientious CEOs have an urge to minimize ambiguity and
gather explicit feedback regarding their performance (Judge et al., 2002). Recent studies in
organizational behaviour have claimed that there is a negative relationship between conscientiousness
and the ability to adapt to changing situations. Hence, that CEOs with a low level of conscientiousness
adapt better to changing situations than those with higher levels of conscientiousness.
Extraversion. Extraversion is related to self-expression and sociability (Judge et al., 2002).
Extravert leaders take the initiative in social gatherings, familiarize people with each other, and aim to
be popular by being entertaining, presenting topics for debate, and energizing social connections (House
& Howell, 1992). Extravert leaders often attempt to build a broad network of social contacts. CEOs who
advocate and LPSURYH ZLGHVSUHDG ³DGYLFH QHWZRUNV´ DUH RSHQ WR different and innovative points of
view, which HQKDQFHV &(2V¶ DELOLW\ WR UDSLGO\ FDWHJRUL]H WKH VWUDWHJLF issues confronting their
companies and find effective solutions to them. Developing the ability to quickly adjust to
environmental fluctuations requires new ideas that may differ from precious strategies but the
innovativeness of such strategies may cause conflict among employees. Extravert CEOs can remove
such conflict efficiently and encourage the rapid application of new strategies through their skills and
ability to accept inventiveness and guide and convince people to improve efficiency in their work.
Openness to Experience. CEOs open to new experiences and practices are mentally inquisitive,
value abnormal thought processes, have a wide range of motivations, and are often viewed as innovative
and thoughtful (McCrae & Costa, 1987). Individuals open to new experiences desire and seek change
and are extremely capable of accepting and adjusting to others' views (Costa & McCrae, 1988). CEOs
open to new experiences actively seek risks and enthusiasm (Judge et al., 2002). Such CEOs, therefore,
are likely to remain impartial and reject discriminatory viewpoints, which helps the firm adopt efficient
working practices.
Temporal Focus. Temporal focus is a construct describing individuals¶ psychological past,
present, and the future. It can also be explained as the degree to which individuals consider the insights
of the historical, existent, and forthcoming events. A strong historical focus, which is connected with the
repeated use of past experiences in decision making, can improve learning when prior understanding and
thought processes are analysed (Shipp et al., 2009). Individuals with a strong existent focus acquire a
³KHUH DQG QRZ´ HPSKDVLV DQG focus on the present situation when making decisions. Future focus is
connected with thinking principally about what the forthcoming events may hold and predicting future
events (Bluedorn, 2002; Wallace, 1956). The present study uses suitable variables from the literature to
build on and extend the field of study.
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Table1: List of Variables
Sl. No. Variable Name
Description
1
Agreeableness
,QWHUHVWHG1RWLQWHUHVWHG,DJUHH,GRQ¶WDJUHH
2
Conscientiousness
Pacing myself, Things in time, We are good
Anxiety, Worry, Fear, Anger, Jealous, Guilt,
3
Neuroticism
Loneliness
4
Openness to Experience
Spend time, Reflecting on things
5
Dependability
Promises, Deadlines, Will do
6

Operational Capability

7

Dynamism of Market

8

R & D Intensity

9
10

Emotional Stability
Risk Propensity

11

Temporal Focus

12
13
14

Environmental Dynamism
Strategic Conformity
Extraversion

15

Strategic Decision Speed

16

Humility

17

Strategic Distinctiveness

18
19
20
21
22

Market Munificence
Strategic Dynamism
Technology Dynamism
Strategic Thinking
Existing Issues Rate

23

Strategy Formulation Rate

24

Production Rate

25

Product Sale Rate

26

Technology Input Rate

27

Technology output rate

28
29

ROA
ROI

Rate of production per day
Instability/Turbulence, Predictability, Rate of
market change
Rate of R&D of a company, (Expenditures on
R&D/sales)
Inferior, Superior, Often feel
Safety, Health, Risk avoidance, I take challenge
Had, Did, Was, Were, Is, Does, Are, Will, May,
Might, Shall, Going to
Market Demand, Sales History
Commercial loans, Mortgages, Fixed assets, Leases
Like, People, Around, Have
Speed at which decisions are made, (emotional
stability/strategic distinctiveness)
Will learn, will implement, will improve
Degree to which a firm adheres to / ignores
prevailing norms
Environmental support for market growth/capacity
Magnitude of change in firms resources & priorities
Change of Technology with respect to time
Dynamics of thinking level with respect to time
Rate at which the issues are handled
Rate at which the strategies are made to handle the
situations
Rate at which the production is done by the
company
Rate at which the customer is pulling the Product
from the company
Rate at which technology needs to be adopted by the
company
Rate at which the company is adopting the
technology
Return on assets
Return on investment
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Strategic thinking is measured based on LQGLYLGXDOV¶psychological traits. As this study aims to
quantify &(2V¶ thinking processes related to firm performance, a quantitative methodology was adopted
to quantify the entire system and analyse the V\VWHP¶Vbehaviour over time. The approach used in this
study is system dynamics modelling and simulation, which analyses the V\VWHP¶V behaviour. System
dynamics has been used to conduct system analysis by simulating various expected scenarios (Alvarez et
al., 2009; Mikulskiene &Pitrenaite-Zileniene, 2013). This modelling and simulation process generates
results for the main stock and flow variables, which allows a prediction to be made for the dynamics of
the structure over an epoch of time. The steps necessary in the application of the system dynamics tool
are as follows (Sterman, 2000): 1) Identification of the problem/situation. 2) Identifying the variables
and their relationships. 3) Modelling using system dynamics Software (Vensim). 4) Constructing a stock
and flow diagram. 5) Verify the model. 6) Validate the model. 7) Simulate the model. 8) Analyse the
results.
First, a causal-loop diagram is constructed, based on the variables extracted from the literature
and the relationships between these variables, as indicated by their polarities and delays. A causal loop
diagram explains the loops formed in the system and, depending on the ORRS¶V behaviour, they are
classified as reinforcing or balancing loops. The next step is to construct the stock and flow diagram. A
stock and flow diagram is the most important part of system dynamics modelling, in which the variables
are grouped into four categories: level; rate; auxiliary; and constants. The level variable is the stock
variable that reflects the behaviour of the stock, which is affected by the input and output of the rate
variables. Rate variables reflect the rate at which the input or the output is controlled and are dependent
on the auxiliary variables. Auxiliary variables are the psychological constructs from which the entire
dynamics of the system are formulated; a change in the behaviour of these variables reflected in the
stock and flow of the entire system. Auxiliary variables are formulated from the constants, i.e. how the
sample data are loaded. Once the entire model is formulated and validated, simulation is performed for
the different values obtained from the samples. Every run has its own set of values and every set of
values show different behaviour. Finally, the results generated, in the form of graphs or tables, are
interpreted for the behaviour of the system and policies/strategies/decisions are formulated/framed
accordingly. This method is used in this study to explain how psychological constructs affect &(2V¶
strategic thinking and how the thinking process impacts firm performance.
The Causal Loop and Causes Tree
The diagrammatical representation of how the factors affect each other, using different polarities
and delays, is called as a causal loop diagram, while how one-factor causes/affects another and how,
collectively, all the factors lead to one process, is explained using a causes tree diagram (Sterman,
2000). Using the psychological variables in, prior studies have attempted to relate them with other
factors that also affect firm-performance dynamics, some of which are related to market research and
some to technological changes that occur in a firm. The effect of each factor on another is represented
by a polarity that explains how the factor affects the functioning of the other. For example, let us
consider the factors operational capability and firm performance. There is a positive polarity for the
operational capability factor, which means the operational capability is increasing with respect to the
system, and the arrow connecting operational capability to firm performance is denoted with a positive
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polarity, which means if there is an increase in the operational capability of a system, firm performance
of the system also increases. Similarly, if a negative polarity is denoted towards a factor, it means an
increase in the preceding factor leads to a decrease in the succeeding factor. Delays are also used in the
causal loop diagram, denoted by double dashes on the arrow; a delay can be defined as the time gap
between what you want to achieve and where you are now. Let us consider the example of strategic
distinctiveness and strategic decision speed. Strategic distinctiveness is the degree to which a firm
adheres to or ignores the prevailing norms set by the government (Craig et al., 2014). There is a delay
pointing to the decision speed factor, which means there is a time delay created in the system in meeting
government norms and subsequent decisions taken by the CEOs. After constructing the causal loop
diagram, we identified the different loops formed in the system and their nature (reinforcing or
balancing loops). Reinforcing loops (denoted with an R notation in the curve) represent the continuous
or exponential increase in the effect of the system due to the impact of factors on one another. Balancing
loops try to neutralize the effect of the reinforcing loops in the system.

Figure 1: Causal Loop Diagram of Strategic Thinking and Firm Performance
Let us consider the example of strategic distinctiveness and strategic decision speed. Strategic
distinctiveness is the degree to which a firm adheres to or ignores the prevailing norms set by the
government (Craig et al., 2014). There is a delay pointing to the decision speed factor, which means
there is a time delay created in the system in meeting government norms and subsequent decisions taken
by the CEOs. After constructing the causal loop diagram, we identified the different loops formed in the
system and their nature (reinforcing or balancing loops). Reinforcing loops (denoted with a R notation in
the curve) represent the continuous or exponential increase in the effect of the system due to the impact
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of factors on one another. Balancing loops try to neutralize the effect of the reinforcing loops in the
system. We identified three reinforcing and four balancing loops in the causal loop diagram (see Tables
2 and 3).

Reinforcing Loop 1
Environmental
Dynamism
Temporal Focus
Risk Propensity
Neuroticism
Emotional Stability
Strategic Decision Speed

Table 2: Reinforcing Loops
Reinforcing Loop 2
Emotional Stability
Conscientiousness
Dependability
Technology Dynamism
Humility
Openness to Experience
Environmental Dynamism
Temporal Focus
Risk Propensity
Neuroticism

Reinforcing Loop 3
Technology Dynamism
R&D Intensity
Operational Capability
Firm Performance
Strategic Dynamism
Strategic Distinctiveness
Strategic Decision Speed
Environmental Dynamism
Market Munificence

Reinforcing loop 1 is explained with respect to the market in terms of how psychological factors
such as temporal focus, neuroticism, and emotional stability affect both environmental dynamism and
strategic decision speed. The loop is continuously affecting environmental dynamism, which may have a
positive or negative impact on the nature of the system. Reinforcing loop 2 is explained with respect to
technology change in the organization in terms of how psychological factors such as openness to
experience, dependability, humility, and conscientiousness affect firms' technology dynamism. The
effect of the thinking factors continuously impacts the firm's technology dynamism, which, again, may
or may not have a positive impact on the system. Reinforcing loop 3 is explained with respect to the
performance of the firm in terms of how the technology and the market impact the performance of the
system. Factors such as strategic dynamism, strategic distinctiveness, and decision speed impact
technology dynamism, which, in turn, impacts R&D intensity and operational capability, which, again,
may or may not affect performance.
Table 3: Balancing Loops
Balancing Loop 1 Balancing Loop 2 Balancing Loop 3
Environmental
Environmental
Openness
to
Dynamism
Dynamism
Experience
Market
Market
Agreeableness
Munificence
Munificence
Extraversion
Strategic
Technology
Dynamism of Market
Distinctiveness
Dynamism
Technology
Strategic Decision Humility
Dynamism
Speed
Openness
to Humility
Experience

Balancing Loop 4
Temporal Focus
Risk Propensity
Strategic Conformity
Agreeableness

Balancing loop 1 comprises factors such as market munificence and strategic distinctiveness that
are trying to neutralize the effect on the firm's environmental dynamism (explained in reinforcing loop
1). Balancing loop 2 comprises factors such as humility and openness to experience that, with a delay,
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are neutralizing the continuous impact on the firm's technology change (explained in reinforcing loop 2).
Balancing loop 3 comprises factors such as agreeableness and extraversion that are trying to neutralize
simultaneously the impact both on technology change and market change in the firm. Balancing loop 4,
comprising temporal focus, risk propensity, and strategic conformity, is neutralizing the impact of
technology dynamism on firm performance.
The Stock and Flow
A stock and flow diagram was modelled from the relationships and the loops derived from the
causal loop diagram. The stock and rate variables were decided based on whether the variables were
exogenous or endogenous; all the stock variables were considered exogenous as their behaviour was
dependent on the endogenous (independent) or auxiliary variables. The stock and flow diagram (Figure
2) can be divided into three modules or three sub-models: thinking; technology; and performance. These
are the auxiliary variables, formulated using the constants. Technology input rate and technology output
rate are considered as the rate variables in this model, explaining at what rate the technology must be
developed in the firm and at what rate the firm is developing the technology; the difference between
these two variables is shown in the stock variable, which is technology dynamism. The behaviour of the
firms' technology is predicted in the stock variable for a period of time, based on the data available for
the present situation. The performance module comprises R&D intensity, operational capability, and
strategic distinctiveness as the auxiliary variables. Product input rate and sales output rate are considered
as the rate variables, explaining the rate at which products are being manufactured and the rate which
products are being sold. Firm performance is the stock variable, from which company performance is
predicted in the form of a plot for a period of time to help us analyse the behaviour of the performance.
ROA and ROI are the constants that quantify firm performance. All the three models are connected by
auxiliary variables such as environmental dynamism, market munificence, the dynamism of the market,
and strategic conformity. These variables connect the dynamics between the three models and represent
the system as a whole. After the entire model was constructed, an initial value for every variable was
given as input for the stock variable based on the relationship between the variables and also the nature
of the variable. The model and its formulation were further validated (Table 4) using six parametric tests
WRFKHFNWKHPRGHOV¶IHDVLELOLW\DQGUHDOLW\ 6WHUPDQ 
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Blue Dotted Line. : Thinking Model
Orange Dotted Line: Technology Model
Green Dotted Line: Performance Model

Figure 2: Stock and Flow Diagram of CEO Thinking and Performance
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Sample and Data Collection
Since the study focused on the Indian automobile industry, a sample of 30 companies (2018) was
considered and the presence of their CEOs on social media applications, like Twitter and LinkedIn, was
verified. Their tweets and posts on Twitter and LinkedIn were extracted and checked for the word count
of particular words in the description of the variables. This process is performed using R Studio software
to aid qualitative analysis, e.g. word count. An algorithm was written to extract data for the past three
weeks from the tweets and posts. The analysed word counts were loaded as data for the constants
connected to the auxiliary variables. This acted as the data for the psychological constructs and the
SHUIRUPDQFHYDULDEOHV52$DQG52,ZHUHORDGHGZLWKGDWDIURPWKHFRPSDQLHV¶ILQDQFLDOUHSRUWVRIWKH
most recent quarter. Five different sets of data were loaded as inputs to the model and analysis was
performed to predict five different behaviours.
RESULTS
Condition Description
After the model had been constructed, it was loaded with five different sets of data and
simulations were performed for five different conditions to check the behaviour of the system: extreme
positive values for all psychological factors (condition 1); extreme negative values for all psychological
factors (condition 2); 80% positive traits for all psychological factors (condition 3); 60% positive traits
for all psychological factors (condition 4); and 40% positive traits for all psychological factors
(condition 5).
Simulation and Results
The results are explained with the help of graphs and interpretations are made accordingly by
comparing them. The simulation was performed for a period of 100 months with the data collected for
the past one month. The model was simulated at a time step of 0.125, i.e. for four times a month or
approximately 400 times for the entire simulation. The smaller the time step, the greater the visibility of
the deviations in the behaviour of the system.
Environmental Dynamism Graph

Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 3: Environmental Dynamism Graph
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The environmental dynamism graph (Figure 3) clearly shows different behaviours for a different
set of values. There is a linear exponential increase in the behaviour in the initial stages of the market
demand for the products, followed by a sudden fall, with exponential decay, after three months; this is
the period where the company has to absorb a shock in the market demand for their products. The three
sets of values again rose from month 4 until the end of month 30, after which it showed stabilized
behaviour and settled by the end of month 100. The company should, therefore, be prepared for huge
market demand between months 25 and 30. There were two cases where there were a step growth and
no improvement; these are the cases that the company should avoid.
Market Munificence Graph
The market munificence graph (Figure 4) replicated the environmental dynamism graph but with
a lower level of behaviour. In both cases, the three data sets showed a similar behaviour of increase and
steady growth followed by stabilization over a period of time. This illustrates that there is a positive
relationship between both variables; an increase in market munificence will lead to an increase in
environmental dynamism and vice versa. Since market munificence is defined as the environmental
support to market growth, the company needs to concentrate on its processes more between months 25
and 30, as there is an opportunity for significant growth in product demand and the company must be
ready for these orders to avoid backlogs that will negatively affect firm performance.
Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 4: Market Munificence Graph
Existing Issues Graph
The existing issues graph (Figure 5) shows the rate at which the company will face issues due to
WKH&(2¶VWKLQNLQJSURFHVVHV$YHU\PLQRULQFUHDVHLQLVVXHVLVVKRZQLQPRQWKEXWE\WKHHQGRI
month 3, the issue rates have reached almost zero. From the start of month 4, there is an exponential
curve growth in the issue rate, which means the company has to deal with many problems from months
5 to 18 but, by the end of month 20, the issue rate is exponential decaying, which means the issues the
company faces may decrease at a higher pace between months 20 and 60. After month 60, the graph
shows no growth or decay in the issue rate; the company has started to stabilize with respect to issues
from month 60, which is a sign of improvement. There are two cases in which the graph shows no
changes in behaviour; these cases can be ignored.
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Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 5: Existing Issues Rate Graph
Strategy Formulation Graph
The strategy formulation rate graph (Figure 6) explains the rate at which strategies should be
formulated by the CEO based on his/her psychological state. This graph resembles the existing issues
graph, but to a greater degree, as the number of issues faced by the company increases, the need for new
strategies should also increase. As the person leading the company, the CEO should concentrate on
strategy development between months 10 and 35 as the graph shows the need for new strategies in this
time period. While this holds true for all three graphs, the first two graphs barely show the need for new
strategies, as there is only very slight growth in the graph before it stabilizes. If observed carefully, the
issue rate graph has reached the maximum point at month 17, whereas the strategy formulation rate
graph shows its maximum at the end of month 21. This difference of 4 months is called the delay, which
was explained earlier in the causal loop diagram.

Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 6: Strategy Formulation Rate Graph
Strategic Thinking Graph
The strategic thinking graph was generated for the stock variable (Figure 7) and explains the
behaviouURID&(2V¶VWUDWHJLFWKLQNLQJSURFHVVZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKHLVVXHs faced by the firm and at what
rate the strategies need to be formulated. The graph is a quantified form of all the psychological
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FRQVWUXFWV FRQVLGHUHG GXULQJ WKH PRGHOOLQJ RI WKH &(2¶V WKLQNLQJ SURFHVV ,W FOHDUO\ shows that, for
different values of psychological factors, different behaviours in &(2V¶ thinking processes.
Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 7: Strategic Thinking Graph
The model was simulated for two initial values of 100 and 150 and the behaviour was different
for each value; FRQGLWLRQV show a steep decay in behaviour, which means that when the number of
issues faced the company increases and new strategies are required, the &(2¶Vlevel of strategic declines
due to the pressure faced at that time. In the other two graphs, however, where the issue rate and the
strategy formulation rate were low, the strategic thinking levels were fairly stabilized and there is no
decay in the &(2¶V VWUDWHJLF thinking process. The &(2V¶ VWUDWHJLF thinking process, therefore, is
affected by the number of issues faced by the company. At the end of month 60, all the graphs had
stabilized as the issue rate graph showed no growth or decay.
Technology Dynamism Graph

Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 8: Technology Dynamism Graph
The technology dynamism graph (Figure 8) explains the behaviour of technology change in the
company with respect to requirements in the market. It shows that technology and strategy formulation
are related; the strategic thinking graph shows a need for strategy formulation by the start of month 3,
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while the technology dynamism graph shows a linear increase by the end of month 3 followed by a
slower increase in technology adoption. This explains that technology development should be a part of
the strategy development and, as the study was undertaken in the automobile industry, technology
improvement plays a very significant role in the advancement of these FRPSDQLHV¶EXVLQHVV
Firm Performance Graph
The firm performance graph (Figure 9) shows WKHEHKDYLRXURIWKHFRPSDQ\¶VSHUIRUPDQFHZLWK
UHVSHFWWRWKH&(2¶VVWUDWHJLFWKLQNLQJ&RQGLWLRQVDQGFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGLGHDOFRQGLWLRQVDVWKH\
show a very high increase in performance due to no growth in the number of issues faced by the
company; the other conditions show a slower increase in company performance until month 30, where it
reaches the maximum as the strategy formulation rate is also at its maximum around this period. From
this point, company performance stabilizes. This explains that when the strategy formulation rate is at
the maximum, company performance also shows maximum efficiency, with a slight delay. This shows
there is a positive association EHWZHHQQHZVWUDWHJLHVILUPSHUIRUPDQFHDQG&(2V¶VWUDWHJLFWKLQNLQJ
Condition 1 -------- (Blue Line)
Condition 2-------- (Grey Line)
Condition 3 -------- (Black Line)
Condition 4-------- (Green Line)
Condition 5-------- (Red Line)

Figure 9: Firm Performance Graph
Model Validation
Table 4: System Dynamics Model Validation (Sterman, 2000; Shaik & Rodrigues, 2018)
Test
Purpose of Test
1.
Boundary Are the important concepts for
Adequacy
addressing
the
problem
endogenous to the model?

Tools and Procedures used
Yes, concepts such as strategic thinking, firm
performance, technology dynamism which are
important for analysing the behaviour of the
system are considered as endogenous
variables, also these are included in the stock
and flow diagram which is constructed in
figure 2.
Does the behaviour of the When psychological constructs were pushed to
model change significantly the extreme limits there was a negative growth
when boundary assumptions are in the graph, which in turn effected the firm
relaxed?
performance graph negatively. So, yes, the
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2. Parameter Are the parameter values
Assessment
consistent
with
relevant
descriptive
and
numerical
knowledge of the system?

3.
Extreme Does each equation make sense
Conditions
even when its inputs take on
extreme values?

4. Behaviour Does the model generate the
Reproduction
various modes of behaviour
observed in the real system?

5. Sensitivity Behavioural sensitivity: Do the
Analysis
modes of behaviour generated
by
the
model
change
significantly?

Policy sensitivity: Do the policy
implications
change
significantly when assumptions
about parameters, boundary,
and aggregation are varied over
the
plausible
range
of
uncertainty?
6.
System Did the modelling process help
Improvement
change the system for the
better?

behaviour of the model changed when the
boundaries are pushed to maximum conditions
and the boundary assumptions are relaxed.
Practically when the CEO, changes his
thinking process and formulates a new
strategy, there is always an increase in the
product sales for any company in most of the
cases. This shows that the parametric values
are consistent with the knowledge of the
system
Yes, the model has been tested for the extreme
values, when the values for the psychological
constructs were given as zero there was no
graph generated. And when the values of those
constructs exceeded the maximum threshold
limit the graph failed. This shows that the
model has been formulated taking into
consideration the proper relationships between
the constructs.
As explained by Peter Singe (1991) in his laws
of the fifth discipline there need not be an
immediate effect of every cause that happens
in a system, causes may lead to slow initiation
of effects also. As observed in the firm
performance graph there are different
behaviours for different cases, there is a linear
increase in performance for ideal situations and
controlled growth in performance for other
situations. So there are various modes of
behaviour observed in the real system.
Yes, the model does respond to the behavioural
changes, in the strategic thinking graph all the
three cases except the ideal cases had an effect
whereas ideal cases had no growth or decline
in behaviour. This shows that the model does
respond to the changes in the model
significantly.
Yes, the policies change significantly and are
not based on the assumed behaviours, in the
strategy formulation graph blue and the grey
graphs had the highest need for formulating
strategies whereas the red graph had a lesser
requirement, but still the reed graph took a
long time for stabilizing than the other two
graphs. So, uncertainties do happen in the
model irrespective of assumed values.
The model was designed to check the
dynamics that happen due to the thinking
process. The results and conclusions are
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described and shows that the behaviour of a
model tends to grow worse before it grows
better (Senge, 1991). Considering the
environmental dynamism graph there was a
steep decline in the market before it started to
pick up. So the model holds good for the above
principle.

DISCUSSION, MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The strategic thinking model, with respect to firm performance, was simulated for five different
psychological conditions, with results presented in the form of graphs. The model was also validated
using six different validation tests. From the analysis, it is clearly seen that firm performance changes as
the strategic thinking process of the CEO changes. This highlights the various dynamics in the system
due to changes in the &(2¶Vpsychological traits. The model was checked for extreme conditions, both
for positive and negative CEO traits, and the behaviour of the system changed accordingly. For
condition 1, there was good growth in the market but a decline in firm performance graph after a certain
period. This clearly shows that the behaviour of a system is dependent on each and every factor within
the system and a small change in one of the factors can cause a change in the behaviour of the overall
system. The analysis also explained that, when &(2V¶ positive and negative traits were balanced
properly, the system showed improvement in the performance of the system. However, these positive
and negative traits lead CEOs to change their mind sets and could lead over time to more nonconformist
strategies. This study is extended research of how psychological factors can be quantified using socialmedia analytics and how the quantified factors together contribute to &(2V¶VWUDWHJLFthinking process
and how changed strategic thinking processes can impact firm performance. This study can be further
used as a reference for researchers to study &(2V¶VWUDWHJLF thinking processes and their behaviour with
respect to many other company parameters. The study also highlights some implications for managers
and analysts in the industrial domain regarding how DQ\ H[HFXWLYH¶V strategic thinking process can be
determined and how to study their behaviour with respect to different parameters. This study also helps
top management consider different factors that affect the strategies formulated for the company and
what are the threshold points in the system that are to be focused on during strategy formulation. Finally,
our choice to focus on the automobile industry makes it possible for the study to avoid the problem of
allowing for different institutional limitations but also confines the generalizability of our findings.
Strategic thinking, defined as the attitude of an organizational thinking process, has been quantified in
this study using various psychological factors, including both positive and negative traits. The mental
model of a CEO has been developed in the form of a model and related to firm performance. The model
was loaded with data for different psychological constructs collected from a sample of 30 CEOs in the
Indian automobile sector and used to simulate and analyse five different conditions, covering different
percentages of positive and negative traits. From the analysis, a change in the &(2V¶VWUDWHJLFthinking
behaviour affects the strategy formulated and this strategy, when put implemented, will impact firm
performance. System dynamics modelling helped the study to model the entire strategic thinking system
and define the relationships between the factors that impact firm performance. The main inference of the
UHVHDUFKLVWKDWDIIHFWLQJWUDLWVFDQLQIOXHQFHD&(2¶VVWUDWHJLFFKRLFHVLQDFWXDOMXGJPHQWDOVLWXDWLRQV
and also suggests openings to scrutinize connections between those traits and various other outcomes,
such as strategic change or interest in a specific type of strategy. However, more direct measures and
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additional psychological constructs should also help to understand the strategic thinking process and its
relationships EHWZHHQ &(2V¶ DIIHFWLYH WUDLWV, strategies, and firm performance. The study cannot be
concluded without considering its limitations. The first limitation regards the chosen industry; the study
could be replicated for other industries and a comparative study could also be done between industries
using the concept of systems thinking. Second, only a few psychological factors were considered that
are involved in the strategic thinking process, a detailed study in the psychology domain can lead to
many more constructs, which could increase the PRGHOV¶effectiveness. Finally, the study has tested the
impact of the strategic thinking process only on the firm performance; there are many other factors that
could be affected, e.g. policy change rate, employee attrition rate, operational effectiveness,
productivity, etc. These limitations might create new research any executive leading to the discovery of
many more theories in the field of strategic management.
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